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College Calendar
Unless otherwise indicated, regular class schedules are

on holidays

in effect

listed.

20Sth Xcademic ^'ear (proposed calendar subject to change)

2009
August 2

1 ,

Ramadan begins

Friday

at first light

August 25-29, Tues.-Sat.

Pre-Orientation trips

August 29, Saturday

College housing ready for occupancy for first-year
students only, 9:00 a.m.

August 29-Sept.

September

1

.

2,

Sat.-Wed.

Orientation

Tuesday

College housing ready for occupancy for upperclass

Opening of

students. 8:(X) a.m.

College— Convocation, 3:30 p.m.

September

2,

Wednesday

September

3.

Thursday

Fall

September

7,

Monday

Labor Day (College holiday, many offices closed)

the

semester classes begin, 8:00 a.m.

September 10-12. Thurs. -Sat.

Alumni Council. Alumni Fund Directors, and BASIC
National Advisory Board meetings

September

Common

12.

Saturday

GtxKl Day (athletic teams away)

September 18-20, Fri.-Sun.

Rosh Hashanah, begins at sundown on
concludes at sundown on Sept. 20

September 20, Monday

Ramadan ends

September 27-28, Sun. -Men.

Yom

October

9,

Friday

Fall vacation

Day
October

14,

Wednesday

at

is

and

at last light

Kippur. begins

concludes

Sept. 18

at

sundown on

sundown on

Sept. 27

and

Sept. 28

begins after

last cla.ss;

Note:

Columbus

Monday, Oct. 12

Fall vacation ends, 8:(X) a.m.

teams home)

October 15-17, Thurs. -Sal.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

October 16-18, Fri.-Sun

Homecoming Weekend

October 30, Friday

Sarah and James Bowdoin Da\ (athletic teams home)

Oct. 30- Nov.

November

I,

25.

Fri.-Sun.

Wednesday

Parents

Weekend

(athletic

(athletic

teams home)

teams home)

Thanksgiving vacation begins,
25-27: College holidays,

(athletic

many

8:(X)

a.m.*

(November

offices closed)

November 30, Monday
December
Frida>
December 12 15. .Sat Tues.
December 16-21. Wxrd.Mon
December 22. Tuevda>
December 24, Thursday

Thanksgiving vacation ends.

December

25. Friday

Christmas holiday (College holiday, many offices closed)

December

3

1

1

.

l^ist

day of classes

Reading
lall

8:(K) a.m.

peri(xJ

semester exammations

College housing closes for winter break. niH)n

Christmas F-ve holiday (College holiday, many offices
closed)

1

.

Thursday

New

Year's Fac holiday (College holiday,

closed)

VI

man\

offices

College Calendar

vu

2010
January

1

,

New

Friday

Year's holiday (College holiday,

many

offices

closed)

January 18,

Monday

Martin Luther King

Jr.

Day (College

holiday,

many

offices closed)

College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.

January 23, Saturday
January 25,

Monday

Spring semester classes begin, 8:00 a.m.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

February 4-6, Thurs.-Sat.
February 15,

Monday

Presidents' Day, classes in session (College holiday,

many
March

12, Friday

March

13.

March

27, Saturday

March

29,

Spring vacation begins after

College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.

Monday
6,

Spring vacation ends,

Mon,-Tues.

Passover, begins at
at

sundown on

Good

April 2, Friday

Sunday

April 4,

last class

College housing closes for spring vacation, noon

Saturday

March 29-April

offices closed)

8:(X) a.m.

sundown on March 29 and concludes

April 6

Friday

Easter

April 8-10, Thurs.-Sat.

Alumni Council, Alumni Fund Directors, and BASIC
National Advisory Board meetings

May
May
May
May
May

Last day of classes; Honors

12,

Wednesday

Day

13-15, Thurs.-Sat.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

13-16, Thurs. -Sun.

Reading period

17-22, Mon.-Sat.

Spring semester examinations

23,

Sunday

College housing closes for non-graduating students,

noon

May
May
May
May

28, Friday

Baccalaureate

29, Saturday

The 205th Commencement Exercises

29, Saturday

College housing closes for graduating students, 6:00 p.m.

31

,

Monday

Memorial Day (College holiday, many

July 5,

offices closed)

Reunion Weekend

June 3-6, Thurs. -Sun.

Monday

Fourth of July holiday— Observed (College holiday,

many

offices closed)

Notes:

on holidays

Regular class schedules

in effect

supervisor to determine

if office is

*Wednesday, November 25 classes
instructor.

listed unless

otherwise noted. Staff, check with

closed.
will be rescheduled

on a class-by-class basis by the course

S

1
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209th Academic Year (proposed calendar subject to change)

2010
August

10,

Ramadan begins

Tuesday

at first light

August 24-28, Tues.-Sal.

Pre-Orientalion trips

August 28. Saturday

College housing ready for occupancy for first-year
students only. 9:00 a.m.

August 28-Sepiember

1.

Sal-Wed.

Orientation

College housing ready for occupancy for upperclass

August 3 1 Tuesday
,

students, 8:(X) a.m.

September

1

.

Wednesday

Opening of

the College

— Convocation. 3:30 p.m.

September

2,

Thursday

Fail

September

6,

Monday

Labor Day (College holiday, many offices closed)

September 8-10, Wed.
September
Sept

-Fri.

l6-IX,Thurs.-Sal.

September 17-18. Fri-

Sal.

8:CX) a.m.

Rosh Hashanah. begins at sundown on
concludes at sundown on Sept. 10

Ramadan ends

Friday

10.

semester classes begin.

Sept. 8 and

at last light

Alumni Council. Alunini Fund Directors, and BASIC
National Ad\ isory Board meetings

Yom

Kippur, begins

concludes

at

at

sundown on

sundown on

Sept.

and

1

Sept. 25. Saturday

Common Good Day

Sept. 30-Oci. 2. Thurs.-Sai.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

(athletic

Sept. 17

teams away)
(athletic

teams

home)
October
October

1

-3, Fri. -Sun.

8, Friday

Homecoming Weekend

13.

Wednesday

NoscmbtT 24

Fri

Sun.

Wi-ilru-stlay

is

Monday, Oct.

Fall vacation ends. 8:CK) a.m.

Parents

Weekend

(athletic

teams home)

Thanksgiving vacation begins.

many

November

29.

M

Thanksgiving vacation ends.

I>cccmber

10.

Friday

Last day of classes

December 1114. Sal.-Tnes

Wed Mon

December

l.S

December

2

December

24. Friday

1

.

Columbus

1

24- 26: College holidays,

20.

h(.)me)

Sarah and James Bowdoin Day (athletic teams home)

October 22. Fnda\
October 22 24.

teams

Fall vacation begins after last class; Note:

Day
October

(athletic

Tuesday

Reading
f-all

8:(M)

a.m.*

(November

offices closed)

K:(K) a.m.

periotl

semester exaniniations

College housmg closes lor wuiter break, noon

Christmas Fve holiday (College holiday. man> offices
closed)

December

27.

Monday

Christmas holiday observed (College holida\. mans
offices closed)

fv. ^ttyK^r vi Thurvday

New
man)

December

3

1 .

Fnday

New

Year's |-ve holiday observed (College holiday.
olliccs closed)

Year's

Day observed (College

offices closed)

holiday,

many

College Calendar
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2011
1

January

17,

,

New

Saturday

January

Monday

Year's holiday (observed in 2010

Martin Luther King

Jr.

Day (College

— see above)

holiday,

many

offices closed)

College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.

January 22, Saturday
January 24,

Monday

Spring semester classes begin, 8:00 a.m.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

February 10-12, Thurs.-Sat.
February 2 1

,

Monday

Presidents' Day, classes in session (College holiday,

many
March

1 1

March

12,

March

26, Saturday

March

28,

,

offices closed)

Friday

Spring vacation begins after

Saturday

College housing closes for spring vacation, noon

last class

College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.

Monday

Spring vacation ends, 8:00 a.m.

Apr. 7-9, Thurs.-Sat.

Alumni Council, Alumni Fund Directors, and BASIC
National Advisory Board meetings

April 18-26, Mon.-Tues.

Passover, begins
at

sundown on

at

sundown on

April 26

April 22, Friday

Good

April 24, Sunday

Easter

May
May
May
May
May

Last day of classes; Honors

1 1

,

Wednesday

April 18 and concludes

Friday

Day

12-14, Thurs.-Sat.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

12-15, Thurs.-Sun.

Reading period

16-21, Mon.-Sat.

Spring semester examinations

22,

Sunday

College housing closes for non-graduating students,

noon

May
May
May
May

27, Friday

Baccalaureate

28, Saturday

The 206th Commencement Exercises

28, Saturday

College housing closes for graduating students, 6:00 p.m.

30,

Monday

Memorial Day (College holiday, many
Reunion Weekend

June 2-5, Thurs.-Sun.
July 4,

offices closed)

Monday

Fourth of July holiday (College holiday,

many

offices

closed)

Regular class schedules

in effect

supervisor to determine

if

** Wednesday,
instructor.

on holidays

listed unless

otherwise noted. Staff, check with

office is closed.

November 24

classes will be rescheduled

on a class-by-class basis by the course

College Calendar

210th Academic Year (proposed calendar subject to change)
2U11

August

Ramadan begins

Mi)nda\

1 .

at first light

August 23-27. Tues.-Sai.

Pre-Orieniation trips

August 27. Salurda\

College housing ready for occupancy for first-year
students only, 9:00 a.m.

August 27-31,

Sat.- Wed.

Orientation

August 30. Tuesday

Ramadan ends

August 30, Tuesday

College housing ready for occupancy for upperc lass

at last light

students, 8:(K) a.m.

August 3

1 ,

Opening of

Wednesday

September

1 .

September

5.

the

College— Convocation, 3:30 p.m.

Thursday

Fall semester classes begin, 8:CX) a.m.

Monday

Labor Day (College holiday, many

Sept. 17. Saturday

Common

Sept. 22-24. Thurs.-Sat.

AluFiini Council.

National

September 28-30. Wed.

-Fri.

offices closed)

Gcxxl Day (athletic teams here)

.-XdN

Alumni Fund Directors, and BASIC
isor\ Board meetings

Rosh Hashanah, begins at sunset on
at sunset on Sept. 30

Sept. 28

and

concludes

October

7,

October

7-8. Fri- Sat.

Fall vacation

Friday

is

begins after

last class;

Note:

Columbus Day

Monday. Oct. 10

Yom

Kippur. begins

at

sunset on Oct. 7 and concludes

at

sunset on Oct. S

Wednesday

October

1

2.

October

1

3- 15. Thurs.-Sat.

October 14-16.

Fri. -Sun.

October 28. Friday
October 28 30.

No\ ember

23.

Fri

Sun.

Wednesday

Fall vacation ends, 8:(K) a.m.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

teams here)

Homecoming Weekend (athletic teams here)
Sarah and James Bowdoin Day (athletic teams
Parents Weekend (athletic teams here)
1

here)

hanksgivnig vacatii>n begins. 8:00 a.m.* (Nov. 23-25:

College holidays,

November 28. Monday
December 9. Fnda>
December 10 13. Sal.-Tues
December 14 19. Wed. Mon
December 20. lucsd-iy
December 23. Fndav

(athletic

many

offices closed)

Thanksgiving vacation ends. 8:(K) a.m.
I^sl day of classes

Readmg
Fall

peritul

semester examniations

College housing doses for wniter break, noon

Christmas

live hoIi«.la\ t»hsc'r\i'il (College liolidav.

many

offices closed)

l>ecember

2ft.

Monday

December

30.

Fnday

Christmas holiday observed (College

hi)liday. nianv

offices closed)

New
m.iM\

Year's Fac holida) obscr\cil
otfli i*s

I

Insrd)

((

ollcge holiday.

College Calendar
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2012
January

2,

New

Monday

Year's holiday observed (College holiday,

many

offices closed)

January 16,

Monday

Martin Luther King

Jr.

Day

(College holiday,

many

offices closed)

College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.

January 21, Saturday
January 23,

Monday

Spring semester classes begin, 8:00 a.m.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

February 9-11, Thurs.-Sat.

February 20,

Monday

Presidents' Day, classes in session (College holiday,

many

offices closed)

March 9, Friday

Spring vacation begins after

March

10,

College housing closes for spring vacation, noon

March

24, Saturday

March

26,

Saturday

College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.

Monday

March 29-Apr.

Spring vacation ends, 8:00 a.m.

Alumni Council, Alumni Fund Directors, and BASIC
National Advisory Board meetings

Thurs.-Sat.

1,

last class

April 6, Friday

Good

April 6-14, Fri.-Sat.

Passover, begins

April 8, Sunday

Easter

May
May
May
May
May

Last day of classes; Honors

Friday
at

sunset on April 6 and concludes at

sunset on April 14

9,

Wednesday

Day

10-12, Thurs.-Sat.

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

10-13, Thurs.-Sun.

Reading period

14-19, Mon.-Sat.

Spring semester examinations

20,

Sunday

College housing closes for non-graduating students,

noon

May
May
May
May
May

25, Friday

Baccalaureate

26, Saturday

The 207th Commencement Exercises

26, Saturday

College housing closes for graduating students, 6:00 p.m.

28,

30

July 4,

Monday
-

June

3,

Memorial Day (College holiday, many

offices closed)

Reunion Weekend

Thurs.-Sun.

Wednesday

Fourth of July holiday (College holiday,

many

offices

closed)

on holidays

Regular class schedules

in effect

supervisor to determine

if office is

*Wednesday, November 23 classes
instructor.

listed unless otherwise noted. Staff,

check with

closed.
will be rescheduled

on a class-by-class basis by the course

General Information
B(jwDOiN

an independent, nonseclarian. ct^educaiional. residential, undergraduate. liberal

is

arts college located in

Brunswick, Maine, a town of approximately 22,000 situated close to

the Maine coast, 25 miles from Portland and about 120 miles from Boston.

lerms and \acations: The College holds two sessions each
and the vacation periods are indicated

Bowdoin College

.\ccrt'ditation:

is

year.

The

dates of the semesters

College Calendar on pages vi-xi.

in the

accredited by the

New

England Association of Schools

and Colleges.

The student body numbers about 1,720 students (49 percent male, 51 percent
two classes 48/52 percent and 49/51 percent); about 250 students study away

KnroIInient:
female;

last

one or both semesters annually; 91 percent complete the degree within

five years.

Faculty: Student/faculty ratio 9:1; the equivalent of 185 full-time faculty in residence, 98
percent with Ph.D. or equivalent: 24 head athletic coaches.

(ieographic Distribution of .Students:

New

22. V jxTccrii. .\lid\scst. S.2 percent; West.

1

England, 42.4 percent; Middle Atlantic

1.5 percent;

states,

Southwest. 2.9 percent; South, 7.3

percent; international, 4.7 percent. Forty-nine states, the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico, and

twenty-six countries are represented. Minority and international enrollment
Statistics:

is

30 percent.

As of June 20()9, 35.932 students have matriculated at Bowdoin College, and 27,904

in academic programs have tx;en awarded. In addition, earned master's degrees have
been awarded to 274 postgraduate students. Living alumni/ae include 7,838 graduates, .960

degrees

1

1

30 honorarv degree holders (43 alumni/ae, 87 non-alumni/ae). 3 recipients
of the Certiticale of Honor, and 237 graduates in the specific postgraduate program.
nongraduates,

OfTut-s

1

1

and OrPuf Hours: The Admissions Office

ol ihc president

dean for academic

.iiid

is

liKated in Burton-Little House.

affairs are located in

Ofhces

Hawlhorne-Longfellou Hall, the

westendof Ha\slhorne-Longfello\N Library. The Treasurer's Office is located in Ham House
on Bath Road. Business offices and the Human Resources Office are in the McLellan Building at 85 Union Street. The IX'velopment and Alumni Relations offices are located at 83 and
85 Federal Street and in Copeland House. The Office of the Registrar, the Dean of Student
Affairs Office, and Bo\\doin Career l*lannim: are in the Moulton Union. The (\)unselini:
StTMce IS at 32 College Street. The IVpaHmcnt of Facilities Management and the Office of
S.itciy and .Security arc in Rhodes Hall
For additional inforroation on Col lege offices and buildings, see
380. and the

Campus Map and

In general, the

list

Campus and

Buildings, page

of offices on pages 384-387.

admmistralive offices of the College are o|X'n from 8:30 a.m
Friday

to

5:00 i\i

.

Monday through

Trlepbooe S>%itchl>oard Bowdoin College uses an automated

call processing system on
can be rcached 24 hours a day, seven days
•*0." Further information about
a week, by
telephone numbers can be found on the
B<md<)in Cmicgc Web site at www bowdoin.edu.
It*

mam

number. 207-725-3000.

A

live operator

•

i

XII

The Mission of the College
It

is

the mission of the College to engage students of

uncommon promise

in

an intense

full-

time education of their minds, exploration of their creative faculties, and development of their
social

and leadership

abilities, in a

with a baccalaureate degree

four-year course of study and residence that concludes

in the liberal arts.

Two guiding ideas suffuse Bowdoin's mission. The first, from the College of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, defines education

endowed

are founded and

who

resort to

them

.

.

.

for the

in

common

terms of a social vision. "Literary institutions

good, and not for the private advantage of those

but that their mental powers

benefit of society" (President Joseph

may

McKeen's inaugural

generous enthusiasms and cooperate with others for

be cultivated and improved for the
address,

common

1

ends.

802); "To lose yourself in
.

.;

this is the offer

of the

College" (President William DeWitt Hyde, 1903). The second idea stresses the formation of
a complete individual for a world in flux: there

is

an intrinsic value

in

a liberal arts education

of breadth and depth, beyond the acquisition of specific knowledge, that will enable a thinking
person "to be

home

at

At the root of
selects

this

in all

lands and

mission

men and women

is

of varied

all

ages" (President Hyde).

selection. First,
gifts;

and regardless of

faculty

them

members of high

to

become

Bowdoin

diverse social, geographic, and racial backgrounds;

and exceptional qualities of mind and character. Developed
these gifts will enable

their wealth,

leaders in

intellectual ability

many

in association

fields

with one another,

of endeavor. Second,

it

recruits

who have

and scholarly accomplishment

a

passion for education both of undergraduates and of themselves, as life-long creators and
pursuers of knowledge.

The College pursues
1

.

Intellectual

The

its

mission

in five

domains:

and Academic.

great mission of the College

is

to instill in students the love, the

ways, and the habit of

learning.

General education
through which

power and

in liberal arts.

human beings

their limits

The academic

disciplines are specialized

modes of inquiry

perceive and intellectually engage the world. Both their

have led the College

to

make

commitment to general
become critically acquainted

a long-standing

education. Specialist faculty cause non-specialist students to

with the perspectives and methods of disciplines in three general divisions of learning: the

and the social sciences. The College also sustains
programs of interdisciplinary study, to reveal complicated realities not disclosed by any single
natural sciences, the humanities and the arts,

discipline.

It

requires study outside the perspectives of Europe and the West; and

it

encourages

study abroad to foster students' international awareness and linguistic mastery.

The major field of study and independent work. Bowdoin places particular emphasis on the
academic major, a concentrated engagement with the method and content of an academic
discipline, in which advanced students take increasing intellectual responsibility for their own
education.

The College provides

opportunities for honors projects and independent study,

enabling students to engage in research and writing under the guidance of faculty mentors.

The arrangement of teaching

duties not only of original scholarship

student projects.

Bowdoin faculty presupposes professional
and creative work but also of supervision of advanced

responsibilities of

The Mission of the College
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The unevenness of American secondary education, the diversity of student
backgrounds and the demands of college-level work and effective citizenship all require that

Essential

skills.

the College enable students to master essential quantitative and writing skills

and

skills

of

oral communication, with the guidance of faculty, other professionals, and qualified student
peers.

The College

believes that technology

tion and society; and that
and dependably available
2.

it

to

not education, but that

is

is

it

changing both educa-

must be embraced by pedagogy and research and made easily
students, faculty, and staff.

Social and Residential.

Bowdoin

students are selected from a large pool of applicants for their intellectual ability,

By design, they differ widely in their backgrounds
scientific, or otherwise. To enable such students to

seriousnessofpurposeandpersonalqualities.

and

talents,

learn

be they

artistic, athletic,

from each other, and

to

make

rewarding and congenial residence
is at

lasting friendships, the College
life,

open

The College devotes

dedicated to creating a

Bowdoin's system

the core of the mission of a residential college.

halls linked to restored,

is

which, with communal dining,

to all students,

is

based on residence

medium-sized, self-governing former fraternity houses.
the talent of staff and faculty, and of students themselves, to the

creation of opportunities for student growth and leadership in these residential contexts,

many

reinforced by

and opportunities

M^lunteer programs and acli\

iiics.

student-run

campus

organizations,

to plan careers.

3. Athletic.

Intercollegiate athletic comjxMiiion against colleges

w

ith

shared academic

non-varsit> sports, can foster self-control, poise, leadership,

\

alues,

and other

good health and good humor.

Bowdoin encourages student participation in professionally coached varsity and club programs,
program that enables students
and on its seacoast and islands.

as well as intramunil sports, and in an outing club

and

test

themselves

4. Hsihciic

in

Maine's rivers and forests

and Environmental.

The College

is

dedicated to constructing and preserving buildings and

highest qualit). believing that their beauty and serenity shape
life

and intomi the

sensibilities of students

spaces and buildings

in their

who

As

craft,

towns, businesses, and homes.

deepens a Bowdoin student's

a liberal arts college in Maine.

campus

as graduates will

ringed with historic architecture, and containing two

and Arctic

to explore

scmisc

campus spaces of the

intellectual

and esthetic

inHuence the quality of

A quadrangle of oaks

museums

and pines,

with major collections of art

of place, history and civilization.

Bowdoin assumes

nature as a resource -for teaching ami engaging students

a particular responsibility to

notably

li>

sense of the natural enNironmenl. local and global, aiul the eftects aiul the role ol

beings regarding
5.

use

help them obtain a broad

human

it.

Ethical

and explicit fo its mission is the College's comimtment to creating a moral
envimnmenf. free of fear and intimidation, and w here differences can flourish lacully and
Mudenls require honesty in academic work. Coaches instruct that fatigue ami liustration aie
no excuse for personal fouls IX'ans and pnKlors set standards of probity and decency and
Implicit in

cnfjircc Ihcm.

w nh

present gr.idn.ii.s

ikmdoiii

i:

student panicipation. in

^^

(

ifh .mit^i.-miics that call
.

lor students,

'ollege pr«Keilures Yet. recognizing that life will
lor ceHaintv less than lor balance

academically or socially

and jmlgment.

|XThaps fewer than do

The Mission of the College
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does so believing that students grow morally and sharpen
personal identity by exercising free individual choice among varied alternatives, curricular
other residential colleges.

It

and social. But the College also causes these decisions to occur in a context of density and
variety— of ideas, artistic expression, and exposure to other cultures and other races — so
that personal identity will not

Bowdoin College seeks
institution,

to

become an
be a

fair,

illusion of centrality.

encouraging employer of

all

those

who

serve the

providing opportunities for professional development, promotion and personal

growth, and recognizing the value of each individual's contribution to

its

educational

mission.

From its
endowment

more than two hundred years and its inheritance of buildings and
the gifts of Bowdoin alumni there derives a corollary. If the College is

history of
that are

is also a provident and prudential
must carry the costs of their own
enjoyment of its benefits; as alumni they remain a part of Bowdoin, assuming responsibility for
renewing the endowments and buildings that will keep Bowdoin a vital, growing educational
force for future generations of students and faculty.
Finally, Bowdoin's intellectual mission is informed by the humbling and cautionary lesson
of the twentieth century: that intellect and cultivation, unless informed by a basic sense of
decency, of tolerance and mercy, are ultimately destructive of both the person and society.

to

pursue

its

educational purposes in perpetuity,

one. Succeeding generations of

The purpose of

a

members of

its

mission

the College

Bowdoin education — the mission of

the College

—

is

therefore to assist a

student to deepen and broaden intellectual capacities that are also attributes of maturity and

wisdom: self-knowledge,

intellectual honesty, clarity of thought, depth of

knowledge, an

independent capacity to learn, mental courage, self-discipline, tolerance of and interest
differences of culture and belief, and a willingness to serve the
self to higher goals.

in

common good and subordinate

Environmental Mission Statement
THEBowDOiNCoLLEGEcommunity — being mindful of ouruseoftheearth's natural resources,
our impact on the environment of coastal Maine, and our responsibilities as members of a
leading liberal arts college dedicated to serving the

common good — recommit

ourselves to

en\ironmental awareness and responsibility, and to actions that promote sustainability on

campus and

in the lives

of our graduates.

This reafhrmation by the College of long-held principles comes at a time when the
consequences of inaction are no longer abstract or shrouded in uncertainty. Although study
and deliberation must continue, our accumulated know ledge about the effects of climate

change demands the identification and implementation of effecti\ e solutions that will protect
the en\ironmeni while ad\ancing economic development and security here and abroad. It
is clear that we must conduct ourselves in a manner that meets our needs today without
jeopardizing the ability of future generations to meet their own.

Bowdoin's ongoing
lake place in

on behalf of sustainability and environmental stewardship
our classrooms, on campus, in our coastal research facilities, and in the
efforts

communitv.

As an educational institution
much of its identity from the

that has long derived great benefit

natural beauty of Maine.

a special obligation to challenge

and

Bowdoin has

students and faculty to examine,

its

discuss, and debate issues of ecological preser\alion. social Justice,

economic \ iabiliiy,andgk)bal
will continue to incorporate

lives

respofisibilit).

Accordingly, the College

environmental awareness into the daily

of students, and will ensure that Bowdoin graduates have the

ability,

know ledge, and intellectual

flexibility to

confront these complex

issues through effective analysis and he application of crcatJNC thought,
I

sound judgment, and ethical action.
In

its

daily operations, the College

w ill continue

to

reduce waste and

pollution through conservation, recycling, and other sustainability
practices.

These

efforts will continue to include the investigation

implementation of new technologies and methtxls aimed

at

and

reducing

Bowdoin's impact on the environment.

howdoin

will also maintain

its

leadership role in the

community by

appi) ing research and volunleereffort low ard iiulcnlifying and helping
lo

soKc

the ensironmenlal challenges of

Brunswick and Maine.

h IS clear thai actions taken or dismissed Unlav will define the future condition of our
world and mkicI) As educators, scholars, and citi/ens long dcdicatcil to the common good
and priMlcj;ed it) "counl Nature a tamiliar acquaintance." we. the mcmlxTs of the Howiioiii
community, pledge ourselves and our cfTorts lo ihis cause and lo a jusi and sustainable
future

Historical Sketch
The idea of Bowdoin College originated in the years following the American Revolution
among a group of men who wished to see established in the District of Maine the sort of
would guarantee republican virtue and social stability. In the biblical
language of the day, they wished "to make the desert bloom."
After six years of arguments over the site, a college was chartered on June 24, 1794,
by the General Court in Boston, for Maine was until 1820 a part of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. The college was to be built in the small town of Brunswick, as the result of a
geographic compromise between strong Portland interests and legislators from the Kennebec
Valley and points farther east. It was named for Governor James Bowdoin II. an amateur
scientist and hero of the Revolution, well remembered for his role in putting down Shays'
Rebellion. Established by Huguenot merchants, the Bowdoin family fortune was based not
only on banking and shipping but on extensive landholdings in Maine. The new college was
endowed by the late governor's son, James Bowdoin III, who was a diplomat, agriculturalist,
and art collector, and by the Commonwealth, which supported higher education with grants
of land and money, a practice established in the seventeenth century for Harvard and repeated
in 1793 for Williams College. Bowdoin's bicameral Governing Boards, changed in 1996 to
a single Board of Trustees, were based on the Harvard model.
Original funding for the College was to come from the sale of tracts of undeveloped lands
donated for the purpose by townships and the Commonwealth. Sale of the wilderness lands
took longer than expected, however, and Bowdoin College did not open until September 2,
1802. Its first building, Massachusetts Hall, stood on a slight hill overlooking the town. To the
south were the road to the landing at Maquoit Bay and blueberry fields stretching toward the
Harpswells. To the north was the "Twelve-Rod Road" (Maine Street) leading to the lumber
mills and shipyards near the falls of the Androscoggin. To the east the campus was sheltered
by a grove of "whispering" white pines, which were to become a symbol of the College. The
inauguration of the first president, the Reverend Joseph McKeen, took place in a clearing in
that grove. McKeen, a liberal Congregationalist and staunch Federalist, reminded the "friends
of piety and learning" in the District that "literary institutions are founded and endowed for
the common good, and not the private advantage of those who resort to them for education."
The next day, classes began with eight students in attendance.
For the first half of the nineteenth century, the Bowdoin curriculum was essentially an
civil institution that

eighteenth-century one: a great deal of Latin, Greek, mathematics, rhetoric, Scottish Common

Sense moral philosophy, and Baconian science, modestly liberalized by the addition of modem
languages, English literature, international law, and a

little

history. Its teaching

similarly traditional: the daily recitation and the scientific demonstration.

methods were

The antebellum

College also had several unusual strengths. Thanks to bequests by James Bowdoin
College had one of the best libraries in

III,

the

New England and probably the first public collection

of old master paintings and drawings in the nation.

A lively undergraduate culture centered

on two literary-debating societies, the Peucinian (whose name comes from the Greek word
for "pine") and the Athenaean, both of which had excellent circulating libraries. And there
were memorable teachers, notably the internationally known mineralogist Parker Cleaveland,
the psychologist (or "mental philosopher," in the language of his day) Thomas Upham, and
the young linguist and translator Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1825).
Finances were a problem, however, especially following the crash of 1837. The College
also became involved in various political and religious controversies buffeting the state.

Historical Sketch
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Identified

u iih

the anii-separationisi party, the College faced a hostile

1820 and for financial reasons had

after statehood in

governance. For the

Democratic legislature

more public control of

to agree to

part Congregationalists, the College authorities

most

its

found themselves

attacked by liberal Unitarians on the one side and by evangelical "dissenters" on the other

new state). The question of whether
was
in
1833
by Justice Joseph Story in Allen v.
private
tinally
settled
was
or
public
Boudoin
McKeen. \\ hich applied the Dartmouth Collci^e case to declare Bow doin a private corporation
beyond the reach of the Legislature. The more difficult matter of religion was settled by
the "Declaration" of 1846, which stopped short of ofhcially adopting a denominational tie
but promised that Bow doin would remain Congregational for all practical purposes. One
immediate result was a tlmxl of donations, which allowed completion of Richard Upjohn's
Romanesque Re\i\al chapel, a landmark in American ecclesiastical architecture. An ambitious
new medical schcH)l had been established at Bow doin by the state in 820 — and was to supply
(notably by the Baptists, the largest denomination in the

1

Maine with countn. dcKtors
school never found sufficient
that

many of

in 1*^)2! —but plans in
Bowdoin
did not evolve
backing, and

until

it

closed

the 1850s to

add a law

into the small university

supporters had envisioned.

its

For a college that neser had an antebellum class of more than sixty graduates, Bowdoin

produced a notable

rt)ster

of Nathaniel Hawthorne

{

of pre-Ci\
1825).

il

who

War

alumni. The most enduring fame seems that

set his first novel,

Fanshawe,

a college very like

at

Bowdoin. Even better known in his day was his classmate Longfellow, who after Tennyson
was the most beloved |X)el in the Hnglish-speaking world and whose "Morituri Salutamus,"
written for his fiftieth reunitMi in 1875.

is

perhaps the

finest tribute

any poet ever paid to

alma mater. Other writers of note included the satirist Seba Smith 1818), whose "Jack
Downing" sketches more or less in\ented a genre, and Jacob Abbott 1820), author of the
many "Rollo" books. But it was in public affairs that Bowdoin graduates look the most
his

(

(

laurels:

William

among them.
Pitt

Franklin Pierce (1824), fourteenth president of the United States;

Fessenden

1823), abolitionist, U.S. senator, cabinet

(

opponent of .Andrew Johnson's im|X"achmcnt: John A. Andrew
of Ma-ssachuseits; ()li\er Otis Howard

(

1

850). Civil

War

(

member, and courageous

1837). Ci\il

War governor

general, educator, and head o\ the

Frccdmen's Bureau; Melville Fuller (1853), chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court; and
Bracket! Reed 1860). the most powerful Speaker in tlie history of the U.S. House

Thomas

(

Brown Russwurm

of Representatives. John

Bowdom's
any

US

first

(

1826), editor and African coloni/ationist.

was

African .Xmcrican graduate and the third African .American to graduate fnnii

college.

War began and ended in Brunsw ick, Maine," has st)me truth
to il. While living here in 850-5
when Calvin Stowe 824) was teaching theology, Harriet
Bccchcr Sfowe wrofc Uncle T(un \ Cabin, some of in her husband's study in Appleton Hall.
Joshua L. Chamberlain 852 having left his Bowdoin teaching post in 862 to lead the 20th
The old quip

that "the Civil
1

1

(

.

1

it

(

1

).

1

Maine, was chosen

to receive the Confederate surrender a! Ai^pomatlox three >ears later.
postwar period was a troubled one for Bowtlom Ihe Maine economs had lx*gun a
ccnlury-iong slump, making it difficult to raise funds or attract students llic new. practical
I"he

cumculum and lower
mit'

-

'•'

"^^

a

As

'•

Civil

Maine threatened

i<»

undermine Bowdoin

but the forces of inertia on the Boards were loo great, and a student

against the military drill in 1874 suggested that

War hcn»

to

Chamberlain

tried to innovate
a short lived engineering sch(H)l.
prDNide phvsical training, less classical language aiul more science, even

i«>n

I'

"rcbclhon

cosc of ihc University of

prcsulcnl.

change the College.

it

would take more than even a

7

Historical Sketch

But change did arrive in 1885, in the form of William DeWitt Hyde, a brisk young
man who preached an idealistic philosophy, a sort of muscular Christianity, and who had a
Teddy Roosevelt-like enthusiasm for life. By the College's centennial in 1894, Hyde had
rejuvenated the faculty, turned the "yard" into a quad (notably by the addition of McKim,
Mead and White's Walker Art Building), and discovered how to persuade alumni to give

money. Where Bowdoin had once prepared young men for the public forum, Hyde's college
taught them what they needed to succeed in the new world of the business corporation. Much
of this socialization took place in well-appointed fraternity houses; Bowdoin had had "secret
societies" as far back as the 1840s, but it was not until the 1890s that they took over much
of the responsibility for the residential life of the College. In the world of large research
universities, Hyde
a prolific writer in national journals— proved that there was still a place

—

for the small, pastoral

New

England college.

Kenneth C. M. Sills, casting himself as the caretaker of Hyde's vision, shepherded the
College through two World Wars and the Great Depression. Among his major accomplishments
were bringing the athletic program into the fold of the College and out of the direct control
of alumni, gradually making Bowdoin more of a national institution, and cementing the
fierce loyalty of a generation of graduates. His successor, James S. Coles, played the role of
modernizer: new life was given the sciences, professional standards for faculty were redefined,
and the innovative "Senior Center" program was put in operation in the new high-rise dorm
later named Coles Tower. Coles was succeeded in 1967 by Acting President and Professor
of Government Athern

P.

Daggett, a

Roger Howell

In 1969,

Jr.

'58

member

of the Class of 1925.

was inaugurated

at the

age of thirty-three. The youngest

college president in the country, and a highly respected scholar in the field of seventeenthin an era of rapid change. The turmoil of the Vietnam
was reflected in the student strike of 970 and in early debate about the fraternity system.
The decision in 970 to make standardized tests optional for purposes of admission, the arrival

century British history, Howell ushered
era

1

1

of coeducation

in

1971, an eventual increase

in the size

of the College to 1,400 students,

and students of color, all significantly
altered the composition of the student body and began an impetus for curricular change that
continued through the 1980s under the leadership of President A. LeRoy Greason.
During the Greason presidency, the College undertook to reform the curriculum, expand
the arts program, encourage environmental study, diversify the faculty, and make the College
and a concerted

more

effort to recruit students in the arts

fully coeducational.

By

1990,

Bowdoin was

nationally regarded as a small, highly

selective liberal arts college with an enviable location in coastal

Maine and a strong teaching
The College continued to

faculty willing to give close personal attention to undergraduates.

prove that

it

could innovate— for example, through pace-setting programs to use computers

to teach classics

and calculus, through access

to live foreign television to teach languages,

through student-constructed independent study projects and "years abroad," and through the
microscale organic chemistry curriculum.
President Robert H.

Edwards came

to

Bowdoin

in 1990.

He

reorganized the College

administration, strengthened budgetary planning and controls, and developed processes for the

discussion and resolution of key issues. In

of the two hundredth anniversary of

brought

in

$135 million

in additional

its

1

993-94, he presided over the College 's celebration

founding.

A capital

endowment for faculty

campaign, concluded

in 1998,

positions and scholarships, and

funds for an ambitious building program that has included the transformation of the former

Hyde Cage

into the

David Saul Smith Union; construction or renovation of facilities

sciences, including a

for the

new interdisciplinary science center, Druckenmiller Hall, renovation of

Cleaveland Hall and Searles Hall, and construction of terrestrial and marine laboratories

at

.

Historical Sketch
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the College's

new

Coastal Studies Center on Orr's Island; expanded facilities for the arts in

Memorial Hall; and restoration of and improvements to the Chapel. Two new
residence halls. Stowe and How ard halls, were completed in 996, and another. Chamberlain
Hall, opened in the fall of 1999. In addition, expanded dining facilities in Wentworth Hall
were completed in 2000 and the hall was renamed Thorne Hall.
In 996-97, the Board of Trustees established a Commission on Residential Life to review
all aspects of residential life. The commission recommended, and the trustees unanimously
approved, a new conception of residential life for Bowdoin based on a model of broad
House membership that includes all students. The new system also replaced the system of
residential fraiemities, \s hich were phased out in May 2(KK). During the Edw ards presidency,
the enrollment of the College was expanded from 1,385 to approximately 1,600 students,
and the College's endowment grew from $175 million to approximately $500 million. In
addition, the student-faculty ratio was reduced from 11:1 to 10:
Bowdoin's two hundredth academic year began w ith the inauguration of Barry Mills '72 as
and adjacent

to

1

1

1

the fourteenth president of the College. During his tenure as president. Mills has underscored
the primacN of
liberal arts

McEwen, Mills

The College has

religious,

has worked with the faculty to redefine a

w ith former Dean for Academic
major curriculum reform at Bowdoin since the early

education for the tweniy-Hrst century. Together

Affairs Craig

1980s.

Bowdoins academic program and
led the

first

also successfully recommitted itself to the goal of expanding ethnic,

and stK'ioeconomic divcrsits among students and employees. Mills has worked

increase national visibilits for

Bowdoin and

planning siud) toguide future de\elopment on the campus. Mills

and increase support

for the arts at the College,

of the Bowdoin College

Museum

to

campus master
has also worked to strengthen

also initialed a comprchensi\e

completing a major expansion and renovation

of Art and a conversion of the Curtis Pool building into

Kanbar Auditorium. Student residential life has also
been impn)\cd through the constniclion of new residence halls and the renovation of existing
residential facilities; the new Watson Arena; and the new Peter Buck Center for Health and
Fitness. Mills successfully led 'The Bowdoin Campaign," a live-year fundraising effort that
concluded in June 2(X)9. The campaign, w hich exceeded its goal of $250 million, has enhanced
Bowdoin's academic program by adding faculty and by fcKusing resources on the faculty/
the Siud/inski Recital Hall and 28()-seat

student experience, facullv scholarship, and the intellectual

improNcd access

to

Bowdoin

life

of the College. Mills has

a pnorits of his administration b\

desoling ncarl\ one-third of

the funds raised to student tinancial aid. In Jaiuiar) 2(H)<S, he aniuuinccd that

replace student loans

cmphasi/ed

w ith

grants for

all

sustainabiliiy efforts at the College through the construction of "green" facilities
efforts.

PR!:SIDENTS OF

JovphMcKcen

1«():-IK()7

Jesse Appleton

1

William Alien

1820-18.^9

Uonard
Joshua

WtKKlsJr.

Hams
I

Bowdoin would

students beginning in September 2(X)8. Mills has also

and other conservation and sustainabiiitv

Samuel

made

(

hamhcrlain

Will,,,mI).W.fi

H)dc
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A.
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Admission

In

May

to the

College

989, the Governing Boards of Bowdoin College approved the following statement

1

on admissions:

Bowdoin College
accomplishments and

is, first

talents

and foremost, an academic institution. Hence academic
are given the greatest weight in the admissions process.

While accomplishments beyond academic achievements are considered in admissions
decisions, these are not emphasized to the exclusion of those applicants who will make
a contribution to Bowdoin primarily in the academic life of the College. In particular,
applicants with superior academic records or achievements are admitted regardless
of their other accomplishments. All Bowdoin students must be genuinely committed
to the pursuit of a liberal arts education, and therefore all successful applicants must
demonstrate that they can and will engage the curriculum seriously and successfully.
At the same time that it is an academic institution, Bowdoin is also a residential
community. To enhance the educational scope and stimulation of that community, special
consideration in the admissions process

is

who

given to applicants

represent a culture,

region, or background that will contribute to the diversity ofthe College. To ensure that the

College community thrives, special consideration
to applicants

who have demonstrated talents

in the

admissions process

in leadership, in

is

also given

communication,

service, and in other fields of endeavor that will contribute to campus

life

in social

and to the common

good thereafter. And to support the extracurricular activities that constitute an important
component of the overall program at Bowdoin, and that enrich the life of the campus
community, special consideration in the admissions process is also given to applicants with
talents in the arts, in athletics, and in other areas in which the College has programs. The
goal is a student body that shares the common characteristic of intellectual commitment
but within which there is a considerable range of backgrounds, interests, and talents.

Although Bowdoin does not require

number of

that a student seeking

admission take a prescribed

courses, the typical entering first-year student will have had four years each

of English, foreign language, mathematics, and social science, and three to four years of
laboratory sciences. Further, most will have taken courses in the arts, music, and computer

We

recommend that students have keyboard training.
Candidates applying to Bowdoin College are evaluated by members of

science.

staff in

strongly

the admissions

terms ofthe following factors: academic record, the level of challenge represented

in the candidate's

course work, counselor/teacher recommendations, application and essays,

overall academic potential, school and

community involvement,

leadership, and personal

qualities.

APPLICATION AND ADMISSION PROCEDURES
Students

may

apply to Bowdoin through the regular admissions program or through either

of two early decision programs. The application deadline for Early Decision Option

November
1

.

15.

The deadline

Application materials for

for Early Decision Option
all

and regular admission

programs are the same, except

must also complete the Early Decision Agreement
materials.

II

that

is

is

I is

January

that early decision applicants

included with the application

Admission
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The Common Application

College

to the

includes the Personal Application, with the School Report and

iwo Teacher Evaluation tonus. The Bowdoin Supplement includes a supplementary essay,
a Mid- Year School Report, optional Arts and Athletics supplements, and the Early Decision
form, if applicable. Those who wish to be considered for financial aid must file the College
Scholarship Sen ice PROFILE online or the appropriate International Aid form. Applicants
for admission

must also submit the

an application fee waiver.

$6() application fee or

Regular Admission

The

follow ing items constitute a completed admissions folder:

1.

Common

The

Application, essays, and required supplementary materials submitted

The postmark deadline

with the application fee ($60).
I.

for regular applications

In addition to the personal essay required as part of the

Common

requires that candidates submit a supplcmcntar\ essay as part of the

Bowdoin Web

is

January

Bowdoin

.Application.

Bowdoin Supplement.

www.bowdoin.edu/admissions/.

which can be downloaded from the
2. School Report: The college advisor's estimate of the candidate's character and
accomplishments and a copy of the .secondary schixil transcript should be returned to Bowdoin
A transcript of grades through the midyear marking period (Mid-Year
no later than Januar\
I

site at

.

Bowdoin

SchiK)l Report) should be returned lo

b\ EebruarN 15.

Rtiommendations: Each candidate is required to submit two teacher recommendations,
which should be completed by two core academic subject teachers and returned as soon as
possible and no later than Januarv
Core academic subjects are English, foreign language,
mathematics, science, and scKial studies.
4. Collei^e Entrance Examination Board or American College Testing Scores: Bowdoin
3.

1

allows each applicant to decide

if

.

his or her standardized test results should be considered

as part of the application. In recent years, approximately 20 percent of

applicants decided not to submit standardized test results.

The candidate

makmg arrangements to take the College Board examinations and
a*cei\es the scores

if

should also arrange for an

official report

SAT

submit their

should complete

all

1

to

It

is

examinations no

be excluded fnim the

entcnng

and

lest)

later than

SAT

II

(Subject Test) or

Bowdoin

otiicial

scores

by Bowdoin

their standardized test scores considered
in

ACT

January of the senior year.

writing no later than the appropriate application

the candidate's responsibility to ad\ise his/her college counselor

Note: Because standardized
all

responsible for

of the scores to be sent h\ the testing agency. Students

(Reasoning

Students who ch(x>se not lo have
musi nolify ihe Admissions Office
deadline

is

for ensuring that

he or she w ants them h) be considered as part of the application. Students

ch(K>smg

lo

Bowdoin's accepted

if

scores are

sccondar> school transcript.
lest results are

used for academic counseling and placement.

firsl-ycar students are requiretl lo

suhmii scores

mcr

the

summer

prior to

cnn)lling
5.

ViMl

and

A

Interview:

available with a

member

addition, nurmbers of the

(x*rsonal

interMcw

is

strongly encouragetl. Interviews arc

of the admissions staff or a senior inters iewer on campus. In

Bowdoin Alumni

Sch(H)ls and Interviewing

Committee (BASIC)

arc available in most parts of ihe country lo provide interviews on a local basis. (For further

information on

BASIC,

•cnior ml'

%ummcf
from ihc
<»

ii

see page
'net

ins

.iiiti

ill. in

third \scek in

.V).S.)

A number of carefully

selected ami trainetl

Bowdoin

interviews to supplement regular staff appointnuiils during the

September

Ma> through

into

IX'cember

On campus

interviews

mc

;i\;iilable

carl> iX'cembcr.

^nii/uation: All candidates will receive a final decision on their applicaiM)n lor

admi%%inn by the end of March.

A commitment

to enroll

is

not required of any first-year

1

.

Admission

to the

College

1

candidate (except those applying for Early Decision) until the Candidates'
date of

May

1

.

To accept an

admissions deposit, which

offer of admission
is

credited to the

Reply

from Bowdoin, a student must submit a $300

first

semester's

7. Candidates requiring an application fee waiver

Board form from

Common

bill.

may

request the standard College

guidance counselor or have the counselor write to request a fee

their

waiver, explaining the extent to which the fee would represent an excessive burden for the
candidate's family.

Early Decision

Bowdoin

offers admission through

admission round. Candidates

who

two Early Decision programs

are certain that

Bowdoin

is

in

addition to the Regular

their first choice

may wish

to

consider this option. The guidelines for Early Decision are as follows:
1

Candidates' application files must include the Early Decision agreement form, indicating

that they

wish

to

be considered for Early Decision and that they will enroll

Decision candidates

may

file

2.

The

Early

regular or non-binding early applications at other colleges, but

only with the understanding that these will be withdrawn and no
initiated if they are

if admitted.

new

applications will be

accepted under an Early Decision plan.

Common

Application,

Bowdoin Supplement, and

essays,

accompanied by the

Early Decision agreement, a School Report Form, a secondary school transcript of grades,

two teacher recommendations, and the application fee of $60 (or fee- waiver form) must be
submitted to Bowdoin by November 5 for Early Decision I (notification by mid-December),
or by January 1 for Early Decision II (notification by mid-February).
1

3.

guidelines of the College Scholarship
their

award along with

are on
4.

who have financial need as established by the
Service's PROFILE will be notified of the amount of

Candidates admitted via Early Decision

file at

their Early Decision acceptance, provided their financial aid

Bowdoin by

forms

the application deadlines.

Submit College Entrance Examination Board or American College Testing scores

if

the candidate so desires.
5.

An Early Decision acceptance is contingent upon completion of the senior year in good

academic and social standing.
6.

to

There are three possible admission decisions for Early Decision I candidates: admission

Bowdoin,

deferral for consideration in

March, and denial of admission. In addition. Early

may be placed on the waiting list for possible admission in May or June,
Each year a number of applicants who are deferred under Early Decision are accepted in March,
when decisions on all regular admissions are mailed. In addition. Early Decision candidates
may be denied admission if the Admissions Committee concludes that their credentials will
Decision candidates

not be competitive for further consideration in the Regular admission round.
7.

Responsibility for understanding and complying with the rules for Early Decision rests

with the candidate. Should an Early Decision candidate violate the provisions of the program,
the College

may

rescind any offer of admission and financial aid.

Deferred Admission
Admitted students who wish

to delay their matriculation to the College for

request a deferred enrollment from the dean of admissions by June

1

,

one year must

explaining the reasons

Bowdoin will hold a place in the next entering class for any student
who is granted a deferment. The student, in return, must agree to withdraw all applications at
for delaying matriculation.

Admission

12
other colleges or universities and
deferral year.

may

College

to the

not apply for admission to other institutions during the

A $300 nonrefundable admissions deposit must accompany the deferral request.

Financial aid candidates must reapply for aid during the year following the deferral.

.\dmission >*ith Advanced Standing

Bowdoin recognizes College Entrance Examination Board Advanced Placement and
and may grant advanced placement and

International Baccalaureate results

graduation for superior performance
to

have

\? and

IB

in

those programs. Applicants to

test results sent to the

toward

.-Xdmissions Office.

Decisions on both placement and credit are

made by

the appropriate

academic department

Some departments offer placement examinations during

in each subject area.

credit

Bowdoin are encouraged

period to assist them in making appropriate determinations. Every effort

is

the orientation

made

to place

students in the most adv anced courses for which they are qualified, regardless of whether

AP

they have taken

or IB examinations before matriculation. Determinations of advanced

placement and credit are made during the student's

placement policies for

AP

year

first

Bowdoin. Credit and

at

and IB examinations may be found on the Bowdoin

Web

site at

vvww.bowdoin.edu/admissions/.

Some students have the opportunity toenroll in college-level course work priorto graduation.
Bowdoin College

will consider granting credit for pre-college course

work, providing the

following criteria have been met: the course work must have been completed on a college

campus, must have been completed
have been used

in a class

with matriculated college students,

may

not

any high school graduation requirements, and must represent a

to satisfy

standard of achievement comparable to w hat

is

expected

Bowdoin

at

in a field

of study

characteristic of the liberal arts.

First-year students
the

may apply

a

Advanced Placement prognim,

maximum

of eight course credits toward the degree from

the liiicriiational Baccalaureate program, or pre-college

course work.

Home-SchcM)led .Applicants
Home-schtK)led applicants and candidates applviiig from secondary schools
written evaluations rather than grades are required to submit

SAT

I

that provide

(Rea.soning Test) and

two or more SAT II Subject Test) test results or ACT test results. SAT Subject Tests should
include Math IC or Math IIC and a science. In addition, home-schooled candidates must
submit the Home-Sch(H)l Supplement, which can be found on Bowdoin's Web site at www.
bowdom.edu admissions ,\ personal interview is also strongly recommended.
(

.

International Students

The Ailmissions Committee welcomes the perspective that international students bring to
the Bowdoin commumtv. In 2(K)H 2(H)^>. approximately (>7.S international students. incUuling
U.S. citi/ens who attended sch(H>ls abroad, applied for admission ti) Bowdoin.
Admissions policies and priKedurcs for international students are the same as for regular
lirsl-year applicants, with the following exceptions:
1.

In addition to the

HchiMit

i-ilii.

admission forms required of all candidates, students whose secondary

ihon has tollowcd neither the staiulanl

.S.

I

format nor the International

must submit the International Supplement, which
or from the Bowdoin College Web site.

B.»

is

available from the

Common Application
2.

Students whose primary language of instruction

the secondary school level

at

is iioi

'

Enflilhrnoslv'
ihr

Vm

resuhsof the Tesiof i;nglishasaI"oreign I.anguagc( TOIJ'L) by

fficial

anfrr..rtr:ni

...

,

,.

|«

^

ss;ir\

.

studcut s uKiv substitute Tcsults Irom

Midi ITS)

for the

lOI

I

I

tlic

International

3

.

Admission

The TOEFL may be waived

3.

to the

for students

College

1

whose primary language of instruction

for the

past three years has been EngHsh.
4. All international

students

who submit the College

Scholarship Service Foreign Student

International Financial Aid Form or Canadian students
Aid
Form (both available on the Bowdoin Web site) when
who submit the Canadian Financial

Financial Aid

they

file

Form

or the

Bowdoin

the application for admission will be considered for

Bowdoin funds

of their college costs. Bowdoin has limited scholarship funds for students

to defray part

who

are not U.S.

permanent residents and eligible candidates are evaluated under a need-aware
full cost of tuition, fees, and room and
board. The competition for these financial aid packages is intense. Candidates who do not
apply for financial aid during the admissions process should not expect funding at any
citizens or U.S.

admissions policy. These scholarships often cover the

time in their course of study at Bowdoin College.

Transfer Students

Each year, a limited number of students from other colleges and universities will be admitted
to sophomore or junior standing at Bowdoin. The following information pertains to transfer
candidates:
1

Citizens of the United States should

file

the Transfer

Common Application

(a brief statement indicating the reasons for transferring to

and essay

Bowdoin), and the Bowdoin

Supplement (available from the Common Application or Bowdoin's Web site at www.bowdoin.
for fall admission. International
edu/admissions/) with the $60 application fee by March
for fall admission and include the Bowdoin
students must file the application by March
I

I

Supplement, the International Supplement, and the application

fee.

Applicants must arrange

have submitted by the same deadlines transcripts of

their college and secondary school
from a dean or advisor at their university or college, and at least two
recommendations from current or recent professors. Interviews are strongly recommended but
not required. As soon as it becomes available, an updated transcript including spring semester
grades should also be sent. Candidates whose applications are complete will normally be
notified of Bowdoin's decision in early May.
2. Transfer candidates usually present academic records of "B+" work or better in a course
of study that approximates the work that would have been done at Bowdoin, had they entered
as first-year students. Bowdoin accepts transfer credit for liberal arts courses in which a
grade of C- or higher has been received. Transfer students should understand that although
they may expect an estimate regarding class standing upon transferring, official placement
is possible only after updated transcripts have arrived at the registrar's office and have been
appraised by the appropriate dean and academic departments. To qualify for the bachelor of
arts degree, students must complete Distribution Requirements and Division Requirements,
and these requirements must be satisfied by courses taken at Bowdoin (see pages 26-27).
3. Although two years of residence are required for a Bowdoin degree, students who have
completed more than four semesters of college work are welcome to apply for admission,
with this understanding. Students who have already received their bachelor's degree are

to

records, a statement

ineligible for first-year or transfer admission.

may be limited by commitments
and incoming first-year students. U.S.
applicants for aid must submit a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and
4.

The

financial aid funds available for transfer students

the College has already

made

to enrolled students

the College Scholarship Service's

must

file

PROFILE by March

1.

International applicants for aid

either the College Scholarship Service Foreign Student Financial

Aid Form or

the

4

Admission to the College

1

Bowdoin International Financial Aid Form (available on the Bowdoin Web site) by March
I. Canadian applicants must submit the Canadian Financial Aid Form (available on the
Bowdoin Web site).
Speiial Students

Each semester, as space within the College and openings within courses peirnit. Bow doin admits
a few special or visiting students who are not seeking a degree from Bowdoin. In general,
this program is intended to serve the special educational needs of residents in the Brunswick
area

who have

not vet completed a bachelor's degree, as well as students

degree elsewhere and who. for

truiv

Teachers wishing to upgrade their

who

arc pursuing a

exceptional reasons, wish to lake a course

skills or

Bowdoin graduates w ho need

at

Bowdoin.

particular courses

to qualify for graduate programs are also considered for this program. Special students are

billed at a per course rale for

taken each semester.

No

up

to

two courses per term. No more than two

financial aid

is

credits

a\ailablc for special students. Interested applicants

should submit the completed special student form and enclose the S6() application fee

one month prior

to the

may be

beginning o\ the semester.

A personal

should be addressed to the Special Student Coordinator

interview

in the

is

at least

required. Inquiries

Admissions Office.

Suniniarv of Application Deadlines
Application materials lor admission include the completed

Supplement, and supplementary essay.

New

Common

.Application.

Bowdoin

applicants should suhinii these materials in

accord with the following deadlines:

Early Decision

November

Eflr/v

15;

Decision

January

I:

I

Common

Application,

Bowdoin Supplement, and supplementary essay

II

Common Application, Bowdoin

Supplement, and supplementary essay

Ref(uiar Admission

January

1:

Common Application, Bowdoin

Supplement, and supplementary

es.say

International Applii ants

Musi submit materials according to the deadlines above: Common Application, Bowdoin
Supplement and supplementary essay. International Supplemciii. lOI'lL Report
irunsjrr /\f'i'iuunt.s
Fill:

March

I:

Common

Application.

Bowdoin Supplement and supplementary essay

All (orrrsptmdence concerning first \ciir ntul trans/cr admission to the

i

Ollc^ic

xhtudd he addressed to the Office of Admissions, Howdoin Collef^e, 51XX) C ollege
Station. HrunsHick.
04011: Tel. 207-725-J KM). Fax: 207-725-3101.

ME

Financial Aid

BowDoiN College's
as

many

financial aid policy

is

designed to supplement family resources so that

students as possible can attend the College. Scholarship grants, loans, and student

employment

are the principal sources of aid for

Bowdoin

students

who need help

in

meeting

the expenses of their education.

Because Bowdoin believes

that students

who

receive financial aid as grants should also

be responsible for a portion of their expenses, student

employment

will generally

be part of

2008-2009 academic year, the College replaced
the loan offer with additional grant funds. While loans will be available to supplement other
resources, they will not be included in a typical financial aid package. On-time submission

the financial aid award. Beginning in the

of the required application forms guarantees that the student will be considered for
financial aid available to

Bowdoin

students, including grants, loans, and jobs

all

the

from any source

under Bowdoin's control.

Need-Based Aid
Bowdoin's policy

is

to

meet a student's

full,

calculated financial need for each year in which

aid, as long as funds are available. Financial need is the difference
between Bowdoin's costs and family resources. Resources consist of parental income and
assets, student assets, student earnings, and other resources, such as gifts, non-College

he or she qualifies for

scholarships, and veterans' benefits.

The College customarily budgets enough

aid resources to

meet the

of all enrolling students without using financial need as a criterion

Because spending history

is

Bowdoin's only guide, there

will ultimately be sufficient to

make

all

is

full

in the

no guarantee

calculated need

admission process.
that

budgeted funds

admission decisions without regard to financial

need. However, for the past decade, financial need has not been a criterion in the selection of

candidates for admission, with the exception of students offered admission from the waiting
list,

transfer candidates,

and non-U. S.

citizens.

Bowdoin's Financial Aid Resources
Approximately 65 percent of Bowdoin's grant budget comes from endowed funds given
by alumni and friends of the College. In 2008-2009, from funds it administers, Bowdoin
distributed a total of about $22,310,900 in need-based grants, loans, and earnings. Grants

from all sources totaled about $18,982,000 in 2008-2009 and were made to approximately
40 percent of the student body. In the Class of 2013, approximately 41 percent of the entering
class of 495 students was awarded need-based grants. The average award of grant and job
was $34,350.
Information on the availability of scholarship and loan funds may be obtained through
the College's Student Aid Office. Questions regarding endowed funds and the establishment
of such funds should be directed to the Office of Development.
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Kligibilit\ for

Aid

Approximately 40 percent of Bow doin students qualify for grant aid on the basis of need and
eligibilit).
1

Be

To be

Bowdoin College,

eligible for grant aid at

a degree candidate

who

enrolled or

is

is

a student must:

accepted for enrollment on

at least

a half-

lime basis; and
2.

Demonstrate a financial need, which

is

determined,

in general,

on the basis of College

Scholarship Ser\ ice practices.

any of the programs subsidized by the federal government, a
national, or permanent resident o\' the United States or the Trust

In addition, to qualify for

student must be a citizen,
lerritor)

A

of the Pacific Islands.

student

is

normall\ eligible for Bowdoin aid for a niaxinuini of eight semesters. The

College's Financial Aid Committee may,

at its discretion,

award a ninth semester of

aid.

Di'termination of Need
Financial need

is

the difference

determines a student's financial
federal lv\}S.A. and federal

between Bowdoin's costs and family resources. Bowdoin
aid award from information submitted on the CSS Profile,

income

lax returns (see

Aid Application, pages 18-19).

Both parents or legal guardians are responsible for the student's educational expenses,
according to their financial ability to contribute. Divorce or separation of the natural parents

does not absolve either parent from

this obligation.

Student-owned assets are expected

to be a\ailable for college

expenses

the years

in

leading to graduation.

The College expects students to earn Fiioney during summer vacation and/or from
academic-year campus employment. The aniouiii will vary depending upon the student's
year

in college.

The sum of these resources when subtracted from Bow tloiiis cost determines the

student's

need and F^owdoin's financial aid award.

TVPKS OF AID .AWARDS
First- ^ ear

Student .Vuards

Abt)ul 2(K) enlcnng students each year are offered prematriculation awards to help

them meet

the expenses of their first year Recently these awards have ranged from $3,(KK) to $52.(KK).
Candidates are normally notified of a prematriculation award when tho\ arc informed of the

decision on their applications for admission.

UplMTilass A\%urds
All continuing students

who wish

to

be considered for aid ?nusi register as

aiil

candidates

with the Office of Student Aid by the published deatllines each year (Irant awards change
each year as a function of changes in costs, total lamilv income, net woilh incluiling home

and business equity, family si/e. and number of children atlciuling uiulcrgraduate college
on a full-time basis For a more complete description of Howiloins financial aid program.
lec Financial Aid at Bowdoin. available on the Student Aid Web siic (www.bowdoin.edu/
admisMonv/siudentaid).

Financial Aid
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Bowdoin National Merit Scholars
Bowdoin National Merit Scholars who demonstrate financial need each year at Bowdoin receive
a renewable $2,000 award. A scholar's remaining need is met with Bowdoin grant, a modest
employment, and no student loan. Winners of these awards who do not demonstrate
financial need at Bowdoin receive a $1,000 recognition award, renewable each year.
National Achievement Finalists who enroll will receive the same grants and loan-free
packages offered to National Merit Scholars.
level of

Student Loans

While loans are no longer part of a standard financial aid offer, most students may borrow to
supplement other resources and defray family contributions to educational costs. Perkins loan,
Stafford loan, or Bowdoin Student Loan money are typically available. Bowdoin determines
which student loan source best meets a student's needs. It is advantageous for those who
borrow to take loan money to do so from the same fund each year. Interest rates on student
loans are low and monthly payments are generally deferred until after graduation. Students
of their first year. As long as eligibility
sign a master promissory note before September
1

continues, students receive advances against this promissory note each semester.

Student Employment

A student who receives aid is expected to meet part of the educational expense from summer
employment and from campus earnings. These earning expectations are factored into the
financial aid award. The student may choose to work or not; this decision has no effect on
the grant offer.

Bowdoin 's

employment program offers a wide variety of opportunities to
undergraduates, including direct employment at Bowdoin and by outside agencies represented
on the campus or located in the community. Employment opportunities are open to all
students who are interested and able to work. Commitments for employment are made to
first-year students at the opening of College in the fall. There are over 1,000 campus jobs
available in College departments and offices. The annual student payroll currently stands
at

student

about $1,700,000.

To

learn

more about student employment, see www.bowdoin.edu/seo.

Foreign Student Awards

Bowdoin has

a limited

number of

financial aid

considered for these awards, the student must

awards dedicated

file

to foreign students.

Student Financial Aid Application or the International Financial Aid
the

Bowdoin Web

site.

Non-U. S.

citizens

who do

To be

the College Scholarship Service's Foreign

Form that is available on

not apply at the time of admission should

not expect financial aid during any of their years at Bowdoin. Canadian citizens should submit
the

Canadian Financial Aid Form available on the Bowdoin

Web

site.

Federal Financial Aid Programs Available at Bowdoin

The College participates in the Federal Work-Study Program established under the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1 964, the Federal Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants Program
established under the Higher Education Act of 1965, and the Federal Pell Grant Program
established under the Higher Education Amendments of 1972, along with the Federal Perkins
and Federal Stafford Loan programs previously mentioned. The College also works closely
with several states that can provide handicapped students and those receiving other forms of
state aid with financial assistance to help

with their educational expenses.

Financial Aid
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Neterans Benefits

The degree programs of Bowdoin College are approved by the Maine State Approving Agency
for \eierans Education

Depanment

Programs

for persons eligible for benefits (GI Bill)

of Veterans Affairs. Students

who

from the U.S.

request veterans' educational assistance are

required to have all previous post-secondary experience evaluated for possible transfer credit in

order to be eligible for benefits. For more information, contact the Office of Financial Aid.

Graduate Scholarships

Bow doin

is

able to offer a

number of scholarships for postgraduate study

Grants of various amounts are available to Bowdoin graduates
in the liberal arts

and sciences and

provided $456,450

in

site at

www

is

Bowdoin

Aid Office and on the Bowdoin

b<.)\sdoin.edu'studeniaidyenrolled.shlml.

who wish

to

All candidates for aid

Service

other institutions.

professional schools. In 2008-2009,

available through the Student

AH) APPI
Students

at

continue their studies

graduate scholarship assistance to 76 students. Further information

about these scholarships

Web

in certain

who

IC

ATION AND DEADLINES

be considered for financial aid must submit an application each year.

who

PROFILE form

are United States citizens

must submit the College Scholarship

by the date specified. U.S. citizens must also

file

the

FAFSA (Free

•Application for Federal Student Aid).

Iniemaiional candidates must

file

the College Scholarship Service's

(CSS) Foreign Student

Bowdoin International Financial Aid Form, available on the
Bowdoin Web site, concurrently w iih their application for admission. Canadian applicants
must file the Canadian Financial Aid Form, also available on the Bowdoin Web site.
Financial .Aid .Application or the

Whether or not a student receives financial aid from Bowdoin. long-term, low-interest loans
under the Federal Stafford Loan program are available. Such loans are generally provided
b\ pn\ate lenders and require bt)lh a FAFSA and a separate loan application.

When

parents and students sign the

certified or notarized

dcKumenlation
it

IS

a

common

I040LZ

that

copy of

may be

FAFSA

and the PROFILE, they agree

their latest federal or state

required.

To

copy of the federal

W-2 forms each year The

to provide a

tax return, plus

verify or clarify infomiation

practice for the College to ask for a

or I040A) and

income

any other

on the aid application,
tax return

(Fomi 1040,

College's financial aid officers will not

take action on an> aid application until sufticicn! documentation has been submitted.

Financial Aid
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Application Deadlines

To be considered

for financial aid, applicants should submit their complete application for

admission and all required aid application forms by the appropriate deadlines. More information
is

Web

provided on the Bovvdoin

Admissions, page

site at

wwvv.bowdoin.edu/admissions/studentaid). See

14, re application deadlines for admission.

Deadlines for financial aid

forms as are follows:

Applicants with U.S. Citizenship:
Early Decision

I:

November
April

Early Decision

CSS

Profile

and most recent federal tax returns

15:FAFSA
II:

January
April

15:

1

CSS

:

Profile

and most recent federal tax returns

15:FAFSA

Regular Admission:
February

15:

CSS

Profile,

FAFSA, and most

recent federal tax returns

International Applicants:

Non-U. S.

must submit the International Financial Aid Form by
Early Decision I applicants, or by January for all other

citizens

November

1

5 for

1

file the Canadian Financial Aid
Form, available on the Bowdoin Web site, and Canadian tax returns instead
of the Foreign Student Financial Aid Form.

applicants. Canadian students should

Transfer Students:
1:

CSS

Profile,

FAFSA, and most

recent federal tax returns

April 15:

CSS

Profile,

FAFSA, and most

recent federal tax returns

March
Returning Students:

Further information about application procedures,

eligibility,

calculation and awards, plus descriptions of individualfederal,

College programs

is

need

state,

and

contained in the Financial Aid Guide available on-

line at http://www. bowdoin. edu/studentaid,

and upon request. Questions
Bowdoin
about
5 aid programs may be addressed to Director of Student
Aid, Bowdoin College, 5300 College Station, Brunswick, ME 040 11 -8444;
Tel. 207-725-3273; Fax: 207-725-3864.

Expenses

COLLEGE CHARGES
Fees for twf 2009-20

academic year are listed below Travel, books, and personal expenses
arc not included: the student must budget tor such items on his/her own. For planning purposes,
students and parents should anticipate that tuition and other charges will increase each year
lo reflect

1

.

program changes and other cost increases experienced by the College.

By Semester

Full Year

Tuition*

$19,802.50

$39,605.00

Housing

2,542.50

5,()cS5.00

Board

2,897.50

5,795.00

207.50

415.00

Seniors

30.00

60.00

Other classes
Technology Fee**

15.00

30.00

50.CK)

lOO.CK)

(

19-meal plan)

Student Activities Fee*

Class Dues*:

Health Insurance (See Healthcare section, page 22.)
•

Required fees for

all

students.

•• Applicable onl\ lo students in College housing.

(

)rf-(

ainpus Study Fee

The College assesses a fee for participation in off-campus study programs for which Bowdoin
degree credit is desired. The fee for 2(K)9-20I0 is $1 .(KK) per program. The fee is waived for
students attending the ISLF Program in .Sri Lanka.

Registration and

I

nrolliiuiit

All contuiumg students are required to register for courses during registration
prior semester in accordance with the schedules posted
initially registers after the first

week of

cla.sses

at

the College.

must pay a $20

further required lo submil an Fnrollment l-orm by ihe enil of the
registration places students

the student

is

m courses, ihc

on campus and attending

Lnrollmenl

classes.

of the Fnrollment Form.

20

A

I

orm

fee of

$20

Any

laic tec

first

week

o\ the

student

who

All students are

week of classes. While

serves to notilv ihe College ihal
is

assessed tor

laie

submission

Expenses
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Refunds
Students leaving the College during the course of a semester are refunded tuition and fees

based on the following schedule:

first

During the

third week
fourth week
fifth week

During the
During the

Over

five

80%
60%
40%
20%

two weeks

During the

weeks

No

'.

refund

After adjustments for fixed commitments and applicable overhead expense, refunds for

room and board

are prorated

on a daily basis

based on the College's calendar. Students
five

weeks

for other than

in

accordance with the student's attendance

who are dismissed from the College within

academic or medical reasons are not entitled

the

first

to refunds. Financial

aid awards will be credited in proportion to educational expenses, as stipulated in a student's

award

letter,

be refunded

but

in

no case

will they

exceed

total

charges to be collected. Title IV funds will

accordance with federal regulations. Refunds will be made within

in

thirty

days

of the student's departure.

Financial Aid

There are opportunities

at

Bowdoin

meeting the charge for

to receive financial aid in

Detailed information about scholarships and other financial aid

may

tuition.

be found on pages

15-19.

Room and Board
First-year students and sophomores are guaranteed housing and are required to live on campus.

Entering first-year students

may

indicate their residence needs

on a preference card issued

by the Residential Life Office during the summer preceding their arrival at Bowdoin. The
Director of Residential Life coordinates housing accommodations for the remaining classes
through a lottery system.

Residence

hall suites consist

of a study and bedroom, provided with essential furniture.

Students should furnish blankets and pillows; linen and laundry services are available at

moderate
in

which

cost.
it

College property

is

not to be

removed from

the building or

belongs; occupants are held responsible for any

damage

to

from the room
their rooms or

furnishings.

Board charges are the same regardless of whether a student eats at the Moulton Union
or Thorne Hall. Students who live in Bowdoin facilities, except apartments and a few other
student residences, are required to take a 19-meal, 14-meal,or 10-meal residential board plan.
First-year students are required to take the 19-meal plan for their entire

Students living in College apartments or off campus

balance board plan or one of the residential plans,

if

may

first

year on campus.

purchase a 9-meal or declining

they choose.

Other College Charges
by persons unknown may be
which the damage occurred. The Student
Activities Fee is set by the student government, and its expenditure is allocated by the Student
Activities Fee Committee.

All

damage

to the buildings or other property of the College

assessed equally on

all

residents of the building in

-)-)

Expenses

Healthcare

The

facilities

available to
at

of the Peter Buck Center for Health and Fitness and the CounseHng Service are

all

students. All students

Bowdoin. The College offers

its

must maintain health insurance coverage while enrolled

own policy for those students who do not carry comparable

The College's policy provides year-round coverage, whether a student is enrolled
at Bowdoin or in an approved off-campus studv program. The basic, full-year accident and
sickness insurance plan costs $1,082. The cost for the extended plan is $1,491.
insurance.

A

pamphlet specif) ing the coverage provided by the student health policy is available
from the Health Center and w ill be mailed in the summer preceding the policy year. Any
costs not covered by the insurance will be charged to the student's account.

Motur

\ chicles

motor \ chicles, including mcnorcycles and motor scooters, used on campus or owned and/
or operated b> residcFUs of an> College-owned residence must be registered with the Ofhce
of Safely and Security. The registration decals cost $40 and are valid for the academic year in
All

which they are purchased. Vehicles must be reregistered each academic year. Students wishing
to register a vehicle for a pericxi of time less than one semester must make special arrangements
with the Office v)f Safety and Security. All students maintaining motor vehicles at the College
are required to carrv adequate liability insurance. The College assumes no responsibility for
the security of or damage to vehicles parked on campus. Parking on campus is limited and

Comprehensive information
campus parking is available at www.bowdoin.edu/security/
parkingandpermils/index.shtml and in the Bowdoin ColU'i>c Student Handbook online.
students will be assigned parking space ba.sed on availability.

regarding motor vehicles and

MKNT OF COLI.KGK
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By

BILLS

regisicrmg for courses, a student incurs a legal obligation to pay tuition and fees. This

debt

ma\ be canceled only

if

a student officially

\v

ilhdraws from the College before the

start

of classes. Students* accounts must be current for semester enrollment and course registration
to occur. After the

first

dropped from courses.
is

deactivated

at that

week of

classes, students

who have

not enrolled for any reason are

A student's access to his/her residence

time.

The

student

semester (see Academic Standards

arul

is

hall,

meal plan, and the library

placed on an involuntary leave of absence for the

Rcgulafions. pages .M)—4.^). Degrees, diplomas, and

Iranscnpls are not asailable to studenls uiih oscrdiie accounts.

and fees for the tall aiul spring semesters are generated
and IX-ccmbcr. respectively, hffeclive July 2(K)9. bills will be delivered exclusively
online. Payment for each semester is due M) days from the billing dale. Bills are sent to the
Bills for iuiiioi|. b*)ard. r(K)m rent,

in July

ftudeni unless the Bursar

is

requested

in

writing to direct them lo

someone other than

the

student

PiynKnl may be made by

the semester due date. b> msiallmciit

pa>mcni plan o\er the
course of the semester, or by combining the two options. Bowdoin d(K*s not have its own
inhouse payment plan Students may ch<K)se from two outside installment payniciii plan
agencies offered SallieMae's TuilionPay and Tuition Management Systems (TMS). Credit
cards arc mn accepted by Bovvdoin College in payment of ct)llege charges.

A Liberal Education at Bowdoin College
In 1906,

Bowdoin's president, William DeWitt Hyde, wrote "The Offer of the College":
To be

at

home

in all lands

and Art an intimate friend;

and

all

and the criticism of your own;
pocket, and feel

make

its

ages; to count Nature a familiar acquaintance,

to gain a standard for the appreciation of others'

keys of the world's library

to carry the

resources behind you

in

your

whatever task you undertake; to

hosts of friends. ..who are to be leaders in

all

walks of

generous enthusiasms and cooperate with others for

in

work

in

life; to

lose yourself

common ends— this

is

the offer of the college.

This offer spelled out a vision of the aspirations of a
early twentieth century.

Many

elements of

it

still

the beginning of the twenty-first century, a vastly

world provides a related but expanded offer— of
in the

context of an active and engaged learning

liberal

education appropriate to the

have currency one hundred years

changed College

in a

intellectual challenge

community

later.

At

dramatically altered

and personal growth

closely linked to the social and

natural worlds.

A
truth,

liberal

education cultivates the mind and the imagination; encourages seeking after

meaning, and beauty; awakens an appreciation of past traditions and present challenges;

fosters joy in learning

and sharing

that learning with others; supports taking the intellectual

unknown, test new ideas, and enter into constructive debate; and
making principled judgments. It hones the capacity for critical and

risks required to explore the

builds the foundation for

open

intellectual inquiry

— the interest in asking questions, challenging assumptions, seeking

answers, and reaching conclusions supported by logic and evidence.

A liberal education rests

fundamentally on the free exchange of ideas — on conversation and questioning — that thrives
in

classrooms, lecture halls, laboratories, studios, dining halls, playing

halls. Ultimately, a liberal

fields,

and residence

education promotes independent thinking, individual action, and

social responsibility.

Since

its

toward the

opening in 1 802, Bowdoin has understood the obligation to direct liberal education

common

good. In the twenty-first century, that obligation

The challenge of defining

a

"common good" and

acting on

it

is

is

stronger than ever.

highlighted, however, in an

interconnected world of widely varied cultures, interests, resources, and power.

To prepare

must teach about differences across cultures
and within societies. At the same time, it should help students understand and respect the
values and implications of a shared natural world and human heritage. By doing so, a liberal
education will challenge students to appreciate and contend with diversity and the conflicts
inherent in differing experiences, perspectives, and values at the same time that they find
ways to contribute to the common project of living together in the world.
Although a liberal education is not narrowly vocational, it provides the broadest grounding
for finding a vocation by preparing students to be engaged, adaptable, independent, and
students for this complexity, a liberal education

capable citizens.
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A

Liberal Education

student in a residential liberal arts college

is

removed from many of

the immediate

making the four years ofeducation extraordinarily privileged
ones. Such an education, however, must engage that world — both contemporary and historical.
both local and global. This engagement comes through individual and group research, service
responsibilities ofdaily adult

learning, \olunteer acti\

life,

ities.

summer

internships, off-campus study, and more.

The success of a Boudoin education

is

evident

in the

capacity of graduates to be informed

and critically analytic readers of texts, evidence, and conclusions; to be able to construct a
logical argument; to

communicate

in

u

riting

to understand the nature of artistic creation

and speaking with

clarity

and self-confidence;

and the character of critical aesthetic judgment;

to

have the capacity to use quantitative and graphical presentations of information critically and
confidenll) and to access, esaluate. and makeeffecti\c use of information resources in \aried
;

fomis and media. These fundameiiial capacities ser\ e as crucial supports for a commitment
to taking independent and mullifaceled approaches to solving
to active intellectual inquiry

—

complex problems; knowing hou
answers

critically

important and fruitful questions and to pursue

to ask

and effectively; sharing

in the

excitement of discovery and creativity; and

being passionatels committed to a subject of study. Graduates should thus ha\e the ability to

engage competing \ieus
and

to

work

critically, to

make

principled judgments that inform their practice.

effectively with others as informed citizens

and sustainable world.

committed

to constructing a just

The Curriculum
BowDOiN STUDENTS must design an education
and aspirations and

in relation to the

in the

context of their

own

developing goals

College's vision of a liberal education,

requirements, and the requirements of a major field of study.

The

encourage exploration and broaden students' capacities

view and

to

distribution

its

distribution requirements
interpret the

world

from a variety of perspectives; the major program challenges students to develop a deeper
understanding and self-assurance as independent and creative contributors to an area of
study. Throughout their four years, students build intellectual capabilities, self-confidence as
independent thinkers and problem-solvers, and come to know the pleasures of discovering
and developing proficiencies in new areas of knowledge. A liberal education founded in

how

both breadth and depth teaches students

to continue learning as the

world changes and

demands new perspectives, knowledge, and skills.
The College's curriculum introduces students to academic disciplines that bring conceptual
and methodological traditions

to bear in teaching disciplined inquiry, analysis,

argument,

Students choose a major, using the departmental or interdisciplinary

and understanding.
approaches available

at

Bowdoin,

way

as a

to

engage a discipline

in

depth. Furthermore,

they must distribute their courses across the curriculum in order to broaden awareness of the

make sense of the

varying ways that academic fields

Bowdoin

world.

offers a course of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

The College

requires students to seek breadth in their education through a modest set of distribution and

division requirements that stimulate students to explore the curriculum

more widely on

own. To graduate, a student must also complete an approved major.
Designing an education is an education in itself. The most fulfilling

liberal arts

cannot be fully planned before the

many new

the

first

their

education

day of class because such mapping would not permit

paths for exploration that students discover as they learn about unfamiliar

fields, find exciting

questions and ideas, and uncover unanticipated interests and talents.

can a challenging education emerge
liberal

education

a wide

set

talents

and

is

much more

if

a student selects courses one by one each semester; a

than the

sum of thirty-two credits. Bowdoin College

permits

of choices to enable students to broaden their views of the world and of their
interests,

and

to

deepen

Nor

their

knowledge and

capacities.

own

Designing an education

thus requires self-examination, careful thought, substantial flexibility,

some

intellectual

daring, and the wise counsel of academic advisors.

A vital part of the educational experience takes place in the interaction between students
and

their

academic advisors. Each student

is

assigned a pre-major academic advisor

at the

The pre-major academic advising system is intended to help students
first two years of Bowdoin and begin to plan the remaining years.
It provides a framework within which a student can work with a faculty member to make
informed academic decisions. Such a partnership is particularly important during the period of
transition and adjustment that typically takes place during the first year in college. Academic
advisors may make recommendations about courses, combinations of courses, or direct students
towards other resources of the College. They may also play a role at moments of academic
difficulty. The effectiveness of the system depends on the commitment of the student and the
start

of the

first

year.

take full advantage of the

advisor. Students

must declare

their

majors by early

enrollment and afterwards are advised by

in the fourth

semester of their college

members of their major departments.
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
To

qualify for the bachelor of arts degree, a student must have:

SuccessfulK passed thirty-two full-credit courses (or the equivalent);
Spent four semesters (successfully passed sixteen credits)

in residence, at least

two

semesters of which have been during the junior and senior years;

By the end of the second semester in college, completed a first-year seminar;
Completed at least one full-credit course (or the equivalent) in each of the following
dislribulionareas

sciences; exploring scx'ial differences; international perspecti\ es; and
arts;

\

isual

these should normall\ be completed by the end of the fourth semester

Completed

at least

one

full-credit course (or the equivalent) in

divisions of the curriculum

and humanities

five

— mathematical, computational, or statistical reasoning; inquiry in the natural
and performing
in college;

each of the following three

— natural science and mathematics, social and behavioral sciences,

(in addition to the required

course

in the visual

and performing

arts);

and

Completed an approved major.

No student will ordinarily be permitted to remain at Bowdoin for more than nine semesters
of full-time work.

DISTRlBrTION REQUIREMENTS
Students must take

at least

one

full-credit

course (or the equivalent)

in

each of the following

five distribution areas:

Mathtmatical, Computational, or Statistical Reasoning. These courses enable students
to use mathematics and quantitative models and techniques to understand the world around

ihem
them

either by learning the general tcH)ls of mathematics and statistics or by applying
in a

subject area. (Designated by

MCSR

following a course number

in the

course

descriptions.

Inquiry in the \atural Sciences. These courses help students expand their scientific
litcrac) lhri>ugh an acqiiaintarKc with the natural sciences
lht)sc disciplines,

developed by engagement

in acti\

(Designated by IN,S following a course number

and with the types of inquiry

in

e and rigorous study of scientific problems.

course descriptions.)

in the

Exploring Social Differences. Fhese courses develop awareness, understanding, and
skills of analysis for examining differences such as those in class, environmental resources,
ethnicity, gender, race, religion, and sexual orientation across and within societies and the w ays
(hat these are reflected in ami shaped by historical, cultural, social, political, and economic
pnxresscs. (IX'signated b>

KSD

following a course

number

in

the course descriptions.)

/n/^/7ifl/i/7/ifl//*<'r^/W'frivfv. These c()urses assist stuileiits Ml gauiing a criticaliiiKlerstaiuluig
of the world Dulside the Inilcd Slates, both conteniporarv ami historical. (I)csignatctl h\ IP
following a course number in the course desc riptions
)

Visual and Perfttrming Arts. These courses help students expand their undeistantling of
artistic expression and judgment through creation, performance and analysis of artistic work
in Ihc areas

of dance, film, music, theater, and visual

course number

in the

course descriptions.)

art.

(IX-signaled by

VPA

following a

27
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First-year seminars, independent study courses, and honors projects

may

the five Distribution Requirements. Further, these requirements

do not fulfill any of
not be met by Advanced

and may only be satisfied with courses
taken at Bowdoin. These requirements should be completed by the end- of the student's
fourth semester in college. A course will be counted as meeting a Distribution Requirement
Placement or International Baccalaureate

if

a student earns a grade of

credits,

D or better; courses will

not be counted

if

taken on a nongraded (Credit/D/Fail) basis, though courses will count

they are elected to be
if

they are required to

be taken on a nongraded basis. Students may not count the same course toward more than
one Distribution Requirement.

Also note
seminar

is

that the

requirement of completing a first-year seminar will not be met

if

the

taken on a nongraded (Credit/D/Fail) basis.

DIVISION REQUIREMENTS
Students must take at least one full-credit course (or the equivalent) from each of the following
three divisions of the curriculum.

Natural Science and Mathematics: Designated by the
in the

fl

following a course number

course descriptions.

Social
in the

letter

and Behavioral

Sciences: Designated by the letter b following a course

number

course descriptions.

Humanities: Designated by the

letter

c following a course

number

the course

in

descriptions.

Like the Distribution Requirements, Division Requirements

Placement or International Baccalaureate
taken

at

Bowdoin.

earns a grade of

A course

D or better;

nongraded (Credit/D/Fail)

on a nongraded

will be

credits,

not be

met by Advanced

satisfied with courses

counted as meeting a Division Requirement

courses will not be counted

basis,

may

and may only be
if

if

a student

they are elected to be taken on a

though courses will count

if

they are required to be taken

With one exception, students may count the same course

meet a
division and a distribution requirement. The exception is a course that is designated to meet the
humanities division requirement and the visual and performing arts distribution requirement;
students may not count such a course to meet both requirements.
basis.

to

THE MAJOR PROGRAM
Students

may choose one

a departmental major,

of six basic patterns to satisfy the major requirement

two departmental majors

(a

at

Bowdoin:

double major), a coordinate major, an

interdisciplinary major, a student-designed major, or any of the preceding with a departmental

The requirements

and minors are presented in detail
in the section describing the courses offered by each department, beginning on page 53.
Interdisciplinary majors are described beginning on page 208.
Students should have ample time to be exposed to a broad range of courses and experiences
before focusing their educational interests and so do not declare their majors until the fourth
minor.

for completing specific majors

semester of their college enrollment. Students are required to declare their majors before
registering for courses for the junior year or applying to participate in off-campus study

programs. Students declare their majors only after consultation with a major academic
advisor(s). Since some departments have courses that must be passed or criteria that must
be met before a student will be accepted as a major, students are encouraged to think well in
advance about possible majors and to speak with faculty about their educational interests.

The Curriculum
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Students

may

may change

their

majors after consultation with the relevant departments, but they

new major

not declare a

exist for interdisciplinary

after the first

semester of the senior year. Special procedures

and student-designed majors. These are described below.

Departmental and Program Majors
Departmental and program majors are offered

in the

following areas:

Africana Studies

German

.Anthropology

Government and Legal Studies

Art History

History

.Asian Studies

Latin American Studies

BicK'hemistry

Mathematics

Biology

Music

Chemistry

Neuroscience

Classical Archaeology

Philosophy

Classical Studies

Physics

Classics

Psychology

Computer Science
Economics

Religion

Romance Languages

English

Russian

French

Sociology

(lender and WcMiicns Studies

Spanish

Geology

Visual Arts

A student may choose to satisfy the requirements of one department or program (single major)
or to satisty all of the requirements set by two deparlmcnts (double major). A student who
chooses a double major may drop one major

at

any time.

Coordinate Major

The coordinate major encourages

spcciali/aiion in an area of learning wiihin ihc

tramework

of a recognized academic discipline. The coordinate major is offered only in relation to
ihc Environmental Studies Program. For a specific description of this major, see pages
135-47.

Major

Interdiseiplinar\

Inicrdisciplmary majors are designed to

lie

two veparaie departments by ftKusing on
usuall)

most or

fultill

a special project

ic

all

of the

together the offerings and major requirements of

theme that integrates the two areas. Such majors
requirements of two separate departments ;uul usually entail
a

achieve a s)nlhesis ol the disciplines iinoKed.

Anticipaling that

many

students will be interested in certain patterns of interdi.sciplinary

studies, several departments

have specified standard requirements lor interdisciplinary

majors. These are:
Art History and Archaeology

Art History and Visual Arts

Chemical

f*hysics

Computer Science

anil \1;iihiiii;itirs

English and Theater
Eurasian and East European Studies
Geology and Chemistry
Ci

M

'

:

:

and Physics
iiics

and Fxonomics

For complete descriptions of these intcrdisciplinar> majms. sec pages 208

12.
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A student may take the initiative to develop an interdisciplinary major not specified in the
Catalogue by consulting with the chairs of the two major departments. Students

who do

so

must have their program approved by the Curriculum Implementation Committee. Students
must submit their proposals to the Curriculum Implementation Committee by December 1
of their sophomore year. A student may not select an interdisciplinary major after the junior
year.

Student-Designed Major

Some students may wish to pursue a major program that does not fit the pattern of a departmental
may work

major, a coordinate major, or an interdisciplinary major. In such cases, a student

with two faculty
in at least

members

to

develop a major program that demonstrates significant strength

two departments. Such strength

of courses involved.

A

synthesizing project

to

is
is

be shown

in

both the number and pattern

required. Guidelines for the

development of

student-designed majors are available from the Office of the Registrar. Student-designed

majors require the approval of the Curriculum Implementation Committee. Students must
submit their proposals to the Curriculum Implementation Committee by December
their

sophomore

1

of

year.

The Minor
Most departments and programs offer one or more minor programs consisting of no fewer than
four courses and no more than seven courses, including all prerequisites. A minor program
must be planned with and approved by both the student's major and minor departments no later
than the end of the first semester of the senior year. A minor may be dropped at any time.

The following departments and programs

offer a minor:

Gender and Women's Studies
Geology

Africana Studies

Anthropology
Asian Studies

German

Art (Art History or Visual Arts)

Government and Legal Studies

Biology

History

Chemistry

Latin American Studies

Mathematics
Archaeology, or Classical Studies) Music
Computer Science
Philosophy
Classics (Greek, Latin, Classics,

Dance*
Economics (Economics or
Economics and Finance)

Physics

Education* (Education Studies

Romance Languages

Psychology
Religion

or Teaching)

(French, Italian, or Spanish)

English

Russian

Environmental Studies

Sociology

Film Studies*

Theater*

Gay and Lesbian

* These departments

Studies*

and programs

offer only

a minor.

Academic Standards and Resulations
INFORMATION ABOUT COURSES
Course Credit

Bowdoin courses typically meet for three hours a week, with the anticipation that additional
lime may be spent in lab. discussion group, film view ings, or preparatory work. Most courses
earn one credit each. Music and dance performance courses generally earn one-half credit
each. The one exception is Advanced Indi\ idual Performance Studies in music, which earn
one

credit each.

Course Load

Bowdoin

All students at

make normal progress toward
four credits each semester. Students may

are full-time students and. in order to

the degree, are e.xpected to enroll in

no fewer than

not lake more than four credits while on academic probation without approval from the

Recording Committee. Seniors may be required

major department,

No

at

one course per semester

in their

more than four

credits,

the department's discretion.

extra tuition charge

and. by the

to take

is

upon students who

levied

same token, no reduction

for fewer than four credits during

in tuition is

register for

granted to students

any of their eight semesters

at

who choose

Bowdoin.

be granted a tuition reduction for taking fewer than three credits only
required to complete the degree

for eight semesters. All such ap(x*als should be

for Finance

and the Senior Vice President
Attiiulaiui and

I

made

in

writing to the

student

may

a ninth semester

is

Bowdoin student

Dean of Student Affairs

& Treasurer.

and Administration

vaminations

Students arc c\|x.'cicd \o attend the

Students w ho do not attend the

ofthc instructor, but only

Bowdom

if

he or she has previously been a full-time

<//;</

A

to register

if

the

first

meeting of any course

tirst

in

which they are enrolled.

meeting may be dropped from the course

demand

tor the course

exceeds the enrollment

at

the discretion

limit.

has no class attendance requirements, hut indi\idual instructors

Otherwise.

may

establish

speciHc attendance expectations. At the beginning of each semester, instructors will

make

clcario students the attendance regulations of each course. Ifexpectations are unclear, students

should sock clarification from their instructors.

Attendance

cxammation or

examinations

at

is

mandator).

a final examination,

may

An absence from

result in a

grade of

F.

an) examination, be

it

an hour

In the

event of illness or other

may

require documentation

unavoidable cause of absence from examinations, instructors

of excuses from the Office of the IX-an of Student Affairs after consultation with the Health

CcntcrorlheCounseling Service. Students bearultimate responsibility forarranging make-up
or substitute coursework. In unusual cases (tamil\ and personal emergencies, illness, etc.).

may

be rescheduled by agreement of the course instructor and a dean.
Final examinations of the College are held at the close of each semester and must be

cxaniinalions

given accordmg lo ihc schedule published each semester by the Office of the Registrar. No
examinations ma> be given nor e\lra classes scheduleil tluring Reading Period. All testing
a« ii.ifv
•

'

1.

iM.. I,

iKncd during Reading PerKkl including, but not limited to. take home exams,
hour exams All academic work, except for final examinations, linal pa|XMs,
'

final lab reports,

inMmctors may

and

final pn)jccts. is

set earlier

due on or

deadlines, ihey

may

30

bc-lorc the last ila> ol classes;

not set later deadlines. All (mal

although

academic
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and

final projects is

due

or before 5:00 p.m. on the last day of the final examination period; although instructors
set earlier deadlines, they

may

not set later deadlines. In

all

cases, students should consult

their course syllabi for specific deadlines for specific courses.
final,

approved Honors projects for the Library

policies governing attendance at classes

The deadline

for submitting

determined by the College.

is

Athletics and other extracurricular activities

at

may

do not exempt students from the normal

and examinations.

When

conflicts arise, students

should immediately discuss possible alternatives with course instructors. At times, however,
students

A
days

may

find themselves

hour examinations

student with three

may

having to make serious choices about educational
in

one day or three

priorities.

final examinations in

two

reschedule one for a day mutually agreeable to the student and the instructor.

Other changes

may

be

made

for emergencies or for educational desirability, but only with

the approval of the Dean's Office.

Also, no student

is

required to take an examination or

fulfill

other scheduled course

requirements on recognized major religious holidays and Martin Luther King

The College encourages

instructors to avoid scheduling examinations

Jr.

Day.

on the following

holidays:

2009:

September 8-20
September 27-28

Rosh Hashanah*

Yom

1

Kippur*

2010:

Martin Luther King

Jr.

Day

January 18

First Day of Passover
Good Friday

March 29

Easter

April 4

April 2

Course Registration and Course Changes
Registration for each semester

Since most courses have

is

completed by submitting the Course Registration Card.

maximum and minimum

enrollment limits, as well as course

prerequisites or enrollment priorities, students cannot be certain they will be enrolled in
their top-choice courses.

Consequently, the registration card should

list

four full-credit

The card must be signed by the pre-major
and sophomores) or the major department advisor(s)
and must be presented to the Office of the Registrar by 5:00 p.m. on

courses and up to two alternate courses for each.

academic advisor
(juniors

and

(first-year students

seniors),

the day specified in the registration instructions. Students receive initial notification of their

courses within a few days, and Phase
adjust their schedules. Students

who

II

Registration then gives students the opportunity to

are studying

away

are strongly

encouraged to register

on campus; the Office of the Registrar Web site
may be done electronically.
All registration information may be found on the Web site at www.bowdoin.edu/registrar.
Registration for continuing students occurs at the end of the prior semester, generally
about four weeks before final examinations. Registration for new students occurs during
at the

same time

that students are registering

provides the necessary schedules and forms so that registration

orientation. Enrollment in courses is

complete only when students submit the Enrollment

Form, which must be submitted by the end of the first week of classes. This form verifies that
a student is on campus and attending classes. A student who does not submit the Enrollment

"^Holidays begin at

sundown on

the earlier date shown.
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Form may be removed from

from using many of the services of the
dining services, library services, and fitness services.

classes and barred

all

College, including, but not limited

to.

late are subject to a $20 fine. Any student who
week of classes must pay a $20 late fee.

Enrollment Forms submitted
for courses after the

tirst

registers initially

Once classes begin, students may adjust their course schedules by submitting an Add/
Drop card to the Office of the Registrar. Students have two weeks to make the necessary

An

adjustments to their schedules.

add a course

instructor will allow a student to

following three conditions have been met:

(

1)

if

the

the student has the necessary qualifications,

including but not limited to the course prerequisites; (2) the approved

maximum class size
how missed

limit has not been reached; and (3) the student and instructor have agreed on

and assignments

class material

the second

week of

will be

classes. Students in their

extended drop period of six weeks;
that

new

managed.

this

No

first

course

semester

longer period for

may
at

new

be added or dropped after

Bowdoin, however, have an
students recognizes the fact

students sometimes undergo a period of adjustment to college-level work.

who wants

add or drop a course

to

Committee, except

after the

two-week deadline must

for first-semester students

who may drop

petition the

approved

if

can show extreme personal or medical reasons for the lateness of the change.
appear on the transcript with a grade of

after the deadline will

Recording

through the sixth week with

the permission of their dean and ad\ isor. Generally petitions are only

dropped

Anyone

the student

Any

course

W (for withdrew).

Late adds will require that the student has been attending the course from the very beginning

of the semester. Documentation
will require

payment of

$20

a

may

be required. Course changes

late fee

made

per change, unless the change

is

after the deadline

made

for reasons

outside the control of the student.

Asludent

will not receive a

the forms to register for or

grade for a course unless he or she has completed and submitted

add the course. Also,

a student will receive a failing grade for a

course he or she stops attending unless a drop form has been completed and submitted before
the deadline. Students are expected to monitor their records in Bearings, the College's student

inlormation s\stem; this includes monitoring the courses for which they are registered. The
student bears ultimate responsibility for completing and submitting forms that provide the

College with an accurate record of the student

s

course .schedule.

Study

lii(ii-|K'n(li>nt

With approval ot a project director, a student may elect
which regular course credit will be given. A tiepartment
semesters of inde|X'ndenl study.

a

course of independent study for

will ordinarily

Where more than one semester's credit

is

approve one or two
sought for a project.

the project will be subject to review by the department at the

end of the first semester. In
special ca.scs. the Recording Committee, upon recommendation of the department, may
extend credit for additional semester courses beyond two.
Inhere are normally two kinds of independent stutly and each should be rcgisteretl for
under the appropriate course number. A duecled rcadmg course designetl to allow a siiulciit
locxploa* a subject not currently offered within the curriculum shall be numbered 291, 292,
29.^, or 294. An independent study that will culminate in substantial arul original research;
OT in a hne arts, music, or creative writing project; or that

program

is part ol a departmental honors
be numbered 4IM or higher Inde|XMulcnl siuiK mas not be lakeii on a ( 'ivdil D/

shall

hail basis

In independent study

have Ihc
S
fin.ii

<»pii()n
^r)

>

in

^<_!ncsier

and honors courses that

will continue beyond one scnicsicr, instructors
end of each semester, excepi iIk last, a grade of S (for
regular grade. Regular grades shall Ix- subimtted at the end ol ilie

of submitting
place of a

and

shall

at

become

the

the grades for the individual semesters ol

ilie

course.
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Course Grades
Course grades are defined as follows: A, the student has mastered the material of the course and
has demonstrated exceptional critical skills and originality; B, the student has demonstrated
a thorough and above average understanding of the material of the course; C, the student has
demonstrated a thorough and satisfactory understanding of the material of the course; D, the
student has demonstrated a marginally satisfactory understanding of the basic material of
the course (only a limited

graduation);

F,

number of

D grades may

be counted toward the requirements for

the student has not demonstrated a satisfactory understanding of the basic

material of the course. Plus (+) or minu's (-) modifiers

minus

the

(-) modifier

may be added

to the

may

be added to

B and C

grades; only

A grade.

Faculty report grades to the Office of the Registrar

at the

close of the semester. Each

student in each course must be given a grade by the grade submission deadline as established

by the Registrar. Grade reports are available to students

in

Bearings shortly after the grade

submission deadline.

Once

changed (with the exception of clerical errors) without the
approval of the Recording Committee. Grades cannot be changed on the basis of additional
student work without prior approval of the Recording Committee. If students are dissatisfied
reported, no grade

with a grade received

is

in a course,

they should discuss the problem with the instructor.

If the

problem cannot be resolved in this manner, the student should consult with the chair of the
department and, if necessary, with a dean, who will consult with the department as needed.
The student may request a final review of the grade by the Recording Committee.

Most departments

will not accept as prerequisites, or as satisfying the requirements

major, courses for which a grade of
to the department chair. Students

D has been given.

who

of the

Questions should be referred directly

receive a grade of

D or F

in

a course

may

retake the

course. Both courses and both grades will appear on the transcript, but only one course credit
will be given for successful

completion of a given course.

Credit/D/Fail Option

A student may choose to take a limited number of courses on a Credit/D/Fail basis as opposed
to a

graded basis. Courses to be taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis should be so indicated on the

Add/Drop Card. If a student chooses this option, credit is given if the
student produces work at a level of C- or above, a grade of D is given if the student produces
work at a D level, and a grade of F is given otherwise.
Each semester, a student may elect no more than one course of the normal four-credit

Registration Card or

course load on a Credit/D/Fail basis, although a student

may elect a fifth course any

semester

on a Credit/D/Fail basis. No more than four of the thirty-two courses required for graduation
may be taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis; courses in excess of the thirty-two required may be
taken for Credit/D/Fail without limit as to number. Courses that can only be taken Credit/D/
Fail (music ensemble and dance and theater performance courses) are not counted within
these restrictions.

Most departments

require that

all

courses taken to satisfy requirements of the major be

graded. Courses taken to satisfy the College's requirement for a first-year seminar must be

graded, and courses satisfying distribution and division requirements must also be taken on
a graded basis.
the sixth

No

course

may

be changed from graded to Credit/D/Fail or vice versa after

week of classes.

Incompletes

The College expects students to complete all course requirements as established by instructors.
In unavoidable circumstances (personal illness, family emergency, etc.) and with approval of

the dean of student affairs and the instructor, a grade of Incomplete

may be

recorded.
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An Incomplete represents a formal agreement among the instructor, a dean, and the student
coursework under prescribed conditions. Students must
initiate their request for an Incomplete on or before the final day of classes by contacting a
dean. If the Incomplete Agreement Form has not been approved and received in the Office
for the submission o\ unfinished

of the Registrar by the grade submission deadline and no other grade has been assigned.
a grade oi F will be recorded.

signed by

If the

Incomplete Agreement Form has been approved and

necessar\ indi\ iduals. a date

all

submitted. In

all

is

set

by which time

all

work must be

unfinished

cases, students are expected to finish outstanding

coursework

in

a period

of lime roughly equivalent to the period of distraction from their academic commitments.
In

no case

will this period of time

extend beyond the end of the second week of classes of

The instructor should submit a final grade within two weeks of this
agreed-upi^n uork is not completed within the specified time limit, the Office of

the following semester.
date. If the

the Registrar will

change the Incomplete

to Fail or ask the instructor to give a

on work already completed. Extensions must be approved by the dean of student
exceptions to these rules may require approval of the Recording Committee.

Comment,
F-aculi>

Failure,

Cards.

The

Any

in their

classes periodically through

written obser\ations alert students, academic advisors, and the deans

problems confronting students. They can also be used by faculty

to potential

affairs.

and Distinction Cards

should communicate the progress of students

Comment

grade based

to highlight

improvement or successes. Students should view comment cards as academic progress reports
w amings or highlighting achievements. When comment cards are used for warning

providing

purposes, the student should immediately seek out his or her instructor to discuss strategies

miprovement. Academic advisors and deans can also be very helpful

for

in

developing

improvement and identifying existing support services and resources, but it is
the student's responsibility to seek out each of these people. Not all course instructors utilize
Comment Cards so students should not rely on this form of communication as their only
strategies for

source of fc*edback regarding their progress or standing

At the

c^^^^

course.

of each semester, instructors issue I^aiUire Cards to students

These notations pro\

who

ide precise reasons for a student's failing grades. Students

advisors generally find these

comments

fail

courses.

and academic

instructive as they plan future coursework. In

cases,

when

that

particularly noteworthy, an instructor

is

in a

some

a student has perfbmied exceptionally well or has accomplished .something

may

issue a Distinction

Card

at the

end of the

semester.

Tnimicripte

The Office of the
is no charge for

Kcgi.strar will furnish official transcript copies iij^on

transcripts unless

it

is

w

i

ittcii

request.

There

requested that materials he sent hy an overnight

dehvery service.
Slati-inent uf Student Kisp(insit)ilit>

The College Catalogue
have access

to their

is

made

available each year to every liowdoin suidcnt. Also, studcnls

academic records on Bearings, the College's student uiformation system.

In all cases, the student bears ultimate responsibility for reading

and regulations of the College and
problems in his or her records.
policie%

and following the academic

for notifying the Office of the Registrar of

any
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THE AWARD OF HONORS
General Honors
General honors (or Latin honors) are awarded with the degree on the basis of an average of all
grades earned

To compute

at

Bowdoin, with a minimum of sixteen

one point; and an

credits required for the computation.

A is assigned four points; a B, three points; a C, two points; a D,

the average, an

zero points. Plus (+) or minus (-) modifiers add or subtract three-tenths

F,

of a point (0.3). Half-credit courses are weighted as one-half course. Credit grades are omitted

from the computation, but a

D or F grade received

in

a course taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis

Bowdoin one or more times, only the first grade
will be included. The resulting grade point average (GPA) is not rounded. A degree summa cum
laude is awarded to students whose GPAs are in the top two percent (2%) of the graduating
class; a degree magna cum laude is awarded to students whose GPAs are in the rest of the
top eight percent (8%) of the graduating class; and a degree cum laude is awarded to students
whose GPAs are in the rest of the top twenty percent (20%) of the graduating class.
does count. In the case of a course taken

at

Departmental Honors: The Honors Project

The degree with

distinguished themselves in coursework

made by the
The honors

to students

who have

subject and in an honors project.

The award

a level of honors in a major subject
in the

is

awarded

upon recommendation of the department or program.
work under the
supervision of a faculty member in their major department or program. It allows qualified
seniors to build a bridge from their coursework to advanced scholarship in their field of study
through original, substantial, and sustained independent research. The honors project can be
the culmination of a student's academic experience at Bowdoin and offers an unparalleled
chance for intellectual and personal development.
Students who have attained a specified level of academic achievement in their field of
study by their senior year are encouraged to petition their department or program to pursue
is

faculty

project offers seniors the opportunity to engage in original

an honors project carried out under the supervision of a faculty advisor. The honors project
usually takes place over the course of two semesters;

honors projects. The honors project results

some departments allow single-semester

in a written thesis

performance, or showing, depending on the student's
for each semester's

work on

the honors project

field

and/or oral defense,

artistic

of study. Students receive a grade

and may be awarded a

level of honors in their

department or program, as distinct from general honors.

The honors project process differs across departments and programs in terms of qualification
criteria,

requirements for completion, the level of honors awarded, and the use of honors

project credits to

fulfill

major course requirements. In general, each semester's work on an

honors project will be considered an independent study numbered 401 or higher

honors project

is

until the

completed. Students must complete an honors project to be eligible for

departmental or program honors.

If students

the honors project but carry out satisfactory

do not fulfill the requirements

work for an independent

for completion of

study, they will receive

independent study credit for one or two semesters.
All written

work

departmental honors
Library Committee.

in

independent study accepted as

is to

fulfilling the

requirements for

be deposited in the College Library in a form specified by the
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Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars (Dean's

List)

The Sarah and James Bowdoin scholarships, carrying no stipend, are awarded in the fall on
the basis of work completed the previous academic year. The award is given to the twenty
percent of all eligible students with the highest grade point average (GPA). Eligible students
are those

who completed

academic

vcar, six credits of

non-electi\e Credit.
the equivalent, a

D

Bowdoin courses during

the equivalent of eight full-credit

w hich were graded and seven

Fail. In

maximum

credits of

the

which were graded or

among the eight required full-credit courses or
may be taken Credit/D/Fail, but only one credit

other words,

of two credits

may be for a course{s) the student chose to take Credit/D/Fail. Grades for courses taken in
excess of eight credits are included in the GPA. For further information on the College's
meth(xl for computing GP.A, consult the section on General Honors on page 35.

A b<.H>k.

bearing a replica of the early College bookplate serving to distinguish the James

Bowdoin Collection

who

has earned a

in the library, is

presented to every Sarah and James

Bowdoin

scholar

GPA of 4.00.

Students who receive College honors have their names sent to their hometown newspaper

by the Office of Communications. Students not w ishing to have their names published should
notify the office directly.

DKIICIKNCV
Students are expected to

IN

SCHOLARSHIP

make normal progress toward

the degree, defined as passing the

equivalent of four full-credit courses each semester. Students not making normal progress

may be asked to make up deficient credits in approved courses at another accredited institution
In addition, students are expected to meet the College's standards of
academic performance. The Recording Committee meets twice each year to review the
academic records ot students who are not meeting these standards. Students are placed on
probation or suspension according to the criteria below: students on probation or suspension

of higher education.

are not considered to be in gcxxl
a student

may be dismissed from

academic standing.
the College.

When

copies of corres(x>ndences with the student that

In cases

of repeated poor performance,

academic standing changes,
outline the student's academic standing are
a student's

sent to the student's parents or guardian.
\( .idi mil

Probation

Students are placed on academic probation for one semester

2.

Receive one F or two Ds in any semester;
Receive one D while on academic probation;

3.

Rccciscdurnig

1.

combination

ot Is

their tenure at

if

Bowdoin acumulati\clotal

and Ds Nshere one F

is

they:

of

tourl)sorsomecqui\alent

equi\alcnl to two Ds.

AIno. students are placed on academic probation lor one semester upon returning from
academic suspension Students on acailemic probation will be assignetl to work closely with
Ihcir academic adv isor and a person from the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs. Students
arc required (o enroll

m four graded full

credit courses while

on acadeinic probation. Students

on academic probation normally are not eligible to study away.

...
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Academic Suspension
Students are placed on academic suspension

if

they:

2.

Receive two Fs, one F and two Ds, or four Ds in any semester;
Receive one F or two Ds while on academic probation;

3.

Receive during their tenure

1

at

Bowdoin

combination of Fs and Ds where one F

A

is

a cumulative total of six

student on suspension for academic deficiency normally

and may be asked

to

Ds

or

some equivalent

equivalent to two Ds.

complete course work

at

is

suspended for one year

another accredited four-year institution before

being readmitted. Students are expected to earn grades of C- or better

in

these courses. Other

conditions for readmission are set by the Recording Committee and stated in writing at the

time of suspension.

A

suspended student must submit a

Readmission Committee meets
once
to

in

mid-December.

letter

requesting readmission.

to consider these requests twice

A student who

is

readmitted

is

each year, once

in

The

June and

eligible for financial aid, according

demonstrated need, as long as the student adheres to the relevant financial aid deadlines.

Once

the student

is

readmitted, the Office of the Registrar will send course registration

information to the student's
until after they

Bowdoin e-mail

have been readmitted and there

address. Students are ineligible for housing
is

no guarantee

that

College housing will be

While suspended, students are not permitted to visit campus without
the written permission of the dean of student affairs. Generally, permission to visit campus is
available at that time.

only granted for educational or health treatment purposes. Students are unable to participate

Bowdoin College athletic programs until they have been readmitted. Students are permitted
to submit an application for Off-Campus Study (normal deadlines apply); however, they are
not eligible to apply for RA, proctor, or house resident positions until readmitted.
in

Dismissal
Students will be subject to dismissal
1

2,

if

they:

Incur a second academic suspension; or

Receive during their tenure at Bowdoin a cumulative total of nine Ds or some equivalent

combination of Fs and Ds where one F

is

equivalent to two Ds.

OTHER ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
Leave of Absence
Students may, with the approval of a dean and in consultation with their academic advisor,
interrupt their Bowdoin education

for

and take a leave of absence to pursue nonacademic interests

one or two semesters. The conditions governing a leave of absence are as follows:
1

Students must be in good academic and social standing at the end of the semester

immediately prior to the
2.

start

Leaves typically begin

of the leave.
at the start

of a regular semester and

may

not extend beyond

two terms. Exceptions may be granted by the dean of student affairs.
3. Leave extensions, terminations, or cancellations must have the approval of a dean.
4. Students on leave are not considered enrolled at Bowdoin and are expected to leave the
College community. Exceptions may be granted by the dean of student affairs.
5. Students on leave may not transfer academic credit to Bowdoin for course work taken
while on leave.
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Students on leave of absence will be able to participate

semester in \shich they are expected to return.

in

course registration for the

Course registration materials

will be sent to

w ill be able to participate in the selection
of housing via a proxy process and are free to visit campus without the dean's permission.
While on leave, students are unable to compete in Bowdoin College athletic programs until
after the last day of exams prior to the semester that the> are scheduled to return. Students are
permitted to submit applications for Off-Cainpus Study and for RA, proctor, or house resident
the student's

Bowdoin e-mail

address. Students

and normal deadlines apply. Students are expected to return at the conclusion of
leave. Readmission is unnecessary, and individuals retain financial aid eligibility if they

positions,
their

adhere to College deadlines.

To

initiate a

request for a leave of absence, students must complete a Leave of

Request Form. These are available
bo\s doin.edu/studentaffairs

leave will be provided in

.

in the

Dean of Student

Absence

Affairs Office and online at

www.

Approvals for a leave and the conditions associated with the

u riting

to the student

by the dean.

Medical Leaves
In

unusual circumstances, the Dean of Student Affairs or his or her designee may, upon

careful consideration of the welfare of the individual student and the college

community,

place a student on leave of absence from the College. This policy outlines the circumstances

of such leaves as well as various procedures and conditions, including readmission criteria

and prcK'csses and implicatit)ns

for the student in terms of

academic, financial, insurance,

and housing matters.
Voluntary-

Medical Leave:

A student is encouraged to request a voluntary medical

leave in

the event that he or she believes that physical and/or mental health concerns are significantly
interfering with the ability to succeed at
inlertering with rec(ner> or safety.

A

Bowdoin and/or that

the

demands of college

life

are

student who, in consultation with either the director

of the Health Center or director of the Counseling Ser\

ice,

to request a voluntan, medical leave should contact his/her

determines that he or she needs

dean

to discuss the

terms of the

leave as decided by the College.

Involuntary Medical l^ave: In unusual circumstances, the Senior Associate Dean of
Student Affairs or his or her designee,
professionals.

ma\ determine

The determination

smII Ix*

consultation with Health Center and/or Counseling

in

that a student

needs

to be

placed on involuntary medical lea\e.

based u|X)n an indi\ iduali/ed and objecti\e assessment of the

student's ability to safely participate in the College's programs and will

student presents a direct threat of substantial

college

community The assessment

will

harm

examine whether the

to thai suident or other

members of

the

determine the nature, duration, and severity of the

risk; the probabilit) that the potentially threatening injury will actually occur;

and w hether

reasonable modihcalions of p)licies. practices, or procedures will suflicienlly mitigate the
risk. In addition, a

student

who is n(»t attending class or making satisfactory academic progress

may be

placed on an involuntary medical/personal leave at the dean's discretion.
Parental Snti/uatum: The College reserves the right to notify a parent or guardian of their
nt's status if circumstances \s arrant and if it is believed to be in the best interest of the
•

Ml and the College communilv without Imnlations to state and fetleral privacy laws.
Appeal PriH edure Jur Involuntary Medical I rave If a sluilent belies es thai a decision lor

;..,..

:

an Involuntary Medical Ixravc made by the College

unreasonabk oi ihai ilie procedures
afKl'c)f information relied upon in making the decision were wrong or unfair, ihe sUkIciu
ion nic apfx-al must be made in writing to the Dean of Student Affairs.
may appeal il

AppraU

shou.,.

;

Iv

slate the s|x-ci1k

is

unreasonable, wrong, and/or unfair facts and should
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present relevant information to support the statements.

Medical Leave,

may

the student has five (5) business

campus during

not remain on

in writing to the student's written

will provide a conclusion as to

to

Once

notified of the Involuntary

submit his or her appeal. The student

the appeal period. If no timely appeal

decision as to the Involuntary Medical Leave

respond

days
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The dean or

is final.

is

submitted, the

his or her designee will

appeal within five (5) business days.

whether or not the Involuntary Medical Leave

The response
is

appropriate

upon a thorough review of the relevant facts and information. The dean may request an
assessment by an outside medical provider at the student's expense.
Readmission Criteria and Procedures: A student who has been placed on Medical Leave,
whether voluntary or involuntary, must complete the following readmission procedures before
the student

The

allowed to return to Bowdoin College:

is

student must send a letter to the Readmission Committee, to the attention of the

Senior Associate Dean of Student Affairs, requesting formal readmission to the College. The
student must send to the Readmission

Committee

a report

from the student's physician and/or

mental health provider; the report will include discussion of the student's current health status,
course of treatment undergone during the leave, as well as any specific recommendations

The

report will address the following: (a)

and co-curricular demands of college
the student's

Bowdoin.
the student's readiness to return to the academic
(b) the student's readiness to live on campus; (c)

and the College with respect

for the student

life;

ongoing treatment needs;

to the student's successful return to

(d) the student's readiness to return to competitive

sports, if the student is a collegiate athlete;

and

(e)

any other suggestions

that the healthcare

provider deems appropriate.

The

student's physician and/or mental health provider

the evaluation
if

is

must be a licensed physician

if

regarding medical concerns and must be a licensed mental health provider

evaluating mental health concerns. Further,

all

providers must be unrelated to the student

and must have specialty/credentials appropriate for the condition(s) of concern. The student
is

responsible for any cost associated with the physician or mental health provider's

evaluation.

The Readmission Committee

will

review the information provided by the student and

evaluate the appropriateness of the student's return.

The Committee may request

further

information from the student's medical or mental health providers. In order to provide for such
requests, the student will be asked to sign and return a release
at the

College

who

form so

that those individuals

are involved in evaluating the student's return can have access to the

student's outside healthcare providers and have the ability to openly discuss relevant aspects

of the student's condition. In addition, the director of the Health Center and/or the director of
the Counseling Service

Once

may

also choose to

meet with the student as

part of the evaluation.

Readmission Committee has reached a decision, the student will be notified by
The decision of the committee is final.
In the event that the student is permitted to return to Bowdoin, the student will speak with
his or her dean before returning in order to discuss the terms of the student's readmission
the

his or her dean.

including, if appropriate, a discussion of a continuing treatment plan for the student. If such

a plan

is

established, and

have the right to revoke
the student to

resume

if

the student does not follow the established plan, the College will

its

decision to readmit the student and will have the right to require

his or her

Medical Leave immediately.

Additional Considerations: Academic Implications
Enrollment Status: While on Medical Leave, the student

Bowdoin

College.

The Medical Leave

return to the College and

is

is

not an enrolled student at

status will continue until the student

readmitted by the Readmission Committee.

is

prepared to

.
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Taking Courses at Other Institutions: The College discourages students on Medical Leave

from transferring course credit to Bowdoin. The Dean's Office may allow a limited course
load (one or two courses pre-approved by the College) with the support, in writing, of the
student's healthcare provider. All requests for such course approval must be made in writing
to the Senior Associate

for

Dean of Student

more than two courses

are

Affairs.

Requests for transferring course credit

seldom granted and require prior approval of the Recording

Committee.

Off-Campus Study Applications: Students on Medical Leave are permitted to submit
applications for Off-Campus Study, but must comply with the deadlines for those programs.
Questions should be directed to the Office of Off-Campus Study.
Course Registration: Once the student on Medical Leave has been readmitted to the
College, he or she will be able to participate in course registration. Course registration
materials will be sent to the student's

Bowdoin e-mail

address.

It is

strongly advised that the

student consult with his or her course instructors, advisor, and dean

when choosing courses

following Medical Leave.

Educational Record Reflection: The student "s transcript will not
Leave. In the event a Medical Leave occurs after the

be

and a grade of "W

listed

approval

letter will

"
(

be placed

u ithdrew)

start

A copy

will appear.

is

Handbook

Affairs Office.

The

go\erned by the Family Education Rights

and Privacy Act (FHRFA). For more information about
the law. cimsull the Student

her Medical

of the student's Medical Leave

Dean of Student

in the student's file in the

handling of the student's educational record

rellcct his or

of the semester, the courses will

FFRPA

and a student's rights under

online.

Financial Implicatiuns
Financial Aid Eligihility: Students on Medical Leave retain financial aid eligibility as
long as

College deadlines are met prior to readmission. Questions should be directed to

all

the Office of Student Aid.

and Fee Refunds: Tuition and fee refunds for Medical Leaves taken during the
made in accordance with the College's Refunds Policy. For more

Tuition

course of a semester are

information, consult the Refunds section on page 21

Insurance: Tuition insurance

Tuitiitn
start

is

available, but

it

must be purchased prior

to the

of the semester. Questions sht)uld be directed to the College Bursar.

Insurance Implications
Student Health Insurance:

It

the student

is

cuncnti) cniollcd

in the

Bowdoin Student

Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan, his or her coverage will continue as specified by the
policy. If the student

waived Bowdoin's

plan, he or she should consult his or her

comparable

plan for any exclusions or limitations. Questions should be directed to the Student Health

Insurance C(K)rdinalor.

Hoa^ng

Implications

On a case -by -case

basis, the C (»llege. in consultation

may delcmime that the reluming
classes

In addition.

student shouUl not

College housing

may

w

li\

e

iih

the student's healthcare providers,

on campus but

is

capable of attending

not be asailahle to the stuilcnt

upon

his or her

Once the student has been readmitted, he or she can discuss
avadabdily and options with the Office of Residential Lifi- In ilKe\eni that College housing
i.s n<H avadahlc. ihe student may ch(X)se to live in housing in the local area.
I he Office of
return,

Rr
di

due

lo space limitations.

'--•tnl life
•

ilic

maintains information on hnal area rental

Office nf R.-Mdciilial Life

listings.

Questions should be
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Presence on Campus: While a student is on Medical Leave, whether voluntary or involuntary,
he or she will not be permitted to

visit

campus without

prior written permission of the

Dean

of Student Affairs. Permission will be granted for certain pre-approved educational or health
treatment purposes only.

Transfer of Credit from Other Institutions

The Bowdoin degree

completed a course of study

certifies that a student has

standards established by the faculty.
after matriculation will be

normally expected that

It is

completed either

at

Bowdoin or

in

all

that

meets

of a student's coursework

an approved semester- or year-

long off-campus study program. (More information about such programs can be found

in the

Off-Campus Study beginning on page 49.)
Apart from taking courses at Bowdoin or in approved off-campus study programs, the
College recognizes that there may be rare occasions when it would serve a student's educational
interests to take courses elsewhere for credit toward the Bowdoin degree. In such cases, the
work done elsewhere should represent a standard of achievement comparable to what is
expected at Bowdoin in a field of study characteristic of the liberal arts. The College does
section on

not grant credit for professional or vocational study

A

student

summer

may

transfer a cumulative total of

at

other institutions.

no more than four credits from study

in

school programs. The College does not regularly grant credit for work completed

through two-year institutions, correspondence courses, online distance education courses,
or abbreviated winter terms ("Jan Plans"). Credit

during the academic year except

in special

is

not granted for courses taken elsewhere

circumstances and with the prior approval of the

Recording Committee.
Students must apply to the Office of the Registrar for permission to transfer credit

advance of enrollment

at

another institution. The Application for Transfer of Credit requires

the approval of the advisor

and the appropriate Bowdoin department chair as well as the

Catalogue description and syllabus of each course for which credit
students

may be given conditional

including the course syllabus and

The

all

desired. In certain cases,

papers and exams, after the course has been completed.

Committee may decline

course or the student's work in the course does not satisfy
is

is

approval and be required to submit supporting documents,

advisor, department chair, or Recording

Credit

in

to grant credit if the

Bowdoin academic

standards.

not awarded for courses in which the student has earned a grade below C- or for

courses taken on an ungraded basis.

No

awarded

showing the number of credits
or credit-hours and the grade(s) earned has been received from the other institution. It is
credit will be

until

an

official transcript

the student's responsibility to ensure that the transcript
Registrar,

and the transcript must arrive

and permission

to transfer credit secured within

course was taken. Credit

may

is

sent directly to the Office of the

in a sealed envelope.

not be transferred

The transcript must be received

one year following the term
if

in

which the

a longer time period has elapsed.

Transcripts of credit earned at other institutions that have been presented to

Bowdoin

College for admission or transfer of credit become part of the student's permanent record,
but are not issued, reissued, or copied for distribution. Course
that

were transferred from other

institutions are not recorded

and grades for courses
on the Bowdoin transcript;

titles

credit only is listed.

may not transfer on a one-to-one
more) than a full Bowdoin credit. Students
consult with the Office of the Registrar in advance to learn the basis on which

Students should be aware that credits earned elsewhere
basis;

some courses may be accorded

are advised to

less (or

Academic Standards and Regulations
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transfer credit will be determined.

Bowdoin course

is

For comparison purposes, students should know

that

one

generally understood to be equal to four semester-hours or six quarter-

hours.

Graduation
Students must complete and submit to the Office of the Registrar the Notice of Intent to

Graduate by November of the academic year in which they will graduate. Submission of this
form begins the final degree audit process and ensures that students receive all notices related
that they have
to Commencement. Students will generally receive w ritten notice by May
been given preliminar> clearance to graduate. Final clearance is determined after final grades
1

1

and

for the spring semester have been received

Students

may

take part in only one

all

academic work has been completed.

Commencement, and

they are normally expected to

complete all degree requirements before they participate in graduation exercises. Students with
two or fewer credits remaining and who can expect to complete all requirements by the end

may be allowed to participate

of the follow ing August

in

Commencement

a diploma. In such cases, the degree will actually be conferred at the

following the completion of
at that

in

all

May Commencement

requirements, and the diploma will be mailed to the student

Commencement and

time. Speakers at

but will not receive

the ceremon\ must ha\e completed

all

other students playing visible leadership roles

requirements for graduation.

Resignation

Bowdoin at any time. Resignation permanently terminates the
student's official relationship w ith the College. If a student were to decide at some future
dale to w ish to return to Bowdoin, the student would need to reapply to the College through
Students

may

resign from

the regular admissions process as a transfer student. Applicants for readmission are reviewed

on

and should contact the transfer coordinator

Admissions Office
for further information. Gi\en the permanency of resignation, students are encouraged to
discuss their plans thoroughly w ith advisors, parents, and a dean.
a case-by-case basis

A decision to resign should
Form, available

in the

be submitted

Office of the

in

in the

writing using the Notification of Resignation

Dean of Student

Affairs.

Students should consult the I:\penses section of this Catalogue
tuition

for

information about

and r(H)m and board refunds.

The Recording Committee and Student
The Recording Committee

is

a

Petitions

standing committee of the College w hose purpose

is

to address

matters pertaining to the academic standing of indi\ idual students and to consider exceptions
to the policies

and prcKedures governing academic

consider individual student petitions and meets
records of students

commiiiec are

who

at

life.

The committee meets

regularly to

the cikI oI each semester to review the

are subject to probation. sus|x-nsion. or dismissal. Decisions of the

final.

Students who are seeking exceptions to the academic regulations or curricular requirements
must petition the Recording Committee. Petition forms may be obtained from the Office of
the

Dean of Student

Affairs. All petitions require the signature of a ilean. aiul. ilepending

on the nature of the reijuest. some may require supporting'docunKMilation from a faculty
member. dtKtor. or counselor Students are notified of the outcome of then petitions by the
secretary of the Recording Committee.
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The Readmission Cominittee
is chaired by the Senior Associate Dean of Student Affairs and
comprises the Senior, Associate, and Assistant Deans of Student Affairs; Director of Student
Aid; Director of Residential Life; Director of the Counseling Service; Director of the Health

The Readmission Committee

Academic Development; and a representative
from the Office of Admissions. The Committee meets twice a year, in June and December,
to consider the petitions of students who are seeking to return from Academic Suspension,
Center; Director of the Baldwin Program for

Disciplinary Leave, and/or Medical Leave. Letters requesting readmission and supporting

Dean of Student Affairs. Students on
Academic Suspension, Disciplinary Leave, and/or Medical Leave are not normally eligible to
register for classes or make housing arrangements until they have been readmitted. Students
seeking readmission are notified of the outcome of their petitions by the Office of the Dean
materials should be directed to the Office of the

of Student Affairs.

The Center

and Teaching

for Learning

BowEX)iN College has a group of programs developed to support learning and teaching
throughout the curriculum. The three programs and the

ESOL

(English Speakers of Other

Languages) advisor are housed in Kanbar Hall and w ork cooperatively to enhance Bowdoin's
curricular resources and to strengthen students' academic experience. The Baldwin Program
for Academic Development, the Quantitative Reasoning Program, the Writing Project, and

ESOL support

are described below.

The Ba!d\vin Program

for

Academic Development

The Baldwin Program for Academic Development opened in 1999-2000 with the mission of
creating a space in which students, faculty, and staff members can address issues related to
learning at Boudoin College. Established through a gift to the College by Linda G. Baldwin
'73, the program offers resources to help students attain their academic goals and faculty to
enhance student learning.

Based on an individualized and
and

serv ices

holistic

approach

to learning, the

such as peer tutoring, study groups, and study

individual consultation with peer academic mentors. Mentors
their academic strengths

and

\\

program offers

skills

activities

workshops, as well as

help fellow students assess

eaknesses and develop individually-tailored time management,

may be particularly useful to students encountering
difficulty balancing the academic and social demands of college life; struggling to find more
effective approaches to understanding, learning, and remembering new material; experiencing
problems with prcKrastination; or simply achieving the self-structuring demanded by an
organizational, and study strategies. Mentors

independent ccnirsc or honors project.
(Juantitati\e Keasonin^

Program

The Quantitative Rea.soning Program was established

in

1996

to assist with the integration

of quantitative reasoning throughout the curriculum and to encourage students to develop
C()m(x*lence and confidence in using quantitative information.

The program was

established

demand to understand and use quantitative information in
employment situations, and for effective citizenship.
The Quantilalive Reasoning Program assists students in a variety of ways. Entering

in recognition ot the increasing

collcge-ievel work, in

students are tested to as.sess their proficiency with quantitative material. Utilizing the test
results

and other indicators, the Director of Quanlitalixc RcascMiing and faculty advisors

counsel students regarding appropriate courses to

rullill

their

Mathematical, Computational.

or Slatisiical Reasoning distribution requirement. In addition, students are encouraged to
lake courses across the curriculum that enhance their quantitative

skills.

The Quantitative

Reasoning Program supplements many of the quantitative courses by providing small study
groups led by trained peer tutors. Upon the request of instructors, workshops on special
topics are also provided by the Quantitali\e Reasoning

Program One on one tutoring

is

available on a limited basis.

The- \^^ilin^ Project

The Wnling

Project

is

a peer tutoring

program

baseil

on the premise

that students are

uniquely qualified to serve as intelligent, empathetic reailers of one another's writing. As
collaborators rather than authorities, (ver tutors lacilitate the writing process for lellow
slUilcTils

by proNuJme hclplul feedback uhile encour;ii'ini' writers to retain an active and

l\

The Center for Learning and Teaching
authoritative role in writing and revising their work.
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Each semester,

the Writing Project

assigns specially selected and trained writing assistants to a variety of courses by request

of the instructor. The assistants read and
the writers individually to help

paper to

any course

meet with

early drafts of papers and

and
have been completed, each student submits a
the instructor along with the draft and the assistant's comments. Students in

improve sentence
final

comment on

them expand and

may

refine their ideas, clarify connections,

structure. After revisions

also reserve conferences with a writing assistant in the Writing

Workshop

open each week from Sunday through Thursday.
Students interested in becoming writing assistants apply before spring break. Those
accepted enroll in a fall semester course on the theory and practice of teaching writing, offered
through the Department of Education. Successful completion of the course qualifies students
to serve as tutors in later semesters,

courses participating

in the

when

they receive a stipend for their work.

Project will be available during the

first

week of each

A

list

semester.

For further information, contact Kathleen O'Connor, director of the Writing Project, or
the Writing Project

Web

of

visit

site.

ESOL
Students

who

are multilingual or

individually with the

who have

ESOL advisor.

non-native English speaking parents

Students

may

may work

seek help with understanding assignments

grammar, outlining, revising, and scholarly writing conventions.
Specific attention to pronunciation and oral presentation skills is also offered. Any student
wishing to make an appointment with the ESOL advisor is welcome.

and readings and attend

to

Special

Academic Programs

Architectural Studies

Although the College offers no special curriculum leading to graduate study in architecture
and no major in architecture, students can combine art and architecture studio courses with
others in art history, environmental studies, physics, and other related disciplines to prepare
for architectural study. The architecture studio course is intended to develop the ability to
conceive and communicate architectural and spatial concepts in two and three dimensions.
Interested students should speak w iih members of the V^isual Arts Division of the Department
of Art. with members o\ the Hn\ ironmental Studies Program, or with

Career Planning
.Arctic

A

staff as early in their

Bowdoin

members of Bowdoin

careers as possible.

Studies

concentration

Arctic studies, offered through a variety of departments including the

in

Department of Sociology and Anthropology, the Department of Geology, and the Peary.\lac.\lillan .Arctic

Museum and

to explore cultural, scKial,

Students interested

in the

Arctic Studies Center, provides students with opportunities

and environmental issues involving Arctic lands and peoples.

Arctic are encouraged to consult with the director of the Arctic

Studies Center in order to plan an appropriate interdisciplinary program, involving course

work and

tield

work

at

Bowdoin and

in the

North.

Coastal Studies

T^e College's U^ation on

the coast of

Maine affords

distinct opportunities for students to

stud) the complexities of coastal landscapes and seascapes.

While

the Ct)llege does not offer

on coastal
issues in a variety of departments and programs including biology, geology, government,
economics. English, visual arts, semiology, anthropology, and environmental studies. Many of
the courses lake advantage of facilities located at the Coastal Studies Center on Orr's Island
(l(Kaled t\selve miles from campus), the Bt)\\doin Scientilic Station (located on Kent Island
in the Ba> of l-undy ), and a \ariety of other coastal locations in Maiiie. A number of coastal
a formal curriculum devoted to coastal studies, students can take courses focused

studies

summer

research fellowships are available annually to students, interested students

should speak with members of the Coastal Studies Faculty Ad vi.sory Committee and Rosemary

Annstrong. the Coastal Studies Program c(H>rdinator. for guidance
a coastal

component and

Engiaci iiiK (3-2

tor iiiore information about

summer

in selecting

courses u

ith

research fellowships.

Option; 4-2 Option)

Bowdoin College arranges shared

programs u

Maine at Orono.
the Sch<x)l of lingineering and Applied Science of Columbia Clniversily. the Thayer School of
Dartmouth College, and the California Institute of Technology (Caltech).
Midcnts m the shared studies program may transfer into the third year of the
CI
iMi.^ram at Columbia or the rru\ersity ol Maine alter three years at Bowdoin.
Columbia also offers a 4-2 option, and interested students should contact the engineering
T

studies

ith

the University of

It

.

;

adviser. Pnifessor Dale Syphers. in the IX-parlmeni ol IMiysics and Astioiioiii) concerning
this option
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number of options, including taking the junior year at the Dartmouth
engineering program, senior year at Bowdoin, and fifth year at Dartmouth's Thayer School
Dartmouth

offers a

of Engineering.

Caltech invites students of superior academic achievement from a select group of liberal
arts colleges to

apply to their 3-2 Program. Determination of acceptance

Caltech Upperclass Admissions Committee

is

decided by the

for students to transfer upon completion of their

junior year.

must take Physics 103, 104, 223, 229, 300, or Mathematics 224; Chemistry
109; Mathematics 161, 171, and 181; and Computer Science 101. They are also expected
to have completed at least ten semester courses outside of mathematics and science, one of
which should be in economics. Some programs at the University of Maine have additional
course requirements in mathematics and science, and interested students should contact the
engineering advisor. Professor Dale Syphers, for more information. These courses, together
All students

with the engineering courses, substitute for the major
students.

The

requirements

in

physics for 3-2

successful student earns a bachelor of science degree from the engineering

school after completing the two years of the engineering program and earns a bachelor of
arts

degree from Bowdoin

at the

end of their

fifth

year for

all

programs except Dartmouth's.

For the Dartmouth program, the engineering courses are used as transfer credits
the

Bowdoin degree

degree

is

in

conferred upon successful completion of a

Finally, students

may

to

complete

physics, conferred after the senior year. The Dartmouth engineering
fifth

year

in

engineering

at

Dartmouth.

also apply as regular transfer students into any nationally recognized

engineering program, earning only a degree from that engineering institution.

First- Year

Seminars

The purpose of
disciplines

and

the first-year seminar

to lead students to

program

is

to introduce students to college-level

understand the ways

relate to other areas in the humanities, social sciences,

emphasis upon the improvement of students'

skills

in

which a

specific discipline

may

and sciences. Each seminar places an

— their ability to read texts effectively and

and firmly based upon evidence.
seminars being offered in the 2009-2010 academic year

to write prose that is carefully organized, concise,

A complete

listing

of first-year

can be found on pages 149-60.

Legal Studies
Students considering the study of law should consult with Scheherazade

Mason

at

Bowdoin

Career Planning. Students will be provided with assistance designing a coherent liberal

program

that relates to the study of

law and

allied fields,

and

will be provided with

arts

guidance

on all aspects of the application process. The Career Planning library also has excellent written
and online resources about law schools and careers

Bowdoin

in the legal field.

Columbia University in an accelerated interdisciplinary
Under the terms of this program, Bowdoin students may apply
to begin the study of law after three years at Bowdoin. Students who successfully complete
the requirements for the J.D. at Columbia also receive an A.B. from Bowdoin. Students
interested in the Columbia program should meet with Professor Richard E. Morgan during
their first year at Bowdoin.

program

participates with

in legal education.
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Teaching
Students interested

in

teaching in schools or enrolling

should discuss their plans with personnel
in

education, along with a major

in a

in

in

graduate programs

in

education

the Department of Education. Because courses

teaching

field, are

necessary for certification,

it

is

wise to begin planning early so that schedules can be accommodated. (For information on
the
in

Boudoin Teacher Scholars program, see pages 18-19.) An extensive resource library
Bowdoin Career Planning contains information about graduate programs, summer and
1

academic year internships, volunteer opportunities with youth, and public and private school
openings. Career advising and credential

file

services are also available.

Off-Campus Study
Studhnts are encouraged to broaden and enrich their education through participation in
semester- and year-long programs of off-campus study. Whether off-campus study occurs
abroad or

in the

United States, the College regards

it

as an extension of the

on-campus

educational experience and expects the courses in which students earn credit toward the degree
to

be

in

a field of study characteristic of the liberal arts and to be comparable in intellectual

challenge to work done at Bowdoin.

A student who

wishes to count academic credit earned

toward the Bowdoin degree

Off-Campus Study.

If the

is

in

an off-campus study program

required to obtain approval, in advance, from the Office of

student wishes to count credits earned in the program toward the

major, the approval of the major department

is

required as well. Students contemplating off-

campus study should consult the online Guidelines for Off-Campus Study published by the
Office of Off-Campus Study; they are urged to begin planning early in the academic year
which they hope to study away, and must complete a request for permission to
study away by Bowdoin's application deadline. (Application deadlines for individual programs
vary considerably; it is the responsibility of the student to determine these deadlines and
ensure that they are met.) To be approved for Bowdoin degree credit, the proposed program
of study away should satisfy the College's academic standards and form an integral part of
a student's overall academic plan. Approval of individual requests may also be affected by
the College's concern to maintain a balance between the number of students away during
the fall and spring terms.
Students are expected to carry a full course-load in any off-campus study program. Credit
earned is not formally transferred until the Office of the Registrar has received and reviewed appropriate documentation from the program. In some cases, it may be required that
the appropriate Bowdoin department review the student's completed work.
Bowdoin charges an off-campus study fee (see page 20). Financial aid normally continues
before that

in

to be available for students

Depending on
options

list

their

who

academic needs, students normally are expected

to select

from the

of approximately one hundred programs and universities kept by the Office of

Off-Campus Study. See below
participate

qualify.

for information

on programs

by special arrangement with the sponsoring

in

which Bowdoin students

institutions.

American University Washington Semester Program
The Washington Semester Program, based

American University's Tenley campus in
Washington, D.C., offers semesters on several topics, including American Politics, Economic
Policy, Foreign Policy, International Environment and Development, Justice, Peace and
Conflict Resolution, and Public Law. Courses are taught by American University faculty.
Students who wish to apply must be nominated by Bowdoin's program representative, Janet
Martin, in the Department of Government and Legal Studies.

Hamilton College Junior Year

in

The Hamilton College Junior Year

at

France
in

France offers a combination of courses in the Paris

university system and in-house courses taken with students of the program. Hamilton College

French professors direct the full-year program on a rotating
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Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies in

Rome

(ICCS) in Rome provides undergraduates with
an opponunity to stud\ Roman art. archaeology, and history, as well as Greek and Roman
literature. Italian language, and Renaissance and baroque Italian art. Under a consortial
arrangement managed by Duke University, ICCS operates two semesters each academic

The

Iniercollegiale Center torClassical Studies

year; students generally enroll for

Institute for the International

IHS operates semester and

one semester during

their junior year.

Education of Students (lES)
programs

t'ull-\ear

in

several foreign countries. In most cases,

lES offers a combination of classes taught expressly for Institute students and regular course
offerings at a local partner university. lES programs approved for participating

Bowdoin

students include those in Vienna (Austria), Nantes (France), Berlin and Freiburg (Germany),

Rome

Milan and

(Italy),

Intercollegiate Sri
TTie

ISLH Program,

Nagoya

language,

fall

art,

Salamanca (Spain).

Lanka Education (ISLE) Program
in

Kandy,

affiliated with the University

each of the

(Japan), and Granada, Madrid, and

Sri

Lanka,

is

program of leading liberal arts colleges
which Bowdoin is the agency college. In

a consortial

of Peradeniya. for

and spring semesters. ISLE provides students with the opportunity

archaeology, and development.

ISLE

to study

offers core courses in conversational

Sinhala and material culture with independent study and electives in subjects such as

Buddhism, women's

studies, Sri

Lankan

literature, history,

anihropolog), and Sri Lankan politics. Students

live

environmental studies, sociology,

with Sri Lankan lamilies, take courses

designed for them by leading university professors, and tour important archaeological and
other sites relevant to their study.

.Marine Biological Lal>oratory: Semester in Environmental Science

The

.Marnie Biological Laboralor)

in

Vaw ironmenlal Science Program each

Two

Woods

tall at its

Hole, Massachusetts, offers the Semester

in

ecological research arm, the Ecosystems Center

core lecture and laborator) courses. Aquatic Ecosystems and Terrestrial Ecosystems,

present basic ecological systems and prcKCS.ses. Students also participate in one of several
electives. Students use the skills learned throughout the semester to

develop and conduct

independent team research projects.

South India Itrin Abroad (.SITA) Program

The SITA

Prograjii operates in Tamil Nadu, India. SITA offers one-semester programs in fall
and sprmg. as well as a full-year program. Participants live w ith host families and tour several
regions m South India. Course offerings include Tamil language, siKial and political issues,

religion

and

art.

Indian literature, directeil field research, and indc|XMKlcnt

stutly. Stuilents

prepare throughout the semester lor the culminating month long iiulcpcndcnl stuily iMoject.

and vain sienilicant experience

The

SHifiish

to

in

is

sponsored by the University of SlcKkholm

colleges and universities, including

s,^ ..w either a
ji«»lic'y

interviewing, as well as t)iher lickl methods.

IVogram

The Swedish Pmgram
A

in

Bowdoin

It

;mil

;i

coiisortiiun of

offers students the opportunM\ to

seuKstcr or a year studying coniparalise insinutional organi/alioii

complex

industrial societies.

Most courses

aiul |)ublic

arc inlcrdisciplinarv in ikiIimc

Ihc only
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required course

is

a semester of Swedish language, but nearly all students also take Comparative

The Swedish Model and

European Union. Other courses offered typically
include Women, Swedish Society, and Culture; Swedish and European Cinema; Globalization

Public Policy:

and

Its

the

Discontents; Europe and the World

Economy; and Environmental

Policy.

Twelve College Exchange

The Twelve College Exchange provides Bowdoin students with the opportunity to study for a
year at Amherst, Connecticut, Dartmouth, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Trinity, Vassar, Wellesley,
or Wheaton Colleges or Wesleyan University. Also available through the Twelve College
Exchange are the Williams College-Mystic Seaport Program in American Maritime Studies
and the National Theater

Institute.

Student Fellowships and Research

The Office of Student Fellowships and Research was launched in fall 2007 with the aim of
connecting Bowdoin students to merit-based academic experiences. Often, the application
forms for these merit-based scholarships and fellowships require applicants to concisely
and future aspirations. While sometimes challenging,

articulate their past experiences, interests,
this

requirement encourages students to undergo a process of self-assessment and

development. The Office of Student Fellowships and Research
application process a worthwhile learning experience for
a fellowship

is

all

is

committed

to

self-

making

the

students, regardless of whether

awarded.

The Office of Student Fellowships and Research works with students and alumni
identify

and

to appl> for relevant nationally

as Fulbright, Marshall. Rhodes, and Watson.

prestigious awards each year, enabling

to

competiti\e fellowships and scholarships such

them

Numerous Bowdoin
to

engage

in a variety

students receive these

of activities including

spending time overseas, conducting independent research, receiving support toward their
undergraduate tuition, and attending graduate school.

The Office of .Student Fellow ships and Research also strives to inform all Bowdoin students
about undergraduate research opportunities, primarily at Bowdoin, but also at institutions
across the country. Each year the Col lege awards Bowdoin Research Fellowships and Research
Awards to more than one hundred Bow doin students to carry out faculty-mentored research
across all disciplines. A Bowdoin Research Fellowship or Research Award allows a student
to delve

deeply into a research question and can lead to an enhanced independent study

or honors project, co-authoring a paper

w

ith

a faculty mentor, or presenting tindings at a

professional meeting. These research experiences enrich students' undergraduate experience,

make

students

more competitive

for entrance to graduate school,

successfully undertake graduate study.
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and prepare students

to

Courses of Instruction
The departments of instruction
alphabetical order.

A

in the

following descriptions of courses are listed

schedule containing the meeting times of

all

in

courses will be issued

before each period of registration.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED
[Bracketed Courses]: Courses that are not currently scheduled for a definite semester, but
which have been offered within the past two consecutive years, are enclosed in brackets.

On leave for the fall semester.
** On leave for the spring semester.
t On leave for the entire academic year.
*

MCSR:

Course approved

to

Computational, or

INS:

Course approved

meet the distribution requirement

Statistical

for Mathematical,

Reasoning.

to

meet the distribution requirement for Inquiry

to

meet the distribution requirement

in the

Natural Sciences.

ESD:

Course approved

IP:

Course approved

for Exploring

Social Differences.
to

meet the distribution requirement for International

to

meet the distribution requirement for Visual and

Perspectives.

VPA:

Course approved
Performing Arts.

Course
and
b: Course
c: Course
a:

approved to meet the division requirement for natural science
mathematics.

approved

to

approved

to

meet the division requirement for social and behavioral sciences.
meet the division requirement for humanities.

Note: For a complete explanation of distribution and division requirements see the
Curriculum section on pages 26-27.
Prerequisite: Indicates conditions that must be met in order to enroll in the course.

Course Numbering. Courses

are

numbered according

to the following system:

10-29

First-year seminars

30-99

Courses intended for the nonmajor

100-199

General introductory courses

200-289

General intermediate-level courses

291-299

Intermediate independent study

300-399

Advanced courses and senior seminars

401-404
451-^52

Advanced independent

study: Original or creative

projects and honors courses
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Africana Studies
Olufemi Vaughan. Program Director
Glynis Wears-Siegel. Program Coordinator

Professor: Olufemi Vaughan (History)
Assistant Professors: Judith S. Casselberr>. Tess Chakkalakal (English)
Visiting Faculty:

Fellow: Jessica

P.

Gabrielle

Foreman

M. Johnson

Contributing Faculty: Ericka A. Albaugh. Peter Coviello*,

Keona K.

Ervin, Guy-

Mark Fostert, David Gordon, David Hechi, Aaron Kitch, Karen Lindo, Scott
MacEachem. James W. McCalla, Dhiraj Murthy, Elizabeth Muther, Evans
Mwangi. H. Ron Partridge. Anthony Perman. Patrick J. Rael. Jennifer R.
Scanlon, Margaret Hanctha Vcte-Congolo. Anthony Walton

Afiicana Studies

is

an interdisciplinary program designed to bring the scholarly approaches

and perspectives of several traditional disciplines
life. Emphasis is placed on the examination of the
history of black people in Africa

the Caribbean,

and

to bear

rich

on an understanding of black
literature, and

and varied cultures,

African diaspora, including the United States,

in the

and Latin America. Such a systematic interdisciplinary approach captures
American scholarship and allows the student to

the historic, mullifaceted quality of African

integrate effectively the perspectives of several

Kequircnunts for the Major
TTie

major

in

in

academic departments

at the

College.

Africana Studies

Africana studies consists of five required core courses, a concentration of four

additional courses, and a one-semester research project, for a total of ten courses.

The core

courses- Africana Studies 101; Sociology 208 or Anthropology 233: Kn^lish 260, 261,
263. or 275. History 236, 237.

243:

oi

aiKJ

History 262 or 264

ha\c been chosen

tt>

give

the student a thorough background for the study of the black experience and to provide an

The four-course concentration

ultroduction to the varied disciplines of Africana studies.

is

intended to bring the methodologies and insights of several disciplines to a single problem
or theme. Suggested concentrations are

African Diaspora,

f*olitical

Economy

America. .Appropriate courses

Race and Class

of Blacks

to be taken

of the Africana Studies Program.

in

American Society, Cultures of the

in

the Third World, and the Arts of hiack

should be worked out by the student and the director

No more

than one sub-

l(K)- level

the major. Neither courses taken Crcdit/D/Eail nor courses in

D are

grade of

flic

may count toward
siutlent receives a

accepted for the major

In addition, the research project, normally

conduct research into a particular asjvct

mcarch

course

which

completed

ot the black

in

the senior year, allows stutlents to

cx[XTience Stuilents

may complete their

project as part of a .VK) level course, or as an iiule(XMulent stutly under the direction

of one of the program's faculty. Students should consult u
offered in previous years that

Kcquimnrnts
The mmor

in

fi>r

the

Minor

may
in

satisfy the

ith

the director concerning courses

program requirements.

Africana Studies

Africana studies consists of five courses

in the

Africana Studies Program, one

of v^hich will be an introductory course (one of Africana Studies 101.

1()2. oi

103) and one

he a research course (either a M)i) le\el scnnnar or an independent study) as
a capstone course In order to ensure that the minor ns ill Iv mullidisciplinary. no more than

of \%hich

three

(»f

\^ ill

the courses can be

nor courses

m which the

from the same department Neither courses taken Credit/I)/Eail

student receives a grade of

D arc

accepted for the minor.

Africana Studies

First- Year

For a

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

10b. Racism. Fall 2009.

(Same
lie.

55

Roy

Partridge.

as Sociology 10.)

Slavery and the Literary Imagination. Fall 2009. Tess Chakkalakal.

(Same

as English 11.)

Mountain in the Age of Jim Crow. Fall 2009. Kegna
Gender and Women's Studies 25 and History 23.)

23c. Writing the Racial

(Same

The

25c.

as

Civil

(Same

War in

Ervin.

Film. Spring 2010. Patrick Rael.

as History 25.)

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

101c. Introduction to Africana Studies. Fall 2009. Tess Chakkalakal.
Introduction to the interdisciplinary field of Africana studies, with a particular focus on

African American history, politics, sociology, literature, and culture; course materials also

cover the experiences of the peoples of African ancestry

in the Atlantic

since the expansion of Europe in the fifteenth century. Material

is

world, especially

covered chronologically

and thematically, building historically centered accounts of African American, African, and
African diasporic experiences. The goals of this course include the following:

(

1

)

to introduce

students considering the Africana studies major or minor to the intellectually engaging field

of Africana studies; (2) to provide a broad sweep of the field in terms of methodological,
theoretical, and ideological perspectives; and (3) to provide contexts for the critical analyses
of the African American experience

in

United States history, and the dynamic interplay of

African and African diaspora experiences
[108c. Introduction to Black

and Women's
[113c

121c

-

Literature. (Same as English 108 and

VPA. African Dance and Music. (Same

A survey

modern world.

Gender

Studies 104.)]

VPA. History of Jazz

-

Women's

in the

I.

Every other

of jazz's development from

its

as

Dance 113 and Music

year. Fall 2009.

113.)]

James McCalla.

African American roots

in the late

nineteenth

century through the Swing Era of the 1930s and 1940s, and following the great Swing
artists— e.g., Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Billie Holiday, and Benny Goodman— through

on musical elements, but includes much attention
context through readings and videos. (Same as Music 121.)

their later careers.

and

historical

Emphasis

is

VPA. History of Jazz

to cultural

Every other year. Fall 2010. James McCalla.
A survey of jazz's development from the creation of bebop in the 1940s through the
present day, e.g., from Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie through such artists as Joshua
Redman, James Carter, and the Art Ensemble of Chicago. Emphasis is on musical elements,
but includes much attention to cultural and historical context through readings and videos.
122c

-

(Same
139c.

as

Music

The

Civil

II.

122.)

War Era.

Fall 2009. Patrick Rael.

Examines the coming of the Civil War and the war itself in all its aspects. Considers the
impact of changes in American society, the sectional crisis and breakdown of the party system,
the practice of Civil

War

warfare, and social ramifications of the conflict. Includes readings

of novels and viewing of films. Students are expected to enter with a basic knowledge of

American

history,

History 139.)

and a commitment

to participating in large class discus^ons.

^
.

(Same

as

Courses of Instruction
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144c

ESD.

-

Music

IP.

Anthony Perm an.

in Africa. Spring 2010.

from throughout Africa. Explores how
music is used in religious contexts, within nationalist movements, and in social life more
generally, w ith special attention given to popular music and transnational influences on these
Inircxluciion to a broad range of musical styles

forms. Students read a range of ethnographic writings on African music, as well as popular
press to address issues of colonialism, capitalism, and commercialization in post-colonial

(Same

Africa.

201c. Black

Women,

hxamincs

144.)

Music, and the Divine.

Politics,

the con\ ergcnce of politics

women

Black

Music

as

and

Fall 2009. Jidith

spirituality in the

Casselberry.

musical w ork of contemporary

singer-songwriters in the United States. Analyzes material that interrogates

and articulates the intersections of gender, race,
of religious and

class,

and sexuality, generated across a range

spiritual terrains with African diasporic/Black Atlantic spiritual moorings,

including Christianity, Islam, and Yoruba. Focuses on material that reveals a womanist (Black
feminist) perspective by considering the
artistic

production.

Employs an

ways

resistant identities

shape and are shaped by

interdisciplinary approach by incoiporatingethnomusicology,

anthropology, literature, history, and performance and social theory. Explores the work of
Shirley Caesar,

The Clark

Sisters,

and Diannc Reeves, among others. (Same as

the RcK'k,

Women's

Studies 207

Abby

Honey in
Anthropology' 211 and Gender and

Me'shell Ndegeocello.

Lincoln, Sweet

)

203c Christianity and Islam

in

West Africa. Spring 2010. Oi.ufemi Vaughan.

Seminar, l.xplorcs hou Christianity. Islam, and indigenous religious beliefs shaped the

fomiaiion of modern West African states and societies

in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Discusses the role of these world and indigenous religious institutions and movements
the transformation of

themes:

(

I

religion

)

major West African societies

and

slate

formation

in the

in

following important historical

in the

turbulent nineteenth century; (2) religion and

colonialism; (3) religion and decolonization; (4) religion and the post-colonial state; (5)
religion

and

Vr>rr.' TTiis

204

IV

(Same

politics in the era of globalization.

course

fulfills

liiodiMTsitN

(

as History 203.)

pre-modcrn requirement

the

onservation and

for history majors.

Management

in Africa.

Fall

2009. Evans

MWANCil.

An

examination of the biodiversity

crisis facing Africa

and methods for slowing down

or reversing the rapid loss of species and ecosystems that Africa
the social, cultural, historical,

economic and

African peoples and the continent's
future of bi(Hlt\ersilv

|206b

207c

-

I'M)

I

KSl). ir

III

I

(Same

li\ uil'

political contexts

\rih;u()l(»^\ of (.inder
(

iiltnres

experiencing. Explores

of the relationship between

natural resources, as well as the past, present and

as l-fnironnuntal Studies

ram(»phom-

is

and

206

Kthnicity.

F\er\

fall.

)

(Same

Fall 2(K)9.

as Antliro|>oloKy 206.

)|

Kaki n Linim) and Hani ima

Vr.Tf -Cr)N<i<M().

An

mlr(xiuc(ion to the cultures of various French-sjx'aking regions outside ol

Examines the history,

politics,

customs, cinema,

literature,

and

art soft he

principally Africa and the Caribbean Readings include

stones, ami a no\el
films

Conducted

in

Prrrequisiie: Frtnc h

(24Mi)

as

205 or (x*rmission of the instmctor.

Race Mid hthnicit> (SaiiK

ranee

IrancophonewDrld,

newspa|vr and magazine articles, short
i1»k iiiiUMitaries. ami feature
French 207 and Latin American Studies 206.)

Students see ami discuss television news.

Iremh (Same

I

as Sim iolo^^v 20S

)|

Ajricana Studies

213c. Transnational Africa

57

and Globalization. Spring 2010. Olufemi Vaughan.

Seminar. Drawing on key readings on the historical sociology of transnationalism since

World War
and

their

II,

new

examines how postcolonial African migrations transformed African

states

transnational populations in Western countries. Discusses what concepts such

as the nation state,

communal

identity, global relations,

and security mean

in the

African

context to critically explore complex African transnational experiences and globalization.
These dynamic African transnational encounters encourage discussions on homeland and
diaspora, tradition and modernity, gender and generation. (Same as History 213.)

216c. History of African

and African Diasporic

Political

Thought.

Fall 2009.

Olufemi

Vaughan.
Seminar. Will critically discuss some seminal works
political

thought

in the

in

African diaspora and African

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Organized around global and

national currents that will allow students to explore intersections in pan-African, African

American, andAfrican political thought in the context ofAtlantic and global histories. Seminar
topics are divided into three major historic moments. The first will explore major themes

on Atlantic slavery and Western thought, notably slavery and racial representation; slavery
and capitalism; slavery and democracy. The second will focus on the struggle of African
Americans, Africans, and West Indians for freedom in post-Abolition and colonial contexts.
Topics discussed within twentieth-century national, regional, and global currents include
reconstruction and industrialization; pan-Africanism;

new

negro; negritude; colonialism;

nationalism. Finally, explores pan-African and African encounters in the context of dominant
postcolonial themes, namely decolonization; Cold War; state formation; imperialism; African

diaspora feminist thought; globalism. Discusses these foundational texts and the political

thoughts of major African, African American, and Caribbean intellectuals and activists in

(Same

their appropriate historical context.

[217b

-

as History 216.)

ESD. Overcoming Racism. (Same

as Sociology 217.)]

222b. Politics and Societies in Africa. Fall 2009. Ericka A. Albaugh.

Surveys societies and

politics in

sub-Saharan Africa, seeking to understand the sources

of current conditions and the prospects for political stability and economic growth. Looks

and colonial influence on state-construction in Africa, and
concentrates on three broad phases in Africa's contemporary political development: (1)
briefly at pre-colonial society

independence and consolidation of authoritarian
to authoritarianism; (3) democratization

the region.

225c.

(Same

as

Government

Race and Representation

and

rule; (2)

civil conflict.

economic decline and challenges
Presumes no prior knowledge of

222.)

in the English Renaissance. Spring 2010.

Aaron

Kitch.

in light of recent literary and
on race and cultural difference. Explores key strategies of authors from
Philip Sidney to Aphra Behn in representing ethnic, religious, and cultural othemesss, as
well as an emergent discourse of racial identity. Topics include England's role in the nascent

Reconsiders the notoriously "white" English Renaissance

cultural scholarship

African slave trade, the poetic fetishization of the exotic, and transnational discourses of

new questions about modes of English writing. Authors include
Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Aphra Behn, Kim Hall, Gary Taylor, and bell hooks.

"discovery" that raised
Sidney,

(Same

as English 225.)

Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

in

English or Africana studies.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.
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227b IP. Transnational Race and Ethnicity. Spring 2010. Dhiraj Mirthy.
Examines global!) mediated formations of ethnic and racial identities, including the
ways in which transnational communities are shaped through contact with "homelands"
-

(physically and virtually) and vice versa. Particular attention given to "Black" and "South

Asian" diasporic communities based in London and the transnational cultural networks in
Africa, the Indian Subcontinent, and the Caribbean that they help maintain. Readings include

works by Paul Gilroy, Arjun Appadurai, Les Back. Stuart Hall. Jayne Ifekw unigwe, Ian Ang,
and the Delhi-based sarai school. (Same as Asian Studies 263 and Sociology 227.)

Anthropology 101.

Prerequisite: Socioloj»> 101 or

229c

-

ESD. Evolution

in

America. Spring 2010. David Hecht.

E.xplores the history and politics of evolution in the United States since Darwin. Evolution

myriad ways. Examines explicit

has been central to American politics and culture

in

controversies, such as the Scopes Trial of 1925 and

more

design, as well as the Fiiany
culture,
in

most noiabl>

terms of

human

in

ways

233b

it

has implicitly but profoundly influenced American

connection with lending credence to ideas of "natural" or "normal"

behavior, racial classification, or gender and sexual norms. Also explores

changing ideas of evolution,
History 230

that

recent debates over intelligent

in

both scientific investigation and popular culture. (Same as

)

ESI). IP Peoples

and Cultures of Africa.

Fall 2009.

Scott MacEachern.

Introduction to the traditional patterns of livelihood and social institutions of African
peoples. Following a brief overs iew of African geography, habitat, and cultural history,
lectures and readings cover a representative range of types of

economy,

and social

polity,

complex states
forms. Changes in

organization, from the smallest hunting and gathering societies to the most

and empires. Emphasis upon understanding the nature of traditional social
African scKieties

(Same

f(Kus.

as

F*rerequisite:

in the colonial

and post-colonial periods examined, but are not the principal

Anthropology 233

One

course

in

)

anthropology or Africana Studies 101.

ESI) The Histor> of African Americans, 1619-1865 Spring 2010 Patrk

236c

Exammes

the hisior> of African

Americans from

the origins of slavery in

the death of slavery during the Civil War. Explores a

wide range of

k Rafi

.

America through

topics, including the

establishment of slavery in colonial America, the emergence of plantation society, control and
resistance

on the

free black

communities, and the coming of the Ci\

History 236

plantation, the culture

and family structure of enslaved African Americans,
il

War and

the death

o\'

(Same

as

)

237c ESD.
Pairk K Ram
-

I

In ;iistj>r\ of VfricaM

Anuricans from IS65

to the Present

Explores the history of African Americans from the end oi the Civil
Issues include the promises and failuresof Reconstruction, the

and protest

sla\ery.

institutions, African

JimCrow

War

Spring 201

1.

to the present.

era. black leadership

American cultural styles, industrialization and urbanization,
Mo\ement. and conser\{iti\c retivnchmcnt (Same as

the world wars, the Civil Rights

Histoo 237

i

238c. Reconsfniction

I

all

20l(i

Vwuu

k

K

\i

i

.

c examination ol the decade following llic C i\il War. Implores ilic c\ciits
Scmin.i
and scholarship of ihc Union attempt to create a biracial deriKKTacy in the South following
the wat. and the sources of its failure. Topics include wanime Reconslmction. the Ku Klux
'

Klan. Republican politics, and lX*m(KTalic Redemption SfK'cial attention paid to the ileeply
conflicted vvass historians have approached this [x-riod over the years.
'

23H

)

Prercquisiie;

One course

in history.

(Same

as

History

Africana Studies

243c

-

ESD. History of Black Sexual

how gender and

59

Politics. Spring 2010.

Keona

Ervin.

American communities in
the United States using historical and contemporary case studies. Examines connections
between constructions of Black femininity and masculinity, racial identity formation and
social inequality against the backdrop of slavery and emancipation, segregation, the Great
Depression and World War II, the black freedom struggle, and what many have called the
post-civil rights era. Materials include interdisciplinary scholarly texts and articles, films,
novels, and music. (Same as Gay and Lesbian Studies 242, Gender and Women's Studies
Explores

sexuality function within African

242, and History 243.)

[245c - ESD. Bearing the Untold Story: Gender, Race, and Ethnicity in the United States.

(Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies 245 and History

ESD,

1249c

IP.

245.)]

African Philosophy. (Same as Philosophy 249.)]

[256b. African Archaeology:

The Roots of Humanity. (Same

as

Anthropology

256.)]

258c - ESD. Reconstructing the Nation. Every other year. Spring 2010. Tess
Chakkalakal.
Introduces students to American literature written between 1865 and 1910. Exploring
a period marked by the end of the Civil War, Reconstruction, the "New" South, and Jim
Crow, students engage with these historical developments through a reading of a wide range
of novels, short stories, poems, and plays that take up political tensions between the North
and South as well as questions of regional, racial, and national identity. Works by George
Washington Cable, Charles Chesnutt, Lydia Maria Child, Sarah Orne Jewett, Mark Twain,
Sutton E. Griggs, Emily Dickinson, Paul Laurence Dunbar, Henry James, Theodore Dreiser,
and Frank Norris constitute the "major" literary voices of the period, but also examines a
number of "minor" works that are similarly, but perhaps more narrowly, concerned with
questions of race and nation. (Same as English 258.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course
[260c. African

first-year
fulfills

American

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

English or Africana studies.

Americas requirement for English majors.

Fiction: (Re) Writing Black Masculinities.

260 and Gender and Women's Studies
261c. African

in

American Poetry. Every

(Same

as English

260.)]

other year. Fall 2009. Elizabeth Muther.

African American poetry as counter- memory

— from

Wheatley to the present— with a
focus on oral traditions, activist literary discourses, trauma and healing, and productive
communities. Special emphasis on the past century: dialect and masking; the Harlem
Renaissance; Brown, Brooks, and Hayden at mid-century; the Black Arts Movement; black
feminism; and contemporary voices. (Same as English 261.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

262c

-

ESD,

first-year
fulfills

IP. Africa

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

in

English or Africana studies.

Americas requirement for English majors.

and the Atlantic World, 1400-1880.

Fall 2009.

David Gordon.

A survey of historical developments before conquest by European powers, with a focus on
west and central Africa. Explores the

and cultural changes that accompanied
the intensification of Atlantic Ocean trade and revolves around a controversy in the study
of Africa and the Atlantic World: What influence did Africans have on the making of the
Atlantic World, and in what ways did Africans participate in the slave trade? How were African
identities shaped by the Atlantic World and by the slave plantations of the Americas? Ends
by considering the contradictory effects of Abolition on Africa. (Same as History 262.)
Note: This course

fulfills

the

political, social,

pre-modem requirement

for history majors.
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(263c. Staging Blackness.

264c

-

(Same

as English 263.)]

ESD. IP Conquest, Colonialism, and Independence: Africa

since 1880. Spring

2010. Da\id GoRix:)N.

Focuses on conquest, colonialism, and

its

legacies in sub-Saharan Africa; the violent process

of colonial pacification, examined from European and African perspectives; the different

ways of consolidating colonial rule and African resistance to colonial rule, from Maji Maji to
Mau Mau; and African nationalism and independence, as experienced by Africa's nationalist
leaders,

from

Kwame Nkrumah to Jomo Kenyatta. and their critics. Concludes with the limits

of independence, mass disenchantment, the
in

rise

of the predatory post-colonial

state,

genocide

the Great Lakes, and the wars of Central Africa. (Same as History 264.)

Women

265c. Black

and Slavery

in

Diasporic Perspective. Spring 2010. Jessica

JOH.SSON.

Examines

the history of

women

of African descent during the second period of slavery

and slave trading between Africa, the Caribbean, and mainland North America (roughly
1650 to 1888). Focuses on the everyday experiences of women's labor, reproduction, and
kinship-building on the plantations and

women's

in the cities,

of these slaveholding societies and on

roles in the (re)creation of Afro-Atlantic religious

the participation of

women

in abolition

and early nineteenth centuries.

A

and

political culture. Investigates

and emancipation movements of the

range of issues addressed:

How

did

late

eighteenth

women

of African

men or women of European, Amerindian,
women differ from free women of
color in different slave holding societies of the Atlantic world? How did the experience of
migration, forced and voluntary, impact the lives of black women and the growth of black
descent experience

life

under slavery

and East Indian descent?

How

in

contrast to

did the li\es of enslaved

societies across the Atlantic African diaspora?

Assignments include work by contemporary
and student projects on the representation

historians and literar> figures, primary source analysis,

and preseniaiion
History 273

i)f

women

Women's

Studies 273 and

i

lopics in African

|26(k

and slavery. (Same as Gender and

English 266

American Literature: The Harlem Renaissance. (Same

as

I

IP Afriiaii Environmental History (Same as Environmental Studies 268 and

1267c

Histor> 267

)
I

269c h^SD, H* Afti
David G<)Kix)\.
-

r

Vparthiid: South African Histor> and Historiography

Seminar. InvcMigalcs the diverse representations and uses of the past

Begins with the

difticulties in

developing a

critical

in

Fall 200^).

South Africa.

and conciliatory version of the pasi

in

post -apartheid South Africa during and after the much-discussed Truth and Reconciliation

Commission Then
Trek

tt)

turns to diverse historical episodes and sites of

the inauguration of

Nelson Manilela

the perspectives of South Africa's various [x-oples

270c Afrkiin American Fiction:

A

<

memory from the Great
and memory from

to c\|iloie issues of idcniitN

(Same

as History

269

hildhood and AdoUsciiue Spring

)

2()i(). 1:i.ia\hi ni

century of short stones, novels, and graphic narratives by African American writers

engage the lives of children and adolescents, as well as narratives written explicitly
young readers nicori/cs historical constnictions of African American chiUlhood from
the Hirlem Renaissance era to the present lAainmes the strong tradition of child nanalcd
fiction for teens and adults from Che \^)<H)s and I97()s by such writers as Finest Gaines. loni

thai

for

1

AJricana Studies

6

Morrison, Toni Cade Bambara, Louise Meriwether, and

of a conscious Black Arts aesthetic

Ann

in children's literature

of multicultural children's literature

in recent

Retry.

and

its

Considers the emergence

relationship to the flowering

decades. (Same as English 270 [formerly

English 275 (same as Africana Studies 275)].)

One

Prerequisite:

first-year

Note: This course

fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

in

English or Africana studies.

Americas requirement

for English majors.

274c. Atlantic Antislavery. Fall 2009. Patrick Rael.

Seminar. The slavery that emerged with the expansion of European powers in the New
World was historically unique — a form more exploitative and capitalistic than any seen before.
Paradoxically, it was this same Atlantic world that bred the ideas of universal human liberty
that led to slavery's demise. Explores this conundrum and examines the movements in the
Atlantic world dedicated to abolishing slavery in the Atlantic basin in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Considers the foundations of antislavery thought, the abolition of the
slave trade, the relationship between capitalism and abolitionism, the role of African American
protest, the

and the

on

emergence of immediatism

historical

this topic.

memory

(Same

in

America, the progress of Atlantic emancipations,

of antislavery. Intensive engagement with historical arguments

as History 270.)

ESD. Race, Biology, and Anthropology.

Scott MacEachern.
Critically examines the biological justifications used to partition humanity into racial
groups. Investigates the nature of biological and genetic variability within and between

280b

-

human

populations, as well as the characteristics of

traditionally

human

groups

human

biological races as they have

been defined. Considers whether race models do a good job of describing

how

populations vary across the earth. Critically appraises works by a variety of authors,

including
identity

Fall 2009.

J.

Phillippe Rushton, Charles Murray, and Michael Levin,

and evolution work together
in different parts

Prerequisite:

to structure the history

who

claim that racial

and the potentials of human

of the world. (Same as Anthropology 280.)

Anthropology 101, 102, or Sociology 101, or permission of

the

instructor.

284c.

Reading Uncle Tom's Cabin. Spring 2010. Tess Chakkalakal.

Introduces students to the controversial history of reader responses to Harriet Beecher

Stowe's 1852 antislavery novel. Uncle Tom

approaches

's

Cabin. Students engage with various theoretical

— reader response theory, feminist, African Americanist, and historicist— to the

novel, then turn to the novel itself and produce their

own

literary interpretation. In order to

examine the conditions of the novel's original production. By visiting various
historic locations, the Stowe House on Federal Street, the First Parish Church on Maine
Street, Special Collections of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library, students compare the
novel's original historical context to the history that the novel produced. Aside from reading
Stowe's antislavery fiction, students also read works produced with and against Uncle Tom's
Cabin. (Same as English 284.)

do

so, students

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course in English or Africana studies.

291-294. Intermediate Independent Study in Africana Studies. The Program.
[305c. Critical

322c. African

Race Theory.]

American Literature and Visual Culture.

Muther.
and culture

Fall 2009. Elizabeth

Explores the semiotics of racial representation in African American literature

over the past century, focusing in particular on comics and graphic narratives. Considers the

problems of minstrelsy, masking, and caricature— as well as instruments of militant image-
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making,

both

in

liieran,

and visual forms. Of special

interest will

be modernist resistance

languages of the Harlem Renaissance; collage as a mid-century metaphor for invisibility and
black subjectivity; and contemporary images

— comics,

introduce alternative socio-political allegories.
Prerequisite:

One

(Same

narratives,

and

illustrations

— that

as English 322.)

200-level course in English or Africana studies, or permission of the

instructor.

Note: This course

fulfills

the literature of the

Americas requirement for English majors.

[324c Empirical Africa: Exoticism, Race, and Gender. (Same as French 324 and Latin

American Studies

324.)]

330 ResistI Black Novels, Newspapers, and Transnational Violence. Fall 2009. Gabrielle
FOKLMAN.
From their very b>eginnings. Black American newspapers have concerned themselves not
only with resistance movements within the United States but also with revolts and revolutions
throughout the Black Diaspora. Examines a short story, a novella, and a novel all published in
important and popular Black papers. Interdisciplinary focus allows easy search of newspaper
databases for .African American coverage of the British and French Caribbean. Cuba and Latin
.America, West and East Africa, and the Italian invasion of the last remaining independent
nation. Ethiopia, during its war against colonization — all while examining fiction serialized
in the Black press. One-half credit. (Same as English 330.)
Note: This course will not count for credit toward the major.
(336<v Ri'search in

361c Ihe

Nineteenth-Century I'nited States History. (Same as History 336.)]

Imagination

Political

in .African History.

Spring 2010. David Gordon.

Explores African conceptions of politics from the sixteenth

Themes covered

include African ancestral traditions, political

to the twentieth century.

movements during European

colonialism, ethnic politics. allernati\e forms of sovereignty, religion and power, and debates

over democratization. Students are required
Histor> 361

to write

an original research paper. (Same as

)

401 4(M Advanced Inde{K'ndent Study and Honors in Africana Studies. The Procjram.
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The iXrpanmcnt of Art comprises two programs: art history and visual arts. Majors in (he
dcpannKnl arc expected to elect one of these programs. The major in art history is devoted

Art
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primarily to the historical and critical study of the visual arts as an

of humanity's cultural values and

and

The major

society.

embodiment of some

a record of the historical interplay of sensibility, thought,

in visual arts is

intended to encourage a sensitive development of

perceptual, creative, and critical abilities in visual expression.

Requirements for the Major

in

Art History

The art history major consists of ten courses, excluding first-year seminars. Required are
Art History 100; one course in African, Asian, or pre-Columbian art history numbered 103
or higher; one from Art History 209, 210, 213, 214, 215, or 226; one from Art History
216, 222, 223, 224, or 232; one from Art History 242, 252, 254, 262, or 264; one additional
200-level course; two 300-level seminars; and two additional art history courses numbered
higher than 101, one of which

encouraged to take courses

and the other

The department

Majors
programs

participates in interdisciplinary

and visual

arts.

in art history

and archaeology and

See pages 208-12.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

be an independent study. Art history majors are also

arts.

Interdisciplinary

in art history

may

in foreign languages and literature, history, philosophy, religion,

in

Art History

consists of five courses, excluding first-year seminars. Required courses are

History 100; two 200-level courses; one 300-level course; and one additional

Art

art history

course numbered higher than 100.

Courses

that will

count toward the major and minor must be taken on a graded basis (not

Credit/D/Fail), and students

The major and

the

minor

must earn grades of C- or
in visual arts are

COURSES
First- Year

For a

full

IN

better in these courses.

described on page 68.

THE HISTORY OF ART

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

10c.

The Art

15c.

Art Works,

of Winslow
Artists,

Homer.

Fall 2009.

Linda Docherty.

and Audiences. Spring 2010, Stephen Perkinson.

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

100c. Introduction to Art History. Fall 2009.

Pamela Fletcher, De-nin Lee, and Susan

Wegner.

An

introduction to the study of art history. Provides a chronological overview of art

primarily from Western and East Asian traditions. Considers the historical context of
art

and

its

production, the role of the arts in society, problems of stylistic tradition and

innovation, and points of contact and exchange between artistic traditions. Equivalent of

Art History 101 as a major or minor requirement. Not open
for Art History 101.

to students

who have

credit

[130c - IP. Introduction to the Arts of Ancient Mexico and Peru. (Same as Latin American

Studies 130.)]
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209c. Introduction to

Greek Art and Archaeology

Introduces the techniques and methods

.

Fall 2009. Ry.\n Ricci.\rdi.

of classical archaeology as revealed through an

examination of Greek material culture. Emphasis upon the major monuments and

artifacts

of

from prehistor> to the Hellenistic age. Architecture, sculpture, fresco painting,
and other "minor arts" are examined at such sites as Knossos, Mycenae, Athens, Delphi,
and Olympia. Considers the nature of this archaeological evidence and the relationship of
classical archaeology to other disciplines such as art history, history, and classics. Assigned
the Greek world

reading supplements illustrated presentations of the major archaeological finds of the Greek
world.

(Same

as

Archaeolog> 101.)

Introduction to

21()c

Roman

.Archaeology. Fall 2010. Ryan Ricciardi.

Roman

from Italy's prehistory and the origins of
the Roman slate through its de\elopment into a cosmopolitan empire, and concludes with
the fundamental reorganization during the late third and early fourth centuries of our era.
Lectures explore ancient sites such as Rome, Pompeii. Athens, Ephesus, and others around
Surveys the material culture of

society,

Emphasis upon the major monuments and artifacts of the Roman era:
architecture, sculpture, fresco painting, and other "minor arts." Considers the nature of this
archaeological evidence and the relationship of classical archaeology toother disciplines such
as art historv. historv, and classics. Assigned reading supplements illustrated presentations of
the Mediterranean.

the

major archaeological tinds of the

[213c

\'P.\

-

world.

(Same

as

Archaeology

102.)

Art of Three Faiths: Christian, Jewish, and Islamic Art and Architecture,

from the Ihird
214c

Roman

to the Iwelfth

VPA. The

Century

)

(iothic World. Fall 2(X)9. Stephen Perkinson.

produced

Europe and the Mediterranean from the twelfth
through the early fifteenth centuries. Following a general chronological sequence, investigates
Intrcxluces students to art

the key artistic

monuments of

in

this period in a variety

of media, including architecture,

painting, manuscript illumination, stained glass, sculpture, and the decorative arts. Explores

a particular theme

m

each class meeting through the close analysis of a single monument

or closel) related set of

monuments. Provides students with

allows them to interpret both the

may encounter

monuments addressed

a conceptual

framework

that

in class, as well as those that they

in their future studies.

Prerequisite: Art History 100 or 101

215c

Illuininated

Manuscripts and Karly Printed Books. Spring 2010. Stephen

Perkins(jn.

Surveys the hision,

ot the decorated h<K)k

from

late antiquity

through the Renaissance,

beginning with an exploration ot the earliest sur\ iving illuminated manuscripts
the laic antique culture that prixluced them.

Ages
book

Examines uses of b(X)ks

in light

in the early

of

Middle

to convert viewers to Christianity or to establish [xilitical power. Traces the rise of

professionals (scribes, illuminators, binders, etc.), as manuscript production

from monastic

to

invention of printing on an and sotiel) in the

manuscript culture into the sixicenlh century.

book's anticipated audience on

iMummators

moved

urban centers, and concludes with an investigation oi the impact of the

m designing

its

titleentli

Themes

'

of

include the effect of the gender of a

decoration: the respective roles of author, scribes, and

a manuscript's decorative

shape a reader's understanding of a

century, and on the "atterlife

text.

manuscripts and earl) printed b<M)ks

program; and the ways

Makes use of

the

Bowdoin

that

images can

Library's collection of

Art

222c

A

VPA. The Art of Renaissance

-

65

Italy. Fall 2009.

Susan Wegner.

survey of the painting, sculpture, and architecture of Italy in the fourteenth, fifteenth,

and sixteenth centuries, with emphasis on major masters: Giotto, Masaccio, Donatello,
Brunelleschi, Alberti, Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Titian, and Michelangelo.
Prerequisite:

Art History 100 or 101, or permission of the

instructor.

VPA. Mannerism. Spring 2010. Susan Wegner.
Mannerism in art and literature. Artists include Michelangelo, Pontormo, Rosso, Bronzino,
El Greco. Themes include fantasy and imagination, ideal beauty (male and female), the erotic
and grotesque, and the challenging of High Renaissance values. Readings include artists'
224c

-

biographies, scientific writings on the senses, formulas for ideal beauty, and description of
court

life

and manners. Uses the Bowdoin College

Museum

of Art's collection of sixteenth-

century drawings, prints, and medals.

VPA. Northern European Art of the

[226c

-

[232c.

Art

in the

Fifteenth

and Sixteenth Centuries.]

Age of Velazquez, Rembrandt, and Caravaggio.]

242c. Nineteenth-Century
Painting and sculpture

European

in

Art. Fall 2009. Linda Dochrrty.

Western Europe from 1750

England, and Germany. Individual

artists are

to

1900 with emphasis on France,

studied in the context of movements that dominated

the century: neoclassicism, romanticism, realism, impressionism, post-impressionism, and

symbolism. The influence of art criticism, the relationship between art and
emergence of the avant-garde in this period are also discussed.
Prerequisite: Art History 100 or 101, or permission of the instructor.

society,

and the

243c - VPA. Modern Architecture: 1750 to 2000. Spring 201 Jill Pearlman.
Examines major buildings, architects, architectural theories, and debates during the
modern period, with a strong emphasis on Europe through 1900, and both the United States
and Europe in the twentieth century. Central issues of concern include architecture as an
important carrier of historical, social, and political meaning; changing ideas of history and
progress in built form; and the varied architectural responses to industrialization. Attempts
to develop students' visual acuity and ability to interpret architectural form while exploring
these and other issues. (Same as Environmental Studies 243.)
1

[251c. Victorian

Art]

Modern Art.

252c.

A study of the

.

Spring 2010. Pamela Fletcher.

modernist movement

in visual art in

Europe and the Americas, beginning

with post-impressionism and examining, in succession: expressionism, fauvism, cubism,
futurism, constructivism, Dada, surrealism, the
the

Mexican

muralists.

social situation;

of Western

its

Modernism

is

American

analyzed

in

affinities

of these movements, and

terms of the problems presented by

relation to other elements of culture;

its

its

place in the historical tradition

and its invocation of archaic, primitive, and Asian cultures.
Prerequisite: Art History 100 or 101, or permission of the instructor.
art;

[254c.

Contemporary Art.]

[262c.

American Art from the Colonial Period

American Art from the

War to

to the Civil War.]

1945. Spring 2010. Linda Docherty.
and painting between the Civil War and World War
II. Issues considered include the expatriation of American painters after the Civil War, the
introduction of European modernism to the United States, the pioneering achievements

264c.

American

Civil

architecture, sculpture,
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of American architects and photographers, and the continuing tension between native and

cosmopoHtan fomis of

cultural expression. Field trips to the

Bowdoin College Museum of

Art.

271c

A

-

IP, \

PA The

Arts of China. Spring 2010. De-nin Deanna Lee.

chronological survey of ritual objects, sculpture, architecture, painting, and decorative

arts in

China from the Neolithic
technologies of

mortuan.

art,

scholarly

modes

(Same

to the

modern

period. Topics include ritual practices and

and the role of trade, the impact of Buddhism, courtly and

art

oi painting, and popular and a\ani-garde

art.

Formerly Art History 211.

as .\sian Studies 211.)

272c IP. NPA. The Arts of Japan. Fall 2(X)9. Dh-mn Deanna Lee.
Surveys ritual objects, sculpture, architecture, painting, and decorative arts in Japan
from the Neolithic to the modern period. Topics include ceramic forms and grave goods, the
adaptation of Chinese models, arts associated with Shinto and Buddhist religions, narrative
painting, warrior culture, the tea ceremony, woodblock prints and popular arts, modernization
and the avant-garde. Formerly Art History 219. (Same as Asian Studies 209.)
(273c
as

\

PA Modern and Contemporary Art

Asian Studies 220.

in

China. Formerly Art History 220. (Same

)j

281c. (ilobal Crossings. Spring 2010. Dh-nin Lee.

FtKuscs on the theme of "global crossings," exploring topics such as the representation
of the Other

in art, the circulation

of

art

from other cultures, the appropriation of imagery

and styles from other cultures, and the display of other cultures
art

museum. Hmphasis given

to the issue of Orientalism

in the

Assignments require students to w{)rk directly with objects and images

Museum of Art.
and publicity,

at

Prerequisite:

in

in the

Students will curate an exhibition, including selection.
the

trade.

Bowdoin College

la>i)ut. interpretation

end of the semester.

One

course

in art

history or permission of the instructor.

2Vlc 294c Intermediate Independent Study

Seminars

context of the modern

and the history of the China

in

Art History. Art History Faculty.

Art History

The seminars

arc intended to utilize the scholarly interests ot

members of

the department

and provide an opportunity for advanced work tor selected students who have successfully
completed enough of the regular courses to possess a suflicient background. The department
docs not expect

(o gi\e all. or in

are \aned, a given topic

may

some cases

any. seminars in each semester.

be ottered only once, or

its

As

the seminars

lorm changed considerably from

time to lime

.M5c Art at the Lati \U<lie\al

(

ourls

I

all

2(K)g. Sii phi n Pi rkinson.

Middle Ages, the arisicKTatic courts of northern Furope commissioned stnne
of the most spectacular works of art ever created. Rulers built massive palaces with walls
hung with tapestries, commissioned sculptures, and paintings to decorate their castles and
in the lafc

chapels, ilisplayed their wealth with fashions and jewelry, ami purchased maiuiseripts with
illuminations that projected a m)thic Msionot noble culture, l.xplorcs the connect ions bet ween
art

and

moved from the studios of their
who exchangeil them as gifts or

political p<iwer in this pcriiKl. tracing objects as they

crcau^rs and passed through the hands of the individuals

nmassrd ificm

in collections.

into groups according fo

Also discusses how

gender and

art

defined s(Kial roles, dividing scKiely

class. In addition to reading a

numlvr of important

art

Art

historical studies, students

67

examine a handful of literary

texts that help reconstruct the visual

culture of the courts.
Prerequisite:

[323c. Topics in

324c. Art

and

Examines

Art History 100 or 101, or permission of the
Chinese Painting. (Same

as

instructor.

Asian Studies 323.)]

Life of Michelangelo. Spring 2010. Susan Wegner.

painting, sculpture, drawings, and poetry of Michelangelo in light of fifteenth-

and sixteenth-century Italian society. Topics include color, meaning, and recent restoration
of the Sistine Chapel Ceiling and Last Judgment; the heroic male figure in sculpture and
drawings; religion and politics

in relation to patrons; artistic rivalries

with Leonard, Raphael,

and Titian. Readings include English translations of sixteenth-century biographies, art theory,
and poetry.
Prerequisite: Art History 100 or 101, or permission of the instructor.
[333c. Studies in

[355c.

357c.

Seventeenth-Century Art: Caravaggio and Artemisia Gentileschi.]

Modernism and

the Nude. (Same as

The Commercial Art

Explores the commercial
historical

and

Gender and Women's Studies

355.)]

Gallery. Spring 2010. Pamela Fletcher.
art gallery as a distinct institutional

form, emphasizing

its

and functional differences from other exhibition venues. Draws upon theoretical

historical scholarship

on museums and exhibition theory, but the primary focus is
in Europe and the United States from the

uncovering the history of the commercial gallery
late

eighteenth century to the present, and developing a theoretical paradigm within which

to locate the form.

Prerequisite:

358c.

Art History 100 or 101, or permission of the

Modern Art

in

instructor.

Great Britain: Pre-Raphaelitism to Vorticism.

Fall 2009.

Pamela

Fletcher.

Examines the history of modern art in Great Britain from 1848 to 1914, focusing on the
multiple meanings the "modern" had for visual artists. What difference does it make to our
understanding of modernity to map its contours across London rather than Paris? How did
modem artists engage with or challenge the narrative tradition that largely defined the visual
arts in Britain? How did Britain's commercial art market support or suppress new forms of
art making and viewing? Topics covered include the Pre-Raphaelites, the Arts and Crafts
Movement, Aestheticism, the Camden Town Group, Bloomsbury, and Vorticism.

and Memory. Spring 2010. Linda Docherty.
commonly distinguished from memory as an objective and methodologically

362c. History
History

is

disciplined interpretation of the past versus a subjective and emotionally laden recollection

of experience. The study of historiography shows, however, that contemporary interests and
ideologies shape the writing of history and that

memory

provides a means of going beyond

the written record in the quest for more complete knowledge. Explores the visual relationship

memory

American art from the Revolutionary period to the present. Topics
include public monuments and memorials, narrative history painting versus photojournalism,
architectural preservation, and portraits as constructions of identity and souvenirs of loss.
Students research sites of history and memor}' at Bowdoin College and collectively produce
a thematic campus walking tour.
Prerequisite: Art History 100, 101, 262, or 264; or permission of the instructor.

of history and

in

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Art History. Art History
Faculty.
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VISUAL ARTS
Requirements for the Major
The major

in Visual

consists of eleven courses,

Arts

which must include Visual Arts 150; either 180. 190,
\ isual iirts courses must be taken, no more

or 195; and both 390 and 395. Fi\e additional

than one of which

may be an independent

study course.

Two

courses in

art history are also

required.

Requirements for the Minor

in \ isual

Arts

The minor consists of six courses, which must include Visual Arts 150 and either 180, 190,
or 195. Three additional visual arts courses must be taken, no more than one of which may
be an independent study course.

Courses

that will

One

course

in art history is also required.

count toward the major and minor must be taken on a graded basis (not

Credit/D/Fail), and students must earn grades of C- or better in these courses.

Visual arts courses without prerequisites are frequently oversubscribed; preference in

enrollment
fulfilling

150c

\

is

then given to

first-

requirements of the

PA. Drawing

I.

\

and second-year students, as well as to juniors and seniors

isual arts

Fall 20()9.

major or minor.

Jamhs Mullen and Carrih Scanga. Spring 2010. Amer

KOBASLIJA and Ja.MHS MI'LLHN.

An

intrtxiuction to drawing,

with an emphasis on the development of perceptual,

organi/alional, and critical abilities. Studio projects entail objective observation and analysis

of still-life, landscape, and figurative subjects; exploration of the abstract formal organization
of graphic expression; and the de\elopment of a

critical

Lectures and group critiques augment studio projects
i6Uc. Painting

An

Fall 2(K)9

I.

and Spring

2{)1().

Ami

in

vocabulary of visual principles.

various drawing media.

k Komasi.ija.

mlroduciion to painting, with an emphasis on the development of perceptual,

organizational, and critical abilities. Studio projects entail objective observation and analysis of
stiil-iifejandscapc, and figurative subjects; exploration of the painting
structure in representation; and the

development

t)f

a critical vocabulary of painting concepts.

Lectures and group critiques auL'meiil siutlio projects
Prerequisite
17(k-

in

painting media.

Msual Arts 150

Printmakin^

\ P.\

medium and chromatic

I.

and Sprmg 2010. C'akkm Scancja.

lall 2(M)9

An introduction to nitaglioprnitmaking.includnig etching, dry point, engraving, monotype,
and related melhcxls. Studio projects develop creative approaches to perceptual experience
and visual expression that are uniquely inspired by the intaglio medium. Attention is also
given to historical and contemporary examples and uses of the medium.
IHfk-

\

P\ Photography

Photogr.ipliK

N

of black and white

masterworks. and

own
r>Ot

.l.^mni
\

I

fall 2(KW.

MKKiAN Gould.

Spring 2010. Michai

i

Koi.sti-:r.

ruali/ation and com("K>siiion as consequences of fundamental techniques
still

field

photography Class discussions

and

lal>oratory

work

in

aiul tiemonsiralions,

examination of

.V'>mm formal. Students must provide their

non-automatic camera

p\ Architectural Design

\

Spring 2010. Wii Hki THi()iK)Rt;.

AainlriKJuclion to architectural design.
»ile analysis,

A sequence of studio

projecis develops ability in

design principles, and presentation techniques. Studio projects and precedents

arc analyzed in lectures and group critiques.

)

^rt

195c

-

VPA. Sculpture

I.

Fall 2009.

69

John Bisbee and Nestor Gil. Spring 2010. Nestor

Gil.

An

introduction to sculpture, with emphasis on the development of perceptual,

organizational, and critical abilities. Studio projects entail a variety of sculptural approaches,

including exploration of the structural principles, formal elements, and critical vocabulary

of the sculpture medium. Lectures and group critiques augment studio projects

in paper,

and other media.

clay,

[233c. Architecture

250c.

Drawing

and

II. Fall

Sustainability,

2009.

Amer

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

233.)]

Kobaslija.

Acontinuation of the principles introduced

in

Visual Arts 150, with particular emphasis on

figurative drawing. Studio projects develop perceptual, creative,

and critical

abilities

through

problems involving objective observation, gestural expression and
human form, studies from historical and contemporary examples, and exploration of the

structural principles of

the

abstract formal elements of drawing. Lectures and group critiques
in various

3-D

projects

drawing media.

Prerequisite: Visual

255.

augment studio

Digital

Arts 150.

Animation Studio Every

Explores the uses of

dynamic and

art

fall.

Carey

Phillips.

and three-dimensional animations

in

communicating complex

spatial relationships, primarily as they pertain to explaining scientific concepts.

Students use primary literature to explore a science problem

in

a seminar-type format. Study

of filmmaking and use of high-end three-dimensional animation software. Concludes with

team effort
Biology 202

a

to create a three-dimensional

[260c. Painting

animated film of the science problem. (Same as

II.J

262c. Portraiture

and the

Politics of Identity. Spring 2010. James

Mullen.

Explores the traditions and contemporary practice of portraiture. Examines the role
of individuality, authority, and definitions of community through the visual

arts.

Students

encouraged to work with a range of media, including drawing, painting, photography, and
sculpture.

Prerequisite:

[265c

VPA

One

100-level course in visual arts or permission of the instructor.

Public Art.]

[270c.

Printmaking

[272c.

Landscape Painting.]

II.]

[275c. Architectural Design
[280c.

Photography

II.

II.]

Large Format]

281c. Digital Color Photography. Fall 2009. Michael Kolster.

A continuation of principles

introduced in Visual Arts 180, with an added emphasis on

the expressive potentials of color
to digital capture, manipulation,

and digital photographic techniques. Different approaches
and printing are practiced, with a focus on the theory and

technical realities of color photography.

Through reading assignments,

slide presentations,

and discussions, students explore historical and cultural implications of digital photography.
Assignments and group critiques are used to structure class discussion.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 180.
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285c Sculpture

A

II.

Fall 2009.

John Bisbee.

continuation of principles introduced in Visual Arts 195. with particular emphasis on

independent projects.
Prerequisite: N'isual

(286c

-

VPA. Make.

Arts 195 or permission of the

Believe. Sculpture

instructor.

]

295c-299c. Intermediate Independent Study in Visual Arts. Visual Arts Faculty.
(310c. Narrative Structures.]

Photo Seminar. Spring 2010. Meggan Gould.
An extension of principles and techniques developed in Visual Arts 180 and Visual Arts
280. \N ith increased emphasis on independent projects. Seminar discussion and critiques,
and field and laboratory work. Participants must provide their own non-automatic 35mm
38()c.

camera.
Prerequisite: Visual .\rts

280 or permission of the

390c Senior Seminar. Every

Fall 2009.

fall.

Concentrates on strengthening

critical

instructor.

James Mullen.

and formal

skills as students start

developing an

individual bixiy of work. Includes readings, discussions, individual and group critiques, as
as vi.siting artists.

vsell

395c. Senior Studio. Every spring. Spring 2010. Carrie Scanga.

A

Ixxly of work. Includes periodic
a

w ith emphasis on the creation of an individual
reviews by members of the department and culminates with

continuation of the Senior Seminar,

group exhibition

the conclusion of the semester.

at

401c .\d\anced Independent Study and Honors

in Visual Arts.

Visual Arts Faculty.

Open only toexceptionally qualified senior majors and required for honors credit. Advanced
pn)jects undertaken

and

on an independent

basis, with assigned readings, critical discussions,

a hnal position paper.

Asian Studies
Shu -chin
Su/annc M.

Prttfesutr:

Tsui. Proj^nini Director

A.siolli,

l^ro^rum Coordinntor

John C. Holt (Religion)

AsuHiatr Pntfrssors : Thoma.s Conlan (History). Songrcn Cuit. Henry C. W. Laurence
((Jovcmmcnt). Shu-chin Tsui
Assutant

f*ro/i\\(tr\

Kchnda Kon^

Kainam Sclmgcrt. Rachel

(In^'lish). IX- nui

L. Sturnian (Misior)

Dcanna

I.cc (Art).

Vyiayanlhi

)

InMructor: I.av^rencc L. C. Zhang (History)
Lecturers: Srcc

Padma

Holt.

Asuka Hosaka. Xiaoke

Jia.

Yan

Li.

Milsuko Numala

Contrihutinf( Fiuult\: David Collmgs. .Sara A. Dickey**. Dhiraj Murthy.

Nancy

Riley.

Karen Teoh

Students

m Asian studies f(Kus on the cultural traditions of Cli m;«. Japan, or South Asia

Sri l^inka. Pakistan.

Bangladesh, and Nepal

).

In

completing the major, each student

is

(

India.

required

1

Asian Studies

to gain a general understanding

7

of one of these cultural areas, to acquire a working proficiency

one of the languages of South or East Asia, to develop a theoretical or methodological
sophistication, and to demonstrate a degree of applied specialization. These principles are
reflected in the requirements for an Asian studies major.
in

Requirements for the Major

One majors

in

Asian Studies

in

Asian studies by focusing on a particular geographic and cultural area

South Asia) or by specializing

(e.g.,

of Disciplinary Asian Studies. Eight courses are

in the subfield

required in addition to the study of an Asian language. These eight include a senior seminar

(300 level) and other courses as described below. A student who wishes to graduate with
honors in the program must also write an honors thesis, which is normally a one-year project.
Students must earn a grade of C- or better

courses taken Credit/D/Fail
Fail only.

No

may count

in

order to have a course count for the major.

for the major, unless the course

"double counting" of courses

is

is

No

graded Credit/D/

allowed for the major. First-year seminars do

count for the major.

The major
1

.

requires courses from

Language.

Two years of an

two

categories:

East Asian language or one year of a South Asian language,

The College does
any South Asian language. Arrangements may be made with

or the equivalent through intensive language study.

courses

in

not directly offer
the director of the

program and the Office of the Registrar to transfer credits from another institution, or students
may meet this requirement by studying Sinhala on the ISLE Program or Tamil on the SITA
Program. Advanced language study is important for and integral to the major. In addition to the
required two years of language study, students may apply up to three advanced intermediate
(third-year) or advanced (fourth-year) East Asian language courses toward the total of eight
required for the area-specific or disciplinary major.
2a. Area-specific option. Eight courses,

specialization and one of

of these eight courses

is

which

is in

seven of which focus on the student's area of

an Asian cultural area outside that specialization.

One

normally a senior seminar. The possible areas of specialization are

China, Japan, East Asia, and South Asia. Students must take

one premodern and one
modern course in their area of specialization. Students specializing in China must take Asian
Studies 275 and a 300-level Chinese-related course; those specializing in Japan must take
Asian Studies 246 or 283; and those focusing on South Asia must take one 200-level course
from each of the following three areas: anthropology, religion, and history, all of which must
have South Asia as their primary focus (whenever possible, two of those courses should be
Asian Studies 232, 240, or 256).
at least

which must be in the chosen
discipline (e.g., government, history, literature, religion, and other approved areas). Those
choosing this option should consult with their advisor concerning course selection and
availability. One of the eight courses must be a 300-level course in the discipline of focus,
wherever possible. The three remaining courses, chosen in consultation with an advisor, must
explore related themes or relate to the student's language study. The language studied must
be in the student's primary cultural or national area of focus, or in cases where a discipline
allows for comparison across areas, in one of the primary areas of focus.
2b. Disciplinary -based option. Eight courses, at least five of

Requirements for the Minor

in

Asian Studies

Students focus on the cultural traditions of either East Asia or South Asia by completing a
concentration of at least five courses in one geographic area or four courses in one geographic
area and one course outside that specialization.

Of these

five courses,

two may be language

courses, provided that these language courses are at the level of third-year instruction or

)
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abo\e.

Tuo

courses completed

in

off-campus programs

may be counted toward

the minor.

Students focusing on South Asia must take one 200-level course from each of the following
three areas: anthropology, religion, and history,

all

of which must have South Asia as their

primar> focus (whenever possible, two of those courses should be Asian Studies 232. 240,
or 256). Students must earn a grade of C- or better in order to have a course count for the

mmor. No Credit
Fail only.

No

D

Fail courses

may count for the minor, unless the course is graded Credit/D/

"double counting" of courses

is

allowed for the minor. First-year seminars do

count for the minor.

On-C ampus Study
Foreign study for students interested

Asian studies

in

is

highly recommended. Established

Hong Kong, and Tai w an are available for students
encouraged to attend the ACC, CET, and lUP
programs. The AKP and JCMU programs are recommended for students interested in Japan,
but they may select another program based upon their academic interests. The ISLE and SITA
programs (see page 50) are recommended for students interested in South Asia. Consult the
programs

in the

People *s Republic of China,

interested in China. Students are particularly

Asian studies office or

Web

site for

information about these and other programs.

Up to three

from off-campus study (excluding beginning and intermediate — first- and secondyear— language courses) may count toward the major. Up to two credits from off-campus
credits

study (excluding language courses)

may count

for the minor.

Proj»ram Honors
in the program must have established records of
program course offerings and present clearly articulated, well-focused proposals
scholarly research. Students must prepare an honors thesis and successfully defend their

Students contemplating honors candidacy

A and B
for

in

thesis in an oral examination.

First- M'ar

For a

Ik

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

Fi>inj» in the Sixteenth

(Same

as History 13

I*V|)

I

I

all

2010 Thomas Coni

all

I

2009. Belinda Kong.

as Fn^lish 14.)

ast \sian Politics:

(Same

a.s

Introductory Seminar.

(iovernment

Fall 2(X)9. Hi.nrv C.

19.

|20h (.iohal Media and Politics. (Same as (ioverninent 20

21c IVrs|HctiM*s on Miwlirn
2Hc

1

ht*

(

hina

llistor\ of lea in l-ast Asia

(Same

as Histor\ 28

I

I

IP

\

PA

)j

all

2010. Smi'-( hin Tsui.

all

2(K)9.

Lawki nci

/.manc;

i

IntnKhii tor\. Intcrinediatc, and Adxaiuid

[IMh

an.

)

17c Shanghai Imagined

(Same

("tntury

\hisii of

(

South Asia (Same

oursis
as

Music 139

ij

W. Laurhnck.
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ESD, IP. Literature of World War II and the Atomic Bomb
Memory, and Empire. Fall 2010. Vyjayanthi Selinger.

201c

A

in

-

study of Japan's coming to terms with

of Japan's war

its

Japan: History,

imperialist past. Literary representations

East Asia are particularly interesting because of the curious mixture of

in

remembering and forgetting that mark its pages. Postwar fiction delves deep into what it
meant for the Japanese people to fight a losing war, to be bombed by a nuclear weapon, to face
surrender, and to experience Occupation. Sheds light on the pacifist discourse that emerges
in atomic bomb literature and the simultaneous critique directed towards the emperor system
and wartime military leadership. Also examines what is missing in these narratives— Japan's
history of colonialism and sexual slavery — by analyzing writings from the colonies (China,
Korea, and Taiwan). Tackles the highly political nature of remembering in Japan. Writers
include the Nobel prize-winning author Oe Kenzaburo, Ooka Shohei, Kojima Nobuo, Shimao
Toshio, Hayashi Kyoko, and East Asian literati like Yu Dafu, Lu Heruo, Ding Ling, and Wu

Zhou
209c

Liu.
-

IP,

VPA. The Arts of Japan.

Surveys

De-nin Deanna Lee.

Fall 2009.

ritual objects, sculpture, architecture, painting,

and decorative

arts in

Japan

from the Neolithic to the modern period. Topics include ceramic forms and grave goods, the
adaptation of Chinese models, arts associated with Shinto and Buddhist religions, narrative
painting, warrior culture, the tea ceremony, woodblock prints and popular arts, modernization
and the avant-garde. (Same as Art History 272 [formerly Art History 219].)
211c

-

IP,

VPA. The Arts of China. Spring 2010. De-nin Deanna

A chronological
arts in

survey of

ritual objects, sculpture, architecture, painting,

China from the Neolithic

mortuary

art,

scholarly

modes of

Lee.

technologies of

art

to the

modern

and decorative

period. Topics include ritual practices and

and the role of trade, the impact of Buddhism, courtly and

painting, and popular and avant-garde

art.

(Same

as

Art History 271

[formerly Art History 211J.)

212c

-

ESD,

The

IP.

Writing China from Afar. Spring 2010. Belinda Kong.
concern not only of historical writings but

telling of a nation's history is often the

also literary ones.

Examines

moments of twentieth-century China: the SinoRevolution (1966-76), and the 1989 Tiananmen

three shaping

War (1937-45), the Cultural
democracy movement and massacre. Focuses
Japanese

specifically

on contemporary

literature

by

authors born and raised in China but since dispersed into a western diaspora. Critical issues
include language choice and the role of translation; the truth claims of fiction vs. memoir; the
relationship

between

history, literature,

and the cultural

politics of diasporic representations

of origin; and the figure of the contemporary intellectual-writer vis-a-vis totalitarian violence.

Authors may include Eileen Chang (Zhang Ailing), Shan Sa, Dai
Geling, Zheng Yi, Yiyun Li,

Gao

Xingjian,

Ha

Jin,

Sijie,

Annie Wang, and

English 273 [formerly English 283].)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course

in

Hong

Ma

Jian.

Ying, Yan

(Same

as

English or one course in Asian

studies.

213c

-

An

ESD. Introduction

to

Asian American Literature.

Fall 2009.

Belinda Kong.

introduction not only to the writings of Asian America, but also to the historical

development of Asian American literature as a field of discussion, study, and debate. Begins
by focusing on a seminal moment in the formation of this field: the critical controversy
sparked by the publication of Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior (1976). Then
turns to earlier classics as well as

Asian American

literature in light

more recent

fiction

and questions of how to reconceive

of these works. In addition to Kingston, authors

may
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Am\

include

Tan. Da\

id

Snow Wong.

Henr\ Hwang. Frank Chin. John Okada, Jade

Bulosan, Chang-rae Lee. and Jhiimpa Lahiri. Susan Choi. Lan Cao. and

Formerly English 284. (Same as English 271.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 00-level course
1

in

le thi

Carlos

diem

thiiy.

English or one course in Asian

studies.

Note: This course
[216c

-

fulfills

the literature of the

ESI). IP .\sian Diaspora Literature of

Americas requirement

World War

II.

(Same

for English majors.

as English 274.)]

219c Religion and Fiction in Modern South Asia. Spring 2010. John Holt.
A study ot the Hindu and Buddhist religious cultures of modern South Asia as they have
been imagined, represented, interpreted, and critiqued in the literary works of contemporary

and modern South Asian writers of fiction and historical novels, including Salman Rushdie
(Midnight's Children, The Satanic Verses), V. S. Naipaul (An Area of Darkness, India: A
Million Mutinies Now?), Gita Mehta {A River Sutra), etc. Religion 220 or 221 recommended.

(Same

as Religion 219.)

(220c -

\V\

M(Kiern and Contemporary .\rt

in

China. (Same as Art History 273 [formerly

Art Histor> 2201)]
223c

-

IP.

Mahayana Buddhism.

Studies the emergence of

Spring 2010. John Holt.

Mahayana Buddhist worldviews

as reflected in primary sources

of Indian, Chinese, and Japanese origins. Buddhist texts include the Buddhacarita ("Life of

Buddha"), the Sukhavati Vyuha ("Discourse on the 'Pure Land""), the Vujracccdika Sutra
(the "Diamond-Cutter"), the

Prajnaparamitra-hrdaya Sutra ("Heart Sutra of the Perfection

of Wisdom"), the Saddharmapundarika Sutra (the "Lotus Sutra"), and the Platform Sutra

of the Sixth Patriarch, among others. (Same as Religion 223.)

224c

-

ESI). IP .\sian America's .Aging. Every other year. Spring 2010. Belinda Kong.

Asian American htcraiure

is

dominated by voices of youth: the child narrator and the

hildungsronuin genre ha\e long been used by u
stories but also that ot
stale

and

its

Asian America

cultural land.scape.

recent Asian American

itself,

riters to tell not

as a relati\c

only personal coming-of-age

newcomer

into the

American nation-

Focuses instead on the latecoming figure of the aged narrator

who

constellates themes of dislocation and reclamation,
body rather than those of maturation and heritage. Explores old age as a
vehicle for engaging contemporary issues of globalization and diaspora; historical trauma
and cultural memor>; lite and bio|-H)litics. Examines these works within the paradigm of
transnational Asian America, which g(K*s beyond the United States as geographical trame
Co shed light on the new dias[)oric identities and cultural politics emerging from twentiethcentur> global transits. (Same as English 279
in

memorv. and

fiction,

the

)

I*rerequisiie:

S'otr

IMU

KSI) IP

lulfills the lilcrature ol

l!ii|Mrialisin.

Nationalism.

\1<MUrhit> in South Xsia Pall

V^ h.il IS

Asia

course

seminar or KM) le\el course

tirsi-\ear

'

the

imHiernil)

'How does

In the countries of

many

Nepal

it

Rights-

Saka Dk

changes

r.

,j,i.

,t,

)|

(Same

as History

life

280

)|

v

incluiling India. Pakistan. Sri

I

it

lake

in Soutii

anka. Banglailesh. aiul

are both alfectetl by and sha|X' modernity. l-conoiiiie

and popular media are examined, while investigating
work, gender, family, and religious identities in South Asia. (Same

in casic. class,

as Anlhrfip<»log> 243

ki

lor l-,iiglish majors.

differcross eullurally. ami w hat lormsiloes

South Asia

aspects of everyday

Human

:(K)t>.

or Asian studies.

Americas iei|uiremcnt

lihcrali/alion. religious nationalism,

pf.

in Ijiglish

IP Chtnese Foreign Policy (Same as (tovernment 228

|22Kb
|230c

'Diis

One

<

\ulhrop4»lonN

MM

S«n iulo^> 101
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233b - IP. South Asian Popular Culture. Fall 2009. Dhiraj Murthy.
Examines transnational South Asian popular culture (encompassing
Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, and

Sri

Lanka), as a

medium

Pakistan, India,

to understand larger sociological

themes, including diaspora, "homeland," globalization, identity, class, gender, andexoticization.

and fashion are the prime cultural modes explored. Largely structured around
such as Bhangra, Asian electronic music, and
specific "South Asian" cultural products
Bollywood and their circulation between the subcontinent and South Asian diasporic
Music,

film,

—

—

communities (particularly in Britain). (Same as Sociology 236.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.

ESD,

236c

and the Indian Ocean World. Fall 2009. Rachel Sturman.
vibrant social world created by movements of people, commodities, and

IP. India

Explores the

ideas across the contemporary regions of the Middle East, East Africa, South and Southeast

Asia from the early spread of Islam through the eighteenth century. Key topics include the
formation of communities, pre-modern material cultures, the meanings of conversion and
religious change,

and the production and transformation of systems of knowledge and modes of

European colonialism. (Same as History 282.)
the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

social relations in the era before the rise of

Note: This course

fulfills

239c - ESD, IP. Violence and Non-violence in Twentieth-Century India. Fall 2009.
Rachel Sturman.
Seminar. Examines the histories of violence and non-violence that have shaped contemporary
India. Considers Gandhi's efforts to develop a theory and practice of non-violence in the
context of anti-colonial nationalism, as well as the epic religious violence that ultimately

accompanied independence from British colonial rule. Explores the historical relationship
between violent and non-violent forms of social protest and social control in the post-colonial
era through examination of vivid examples of social and political movements. Considers
the recent proliferation of religious violence, and caste- and gender-based atrocities. Draws
on history, literature, documentary film, and film drama to consider how such violence and
non-violence have been remembered and memorialized, and their legacies for Indian society.
(Same as History 241.)
Prerequisite:

One

course

in history or

permission of the instructor.

[240c

-

IP.

Hindu

Literatures.

[241c

-

IP.

Hindu

Cultures. (Same as Religion 221.)]

242c

-

An

ESD,

IP.

(Same

as Religion 220.)]

Theravada Buddhism.

Fall 2009.

John Holt.

examination of the major trajectories of Buddhist religious thought and practice as

understood from a reading of primary and secondary texts drawn from the Theravada traditions
of India, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Burma. (Same as Religion 222.)

246c

-

IP.

The

Fantastic

and Demonic

in

Japanese Literature. Spring 2011. Vyjayanthi

Selinger.

From
Japanese

possessing

spirits

and serpentine creatures

literary history is alive

to

hungry ghosts and spectral visions,

with supernatural beings. The focus of study ranges from

examining these motifs in both historical and theoretical
contexts. Readings pose the following broad questions: How do representations of the
supernatural function in both creation myths of the ancient past and the rational narratives
the earliest times to modernity,

What is the relationship between liminal beings and a society's notion
How may we understand the uncanny return of dead spirits in medieval Japanese

of the modern nation?
of purity?

drama?

How does the construction of demonic female sexuality vary between medieval and
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modem Japan? Draws on \ anous genres of representation, from legends and novels to drama,
paintings, and cinema. Students develop an appreciation of the hold that creatures

from the

"other" side maintain o\er our cultural and social imagination.

(247b
as

ESD. IP Indian Cinema and

-

Anthropology 232

252c

IP Cultural Topics

-

Society: Industries. Politics,

and Audiences. Same
(

i]

in

Contemporary China.

Explores cultural trends in

Fall 2009. Shl-chin Tsli.

contemporary China with post-socialist condition as the

contextual setting and cultural studies the theoretical framework. Discussion topics include
rural-urban transformations, experimental

fashion codes, and gender

issues.

art.

alternative literature.

Examines how

and ho\s the
production and consumption.
social -economic transitions,

documentar\ cinema,

cultural trends reflect

state apparatus

and react

and the people participate

to China's
in cultural

Chinese Cinema. Spring 2010. Shl-chin Tsli.
Introduces students to films produced in the People's Republic of China, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong. Places national cinema in a transnational framework and explores how cinema
as a sign system constructs sociocultural and aesthetic meanings. Students w ill benefit most
by bringing both an open mind toward non-Western cultural texts, and a critical eye for
254c

IP. \ PA. Transnational

-

visual

art.

ESD. IP .Modern South Asia (Same

[256c

as Histor> 261.)]

258c. Politics and Popular Culture in Twentieth-Centur> India Spring 2010. R.\chel

Stlrman
Examines

new forms of politics and of popular culture that shaped twentieth-century
modernity in India. Topics include the emergence of mass politics, ideologies of nationalism
and communalism, urbanization and the creation of new publics, violence and popular media,
modem visual culture, demcxracy and social movements, and the politics of development.
Focuses on the relationship between new socio-px^litical forms and new technologies of
representation and communication. (Same as History 263.)
the

263b IP Transnational Race and Ethnicity. Spring 2010. Dhiraj Mlrthy.
Examines global l\ mediated fomiaiions of ethnic and racial identities, including the ways
in w hich transnational communities are shaped through contact w ith "homelands
physically
"

(

and Mrtuallyi and vice versa. Particular attention is given to "Black" and "South Asian"
pone communities based in London and the transnational cultural networks in Africa,
Indian Subcontinent, and the Caribbean which they help maintain Readings will include

iiK

those h\ Paul (j>4m\, Arjun Appadurai. lx*s Back. Stuart Hall. Ja\ne lfek\sunigue. Ian

(Same

.-Xng,

Africana Studies 227 and Sociology 227.)
Pa*rcquisilc: SocioloiQ 101 or Anlhro|x»h»^\ KM

,iiul

the IX'lhi-bascd sarai school.

(2Mc IP
-

(

hinesc

XNonun

in Fiction

as

and Film

(

Same as Gender and Women's Studies

266)1

269 MCSk Applied Research Practicum: Chinesi' Rural
as Fxoaofnic^ 277 and (vender and NN omen's Studies 277. )|
1

270c
Tmim.

KSI). IP

The

Seminar. Bxplorr
cenlOry onwards

1

(;iohal Migration of the
-^

•-

•

n,

Overseas

of Chinese- migration

;nc internal

nnUs

in its

(

to I

rban Migration (Same

hinese Spring 2010. Karen

global conicxi irorn the sixteenth

ot emigratu>n in

China, the interactions of

migrants with Ihcir host stKtctics and IcKat populations, proccvvcs of cultural adaptation
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and assimilation, and the significance of migration and the overseas Chinese for concepts of
Chinese identity. Focuses on Southeast Asia and North America, but also looks at Western
Europe, South America, and elsewhere. While studying the implications of Chinese migration
attends to transnational or cross-border networks, and interrogates

in specific locations,

concepts of ethnicity, nationality,
Prerequisite:

272c

ESD,

IP.

One

course

and diaspora. (Same as History 271.)

in history

or permission of the instructor.

"China among Equals": History from Song

to

Ming, 850-1644. Spring

2010. Lawrence Zhang.

Covers the period from the fall of theTang dynasty to the end of the Ming, during which
China underwent a critical and fundamental transformation from a society dominated by a
national aristocratic elite with hereditary rights to one where elites membership became much
more fluid. The emergence of competing neighboring states also meant a complete reorientation
of how China conducted diplomacy, both with other land-based states and eventually through

maritime contacts with Zheng He's expeditions to the West. Neo-Confucianism, developed
during the Song dynasty, became not only the dominant philosophy

in

China but also

in

East

Asia for the next thousand years. This comprehensive survey of China during the medieval and

modern eras includes sub-units on
(Same as History 212.)

early

Note: This course

275c

An
of

ESD,

IP.

Mongol empire and other "conquest

its last

The Making

dynasty

in

cultural

Communist

dynasties."

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

of

Modern China.

Fall 2009.

Karen Teoh.

from the advent
1644 to the present. Covers the rise and fall of the Qing dynasty,
encounters with the West, Republican government, war with Japan,

introduction to the transformation of China's political and social

economic and
the

fulfills

the

revolution, and the People's Republic under

and economic reforms

Mao

life

Zedong. Also discusses

post-Mao China, and the global Chinese overseas community.
Major themes include political and intellectual trends, the ongoing tension between the center
and local society, problems of ethnicity and gender, challenges of modernization, and the
(re-)emergence of the world's oldest and largest bureaucratic state as a major power in the
twenty-first century. (Same as History 275.)
social

in

276c - IP. The Origins of Imperial China, Prehistory to 900 c.e. Fall 2009. Lawrence
Zhang.
Traces the origins and evolution of cultural, economic, and social elements of Chinese
imperial statehood. Considers how each successive regime created its own philosophical
and political basis for legitimacy and authority. Topics covered include the flowering of
philosophy in the fifth century b.c.e., the unification and subsequent disintegration of the Qin
and Han empires, the introduction of Buddhism, and the rise and fall of the cosmopolitan
Tang dynasty. Various types of evidence, including archaeological finds and material culture,
will be examined. (Same as History 276.)
Note: This course fulfills the pre-modern requirement for history majors.
[278b

ESD,

IP.

China, Gender, Family. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 278

and Sociology 278.)]

279c - ESD, IP. Rebellions and Revolutions in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century
China. Spring 2010. Lawrence Zhang.
Seminar.

Mass uprisings have been political and social crucibles throughout the history of

China, causing not only "regime changes," as slated in contemporary terms, but also radical

dynamics of Chinese society, as evident in class hierarchy, distribution
of material resources, and expressions of personal and collective rights. Explores several
of these pivotal moments, including millenarian movements such as the Taiping Rebellion
shifts in the cultural
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Chinese heartland and the Muslim holy wars in the western borderlands during the
nineteenth cenlur\ political transitions such as the 1911 Republican Re\ olution and the 949
in the

1

:

Communist Revolution; and movements introducing new social and cultural norms such as
the May Fourth Movement and the Cultural Revolution Students revisit the question of how
the concepts of "rebellion" and '*re\ olution" are simultaneously similar and different. One
course in Asian histor\ is recommended. (Same as History 279.)
Prerequisite: One course in history.
[281c

The Courtly

IP.

Society of Heian Japan. (Same as History 281.)]

2S2b KSD. U\ Japanese Politics and Society. Fall 2009. Henry C. W. Laurence.
Comprehensive o\er\icu o\' modern Japanese politics in historical, social, and cultural
context. .Analyzes the electoral dominance of the Liberal Democratic Party, the nature of
democratic politics, and the rise and fall of the economy. Other topics include the status of
women and ethnic minorities, education, war guilt, nationalism, and the role of the media.

Government

(Same

as

2S3c

KSI). IP.

232.)

The Origins

of Japanese Culture

and

2009 and

Fall

and a society develop? Designed

to introduce the culture

and

how "Japan" came

and

Civilization. Fall

2010. Tho.mas Conlan.

How

do

hisior) of

a culture, a state,

Japan by exploring

into existence,

to chart

how

Japanese civilization shifted through time. Attempts to reconstruct the tenor of
translations of primary sources,

and

cultural

and

to lead to a greater appreciation

monuments of Japanese

p<iliiical

Note: This course

fulfills

the

(Same

civilization.

patterns of

life

of the unique and lasting

as History 283.)

pre-modern requirement for history majors.

FSD. IP The Kmergence of Modern Japan. Spring 2010 and Spring 201

284c

Cdm

through

1

.

Thomas

\n.

What constitutes a modern

state? Ht)\\ durable are cultures

managed

patterns of culture in a state that

to expel

and civilizations? Examines the

Furopean missionaries

in the

seventeenth

came to embrace all things Western as being "civilized" in the mid-nineteenth
Compares the unique and vibrant culture of Tokugawa Japan with the rapid program

century, and
century.

oflaie-nincleenth-cenlur) industrialization, which resulted

and ullimalely. the postwar recovery.

285c

-

(SaFiie as

in

imperialism, international wars,

History 284.)

Conquests and Heroes. Spring 2010. Thomas Co.m

IP.

Seminar, l.xainincs ihc experience of war

which war

ascertain the degree to

is

in

an.

China, Japan, and luiropc

in

order lo

a culturally specific act. lixplores narratives of battle

and investigates "heroic" qualities of Furopean, Chinese, aiul Japanese figures. A secondary
theme constitutes an examination of the impact the thirteenth century Mongol Invasions had

on each of these
Sftte:

miliiarv cultures.

This course

fulfills the

(Same

as

History 285.)

pre-modern requiietnenl

lor history majors.

2«6c IP Japan and the World Fall 2(H)9. Thomas Com an.
Seminar FAplores Japan s relations with China. Koreiu and luirope in picnuKlcrn and
nMKJem contexts. Also explores larger issues of stale identity and cultures in F'asl Asia.
-

(

Same

as

HUtory 286

Note: This course
28*^

IP

I

«n.us<.-s

fulfills

the pre-nnKlern requirement for history majors.

onstruction of the (liKldess and Deification of Wonuii

(

Ir^dilion

i

I

all

UK)").

include

(

I

Suib Padma
)

an examination of the maiuicr

in

be seen or not

a.s

Hindu Ktli^ious

power of the feminine has
in Hinduism; (2) hou various categories of
"great g(Kldess
and (.^) how Hindu women
in

which

the

bccncxpri'sscd m)thologicall) and theologicall)
godtl

in

Hon.

the forms of the

*;
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have been deified, a process that implicates the relationship between the goddess and women.
Students read a range of works, primary sources such as Devi Mahatmya, biographies and

myths of deified women, and recent scholarship on goddesses and deified women. (Same
Gender and Women's Studies 289 and Religion 289.)

as

291c-299c. Intermediate Independent Study in Asian Studies. The Program.
[318c. Pilgrimage: Narrative

and

(Same

Ritual.

Chinese Painting. (Same

[323c. Topics in

as

as Religion 318.)]

Art History

323.)]

332b. Advanced Seminar in Japanese Politics. Spring 2010. Henry C. W. Laurence.

Analyzes the

political, social,

democracy works

in

Japan compared with other countries. Explores

stunning material prosperity while maintaining

systems

in the

politics,

and asks how

how Japan

has achieved

and cultural underpinnings of modern

among

the best healthcare and education

world, high levels of income equality, and low levels of crime. Students are

also instructed in conducting independent research on topics of their
as

Government

332.)

Prerequisite:

Government 232 (same

[337b.

as

own

choosing. (Same

Asian Studies 282).

Advanced Seminar in Democracy and Development in Asia. (Same as Government

337.)]

364c.

The

Politics of Inequality in

Modern South Asian

History. Spring 2010. Rachel

Sturman.

An examination of how

South Asians have conceptualized innate social differences

race, caste, religion, ethnicity, gender) as well as labor

and poverty, and

how

(e.g.,

they have put

two centuries. Topics include histories of race, labor,
and citizenship under British imperialism and global capitalism; the emergence
and vicissitudes of the concept of minority; and modern anti-caste struggles. Following a
survey of major recent scholarship in the field, students pursue projects of their own design,

these ideas into practice during the past
sexuality,

culminating

in a substantial original

recommended. (Same
Prerequisite:

380c.

One

research paper.

One

course

in

South Asian history

is

as History 364.)

course

in history

The Warrior Culture

or permission of the instructor.

of Japan. Spring 201

1.

Thomas Conlan.

Explores the "rise" of the warrior culture of Japan. In addition to providing a better
understanding of the judicial and military underpinnings of Japan's military "rule" and
the nature of medieval Japanese warfare,

dominant force
History 380 )
Prerequisite:

in

shows how warriors have been perceived as a
in an extended research paper. (Same as

Japanese history. Culminates

Asian Studies 283 (same

as History 283) or

284 (same

as History 284),

or permission of the instructor.

Note: This course

fulfills

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Asian Studies. The Program.

LANGUAGE COURSES
Chinese 101c. Elementary Chinese I. Fall 2009. Yan Li.
A foundation course for communicative skills in modern Chinese (Mandarin). Five hours
of class per week. Introduction to the sound system, essential grammar, basic vocabulary, and
approximately 350 characters. Develops rudimentary communicative skills.^Of prerequisite.
Followed by Chinese 102.
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Chinese 102c Elementary Chinese II. Spring 2010. Yan Li.
A continuation of Chinese 101. Five hours of class per week. Covers most of the essential
grammatical structures and \ocabulary for basic survival needs and simple daily routine
conver>aiions. Introduction to the ne.xt 350 characters, use of Chinese-English dictionary.
Followed b\ Chinese 203
Prerequisite: Chinese 101 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 203c Intermediate Chinese

Fall 2009.

I.

Xiaoke

Jia.

An intermediate course in modern Chinese. Five hours of class per week. Consolidates and
expands the know ledge of grammar and vocabulary, with 400 additional characters. Further
improses students" Chinese proficiency w ith a focus on accuracy, fluency, and complexity.
Followed b\ Chinese 204.
Prerequisite:

Chinese 102 or permission of the

instructor.

Chinese 204e Intermediate Chinese II. Spring 2010. Xiaoke Jia.
A continuation of Chinese 203. Five hours of class per week. Further develops students'
communicative competence and strives to achieve a balance between the receptive and
productive skills. Students learn another 400 characters; read longer, more complex texts: and
vvrite short compositions with increasing discourse cohesion. Followed by Chinese 205.
Prerequisite:

Chinese 203 or permission of

the instructor.

Chinese 205c. Advanced-Intermediate Chinese I. Fall 2009. Xiaoke Jia.
A pre-ad\anced course in modern Chinese. Three hours of class per week. Upgrades
students' linguistic skills and cultural knowledge to explore edited or semi-authentic materials.
Followed by Chinese 206.
Prerequisite: Chinese 204 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 206c Advanced-Intermediate Chinese II. Spring 2010. Xiaoke Jia.
AconlinuatioiiofChinese 205 Ihrce hours of class per week. Focuses on the improsement
of reading comprehension and speed, and essay writing skills. Deals particularly w ilh edited
and or authentic materials from Chinese mass media such as newspapers and the Internet.
Followed b\ ( hinese 307
Prerequisite: Chinese 205 or permission of the instructor.
(hinese

3()7c

AdNanced Chinese

I

Iwery

fall.

Sm

-chin Tsui.

A subjccl-orienled language course, facilitating students' transition from textbook Chinese
to authentic materials. Subjects in rotation include social-cultural

business Chinese, and media

in

China. Ijiiphasis

is

China, Chinese cinema,

given to reading and writing, with focuses

on accuracy, complexity, and fluency in oral as well as written expression.
Prerequisite: Chinese 206 or permission of the instructor.
(

.\d\anced (hinese II. Fvcry spring. Shu-chin Tsui.
Contmuation of ( hinese M)7
Prerequisite Chinese M)l or |x;rmission ol llic insiniclor.

hinesi" M)H<:

Jiipanes€ lOlc Klementary Japanese

An

introductory course in

of grammar, emphasis

is

I

lall 2(K)9.

MnsuKo Numata.

modern Japanese language,

in addition to

placed on active functional communication

mastering the basics

in the

language, reading.

and listening ctimprehension. Context Driented coincrsalion drills arc complemented by
audio malcnals. The two kana syllabaries and W) commonly used kanji are introduced. No
prcroquisiic.

Jap.HUM

Followed by JapancM* 102

\i)Zi

l-lemenlary Japaiusi-

II

Spring 2010. Miisiiko Numaia.

Acontinualionof the fundamentals ot Japanese grammai
of spoken communication

skills, listening

si

iiKl

III

cs and urlhcr acquisition
I

comprehension, and proficiency

in

reading and

1

Biochemistry

writing. Introduces an additional

90

kanji.

Japanese 101 or permission of the

Prerequisite:

8

instructor.

Japanese 203c. Intermediate Japanese I. Fall 2009. Asuka Hosaka.
An intermediate course in modern Japanese language, with introduction of advanced
grammatical structures, vocabulary, and characters. Continuing emphasis on acquisition of
well-balanced language skills based on an understanding of the actual use of the language
in the

Japanese socio-cultural context. Introduces an additional 100 kanji.

Japanese 102 or permission of the

Prerequisite:

instructor.

Japanese 204c. Intermediate Japanese II. Spring 2010. Asuka Hosaka.
A continuation of Japanese 203 with the introduction of more advanced grammatical
structures, vocabulary,

and characters.

Japanese 203 or permission of the

Prerequisite:

instructor.

Asuka Hosaka.
modern Japanese. A variety
consolidate and expand mastery of more

Japanese 205c. Advanced-Intermediate Japanese

I.

Fall 2009.

Increases students' proficiency in both spoken and written

of written and audiovisual materials are used to

advanced grammatical structures and vocabulary. Includes
composition

in

oral presentation, discussion,

and

Japanese.

Prerequisite:

Japanese 204 or permission of the

instructor.

Japanese 206c. Advanced-Intermediate Japanese

A continuation
Prerequisite:

and progression of materials used

Japanese 205 or permission of the

II.

in

Spring 2010. Asuka Hosaka.

Japanese 205.

instructor.

Japanese 307c. Advanced Japanese I. Fall 2009. Mitsuko Numata.
Designed to develop mastery of the spoken and written language. Materials from various
sources such as literature, newspapers, and cultural journals as well as TV programs and films
are used. Assigned work includes written compositions and oral presentations.
Prerequisite: Japanese 206 or permission of the instructor.

Japanese 308c. Advanced Japanese II. Spring 2010. Mitsuko Numata.
A continuation of Japanese 307. Continued efforts to develop oral and written fluency
in informal and formal situations. Reading of contemporary texts of literature, business,
and social

topics.

Prerequisite:

Japanese 307 or permission of

the instructor.

Biochemistry
Anne
Jocelyn

E.

McBride, Program Director

M. Lloyd, Program Coordinator

Professor: Bruce D.

Kohorn (Biology)

Associate Professor:

Anne

E.

McBride (Biology)

Assistant Professor: Danielle H.

Dube (Chemistry)

Contributing Faculty: Richard D. Broene, Barry Logan**, Peter

Laboratory Instructor: Kate R.

Note: Below

is

a

list

J.

Woodruff

Famham

of required and elective courses for the major in Biochemistry. Please

refer to the departments of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics,

and Physics for further
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information, including course descriptions, instructors, and semesters

when

these courses

will next be offered.

Requirements for the Major

Biochemistry

in

must complete the following courses: Biology 109. 224 (same as Chemistry
231 232 (same as Chemistry 232). 263 (same as Chemistry 263): Chemistry 109. 225.
226. 251; Mathematics 161. 171: Physics 103. 104. Students are encouraged to complete
All majors
),

the required biochemisir\ core courses

by the end of their junior year so that they

uppcr-le\el courses and participate in research

in

the senior year. Majors

may

take

must also complete

Environmental Studies 210). 212,
214. 217. 218. 253. 257. 266. 304. 306. 307. 314. 317. 333. 401-404: Chemistry 210, 240,
252. 305 same as Environmental Studies 305), 325, 331, 401^04: Physics 223, 401-404.

two courses from

210 (same

the following: Biology

as

(

Students

may

include as an ciecti\e one 4()()-level course. Students taking independent study

courses for honors

in the

biochemistry major should register for Biochemistry 401-404.

Bowdoin College does not

oiler a

minor

in biochemistry.

Advanced Courses
40

1

a

404a

Advanced Independent Study and Honors

in

Biochemistry. The

DhPARTMtNT.

Biology
Bruce D. Kohi)m. Department Chair
Julie

J.

Santorclla. Dcpartnient Coordinator

Professors: Palsy S. Dickinson (Neuroscience),

(Bi(Khcmistr>

).

Carey R.

Ass(Huuv Professors: Philip Camill
(hn\ironmental Studies).

Michael

K

Amy

S.

Phillips. Nathaniel T.
(|{nv

Ikirr> A.

Johnson. Bruce D. Kohorn

Wheelwright!

ironmental Studies). Jt)hn I.ichler

Logan**. Anne

F:.

McBridc (Biochemistry),

Palopoli**

Assistant Professors: Jack R. Bateman. Hadley Wilson Horch (Neuroscience), William
R. Jacknuin
Visitmf( Faculty: Daniel

J.

Ihornhill, IVter

J.

Woodruff

Director of Bo\sdoin Scienlifh Station on Kent Island:
Ijihoratory ln\tritcu>r\: Pamela

J

Br>er.

Nancy

J.

Damon

Ki(|uiri-nH-nls for the

K.

Major

(lannon

Curtis. Kate R.

Gannon. Stephen A. Mauptman. Nancy H. Olmstead.
Koski Richards. Peter

P.

larnham. Janet

Jaret S. Reblin. Kli/abeth

Schiax

in

Biology

major consists of eight couiscs

c\cIum\c (^\ iiulcpcndcnl siudy and
the l(K) lc\cl. Majors arc required to complete Biology 102 or 109. and ihice
of Ihc twelve core counics. Core courses arc divided into three groups. One course must be
Ilic

coufMrs

bcUm

in

the dcpailnicnl

Biology

taken from each group. Majors are also required
two of which have to be higher than 250.

Group

1

Genetics and

83

to

complete four elective courses,

Group 2

Group 3

Comparative Physiology

Behavioral Ecology

and Population Biology

Plant Physiology

Molecular Biology

at least

Microbiology

Developmental Biology

Developmental Biology

Neurobiology

Biology of Marine Organisms
Evolution

Community, Ecosystem

Biochemistry and Cell Biology

and Global Change Ecology

Neurobiology

Majors must also complete one mathematics course. Mathematics 165 or 171 (or higher).
Another college statistics course and Mathematics 161 may satisfy this requirement with
permission of the department. Additional requirements are Physics 103 (or any physics
course that has a prerequisite of Physics 103), and Chemistry 225. Students are advised to
complete Biology 102 or 109 and the mathematics, physics, and chemistry courses by the

end of the sophomore

year. Students planning postgraduate education in science or the health

professions should note that graduate and professional schools are likely to have additional

admissions requirements

may

not be used to

Interdisciplinary

The department
studies,

in

fulfill

mathematics, physics, and chemistry. Advanced placement credits

any of the course requirements for the major.

Majors

participates in interdisciplinary

programs

in

biochemistry, environmental

and neuroscience. See pages 81, 135, and 233.

Requirements for the Minor

in

Biology

The minor consists of two courses within the department at the 100 level or above, and two
courses to be taken from two of the three core groups. See Requirements for the Major in
Biology.

First- Year

For a

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

23a. Personal

Genomes. Spring 2010. Jack Bateman.

Introductory, Intermediate, and
[53a

MCSR, INS

Biofuels

Advanced Courses

]

55a - INS. Science of Food and Wine. Fall 2009. Richard D. Broene and Barry A. Logan.
Methods of food and wine preparation and production emerged from essentially controlled
scientific experiments, even if the techniques of cooking are often carried out without thought
of the underlying physical processes at play. Considers the science behind food and wine
using bread baking, cooking techniques, the role of microbes in our diet, and wine making and
appreciation to explore the chemistry and biology that underlie our gastronomy. Molecular

Courses of Instruction

84

and complex interactions central to cooking and wine are examined in integrated
Iaboraior> exercises. Assumes no background in science. Not open to students who have
credit for a chemistry course numbered 100 or higher. (Same as Chemistry 55.)
structures

61a

INS. Your First Nine Months:

-

R. Phili

From Conception

to Birth.

Every semester. Carey

IPS.

Covers the biological events from the process of fertilization through early development
and birth of a human. Intended for those who have had little biology or do not intend to major
in biology.

Explores the formation of the major organ systems and how the parts of the body

are constructed in the correct places and at the correct times. Also discusses topics such as

cloning and the effects of prenatal use of drugs as they relate to the biological principles

involved

in

human de\elopment.

early

Includes a few in-class laboratory sessions in which

students learn to do experiments, and collect, analyze, and interpret data.

(79a

INS. Agriculture: Ancient and Modern. (Same as Environmental Studies 79. )j

-

INS. Biotechnology and Bioengineering. Fall 2009. Peter

86a

Scientific

advances o\cr the

of the natural world.

human

Some

last

Woodri'Ff.

few decades have greatly expanded our understanding

of these discoveries have been applied to other

health or solve problems facing society.

scienlitic progress in areas

J.

fields to

improve

Examines contemporary application of

such as genetic engineering, stem

cells,

drug discovery, biofuels,

anden\ironmenial remediation. Analyzes ethical concerns raised by advances

in

biotechnology

and bicKMigineering.

101a

MCSR.

-

The

first in

INS. Biological Principles

I.

Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Bruce D. Kohorn.

a two-semester introductory biology sequence. Topics include fundamental

principles of cellular and molecular biology with an emphasis on providing a problem-solving

approach

to an understanding of genes.

RNA. proteins, and cell structure and communication.

F'(Kuses on developing quantitative skills, as well as critical thinking and problem solving

Lecture and weekly laboratory/discussion groups. First-year students cnr rajuircd to

skills.

the hiohn^x

ttikf

\i)lA
I

-

MCSR.

he second

placement examuuition durini^ orientation.
INS. Biological Principles

in

II.

Spring 2010. A.\n

S. .Iomnson.

a luo-scmesier iiHrodiictor) biology sequence. Emphasizes fundamental

biological principles extending troni the physiological to the ecosystem level of living

organisms. Topics include physiology, ecology,

developing quantitative

skills as well as critical

anti c\i)liitionary biology,

with a focus on

thinking and problem soMiig

skills.

Lecture

and weekly labomtor) discussion groups.
IVerequisite

MCSR.

Ui*)u

Biolog>

KM

INS. Introductorv Biology, l-very semester,

lall

2009.

Anne

E.

M(

Bkidi

a.sdMkhaii F. Pmoihhi. Spring 2010 |'\is> S. Dk kinson and Wiiiiam R. Jackman.
Ixrcturcs examine fundamental biological principles, from the subcellular to the ecosystem
Topics include bicK'nergelics, slmclure-funclion relationships, cellular information
ms. physiology, ecology, and evolutionary biology. Laboratory sessions are intended

level.

I.,

.icvelop a deeper undcrstandmg of the techniques and

Mudenls

U) design

and cntuiiut

iluit

methods of science by recjuiring
cun .viKTiments. Lecture and weekly laboratory/

dinru^^sion groups

|l54a l-xologyof the(>uirorMaiiuand Ba\ ofFunch (Sank as Fnviroiunenlal Studies
154 ))

Biology

85

158a - MCSR, INS. Perspectives in Environmental Science. Every spring. Spring 2010.
John Lighter and Dharni Vasudevan.
Functioning of the earth system is defined by the complex and fascinating interaction of
processes within and between four principal spheres: land, air, water, and life. Leverages key
principles of environmental chemistry and ecology to unravel the intricate connectedness of
natural phenomena and ecosystem function. Fundamental biological and chemical concepts
are used to understand the science behin^ the environmental

dilemmas facing

societies as a

consequence of human activities. Laboratory sessions consist of local field trips, laboratory
experiments, group research, case study exercises, and discussions of current and classic
scientific literature. (Same as Chemistry 105 and Environmental Studies 201.)
Prerequisite:

One

100-level or higher course in biology, chemistry, geology, or physics.

MCSR.

Biomathematics. Every fall. Fall 2009. Mary Lou Zeeman.
A study of mathematical methods driven by questions in biology. Biological questions
are drawn from a broad range of topics, including disease, ecology, genetics, population
dynamics, neurobiology, endocrinology and biomechanics. Mathematical methods include

174a

-

compartmental models, matrices, linear transformations, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, matrix
iteration

and simulation; ODE models and simulation, stability analysis, attractors, oscillations

and limiting behavior, mathematical consequences of feedback, and multiple time-scales.
Three hours of class meetings and two hours of computer laboratory sessions per week. Within
the biology major, this course

may count

as the mathematics credit or as biology credit, but

not both. Students are expected to have taken a year of high school or college biology prior

(Same as Mathematics 204 [formerly Mathematics
Prerequisite: Mathematics 161 or permission of the instructor.

to this course.

202.

3-D

Digital

Animation Studio. Every

Explores the uses of

dynamic and

art

fall.

Carey

174].)

R. Phillips.

and three-dimensional animations

in

communicating complex

spatial relationships, primarily as they pertain to explaining scientific concepts.

Students use primary literature to explore a science problem

in a

seminar-type format. Study

of filmmaking and use of high-end three-dimensional animation software. Concludes with
a team effort to create a three-dimensional animated film of the science problem.

(Same

as

Visual Arts 255.)

210a

-

MCSR,

INS. Plant Physiology. Fall 2009. Barry A. Logan.

An introduction to the physiological processes that enable plants to grow under the varied
conditions found in nature. General topics discussed include the acquisition, transport, and

use of water and mineral nutrients, photosynthetic carbon assimilation, and the influence

of environmental and hormonal signals on development and morphology. Adaptation and
acclimation to extreme environments and other ecophysiological subjects are also discussed.

Weekly

laboratories reinforce principles discussed in lecture and expose students to

research techniques.

(Same

as

modem

Environmental Studies 210.)

Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

212a

-

MCSR, INS.

Genetics and Molecular Biology. Every

fall.

Jack R. Bateman.

Integrated coverage of organismic and molecular levels of genetic systems. Topics include

modes of inheritance, the structure and function of chromosomes, the mechanisms and control
of gene expression, recombination, mutagenesis, techniques of molecular biology, and human
genetic variation. Laboratory sessions are scheduled.
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

Courses of Instruction
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213a - MCSR, INS. Neurobiology. Every fall. Hadley Wilson Horch.
Examines fundamental concepts in neurobiology from the molecular to the systems level.
Topics include neuronal communication, gene regulation, morphology, neuronal de\ elopment,
axon guidance, mechanisms of neuronal plasticit), sensory systems, and the molecular basis
of behavior and disease. Weekly lab sessions introduce a wide range of methods used to

examine neurons and neuronal systems.

One of the

Prerequisite:

214a

-

An

MCSR.

following: Biolog\ 102. 104. 105. 109. or Psychology' 251.

INS. Comparative Physiology. Every spring. Patsy

examination of animal function, from the cellular

to the

S.

Dickinson.

organismal

level.

The

underlying concepts are emphasized, as are the experimental data that support our current

understanding of animal function. Topics include the nervous system, hormones, respiration,
circulation, osmoregulation, digestion,

and thermoregulation. Labs are short, student-designed

projects involving a variety of instrumentation. Lectures and four hours of laboratory

work

week

per

Prerequisiic; Biology 102. 104. 105, or 109.

215a

W

I.

.MCSR. INS. Behavioral Ecology and Population Biology.
HH IWKK.HI.

Fall 2010.

Nathaniel

Study of the behavior of animals and plants, and the interactions between organisms

and

their

environment. Topics include population growth and structure, and the influence

of competition, predation, and other factors on the behavior, abundance, and distribution of
plants and animals. Laboratory sessions, field trips,

ecology. e\(^lution and beha\

in

and animals Optional

ior.

and research projects emphasize concepts

research techniques, and the natural history of local plants

field trip to the

Bowdoin

Scientific Station

on Kent

Island.

(Same

as

Kn>ironnK'ntal Studies 215.)
Prerequisite: Biolog> 102. 104. 105, or 109.

MCSR.

216a

INS. Evolution. Spring 2010. Tm; Dipartmhnt.

most breathtaking ideas in the history of science — that all life on
planet descended from a common ancestor. An understanding of evolution illuminates

Examines one of
this

cver\ subject

in

the

biology, from molecular biology to ecology. Provides a broad overview of

e\olutionar\ ideas, including the

modem

theory of evolution by natural selection. CNolution

of sexual reproduction, patterns of s|X'cialion and macro-e\i)lutionary change, evolution of
sexual dimorphisms, selfish genetic elements, and kin selection. Laboratory sessions arc
dcvoCcd to semester- long, independent research projects.
Prerequisite: Rioh>g> 102 104 105. or 109.

M( SR INS Di'Mlopuuntal

217a

wi R. Jackman.
An examination ot current concepts of embryonic development, with an emphasis on
experimental design Topics include cell fate s[X'cilicalion. morphogenetic mo\emenls. cell
signaling, differential gene expression and regulation, organogenesis, and the e\olulionar\
Biology. Every

fall.

Wii

1

1

context of rn<Klc systems. Project -oriented laboratory work emphasi/.cscxpcri mental methods.
I

and three hours of laboratory per week.
Prerequisiic Biolofo 102 104 105 or 109

I^ccturcs

Ha

INS. Mlcrobiolug\ Spring 2010. Annh E. M( Brum
of the stnicture and function of micr(H)rgainsms. trom \iruses to bacteria
lo fuiTgi. NMlh an emphasis on molecular ilescriplions. Subjects covered include microbial
Mruclure. metabolism, and genetics. Control ol nncrtH)ganismsniulenviro!imcnlal miei act ions
2

1

-

.

An examination

•re alMi discussed laboratory sessions every week. Cheinislry

Prerequisile Biolofo 102.

KM

105

oi

1(H)

225

is

recommended.

Biology

g7

219a - MCSR, INS. Biology of Marine Organisms. Every fall. Amy Johnson.
The study of the biology and ecology of marine mammals, seabirds, fish, intertidal and
subtidal invertebrates, algae, and plankton.

Also considers the biogeographic consequences of

global and local ocean currents on the evolution and ecology of marine organisms. Laboratories,
field trips,

and research projects emphasize natural

history, functional

ecology. Lectures and three hours of laboratory or field trip per week.
trip included.

(Same

as

morphology, and

One weekend

field

Environmental Studies 219.)

Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

224a

-

MCSR,

INS. Biochemistry and Cell Biology. Every spring. Bruce D. Kohorn.

Focuses on the structure and function of cells as we have come to know them through the
interpretation of direct observations and experimental results. Emphasis is on the scientific
(thought) processes that have allowed us to understand what

we know

today, emphasizing

the use of genetic, biochemical, and optical analysis to understand fundamental biological

processes. Covers details of the organization and expression of genetic information, and

components within the cell. Concludes
from other cells within cell populations,
organisms, and the environment. Three hours of lab each week. Chemistry 225 is

the biosynthesis, sorting, and function of cellular

with examples of
tissues,

how

recommended. (Same

as

cells perceive signals

Chemistry 231.)

Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

225a - MCSR, INS. Community, Ecosystem, and Global Change Ecology. Fall 2009.
John Lighter.
Community ecology is the study of dynamic patterns in the distribution and abundance
of organisms. Ecosystem ecology is the study of the flow of energy and cycling of matter
through ecological communities. Global change ecology examines how human activities
alter communities and ecosystems and how these changes play out at the global scale.
Topics include the creation and maintenance of biodiversity, the complexity of species
interactions in food webs, the role of disturbance in ecological processes, the importance of

biodiversity in ecosystem processes, and

human

influences on global biogeochemical cycles

and climate change. Laboratory sessions consist of local field trips, team research exercises,
and independent field research projects. Current and classic scientific literature is discussed
weekly. (Same as Environmental Studies 225.)
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

232a

-

MCSR.

Biochemistry. Every

fall.

Danielle H. Dube.

Focuses on the chemistry of living organisms. Topics include structure, conformation, and
properties of the major classes of biomolecules (proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, and

enzyme mechanisms, kinetics, and regulation; metabolic transformations; energetics
and metabolic control. (Same as Chemistry 232.)

lipids);

Prerequisite:

Chemistry 226.

253a. Neurophysiology. Fall 2009. Patsy

S.

Dickinson.

A comparative study of the function of the nervous system in invertebrate and vertebrate
animals. Topics include the physiology of individual nerve cells and their organization into
larger functional units, the behavioral responses of animals to cues

from the environment,

and the neural mechanisms underlying such behaviors. Lectures and four hours of laboratory
work per week.
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109,

and Biology 213, 214, or Psychology 218.

Courses of Instruction
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254a

-

MCSR.

Amy

INS. Biomechanics. Spring 2010.

S.

Johnson.

E.xamines the quantitative and qualitative characterization of organismal morphology,
and explores the relationship of morphology to measurable components of an organism's
mechanical, hydrtidynamic. and ecological environment. Lectures, labs, field trips, and
analysis of morphology, including analyses of the
indi\ idual research projects emphasize (
1

)

shape of indi\ idual organisms as well as of the mechanical and molecular organization of
their tissues; (2) characterization of water flow associated with organisms; and (3) analyses
of the ecological and mechanical consequences to organisms of their interaction with their

environment. Iniroductor\ ph\ sics and calculus are strongly recommended.
Prerequisite: Biolog> 102, 104. 105. or 109, or

one 100-level course

in

chemistry, geology,

mathematics, or physics.
[257a.

Immunology.]

[258a. Ornithology]

263a
PhlJK

-

MCSR,
J.

INS. Laboratory in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry. Every spring.

\V(K)I)Rl Fh.

Comprehensive
research
in

is

labt)rai()ry

course

in

how

molecular biology and biochemistry that reflects

conducted and communicated. Includes sequential weekly experiments, resulting

a cohesive, semester-long re.search project. Begins with genetic engineering to produce a

recombinant protein, continues w ith
characterization.

Emphasis

is

its

purification,

on cloning

and finishes with functional and structural
and protein

strategy, controlling protein expression,

characterization using techniques such as polymerase chain reaction, affinity chromatography,
istxrleclric

fcKusing, and high-performance liquid chromatography. Students also learn to

manipulate data using structural and image analysis software. (Same as Chemistry 263.)
Prerequisite: Previous credit or concurrent registration in Biology

224 (same as Chemistry

231)

266a Molecular Neurobiology. Every spring. Hadi.ey Wil.son Horch.
Ivxamination ot the molecular control of neuronal structure and function. Topics include
the molecular basis of neuronal excitability, the factors

iinoKed

in

chemical and contact-

mediated neuronal communication, and the complex molecular control of developing and
regenerating nervous systems. Weekly laboratories

complement

range of molecular and cellular techniques usctl

neurobiology and culminate

in

lectures by covering a
in

brief

independent projects
Prerequisite Biolo^N 102.

224

(s.inu* as

274a

(

M( SK.

KM.

105. or 109. iuu! one of the following: Biology 212. 213,

lu'nistr> 231

i.

253. or Psychology 218.

Marine

(

(uiservation Biology, lall 2(M)9.

IN.S

Introduccskey biological concepts

that arc essential lor

and ecosystem

levels;

(iannon.

umlcrstanding conservation issues.

Explonrsbicxlivcrsily in the world's major marine ecosystems; the
loss at the genetic, species,

Damon

and the

mechanisms of biodiversity

pro|x*rties of

marine systems

that

pose uniqueconscryation challenges. Investigates the theory and practice of marine biotliveisity
tonseryatioM. fcKUsing on the interactions

Consists ol lecturediscussion, lab. held

the field, and student-selected ca.sc studies.
l^rcrequisitc:

One

among

trips,

ecology, economics, and public

jiolicy.

guest seminars In itrolessionals working

(Same

as Knvironineiital Studies

274

in

)

of the following Biology 154 (same as Knvironniental Studies 154).

BloloK> 215 (same as Knvironmental Studies 215). Biology 219 (same as KnvinMuneutal

Biology

39

Studies 219), Biology 225 (same as Environmental Studies 225), Environmental Studies
101, Environmental Studies 201 (same as Biology 158 and Chemistry 105), or permission
of the instructor.

280a. Plant Responses to the Environment. Spring 201

1

.

Barry A. Logan.
Even your own

Plants can be found growing under remarkably stressful conditions.

backyard poses challenges to plant growth and reproduction. Survival is possible only because
of a diverse suite of elegant physiological and morphological adaptations. The physiological
ecology of plants from extreme habitats

(e.g.,

tundra, desert, hypersaline)

is

discussed, along

with the responses of plants to environmental factors such as light and temperature. Readings

from the primary literature facilitate class discussion. Excursions into the field and laboratory
complement class material. (Same as Environmental Studies 280.)
Prerequisite: Biology 210 or 225, or permission of the instructor.

exercises

291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study in Biology. The Department.
302a. Earth Climate History and

Its

Impacts on Ecosystems and

Human Civilizations.

Spring 2010. Philip Camill.

The modern world is experiencing rapid climate warming and some parts extreme drought,
will have dramatic impacts on ecosystems and human societies. How do contemporary
warming and aridity compare to past changes in climate? Are modern changes human-caused
which

or part of the natural variability in the climate system?
global ecosystems and

human

glacier, lake, coral, tree ring,

What effects

societies? Students use sediment

and rodent middens)

to

did past changes have on

and growth records (ocean,

assemble proxies for past changes

in

climate, atmospheric CO,, and disturbance to examine several issues: long-term carbon cycling

and climate, the

rise

of

C4

photosynthesis and the evolution of grazing

mammals,

orbital

forcing and glacial cycles, glacial refugia and post-glacial species migrations, climate change

and the

rise

of

human

civilizations, climate/overkill hypothesis of Pleistocene

climate variability, drought cycles, climate change impacts on

human

fire,

megafauna,

climate-related collapses

and determining natural variability vs. human-caused climate
change. Prior enrollment in a 200- or 300-level environmental studies or geology course is
of

civilizations,

recommended. (Same
Prerequisite:

as

Environmental Studies 302 and Geology 302.)
following: Biology 102, 104, 105, 109, or Geology 101.

One of the

304a. Topics in Molecular Biology. Fall 2009.

Anne

McBride.
Seminar exploring the numerous roles of ribonucleic acid, from the discovery of RNAas a
cellular messenger to the development of RNAs to treat disease. Topics covered also include
RNA enzymes, interactions of RNA viruses with host cells, RNA tools in biotechnology,
and RNA as a potential origin of life. Focuses on discussions of papers from the primary
E.

literature.

Prerequisite: Biology 212, 218,

224 (same as Chemistry 231), or 232, (same as Chemistry

232), or permission of the instructor.

307a. Evolutionary Developmental Biology. Spring 2010. William Jackman.

Advanced seminar investigating

the synergistic but

complex

interface

between the

fields

of developmental and evolutionary biology. Topics include the evolution of novel structures,

developmental constraints to evolution, evolution of developmental gene regulation, and the
generation of variation. Readings and discussions from the primary scientific literature.
Prerequisite:

One of the following: Biology 216, 217, 218, 224 (same as Chemistry 231),

266, or permission of the instructor.

Courses of Instruction
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314a.

Advanced

(ienetics

and Epigenetics. Spring 2010. Jack Bateman.

A seminar exploring the complex

relationship between genotype and phenotype, with an

emphasis on emerging studies of lesser-known mechanisms of inheritance and gene regulation.
Topics include dosage compensation, parental imprinting, paramutation. random monoallelic
expression, gene regulation by small

RNAs, DNAelimination. copy number polymorphism.

and prions. Reading and discussion of

articles

from the primary

literature.

Prerequisite: Biolog> 212.

317a .Molecular K\olution. Every fall. Mich.ael F. Palopoli.
The dynamics of evolutionary change at the molecular level are examined. Topics include
neutral theory of molecular evolution, rates and patterns of change in nucleotide sequences
and proteins, molecular phylogenetics. and genome evolution. Students read and discuss
papers from the scientitic literature, and complete independent projects

One of the follow ing: Biolog\

Prerequisite:

231

),

in the laboratory.

212, 216, 217, 218, or 224 (same as Chemistry

or permission of the instructor.

[325a. Topics in Neuroscience.]

Change Ecology. (Same

(327a. (ilobai

as

Environmental Studies

327.)]

329a. Neuronal Regeneration. Spring 2010. Hadi.hv Wilson Horch.

The ct)nscqucnccs

damage

humans, especially

in the brain and spinal
on the other hand, are often
capable of complete functional regeneration. This course examines the varied responses to
(.^i

neuronal

in

cord, are frequently devastating and permanent. Invertebrates,

neuronal injury

in a

range of species. Topics include neuronal regeneration

in planaria, insects,

amphibians, and mammals. Students read and discuss original papers from the literature
an attempt

tt)

in

understand the basis of the radically different rcgcnerali\e responses mounted

by a variety of neuronal systems.
Prerequisite:

One of the

following: Biol()g> 212. 213. 217, 224 (same as

Chemistry 231),

253, 266. or Psych<)l()g> 275 or 276. or permission of the instructor.

333a .\d\anced Cell and Molecular Biology. Every fall. Bri c h D. Komorn.
An exploration of the multiple ways cells have evolved to transmit signals from their
external en\ironmenl to cause alterations in cell architecture, physiology, and gene expression.
Examples are drawn from both single-cell and multi-cellular organisms, including bacteria,
fungi, algae, land plants, insects, worms, antl mammals, limphasis is on the primary literature.
with directed discussion and some background introductory remarks for each class.
Prerequisite: Hio!og\ 224 (same as Cheniistr> 231 or permission of the instructor.
)

|367a Topics

394a

I

in

Infictious Diseases

|

he Ecoh»g> and En\ironniental llistor> of Merr> meeting Bay.

lall 2(K)9.

John

Lidfiui.

Mcrr>'meeinig Ba>. a globally rare, inland freshwater river delta and estuary that supports
prc)ducli\e and diverse biological c(mimunities.

species and
fi»h.

is

critical habitat lor

is

h(Miie to

iiumerous rare

aiul eiulangeieil

migrator) and resident watertowl, as well as anadromous

Explores the ecology and environmental history of Merrymeeting Bay

understand

how

its

rare natural habitats

thorough review of the

stienlilic

and

might best be managed.

historical literature related lo

help plan, conduct, and analyze a group study investigating

some

in

order to

Students participate in a

Merrymeeting Bay. and

aspect

»»(

the ecology and/

Biology

9J

or environmental history of the bay, with the intent of submitting a manuscript for pubhcation
in

an appropriate scientific journal. (Same as Environmental Studies 394.)

215 (same as Environmental Studies 215) or Environmental
as
Biology
158 and Chemistry 105).
201
(same
Studies
Prerequisite: Biology

397a.

Advanced Winter

Field Ecology. Spring 201

1.

NathanielT. Wheelwright.

ecology and evolutionary biology, and the natural
history of plants, animals, and ecosystems in winter in Maine. Structured around group research
Exploration of advanced concepts

projects in the field.

taxon

(e.g.,

mammal

Each week,

host specificity in

in

field trips

wood

focus on a different study

site, set

of questions, and

fungi, foraging behavior of aquatic insects, estimation of

population densities, winter flocking behavior in birds). Students learn to identify

local winter flora

and fauna, evaluate readings from the primary

literature,

analyze data from

week in a research seminar. Field trip to
the Bowdoin Scientific Station on Kent Island. (Same as Environmental Studies 397.)
Prerequisite: Biology 215 (same as Environmental Studies 215) or 258 or permission
field

research projects, and present their results each

of the instructor.

401a^04a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

in Biology.

The Department.

Courses of Instruction
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Chemistry
Richard D. Broene. Department Chair

JoceK n M. Llo>d, Department Coordinator
Professors: Richard D. Broene, Ronald L. Christensen, Jeffrey K. Nagle, Elizabeth A.

Slemmler

Dhami Vasudesan (Environmental Studies)
Assistant Professors: Danielle H. Dube (Biochemistry). Laura F. Voss
Visiting Faculty: Michael P. Danah\. Jennifer R. Krumper

Associate Professors:

Lahi)rator\ Instructors: Rene L. Bemier, Martha B. Black, Beverly G. DeCoster,
Judith C. Foster, Colleen T.

Requirements for the Major

in

McKenna.

Paulette

M. Messier

Chemistry

The required courses are Chemistry 109, 210, 225. 240, 251, 252, and 205 or 226; and any
two upper-le\el electives, including Chemistry 232 and courses at the 300 level or above.
Students

who have completed

a rigorous secondary school chemistry course should begin

with Chemistry 109. ( heniistry 101

is

a course intended for students

who have had

limited

preparation for college chemistry. First-year students must take the chemistry placement

exam

ensure proper placement

to

courses, chemistrs

Fiiajc^rs

in

101, 109, or higher, in addition to these chemistry

also are required to take Physics 103 and 104,

and Mathematics

161 and 171

The chemistry major can serve as preparation for many career paths after college, including
the profession of chemistry, graduate studies in the sciences, medicine, secondary school

many

teaching, and

fields in the business world.

The department

the interests and goals of the student; therefore, a prospective

offers

programs based on

major should discuss

his or

her plans with the department as soon as possible. Regardless of career goals, students are

encouraged

lo

develop

their critical thinking

and problem-solving

skills

by participating

acoiiaboraiive student-faculty research project (Chemistry 291 294. 401-404, or

in

summer

research).

The department alsooffers an American Chemical

in

chemistry

232. 310. and 340; two semesters of laboratory-based independent study;
181. Students interested in this certification

The department encourages
courses

program should consult with the department.

students to round out the chemistry major with relevant

other departments. ile|XMuling on indiv idual needs. These might include electives

in

in other

its

The
Chemistry
and Mathematics

Society-certified major in chemistry.

requiremenlsforcertilicationaremet by taking ad\ancedelecti\es

departments

that

provide extensive opportunities lor writing and speaking, or

courses concerned with technolog) and society. Stutients interested

in

providing a particular

inlcrdisciphnary emphasis to their chemistry major should consider atldiiional courses

m

biology and buKhemisiry, computer science, economics, education, geology, mathematics,
or physics
Iruft |H*nrlent Stu(l\

Students

may engage

f4«l 404.

1.

^.

1

in

independent study

at

the intermediate (291

294) or ad\anced

Chemistry

Majors

Interdisciplinary

The department participates
environmental studies,

in interdisciplinary

may

credit

may

programs

in

biochemistry, chemical physics,

and geology and chemistry. See pages 81

Requirements for the Minor

The minor
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in

,

135, 209, and 212.

Chemistry

consists of five chemistry courses at or above the 100 level.

One AP chemistry

be counted as one of the five required chemistry courses. Biochemistry majors

not minor in chemistry.

Introductory, Intermediate, and
[50a

Advanced Courses

INS. Topics in Chemistry.]

-

55a - INS. Science of Food and Wine. Fall 2009. Richard D. Broene and Barry A.
Logan.
Methods of food and wine preparation and production emerged from essentially controlled
scientific

experiments, even

if

the techniques of cooking are often carried out without thought

of the underlying physical processes

at play.

Considers the science behind food and wine

using bread baking, cooking techniques, the role of microbes

in

our diet, and wine making and

appreciation to explore the chemistry and biology that underlie our gastronomy. Molecular

and complex interactions central to cooking and wine are examined in integrated
laboratory exercises. Assumes no background in science. Not open to students who have

structures

credit for a chemistry course

56a

MCSR,

-

numbered 100 or

INS. Investigations:

higher.

(Same

as Biology 55.)

The Chemistry of Forensic

Science. Spring 2010.

Elizabeth A. Stemmi.hr.

A study of scientific principles that underlie chemical, instrumental, and some biological
techniques used

in

criminal investigations by forensic scientists. Focuses on understanding

materials at an atomic or molecular level to learn
qualitative

and quantitative measurements key

how

forensic chemistry

to forensic investigations.

is

used to make

Makes use of case

studies and the study of specific chemical, physical, and spectroscopic techniques used in

to four laboratory

Assumes no background in science. Students will take part in three
experiences. Not open to students who have credit for a chemistry course

numbered 100 or

higher.

forensic investigations.

57a

-

INS. Chemistry of Poisons. Fall 2009. Michael

An

P.

Danahy.

examination of the structure and biological function of selected poisons and toxins.

Topics include investigating the 3-D structure of molecules,
related,

and the chemistry and policy decisions involved

Assumes no background in science. Not open
course numbered 100 or higher.

how

structure

in labeling

to students

who have

and function are

something a "poison."
credit for a chemistry

58a - INS. Drug Discovery. Spring 2010. Danielle H. Dube.
The process of drug discovery of medicinal compounds has evolved over millennia, from
the shaman's use of medicinal herbs to the highly evolved techniques of rational design and

high-throughput screening used by today's pharmaceutical industry. Examines past and
present approaches to drug discovery, with an emphasis on the natural world as a source of
drugs, historical examples of drug discovery, and the experiments undertaken to validate a
drug. Encourages students to take initial steps to identify novel therapeutics and to directly

compare conventional versus herbal remedies

in integrated laboratory exercises.

Assumes

I

Courses ofhistrucTion
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no background in science. Not open to students
numbered 100 or higher.

101a

-

INS. Introductory Chemistry. Every

.A tirst

course

to the stales

in a

fall.

who have

credit for a chemistry course

Jeffrey K. Nagle.

luo-semester introductory college chemistry program.

An

introduction

of matter and their properties, the mole concept and stoichiometry, and selected

properties of the elements. Lectures, conferences, and four hours of laboratory

work per

proper placement, students must take the chemistry placement examination

Nseek. To ensure

prior to registering for Chemistry 101.

MCSR.

l()5a

INS. Perspectives in Environmental Science. Every spring. Spring 2010.

DmaRNI VaSL DE\AN.
Functioning of the earth system is defined by the complex and fascinating interaction of
prcKcsses \s ithin and between four principal spheres: land. air. water, and life. Leverages key
principles of environmental chemistry and ecology to unravel the intricate connectedness of

JUH.N LlCHThR AN[)

phenomena and ecosystem

natural

function.

Fundamental biological and chemical concepts
dilemmas facing societies as a

are used to understand the science behind the environmental

consequence of human

activities.

Laboratory sessions consist of local

field trips, laboratory

experiments, group research, case study exercises, and discussions of current and classic
scientific literature.

Prerequisite:
I()9a

-

(Same

One

as Bioio^> 158

and Environmental Studies 201.)

100-IeveI or higher course in biology, chemistry, geology, or physics.

INS. (ieneral Chemistry. Every

fall

and spring.

Fall 2(X)9.

Ronai^d L. Christensen.

Spring 2010. The Department.
Inircxluction to mcxiels of atomic structure, chemical bonding,

characterization of chemical systems

at

and intermolecular forces;

equilibrium and spontaneous processes: the rates of

chemical reactions; and special topics. Lectures, review sessions, and four hours of laboratory
To ensure proper placement, students must take the chemistry placement

Nsork per week.

examination prior to registering for Chemistry 109.
Prerequisite:

INS

(205a

One

year of high school chemistry with laboratory or Chemistry 101.

EnvironnKnta!

(

hemistry. (Same as F^nvironmental Studies 205 and

(ieolo^N 205.)

210a MCSR. INS Chemical .Analysis. Every fall. Elizabeth A. Stemmi i;r.
Methods ot separating and quantifying inorganic and organic compounds using volumetric,
spcclrophotometric, electrometric. and chromatographic techniques are co\ercd. Chemical
equilibria and the statistical analysis of data are addressed. Lectures and lour hours of

work per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistr\

laboratory

225a Or^janic

hemistr>

(

Jhnniuji R. Krimp!

1()9
I

Every

fall.

Rk hard

D. Broeni

.

Mu

hai

i

P.

Danahy, and

r.

Introduction to the chemistry ofthe compounds of carbon. IX'scribes bonding, conformations.

and stcrcochemisir> of small organic molecules. Keaclioni. of hydrocarbons. aik\l halitles,
and alcohols arc discussed. Kinetic and thermodynamic data are used to lormulalc reaction
nurchanisms. Ijcclurcs. conference, and
I'rcrcquisitc:

22(»a

Organic

Chemistr>
(

tt)ur

hours oi laboratory work per week.

l()*>

hemisfr>

II

livery spring.

Rk hakd

1).

Broinh and

Jennii

i

k

R.

Continuationol the study of the compoundsof carbon Highlights the reactionsof aromatic,
(

I)

.rj^...,
I

coniaining. ami amine functional groups. Mechanistic reasoning provides a basis for

iiuling these reactions

Skills for tlesh'nim' ioi'ical synthetic appro;u lu*s to com|)lcx
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Chemistry

organic molecules are developed. Chemistry 225 and 226 cover the material of the usual

course

in

organic chemistry and form a foundation for further work

biochemistry. Lectures, conference, and four hours of laboratory
Prerequisite:

231a

MCSR,

-

in

organic chemistry and

work per week.

Chemistry 225.
INS. Biochemistry and Cell Biology. Every spring. Bruce D. Kohorn.
we have come to know them through the

Focuses on the structure and function of cells as
interpretation of direct observations

and experimental

results.

(thought) processes that have allowed us to understand what
the use of genetic, biochemical, and

Emphasis

we know

is

on the

scientific

today, emphasizing

optical analysis to understand fundamental biological

processes. Covers details of the organization and expression of genetic information, and

components within the cell. Concludes
with examples of how cells perceive signals from other cells within cell populations,
tissues, organisms, and the environment. Three hours of lab each week. Chemistry 225 is
recommended. (Same as Biology 224.)
the biosynthesis, sorting, and function of cellular

Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

232a

MCSR.

-

Biochemistry. Every

fall.

Daniei.le H. Dube.

Focuses on the chemistry of living organisms. Topics include structure, conformation, and
properties of the major classes of biomolecules (proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, and
lipids);

enzyme mechanisms,

kinetics,

and regulation; metabolic transformations; energetics

and metabolic control. (Same as Biology 232.)
Prerequisite:

240a

-

An

MCSR,

Chemistry 226.
INS. Inorganic Chemistry. Every spring. Jeffrey K. Nagle.

introduction to the chemistry of the elements with a focus on chemical bonding,

periodic properties, and coordination compounds. Topics in solid state, bioinorganic, and

environmental inorganic chemistry also are included. Provides a foundation for further work
in

chemistry and biochemistry. Lectures and four hours of laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite:

Chemistry 109.

251a - MCSR, INS. Physical Chemistry I. Every fall. Laura F Voss.
Thermodynamics and its application to chemical changes and equilibria that occur in
the gaseous, solid, and liquid states. The behavior of systems at equilibrium and chemical
kinetics are related to molecular properties by means of statistical mechanics and the laws
of thermodynamics. Lectures and four hours of laboratory work per week. Mathematics
181 is recommended.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 109, Mathematics 171, and Physics 104, or permission of the
instructor.

252a - MCSR, INS. Physical Chemistry II. Every spring. Ronald L. Christensen.
Development and principles of quantum mechanics with applications to atomic structure,
chemical bonding, chemical

reactivity,

and molecular spectroscopy. Lectures and four hours

of laboratory work per week. Mathematics 181
Prerequisite:

is recommended.
Chemistry 109, Mathematics 171, and Physics 104, or permission of the

instructor.

Note: Chemistry 251

263a

-

MCSR, INS.

is

not a prerequisite for

Laboratory

in

Chemistry 252.

Molecular Biology and Biochemistry. Every

spring.

Woodruff.
Comprehensive laboratory course in molecular biology and biochemistry that reflects how
research is conducted and communicated. Includes sequential weekly experiments, resulting
in a cohesive, semester-long research project. Begins with genetic engineefmg to produce a

Peter

J.

recombinant protein,^continues with its purification, arid finishes with functional and structural

1

Courses of Instruction
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Emphasis

characterization.

is

on cloning

strategy, controlling protein expression,

and protein

characterization using techniques such as polymerase chain reaction, affinity chromatography,

and high-performance liquid chromatography. Students also learn to
manipulate data using structural and image analysis software. (Same as Biolog\' 263.)
Prerequisite: Previous credit or concurrent registration in Biolog>' 224 (same as Chemistry
isoelectric focusing,

231

291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study in Chemistry. The Department.
Laboralor) or literature-based investigation of a topic in chemistry. Topics are determined by

member. Designed

the student and a supervising faculty
at iea.st

who have not completed

four of the 200-level courses required for the chemistry major.

Knvironmental Fate of Organic Chemicals.

3()5a

for students

More

Fall 2009.

Dharni Vasudevan.

than 1(K).(KX) synthetic chemicals are currently in daily use. In order to determine

the risk posed to

humans and ecosystems, we need

to

understand and anticipate the extent

and routes of chemical exposure. Addresses the fate of organic chemicals following their
intentional or unintentional release into the environment. Why do these chemicals either
persist or break
soil,

down, and how

between surface water, ground water,

are they distributed

sediments, biota, and air? Analysis of chemical structure

is

used to gain insight into

molecular interactions that determine the various chemical transfer and transformation
processes, while emphasizing the quantitatise description of these processes.

Knvironmental
Prerequisite:

(Same

as

305
Chemistry 225.
.Studies

)

310a. Instrumental .\nalysis. Spring 2010. Ei.izabhth A. Stkmmler.
Theoretical and practical aspects of instrumental techniques, including nuclear magnetic

resonance spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy,
are covered, in conjunction with

Raman

spectroscopy, and mass spectrometry

advanced chromatographic methods. Applications of
em ironmeiital samples are covered.

instrumental techniques to the analysis of biological and

Lectures and two hours of laborator) work per week.
Prerequisite:

Chemistry 210 or permission of

[325a Structure Determination
331a.

C

hemical

Bioloj;\. Spring

Organic

in

20

10.

Danii

hemistry.]

(

1

the instructor.

1

1

H.

l)i lu

.

The power of organic synthesis has had a tremendous impact on our understanding of
Examines case studies in which synthetically derived small molecules

biological systems.

have been used as

l(X)ls to tca.se

out answers to questions of biological significance. Topics

include synthetic strategies that have been used to
ot

make

derivatives of (he major classes

biomolecules (nucleic acids, proteins, carbohydrates, and

lipids),

and the experimental

breakthroughs these molecules have enabled (e.g..|>olymera.se-chain react ion. )N A sequencing.
I

microarray technology). Emphasis

is

on current

literature,

experimental design, and

critical

review of manuscripts.
Prerequisite

Chemistr> 232 (same

as

.MOa Advanced Inorganic (hemistry.
hu)r^'anic

chcrnistrs

vfxu troscop). and

is

iiKrcdibI)

quantum based

Biology 232).
Fall 20()9 .lniki> K. N\(.ii

diverse and wide ranging

theories aiul computational

in

scope. Svinmetry,

methods are employetl

to gain

iiisighl mio the molecular and electronic structures aiul reaction mechamsms of inorganic
compounds. Examples from the current literature emphasi/ed. including topics in inorganic

photcK'hcmislry and biochemistry Chemistrv 252
Prerequisite ('hemlKtry

240 or |x.Tmission

is

recommended.

of the instructor.
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Classics

350a. Atmospheric Chemistry. Spring 2010. Laura Voss.

An in-depth study in the chemistry that affects atmospheric composition and global climate
change. Topics include ozone depletion, tropospheric pollution, understanding past climates,

and modern research techniques. (Same as Environmental Studies 350.)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 109 and Chemistry 251 or Physics 229, or permission of the
instructor.

401a-404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Chemistry. The Department.
Advanced version of Chemistry 291-294. Students are expected to demonstrate a higher
level of

ownership of

their research

problem and

to

have completed

at least

four of the

200-level courses required for the major.

Classics
Jennifer Clarke Kosak, Department Chair

Tammis
Professor: Barbara Weiden

L. Lareau,

Department Coordinator

Boyd

Associate Professors: James A. Higginbotham, Jennifer Clarke Kosak
Assistant Professor: Robert B. Sobak
Visiting Faculty:

Ryan

Ricciardi

The Department of Classics

offers three major programs: one with a focus on language and
one with a focus on classical archaeology (Classical Archaeology), and
one that looks at the ancient world from multiple perspectives (Classical Studies). Students
pursuing these majors are encouraged to study not only the languages and literatures but also
the physical monuments of Greece and Rome. This approach is reflected in the requirements
for the three major programs: for all, requirements in Greek and/or Latin and in classical
culture must be fulfilled. Courses in which a grade below C- is earned may not be used to
literature (Classics),

fulfill

the requirements for any of the

programs offered by the department. Courses taken

with the Credit/D/Fail grading option also

may

not be used to

fulfill

the requirements for

any of the programs offered by the department.
Classics

The
no

classics

program

classical languages

is

arranged to accommodate both those students

and those

who have had

objective of

Greek and Latin courses

the original.

By

is

who have

studied

extensive training in Latin and Greek.

to study the ancient languages

and

The

literatures in

their very nature, these courses involve students in the politics, history,

and philosophies of antiquity. Advanced language courses focus on the analysis of textual
material and on literary criticism.

Requirements for the Major

The major

in Classics

in classics consists of ten courses. At least six of the ten courses are to be chosen
from offerings in Greek and Latin and should include at least two courses in Greek or Latin
at the 300 level. Of the remaining courses, one should be chosen from Archaeology 101
or 102, one should be chosen from Classics 101 or 102, and one should be chosen from
Classics 211 or 212. Of the courses a student wishes to count towards the major, at least
one at the 300 level should be taken during the senior year. Students concenti^ting in one of
the languages are encouraged to take at least two courses in the other. As a capstone to this

;

Courses of Instruction
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major, a research seminar taken in the junior or senior year

is

required; a research seminar

one in which a substantial research project is undertaken and successfully completed.
Research seminars may include Archaeology 303. Archaeology 304. Classics 305. Greek
391-392. Latin 310
is

Classical Archaeology

Within the hroadercontext of classical studies, the classical archaeology program pays special
attention to the ph\ sical remains of classical antiquity. Students studying classical archaeology

should develop an understanding of

knowledge of the

past,

as philology, history,

the

how

archaeological evidence can contribute to our

and of how archaeological study interacts with such related disciplines

and

they should acquire an appreciation for

art history. In particular,

unique balance of w ritten and

physical sources that

makes classical archaeology

a central

part of classical studies.

Requirements for the Major
Ihe major

in classical

in Classical

Archaeology

archaeology consists of ten courses. At least five of the ten courses

from offerings in archaeology, and should include Archaeology 101. 102,
one archaeology course at the 300 level. At least four of the remaining courses

are to be chosen

and

at least

are to be chosen
level.

As

from offerings

in

Greek or

Latin,

a capstone to this major, a research

and should include

seminar taken

in the

at least

one

at

the

300

junior or senior year

is

one in which a substantial research project is undertaken and
successfully c(^mplctcd. Research seminars ma\ include Archaeology 303. Archaeology

required; a research seminar

is

304. Classics 305. (ireek 391 392. Latin 310.
Classical Studies

The

classical studies

major provides a useful foundation for students

who

disciplinary view of the ancient world. The major combines courscwork

seek a multiin

an ancient

language (CJreek or Latin) with courses that explore the culture, history, and traditions of
the ancient Mediterranean.

KequirenRnts for the Major

in Classical

Studies

The major

in classical studies consists often courses. At least eight courses must be selected
from within the department. A minimum of two courses should be elected in a single ancient
language (Greek or Latin). The appropriate level depends on the student's preparation and is

determined b\ the department. The remaining classes should include Classics 101. 102.211,

and 212.

at least

one course

in classical

archaeology;

at least

one and not more than two classes

outside the iVpartmenl of Classics and chosen from the following (or from other appropriate

Anthropology 102 or 221
Religion 215 or 216; Lnglish/

offerings in these disciplines, with classics department approval

Art Historv 213 or 215 (iovernment 240: ThiiosophN

Theater 106. and

at least

research project

undertaken

111;

):

two advanced courses in the department at the 3(K) level, one of
vvhK h must be a designated research seminar. As a capstone to this major, a research seminar
taken m the junior or senior year is requireil; a research semjnar is one in which a suhslantial
is

Arcluief»lou\ M\.\

anil successfully

\rchaeolog> .MM

(

completed. Research seminars

lassies 305. (ireek 391

may

include

392. Latin 310

lnterdis<ip|jnar> Maj«u

The dcpartmeni panicipatcs
.Sec

page

20*'

in

an interdisciplinary program

in

archaeology and

art history.
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Classics

Requirements for the Minor
Students

may choose

a minor in one of five areas:
the department, including at least four in the

Greek

1.

Greek: Five courses

2.

Latin: Five courses in the department, including at least four in the Latin language;

3.

Classics: Five courses in the department, including at least four in the classical

in

language;

languages; of these four, one should be either
4.

Archaeology: Six courses

in the

Greek 204

or Latin 205 or 206;

department, including either Archaeology 101 or

102, one archaeology course at the 300 level, and two other archaeology courses;
5.

Classical Studies (Greek or Roman): Six courses, including:
a.

Greek studies concentration: two courses in the Greek language;
Archaeology 101; one of the following: Classics 17 (or any other appropriate
first-year seminar). Classics 101, 102, or 211 or Philosophy 111 or Government

—for

the

;

;

240; and two of the following: Archaeology 203 or any 300-level archaeology
course focusing primarily on Greek material; Classics 291-294 (Independent
Study) or any 200- or 300-level Greek or classics course focusing primarily on

b.

Greek material.
—for the Roman studies concentration: two courses in the Latin language;
Archaeology 102; one of the following: Classics 16 (or any other appropriate
first-year seminar). Classics 101, 102, or 212; or Philosophy 111; or Government
240; and two of the following: Archaeology 204 or any 300-level archaeology
course focusing primarily on Roman material; or Classics 291-294 (Independent
Study) or any 200- or 300-level Latin or classics course focusing primarily on

Roman
Other courses

material.

in the

Bowdoin curriculum may be applied

to this

minor

if

approved by

the classics department.

Classics

and Archaeology

at

Bowdoin and Abroad

Archaeology classes regularly use the outstanding collection of ancient
College

Museum of Art. Of special

numerous opportunities

Bowdoin

note are the exceptionally fine holdings in Greek painted

pottery and the very full and continuous survey of Greek and
are

art in the

Roman coins.

In addition, there

work abroad. Bowdoin is a participating member of
Studies in Rome, where students majoring in classics

for study or

the Intercollegiate Center for Classical

and classical archaeology can study

in the junior

year (see page 50).

It is

also possible to

receive course credit for field experience on excavations. Interested students should consult

members of the department

for further information.

Students contemplating graduate study in classics or classical archaeology are advised

one modem language in college, as most graduate programs
French and German as well as in Latin and Greek.

to begin the study of at least

require competence in

ARCHAEOLOGY
Archaeology 101 and 102

are offered in alternate years.

)

1

Courses of Instruction
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101c Introduction to Greek Art and Archaeology. Fall 2009. Ryan Ricciardi.
Inircxluces the techniques and methods of classical archaeology as revealed through an

examination of Greek material culture. Emphasis upon the major monuments and
the Greek world from prehistor>

artifacts

of

to the Hellenistic age. Architecture, sculpture, fresco painting,

and other '"minor arts" are examined at such sites as Knossos, Mycenae. Athens, Delphi,
and Olympia. Considers the nature of this archaeological evidence and the relationship of
classical archaeology to other disciplines such as art history, history,

and

classics.

Assigned

reading supplements illustrated presentations of the major archaeological finds of the Greek

(Same

world.

as

Art Hi.story 209.

102c Introduction to

Roman

Archaeology.

Sur\c\s the material culture
the

Roman

state

through

its

Roman

o\'

de\elopment

society,
into a

from

Ricciardi.

Italy's prehistory

and the origins of

cosmopolitan empire, and concludes with

the fundamental reorganization during the late third

Lectures explore ancient sites such as

Ryan

Fall 2010.

and early fourth centuries of our

era.

Rome. Pompeii, Athens, Ephesus. and others around
monuments and artifacts of the Roman era:

the Mediterranean. Emphasis upon the major

and other "minor

architecture, sculpture, fresco painting,

arts."

Considers the nature of

this

archaeological e\idence and the relationship of classical archaeology to other disciplines such
as

an

the

histor\. histor>.

and

classics.

Assigned reading supplements

major archaeological finds of the

Roman

world.

(Same

as

illustrated presentations

of

Art History 210.)

201c .\rchaeolog> of the Hellenistic World. Spring 2010. Ryan Ricciardi.

Examines

From

record.
in

323

B.C.,

the reign and legacy of Alexander the Great, as evidenced in the archaeological
his accession to the throne of

Macedonia

in

336 b.c,

until his

untimely death

Alexander extended the boundaries of the Greek world from the Balkans

to

Egypt. Mesopotamia, and Asia as far as the Indus River Covers the dramatic de\elopments
in sculpture, painting, architecture,

the time of

Alexander the Great

and the minor

until the

Rome

readings supplement illustrated presentations of the major
in

the

in the first

century

monuments and

b.c.

Assigned

artifact sessions

Bowdoin College Museum of Art.

|207c W. Who ()\uis the Past?
he Roles of
Culture (Same as .\nthropolog\ 205. )|
-

|20Sc

At

cosmopolitan Greek world from

arts in the

advent of

I

IP

least

one

The Archaeology

.^(H)-le\el

(aught on this

of Iroy

in

Preserving and Presenting

|

archaeology course

La el include

Museums

is

offered each year Topics and/or periods recently

Greek Bron/e Age. lilruscan art and archaeology. Greek
and Roman numismatics, and Pompeii and the cities of \'esu\ ins. The 3()()-level courses
the

currently scheduled are:

|302c Ancient Nuinisniatics

MiM

\iuieiil \i

t

in the

j

Making

.Spring 2010.

J

ami

s

IIi(.(.inh()Iham.

f-.xamincs the prcK'csscs used in the creation of ancient Mediterranean

housed

in the collections

and materials involved

of the Bowdoin College

in the

Museum

t>f

art.

Using

artifacts

Art. explores the techim|iics

pnHluclion of sculpture, painting, mosaics, pottery, glass,

}cwclr>. and coins Important themes include the identity ami status ol artists, cross-cultural
influences, technical innovations, and the \aried contexts in

which

artifacts are fouml. Stuilcnt

research connects the work of ancient artists to the practice of their

Mudy

visits to ItKal

Prerequisite

modern counterparts by

workshops.

Arrhae<)log> 101 or 102. or Art Histor\ 100

m

101

101

Classics

304c. Pompeii

and the

Cities of Vesuvius. Fall 2009.

Ryan

Ricciardi.

The archaeological record of Pompeii and the neighboring towns of the Bay of Naples is
unique in the range and completeness of its testimony about domestic, economic, religious,
social, and political life in the first century a.d. Examines archaeological, literary, and
documentary material ranging from architecture and sculpture to wall painting, graffiti, and
the floral remains of ancient gardens, but focuses on interpreting the archaeological record
for insight into the everyday life of the Romans. Archaeological materials are introduced
through illustrated presentations and supplementary texts.
Prerequisite:

[310c

-

Archaeology 101 or 102, or permission of the

instructor.

Urban Development, Suburban Space: The Archaeology of

IP.

the

Campus

Martins.]

CLASSICS
First- Year

For a

full

Seminar

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

Shame, Honor, and Responsibility.

lie.

[16c. Cultural
[17c.

Connections

in the

Fall 2009. Jennifer

Clarke Kosak.

Ancient Mediterranean.]

The Heroic Age: Ancient Supermen and Wonder Women.]

Introductory, Intermediate, and
Classics 101 and 102 are offered

101c

-

ESD,

IP. Classical

102c

-

ESD,

IP. Introduction to

Advanced Courses

in alternate years.

Mythology. Spring 2010. Jennifer Clarke Kosak.
Focuses on the mythology of the Greeks and the use of myth in classical literature. Other
topics considered are recurrent patterns and motifs in Greek myths; a cross-cultural study
of ancient creation myths; the relation of mythology to religion; women's roles in myth;
and the application of modern anthropological, sociological, and psychological theories to
classical myth. Concludes with an examination of Ovid's use of classical mythology in the
Metamorphoses.
Ancient Greek Culture. Spring 201

Introduces students to the study of the literature and culture
different

Greek responses

to issues such as religion

The Department.
of ancient Greece. Examines
1

.

and the role of gods

in

human

existence,

heroism, the natural world, the individual and society, and competition. Considers forms of

Greek rationalism, the flourishing of various literary and artistic media, Greek experimentation
with different political systems, and concepts of Hellenism and barbarism. Investigates not
only what we do and do not know about ancient Greece, but also the types of evidence and
methodologies with which we construct this knowledge. Evidence is drawn primarily from
the works of authors such as Homer, Sappho, Herodotus, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides,
Thucydides, Aristophanes, Plato, and Hippocrates, but attention is also given to documentary
and artistic sources. All readings are done in translation.
211c

-

ESD. History of Ancient Greece: Bronze Age

to the

Death of Alexander.

Fall

2009. Robert Sobak.

Surveys the history of Greek-speaking peoples from the Bronze Age (c. 3000-1 100 b.c.e.) to
the death of Alexander the Great in 323 b.c.e. Traces the political, economic, social, religious,

and

cultural

developments of the Greeks

in the

broader context of the Mediterranean world.

Courses of Instruction

102

Topics include the institution oi\hQ polls (city-state); hoplite warfare: Greek colonization; the

Greek "science," philosophy, and rhetoric; and fifth-century Athenian democracy
and imperialism. Necessarily focuses on Athens and Sparta, but attention is also given to
the variety of social and political structures found in different Greek communities. Special
attention is given to examining and attempting to understand the distinctix ely Greek outlook
in regard to gender, the relationship between human and di\ ine, freedom, and the divisions
bciueen Greeks and barbarians (non-Greeks). A variety of sources — literary, epigraphical,
archaeological — are presented, and students learn how to use them as historical documents.

origins of

(Same

as History 201.)

Rome. Every

212c. .Ancient

Surveys the history of

Rome from

economic, religious,

the political,

context ot

other spring. Spring 201

Rome's growth from

sources

is

in the

dommani power

in

given to such topics as urbanism, imperialism,

Greek culture and law, and multi-culturalism. Introduces

different types of

— literary, epigraphical, archaeological, etc. — for use as historical documents. (Same
202

as History

)

IP .\rtisans,

and Manual Labor

1222c

K.SI).

|224c

K.SI). IP.

|232c

KSI) Ancient (ireek Theater

241c

Considers

a.d.

and cultural developments of the Romans

a small settlement in central Italy to the

the .Mediterranean world. Special attention

the influence of

Robert Sobak.

beginnings to the fourth century

its

social,

1.

IP

.\rtistry,

Roman

City and Country in

The Iransformations

" Iransformation"

is

in

Ancient Greece.)

Culture. (Same as History 214.)]

|

of Ovid. Fall 2(X)9. Barbara Wkiden Boyd.

both a translation of the title of Ovid's greatest work, the Metamorphoses,

theme of which is mythical transformation, and a term that can be aptly applied as well
and work of Ovid, whose w ildly successful social and literary career was radically
transformed in S a.d. by Augustus's decree of'exile, from w hich 0\ id was never to return. The
work "transformation" also captures the essence of Ovid's literary afterlife, during w hich his
work has taken on new incarnations in the creative responses of novelists, poets, dramatists,
artists, and composers. Begins with an overview of Ovid's pcxrtry; culminates in a careful
reading and discussit)n of the formal elements and central themes of the Mrianiorphoses.
Also examines Ovid's afterlife, with special attention paid to his iiilertexlual presence in
the works of Shakespeare. Iran/ Kafka. Joseph Brodsky. 'Vcl\ Hughes, Cristoph Ransmayr,
Antonio Tabucchi. David Malouf. and Mary Zimmerman. All reatlings in English.
the

to the life

305c Leisure, Class, and "I he Liberal Arts"
Sobak.

As

in

Ancient (ireecc. Spring 2010. Rohiri

a student, here you are with the lime, the means, and the motivation to devote four

years of your
the "liberal

Greek word

life to a

arts'*

non-vtKational curriculum

college. Just as the linglish

for "leisure." so 1(h)

arts" education derive

at a

distinctively

words "school"

aiul

American

"scholar

"

institution:

derive from the

do many of our own ideas about what constitute

from a particular place and moment

in time:

ancient Greece.

a "lilx'ral

Examines

not only a wide variety of idealistic prescriptions lor educational practice by writers such

Xcnophon and Aristotle, but also the historical context within which such ideals
were born Confronts, among other things, questions of lime, socio economic status, political

as Plato.

ida)logy. and intellfitualisni

issm-s

th;ii

h;iw

;is

nun

h mi(>ortance

today as they did

2..S(K)

years ago.
Prerequisite:

One

100- or 200-lcvel course in classics, or permission of

(312c Ancient (»ri*vk NUdicine

1

ilic

instructor

Classics

1

03

GREEK
Elementary Greek

101c.

I.

Clarke Kosak.
elements of ancient Greek grammar and syntax; emphasizes

Fall 2009. Jennifer

Introduces students to basic

the development of reading proficiency

and includes readings, both adapted and in the original,

of various Greek authors. Focuses on Attic dialect.

Elementary Greek II. Spring 2010. Jennifer Clarke Kosak.
A continuation of Greek 101; introduces students to more complex grammar and syntax,

102c.

while emphasizing the development of reading proficiency. Includes readings, both adapted

and

in the original,

of Greek authors such as Plato and Euripides. Focuses on Attic dialect.

Greek for Reading. Every fall. Fall 2009. Robert Sobak.
A review of the essentials of Greek grammar and syntax and an introduction to the reading

203c. Intermediate

of Greek prose and sometimes poetry. Materials to be read change from year to year, but

always include a major prose work. Equivalent of Greek 102 or two to three years of high
school Greek

204c

-

An

IP.

is

required.

Homer. Every

spring. Spring 2010.

Barbara Weiden Boyd.

introduction to the poetry of Homer. Focuses both on reading and on interpreting

Homeric

At

is

epic.

least

one advanced Greek course

is

offered each year.

to give students the opportunity for sustained reading

The aim of each of these courses

and discussion of at

author or genre representative of classical Greek literature. Primary focus

least
is

one major

on the

texts,

with serious attention given as well both to the historical context from which these works

emerged and to contemporary discussions and debates concerning these works.
Department faculty generally attempt to schedule offerings in response to the needs and
interests of concentrators. Topics and/or authors frequently taught on this level include Greek
lyric and elegiac poetry Homer 's 0Jv.9.v^>'; Greek drama ( including the tragedies of Aeschylus,
Sophocles, and Euripides, and the comedies of Aristophanes and Menander); Greek history
(including Herodotus and Thucydides); Greek philosophy (including Plato and Aristotle);
Greek rhetoric and oratory; and the literature of the Alexandrian era. The 300-level course
to be offered in 2009-20010 is to be determined by consultation with Professor Kosak.
;

391c-392c. Special Topics in Greek. Spring 2010. Robert Sobak.

LATIN
Elementary Latin I. Every fall. Fall 2009. Ryan Ricciardi.
Athorough presentation of the elements of Latin grammar. Emphasis is placed on achieving

101c.

a reading proficiency.

Every spring. Spring 2010. Ryan Ricciardi.
A continuation of Latin 101. During this term, readings are based on unaltered passages

102c.

Elementary Latin

II.

of classical Latin.
203c. Intermediate Latin for Reading. Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Barbara Weiden Boyd.

A review of the essentials of Latin grammar and syntax and,an introduction to the reading
of Latin prose and poetry. Materials to be read change from year to year, but always include
a

major prose work. Equivalent of Latin 102 or two

required.

to three years

of high^school Latin

^
^

is

1

04

Courses of Instruction

204c

-

IP. Studies in

An

Latin Literature. Every spring. Spring 2010. Robert Sob.\k.

introduction to different genres

and themes

in

The

Latin literature.

subject matter

and authors covered may change from year to year (e.g.. selections from Virgil's Aeneici
and Livy's History, or from Lucretius. 0\ id. and Cicero), but attention is always given to
the historical and literary context of the authors read.

Latin texts,

some readings from

While the primary focus

of Latin 203 or three to four years of high school Latin

Latin 205 and 206 are offered

miroduciion

on reading

is

required.

in alternate years.

205c. Latin Prose. Ever> other year. Fall 2010.

An

is

Latin literature in translation are also assigned. Equivalent

to the content, genres,

The Dep.\rtment.

and style of the greatest writers of Latin prose

(including speeches, rhetorical and philosophical works, and historical texts). Authors to be

ma> include Cicero, Sallust, Livy, Tacitus, or Suetonius. Equivalent of Latin 204 or
four or more years of high school Latin is required.
read

206c.

An

Roman Comedy.

Every other

year. Fall 2009. Jennifer

Clarke Kosak.

introduction to the earliest complete texts that survive from Latin antiquity, the plays

One

two plays are read in Latin, and several others in English
translation. Students are introduced to modern scholarship on the history and interpretation
of Roman theater. Equivalent of Latin 204 or four or more years o\' high school Latin is
of Plautus and Terence.

or

required.

One advanced

Latin course

is

offered each semester.

to give students the opportunity for sustained reading

The aim of each of these courses

and discussion of

and

to

one major

on the texts, with
context from which these works emerged

author or genre representative of classical Latin literature. Primary focus
serious attention given as well both to the historical

at least

is

is

contemporary discussions and debates concerning these works.

IX-partment faculty generally attempt to schedule offerings

in

response to the needs

and mleresis of concentrators. Topics and/or authors frequently taught on

Roman

history

this level include

(including Sallust, Livy, and Tacitus); Ovid's Mctcunorphoscs: Elegiac

poetry; Cicero's oratory; Virgil's Aeneid or Eclogues and Georgics:

Peironius and Apuleius); satire; and

comedy

Roman

novel (including

(including Plautus and Terence).

The

3()0-k\el

courses currently scheduled are:

301c

IP Livy.

Fall 2(X)9.

Barbara Weiden Boyd.

Historian Titus Livius (Livy.
the histor> of

Rome from

its

c.

.'>9

h.(

beginnings

.E.-I7 c.e.)
until the

is

our single most important source for

age of Augustus. His

jirose liistor> in 142

b(X)ks (of which appro\nnalel> thirty li\e survive) provides rich insight into

Rome's creation

ofits identity as a world empire, as well as tletailed analysis dI the personalities. e\cnis.

;iiul

changes that sha|K*d the ancient Mediterranean world. FiKUseson the close
rcadmgofoneb<H)k of Livy's historical narrative and develops a working definition of ancient

social

and

political

hislDriography through reailingsol inodern studies of Livy's work. Weekly reailing of Livy's
L^itin \c\\

coinplementid

J30.^t

Xuuusline

I

|305t

IP VIrKil

I

\Mfh

IP

liicltus

I

;itul

stippoiu-d In wrc'kly exercisi's in Latin proso toinposition

Computer Science

310c

-

IP. Catullus. Spring 2010.

and history;

and elegiac poetry have often been thought
descriptions of a soul tormented by warring emotions,

in his

Catullus appears to speak to and for

Catullus

is

a

Roman poet— indeed,

a

lyric

who have felt love, desire, hatred, or despair. But
Roman poQipar excellence, under whose guidance the
all

poetic tools once wielded by the Greeks were once and for
to the literary

05

Barbara Weiden Boyd.

The intimacy and immediacy of Catullan
to transcend time

1

and social ferment of

first

century

b.c.e.

all

appropriated

Rome.

in

and adapted

Close reading of the entire

Catullan corpus in Latin complemented by discussion and analysis of contemporary studies of
Catullus' work, focusing on constructions of gender and sexuality in

contexts for Catullus's work, and Catullus

[312c

-

IP.

Roman Tragedy,

Independent Study

in

in

Roman

intellectual

Roman poetry, the political
and cultural

history.

j

Archaeology, Classics, Greek, and Latin.

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.

401c^04c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors. The Department.

Computer Science
Stephen M. Majercik, Department Chair

Suzanne M. Theberge, Senior Department Coordinator

Associate Professors: Eric L.

Chown, Stephen M. Majercik, Laura

I.

Toma

Assistant Professor: Adriana Palacio

The major

in

computer science

is

designed to introduce students to the two fundamental

What computational tasks is a computer capable of doing? How
we
implement
efficient algorithms to solve large, complex problems?
can
design, analyze, and
questions of the discipline:

Thus, the discipline requires thinking

in

both abstract and concrete terms and the major

provides an opportunity for students to develop the analytical skills necessary for efficient

algorithm design as well as the practical skills necessary for the implementation of those
algorithms.

The range of problems

science spans

many

disciplines,

that

can be attacked using the techniques of computer

and computer

scientists often

become

proficient in other

Examples of problems that students can study in the department include cryptography
and network security, geographic information systems, robotics, artificial intelligence in
computer games, and planning under uncertainty. The computer science major can serve as
areas.

preparation for graduate study in computer science as well as careers in teaching, research,

and industry (such as financial services and Internet-related businesses).

Requirements for the Major
The major

in

Computer Science

computer science courses and three mathematics courses. The
computer science portion of the major consists of an introductory course. Computer Science
101; four intermediate "core" courses (Computer Science 210, 231, 270, and 289); two
300-level elective courses; and a third elective that may be satisfied by any remaining course
consists of eight

Courses of Instruction

106

numbered 260 or higher, or an independent study. The mathematics portion of the major
consists of Mathematics 161 or the equivalent; Mathematics 200; and another mathematics
course numbered 165 or higher. Prospecti\e majors should take Computer Science 210 and
Mathematics 200 as soon as possible after Computer Science 101. since one or both of
these courses are prerequisites for all other computer science courses.
Students, particularlv those who intend to do graduate work in computer science or a related
held, are encouraged to collaborate with faculty on research projects through independent
.

studies, honors projects,

and fellowship-funded summer research.

Computer science shares
and

interests

mathematics, logic

statistics in

in

w

ith a

number of other

disciplines, e.g. probability

philosophy, and cognition

computers are increasingly being used as a tool

in

in

psychology. In addition,

other disciplines, including the social sciences

and the humanities as well as the natural sciences. The department encourages students to
explore these relationships; courses that ma\ be of particular interest include Mathematics

204 (formerly Mathematics 174). 225. and 265; Music 218; Philosophy 210.
223 and 233: Psychology 216 and 270: and Visual .\rts 255.
165 201

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

Computer Science

in

computer science course or the equivalent.
Computer Science 210, and any three additional computer science courses at the 200 level
consists of five courses: a 10()-level

or above.

Interdisciplinary .Major

The department

participates in an interdisciplinary major

program

in

computer science and

mathematics. See page 209.

I

uifiiiin^

To

fulfill

Re(juirements

the

major or minor requirements, or to serve as a prerequisite for another computer

science course, a grade of C- or better must be earned in a course. Courses taken with the
Crcdit/D'Fail grading option

ma\

not be used to fuHill

major ov mincer requirements.

IntrtKluctory Courses

MCSR

I5(hi

tola

\l(

What
mipact

in

is

SR

Computing: loolsand Issues
IntnMluction to

j

Computer Science

computer science, what are

its

l:\ery semesicr.

applications

in

liii

l)i

i'AKrMi:Nr.

other disciplines, and what

is its

s<Kicty ? A stcp-by-slep introduction lotheart of problem solving using the computer

and the Java language. Provides a broad introduction to computer science and pn)gramming
through real-lite applications. Weekly labs pro\ ide experiments with the concepts presented
in
lass Xssiimis no prioi k ti.ivv Icilge ot computers or programmmg.
I

hil( rim-(Ji;i(i

210a
tft

\I(

.iiid

\(l\ iiu i-d

SR Data

(

durses

Structures. Hvcry semester. I.aika Ioma.

Solving complex algorithmic problems requires the use of appropriate data siruciuics such
Macks, priority queues, search trees, dictionaries, hash tables, and graphs. It also requires

the Ability lo measure ihc efficiency of operations such as sorting and searching in order to

make

effective choices

among

alternative solutions Offers a study of tlata structures, their

and their use in soKmg computational problems Laboratory exercises provide
an opportunity lo design and implement these structures. Students interested in taking

efficiency,

Computer Science

Computer Science 210
before class

-

computer science placement examination

starts.

Prerequisite:

231a

are required to pass the

107

MCSR.

Computer Science 101
Algorithms. Every

fall.

or permission of the instructor,

Laura Toma.

An introductory course on the design and analysis of algorithms building on concepts
from Computer Science 210. Introduces a number of basic algorithms for a variety of
problems such as searching, sorting, selection, and graph problems (e.g., spanning trees
and shortest paths). Discusses analysis techniques, such as recurrences and amortization,
as well as algorithm design paradigms such as divide-and-conquer,

dynamic programming,

and greedy algorithms.
Prerequisite:

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200, or permission of the

instructor.

[250a

-

[260a

270a

-

MCSR.

Principles of

MCSR.

Software Design

MCSR.

Programming Languages.]
]

Artificial Intelligence. Fall 2009. Stephen Majercik.

in programming computers to do tasks
would require intelligence if people did them. State-space and heuristic search techniques,
logic and other knowledge representations, reinforcement learning, neural networks, and
other approaches are applied to a variety of problems with an emphasis on agent-based

Explores the principles and techniques involved

that

approaches.
Prerequisite:

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200, or permission of the

instructor.

[280a. Projects in

289a

-

Computer

Science.]

MCSR. Theory of Computation.

Every spring. Adriana Palacio.

Studies the nature of computation and examines the principles that determine what

computational capabilities are required to solve particular classes of problems. Topics include
an introduction to the connections between language theory and models of computation, and
a study of unsolvable problems.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 200 or permission of the

instructor.

291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study in Computer Science. The Department.
320a. Robotics. Fall 2009. Eric Chown.

Robotics is a challenging discipline that encourages students to apply theoretical ideas from
a number of different areas

— artificial intelligence, cognitive science, operations research — in

programming robots to do useful tasks. Two
of the biggest challenges are building effective models of the world using inaccurate and
limited sensors, and using such models for efficient robotic planning and control. Addresses
these problems from both a theoretical perspective (computational complexity and algorithm

pursuit of an exciting, practical application:

development) and a practical perspective (systems and human/robot interaction) through
multiple

programming

Prerequisite:

projects involving simulated and actual robots.

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200, or permission of the

instructor.

[325a.

330a.

Modern Cryptography.]
Computer Graphics. Spring

2010. Adriana Palacio.

An introduction to computer graphics hardware, algorithms, and software. Covers the
fundamentals of rendering and modeling. Focuses on real-time applications^uSing OpenGL.

1

Courses of Instruction

08

Topics include line generators, affine transformations, line and polygon clipping, splines,
interactive techniques, perspective projection, solid modeling, hidden surface algorithms,
lighting models, shading,

and animation.

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

Prerequisite:

200. or permission of the

instructor.

340a Spatial Data Structures. Spring 2010. Laura Toma.

many disciplines the data being collected

In

Computing on

spatial data

applications, ranging
(

is

is

spatial, that

is, it

has geometric coordinates.

a fast-moving area of research in computer science with

from robotics and computer graphics

to

environmental science, physics

finite-element analysis). engineering (computer-aided design), and biology (bioinformatics).

Explores fundamental data structures on spatial data, such as the B-tree, quad-tree, kd-tree,
range

tree,

BSP tree,

R-tree: and

how

they can be used to address basic problems like range

and containment queries, nearest neighbor queries, segment intersection, point location, ray
tracing, and \ isibility. Discusses the data structures from a theory and practical point of view,
emphasizing the underlying paradigms, the trade-offs (time-space, theory-practice), and the

CPU. and lO performance.
Prerequisite: Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200. or permission of the

instructor.

35()a

A Computing

Perspective of (ilS. Spring 201

1.

Laura Toma.

Geographic Information Systems (CIS) are computer systems for storing, displaying
and analyzing geographically referenced, or geospatial. data. Using CIS one can keep track
of the location of objects such as boundaries, rivers, roads,

cities,

railways: determine the

Hooding or erosion: track the position

closest public hospital: tind the areas susceptible to

of a car on a map; or find the shortest route from one location to another. For computer
scientists,

GIS

is

a rich source of problems spanning

to databases, networks,

from theory and algorithm engineering,

and systems. Gives a computing perspective of GIS, and presents the

basic problems encountered in designing GIS: data models, representation, basic algorithms

and algorithm optimi/ation.
Prerequisite:

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200, or permission ol

ihe

instructor.

355a ( o^nitive Architecture fail 2010. 1:ric Chown.
Advances in computer science, psychology, and neuroscience have shown that humans
process information in ways that arc very different from those used by computers. Hxplorcs
the architecture and mechanisms that the human brain uses to process information. In man\
cases, these mechanisms are contrasletl with iheir counterparts in traditional compulei design.
A central t(KUs is to discern when the human cognitive architecture works well, when
performs p(K)rly. and why. Conceptually oriented, drawing ideas Iroin conipuicr science.
psychology, and neuroscience. No programming experience necessary
Prerequisite: One of the following: Computer Science 231 or 250. Biology 214 or 253.
it

or Psycholi^^v 270. or permission of the insirialor
^f}0,^
(

(

(imputer and Net\%ork Security.

I

all 2{)0^>.

Adkiana Pai

acio.

o^cis the iuiulanicntal concepts and techniques used to ensure secure computing

aiul

communication. lopics include cryptographic protocols, code security and exploitation
(bu^cr overflows, race conditions. SQL injection, etc.). access control and authentication.
covert channels. prolcK'oJ attacks, (irewalis. intrusion detection/prevention, viruses/worms and
hots,

spyware and phishing. denial-of-service. privacy/anonymity, and computer forensics.
in designing and iniplcmcnting

Pnivides an appreciation of the fundamental challenges

Economics

\

09

secure systems as well as an understanding of the base technologies and threats in today's

interconnected environment.
Prerequisite:

Computer Science 210

or permission of the instructor.

375a. Optimization and Uncertainty. Spring 2010. Stephen Majercik.

Optimization problems and the need to cope with uncertainty arise frequently
real world.

A

intelligence,

is

numeric framework, rather than the symbolic one of traditional
useful for expressing such problems. In addition to providing a

in the

artificial

way of dealing

with uncertainty, this approach sometimes permits performance guarantees for algorithms.

Topics include constraint satisfaction, systematic and non-systematic search techniques,
probabilistic inference

and planning, and population-based optimization techniques

(e.g.,

genetic algorithms and ant colony optimization).
Prerequisite:

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200, or permission of the

instructor.

380a. Artificial Intelligence and

Computer Games.

Computer games are becoming an increasingly
techniques in certain areas of artificial

Spring 2012. Siephen Majercik.

utilized test-bed for the

development of new

intelligence (AI) research (knowledge representation;

same time, AI techniques
commercial computer games to provide interesting

search; planning, reasoning, and learning under uncertainty). At the

becoming increasingly necessary

are

and

realistic synthetic characters.

in

Explores that symbiosis by studying a subset of relevant

AI techniques, using those techniques
characters in actual computer games.
Prerequisite:

to create

Computer Science 210

Al-endowed

characters, and testing the

or permission of the instructor.

401a^04a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

Computer

in

Science.

The

Department.

Economics
Rachel Ex Connelly, Department Chair
Elizabeth Weston, Department Coordinator

Professors: Rachel

Jonathan

P.

Ex Connelly, Deborah
Goldstein, David

Associate Professors: Gregory

P.

J.

DeGrafft, John M. Fitzgerald,

Vail

DeCoster, Guillermo Herrera, B. Zorina Khan

Assistant Professors: Paola Boel, Julian
Instructor:

S.

P.

Diazf, Joon-Suk Lee, Stephen

J.

Meardon

Yao Tang

The major in economics is designed for students who wish to obtain a systematic introduction
to the basic theoretical
to learn

economics

and empirical techniques of economics.

It

provides an opportunity

as a social science with a core of theory, to study the process of

drawing

inferences from bodies of data and testing hypotheses against observation, and to apply

economic theory to particular social problems. Such problems include Third World economic
development, the functioning of economic institutions (e.g., financial markets, labor markets,
corporations, government agencies), and current policy issues (e.g., the federal budget, poverty,
the environment, globalization, deregulation). The major is a us^eful preparation for graduate
study in economics, law, business, finance or public administration.

Courses of Instruction

110

Requirements for the Major

in

Economics

(Economics 255, 256. and 257). two advanced
one of which must be designated as a seminar,
and two additional courses in economics numbered 200 or higher. Only one of Economics
260 and 360 ma\ be counted toward the economics major. Because Economics 101 is a
prerequisite for Economics 102. and both are prerequisites for most other economics courses.
most students will begin their work in economics with these introductory courses. Prospective
majors are encouraged to take at least one core course by the end of the sophomore year, and

The major

consists of three core courses

topics courses numbered in the 300s.

all

at least

three core courses should normally be

completed by the end of the junior

year.

Note

that

Economics 255 is a prerequisite to Economics 256. Ad\ anced topics courses normally ha\ e
some combination of Economics 255. 256. and 257 as prerequisites. Qualitied students may
undertake self-designed, interdisciplinary major programs or joint majors between economics

and related

To

fields

the

fulfill

of social analysis.

major (or minor) requirements

for non-introductor\ courses, a grade of

economics, or to serve as a prerequisite

C- or better must be earned

the major must be taken on a graded

required for
.All

in

prospective majors and minors are required to complete

who

equivalent, prior to enrolling in the core courses. Students

economics

(e.g.,

an honors thesis and/or graduate study

in a

course. Courses

in their careers.

Mathematics

aspire to

161. or

advanced work

its

in

discipline related to economics)

(Mathematics 181) and

are strongly encouraged to master multi\ariate calculus

algebra (Mathematics 201) early

in a

basis.

Such students

are also

linear

encouraged

to

lake Mathematics 265 instead of Economics 257 as a prerequisite for Economics 316.
The Economics 257 requirement is waived for students who complete Mathematics 265
and Economics 316. Students should consult the Department of Economics about other

mathematics courses
InterdiscipiinarN

The department

that are essential for

advanced study

in

economics.

Major

participates in an interdisciplinary major in mathematics and economics.

Sec page 212.
Ke(|uirements for the Minor

higher.

fulfill

consists of

minor requirements or to serve as a prerequisite for other courses, a grade of
must be earned ni a course. Courses requiretl for the minor must be taken on a

the

C- or heller
praded basis

KequirenHnts for the Minor

The minor
course

Economics

Economics 255. and any two additional courses numbered 200 or
Only one of Economics 260 and 360 Fiiay be counted toward the economics minor.

The minor

To

in

in

in

Economics and Einance

Economics consists of Kccmomics 255. 260. and 360. ami one

at the 2(K)

or .VK) level selected from

among

ailditional

Ec(Mi(»mics 209. 216. 238. 256. 257

302. and 355. Since Economics 255
level
their

is a prerequisite for Econinnics 360 and other uppci
economics courses. pros|X'clivc minors are encouraged lo complete 255 by the end of
sophomore year To fulfill the minor requirements or to serve as a |ircrcc|uisiic for other

otC- or Ivtter must be earned in a course. Courses icc|uircd lor the minor
must he taken on a graded basis.
Economics majors cannot also minor in Ixonomics and linancc. Economics nia|ors u ho

courses, a grade

COfnplete Ihc requirements for ihis

mmor

will be provitleil

enable ihcm lo mdicatc that ihcy have done so.

language by the departmcni

lo

Economics

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

100b. Introduction to the Economy. Spring 2010. Gregory

A

P.

DeCoster.

non-technical introduction to the operation of modern capitalist economies, with a

focus on the United States. Emphasizes use of a small
to clarify

how economies

number of fundamental concepts

function and to provide a foundation for informed evaluation of

contemporary economic debates. Topics include incentives, decision-making, markets as
a means of allocating resources, characteristics of market allocation, measures and history
of U.S. economic performance, structure and function of the financial system, sources of

economic growth, and business cycles. Periodic discussions of the role of government in the
economy. Seeks to provide a level of economic literacy adequate to understanding debates as
conducted in the popular press. Intended for students not planning to major in economics. Not
open to students who have credit for Economics 101 or 102. Does not satisfy the prerequisite
for any other course in economics.

101b

MCSR.

-

An

Principles of Microeconomics. Every semester. The Department.

economic analysis and institutions, with special emphasis on the
allocation of resources through markets. The theory of demand, supply, cost, and market
structure is developed and then applied to problems in antitrust policy, environmental quality,
energy, education, health, the role of the corporation in society, income distribution, and
poverty. Students desiring a comprehensive introduction to economic reasoning should take
both

introduction to

Economics 101 and

102b

MCSR.

-

102.

Principles of Macroeconomics. Every semester. The Department.

An introduction toeconomic analysis and institutions, with special emphasis on determinants
of the level of national income, prices, and employment. Current problems of inflation

and unemployment are explored with the aid of such analysis, and alternative views of the
effectiveness of fiscal, monetary, and other governmental policies are analyzed. Attention is
given to the sources and consequences of economic growth and to the nature and significance
of international linkages through goods and capital markets.
Prerequisite:

Economics

101.

208b - MCSR. American Economic History. Fall 2010 or Spring 201 1. B. Zorina Khan.
Examines the development of institutions from the colonial period to the rise of the
modern corporation in order to understand the sources of economic growth in the United
Topics include early industrialization, technological change, transportation, capital

States.

markets, entrepreneurship and labor markets, and legal institutions. Not open to students

who have

Economics 238 or 348.
Economics 101 and 102.

credit for

Prerequisite:

Money and Banking.

2010 or Spring 2011. Paola Boel.
Introduction to the principles of money and banking. Closely examines the tools of monetary
policy, as well as the determination of short- and long-term interest rates and exchange rates.
Discusses the institutional structure of central banking and of financial intermediation in the
American economy.
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and 102.

209b.

210b

-

Fall

MCSR. Economics of the Public Sector.

Spring 2011. John

M. Fitzgerald.

Theoretical and applied evaluation of government activities and the role of government
in the

economy. Topics include public goods, public choice, income

redistribution, benefit-

Courses of Instruction
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cost analysis, healthcare, social security, and incidence and behavioral effects of taxation.

Not open

to students

Prerequisite:

who ha\e

Economics

credit for

Economics 310.

101.

211b MCSR Poverty and Redistribution. Spring 2010. John M. Fitzgerald.
Hxamines the causes and consequences of poverty and inequality in the United States
and analyzes policy responses. Topics include social welfare theory, poverty measurement,
discrimination, rising wage inequality, the working poor, and consequences of poverty for
families and subsequent generations. Substantial focus on benefit-cost analysis and experimental
and non-experimental evaluations of current policy, including welfare reform, education and
training, and empU)\ment programs. Makes limited use of comparisons to other countries.
-

Prerequisite:

Economics

101.

Sotc: This course counts icnvard the major and minor

MLSK

212b

Labor and

Human

in

gender and women's studies.

Resource Economics. Spring 2010. Rachel Ex

Connelly.

A

study of labor market supply and demand,

policies,

human

Prerequisite:

capital formation,

Economics

w ith

special

emphasis on human resource

and wage inequality.

101.

Note: This course counts low ard the major and minor

in

gender and women's studies.

213b. History of Economic Thought, fall 2010 or Spring 201

A

Sikphen Mear[X)N.

1.

and methods ot inquiry into the functions of markets and
government in shaping ihcm. Readings include the original works of economic
ihmkers from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries, including Adam Smith, David Ricardo,
Henr> Carey, Karl Marx. Henry George, Thorstein Veblen, and John Maynard Keynes,
among others. Different historiographical approaches are employed, including examination
of the problems motivating past thinkers as well as the rclexance of their ideas to motiern
historical siud\ ot nisiglils

the role of

economics.
Prerequisite:

M( SR

216b

Economics 101 and

102. or permission of the instructor.

Industrial ()rgani/.iition

all

I

2010

A study of the organization of firms, their strategic
in

J(K)n-Si'K Lee.

interaction and the role of information

competitive markets, and related policy issues such as antitrust. Introduces basic game-

theoretic t(K)ls

commonly used

in

models of

industrial organization. Features industry sector

analyses, antitrust cases, and classroom applications.
Prerequisite:

|2l8b
218 )|
2211}

An

-

MCSR

KM

Fx'onomics

or permission oltlic instructor.

Envinminenlal Economics and

M( SR Marxian

Political

Econonn.

l*olicy

fall 201

I.

(Same

as

Jonaiman

altemali\e (heteriKlox) analysis of a capitalist market

En\ironmental Studies

P.

CJoi

economy

dsiun.
rooted

in

Marx's

methodological framework, which f(Kuses on the intercoimected role played bs market
relations, class/power relations, exploitation

and internal tendencies towarils growth, crisis,
and qualitative change. Sluilents are introducetl to the Marxian method and economic theory
through a reading of \oliime ot ( Upttnl. Subsequently, the Marxian framework is applied to
I

modern capitalist economy with an emphasis on the secular and c\c ical instability
economy, changing insijiulional stmctures anil their ability tt) promote growth, labor

anal) zc (he
of the

market issues, globalizalion. and the decline of the Soviet Union.
Prerequisite: Fxonomiis KM) oi 101 or |K*rmission of the instructor.

I

Economics

[223b

-

MCSR.

Institutions.

Africa's

Economic Prospects: Globalization and Economic

]

The Economy of Latin America. (Same

[225b.

113

as Latin

American Studies

235.)]

226b - IP. Political Economy of Pan-Americanism. Fall 2009. Stephen Meardon.
Examines programs for economic and political integration of the Americas from
early nineteenth century to

the

the present. Surveys the material and ideological motives for

Pan-Americanism from the Congress of Panama (1826) to the Organization of American
States (1948), the draft of a Free Trade Area of the Americas (2001 ), and beyond. Different
forms of integration are evaluated in light of historical consequences and economic ideas.
(Same as Latin American Studies 226.)

Economics lOL

Prerequisite:

227b

MCSR,

-

IP.

Human

Resources and Economic Development.

Fall

2010 or Spring

2011. Deborah S. DhGraff.

An

analysis of

human

resource issues in the context of deveioping countries. Topics

include the composition of the labor force by age and gender, productivity of the labor force,

employment, child labor and the health and schooling of
on
the development and utilization of human resources. Examples from selected African, Asian,
and Latin American countries are integrated throughout and the interaction of sociocultural
environments with economic forces is considered.

unemployment and informal

sector

children, and the effects of structural adjustment policies and other policy interventions

Prerequisite:

228b

Economics

MCSR.

-

101.

Natural Resource Economics and Policy.

Fall

2009. Guillermo

Herrera.

A study
resources

of the economic issues surrounding the existence and use of renewable natural

(e.g., forestry/land use, fisheries,

antibiotics)

water, ecosystems, and the effectiveness of

and exhaustible resources (such as minerals,

basic framework

is first

fossil fuels,

and old growth

forest).

A

developed for determining economically efficient use of resources over

time, then extended to consider objectives other than efficiency, as well as the distinguishing
biological, ecological, physical, political,

and social

attributes of each resource. Uncertainty,

common
to

property, and various regulatory instruments are discussed, as well as alternatives
government intervention and/or privatization. (Same as Environmental Studies 228.)
Prerequisite:

231b

-

Economics

MCSR. Economics

101.

of the Life Cycle. Fall 2010 or Spring 2011. Rachel

Ex

Connelly.

A study of economic issues that occur at each age such as economics of education, career
choice, marriage (and divorce),

fertility,

division of labor in the household, child care, glass

and wealth, healthcare, elder care, and retirement. Considers age-relevant
economic models, the empirical work that informs understanding, and the policy questions
that emerge at each age lifecycle stage. Differences in experience based on race, gender,
sexuality, income level, and national origin are an important component for discussion. Not
open to students who have credit for Economics 301. (Same as Gender and Women's
ceilings, poverty

Studies 231.)
Prerequisite:

Economics

101.

Courses of Instruction
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238b

-

MCSR. Economic

History of American Enterprise. Spring 2010. B. Zorina

Khan.
Considers the history of American enterprise over the past two centuries. First examines

key issues

in the

economics of the hnn. entrepreneurship. and innovation during the nineteenth

ceniur\ (the period of the second industrial revolution).

Then addresses

these issues from a

what lessons for
the twenty-first century can be learned from an examination of the development of enterprise
since the nineteenth century; and analyzes the extent to which today's "New Economy" raises

more

recent perspective (the so-called third industrial revolution). Assesses

novel questions for economic theor\ and
for

applications.

its

Not open

to students

who have credit

Economics 208 or Economics 348.
l^rcrcquisiie: Economics 101 and 102.

255b

-

An

.MCSR. .Microeconomics. Every

semester.

The Department.

intermediate- level study of contemporary microeconomic theory. Analysis of the

theory of resource allocation and distribution,

w ith major emphasis on systems of markets

and prices as a social mechanism for making resource allocation decisions. Topics include
the theor>' of individual choice and demand, the theory of the firm, market equilibrium under
competition and monop(^l\. general equilibrium theory, and welfare economics.
Prerequisite:

256b

-

An
theory.

Economics

101, 102, and

.MCSR. Macroeconomics. Every

Mathematics 161 or

semester.

the equivalent.

The Department.

intermediate-level study of contemporary national income, employment, and inflation

Consumption, investment, government receipts, government expenditures, money, and

examined for their determinants, interrelationships, and role in determining
the level of aggregate economic activity. Policy implications are drawn from the analysis.
Prerequisite: Fxonomics 101, 102, 255, and Mathematics 161 or the equi\alcnt.
interest rates are

257b

-

An

MCSR. Economic

Statistics.

Every semester. The Deparimiim.

Mitroduciion lo ihc data and statistical methods used in economics.

A

review of

economic data and the accuracy of such data is followed by an
examination of the statistical methods used in testing the hypotheses of economic theory,
both micro- and macro-. Probability, random variables and their distributions, methods
of estimating parameters, hypothesis testing, regression, and correlation are covered. The
application ofnuiltiplc regression to economic problems is stressed. Students who ha\c taken
Mathematics 265 arc encouraged lo lake Economics 316 instead of this course.
I*rerequisite: Economics 101. 102, and Mathematics 161 or the equivalent.
the systems that generate

M( SR rinance

2(>0h

As

the

first

in

a

I.

fall 2(K)9.

Grexjok^

P.

I)i

iwo-course sequence (Pinance

Coster.
I

and

II

Economics 260 and

provides a lhon)ugh exposure lo the fundamental concepts involved

in

360),

corporate financial

decision-making, investment analysis, and portfolio management. In addition, presents the
financial accounting principles

and practices necessary

lo

understand and utili/e corporate

decisionmaking and \alualion exercises. Topics include
financial system; overviewof valuation — measures of ret urn anti

financial stalemenls as inputs to

funclionsandsiructureof the
risk,

and discounted cash-flow analysis; sources of

financial information - basic accounting

concepts, balance sheet, income statement, statement of cash-flows, and financial ratios:
portfolio theory, the capital asset pricing model, and efficient markets theory: coi|>oratt"

dcciMon making, the
161

is

(

"^' "f rapiial. capital builgeting, aiul capital

recommended

Prerequisite: F>onoini(s

MM

.md

MM

sIiikUhc Mathematics

5

J

Economics

1

1

MCSR.

Applied Research Practicum: Chinese Rural to Urban Migration.
(Same as Asian Studies 269 and Gender and Women's Studies 277.)
[277

-

291b-294b. Intermediate Independent Study

Economics. Thk Department.

in

Courses numbered higher than 300 are advanced courses
primarily for majors. Enrollment in these courses

limited to eighteen students in each

is

unless stated otherwise. Elementary calculus will be used in

301b.

The Economics of the Family.

Fall

fertility,

theories,

roles

Economics 255 and 257, or permission of the

A survey

Rachel Ex Connelly.
and related

Gender and Women's Studies

302b. Business Cycles. Spring 2010. Jonathan
Seminar.

— gender

1.

302.)

instructor.

Goldstein.

P.

of competing theories of the business cycle, empirical

and appropriate macro stabilization

analysis of cyclical fluctuations

institutions.

married women's labor supply, divorce, and the family as

an economic organization. (Same as
Prerequisite:

300-level courses.

all

2010 or Spring 201

Seminar. Microeconomic analysis of the family

Topics include marriage,

economic analysis intended

in

in

policies.

tests

of cycle

Topics include descriptive and historical

the United States, Keynesian-Kaleckian multiplier-

accelerator models, growth cycle models, theories of financial instability, Marxian crisis

new classical and new Keynesian theories, and international aspects of business
The current global financial crisis is also analyzed.
Prerequisite: Economics 256 or permission of the instructor.

theory,
cycles.

308b. International Trade. Fall 2010 or Spring 201

1

.

Julian

P.

Diaz.

Offers a theoretical and empirical analysis of international trade. Particular attention

is

given to the standard models of trade: the Ricardian model, the Heckscher-Ohlin model, the
specific factors model,

and the monopolistic competition model, as well as an introduction

to applied general equilibrium

models of trade

such as barriers to trade (quotas,

tariffs); the effects

liberalization.

Also analyzes current topics

of trade liberalization on wage inequality;

regional integration blocs; the globalization debate; and the relation between trade, growth,

and productivity. Data analysis

is

used

in

order to evaluate the success or shortcomings of

the theoretical models.
Prerequisite:

Economics 255 and 256.

310b. Advanced Public Economics. Fall 2009. John M. Fitzgerald.
Seminar.

A survey

of theoretical and empirical evaluations of government activities

in

economy, considering both efficiency and equity aspects. Topics include public choice,
income redistribution, benefit-cost analysis, analysis of selected government expenditure
programs (including social security), incidence and behavioral effects of taxation, and tax
reform. Current public policy issues are emphasized. Not open to students who have credit

the

for

Economics 210.
Economics 255 and 257, or permission of the

Prerequisite:

316b. Econometrics. Fall 2009. Jonathan
Seminar.

methods of
its

P.

instructor.

Goldstein.

A study of the mathematical formulation of economic models and the statistical
testing them. A detailed examination of the general linear regression model,

assumptions, and

its

extensions. Applications to both micro- and

macroeconomics

are

considered. Though most of the course deals with single-equation models, an introduction to the

estimation of systems of equations
Prerequisite:

of the instructor.

is

included.

An

empirical research paper

is

required.

Economics 257 or Mathematics 265, and Mathematics 161, or permission

^

Courses of Instruction
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318b Knvironniental and Resource Economics. Spring 2010. Guillermo Herrera.
Seminar. Analysis of externalities and market failure: models of optimum control of
pollution and efficient management of renewable and nonrenewable natural resources such
as fisheries, forests, and minerals: go\ernmental \s. other forms of control of common-pool
resources: and benefit-cost analysis of policies, including market-based and non-market
\aluation. Not open to students who have
EnNironmental Studies 318
Prerequisite: Economics 255 and 257.

credit for

Economics 218

or 228.

(Same

as

)

Deborah S. DhGraff.
Seminar. Theoretical and empirical analysis of selected microeconomic issues within the
context of developing countries. Has a dual focus on modeling household decisions and on the
effects of goNcrnmeni policy and intervention on household beha\ ior and well being. Topics
mclude agricultural production, land use systems, technologv and credit markets, household
labor allocation and migration, investment in education and health, and income inequality.
Prerequisite: Economics 257 or Mathematics 265. and Economics 255. or permission
319b Ihe Economics of Development.

Fall 2010.

of the instructor.

Economics of Technology.

2010 or Spring 201 1. B. Zorina Khan.
Seminar, lechnological change represents one of the most essential conditions foreconomic
and social progress. Examines the microeconomics of R&D. invention, innosation. and
diflusion trom both a theoretical and empirical perspective. Topics include the history ot
technology, the intellectual property system, the sources of invention and innovation, R&D
joint ventures, the "information economs." and globalization. Applications range from the
industrial revolution of the nineteenth century through contemporary issues such as digital
3201)

Fall

technology. biolcchn(^l(tgy and the
Prerequisite:

Economics

Eaw and Economics.

human

gcn(Miie project. Silicon Valley, and the Internet.

255 and 257. or permission of the instructor.

Zokin a Khan.
one of the most rapidl> growing areas in the social
sciences. The field applies the concepts and empirical methods of economics to further
our understanding of the legal system. Explores the economic analysis of law and legal
institutions, including the economics of torts, contracts, property, crime, courts, and dispute
resolution. Also f(Kuses on topics in law and economics such as antitrust and regulation.
3401)

Fall 2(K)y. B.

Seminar. La\s and economics

is

corporations, the family, labor markets, product

liability,

and

intellectual property. Students

are introduced to online sources of information in law. and are required to apply

reasoning to analyze landmark lawsuits

each

in

ol these areas.

Not open

economic

to students

who

have credit for Economics 341
Prerequisite:

.M8b Research

Economics 255 and 257.

Economic History.

or permission of the instructor.

2010 or Spring 201 I. B. /okina Khan.
Sennnar ln\esiigates the sources ot economic growth aiulde\clopmcnt using cliometrics.
i)r the quantitative study of economic hislorv. Stutlcnts are required to appl\ economic
theories and methodology to the analysis of primary historical materials m order to produce
a professional -quality research paper. Not open to students who have civdii for Economics
in

Fall

206or23K
355h (>ame !heor> and Strategic Heha\ior Spring 2010.

An

intrtKluclion to

game

behavior Strategu behavior lakes into account other
h<-h.i\. iiir IS rr!.". .ini

111 .-.

J<k)n-Siik Lei..

theory, a theory analyzing and characterizing optimal strategu
iiulix

onomics and busincss, politics.

iduals' options aiul decisions.

;nul

Such

other ;ircas of the social sciences.

Education
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where game theory is an important tool. The main game theoretic equilibrium concepts are
introduced in class and applied to a variety of economics and business problems. Elementary
calculus and probability theory are used.
Prerequisite: Economics 255 or permission of the instructor.
356b. Monetary Economics. Fall 2009. Paola Boel.

Examines

money

the role that

plays in market economies. Monetary policies, fiscal

and payment systems are studied. Particular attention is given to how inflation and
taxes affect saving, investment, and output. The interaction of money with other assets, the
banking system, forms of credit, and alternatives to fiat money are also investigated.
policies,

Prerequisite:

360b. Finance

Economics 255 and 256.

II.

A continuation

Spring 2010. Gregory

P.

DeCoster.

of Economics 260. The focus

sources of business value, and

how can

inherent to intertemporal choices,

i.e.,

it

is

essentially two-fold: (I)

be created? (2)

How

capital accumulation, be

What

are the

can the uncertainty and risk

"managed"? Involves analysis

of business strategy with regard to both operations and financing decisions; the pricing and
uses of financial derivatives

management

(i.e.,

futures, options,

and swaps); sources of

risk

and basic

risk

techniques; and an examination of recent insights from behavioral finance.

Prerequisite:

Economics 255 and 260.

401b-404b. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

in

Economics. The Department.

Education
Charles

Lynn A.

Dom, Department Chair

Brettler,

Department Coordinator

Associate Professors: Nancy E. Jenningsf, Charles Dorn
Assistant Professor: Doris A. Santoro**

Lecturer: Kathleen
Visiting Faculty:

O'Connor

Kathryn Byrnes, Kenneth

S.

Templeton

Fellow: Mariana M. Cruz

Bowdoin College does not

offer a

Requirements for the Minor

in

major

in education.

Education

The department offers two minors:

a

Teaching minor for students who plan

capacity following graduation and an Education Studies minor for those

to teach in

who do

not.

some
Four

courses are required for the Education Studies minor: either Education 20 or 101 and three
others chosen

from among Education 202, 203, 204, 205, 221, 235, 245, 250, 251, 305,

310. Four courses are required for the Teaching minor: Education 20 or 101, 203, 301, 303.

Students

may

only count graded courses (not Credit/D/Fail) toward either minor. Students

must earn a grade of C- or better in order to have a course count toward either minor
education. Students must earn a grade of C- or higher in all prerequisite courses.

in

8

Courses of Instruction

1 1

Bo>^doin Teacher Scholars Proj»rain

The Bowdoin Teacher Scholars are a highly

who

and graduates

select

group of Bowdoin College undergraduates

seek to effect social change by becoming teachers through a rigorous

scholarly and classroom-based preparation.

The Teacher
1.

2.

Scholars:

Complete

a full-time. 14-\veek practicum in a public school.

weekly seminar during which they critique

Participate in an introspective

colleagues' as well as their

own

their

teaching.

Develop a professional portfolio and "defend" the contents of that portfolio before
group of Bowdoin College faculty.
3.

Receive a Maine State Department of Education Public School Teaching
making them eligible to leach in any public school in the United States.

4.

5.

Gain access

to the

in

Teacher Education.

a Teacher Scholar, students must apply for candidacy through the education

department, be a community

A

Certificate,

Boston. .New York, and Philadelphia Teaching Induction Programs

sponsored by the Consortium for Excellence

To become

a

member

in

cumulative 3.0 grade point average

good standing, and have

is

a strong

academic record.

required as well as a 3.0 grade point average in

Kducation 301 and Education 303. Students must major in a subject area that enables them to
be certified to teach by the State of Maine. Subject areas of certification include mathematics,
life

at

science, physical science, English, foreign language, and social studies. Since majors

Bowdoin do

not correspond directly with subject areas for public school ccrlification.

students are strongly encouraged to meet with a
in their

of the education department early

college careers. Also nolo thai leaching candidates must be fingerprinted and earn a

passing score on
this

member

all

examinations specilied by the Maine Department of I^ducation. Since

requirement was

first

instituted.

Bowdoin

students' pass rate has been l(K)%.

I*athways

Bowdoin Teacher Scholars follow one of two pathways.

In the first, students participate in

program as undergraduates during the spring semester of their junior or senior year. In the
second, they participate in the program during a spring semester w iihin two years follow ing
the

their

I

Bowdoin

graduation.

nderj;raduaU' Path\*a>

FU fhe end of the
I

Dunng

fall

semester ol iheir junior or senior \car. Icachcr Scliohirs:

Complete prerequisite courscwork (F^ducation 20 or 101, 203. 301, and 303).
the spring semester of their junior or senior year. Teacher Scholars:

2.

Complete

3.

Enroll in Education .MM Senior .Seminar: Analysis of Teaching and Learning.

week practicum (stutlcnts receive course
practicum ihroueh Education M)2 Siudcnl leaching Practicum).

^

f-nroll in

a full time.

14

Educiition 30.^

Adnh-v..

.hk

in S«

hooK

credit lor ihis

Education
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Post-Graduate Pathway

By

the time they graduate

from Bowdoin, Teacher Scholars:

Complete prerequisite coursework (Education 20 or 101, 203, 301, and 303).

1.

During a spring semester and within two years of

their

Bowdoin

graduation. Teacher

Scholars:

Complete

2.

a full-time,

14-week practicum (students receive course

credit for this

practicum through Education 302: Student Teaching Practicum).
Enroll in

4.

Enroll in Education 305: Adolescents in Schools

First- Year

For a
20c.

Education 304: Senior Seminar: Analysis of Teaching and Learning.

3.

full

(if

not taken prior to this time).

Seminar

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

The Educational Crusade.

Fall 2009.

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Charles Dorn.

Advanced Courses

101c - ESD. Contemporary American Education. Fall 2009. Kathryn Byrnes and Kenneth
S.

Templeton. Spring 2010. Kenneth

Examines current educational
society.

S.

Templeton.

issues in the United States and the role schools play in

Topics include the purpose of schooling, school funding and governance, issues of

and gender, school choice, and the reform movements of the 1990s. The role of
schools and colleges in society's pursuit of equality and excellence forms the backdrop of

race, class,

this study.

[202c

-

ESD. Education and Biography.]

203c - ESD. Educating Ail Students.
Dorn.

Fall 2009.

Kathryn Byrnes. Spring 2010. Charles

An examination of the economic, social, political, and pedagogical implications of universal
education

in

American classrooms. Focuses on the

right of every child, including physically

handicapped, learning disabled, and gifted, to equal educational opportunity. Requires a

minimum

of twenty-four hours of observation

Prerequisite:

in

a local elementary school.

Education 20 or 101.

221c. Democracy's Citadel: Education and Citizenship in America. Spring 20 1 0. Charles

Dorn.
Examines the relationship between education, citizenship, and democracy in America.
Questions explored include: What does "public" mean and how necessary is a "public" to
democracy? Is there something "democratic" about how Americans choose to govern their
schools? What does "citizenship" mean? Is education a public good with acollective economic
and civic benefit, a private good with benefits to individuals whose future earnings depend on
the quality of their education, or

some combination of the two? What type of curriculum

is

most important for civic education and how should it be taught? What policies are necessary
to prevent economic inequality from undermining education's role in fostering democratic
citizenship? To what extent are the concepts of "education for democracy" and "democratic
education" related?
Prerequisite:

Education 20 or 101.

Courses of Instruction
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Latinos and Latinas in the United States: Critical Perspectives on Identity,

230c

Mij»ration, Kducation,

and

Politics. Fall 2009.

M.\riana Cruz.

Explores the experiences of Latino/as, the fastest growing minority group
States,

and

from a

pi^litics.

Questions explored include:

are the differences

in the

United

four important themes: identity, migration, education,

critical lens that centers

Who are the "Latino/as"' in the United States? What

between Hispanics. Latino/as. Latin Americans, and Chicano/as? What

are the racial, ethnic, cultural, linguistic, gendered, political, historical, citizenship, and

geographic differences

among

the populations that

fall

under these ethnic categories? What

are the experiences of Latino/as in United States schools?

and policymakers engage these questions
a

in

How

might educators,

activists,

order to better understand and serve Latino/as

whole? (Same as Latin .American Studies 230.)

American Philosophy of Education.

1

235c.

1

245c. F^ducation

and Social

Justice.

|

1

250c Kducation and Law. Every other year. Fall 2009. Gkorge S. Isaacson.
.-\ siud\ 1)1 the impact of the American legal system on the functioning of schools

in the

United States through an examination of Supreme Court decisions and federal legislation.

Analyzes the public policy considerations that underlie court decisions
and considers how those judicial interests
administrators, and teachers. Issues to

developments affecting schools

in

may

in the field

of education

from the concerns of school boards,
be discussed include constitutional and statutory
differ

such areas as free speech, sex discrimination, religious

objections to compulsory education, race relations, teachers* rights, school financing, and

education of the handicapped. (Same as (iovernment 219.)
251c. leaching Writing:

Theory and

Practice. Fall 2009. Kaiiii

1

1

n

O'Connor.

Explores theories and methods of teaching writing, emphasizing collaborative learning and
peer tutoring. Examines relationships between the writing process and the written product,
writing and learning, and language and communities. Investigates disciplinary writing

consentions. influences of gender and culture on language and learning, and concerns of

ESL and

learning disabled writers. Students practice and reflect on revising, responding to

others' writing, and conducting conferences. Prepares students to serve as writing assistants
for the Writing Project.

Prerequisite: Selection during the

\)\\'\

ious

s|-)riiig

scincsici by application u> the Writing

Project (sec page 44).
2'>!(

294c Intermediate Independent Study

.^01(

leaching

A

lall 2(K)9.

Ki.NNian

study of what lakes place

S.

in

Education. Tin Di f'artmknt.

Ti.mplkton.

in classr(M)ms: the

methods and purposes of teachers,

the

response of students, and the organizational context. Readings and discussions help inform
students' direct obscr\alions and written accounts of local classrooms. Peer teaching
integral part of the course experience. Kcc|uires a
in a l(K*al

secondary

Prerequisite:
in a

sch(H)l.

mimmum'of

thirty six

oi

KM

.

w iih

ami Education 203; junioi oi stinoi

core secondar> scIkh)! subject area (mathematics,

life

science, physical

foreign language, or social studies); and |XTmission of the instructor

an

hours ofObscrvation

Educatitui M)}> must be taken concurrently

Education 20

is

this course.

siaiuling; a
st

major

icncc. Inglish.

Education
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302c. Student Teaching Practicum. Spring 2010. Kenneth S. Templeton.

Required of all students

who

seek secondary public school certification, this

final

course

work full time in a local secondary
school from early January to late April. Grades are awarded on a Credit/D/Fail basis only.
Education 304 must be taken concurrently. Students must complete an application and
in the student teaching sequence requires that students

interview.

Education 203, 301, and 303; senior standing; a cumulative 3.0 grade
point average; a 3.0 grade point average in Education 301 and 303; and permission of the
Prerequisite:

instructor.

303c. Curriculum. Fall 2009. Charles Dorn.

A study of the

by which one
course of study rather than another is included; its adaptation for different disciplines and
for different categories of students; its cognitive and social purposes; the organization and
integration of its various components. Education 301 must be taken concurrently with this

knowledge taught

in

schools;

its

selection and the rationale

course.
Prerequisite:
in a

Education 20 or 101, and Education 203; junior or senior standing; a major

core secondary school subject area (mathematics,

life

science, physical science, English,

foreign language, or social studies); and permission of the instructor.

304c. Senior Seminar: Analysis of Teaching

and Learning. Spring 2010. Kenneth

S.

Templeton.

Designed to accompany Education 302, Student Teaching Practicum, and considers
theoretical and practical issues related to effective classroom instruction.
Prerequisite: Education 203, 301, and 303; junior or senior standing; a cumulative 3.0
grade point average; a 3.0 grade point average in Education 301 and 303; and permission
of the instructor.
305c. Adolescents in School. Spring 2010. Kathryn Byrnes.

A study of adolescent development within the context of teaching and learning in schools.
Designed primarily for those engaged

in student teaching.

Links theory and research with

the student teacher's practical application in the classroom. Begins with classic conceptions

of identity development, and
as

it

both affects and

is

moves

to a

more contemporary understanding of adolescence,

affected by school. Topics include physical, cognitive, social, and

emotional development of the secondary school student.
Prerequisite:

Education 20 or 101; Education 203, 301, and 303; and permission of the

instructor.

[310c.

The

Civic Functions of Higher Education in America.]

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study in Education. The Department.

Courses of Instruction

English
Elizabeth Mulher, Department Chair, fall semester
Peter Coviello*, Department Chair spring semester

Barbara Olmstead. Department Coordinator

Professors: David Collings, Celeste Goodridge, Marilyn Reizbaum, William C.

Watterson**
Associate Professors: Aviva Briefel. Peter Coviello*,

Ann Louise

Kibbie, Aaron Kitch.

Elizabeth Muther
Assistant Professors: Tess Chakkalakal (Atricana Studies).

Mark

Kong (Asian

Fostert, Belinda

Mar\ Agnes

Hdsall.

Guy

Studies)

Writer in Residence: Anthony E. Walton
Visiting Faculty: Jane Brox,

P.

Requirements for the Major

The major

requires a

Gabrielle Foreman, Terri Nickel, Hilar)

in

Thompson

English and American Literature

minimum often

courses.

Each student must take one

lirst-ycar

seminar

(English 10 29) or introduclor) course (English 104-110). either of which will serve as a
prerequisite to further study in the major. At least three of the ten courses

from offerings
and Medics

and

in British

al literature.

Irish literature

Renaissance

must be chosen

before 1800. These are courses in Old English

literature,

and the

literature

of the Restoration and the

Eighteenth Century. The individual cc^urses that satisfy this requirement arc idcnliticd b\ a
note jn the course description. Only one ofthe.se three courses
course, and only one
this requirement.

At

may be

a

Chaucer course. Only one

one of the ten courses must be chosen

least

of the Americas. The indi\ idual courses that satisfy
in the

.^(K)-level l^nglish ct)urse).

be a Shakespeare drama

may count toward

Ironi t)fferings in literature

requirement are identified by a note

this

course description. Also, each student must take

department (any

may

transfer course

at least

Students may,

one ad\ anccd seminar

when

in

the

appropriate, also count the

advanced seminar toward one of the requirements listed above. Transfer credits will not
count for the advanced seminar requirement. Ihc remaining courses may be selected from
ihc foregoing and/or first-year seminars: Introductory or Advanced Creative Writing; 200
and/or 300 Literary Analysis; Inde[x*ndent Study; and 401 402 (Advanced Iiulcpentlcni

Stud) Honors).

No more

than three courses

may come from

the department's roster of

first

year seminars and KM) le\el courses; no more than one creative writing course will ci>unt

toward the major. As one of two courses outside the department, one upper

level course in

film studies may be counted toward the nuijor; courses in expository writing, journalism.
and communication are not eligible for major credit. Credit toward the major for advanced
liteniture courses in another language, provided that the works arc read in that language.
must be arranged with the chair.

Majors

who

examination

m

are candidates for honors must write an honors es.say and take an oral
the spring of their senior year.

Inti'rdls<iplinar>

The

Major

ilepartnK'nt participates in an interdisciplinary

210/

major

in

I

nglish and Iheater. See page

English

Requirements for the Minor

The minor requires

in English

1

23

and American Literature

department, including one first-year seminar (English

five courses in the

10-29) or introductory course (English 104-110). At least three of the remaining four courses

must be numbered 200 or higher. No more than one creative writing course may count toward
the minor, and no courses in expository writing, film, communication, or journalism will
count. Students

First- Year

may

not apply transfer credits to the minor.

Seminars

in English

Composition and Literature

These courses are open to first-year students. The first-year English seminars are numbered
10-19 in the fall; 20-29 in the spring. Usually there are not enough openings in the fall for
all first-year

students

seminar in the

fall

who want an

English seminar. First-year students

are given priority in the spring.

(no matter what the topic or reading

list) is

who cannot get

The main purpose of the

first-year

into a

seminars

to give first-year students extensive practice in

reading and writing analytically. Each seminar

is

normally limited

to sixteen students

and

includes discussion, outside reading, frequent papers, and individual conferences on writing

problems. For a
10c.

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

full

Modern American

Poets. Fall 2009. Cei.este Goodridge.

He. Slavery and the Literary Imagination.
(Same as Africana Studies 11.)
12c. Stoic
13c.

Fall 2009.

Heroes and Disenchanted Knights.

Hawthorne.

Fall

Fall

Tess Chakkalakal.

2009.

Mary Agnes

Edsall.

2009. William Watterson.

Shanghai Imagined. Fall 2009. Belinda Kong.
(Same as Asian Studies 17.)

14c.

15c.

Utopian Aesthetics.

Fall 2009.

Aaron

Kitch.

16c. Alternative Intelligences. Fall 2009. Hilary

Thompson.

20c. Ghosts. Spring 2010. Aviva Briefel.
21c. Trolls, Frogs,

and Princesses: Fairy Tales and

Retellings. Spring 2010. Elizabeth

Muther.
22c. Literature of the

Southern United

States. Spring 2010. Celeste Goodridge.

23c. Addictions, Obsessions, Manias. Spring 2010. Terri Nickel.

Introductory Courses in Literature
104-110. Primarily intended for
with no prior experience in

and second-year students, and for juniors and seniors
college literature courses. (Specific content and focus of each
first-

course will vary with the instructor.)
104c.

From Page

to Screen:

Film Adaptation and Narrative.

Fall 2009.

Aviva Briefel.

Explores the topic of "adaptation," specifically, the ways in which cinematic texts
transform literary narratives into visual forms. Begins with the premise that every adaptation
is

an interpretation, a rewriting/rethinking of an original text that offers an analysis of that

text.

ways

Central to class discussions

is

close attention to the differences and similarities in the

which written and visual texts approach narratives, the means through which each
medium constructs and positions its audience, and the types of critical discourses that emerge
in

1
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around

and

literature

May

film.

include works by Philip K. Dick. Charles Dickens.

Howard

Hawks, Alfred Hitchcock, Stanley Kubrick, David Lean, Anita Loos, Vladimir Nabokov,
and Ridley

Scott.

105c Intrt)duction to Poetry. Spring 2010. Marilyn Reizbaum.
.Aims to understand poetry's \aried workings, considering, most extensively, the basic
materials

— \sords,

assembled.

metaphors, sentences

lines,

By studying

— from which poems have traditionally been

components of meter, diction, syntax and line, rhyme,
essence, how poems work — aims to see more clearly into the ends poems
closely the

and tigure — in
work for: meaning, rhapsody, transport,
106c. Introduction to

Drama.

etc.

Fall 2009.

Aaron

Kitch.

Traces the development of dramatic form, character, and style from classical Greece

through the Renaissance and Enlightenment to contemporary America and Africa. Explores
the evolution of plot design, with special attention to the politics of playing, the shifting

human agency, and contemporary relationships between the
theater and a variety of forms of mass media. Authors may include Sophocles, Aristophanes,
Marlowe, Shakespeare, Dryden, Ibsen, Wilde, Beckett, Mamet, and Churchill. (Same as
strategies of representing

Theater 106

)

jlOSc Introduction to Black

(iender and

Women's

Women's

Literature.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 108 and

Studies 104.)]

and Social Power. Spring 2010. David Collings.
Considers w hcihcr w orks of literature encode modes of social power, articulate styles of
cultural entitlement. re\ise norms of behavior from the perspectixe of leisured domesticity,
110c Ln^Iish Literature

create satisfying narrative solutions to urban contlict, and absorb the difficulties of social
into the

workings of individual consciousness.

Do

literary

works reinforce

fictions

power, contest them, or both? Examines the relationship between ideology and
placing both

in the

context of transformations

in

life

of social

literary

form,

English culture from the early eighteenth

through the early twenlielh centuries. Discusses writings by Dcfoc. Pope. Wordsworth.
Austen. Dickens, and Woolf alongside

Courses

critical

and inlcrprcli\c cssa\s.

in ('(nnpnsiti(m

Thompson. Spring 2010. Ann Kibrih.
Practice in developing the skills needed to write and revise college-level expository essays.
Explores the closd relationship between critical reading and writing. Assignment sequences and
different modes of analysis and response enable students to write fully developed expository
essays. I)<K*s not count toward the major or minor in Ijiglish.
6(k:.

Knjjiish

IntriKluctorv

Composition

(

ourses

in

(

I

all

2(M)9. Hii ak^

Writing

reatixi'

125iv Creative Writing: INn-trv

I

I

Intensive study nl the writing of (X)elr)
to write in free verse

and

in

Amik.n^ W\i ion.
through the workshop method. Students arc c\|x*ctcd

all 2(M)^;.

form, and to read deeply from an assigned

list

of poets.

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
1

1

27c Nonfidion Literar\ Narrative, lormerly Kn^lish 68.

130c Writing the

(

reative Narrative. Spring 2010.

|

Jam Bkox.

Kxplorcs fiction and creative nonfiction with an emphasis on the elements of structure.
voice, and style Students read anddiscusspublishetlfiction and nonfiction anil write theirown
narratives Students exixxled to participate fully in

Prerequisite

Permission of the instructor.

workshop discussions and

i

ritiijucs

English

Advanced Courses

in Creative

1

Writing

Anthony Walton.

213c. Telling Environmental Stories. Fall 2009.

Intended for students with a demonstrated interest
introduction to several

25

environmental studies, as an

in

modes of storytelling, which communicate ideas, historical

narratives,

personal experiences, and scientific and social issues in this increasingly important area of

study and concern. Explores various techniques, challenges, and pleasures of storytelling, and

examines some of the demands and responsibilities involved in the conveyance of different
types of information with clarity and accuracy in nonfiction narrative. Engages student writing
through the workshop method, and includes study of several

texts, including

The Control of

Nature, Cadillac Desert, Living Downstream, and Field Notes from a Catastrophe.
as

(Same

Environmental Studies 216).
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

215c. Writing about Place. Spring 2010. Jane Brox.

An examination of sense of place through reading and creative writing. Students will read
authors who write personally about place and also bring historical, scientific, or sociological
perspectives to their work, such as Aldo Leopold, Rachel Carson, James Baldwin, Yi-Fu Tuan,

and Elizabeth Bishop. Students

will write both personal essays

and essays centered on direct

observation and reflection on the history and ecology of a particular place. Workshop discussion,
critiques,

and revision are an

integral part.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies 217.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

Intermediate Courses in English and American Literature

These seminars are open
students.

to both

majors and non-majors

They provide opportunities

and writing

skills

and

— and are normally limited to sixteen

for students to focus intensively

on

critical

reading

advanced research methods. Each seminar explores a unique
and other critical paradigms and tools of

to learn

topic while introducing students to literary theory
literary studies.

200c. Getting Real:

The Development

of Literary Realism. Fall 2009. Marilyn

Reizbaum.

Examines

movement

example, the
reality."

the

development of

literary

Realism

in

English

letters.

Considers the wider

in the arts, in particular the visual arts, taking into account, in
scientific propositions that underlie certain theories

photography, for

of the "real" or "objective

Touches on theoretical debates surrounding the genre. Authors may include Ruskin,

Dickens, Hardy, Peter Brooks, Virginia Woolf, Sherwood Anderson, Susan Sontag, Erich

Auerbach, Lorrie Moore, and Frederick Wiseman.
Prerequisite:

284c.

One

first-year

seminar or lOO-level course

in English.

Reading Uncle Tom's Cabin. Spring 2010. Tess Chakkalakal.

Introduces students to the controversial history of reader responses to Harriet Beecher

Stowe's 1852 antislavery novel, Uncle

approaches— reader response

Tom Cabin.
's

Students engage with various theoretical

theory, feminist, African Americanist,

novel, then turn to the novel itself and produce their

own

and historicist— to the

literary interpretation. In order to

examine the conditions of the novel's original production. By visiting various
historic locations, the Stowe House on Federal Street, the First Parish Church on Maine
Street, Special Collections of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library, students compare the

do

so, students

.

1
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novel's original historical context to the history that the novel produced. Aside from reading

Stowe's antislaver\ tiction, students also read works produced with and against Uncle Tom's
Cabin. (Same as Africana Studies 284.)
Prerequisite:

One

.Advanced Courses
201c. Chaucer:

tirsi-\ear

seminar or 100-le\el course

English or Africana studies.

in

and American Literature

in Knglisli

The Canterbury

Mar^ Agnhs Edsai

Tales. Ever>' other year. Spring 2010.

l.

Learn .Middle English and enjoy and analyze a wide selection of the stories told on

Chaucer's great

road

literary

trip.

Includes a focus on medieval history, material culture.

backgrounds, social codes, and social conflicts. Attention given to trends

literar>

in

Chaucer

studies.

Prerequisite:
.Xoic:

One

tirst-year

This course

fulfills

seminar or lOO-level course

English.

in

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

203c. Topics in Medieval Literature: Trilingual England. Every other year. Spring 201

Mary Aom s Edsai
An introduction

1

i.

to the literature written in

medieval England, w ith a focus on orality and

Middle Ages. The world of
medieval Europe was, at the least, bilingual, for Latin was the language of the Church and
of the educated; moreover, in post-Norman England. French became the language of social
literacy,

and
in

and on the multilingualism of English culture

[X)litical

how

power. Examines

in the

different languages, discourses,

medieval English culture and considers works

that depict

and codes functioned

exchanges between different

Readings may include Bede, The Wanderer, The Dream of the Rood, The Soni^
of Roland, The Play of Adam, Chretien de Troyes, Marie de France, medieval lyrics and
fabliaux. Chaucer. Mankind.
cultures.

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

Sote: This course
2U-k-. iolkien's

A stud)

fulfills

seminar or

the prc-hSOO

l()()-le\el

literature

Middle Ages. Ever\ other

course

in linglish.

requirement for English majors.

year. Fall 2009.

Mary Aonhs

Edsai. i.

of the philological, historical, and literary backgrounds of J. R. R. Tolkien's

L^-j/y/

of the Rin^s. While some attention is given lo major and minor works by Tolkien, as well as
to Peter Jack.son's films, the main focus of the course is on the nineteenth-century theories
of philology and mythology that influenced Tolkien; on Anglo-Saxon and Middle Ijiglish
language, literature, and culture; as well as on Tolkien's essays, especially those on Heowidf

and on Faine. Presumes
the film version) of

that students

LOTR. Medieval

have a
texts

real familiarity

may

w

ilh

the text (as

opposed

lo

include Snorri Sturlusons's (iylfaiiinninii.

The Kalevala. The Battle of Maldon, Beowulf, hmval. Sir Orfeo, and

.S7/'

Ciawain and the

(ireen Knif^ht
Prerequisite

One

Note: This course

lirsi

scar scnnnaior l(M)-lc\el course

fulfills the

in luiglish.

pre-IH(M) literature requirement for luiglish inaiors.

210c. Shakes jwan^'s Comcflies

and Koinances

l-Acry other year, lall 2009. Wii

i

iam

WAniKVIN.
Examines A Mutsummer Nij^ht's Dream. The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth Niiiht, As You
Like It. The Winter's Tale, and The Tempest in light of Renaissance genie theory. (Same as
Thiater 210
t

i*Tcrequisiic
\'i>ir

(21 li

(

t\w in

This course

si

)e.ii

semm.ii or KK) level course

fulfills the

pre IH(M) literature requirement for I'.nglish majors.

Sliiikcspeare*s Tragedies

|2i2c Sh;ik(

ji.

an \

in f'Jlglish.

and

Roman

IlistorN Pla>s (.Sanu

Plays (Same as Theater 211
i

Ihrattr 212

)|

)|

English

214c

VPA. Playwriting. Spring 201

-

A writing

workshop

1.

127

Roger Bechtel.

contemporary performance that includes introductory exercises
in writing dialogue, scenes, and solo performance texts, then moves to the writing (and
rewriting) of a short play. Students read plays and performance scripts, considering how
for

writers use image, action, speech, and silence;

and how they approach character and

pieces;

Prerequisite:

One

how

plot.

they structure plays and performance

(Same

as

Theater 260.)

100-level course in theater or dance or permission of the instructor.
f

VPA. English Renaissance Drama. (Same

(223c

-

225c.

Race and Representation

in the

as

Theater 223.)]

English Renaissance. Spring 2010. Aaron Kitch.

Reconsiders the notoriously "white" English Renaissance in light of recent literary and
cultural scholarship

Philip Sidney to

on race and cultural difference. Explores key strategies of authors from

Aphra Behn

in

representing ethnic, religious, and cultural othernesss, as

well as an emergent discourse of racial identity. Topics include England's role in the nascent

African slave trade, the poetic fetishization of the exotic, and transnational discourses of

new questions about modes of English writing. Authors include
Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Aphra Behn, Kim Hall, Gary Taylor, and bell hooks.

"discovery" that raised
Sidney,

(Same

Africana Studies 225.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course
as

Note: This course

fulfills

the pre-

1

800

literature

229c. Milton. Every other year. Fall 2009.

A critical

Ann

study of Milton's major works

in

in

English or Africana studies.

requirement for English majors.

Kibbie.

poetry and prose, with special emphasis on

Paradise Lost.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course
230c. Theater

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

and Theatricality

other year. Spring 2011

.

Ann

in

English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.
in the

Restoration and the Eighteenth Century. Every

Kibbie.

An

overview of the development of the theater from the reopening of the playhouses in
1660 to the end of the eighteenth century, with special emphasis on the emergence of new
dramatic modes such as Restoration comedy, heroic tragedy, "she-tragedy," sentimental

comedy, and opera. Other topics include the legacy of Puritan anxieties about theatricality;
the introduction of actresses on the professional stage; adaptations of Shakespeare on the
Restoration and eighteenth-century stage; other sites of public performance, such as the
masquerade and the scaffold; and the representation of theatricality in the eighteenth-century
novel. (Same as Theater 230.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

231c. Topics in Restoration

Every other

seminar or 100-level course

in English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

and Eighteenth-Century Poetry and Prose: Writing

year. Spring 2010.

Ann

Lives.

Kibbie.

and non-fiction prose of the period
(including diaries, private journals, public and private letters, and biographical sketches),
with an emphasis on the emergence of the modern author. Works include selections from the
diary of Samuel Pepys, the autobiographical poetry of Alexander Pope, Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu's travel letters, Lord Chesterfield's letters of advice to his illegitimate son, the
Explores the representation of private

life in

the poetry

autobiography of Olaudah Equiano, selections from Samuel Johnson's Lives of the English
Poets, and James Boswell's London Journal.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the pre- 1

800

literature

in English.

_

-

requirement for English majors.

1
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232c. Topics in the Kightcenth-Century Novel. Every other year. Fall 2010.

Ann

Kibbie.

An introduction to English prose fiction of the eighteenth century through the examination
of a specific topic shared by a variety of canonical and non-canonical

One

Prerequisite:

first-year

Sote: This course

seminar or 100-level course

fulfills the pre-

1800

in

texts.

English.

requirement for English majors.

literature

235c. Radical Sensibility. Fall 2(X)9. David Coi.iinc.s.

Examines

and reactions

the rise of

to the literature

of radical sensibility

wake of the

in the

French Revolution. FtKUses upon such topics as apocalyptic lyricism, anarchism, non-violent
revolution, and the critique of marriage, family, male pri\ilege, and patriarchal religious belief,

as well as the defense of tradition, attacks on radical thinking, and the depiction of revolution
as monstrosity. Discusses poetic experimentation, innovations in the English novel, and the
intersections

between

political writing

Blake. W'ollstonecraft.

and Women's

and the Gothic. Authors may include Burke. Paine.

Godwin. Opie. Percy

Shelley, and

Mary

(Same

Shelley.

as

(iender

Studies 240.)

Prerequisite:

One first-year seminar or

1

00-Ievel course in English or gender and

women's

studies.

Aviva Briefkl.
construction of gender in Victorian England. Of central

243c \ ictorian (lenders. Every other
investigates the literary and cultural

year. Spring 2010.

concernarefanlasiesof"idear*feminiiiit\ and masculinity, representations of unconxentional

gender roles and sexualities, and the d> iiamic relationship between
ideologies of the period. Authors

may

literary

include Charlotte Bronte, Freud, Gissing, Hardy, Rider

(Same

Haggard, Christina Rossetti, Ruskin, Schreiner, Tennyson, and Wilde.

Lesbian Studies 243 and (iender and
Prerequisite;

One

genres and gender

Women's

as (iay

and

Studies 239.)

rirst-\earseminaic)r l()()-le\el course in linglish or gender and

women's

studies.

[244c N'ictorian

Studies 244

rime

(

(

Same as (iay and Lesbian Studies 244 aiuKilender and Women's

1

245c. .\l(Klernism/.\loderiiit\. Every other year. Fall 2010. Makiivn Ri i/haim.

Examines

"modern." and (he term's

the cruxes of the

shift into a

conceptual category

Although not confined to a particular national or generic
works as a f(Kus. Organized by movements or critical formations of the
modernisms, psychoanalysis, postmodernism, cultural critique. Readings of

rather than a temporal designation.
rubric, takes British

modern,

i.e..

critical literature in

S. Iiliol,

conjunction with primary

Joyce's Dulcimers. Lawrence's

.SV;/;.v

texts.

Aulhors/direclors/works

and hncrs, Sonlag's On

may

include

Phofoiirapliy,

T.

W. G.

hne, Stevie Smith.
(iay and Lesbian Studies

Scbald's The Natural History of Destruction, Ian Mcl'wen's Hndurini;
Kureishi's M\Son the Fanatic, and C(KM/ee s Disgrace. (Same as
245 and (iender and Women's Studies 247
i

i'rerequisite:

One

lirst

\ear sennnaror KM) lc\el course

in

iMiglishorgenderaiul woincns

studies

246c

Drama and

Pt

rbmnaiu

M
Examines dramatic

i-

in

the Iwentieth

(

tiituiN aiul

Be>ond

I

all 2(M)^>.

Marii

^

n

Rhl/JiAl

the

performance

demonstrates

art

that

dramatic literature
translation ot

trends of the century, ranging from the social realism ol Ihsin to

of I^urie Anderson. Traverses national

work

in translation like that

Molieres

hirtuffc)\c\^\c theater

of Ibsen or Brecht has a place

in the

ami

body

ol

and

its

millennial counterpart (Beitold Biccht.

drama (Lrank McGuinness. Athool lugard): the
drama Samuel Beckett ); the "low" form of the musical (as presented.

Churchill); political

"nihilism" of absurdist

literary traditions

Discusses such topics as dramatic translation (Li/ Lot hhcad's

in fjiglish

Tony Kushncf. Caryl

aiul

(

English

1

29

by Woody Allen); and the relationship of dance to theater (Henrik Ibsen, Ntozake
Shange, Stomp, Enda Walsh). Readings staged. Formerly English 262 (same as Gender
and Women's Studies 262 and Theater 262). (Same as Gender and Women's Studies
for example,

262 and Theater 246.)
Prerequisite:

One first-year seminar or

100-level course in English or gender and

women's

studies.

The

[247c.

Irish Story. Formerly English 264.]

The Modern

248c.

Novel. Every other year. Spring 201

1.

Marilyn Reizbaum.

A study of the modern impulse in the novel genre in English. Considers origins of the
modern novel and developments such as modernism, postmodernism, realism, formalism,
impressionism, the

rise

of short

fiction.

Focuses on individual or groups of authors and

takes into account theories of the novel, narrative theory, critical contexts. Topics shift and

may

include Philip Roth. Henry Roth, Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, Rebecca West, Dorothy

Madox Ford, J. M. Coetzee, W. G.

Richardson, Lorrie Moore, Ford

Sebald,

F.

Scott Fitzgerald,

John Banville, Ian Watt, Peter Brook, and Franco Moretti. Formerly English 269.
Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

in

English.

American Literature. Every other year. Fall 2010. Phter Coviello.
Astudy of the writing produced in colonial, revolutionary, and post-revolutionary America.
Prominent concerns are the Puritan covenant, nationalism, democracy and consensus,
revolutionary rupture, and the evolving social meanings of gender and of race. Readings may
include Bradstreet, Edwards, Franklin, Wheatley, Brockden Brown, Irving, and Cooper.
250c. Early

Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

The American Renaissance. Every

251c.

in English.

Americas requirement for English majors.

other year. Spring 201

Considers the extraordinary quickening of American writing

1

.

Peter Coviello.

in the

years before the Civil

War.

Of central concern

may

include Emerson, Poe, Douglass, Hawthorne, Jacobs, Melville, Stowe, Dickinson, and

are the different visions of ''America" these texts propose. Authors

Whitman.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course
252c.

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

American Intimacies: Sex and Love

in

in English.

Americas requirement for English majors.

Nineteenth-Century Literature. Spring

2010. Peter Coviello.

Homosexuality and its conceptual twin, heterosexuality, are surprisingly late coinages.
So what was sex like before such concepts organized the sphere of intimate life in America?
Was it a set of bodily practices? An aspect of a person's identity? Was sexuality something an
individual could be said to possess? What forms of contact, invest attachment, or imagination

could even be counted as sex, and

why? Authors may

include Whitman, Thoreau, Jewett,

Melville, Hawthorne, James, Douglas, Dickinson, and Joseph Smith.

(Same

as

Gay and

Lesbian Studies 252 and Gender and Women's Studies 252.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

in English.

Americas requirement for English majors.

253c. Topics in Twentieth-Century American Literature:

American Fiction between the

Wars with an Emphasis on the 1920s. Every other year. Fall 2009. Celeste Goodridge.
Authors may include Wharton, Gather, Hemingway, Fitzgerald, NellaLarsen, and Faulkner.
Considers how these authors both reflect and subvert the dominant ideologies of the period.
*
^
Formerly English 272.
Prerequisite: Onq first-year seminar or 100-level course in English.
Note: This course

fulfills

the literature of the

Americas requirement for English majors.
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254c

Twentieth-Century American Poetry. Even other

Spring 2011. Celeste

year.

GtX)DRllXih.

Readings of mid-cenlur\ American poets followed by late century ones. Considers the
\ alidit\ of the term "confessional" to describe some of this poetry and examine performativity.
autobiography, biography, and the mixing of high and low culture

in this

work. Authors

may

include Lowell, Bishop, Plath. Gluck, Doty, and Clanipilt.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

tirsl-\ear
fultills

seminar or

lCX)-le\el course in Hnglish.

the literature of the

Americas requirement for English majors.

War

255c Contemporary Literature and Culture in English: Cold

Literature and

Culture. Ever) other year. Spring 2010. Chi.este G(X)dri[x;h.

Explores different topics across genres
English. Focuses on

how the

literature

d(Miiinant ideologies of the period.

Baidw
as (ia>

in.

Richard

"^'ales.

Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

1

and culture of this period both

reflects

in

and subverts the

.Albee,

and Williams. Research projects required. (Same

255.)

first-year
fulfills

contemporary, post- 945 literature and culture

Authors ma\ include Capote, Salinger. Plath, Highsmith.

McCarthy.

and Lesbian Studies

in

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

in

English.

Americas requirement

for English majors.

Twentieth-Century L(iBT Cultural Texts. (Same as Gay and Lesbian
Studies 257 and (iender and Women's Studies 257. )|
|257c. Classic

25Sc

Reconstructing the Nation. Every other

LSI)

year.

Spring 2010. Tess

CH.AkkAI.AKAl..

American lilcralurc written between I86.S and 1910. Exploring
a period marked b\ the end ol the Civil War, Reconstruction, the "New" South, and Jim
Crow, students engage w ith these historical developments through a reading of a w ide range
of novels, short stories, p<K*ms. and plays that take up political tensions between the North
and South as well as questions of regional, racial, and national identity. Works by George
Washington Cable, Charles Chesnutt. Lydia Maria Child, Sarah Orne Jewell, Mark Twain,
.Sullon \\. Griggs, E!mily Dickinson. Paul Laurence Dunbar, Henry James,! heodore Dreiser,
and frank Norris consiiiuie the 'major" literary soices of the period, but also examines a
number of "minor" works that arc similarly, but perhaps more narrowly, concerned with
questions of race and nation. (Same as Africana .Studies 25S
InlriKiuces studciils lo

)

Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or

the literature ot the

|260c African .Aintrican licdon:
Studies 260 and deiider and
261c. .African

l(K)-le\el

i

in linglish

or Africana studies.

Americas rcciuircmcnt

KeiXNritiiig Black Masculinities

Womin's

American Poetr>.

course

Studies 26(1

(Same

as

Africana

)|

|-\er\ other \ear. lall 2(M)9.

African American poclr> as counter-memory

for l^nglish majors.

\-.\

i/\mi!ii

from Whealley

Mi

imi k.

to the present

with a

focus on oral traditions, activist literary discourses, trauma ami healing, and productive

communities. .Special emphasis on the past century: dialed and masking:
Renaissance; Brown. BriH>ks. and Hayden

at

mid century:

the Black Arts

iIk-

Hailcin

Mo\emenl; black

feminism, and contemporary voices. (Same as Africana Studies 261)
Prcrequisile
!>lote

|26.k
|266<-

One

lirst

year seminar or KM) level louisc

This course fiiMiHs the lileralurc

of (lie

Staging Bhukiuss (Same as Africana Sliidits
l<»pi(s in

Africana Shulits

\friean American
2(»/>

i|

!

in

I

nglisii or

Americas requiremeni

itcratiirr:

26.^

llu-

Africana studies,

lor liiglish majors.

i|

tlarUni Riiiaiss:iiue

(Same

as

1

English

270c. African

American

1

3

Childhood and Adolescence. Spring 2010. Elizabeth

Fiction:

MUTHER.

A century
that

of short stories, novels, and graphic narratives by African American writers

engage the

lives of children

and adolescents, as well as narratives written explicitly

young readers. Theorizes historical constructions of African American childhood from
the Harlem Renaissance era to the present. Examines the strong tradition of child-narrated
fiction for teens and adults from the 1960s and 1970s by such writers as Ernest Gaines, Toni
Morrison, Toni Cade Bambara, Louise Meriwether, and Ann Petry. Considers the emergence
for

of a conscious Black Arts aesthetic

in

children's literature and

of multicultural children's literature

in

its

relationship to the flowering

recent decades. Formerly English

275 (same

as

Africana Studies 275). (Same as Africana Studies 270.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or Africana studies.
Note: This course fulfills the literature of the Americas requirement for English majors.

Asian American Literature. Fall 2009. Belinda Kong.
An introduction not only to the writings of Asian America, but also to the historical
development of Asian American literature as a field of discussion, study, and debate. Begins
271c

-

ESD. Introduction

to

by focusing on a seminal moment in the formation of this field: the critical controversy
sparked by the publication of Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior (1976). Then
turns to earlier classics as well as more recent fiction and questions of how to reconceive
Asian American

literature in light

of these works. In addition to Kingston, authors

may

Amy Tan,

David Henry Hwang, Frank Chin, John Okada, Jade Snow Wong, Carlos
Bulosan, Chang-rae Lee, and Jhumpa Lahiri, Susan Choi, Lan Cao, and le thi diem thuy.
Formerly English 284. (Same as Asian Studies 213.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or one course in Asian
include

studies.

Note: This course

273c

-

ESD,

IP.

fulfills

the literature of the

Americas requirement

for English majors.

Writing China from Afar. Spring 2010. Belinda Kong.

The telling of a nation's history is often the concern not only of historical writings but also
literary ones. Examines three shaping moments of twentieth-century China: the Sino-Japanese
War (1937-45), the Cultural Revolution (1966-76), and the 1989 Tiananmen democracy
movement and massacre. Focuses specifically on contemporary literature by authors born and
raised in

China but since dispersed

into a western diaspora. Critical issues include language

memoir; the relationship
between history, literature, and the cultural politics of diasporic representations of origin; and
the figure of the contemporary intellectual-writer vis-a-vis totalitarian violence. Authors may
include Eileen Chang (Zhang Ailing), Shan Sa, Dai Sijie, Hong Ying, Yan Geling, Zheng Yi,
Yiyun Li, Gao Xingjian, Ha Jin, Annie Wang, and Ma Jian. Formerly English 283. (Same
as Asian Studies 212.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or one course in Asian
choice and the role of translation; the truth claims of fiction

vs.

studies.

[274c

-

ESD,

-

VPA. Of Comics and

IP.

Asian Diaspora Literature of World

War

II.

(Same

as

Asian Studies

216.)]

[278c

Culture.]

279c - ESD, IP. Asian America's Aging. Every other year. Spring 2010. Belinda Kong.
Asian American literature is dominated by voices of youth: the child narrator and the
bildungsroman genre have long been used by writers to tell not only personal coming-of-age
stories but also that of Asian America itself, as a relative newcomer into the American nation-

1
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slate

and

in recent

its

cultural landscape.

Asian American

memory, and

body

the

Focuses instead on the lalecoming figure of the aged narrator

tiction.

who

constellates themes of dislocation and reclamation,

rather than those of maturation and heritage. Explores old age as a

vehicle for engaging contemporary issues of globalization and diaspora; historical trauma

and cultural memory; life and biopolitics. Examines these works within the paradigm of
transnational .Asian America, w hich goes beyond the United States as geographical frame
to shed light

on the new diasporic

centur\ global transits.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

280c

-

ESD,

(Same

as

first-year

and cultural

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

fulfills

politics

emerging from twentieth-

Asian Studies 224.)

The Animal and

IP.

identities

the

Human.

in

English or Asian studies.

Americas requirement

for English majors.

Spring 2010. Hilary Thompson.

Considers the changing philosophical and political significance of representations of the
animal and of

on global

human animal

interactions in

modern and contemporary

and inscstigates the role of the animal

fiction

in the theories

Focuses

literature.

and philosophies of

psychoanalysis, biopolitics, shamanism, and animism.
Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

282c. Introduction to Literary

Explores a range of

and allow us

critical

to question

in

English.

and Cultural Theory. Spring 2010. Aaron Kitch.

methodologies

that

some presumptions about

enhance our understanding of

literature

literary authorship, textual production,

and the reading experience. Examines fundamental relations between subject and object,
the sensuous and the conceptual, and the uni\ersal and particular. Without pri\ ileging any
particular critical paradigm, engages

modes of

interpretation associated with

Marxism,

feminism, psychoanalysis, poststructuralism, and cultural studies. Representative

works

them

literary

one or another theoretical paradigm than to
consider how they "speak theory" in their own right. Authors include Aristotle, Shakespeare,
Marx, 1 Tcud, Derrida, l-oucault. Woolf, and Agamben.
Prerequisite: One lirst-year seminar or l()()-le\el course in English, Africana studies, or
gender and women's studies; or (iay and Lesbian Studies 201.
2*>k

read, less to label

as responsive to

2*Mc Intermediate Independent Study

in Lnglish.

Inh Dkpartmknt.

310 350. .Advanced Literary Study, livery year.
English 3()0-levcl courses are advanced seminars; students who take ihcni arc normally
English majors. Their content and perspective varies- the emphasis may be thematic,
historical, generic, biographical, etc All rccjiiirc c\tciisi\c reading in

primary and collateral

materials

314c Talking about Noursilf

in the

Middle A^es Spring 2010. Mary Eosai

l'.\ainMicsa\aricl) ol aiilohiouiaphKal, biographical, and literary texts
to the late .Middle

i

.

from Late Ant ic]uity

Ages. Considers how narrative genres and social constructions shaped

people wrote about

life

how

exivrience. Themes structuring discussion and research will include

the impacts of orality and literacy on character depiction, self-fashioning through reading

and memor>' practices, medieval principles of psychology, and the question of the discovery
of the individual. Texts may incluile Augustine's (<fnfr\sion.\. The Memoirs of (iuiheri of
No^ent. !he Tristan lu'^enJ, the life of Saint Irancis of Assisi. Christine de Pi/an's Vision.

njhne. Chaucer's House oj lame, the Showings ol Julian of Norwich,
Marf^ery Kempe
One 2(K)-level course in l^nglish or permission of the instructor.

Kichtird kolle's hire

and The Hook

<tj

Prerequisite:

Note: This course
(3I6<'

fulfills

the pre- 1S(K) literature requirement foi

1

iiglish

Shakespeare's Sonnets. (Same as (iay and Lesbian Studies 316

)|

majors.

English

Oscar Wilde.

318c.

An

Fall 2009.

133

Aviva Briefel.

in-depth study of Wilde's fiction, poetry, drama, and critical essays within the context

of fin-de-siecle British culture. Topics include decadence, aestheticism, dandyism, queer

performance, and the Wilde

(Same

criticism.

Prerequisite:

as

trials.

Also examines Wilde's position within current

Gay and Lesbian

One

literary

Studies 318.)

200-Ievel course in English or gay and lesbian studies, or permission

of the instructor.
[321c.

Medieval Drama. (Same

322c. African

as Religion 321.)]

American Literature and Visual Culture.

Explores the semiotics of racial representation

over the past century, focusing

in particular

in

both literary and visual forms.

Elizabeth Muther.

African American literature and culture

on comics and graphic narratives. Considers the

problems of minstrelsy, masking, and caricature
making,

in

Fall 2009.

Of

— as well as instruments of militant image-

special interest will be modernist resistance

languages of the Harlem Renaissance; collage as a mid-century metaphor for invisibility and
black subjectivity; and contemporary images

— comics,

introduce alternative socio-political allegories.
Prerequisite:

One

(Same

as

narratives, and illustrations
Africana Studies 322.)

— that

200-Ievel course in English or Africana studies, or permission of the

instructor.

Note: This course
323c.

fulfills

the literature of the

The Joyce Revolution.

An

Americas requirement for English majors.

Spring 2010. Marilyn Reizbaum.

examination of James Joyce's signal contributions to modern writing and

critical

Reading includes the major works {Duhliners, Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, Ulysses), essays by Joyce, and writings by others who testify to the Joyce mystique:
e.g., Oliver St. John Gogarty, T. S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, Jacques Derrida, Seamus Heaney,
theories.

Maud

Ellmann.

Prerequisite:

One

200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.

330. Resist! Black Novels, Newspapers, and Transnational Violence. Fall 2009. Gabrielle

Foreman.

From

their very beginnings.

Black American newspapers have concerned themselves not

only with resistance movements within the United States but also with revolts and revolutions

throughout the Black Diaspora. Examines a short story, a novella, and a novel

all

published in

important and popular Black papers. Interdisciplinary focus allows easy search of newspaper
databases for African American coverage of the British and French Caribbean, Cuba and Latin

America, West and East Africa, and the

Black press.

of the

last

remaining independent

war against colonization — all while examining
One-half credit. (Same as Africana Studies 330.)

nation, Ethiopia, during
in the

Italian invasion

its

fiction serialized

Note: This course will not count for credit toward the major.
334c.

The

Secret Life of Things. Fall 2009.

Ann

Kibbie.

We tend to focus on the people who populate literary texts, but literature is also filled with
significant things:

parts that,

money;

weapons; clothing; furniture; toys; portraits; jewels; body
their "owners," have become mere objects, such as hair and

tools;

once detached from

amputated limbs; and those beings that are sentient but non-human, and therefore resist easy
classification, animals. Explores the role of things, and the aesthetic, legal, and philosophical
questions they raise, in a variety of literary texts, including Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe,

Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels, Alexander Pope's The Rape of the Lock, and Charles
"^
Dickens' Our Mutual Friend.
Prerequisite: OnCv 200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.

Note: This course

fulfills

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.
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Living in the Ruins. Spring 2010. David Collings.

iltSn.

Examines literature, primarily written after 945, that depicts life in a world that is enduring,
1

or has endured, a military, cultural, moral, or environmental disaster (such as global climate

change

when

).

Discusses what transpires w hen time continues to pass but the future does not arrive,

the world renews itself only in marginal or unsuspected ways. Considers

as generalized and

muted trauma;

the estrangement of
the

home

or familiar histories; the radical disorientation of the

adequacy of established

literary'

by such authors as Beckett. Levi.

and Bo\

le;

movies such

338c. Sex

One

self;

and

genres to capture key themes. Discusses literary texts

Abe, Dick. Ballard. Robinson. Coetzee. Sebald. Butler,

as Children of Men:

themes. (Same as Environmental Studies
Prerequisite:

themes such

the possibilities of accepting or resisting global disarray:

and theoretical and

critical writings

on course

}t}tS.)

2(X)-level course in English or permission of the instructor.

and the Word: Freud, Psychoanalysis, American Literature. Spring 2010.

Peter Coviello.

An

examination of one of the great theorists of intimacy and

provision his works

make — or might make — for the

its

vexations, and of the

study of literature.

Aims

not to produce

successfully "Freudian" readings of given texts, or to assign one or another of Freud's

categories of pathology to fictional characters, but to test what sort of purchase Freud's
varied investigations

— of language and desire, of loss and transformation, and especially of

the intricate relations of gender and sexuality to

one another, and

to the very

experience of

selfhcKxl

— might afford us in our encounter with the pleasures and problems of modern liction.

Authors

will include

Freud and many of his

critics, as

well as Henry James, Nella Larsen.

Willa Cather. James Bald win, and others. (Same as (iay
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

2()()-level
fulfills

course

in

and Lesbian Studies

338.)

English or permission of the instructor.

the liicraiure of the

Americas requirement

40 Ic 404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

in English.

for English majors.

Thh Dhpartment.

.
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Environmental Studies
Program Director

Philip Camill,

Eileen Sylvan Johnson,

Program Manager; Rosemary Armstrong, Program Assistant

Associate Professors: Philip Camill (Biology), Matthew Klingle (History), John
Lichter (Biology), Lawrence H.

Simon (Philosophy), Dharni Vasudevan

(Chemistry)
Assistant Professor: Connie Y. Chiang (History)

Lecturers: DeWitt John, Eileen Sylvan Johnson,
Visiting Faculty:

E. Pearlman,

Jill

Conrad Schneider

Evans Mwangi

Contributing Faculty:

Mark O.

Guillermo Herrera,

Battle, Jane Brox,

David Collings,

Amy S. Johnson, Susan A.

Lea, Barry Logan**, Sarah
Schneider, Allen L.

F.

Kaplan,. Edward

McMahon, Nancy

Springer, David

J.

Vail,

Damon
P.

P.

Gannon,

Laine, Peter D.

E. Riley, Collin Roesler,

Conrad

Laura Voss, Anthony Walton, Allen

Wells, Nathaniel T. Wheelwrightf

Requirements for the Coordinate Major

in

Environmental Studies (ES)

Among Bowdoin's major programs, the coordinate major is unique to the Environmental
Studies Program. An environmental studies major must also have a disciplinary major, either
in a

as

departmental major such as biology, economics, history,

Asian studies, gender and women's studies,

distribution requirements or to

fulfill

etc.

etc.,

or in a program major such

Courses taken

to satisfy the College's

the requirements of the second major

may be

counted toward the environmental studies major requirements, except as noted.

C- or better must be earned

in a

course to

fulfill

double-

A grade

of

the major requirement.

Completion of the ES major requires the following courses:

1

Introductory, interdisciplinary course:

ES 101 Introduction to Environmental Studies,

preferably taken as a first-year student.
2.
3.

4.

One 100-level or higher course in biology, chemistry, geology, or physics.
One environmental science course: ES 201 Perspectives in Environmental Science
(same as Biology 158 and Chemistry 105).
One environmental social science course chosen from: ES 207 Building Healthy
Communities (same as Government 207); ES 221 Environmental Inequality and
Justice (same as Sociology 221); ES 228 Natural Resource Economics (same as
Economics 228); ES 263 International Environmental Policy (same as Government
263); ES 264 Energy, Climate, and Air Quality (same as Government 264); ES 240

Environmental Law.
5.

6.

One environmental humanities course: ES 203 Environment and Culture in North
American History (same as History 242).
One senior seminar: A culminating course that provides an opportunity for exploration
of a topic or a senior capstone course experience of one semester

Such courses are multidisciplinary, studying a topic from
curriculum.

It is

is

required of majors.

at least

two areas of

the

preferable to take this course during the senior year. Please check

with the department for an updated

list

of courses satisfying

this

requirement.
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7.

Beyond

ES

the core courses, students

must choose a concentration

Disciplinary Concentrations: For this option,

ES

(listed

below):

coordinate majors must take three

100-level or above courses within one of the following concentrations:

— for History.

Landscape. Values. Ethics, and the Environment, students choose from

courses designated w

ES

— for

a "c"

ith

Environmental Economics and

w ith

Policy, students choose

ES courses designated

a *'b"

— for the Interdisciplinary Environmental Science Concentration,
courses designated with an

"a"' (in

addition.

Chemistry 240 Inorganic Chemistry count toward
sirongl) ad\ ised to take

one

ES

the

oi'

students choose

ES

Chemistry 210 Chemical Analysis and

ES majors

this concentration).

are

science courses outside of their departmental

ES science majors should consult with their ES science advisor in identifying

requirements.

a .science course outside their major.

Student-designed Environmental Studies Concentration: Students majoring
the option of designing their

own

concentration consisting of three courses

in

in

ES have

addition to

the core courses and senior seminars. Student-designed concentrations are particularly

appropriate for students interested in exploring en\ironmental issues from a cross-di\isional
perspective. Students must submit a self-designed concentration

form (available from the

program), explaining their plan of study to the program director by the
first

semesterof the junior year,

listing the three

the courses are related to the issue

o\'

ES

first

week of the

courses proposed, and explaining

interest to the student. Proposals

how

must be appro\ed

by the program director.

Kt'iiuirenients for the

Minor

The minor consists of five

in

Knvironmental Studies

Knvironmental Studies 101 two courses

courses:

;

or higher, one of which should be outside a student "s departmental major; and

at the

200

level

two core courses

area as specified below:

in the disciplinary

—for natural science majors: KS 203 Environment and Culture
History (same as History 242)

in

North American

aiul one social science course from the following:

Building lleaith\ Communities (same as (Government 207):

KS

KS 207

221 Knvironmental

and Justice same as Sociology 221 ); KS 22S Natural Resource Kconomics
Tolio
and
saine as l^conomics 228). KS 240 1'nvironniental Law: KS 263 International
Iru (|iialit\

i

(

Kn\ironmentai rolio same as (lOvernment 263); KS 264 Knergy, Climate, and Air
Quality (same as (lOvernment 264);
—Jnr sitcial science maj(trs: K.S 201 Perspectives in Knvironmental Science (same as
Hi()log> I5S Kul ( hemistry 105) ami KS 203 Kinironment and Culture in North
(

Anurican Mist<)r> (same- as History 242):
—for humanities majors KS 2(M IVrspectives in Kn>iroinnen(al Science (same as
ItiohigN I5S and Chemistry 105). and one social science course ln>ni (he following:
K.S

207 Building Health\

(

(unmuiiities (same as (tovernment 207):

KS 221

KnNJrfMimciital hu-(|ualit\ and Justice (same as Sociology 221): i.S 228 Natural

kes<iurce

^l.aH.

264

I

ioiKunies and

KS 263

Knt'rjjy,

l*olie> is.ime as

Inttrnational

I

Kionomics

228).

luironmental Tolio (same

VS

lAi) l'.n\ironmeiital

as (io\eriimeid 263),

Climate, and Air (Quality (same as (Government 264)

KS

Environmental Studies

First- Year

For a

full

1

37

Seminar

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

15c. Frontier Crossings:

The Western Experience

American History.

in

Fall 2009.

Matthew Klingle.
(Same

as

History 15.)

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

[79a

-

INS. Agriculture: Ancient and Modern. (Same as Biology 79.)]

[81a

-

INS. Physics of the Environment. (Same as Physics 81.)]

100a

INS. Environmental Geology and Hydrology. Every spring. Peter Lea.

-

An

introduction to aspects of geology and hydrology that affect the environment and land

use. Topics include

watersheds and surface-water quality, groundwater contamination, coastal

erosion, and landslides.
affecting

Maine

Weekly

rivers, lakes,

101. Introduction to

labs

and

examine local environmental problems
Geology 100.)

field trips

and coast. (Same as

Environmental Studies. Every

fall.

DeWitt John, Lawrence Simon,

AND DhARNI VaSUDEVAN.

An

interdisciplinary introduction

from the perspectives of the natural sciences, the social

sciences, and moral philosophy to the variety of environmental problems confronting us
today. Provides an

overview of the

state

of scientific knowledge about major environmental

problems, both global and regional, an analysis of the ethical problems they pose, potential
responses of governments and individuals, and an exploration of both the successes and the

inadequacies of environmental policy. Topics include

air pollution, fisheries,

and chemicals in

the environment as well as global population, climate change, energy, and sustainability.

INS. Introduction to Oceanography. Fall 2009. Collin Roesler.
The fundamentals of geological, physical, chemical, and biological oceanography: tectonic

102a

-

evolution of the ocean basins, thermohaline and wind-driven circulation, chemical cycles,

primary production and trophodynamics with emphasis on oceans' role

Weekly labs will apply the
(Same as Geology 102.)
103a

-

principles in the setting of

Casco Bay

in

climate change.

and the Gulf of Maine.

INS. Marine Environmental Geology. Spring 2010. Edward Laine.

An introduction to the aspects of marine geology and oceanography that affect the
environment and marine resources. Topics include estuarine oceanography and sediments,
eutrophication of coastal waters, primary productivity, waves and tides, sea-level history,
glacial

geology of coastal Maine, harmful algal bloom, and an introduction

to plate tectonics.

Weekly field trips and labs examine local environmental problems affecting Casco Bay and
the Maine coast. A one-day weekend field excursion is required. (Same as Geology 103.)
[154a. Ecology of the

201a

Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy. (Same

as Biology 154.)]

MCSR,

INS. Perspectives in Environmental Science. Every spring. Spring 2010.
John Lighter and Dharni Vasudevan.
Functioning of the earth system is defined by the complex and fascinating interaction of
-

processes within and between four principal spheres: land,

phenomena and ecosystem

are used to

water, and

life.

Leverages key

and ecology to unravel the intricate connectedness of
function. Fundamental biological and chemical concepts
understand the science behind the environmental dilemmas facing societies as a

principles of environmental chemistry
natural

air,

1
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consequence of human activities. Laboratory sessions consist of local field trips, laboratory
experiments, group research, case studs exercises, and discussions of current and classic
scientific literature. (Same as Biolog\ 158 and Chemistry 105.)

One

Prerequisite:

203c

-

ESD. Environment and Culture

MAnnhw

2010.

10()-level or higher

course
in

in biolog\,

chemistr\. geology, or physics.

North American History. Every

spring. Spring

Kli.sgle.

Explores relationships between ideas of nature, human transformations of the environment,

and the effect of the physical environment upon humans through time

in

North America.

Topics include the "Columbian exchange" and colonialism: links between ecological change

and

and gender

race, class,

relations: the role of science

and technology:

literary

and

perspectives of "nature"; agriculture, industrialization, and urbanization; and the

artistic
ri.se

of

mtxiern environmentalism. Assignments include a research-based service learning term

(Same

project.

as History 242.)

Prerequisite:

Environmental Studies 101 or permission of the

instructor.

204a. Introduction to (ieoj^raphic Information Systems. Fall 2(X)9. Eilehn Johnson.

Geographical inforfiiation

s\

stems (GIS) organize and store spatial information for

geographical presentation and analysis. The\ allow rapid de\clopmcnt of high qualil\ maps,

and enable powerful and sophisticated investigation of spatial patterns and interrelationships.
Introduces concepts of cartography, databa.se management, remote sensing, and spatial analysis.

The productive use of GIS technology
management, and regional planning is
and problems culminating

in a

in the

physical and social sciences, environmental

investigated through a variety of applied exercises

semester project that addresses a specific cn\ ironmcntal

application.

1205a

206

INS. Environmental Chemistry. (Same as Chemistry 205 and (ieology 205. )1

-

IP

-

Biodiversity Conservation

and Management

in Africa,

fall

2(K)9.

Evans

MWANCil.

An

examination of the biodiversity

crisis facing Africa

and methods for slowing down

or reversing the rapid loss of species and ecosystCFiis that Africa
the social, cultural, historical,

African

[x.M)ples

economic and

and the continent's

future ot biodiversity.

(Same

li\

political contexts

is

experiencing. Explores

of the relationship between

ing natural resources, as well as the past, present,

and

as Africana Studies 204.)

207b Building Healthy Communities Spring 2010.

I)i

Win

John.

lAaniincs cllorls h\ coininunilics and regions lo build strong local economies, saleguard
important environmental values, protect public health, and address issues of economic

and scKial
local

justice. In

government

many communities,

officials

cnvironmentajsustainability and to develop
efforts cross

(•H>liiical.

metropolitan areas,

work with other leaders

institutional,

s|x*cific

and sectoral

to set

aiul rural regions, stale

and

ambitious goals for econt)mic and

plans tor sustainable development. These

barriers, thus challenging

ami sometimes

re-

shaping stateandU>cal politics as well as American Ictleralism. I'xamineshow U>cal leaders can

work

in

complex

settings to set goals

and mobilize federal, private, and non-profit resources

to achieve specific, cross-cutting objectives.

Prerequisite:
2IO;i

One

M( SK INS

"An intrtKJuetion
conditions found

in

course

in

(Same

as

(Government 207.)

environmental studies or government.

Phint Ph>

si..l(»j;\

lall 2(H)<)

Hakkv A. L(k;an.

to the ph)siological prcKCsses that

enable plants to grow under the varied

nature General topics discussed include the acijuisition. transpod. and

use of water and mineral nutrients, photosynthelic carl>on assiimlation. and the inlluence

of cnvirtinmental and ht)rmonal signals on development and morphology. Adaptation and
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acclimation to extreme environments and other ecophysiological subjects are also discussed.
laboratories reinforce principles discussed in lecture and expose students to

Weekly

research techniques.

(Same

modern

as Biology 210.)

Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

215a - MCSR, INS. Behavioral Ecology and Population Biology. Fall 2010. Nathaniel
Wheelwright.
Study of the behavior of animals and plants, and the interactions between organisms
and their environment. Topics include population growth and structure, and the influence
of competition, predation, and other factors on the behavior, abundance, and distribution
of plants and animals. Laboratory sessions, field trips, and research projects emphasize
concepts

in

ecology, evolution and behavior, research techniques, and the natural history

of local plants and animals. Optional field

(Same

Island.

trip to the

Bowdoin

Scientific Station

on Kent

as Biology 215.)

Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or

109

216c. Telling Environmental Stories. Fall 2009.

Anthony Walton.

Intended for students with a demonstrated interest
introduction to several

in

environmental studies, as an

modes of storytelling, which communicate

ideas, historical narratives,

personal experiences, and scientific and social issues in this increasingly important area of
study and concern. Explores various techniques, challenges, and pleasures of storytelling, and
examines some of the demands and responsibilities involved in the conveyance of different
types of information with clarity and accuracy in nonfiction narrative. Engages student writing

through the workshop method, and includes study of several texts, including The Control of
Nature, Cadillac Desert, Living Downstream, and Field Notes from a Catastrophe.
as

(Same

English 213.)
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

217c. Writing about Place. Spring 2010. Jane Brox.

An examination of sense of place through reading and creative writing. Students will read
authors who write personally about place and also bring historical, scientific, or sociological
perspectives to their work, such as Aldo Leopold, Rachel Carson, James Baldwin, Yi-Fu

Tuan, and Elizabeth Bishop. Students will write both personal essays and essays centered on
direct observation

and reflection on the history and ecology of a particular place. Workshop

discussion, critiques, and revision are an integral part.

(Same

as English 215.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

[218b

-

MCSR.

Environmental Economics and Policy. (Same

as

Economics

218.)]

219a - MCSR, INS. Biology of Marine Organisms. Every fall. Amy Johnson.
The study of the biology and ecology of marine mammals, seabirds, fish, intertidal and
subtidal invertebrates, algae, and plankton. Also considers the biogeographic consequences of
global and local ocean currents on the evolution and ecology of marine organisms. Laboratories,
field trips, and research projects emphasize natural history, functional morphology, and
ecology. Lectures and three hours of laboratory or field trip per week. One weekend field
trip included. (Same as Biology 219.)
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

[221b

-

ESD. Environmental Inequality and

Justice.

(Same

as Sociology 221.)]

[222b - ESD. Introduction to Human Population. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies
224 and Sociology 222.)]
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225a

-

MCSR.

INS. Community, Ecosystem, and Global

Change Ecology.

Fall 2009.

John Lighter.

Community ecology

is

the study of

of organisms. Ecosystem ecology

is

dynamic patterns

and abundance

in the distribution

and cycling of matter

the study of the flow of energy

through ecological communities. Global change ecology examines

how human

activities

alter communities and ecosystems and how these changes play out at the global scale.
Topics include the creation and maintenance of biodiversity, the complexity of species

interactions in food webs, the role of disturbance in ecological processes, the importance of

biodi\ersity in ecosystem processes, and

human

influences on global biogeochemical cycles

and climate change. Laborator) sessions consist of

local held trips,

and independent held research projects. Current and classic

team research exercises,

scientific literature is discussed

weekly. (Same as Biology 225.)
Prerequisite: Biology 102. 104, 105. or 109.

and Landscape

227c. City

in

Modern Europe.

Spring 2010. Jill Pearlman.

Explores the evolution of the built environment

from the mid-nineteenth century

to

London, Paris, Vienna, and Berlin
the present. Focusing on significant moments in the
in

hislor) of these cities, considers a variety of factors as determinants of urban form, including

technological developments, industrialization, politics, economics, culture and design.

Topics include the creation of capital

cities, natural

and public spaces,

streets,

housing,

suburbanization. en\ ironmental problems, and current schemes for a sustainable urbanism.

(Same

as History 227.)

MCSR

228b

Natural Resource Economics and Policy.

Fall

2009. Guillermo

Hi kkhKA.

A

study of the economic issues surrounding the existence and use of renewable natural

resources

(e.g., forestry/land use, fisheries, water,

antibiotics)

basic

and exhaustible resources

framework

is first

(e.g.,

ecosystems, and the effectiveness of

minerals, fossil fuels, and old growth forest).

A

developed fordetermining economically efficient use of resources over

time, then extended to consider objectives other than efficiency, as well as the distinguishing
biological, ecological, physical, political and social attributes of each resource. Uncertainly,

common
to

property, and \arious regulatory inslrumenis are discussed, as well as alternatives

government intervention and/or
Prerequisite:

Economics

2.Mb Nati\e Peoples and
For thousands of years,

(

privatization.

(Same

as

Economics

228.)

101.

ultures of Arctic America, lall 2(K)9. Susan Kaplan.
Inuii.

Native American Indian, and Aleut peoples lived

in the

Arctic regions of North America as hunters, gatherers, and fishermen, harvesting resources

from the

and

sea. rivers,

land. I:\amines the characteristics ol Arctic

ecosystems and how

ihey are being affected by climate change, lixplores the social, economic, political, and
religious livesof various Arctic-dwelling peoples

adapted to

this

Anthro|M>log\
I'lciequisile

232c

E.SI)

Survc)

ot

dynamic environmeiii
2.^1

iiiul

m

to contaci

an cflori (o understand

w

iilr\a!ioiis

how

people ha\e

WcsIcmm groups. (Same as

i

Anthropology 101 or 102

History of the Amiriian West Spring 2010. Connii Ciii\\<..

uhal came

to Iv cilicii Ihc

WcsUtii

I

'iiiled

Slates from the nmelccMlli ccnluiy

to the present. Topics incUule luiro- American relations wiih Nali\e

Americans; the expansion

and growth of the federal government into the West; the exploitation of natural resources;
creation of borders and national identities; race, class, and gender relations;

immigration and emigration; violence and criminality;

cities

ami suburbs,

iIr-

tJR-

inlUience ol

aiul llic eiuluring

1

Environmental Studies

myth

1

4

American culture. Students write several papers and
engage in weekly discussion based upon primary and secondary documents, art, literature,
and film. (Same as History 232.)
persistence of the "frontier"

and

[233c. Architecture

in

Sustainability.

(Same

as Visual

Arts 233.)]

240b. Environmental Law. Every other year. Fall 2009. Conrad Schneider.

examination of some of the most important American environmental laws and

Critical

environmental problems that affect the United States and the world.

their application to

how

Students learn what the law currently requires and

it

is

administered by federal and

state agencies, and are encouraged to examine the effectiveness of current law and consider

alternative approaches.
Jill Pearlman.
243c VPA. Modern Architecture: 1750 to 2000 Spring 201
Examines major buildings, architects, architectural theories, and debates during the
modern period, with a strong emphasis on Europe through 1900, and both the United States
1

and Europe

in the

.

twentieth century. Central issues of concern include architecture as an

important carrier of historical, social, and political meaning; changing ideas of history and
progress

form; and the varied architectural responses to industrialization. Attempts

in built

to develop students' visual acuity and ability to interpret architectural

these and other issues.

(Same

as

form while exploring

Art History 243.)

244c - VPA. City, Anti-City, and Utopia: Building Urban America. Fall 2010. Jill
Pearlman.
Explores the evolution of the American city from the beginning of industrialization to the
present age of mass communications. Focuses on the underlying explanations for the American
city's physical form by examining cultural values, technological advancement, aesthetic
and social

theories,

structure.

Major

figures, places,

and schemes

in the

areas of urban design

and architecture, social criticism, and reform are considered. (Same as History 244.)

The Nature

Frank Lloyd Wright. Spring 2010.

Pearlman.
An in-depth investigation of the buildings of North America's most celebrated architect,
with emphasis on the majorthemeofhiswork—the complex relationship between architecture
and nature. Examines Wright's key projects for a diverse range of environments and regions
while also placing the master builder and his works into a larger historical, cultural, and
architectural context. Engages in a critical analysis of the rich historical literature that Wright

245c.

of

Jill

has evoked in recent decades, along with the prolific writings of the architect himself.
Prerequisite:

Environmental Studies 243 (same

History 244), or one course
247c. Maine:

in art history, or

A Community and

as

Art History 243) or 244 (same

as

permission of the instructor.

Environmental History. Spring 2011. Sarah

McMahon.
Seminar. Examines the evolution of various Maine social and ecological communities
inland, hill country,
cultures,

and

coastal.

—

Begins with the contact of European and Native American

examines the transfer of English and European agricultural

traditions in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and explores the development of diverse geographic,

economic, ethnic, and cultural communities during the nineteenth and into the early twentieth
centuries.

(Same

Prerequisite:

[250c

-

as

History 247.)

One

course in history or permission of the instructor.

ESD. California Dreamin':

A History

of the Golden State. (Same as History

250.)]

[253a.

Atmosphere and Ocean Dynamics. (Same

as

Geology 257 and Physics

257.)]

)
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(256c

IP F^nvironment and Society

-

American Studies

256.

in

Latin America. (Same as History 256 and Latin

)j

25Sc Kn>ironmental Kthics. Spring 201 1. Lawrence H. Simon.
\V hat things in nature ha\ e moral standing? What are our obligations

we resoKe contlicis among our obligations? After an

to ihem".^

How should

introduction to ethical theory, topics to

be covered include anthropocentrism. the moral status of

nonhuman

sentient beings

and of

non-seniienl living beings, preservation of endangered species and the wilderness, holism

versus individualism, the land ethic, and deep ecology.
1

263b International Knvironmental

Policy.

(Same

(Same

as

Philosophy 258.)

Government

as

263.)]

264b Lnerj;>, Climate, and Air Quality. Spring 2010. DeWht John.
Examines how the federal government in the United States, as well as states, communities,
businesses, and nonprofits, can address climate change and energy issues. Compares American
policies and politics u ith efforts in other countries and examines the links between American
f)olicies and efforts in other nations. (Same as (iovernnient 264.

One

Prerequisite:

course

in

environmental studies or government, or permission of the

instructor.

Way

Find a

|266h

Ln>ir()nmental

267a

-

(

or

Make One:

Arctic Kxploration in Cultural, Historical, and

Ontext. (Same as Anthropology 266.))

INS. Coastal Oceanography. Spring 2010. Edward Laine.

Principles and problems in coastal cKcanography, with an emphasis on interdisciplinary

Topics include circulaticMi and sediment transport within estuaries and on the continental

inquirv.
shelf,

impact of

human

s\

stems on the marine environment, and issues and contrt>\ersies

eulrophication and h>po\ia
Pa^requisite:

One

course

in the

in

(Same

coastal einironment.

geology or permission of the

i>f

as (ieoloj;> 267.)

instructor.

IP African Environmental History. (Same as Africana Studies 267 and History

|26Sc
267.)!

M(

274a

SK. INS. .Marine Conservation Biology.

InircxJuces
issues.

key biological concepts

Explores bicxiiversily

in the

Fall 2(K)9.

thai are essential

Damon Gannon.

for understanding conservation

worlds major marine ecosystems:

mechanisms of

the

biodiversity loss at the genetic, sjX'cies. and ecosystem levels: and the properties of marine
sv

stems

pose unique conservation challenges. Investigates the theor> and practice of

that

marine biodiversiiyconscnalion.fcKusing on the interactions among ecology. economics, and
public policy. Consists of lecture/discussion, lab. field trips, guest seminars by professionals

working
Hi<)ln;;v

One

215 'same

studies.

(Same

as Bioloj^v

274

)

of the following: Hiolo^v 154 (same as Environmental Studies 154),

as

Envinmmental Studiis

2l5i. Hioloyy 21*^ (sanu as

I

nvironniental

lijol(»^v 225 same as Lnviroiimi-ntal Studies 225). Environmental Studies
Environmental Studies 201 (same as Hiolo^v 158 aitd Chemistry 105). or [Krmission

Shidiis 2 IV
101.

and siudenl-selecled case

in the field,

Prerei|uisiie:

<

I

of the mstructor

275a

M( SK. INS (.ronndwater Sprmg

Ilic interaction

i>«.

>viiiviit of

Prerequisite

1.

rm

Pi

Lka.

of water and geological materials within the hydroiogic cycle, with

•imdwater resources and
"i

201

groundwater

One

course

m

in

ijuality

aquifers

Qualitative and quantitative examination

(Same

275
msinu tor

as (tcolo^y

geolog) or (X'rmissioii

of

tlu-

)

Environmental Studies
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276a - MCSR. Watershed Hydrology. Every fall. Fall 2009. Peter Lea.
Everyone lives in a watershed, but how do watersheds function, both naturally and
increasingly as impacted by humans? Examines the movement and modification of water
through the landscape, emphasizing such topics as natural and
quality,

human

controls of water

streamflow generation and surface-groundwater interactions, watershed modeling,
to

watershed management. Students perform an integrated investigation of

a local watershed,

examining natural and human controls on hydrologic processes. (Same

and approaches
as

Geology 276.)
Prerequisite:

One

course in geology or Environmental Studies 201 (same as Biology

158 and Chemistry 105).
280a. Plant Responses to the Environment. Spring 201

1.

Barry A. Logan.
Even your own

Plants can be found growing under remarkably stressful conditions.

backyard poses challenges to plant growth and reproduction. Survival

is

possible only because

of a diverse suite of elegant physiological and morphological adaptations. The physiological

ecology of plants from extreme habitats

(e.g.,

tundra, desert, hypersaline)

is

discussed, along

with the responses of plants to environmental factors such as light and temperature. Readings

from the primary literature facilitate class discussion. Excursions into the field and laboratory
exercises complement class material. (Same as Biology 280.)
Prerequisite: Biology 210 or 225, or permission of the instructor.
[283c.

Environmental Education.]

287a. Poles Apart:

A

Comparison of Arctic and Antarctic Environments.

Fall 2009.

Collin Roesler.

Compares and contrasts the geography, climate, glaciology and sea ice, ocean biology,
and exploration history of the Arctic and Antarctic regions with particular emphasis on the
role of polar regions in global climate change.

One weekend

field trip required.

(Same

as

Geology 287.)
Prerequisite:

One

course

in

geology or permission of the

instructor.

291-294. Intermediate Independent Study in Environmental Studies. The Program.
301.

Environmental Studies Capstone Project.

Fall 2009. Philip

Camill.

Structured around a semester-long project providing students with a hands-on, capstone

experience that applies prior coursework

work
the

as a collaborative

community. The

team

to explore

final project will

in the

Environmental Studies major. Students

one issue and

to

develop a report/project useful to

be a culmination of student-led discussions, readings,

meetings with stakeholders,

field trips, original research and design, and data analysis.
examined may include carbon neutrality and campus sustainability at
Bowdoin, climate change in Maine, conservation, land use, energy, community and urban
design, public health, environmental justice, and transportation. Consult the Environmental
Studies Program Web site for course topics offered each year. Current or prior enrollment in
Environmental Studies 201, 202, or 203 is recommended. May be repeated for credit.
Prerequisite: Environmental Studies 101 or permission of the instructor.

Potential issues to be

302a. Earth Climate History

and

Its

Impacts on Ecosystems and

Human Civilizations.

Spring 2010. Philip Camill.

The modern world is experiencing rapid climate warming and some parts extreme
drought, which will have dramatic impacts on ecosystems and human societies. How do
contemporary warming and aridity compare to past changes in climate? Are modem changes
human-caused or part of the natural variability in the climate system? What^ffects did past
changes have on global ecosystems and

human

societies? Students use sediment -and

growth

Courses of Instruction
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records (ocean, glacier, lake, coral, tree ring, and rodent middens) to assemble proxies
for past

changes

climate, atmospheric

in

CO,, and disturbance

long-term carbon cycling and climate, the rise of
grazing

mammals,

C4

to

examine several

issues:

photosynthesis and the evolution of

and glacial cycles, glacial refugia and post-glacial species

orbital forcing

migrations, climate change and the rise of

human

ci\ilizations. climate o\erkill hypothesis

of Pleistocene megafauna, climate variability, drought cycles, climate change impacts on
fire,

climate-related collapses of

human

ci\ ilizations,

and determining natural variability

vs.

human-caused climate change. Prior enrollment in a 200- or 300-level en\ ironmental studies
or geology course is recommended. (Same as Bioloj^v 302 and (ieology 302.)
Prerequisite: One of the following: Biolog> 102, 104. 105. 109. or Geology 101.
305a. Knvironmental Fate of Organic Chemicals. Fall 2009.
.More than 1(K).(KK) s\nihctic chemicals are currciiily
the risk posed to

humans and ecosystems, we need

and routes of chemical exposure. Addresses the

to

fate

Dharm

in daily use. In

Vasldhn.an.

order to determine

understand and anticipate the extent
of organic chemicals following their

Why

do these chemicals either
persist or break down, and how are they distributed between surface water, ground w aier. soil,
sediments, biota, and air? .Analysis of chemical structure is used to gain insight into molecular
interactions that determine the various chemical transfer and transformation processes, while
emphasizing the quantitative description of these processes. (Same as Chemistry 305.)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 225.
intentional or unintentional release into the environment.

(312b Cultures Weathering Knvironmental Change. (Same as Anthropology 312.)]
318b. Knvironmental and Resource F^conomics. Spring 2010. Guiliermo Hhrrhra.
Seminar. Analysis of externalities and market failure; models of optimum control of pollution

and efficient management of renewable and nonrenewable natural resources such as
forests,

and minerals: governmental

vs.

other forms of control of

common-pool

fisheries,

resources:

and benetil-cosl analysis of policies, including markcl-bascd and non-market \ahiation. Not

open

to students

Prerequisite:

(327a (ilobal

335c Living

who have

Fk^onomics 218 or 228. (Same as Kconomics 318.)

credit for

Kconomics 255 and 257.

Change Kcology. (Same

in the

as Biology 327.

)(

Kuins. Spring 2010. David Coi.lings.

Examines literature, primarily written after 945. that depicts life
1

in a

world that

is

enduring,

or has endured, a military, cultural, moral, or environmental disaster (such as global climate

change). Discusses what transpires u hen lime continues to pass but the future does not arrive,
vvhen the world renews
as generali/ed and

only

muled trauma;

the estrangement of

the

itself

home

marginal or unsuspected ways. Considers themes such

\u

the possibilities ot accepiing or resisting global disarray;

or familiar histories; the radical disorientation of the

adequacy of established

literary

self;

and

genres to capture key themes. Discusses literary texts

by such authors as Beckett. Ix'vi, Abe. Dick, f^allani. K^obinson, CtKMzee. Sebakl. Mullen
and Boyle; movies such as ChiUrcn nf Men: ami Ihcorctical and critical wrilings on course

themes (Same as Knglish 335.)
Prerequisite: One 200 level course
|3.^8c

(.M4K

<

Jinu lion:

oiisniiiption
I

llonn

Si)

History 289

)|

:

\

I

in-

in fjiglish

or permission of ihc insiiuctor.

Nat nrr and

(

uhure of

(

onsnnu'rism

|

Misiot\ of M<Mising in North America, 1850-2000

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

349c.

The Americas
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as Crossroads: Transnational Histories. Spring 2010.

Matthew

Klingle and Allen Wells.

An examination of the transnational
hundred years. Students explore

this

history of North and South

America over the

past five

through directed readings on specific themes including

exploration and imperial conquest, trade, migration, labor, warfare, and biological exchange,

culminating
to

in

an original research paper, based on primary and secondary source research,

meet the requirements of their major. (Same

as

History 349 and Latin American Studies

349.)

350a. Atmospheric Chemistry. Spring 2010. Laura Voss.

An in-depth study in the chemistry that affects atmospheric composition and global climate
change. Topics include ozone depletion, tropospheric pollution, understanding past climates,

and modern research techniques. (Same as Chemistry 350.)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 109 and either Chemistry 251 or Physics 229, or permission
of the instructor.

357a.

The Physics

A rigorous

of CHmate. Every other spring. Spring 2010.

Mark

Battle.

treatment of the earth's climate, based on physical principles. Topics include

climate feedbacks, sensitivity to perturbations, and the connections between climate and
radiative transfer, atmospheric composition, and large-scale circulation of the oceans

and

atmospheres. Anthropogenic climate change will also be studied. (Same as Geology 357

and Physics 357.)
Prerequisite: Physics 229, 255, 256, or 300, or permission of the

instructor.

363b. Advanced Seminar in International Relations: Law, Politics, and the Search for

Allen L. Springer.
Examines the complex relationship between law and policy in
by focusing on two important and rapidly developing areas of

Justice. Spring 2010.

environmental protection and humanitarian

seminar requirement. (Same as
Prerequisite:

Government

375. Feeding the World:

rights. Fulfills the

Government

international relations
international concern:

environmental studies senior

363.)

260, 261, or 263, or permission of the instructor.

The Nature and Challenges

of

Our Food and

Agricultural

Systems. Fall 2010. Philip Camill.

Although we

live in a

are at historic lows, our

world where global food abundance

modern food system has

production, marketing, distribution,

is at

record highs, and prices

Methods of food
and consumption have spawned waves of criticism,
its

share of challenges.

including concerns about farm economics, food justice, worker safety, animal welfare, famine,
ecological degradation, climate change, biotechnology, and public health. In the

wake of

these challenges, alternative systems of food production, distribution, and consumption are

How do we produce
and eat food? What major social and environmental consequences have arisen from food
production and consumption? What should we produce and eat? Examines the historical
beginning to emerge. An interdisciplinary exploration of three questions:

and environmental problems arising from these transitions, and
social movements oriented towards making our food system more ecologically sustainable
and socially just. Current or prior enrollment in Environmental Studies 201, 202, and 203
is recommended.

origins agriculture, social

Prerequisite:

Environmental Studies 101 or permission of the

[390. Sustaining

instructor.

Maine's Northern Forest: Economy, Ecology, and Community.]

)
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391. Troubled Waters: Fishing in the Gulf of Maine. Spring 201

1.

The Program.

Gulf of Maine, overfishing, threats to habitat, and climate
change are putting marine ecosystems and coastal communities under great stress. An
interdisciplinar\ senior seminar draws on oceanography, ecology, history, economics,
anthropology, and political science to explore the causes and scope of pressures on the marine

Around

the world and in the

environment; the potential for restoring ecosystems,

fisheries,

and coastal economies; political

and related issues; federal, state, and community-based approaches
managing marine ecosystems; and strategies for coping with scientific and management

conflicts over fisheries
to

uncertainties.

Advanced Topics in Environmental Philosophy. Spring 2010. Lawrence H. Simon.
Examines philosophical, moral, political, and policy questions regarding various

392c.

environmental issues. Possible topics include the ethics of climate change policy, our
obligations to future generations, benefit-cost analysis vs. the precautionary principle as a

decision-making instrument, and the relationship between justice and sustainability. (Same
as

Philosophy 392

|393a.

)

Ad\anced .Seminar

in

Geology. (Same as Geology 393.)]

394a The Ecology and Environmental History of Merrymeeting Bay.

Fall 2009.

John

LlCHTER.

Merrv meeting Bay.

a globally rare, inland freshwater river delta

productive and diverse biological communities,
species and
fish.

is

critical habitat for

is

home

and estuary

numerous

to

rare

that supports

and endangered

migratory and resident waterfowl, as well as anadromous

Explores the ecology and environmental history of Merrymeeting Bay

how

understand

its

rare natural habitats

order to

in

might best be managed. Students participate

in a

thorough review of the scientific and historical literature related to Merrymeeting Bay, and
help plan, conduct, and analyze a group study in\estigating

oren\ ironmental history of the bay, w
in

iih

some

aspect of the ecology and/

the intent of submitting a manuscript for publication

an appropriate scientific journal. (Same as Biology 394.)
Prerequisite: Biology

215 (same

Studies 201 (same as Biology 158

\d\anced Seminar

3951)

in

as

afid

Environmental Studies 215) or ^Environmental
Chemistry 105).

Environmental Policy and

Politics

I

2009. DiWiii

all

John
I:\amincs a complex currciil cn\ iroiiincntal issue

economic,

in

depth, lixplores the underlying social,

and cultural dimensions of the

scientific,

issue;

reviews ho\N

this

and related

issues have been addressed so far by slate and local governments as well as by the federal
government; analyzes current policy-making efforts; and suggests lessons Irom this policy
area about the capacity of public institutions to deal eHecti\el\ with complex issues. l\qiial
attention given to the substance of public policy, the political pnKcss, and implementation
ol past

and proposed

c\|XTiences

in

locuses primarily on the United States but

will

consider

other nations as points of comparison aiul also any relevant international

dimensions of the
Prerequisite:

(Policies,

issue.

One

(Same

course

in

as

(Government 395.

environmental studies or goveininciit.

<>i

pciinission ol

llic

instructor

397a

\(hanced Winter litld Ecology Spring 201

1.

Naihanihi.T. Whkhi.wrk.mi.

advanced concepts m ecology and evolutionary biology, and the natural
and ecosystems in w inter in Maine Sirucluretl around grou|i research
held l.ach vseek. held trips hKuson ailillerenl sluily site, set ol questions, and

l'Apl(»ralioii ot

hislor) of plants, aiumals.
pr«)jccls in the

taxon

(e.g.. host specificity in

wikkI fungi, foraging behavior of aquatic insects, estimation

ol

Film Studies

mammal

population densities, winter flocking behavior

local winter flora
field

\

in birds).

and fauna, evaluate readings from the primary

47

Students learn to identify

literature,

analyze data from

week in a research seminar. Field trip
(Same as Biology 397.)
Environmental Studies 215) or 258, or permission

research projects, and present their results each

to the

Bowdoin

Scientific Station

Prerequisite: Biology

on Kent

215 (same as

Island.

of the instructor.

401-404. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Environmental Studies. The

Program.

The following courses count toward
Concentration,

in

Chemistry 210a
Chemistry 240a

The

art

ES courses designated with an

"a":

INS. Chemical Analysis. Every

fall.

addition to
-

-

MCSR,
MCSR,

the requirements of the Interdisciplinary Science

Elizabeth A. Stemmler.

INS. Inorganic Chemistry. Every spring. Jeffrey K. Nagle.

department invites Art/Environmental Studies independent studies. Contact

art

department faculty or the environmental studies program director.
Students

may

major

environmental studies. These courses will receive environmental studies credit

in

also choose from the following

list

of courses to satisfy requirements for the

with the approval of the director after consultation with the student and the instructor.
is

It

expected that a substantial portion of the student's research efforts will focus on the

environment. In addition to the courses

listed

below, students

with the Environmental Studies Program. For

full

may discuss other possibilities

course descriptions and prerequisites, see

the appropriate department listings.

Social Sciences

Anthropology 102b. Introduction

to

World Prehistory. Spring 2010. Scott

MacEachern.
[Anthropology 221b

-

ESD. The Rise of Civilization.]

Humanities
Visual Arts 190c

-

VPA. Architectural Design

I.

Spring 2010. Wiebke Theodore.

Film Studies
Tricia Welsch,

Emily C.

Briley,

Department Chair

Department Coordinator

Associate Professor: Tricia Welsch

Film has emerged as one of the most important art forms of the twentieth century. Film studies
at

Bowdoin introduces

students to the grammar, history, and literature of film in order to

and the views of society
cinema. Bowdoin College does not offer a major in film studies.

cultivate an understanding of both the vision

and culture expressed

in

and

craft of film artists

Courses of Instruction
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Requirements for the Minor

Film Studies

in

The minor consists of five courses, four of u hich must be courses offered by

Department
of Film Studies. One course must come from another department's offerings, and at least one
course must be at the 300 !e\ el or be an independent study. No more than two courses below
the 2(X) level (including Film Studies 101) will count toward the minor. Courses in which
D grades are recei\ed \s ill not count tow ard the minor. Courses taken on a non-graded basis
(Credit; D/Fail) will not count

the

toward the minor.

Required Courses:
Film Studies 101
Film Studies 201 or Film Studies 202 (both 201 and 202 may be counted toward
the minor)

Pre-approved Courses Outside the Film Studies Department:

A

wide variety of courses available

at

Bowdoin may count toward

a

minor

in film studies.

Such courses must concentrate on tilm for the major part of their curriculum. Students w ishing
to have a particular course considered toward the minor should submit supporting materials
from the course (such as syllabus, reading list, and assignments) to the chair of the Department
of Film Studies. The Asian Studies Program, Gender and Women's Studies Program, and
Department of Romance Languages frequently offer courses

that qualify.

Fi^st-^ear Seminar

For a tuU description

ot tirst-year

(lOc Cultural Difference

seminars, see pages 149-60.

and the Crime Pilm.|

29c Historians,Come(liennes,Storytellers:
Countries. Spring 2010.
(

29

Same

as (iav

Bik(,ii

\

\[

Women Filmmakers in theCierman-Speakin^

i/.

and Lesbian Studies

29.

(lender and

Women's

Studies 29. and (lerman

)

lntnKluctor\. Intermediate, and Ad\anced Courses

lOlc

An

\

PA Film

Narrative.

I

all

2010.

1

iii

l)i

i>\kimim.

introduction to a variety of methods used to study motion pictures,

w ith

consideration

given to films from different countries and lime periods. Lxamines techniques and strategies

used to construct films, including mise-en-scene. editing, sound, and the orchestration of
film techniques in larger formal systems.

Surveys some of the contextual factors shaping

indiMdual lilmsandoure\[x.Tiencesof them (including

and ideology).

No

evening screenings

mode of

previous experience with film studies
is

'is

production, genre, authorship,

required. Allendance at

weekly

required.

PA Histor> <»r Film L IH95 lo 1935 Hvery other fall. Pall 2(K)9. Tkk ia Wii sen.
pAammcs the development of film from lis origins to the American studio era. Includes early

:oic

\

work by

the l.umieres. Mt'lies. and Porter, and continues with (iriffiih.

Murnau.

Chaplin. Kealon. Slroheim. Pudovkin. Lang. Renoir, and von Sternberg
IS

paid to the practical and theoretical concerns

weekly evening sca*enings

is

required.

(»\it flu-

I^isenstein.

Special :il(ention

loinnir of sound

.Allendance

at

First- Year

202c - VPA. History of Film
Welsch.

II,

Seminars

1

49

1935 to 1975. Every other spring. Spring 2010. Tricia

A consideration of the diverse production contexts and poHtical circumstances influencing
sound era. National film movements to be studied include Neorealism,
the French New Wave, and the New German Cinema, as well as the coming of age of Asian
and Australian film. Also explores the shift away from studio production in the United States,
the major regulatory systems, and the changes in popular film genres. Attendance at weekly

cinema history

in the

evening screenings

is

required.

252c - VPA. British Film. Spring 2010. Tricia Welsch.
Surveys the first hundred years of British cinema from the silent period to contemporary
films. Topics covered: invention of cinema and patterns of movie-going in the United Kingdom;
work of important directors and producers (Alfred Hitchcock, Carol Reed, Alexander Korda);
changes brought by World War 11; the Angry Young Men of the '50s and '60s; and recent
developments ("heritage"

films, postcolonial perspectives, Scottish film).

Attendance

at

weekly evening screenings is required.
Prerequisite: Film Studies 101, 201, or 202.

ESD. Gender, Film, and Consumer Culture. Fall 2009. Jennifer Scanlon.
How do we spend money, and why? Examines the relationship between gender and
consumer culture over the course of the twentieth century. Explores women's and men's
261c

-

relationships to

consumer culture

in

a variety of contexts: the heterosexual household, the

bachelor pad, the gay-friendly urban cafeteria, the advertising agency, and the department
store.

Also explores the ways

in

which Hollywood

films,

from the 1930s

to the present,

have

both furthered and complicated gendered notions about the consumption of goods. (Same as

Gender and Women's Studies

261.)

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Film Studies. The Department.

Gay and Lesbian Cinema. (Same
and Women's Studies 310.)]
[310c.

321c.

German Expressionism and

Its

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 310 and Gender

Legacy. Fall 2009. Tricia Welsch.

Considers the flowering of German cinema during the Weimar Republic and

its

enormous

Examines work produced in Germany from 1919 to 1933, the
films made by German expatriates in Hollywood after Hitler's rise to power, and the wide
influence of the expressionist tradition in the following decades. Attendance at weekly
impact on American

film.

evening screenings

required.

Prerequisite:

[333c.

is

Film Studies 101, 201, or 202.

The Films

of John Ford.]

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study in Film Studies. The Department.

First- Year
The purpose of the

first-year

seminar program

contribute to students' understanding of the

Seminars
is

to introduce college-level disciplines

ways

in

which a

specific discipline

and to

may relate to

A major emphasis of each seminar
ability to read texts effectively and

other areas in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences.
is

placed upon the improvement of students' skills— their

and firmly based upon evidence.
Each year a number of departments offer first-year seminars. Enrollmenrin each is limited

to write prose that is carefully organized, concise,

to sixteen students. vSufficient

seminars are offered to ensure that every first-year student has

)

)

i

|
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the opportunity to participate during at least

one semester of the

seminars takes place before registration for other courses, to
listing

of first-year seminars being offered

Africana .Studies 10b Racism.

(Same

its

facilitate scheduling.

Acomplete

follows.

Rov Partridge.

i>nucs o\ racism in the United States, with attention to the social psychology of

hxanimcs
racism,

year. Registration for the

2009-2010 academic year

in the

Fall 2009.

first

histor\.

relationship to social structure, and

its

and moral implications.

its

ethical

in

gender and women's studies.

as Sociology 10.

Note: This course counts toward the major and minor
.\fricana Studies

Chakkalakai

Slavery and the Literary Imagination.

lie.

Fall

2009. Tess

.

Inircxluces students to the literature ofslavery.

Looks at eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

slave narratives, aniislaver) proslavery fiction and non-fiction, and visual representations of

form of photographs, paintings, and minstrel performances. Authors include

slaver) in the

Equiano. Wheatley. Jefferson. Melville. Douglass, and Stowe. Twentieth- and twenty-firstceniurv narratives include former slave testimonials, novels by Morrison, Faulkner, Williams,

Styron. and Jones.

(Same

as Knglish 11.)

Africana Studies 23c. Writing the Racial Mountain
KhO.NA Hr\

What

in the

Age of Jim Crow.

Fall 2009.

I.N.

did

it

mean

be black

to

in

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries?

sources did prominent African American leaders

in this

What

period draw upon to understand

meanings of the raciali/ed selH Fxplores arguments about and controversies over "the
strange meaning of being black" from the post-Reconstruction period to the Great Depression.
Focuses on intersections of race, gender, sexuality, and class. (Same as (Jender and Women's
Studies 25 and History 23.

Africana Studies 25c The Civil
hxplorcs the .American Civil

War

in Film. Spring 2010. Patrick

War through

Rael.

an examination of popular films dedicated to

the topic. Students analy/e films as a representation of the past, considering not simply their
historical subject matter, but also the cultural

and

political contexts in

u hich they

Films include The Birth of a Nation, Gone
evening film screenings. (Same as History 25.)

made.

are

with the Wind, Glory, and Cold Mountain.

Weekly

|.\nthropolog\ 201) Fantastic .Archaeology.
\ntlirop<)log\ 241)

(

ulture at the lop of the World. Fall 2(K)9. Jan Brinson.

As the highest mountains on earth, the Himalayas have held the fascination of many people
ar«)und the world. Investigates two divergent cultures that exist at the "Top of the Workf the
culture of climbing expeditions on l-verest, aiul the culture of the ethnic group comnuxils
referred to as Sherpas. Ho\\

do

the

extreme coiulitions on Ia crest create

a

shared culture

among mounlamccrs? Who are the Sherpas. and how has their interaction with climbers
altered their identity? What is the nature of the interde[XMidence and the brokerage of |>ower
between two such parties? Fxplores the issues of cultural
tourism by examining the intersection of these two groups.
Art Histor>

A

stud)

til

lOi-

I

he Art of Winslo\*

W insln\\

llnmci

s

pa

Homer

filings,

Fall 2(K)9

Ihem

m historical context,
Homer

and to write clearly and

collection in the

that the artist painted at Prout's

accompany

global

Linda I>x hirty.

pnnts. aiul watercolors as individual aiul cultural

expressions. Iimphasis placed on learning to read works of

closely With the

identity that

art. to

research them, to interpret

intelligently about them. Students

Howdoin College Museum of An and

Neck. Maine.

work

\isii sites

First-Year Seminars

Art History

Art Works,

15c.

Explores key issues

Artists,

151

and Audiences. Spring 2010. Stephen Perkinson.

in the interpretation

of artworks from a variety of cultures and time

periods. Begins with mastery of a descriptive vocabulary for analysis of paintings, prints,

drawings, photographs, sculpture, and architecture. Investigates ways that artists are responsible

"meaning" of the works they create, as they represent the visible world,
abstract ideas, thoughts, or emotions. Explores ways that art acquires meaning, following
artworks as they are received, interpreted, used, and even abused by various audiences (e.g.,
critics, curators, collectors, the public at large). Examines ways that artists have sought to
influence public opinion by creating works that address the most pressing social and political
issues of their times. Includes hands-on experience with artworks from the Bowdoin College
for determining the

Museum

of Art.

Asian Studies lie. Living in the Sixteenth Century. Fall 2010. Thomas Conlan.
Examines the nature of state and society in an age of turmoil. Studies patterns of allegiances,
ways of waging war, codes of conduct, and the social matrix of sixteenth-century Japan,
based on primary and secondary sources. Kurosawa's masterpiece Kage Musha provides the
thematic foundation for this course. (Same as History 13.)
Note: This course

fulfills

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

Asian Studies 17c. Shanghai Imagined. Fall 2009. Belinda Kong.
Examines literary and filmic representations of 1930s and 1940s Shanghai. Explores
how Shanghai imagined itself through its own writers at the time, as well as how it has been
imagined retrospectively by contemporary writers and filmmakers, both within mainland
China and in the diaspora. Topics include Shanghai 's history of semi-colonialism; conceptions
of cosmopolitanism and modernity; intersecting discourses of gender, nationalism, and
colonialism; the status of Westerners and the figure of the Eurasian; the Sino-Japanese War
and representations of the Japanese soldier; the Jewish ghetto, and hybrid cultural forms such
as Shanghai jazz. (Same as English 14.)
Asian Studies 19b. East Asian
Laurence.
Surveys the diverse

Politics:

political, social,

Introductory Seminar. Fall 2009. Henry C. W.

and economic arrangements across East Asia. China,

Japan, and North and South Korea are the main focus, but attention
countries in the region.
in East Asia,

and asks

Examines
if

are

the relationship

is

common

economic and technological developments affecting

such as families?
as

between democracy and economic change
different in Asia than elsewhere in the world.
"Asian values" and if so, what are they? What

the role of Confucianism in shaping social, political, and

How

Government

How

is

also paid to the other

the relationship

Other questions include: Are there
is

is

the status

economic

life in

the region?

traditional social institutions

of women changing? What

lies

ahead for Asia? (Same

19.)

[Asian Studies 20b. Global

Media and

Politics.

(Same

as

Government

20.)1

Asian Studies 21c. Perspectives on Modern China. Fall 2010. Shu-chin Tsui.
Explores the changing nature of modern China from interdisciplinary perspectives:
history, literature, documentary films, and cultural studies. Taking history as the primary
framework and written/visual representations as analytical texts, investigates the process of
nation-building and destruction throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Central
questions concern how various social movements and historical events transformed modern
China. Also considers how cultural productions and representations shape, as well as reflect,
changing notions of China's national identity.

1
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Asian Studies 28c. The History of Tea in East Asia. Fall 2009. Lawrence Zhang.
Tea is one of the world's most consumed beverages, as well as a significant internationally

commodity throughout

traded

Asia since 800

history. Familiarizes the student with the history of tea in East

c.h. to the present.

Topics include

on

modes of consumption and production,

and the beverage's changing

trade, aesthetic, as well as notions of tradition
tirst

its

role in the twenty-

ceniurv. Primary and secondary sources include translated Chinese and Japanese texts

(Same

tea.

as History 28.)

Note: This course

the

fulfills

pre-modem requirement

for history majors.

23a Personal (Jenomes. Spring 2010. Jack Bateman.
An introduction to the field of genetics and its impact on the modern world. As the cost of
DN A sequence analysis plummets, many believe that sequencing entire genomes of individuals
Biol()^\

will

soon become part of our routine preventi\ e heahhcare.

from your genome

affect decisions about

might personal genetic information be used

What

ethical, legal,

How

can information gleaned

your health? Beyond medical applications, how
in

other areas of your

life,

and society as a whole?

and social issues are raised by widespread use of genetic information?

Tliese questions are explored through readings, discussion, and writing assignments.

Shame, Honor, and Responsibility. Fall 2009. Jennifer Clarke Kosak.
Examines Greek and Roman notions of responsibility to family, state, and self, and

CIa.ssics lie.

s(K'ial ideals

and pressures

that

shaped ancient altitudes towards duty, shame, and honor.

Readings may include works by Homer. Sophocles. Euripides,
lCIa.ssics 16c C ultural

[Classics 17c.

Connections

in the

Virgil,

Ovid, and Petronius.

Ancient Mediterranean.]

The Heroic Age: Ancient Supermen and Wonder Women.]

Dance lOc I'nderstanding Theater and Dance: Doing, Viewing, and Reviewing.
2(M)^A Jl

M

\

The goal
critical

the

Fall

All..

is

appreciation and understanding of contemporary performance. Investigates

perspectives on dance, drama, and other performance events. Develops viewing and

writing skills: description, analysis, interpretation, evaluation. Attending live performances,

on and off campus, watching films and videos, and participating in studio workshops with
pcrtormers and writers pro\ ide a basis f(ir four essays antl other modes of critical responsewritten, oral, or \isual.

(Same

as

Theater

10.)

Kducation 2()c. The Kducational Crusade. all 2009. Ciiaki is Dokn.
Whv do yt)u go to school What is the central purpose of public education in the United
Stales? Should public sch(K)ls prepare siutlcnis for college? The workforce? Competent
citizenship? Who makes these decisions and through what pol icy pRKCss are they implemented?
Kxplores the ways that public school reformers have answered such questions, from the
I

.'

"Common

Sch(M)l Crusaders" of the early nineteenth century to present advocates of

"No

l:\annnmg public education as both a prt)duct ol social, political, and
economic change and as a force in molding American society, highlights enduring tensions
in the development and practice of public schooling m a ilcinocratic republic.
Child

Ix'tl

ik"hind."

Knglish lOc.

Modern Anurican

Analysis of the work ot authors

Toets lall

who may

200^). Cki.kstt Ci<K)i)RiixiE.

include Robert

I

rost.

William Carlos Williams.

Wallace Stevens, and Marianne M(H>re.
Knglfsh lie SIa\er\ and the Literary Imagination
I

I

slave narratives, anlisjavery/proslavcry fiction

fall 2(K)9. Ti ss

Chakkai.akai

.

Looks at eighteenth and nineteenth century
and non fiction, and \ isual rcpivsi-ntalions of

ntr(Kiuces students to the Herat lire ol slavcrv

3

First- Year

Seminars

1

5

slavery in the form of photographs, paintings, and minstrel performances. Authors include

Equiano, Wheatley, Jefferson, Melville, Douglass, and Stowe. Twentieth- and twenty-firstcentury narratives include former slave testimonials, novels by Morrison, Faulkner, Williams,
Styron, and Jones.

(Same

as

Africana Studies

11.)

English 12c. Stoic Heroes and Disenchanted Knights. Fall 2009. Mary Agnes Edsall.
An inquiry into the construction of heroic and chivalric ma.sculinities in literature from
Virgil to Chaucer, with a strong focus

on the

historical

and social contexts

that help

make

these pre-modern texts intelligible. Attention given to sex/gender systems; to the ideological

power of myth, legend, and romance; and
Texts

may

to the afterlife of ideals of

heroism and chivalry.

Song of Roland, Chretien de Troyes' The
and selections from the nineteenth-century

include Virgil's Aeneid, Beowulf, The

Knight of the Lion, Chaucer's Knight's Tale,
"chivalric revival."

English 13c. Hawthorne. Fall 2009. William Watterson.

Fanshawe, The Scarlet Letter, The Blithedale
Romance, The House of the Seven Gables, The Marble Faun, Septimus Felton, and James
Mel low's Nathaniel Hawthorne in His Times.
Readings include selected short

stories,

English 14c. Shanghai Imagined. Fall 2009. Belinda Kong.

and filmic representations of 1930s and 1940s Shanghai. Explores
how Shanghai imagined itself through its own writers at the time, as well as how it has been
imagined retrospectively by contemporary writers and filmmakers, both within mainland

Examines

literary

Chinaand in the diaspora. Topics include Shanghai's history of semi-colonialism; conceptions
of cosmopolitanism and modernity; intersecting discourses of gender, nationalism, and
colonialism; the status of Westerners and the figure of the Eurasian; the Sino-Japanese

and representations of the Japanese

(Same

as Shanghai jazz.

as

soldier; the

Asian Studies

War

Jewish ghetto, and hybrid cultural forms such

17.)

English 15c. Utopian Aesthetics. Fall 2009. Aaron Kitch.
Explores literary dreamworlds from Plato to contemporary America.

How

do idealized
societies relate to existing social orders? What forms of aesthetic, political, and cultural
desires find a place in political fantasies? Considers dystopias as well as Utopias. Reading
may include Plato, Thomas More, Jonathan Swift, Aldous Huxley, George Orwell, William
Morris, B. F. Skinner, and Margaret Atwood; films may include Blade Runner and Brazil.
English 16c. Alternative Intelligences. Fall 2009. Hilary Thompson.
Investigates the concept of intelligence by analyzing literary representations of

ways of

thinking that are frequently considered exceptional: artificial intelligence, animal cognition,

and indigenous knowledge. Explores the societal impact of different definitions of intelligence

and considers whether recent literature might suggest new understandings of this concept.
Authors may include Arthur C. Clarke, Kurt Vonnegut, Stanislaw Lem, Jorge Luis Borges,
Amitav Ghosh, Colson Whitehead, and Haruki Murakami.
English 20c. Ghosts. Spring 2010. Aviva Briefel.
Explores "actual" and metaphorical instances of ghosts in nineteenth- and twentiethcentury literary and cinematic contexts. Considers genres such as the Victorian ghost story,
the gothic novella,

and the horror film

to grasp the various significations of a figure that is

on ghosts.
May include writings by Charles Dickens, Arthur Conan Doyle, Sigmund Freud, and Henry
James, as well as films by Alejandro Amenabar, Alfred Hitchcock, M. Night Shyamalan,
often defined by

its

and Robert Wise.

ungraspability. Also introduces students to critical literature

_

*

1
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English 21c. Trolls, Progs, and Princesses: Fairy Tales and Retellings. Spring 2010.
Elizabeth Mlther.
Explores the resilience of fair>^ tales across cultural boundaries and historical time. Traces
the genealogical origins of the classic tales, as well as their

contemporar> variants, fractured

tales,

and adaptations

in

metamorphoses in
literature and film.

historical

and

English 22c. Literature of the Southern United States. Spring 2010. Celeste
G(X)DRlIXiL.

who may include Katherine Ann Porter, Flannery O'Connor,
Carson McCullers, Truman Capote, and Lillian Smith.

Analysis of the work of authors

Eudora Welty,

English 23c. .\ddictions. Obsessions, Manias. Spring 2010. Thrri Nickel.
Traces the emergence of various pathological behaviors

how

narratives. Explores

indulgence

cultural

nineteenth-century

in selected

and social structures take shape through regulation of and

bad habits. Topics include alcoholism, fetishism, kleptomania, gambling,

in

smoking, using narcotics, shopping, and collecting. Texts may include

Madame

Bovary,

John Barleycorn, McTeague, The Kreutzer Sonata, The Picture of Dorian Gray, Artificial
Paradises, Af^ainst Nature, Death in Venice, and selected Sherlock

Environmental Studies

stories.

The Western Experience

in

American

Matthew Klingle.

History. Fall 2(X)9.

What accounts

15c. Frontier Crossings:

Holmes

for the persistence of the "frontier

myth"

in

American

history,

and

why do

.Americans continue to find the idea so attractive? Explores the creation of and disputes over

what became of the western United States from 1763

American

relations with Native

the effect of nature

Topics include Euro-

Americans; the creation of borders and national

and ideology; the role of labor and gender

enduring influence of frontier imagery
I

to the present.

in

in the

identities;

backcountry; and the

popular culture. (Same as History 15.)

Film Studies lOc Cultural Difference and the Crime Film.)

Film Studies 29c Historians, Comediennes, Storytellers: Women Filmmakers in the
(ierman-Speaking Countries. Spring 2010. BirgitTautz.
Examines the work of women filmmakers in the German-speaking countries since the
I96()s. By analyzing a range of films and cinematic genres — to include narrative cinema,
biography. d(KUfncniary, and

comedy — explores key

interests of these directors: the telling of

stories and (German, l:uropean, global histories, the exploration of gender identity, sexuality,
and various waves of feminism, the portrayal of women, the participation in the cinematic
)

conventions of HollywcxKl as well as independent and avant-garde film, spectatorship. Also
introduces students to film criticism; includes weekly film screenings.

(ierman required (Same as (iay and Leshian Studies 29. (Jender and
29. and

(ierman 29

i

[French iSc Don Juan and His

(

[Gay and Li-sbian Studies

Sex and the

Studiis 17

III.

I

No knowledge of
Women's Studies

Klli^ion 16

Ifu

ritics

j

(

hurch (Same

as (iiiidir

and Women's

i|

and ishian Studiis 29t Historians,! ()medieniu-s,Storytellers: Women ihnmakers
(*erman-S|Hakiug ( ountries Sprnig 2010 HiK(.ri Taiiv.
Examines the work of women filmmakers \\\ the German sjx-aking countries since ihc

(•a\

I

I

in the

I9f>0s.

By analyzing

a range of films and cinematic genres

biography. d(Kumefitar>. and

comedy

— to

include narrative cinema,

explores key interests of these directors: thetellinL'of

and ((ierman. l-.uroivan.globahhistones.iheexplorationof gender identity. scMiaJMy.
and various waves of fcnnrnsm. iIk* p<»rtra\al of women, the participation in the cinematic
stories

5
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1

5

conventions of Hollywood as well as independent and avant-garde film, spectatorship.

Also introduces students
of

German

German

required.

to film criticism; includes

(Same

weekly film screenings.

No Knowledge

Film Studies 29, Gender and Women's Studies 29, and

as

29.)

[Gender and Women's Studies
Studies 16 and Religion

17c.

Sex and the Church. (Same

as

Gay and Lesbian

16.)|

Gender and Women's Studies 20c. In Sickness and in Health: Public Health
and the United States. Fall 2010. Susan Tananbaum.

in

Europe

Introduces a variety of historical perspectives on illness and health. Considers the

development of scientific knowledge, and the social, political, and economic forces that
have influenced public health policy. Topics include epidemics, maternal and child welfare,
AIDS, and national healthcare. (Same as History 20.)

Gender and Women's Studies

21c.

Bad

Girls of the 1950s. Spring 2010. Jennifer

SCANLON.
Explores the representation and

norm of suburban motherhood
and gender

and

in

women who

did not

fit

the cultural

1950s America. Focuses on issues of class, race, sexuality,

leadership, single

Topics include teenage pregnancy, women's grassroots political

womanhood,

civil rights,

cultural resonance of the apron-clad

(Same

experiences of

decade shaped by fears about nuclear war and communism, and by social

in a

political conformity.

sources.

life

1

emergent feminism, and,

finally, the

enduring

950s mom. Engages a variety of primary and secondary

as History 19.)

Gender and Women's Studies 25c. Writing the Racial Mountain in the Age of Jim Crow.
Fall 2009. Khona Ervin.
What did it mean to be black in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? What
sources did prominent African American leaders in this period draw upon to understand

meanings of the racialized self? Explores arguments about and controversies over "the
strange meaning of being black" from the post-Reconstruction period to the Great Depression.
Focuses on intersections of race, gender, sexuality, and class. (Same as Africana Studies
23 and History 23.)

Gender and Women's Studies 29c. Historians, Comediennes, Storytellers:
Filmmakers in the German-Speaking Countries. Spring 2010. Birgit Tautz.
Examines

the

work of women filmmakers

in the

Women

German-speaking countries since the

— to include narrative cinema,
—
biography, documentary, and comedy
explores key interests of these directors: the telling of
1960s.

stories

By

analyzing a range of films and cinematic genres

and (German, European, global) histories, the exploration of gender identity, sexuality,

and various waves of feminism, the portrayal of women, the participation in the cinematic
conventions of Hollywood as well as independent and avant-garde film, spectatorship. Also

No Knowledge of German
29, and German 29.)

introduces students to film criticism; includes weekly film screenings.
required.

(Same

as

Film Studies

29,

Gay and Lesbian

Studies

German 29c. Historians, Comediennes, Storytellers: Women Filmmakers in the GermanSpeaking Countries. Spring 2010. Birgit Tautz.
Examines the work of women filmmakers in the German-speaking countries since the
1960s. By analyzing a range of films and cinematic genres — to include narrative cinema,
biography, documentary, and comedy —explores key interests of^these directors: the telling of
stories and (German, European, global) histories, the exploration of gender identity, sexuality,
and various waves of feminism, the portrayal of women, the participation iruthe cinematic

)
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conventions of Hollywood as well as independent and avant-garde film, spectatorship. Also
introduces students to film criticism: includes weekly film screenings.

Gemian is required. (Same
and Women's Studies 29.

No knowledge

of

Film Studies 29. Gay and Lesbian Studies 29. and Gender

as

(Government 10b. The Pursuit of Peace. Fall 2009. Ai hn L. Springer.
Examines different strategies for presenting and controlling armed contlict
i

in international

and emphasizes the role of diplomacy, international law, and international organizations
process.
peace-making
the

society,
in

((iovernment lib The Korean \Var.|

Government

18b. N(i()s in Politics. Spring 2010.

Laura A. Henry.

Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are thought
monitoring the

state, facilitating citizen participation

NGOs

alternatives. Yet the activities of

to play a crucial role in politics

and articulating policy

politics,

in

—

vary significantly from one political system to

among developing and de\eloped states and democratic and
addition, NGOs* role in the political process is being transformed by

another, most notably differing
authoritarian states. In

globalization and the increasingly transnational nature of political activism, which allows

NGOs to import

ideas and tactics from other political systems and to appeal to international

actors for support

when

their

the following quesiit)ns:

own domestic

How

political

do factors such

its political culture, the nature of the political

shape

institutions

NGOs'

role

and influence

environment

as a state's level of

unreceptive. Explores

is

economic development,

regime, and the arrangement of

in the political

When

process?

its

political

and where have

NGOs been successful in influencing political developments? How do the growing transnational
linkages among NGOs affect their role in domestic politics?
(iovernment 19b. East Asian
Laurhnce.
Surveys the diverse

Introductory Seminar.

Politics:

political, social,

2009. Henry C. W.

all

1

and economic arrangements across Hast Asia. China.

Japan, and North and South Korea are the main focus, but attention

is

also paid to the other

countries in the region. Kxamines the relationship between democracy and economic change
in

Kast Asia, and asks

if

the relationship

Other questions include: Are there

is

common

different in Asia than elscuheiv in the world.

"Asian values' and

if

so.

w hat

and economic

are they?

What

Confucianism in shaping
economic and technological developments affecting traditional social institutions
such as f;imilies'' How is \W si;ifiis of uonu-n changing/ What lies ahead for Asia' (Same
as Asian Studies 19
is

the role of

How

social, political,

life in

the region?

are

i

((ioverninent 201) (ilohal Media and Politics. (Same as Asian Studies 20.

((oMrninint IM)
World Politics

linpi rialisin

[(tOM-rnnunt

Politiial

and

(

Olonialisin: Power, Intluenci,

and

)1

lne(|ualit> in

|

241)

I

lu-or\

and

I

topia IoiiikmIn (tovernnuiit

KM

|

(»o\ernn)ent 25b. American Politics: ki presentation. Participation, and Power
2(XI9.

An

Jam

I

M. Martin.

introductory seminar in American national

|>olilics

explore the changing nature of (>ower and participation
the inrcraclion

between

to students

Readings. pa|x*rs. and discussion

in the

American

jiolily.

witha tocuson

memlxMs of Congress,
inst nut ions (parties. Congress, the cxecutiNcbraiu hi he iiidii iary).

indis iduals (non- voters, voters, party leailers.

the President) and |X)lilical

Not open

fall

who base

credit for or are coiKuricnlls taking (io\ernineiif 15(1

First- Year

Government

26b.

Seminars

Fundamental Questions: Exercises

1

57

in Political Theory. Fall 2009.

Jean M. Yarbrough.
Explores the fundamental questions

in political life:

What

is

justice?

What

is

happiness?

Are human beings equal or unequal by nature? Do they even have a nature, or are they
"socially constructed"? Are there ethical standards for political action that exist prior to law
and, if so, where do they come from? Nature? God? History? Readings may include Plato,
the Bible, Machiavelli, Shakespeare, Marx, Mill, and Nietzsche.

Government

An

28b.

Human

Being and Citizen.

Fall 2009.

Paul N. Franco.

introduction to the fundamental issues of political philosophy:

relationship between individual and political

human

nature, the

community, the nature of justice, the place of

virtue, the idea of freedom, and the role of history. Readings span both ancient and modern

philosophical literature. Authors

may

American Founders, Tocqueville,

include Plato, Aristotle, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, the

Mill,

and Nietzsche. Formerly Government 108.

History 10c. Monsters, Marvels, and Messiahs: Europe during the Age of Discovery.

Dallas Denery.
Examines how Europeans have sought to understand themselves and the world around
them through travel and travel literature. Particular attention paid to the fascinating ways
in which Europeans have used travel narratives to define and distinguish themselves from
Fall 2009.

their "others."

Note: This course

fulfills

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

History 12c. Utopia: Intentional Communities in America, 1630-1997. Fall 2010. Sarah

McMahon.
An examination
in

of the evolution of Utopian visions and Utopian experiments that begins

1630 with John Winthrop's "City upon a

Hill," explores the proliferation of both religious

and secular communal ventures between 1780 and 1920, and concludes with an examination
of twentieth-century counterculture communes, intentional communities, and dystopian
separatists.
etc.),

Readings include primary source accounts by members

"community"

histories

and apostate exposes, Utopian

analyses. Discussions and essays focus

secondary source materials to

fiction,

on teaching students how

(letters, diaries, essays,

and scholarly
to subject

historical

primary and

critical analysis.

History 13c. Living in the Sixteenth Century. Fall 2010. Thomas Conlan.

Examines the nature of state and society in an age of turmoil. Studies patterns of allegiances,
ways of waging war, codes of conduct, and the social matrix of sixteenth-century Japan,
based on primary and secondary sources. Kurosawa's masterpiece Kage Musha provides the
thematic foundation for this course. (Same as Asian Studies 11.)
Note: This course fulfills the pre-modern requirement for history majors.
History 14c.

The Nuclear Age.

Spring 2010. David Hecht.

and culture. Few
aspects of post- World War II United States history were unaffected by the atomic bomb,
which decisively shaped the Cold War, helped define the military-industrial complex, and
Explores the impact of nuclear weapons on American society,

politics,

Examines the
surprisingly varied effects of nuclear weapons and energy throughout American society: on
Cold War and post-Cold War diplomacy, consumer culture, domestic politics, education,
industry, the environment, family life, and the arts. Uses a wide range of sources — newspaper
articles, interviews, memoirs, fiction, film, and policy debates— to examine the profound
effects of nuclear weapons and energy in United States history.

contributed to profound changes in the place of science in American

life.
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The Western Experience

History 15c. Frontier Crossings:

in

American History.

Fall

Matthew Klingle.
What accounts for the persistence of the

2009.

"frontier myth" in American history, and why do
Americans continue to tind the idea so attractive? Explores the creation of and disputes over
what became of the western United States from 1763 to the present. Topics include EuroAmerican relations with Native Americans; the creation of borders and national identities; the
effect of nature and ideology; the role of labor and gender in the backcountry and the enduring
influence of frontier imagery in popular culture. (Same as Environmental Studies 15.)
;

From Montezuma

[History 16c.

History 19c.

Bad

to

norm of suburban motherhood
and

in a

life

experiences of

Fail

emergent feminism, and.

civil rights,

the cultural

In Sickness

in

finally, the

enduring

mom. Engagesa variety of primary and secondary

Gender and Women's Studies

as

and
2010. Susan Tananbalm.
2()c.

fit

Topics include teenage pregnancy, women's grassroots political

womanhood,

leadership, single

History

did not

1950s America. Focuses on issues of class, race, sexuality,

in

cultural resonance of the apron-clad 1950s

(Same

women who

decade shaped by fears about nuclear war and communism, and by social

political conformity.

sources.

Its Critics.]

Girls of the 1950s. Spring 2010. Jennifer Scanlon.

Explores the representation and

and gender

Bin Laden: Globalization and

21.)

Health: Public Health in Europe and the United States.

Introduces a variety of historical perspectives on illness and health. Considers the

development of scientific knowledge, and the

social, political,

and economic forces

that

influenced public health policy. Topics include epidemics, maternal and child welfare,

and national healthcare. (Same as Gender and

Women's

History 23c Writing the Racial Mountain in the

have

AIDS,

Studies 20.)

Age of Jim Crow.

Fall 2009.

Kkona

Ervin.

What

did

mean

it

to

be black

in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries?

sources did prominent African American leaders

meanings of the raciali/ed

self?

in this

What

period draw upon to understand

Explores arguments about and controversies over "the

strange meaning of being black" Iroin the post-Reconstruction period to the Great Depression.

Focuses on intersections of race, gender, sexuality, and

Women's

and (Jender and
History 25c

The

Civil

class.

(Same

as Africana Studies 23

Studies 25.)

War

in

lAplores the American Civil

Film Spring 2010. Patrick

War through

Rahi..

an examination of popular films dedicated to

the topic. Students analyze films as a rcpresenlalion ol the past, consitlering not simply their
historical subject matter, but also the cultural

and

political contexts in

uhich ihey are matle.

Films include The Birth of a Nation, Gone with the Wind, Glory, and Cold Mountain. Weekly
evening film screenings. (Same as Africana Studies 25.)
History 2Hc

I

he History of Tea in East Asia,

fall 2(K)9.'

Lawrence Zhan(J.

one of the world's most consumed beverages, as well as a significant internationally
traded comnKKJily throughout history. I"amiliari/es the student with the history of tea in llast
Asia since K(K)(
to the present. Topics include its modes oT consumption and protluction.
Tea

is

i

.

trade, aesthetic, as well as notions ol tradition
firs!

on

and the beverage's changing

role in the tweiit)

t'cnlury. Primary and secondary sources include translated Chinese and Japanese texts

tea.

(Same

yV»/^;

as

Asian Studies 2K

This course

fulfills the

)

pre-nKHlern requirement lor history majors.

First- Year

Sem inars

1

59

Philosophy 13c. The Souls of Animals. Fall 2010. Matthew Stuart.
Do animals have souls? Do they have thoughts and beliefs? Do they feel pain? Are animals
deserving of the same moral consideration as human beings? Or do they have any moral
status at all? Readings from historical and contemporary sources.
Philosophy 15c. Altruism.

What

is

altruism?

self-interest

Does

and altruism

Fall 2009.
it

Lawrence Simon.

really exist or are all

in conflict?

How do we

our actions really self-interested? Are

understand altruism from an evolutionary

Can other animals act altruistically? Does morality require that we be altruistic?
Are there limits on the amount of altruism morality can require of us? Examines these and
related questions concerning the nature of altruism and its role in human life from biological,
perspective?

psychological, and philosophical perspectives.

[Philosophy 16c. Personal Ethics.]

Philosophy 18c. Love.

Fall 2009.

Sarah

Coni.y.

What is the nature and value of love? Why is love so important to us? Is love necessary
a successful life? If so, why? Is life-long love possible? Is love selfish or unselfish? Is
search for love destructive? Uses philosophical texts and some fictional representations

Love.
for

the
to

examine these and other questions.

[Philosophy 27c. Moral History.]

Psychology 10b. What's on Your Mind?
Every fall. Seth J. Ramus.

An

Introduction to the Brain and Behavior.

A general introduction to the science of psychology, with a specific emphasis on the brain's
control of

human and animal

behavior. Uses historical texts, "popular" science books, and

literature to explore the mind-body connections within topics such as learning and
memory, perception, development, stress, social behavior, personality, and choice.

primary

Religion 10c. Seeking a Historical Jesus. Fall 2009. Daniel Ullucci.
Christianity claims that

all its

beliefs are rooted in the

words and actions of one man.

But what do we really know about Jesus? Early Christian texts give conflicting reports of
his words and actions. Modern authors, filmmakers, and scholars present wildly divergent
reconstructions of his life. What can we know about the life, words, and deeds of Jesus?
Examines the earliest evidence and the most recent scholarly findings. Emphasis placed on
understanding ancient Mediterranean religion and modern historical methodology.
[Religion 14c. Heresy

and Orthodoxy.]

[Religion 16c. Sex and the Church. (Same
and Women's Studies 17.)]

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 16 and Gender

[Religion 19c. Interpreting Religious Quests.]

Religion 25c.

The Islamic Revolution

of Iran. Fall 2009. Robert G. Morrison.

changed the way Muslims and non-Muslims viewed
the potential for religion in the political arena. Focuses on the history of Shi'i Islam's views
of political involvement, transformative events of nineteenth- and twentieth-century Iranian
history, and the careers of religious leaders such as the AyatoUah Khomeini. Concludes by
examining religious and political developments in post-revolutionary Iran.

The 1979 Islamic Revolution

in Iran

Russian 22c. "It Happens Rarely, Maybe, but It Does Happen"— Fantasy and Satire in
East Central Europe. Fall 2010. Raymond Miller.
Explores the fantastic in Russian and East European literature from the^l830s into the
late twentieth century. Studies the origins of the East European fantastic in Slavic folklore
and through the Romantic movement, and traces the historical development of the genre
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Examines the use of the fantastic for the purpose of
satire, philosophical inquiry, and social commentary, w ith particular emphasis on its critiques
of nationalism, modernity, and totalitarianism. Authors include Nikolai Gogol", Fyodor
Dostoevsky, Mikhail Bulgakov, Karel Capek, Stanislaw Lem, and Franz Kafka.
from counin

country and era

lo

era.

te^

S(K:iolo^v 10b. Racism. Fall 2009.

Examines
racism,

(Same

its

as

Roy

P.artridge.

issues of racism in the United States, with attention to the social psychology of

histor\.

its

relationship to social structure, and

Africana Studies

Note: This course counts toward the major and minor

America

(Sociology 14b.

Sociologv' 22b. In the

and moral implications.

its

ethical

in

gender and women's studies.

10.)

in the 1970s.]

Facebook Age. Spring 2010. Dhiraj Mirih^.

Explores new media forms through discourses of culture, race, space, and power.

From the

development of the first electronic messaging systems in the 960s to the advent of interactive
social networking Web sites such as Facebook, Bebo and hi5, the role of computer- mediated
1

communication

in

shaping economies, polities, and societies

is

discussed. Uses a wide range

of sources — recent social science research. Web sites. Facebook, YouTube videos — to examine

new media both

the roles of

Theater

10c.

in the

United States and abroad.

Understanding Theater and Dance: Doing, Viewing, and Reviewing.

Fall

2009. Jlm: Vail.
Tlie goal
critical

is

appreciation and understanding of contemporary performance. Investigates

perspectives on dance, drama, and other performance events. Develops viewing and

writing skills: description, analysis, interpretation, evaluation. Attending live performances,

workshops with
four essays and other modes of critical response-

on and off campus, watching films and videos, and participating
|X'rformers and writers pros idc a basis for
written, oral, or visual.

(Same

as

Dance

Brictcl.

Studies

Proiitam Director

Glynis Wcars-Siegcl.

Pr<)i>rani (^oorJiruitor

Contrihutinfi Faculty: .Susan Hell. A\i\a Briclcl. I)a\itl A.

Kcona K.

Ervin, Sarah

(

)'

studio

10.)

Gay and Lesbian
A\ iva

in

Hricn Uonly.Guy

Mark

('olliiiiis.

lostcr.

(

clcstc

(

IVtcr Uovicllo*,
uxKlriclge,

David

Hccht. Aaron Kitch. Matthew Klingle. I:li/aheth Pritehard. Marilyn Kei/baiiin.

Nancy

Rile>.

Jill S.

Smith!. Knsla V;in VIeet

:

.

Williani Watterson

'

+

Gay and Ixsbian Studies is an interdisciplinary progranucfordinating courses that

incorporate

rcscarchonscxualily, particularly on gay. lesbian, bisexual, ami transgender people. Drawing

on a variety of approaches in several disciplines, such as queer theory ami ihc history of
sc\ualitv. the program examifies constructions ol sexuality in insiiiutions ol kiiowleilge. in
aesthetic representation, anil in motles ot social practice,
idcnfitv

examining the

(jucstion of sexual

and [vrtormance across cultures and historical periods.

Ki-(|uiri'nRnts

The minor

ftjr

the .Minor in (.a>

and l.ishian

consists of five courses: (ta>

from the offerings

listed

Sfiidiis

and Lesbian

.Studies 201 ami lour other courses

below, some of w Inch will change

Ihc latter four courses, at least

one must come from the

w ith every academic year Among

s(Kial sciences

ami

at least

one

Iroiii

Gay and Lesbian

Studies
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no more than two courses may come from any single
department. Only one independent study may be counted toward the minor. Courses in which
D grades are received will not count toward the minor.
the arts and humanities division, and

First- Year

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

For a

full

116c.

Sex and the Church. (Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies 17 and Religion

16.)J

29c. Historians, Comediennes, Storytellers:

Women Filmmakers in the German-Speaking

Countries. Spring 2010. BircjitTautz.

(Same

as

Film Studies 29, Gender and Women's Studies 29, and

German

29.)

Intermediate and Advanced Courses
201

ESD. Gay and Lesbian

-

An

Studies. Every year. Fall 2009. David Collings.

introduction to the materials, major themes, and defining methodologies of gay and

lesbian studies. Considers in detail both the most visible contemporary

dilemmas involving
homosexuality (queer presence in pop culture, civil rights legislation, gay-bashing, AIDS,
identity politics) as well as the great variety of interpretive approaches these dilemmas
have, in recent years, summoned into being. Such approaches borrow from the scholarly
practices of literary and artistic exegesis, history, political science, feminist theory, and
psychoanalysis

how

— to

name only

An

a few.

abiding concern over the semester

a discipline so variously influenced conceives of and maintains

its

is

to discover

own

intellectual

borders. Course materials include scholarly essays, journalism, films, novels, and

a.

number

of lectures by visiting faculty.

ESD, IP. Global Sexualities, Local
Gender and Women's Studies 210.)
[210b

-

Desires.

(Same

as

Anthropology 210 and

|

229c

-

ESD. Science, Sex, and

Politics. Fall 2009.

David Hecht.

Seminar. Examines the intersection of science, sex, and politics

in

twentieth-century

United States history. Issues of sex and sexuality have been contested terrain over the past

hundred years, as varying conceptions of gender, morality, and "proper" sexual behavior have

become politically and socially controversial. Explores the way that science has impacted these
debates

— often as a tool by which activists of varying political and intellectual persuasions

have attempted to use notions of scientific objectivity and authority to advance their agendas.
Explores debates over issues such as birth control, sex education, same-sex marriage, and
abortion.

242c

-

(Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies 230 and History

ESD. History of Black Sexual

how gender and

Politics. Spring 2010.

Keona

229.)

Ervin.

American communities in
and contemporary case studies. Examines connections
between constructions of Black femininity and masculinity, racial identity formation and
Explores

sexuality function within African

the United States using historical

backdrop of slavery and emancipation, segregation, the Great
War II, the black freedom struggle, and what many have called the
post-civil rights era. Materials include interdisciplinary scholarly texts and articles, films,
novels, and music. (Same as Africana Studies 243, Gender and Women's Studies 242,
and History 243.)
social inequality against the

Depression and World
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243c. \ ictorian Genders. Every other year. Spring 2010. Aviva Briefel.

Of

Investigates the literary and cultural construction of gender in Victorian England.

and masculinity, representations of
unconventional gender roles and sexualities, and the dynamic relationship between literary
genres and gender ideologies of the period. Authors may include Charlotte Bronte, Freud,
central concern are fantasies of "ideal" femininity

Gissing, Hard). Rider Haggard. Christina Rossetti, Ruskin. Schreiner. Tennyson, and Wilde.

(Same

as Knglish

Prerequisite:

243 and Gender and Women's Studies 239.)

One first-year seminar or

100-level course in English or gender and

women's

Women's

Studies

studies.

(244c. \ ictorian

244.

Crime. (Same

as

English 244 and Gender and

)|

245c .Modernism/Modernity. Every other year. Fall 2010. Marilyn Reizbaum.
E.xamines the cruxes of the "modern," and the term's shift into a conceptual category
rather than a temporal designation. Although not confined to a particular national or generic
rubric, takes British

nKxiem,

i.e.,

works

as a focus.

Organized by mo\ements or

critical

modernisms, psychoanalysis, postmodernism, cultural

critical literature in

formations of the

critique.

conjunction with primary texts. Authors/directors/works

Readings of

may

include T.

and Lovers, Sontag's On Photography. W. G.
Sebald's The Natural History of Destruction, Ian McEwen's EnJurini^ Love, Stevie Smith.
Kureishi's M\ Son the Fanatic, and Coetzee's Disi^race. (Same as English 245 and Gender
and Women's Studies 247.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-Ievel course in English or gender and women's
S. Eliot,

Joyce's Duhliners, Lawrence's Sons

studies.

and Love

252c. .Vnurican Intimacies: Sex

in

Nineteenth-Century Literature. Spring

2010. Peter Coviello.

Homosexuality and its conceptual twin, heterosexuality. are surprisingly late coinages.
So what was sc\ like before such concepts organized the sphere of intimate life in America?

Was

it

a set of bodil) practices?

Was sexuality something an
What forms of contact, invest attachment, or imagination
and why? Authors may include Whitman, Thoreau, Jewell,

An

aspect of a person's identity?

individual could be said to possess?

could even be counted as sex,

Melville, Hawthorne, James, Douglas. Dickinson, and Joseph Smith.

Women's Studies 252
One tirst-Ncar scininar or

and (iender and
Prerequisite:^

Note: This course

(Same

as English

)

fulfills

l(M)-lc\cl course in IJiglish.

the literature of the

253b Constructions of the Hod> Spring 2010.

Americas requirement
Si

Bm

san

i

for English majors.

.

Explores the body as a relleclion and construction of language, a source of metaphor,
a political

and

siK'ial

252

aiul

"space." Considers hisioncai aiui cross-cultural studies about men's

and women's bodies, sexuality, gender, and power. Throughout, draws from and compares
theories of the IxhIv in sociolog).

women's

Gender and Women's Studies 253 ami
Prerequisite :Smiolog\

255c

(

MM

«u

SocJ(>log>

253

siuilies.

(Same

)

C ulluri- in

English: Cold \Nar Liferaluri' and

G(K)|)riixje.

Bxplorcsdiffercnt topics across genres in conlem|>orary. post- 94.S literature and culture
1

English.

Eocuscson how the

as

Anthro|)(»log\ l(H

<)nlemporar> Literature and

CuUurt* Spring 2010. Cei-Ksth

gay and lesbian

studies, aiul

literature

and culture of this

[x*riod both reflects

and

in

siib\ erls the

Gay and Lesbian

Studies
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dominant ideologies of the period. Authors may include Capote, Salinger, Plath, Highsmith,
Baldwin, Richard Yates, McCarthy, Albee, and Williams. Research projects required. (Same
as English 255.)

One

Prerequisite:

first-year

Note: This course
[257c. Classic

fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

Twentieth-Century

Gender and Women's Studies
[266c

-

LGBT

Americas requirement

for English majors.

Cultural Texts. (Same as English 257 and

257.)]

ESD. The City as American History. (Same

291-294. Intermediate Independent Study in

Gay and Lesbian Cinema. (Same

[310c.

in English.

as

226

as History

Gay and Lesbian

)]

Studies.

The Program.

Film Studies 310 and Gender and Women's

Studies 310.)]

312b. Resistance and Accommodation: Comparative Perspectives on Gender. Fall 2009.

Nancy

Riley.

In societies across the world,
stratification

many

face discrimination and oppression because of gender

and because of inequalities

that arise

from both

and from societal-level and even global-level forces.
people have found ways to live

In

local

norms and expectations

response to the inequities they face,

accommodate, challenge, and change those inequalities.
Examines gender inequalities and the ways that those in different communities and societies
have reacted to them. Each student conducts a major research project on an issue of gender.
(Same as Gender and Women's Studies 312 and Sociology 312.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101 and one of: Anthropology 203, 230,
or 237 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 237 and Latin American Studies 237),
Sociology 204 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 204), 211, 253 (same as Gender
and Women's Studies 253), 265 (same as Asian Studies 264 and Gender and Women's
Studies 265), or 267 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 267).
in,

[316c. Shakespeare's Sonnets.

318c.

Oscar Wilde.

An in-depth

Fall 2009.

(Same

as English 316.)]

Aviva Briefel.

study of Wilde's fiction, poetry, drama, and critical essays within the context

of fin-de-siecle British culture. Topics include decadence, aestheticism, dandyism, queer

performance, and the Wilde
criticism.

(Same

Prerequisite:

trials.

Also examines Wilde's position within current

literary

as English 318.)

One

200-level course in English or gay and lesbian studies, or permission

of the instructor.
[326b. The Psychology of Stigma. (Same
Psychology 326.)]

338c. Sex

as

Gender and Women's Studies 325 and

and the Word: Freud, Psychoanalysis, American

Literature. Spring 2010.

Peter Coviello.

An

examination of one of the great theorists of intimacy and

provision his works

make— or might make— for the

its

vexations, and of the

study of literature.

Aims

not to produce

successfully "Freudian" readings of given texts, or to assign one or another of Freud's
categories of pathology to fictional characters, but to test

what

sort of

purchase Freud's

varied investigations— of language and desire, of loss and transformation, and especially

of the intricate relations of gender and sexuality to one another, and to the very experience

of selfhood— might afford us in our encounter with the pleasures and problems of modern
fiction.

Authors will include Freud and

many

of his

critics, as

well as Henry James, Nella
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Larsen, Willa Gather, James Baldwin, and others.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

(Same

as English 338.)

200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.
fulfills

the literature of the

[346c Philosophy of Gender: Sex

346 and Philosophy 346

Americas requirement for English majors.

and Love. (Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies

)]

390c - IP. Robots, \amps, and Whores: Women in German Culture and Society,
188(^1989. Spnng 2011 or Fall 201 1. Jill Smith.
An examination of gender roles and female sexuality as central controversies of modern
German culture. Analyzing nineteenth- and twentieth-century artifacts (works of literature,
films, and paintings) from four distinct periods in German history — the ^/7-<^^-5/^c/^, the
Roaring Twenties, the Nazi era, and divided Germany — compares historical and artistic
representations of women, particularly those women who push the boundaries of normative
sexual and social behavior.

phenomena and contested

A

variety of texts will be used to discuss such diverse social

territory as the

women's movement/feminism, morality crusades,

sexology, prostitution, marriage reform, abortion, and lesbianism. Frequent short writings.
several critical interpretive essays, and a final project based

spanning the time periods discussed required. (Same as

upon

images of

visual

women

Gender and Women's Studies 390

and (ierman 390.)

Gender and Women's Studies
Jennifer Scanlon. Proi^rani Director

Anne

H. Cliftord. Proi^rcun

Administrator

Professor: Jennifer Scanlon

Associate Professor: Kristen R. Ghtxlsee

Fellow: Keona K. Ervin (History)
Contrihutini; Faculty: Susan Bell, Aviva Briefel. Joriinn Buckley
I^avid A. Collings. Rachel

Raymond

Krisia

Holt.

Ann

L.

Iletcher,

L. Kibbie. Jane

Knox-

Rei/baum, Nancy Riley,

Tananbaum, Karen Teoh, Shuchin

Isui.

June A.

Vail,

Van VIcelt

The gender and women's
recent research

Padma

Miller. Fli/abcth Pritchard. Marilyn

RachelSlurman, Susan

Judilh C'asselberry.

Fx Connelly, Sara A. Dickey**. Pamela M.

Celeste Goodridge, David Hcchl, Srce
Voina.

t.

studies ciirrKiiluin

is

an interdisciplinary program that incorporates

done on women and gender. Gender and woiikmis siutlics combines the scholarly

traditions of each field in

new and productive ways

about sexuality, gciuler. race,

women m

anil class.

Courses

in

to

develop

a culture of critical thinking

gender and uomcirs studies investigate

meaning across
cultures and historic periods. Gender construction is explored as an insiitutionali/eil means
of structuring inequality and dominance. The program offers a wide range of courses taught
by faculty members from many departments and programs.
the experience of

light

of the social construction of gciKlcr and

its

Gender and Women

Requirements for the Major

The major

Women's

in

's

Studies

\

65

Gender and Women's Studies

consists of ten courses, including three required core courses

Studies 101, 201, and 301

— that are designed

— Gender

and

to illuminate the diverse reahties

of women's experience while making available some of the main currents of feminist
thought.

The seven remaining courses for the major may be chosen from the set of gender and
women's studies courses, or from a set of courses in other disciplines that have been approved
by the Gender and Women's Studies Program Committee to count towards the major. Of
the seven courses, at least two must be listed as "same as" gender and women's studies
courses. Gender and women's studies courses are numbered to indicate the level of course
instruction. The general level of instruction is indicated by the first number, so that courses
below 30 are first-year seminars, 100-199 are general introductory courses, 200-290 are
general intermediate-level courses, and 300 and higher are advanced seminars intended for
juniors and seniors.

no more than three of the seven elective courses may be from the same department.

In total,

The departmental affiliation of the course is considered the department of which the instructor
is a member. Courses will count for the major if grades of C- or better are earned. One course

may be counted.
who wish to undertake an

receiving "Credit" from the Credit/D/Fail grading option

During the spring of

their junior year, students

honors project

must secure the agreement of a faculty member to supervise their independent studies project.
The honors project supervisor must have taught gender and women's studies courses and
served on the Gender and Women's Studies Program Committee. If the student's chosen
supervisor has not fulfilled both of these requirements, the student

from

that

committee.

Two semesters of advanced

than two independent studies courses

for permission

Women's

independent study (Gender and

Studies 401 and 402) are required for an honors project

No more

may appeal

in

gender and women's studies.

may count toward

the gender and

women's

studies major.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

consists of

in

Gender and Women's Studies

Gender and Women's Studies 101 and 201, normally taken in the
may count courses in their major,

first

or second year, and three additional courses. Students

but

may count

letter

only two courses from any given discipline. All courses must be taken for

grades and students must receive grades of C- or better in order for the courses to be

counted.

First- Year

Seminars

For a

full

[17c.

Sex and the Church. (Same

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

20c. In Sickness

and

as

Gay and Lesbian

in Health: Public

Studies 16 and Religion

16.)]

Health in Europe and the United States.

Fall

2010. Susan Tananbaum.

(Same
21c.

Bad

(Same

as

History 20.)

Girls of the 1950s. Spring 2010. Jennifer Scanlon.
as History 19.)

25c. Writing the Racial

(Same

as

Mountain

in the

Age of Jim Crow.

Fall 2009.

Kegna

Ervin.

Africana Studies 23 and History 23.)
»

29c. Historians, Comediennes, Storytellers:

Women Filmmakers in the Germap-Speaking

Countries. Spring 2010. Birgit Tautz.

(Same

as

Film Studies 29, Gay and Lesbian Studies 29, and German

29.)
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Introductory. Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

101b - ESD. Introduction to Gender and Women's Studies. Fall 2009. Kristen R. Ghodsee.
Spring 2010. Jennifer Scanlon. Fall 2010. Kristen R. Ghodsee.
An interdisciplinar\' introduction to the issues, perspectives, and findings of the new
scholarship that examines the role ot gender in the construction of knowledge. Explores what
happens when women become the subjects of study; what is learned about women; what is
learned about gender; and how disciplinary know ledge itself is changed.
102c

ESD,

-

\ PA. Cultural Choreographies:

An

Introduction to Dance. Fall 2010. June

Vail.

Dancing

human

a fundamental

is

in social life. Investisates

activity, a

dance and movement

mode of communication, and
in the

a basic force

studio and classroom as aesthetic and

phenomena. Explores how dance and movement activities reveal information about
norms and values and affect perspectives in our own and other societies. Using
ethnographic methods, focuses on how dancing maintains and creates conceptions of one's
own body, gender relationships, and personal and community identities. Experiments with
dance and movement forms from different cultures and epochs — for example, the hula. New
England contradance, classical Indian dance, Balkan kolos, ballet, contact improvisation,
and African .American dance forms from sw ing to hip-hop — through readings, performances,
workshops in the studio, and field work. (Same as Dance 101.)
cultural

cultural

I

Women's

Introduction to Black

l()4c

English 108

Literature. (Same as Africana Studies 108 and

)|

201b ESD. Eemini.st Theory. Fall 2(K)9 and Fall 2010. Jennifer Scanlon.
The history of women's studies and its transformation into gender studies and feminist
theory has always included a tension between creating "woman," and political and theoretical
challenges to that unity. Examines that tension in two dimensions: the development of critical
perspectives on gender and power relations both within existing fields of knowledge, and
-

within the continuous csolution of feminist discourse
Prerequisite:

(iender and

(204b Eamilies:

207c Black

Women's

A Comparative

Women,

Politics,

itself.

Studies 101 or permission of the instructor.

Perspective. (Same as Sociology 204.)]

Music, and the Divine

Exainines the cornergenceot politics and spiriluaiily

women

Black

singer-songwriters

in the

Fall 2009. Jidiim Cassi
in

the musical

i

hi

kk>

workofcontcmporar\

United States. Analyzes material that interrt)gates

and articulates the intersections of gender,

race, class,

and sexuality, generated across

a range

of religious and spiritual terrains with African diasporic/Black Atlantic spiritual moorings,
including Chrisiianily, Islam, and Yoruba.
leniinisii perspective
artistic

I

'ocuses on material that re\ eals a

by considering the ways resistant identities shape

w Dmanisl Black
(

aiul are shapcti b)

production. l*mploysan interdisciplinary approach by incorporating ethnomusicology,

anthropology, literature, history, and [X-rformance and social theory. Explores the work of
Shirley Caesar, TTic Clark Sisters, Me'shell Ndegeocello,
R(K:k,

Abby

Lincoln, Sweet

Honey

in the

and Dianne Reeves, among others. Same as Africana Studies 201 wwd Anthropolo^v
(

211)
|2IOh

and

rsi)

l.csliian

ll»

(Johal Sixualiliis,

I

(K;d Disires (S;inKas Anthropology 2IO;iiul(iay

Studies 210)]

217c Dosloevsky or Tolstoy Spring 2010 K almond Mii
k.
F,xplores and compares two giants ol Russian literaturcl a.*n lolsto) and >()d()r )()sU>cvsky.
Their works arc read for their significance, both to Russian cultural history and to European
i

i

I

thought; special attention

is

paid to the portrayal of

women

;incl

I

wonicn's issues by both

Gender and Women

's

Studies

\

67

studies Dostoevsky's quest for guiding principles of

freedom and love in a
world of growing violence, cynicism, and chaos. "The Woman Question" emerges as a constant
subject: Dostoevsky particularly concerned himself with the suffering of poor and humiliated
women. A close reading of several short works and the novel Brothers Karamazov set in their
historical and intellectual framework. Emphasis on the novelist's struggle between Western
authors. Part

I

and Eastern voluntary self-renunciation. Examines Dostoevsky's
polyphony of voices, archetypes, and religious symbols. Part II
studies Tolstoy's development both as a novelist and a moral philosopher. Examines several
works, the most important being the novel Anna Karenina, with special emphasis on the
tension between Tolstoy-the-artist and Tolstoy-the-moralist. Discussion of the writer's role
materialistic individualism

"fantastic realism" as a

as "the conscience of Russia" in the last thirty years of his

life,

as well as his influence

on

such figures as Gandhi and Martin Luther King. (Same as Russian 224.)

Sex and Socialism: Gender and Political Ideologies of the Twentieth Century.
Fall 2009. Kristen R. Ghodsee.
Focuses on gender issues in nations whose social, cultural, political, and economic

218b

-

IP.

histories

have been shaped and/or influenced by Marxist-Leninism. Begins with a thorough

examination of socialist ideas about the role of

men and women

ideas evolved over time in the different countries and regions.

in society

The

and how these

practical ramifications

of these ideologies are studied through a survey of policies, programs, and projects that

were implemented by socialist governments around the world. Addresses how socialist
ideologies of gender influenced everything from the rise of the second wave feminists in
the United States to the political ascendance of the Taliban in Afghanistan. Considers the
political and economic changes that have occurred after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Specifically deals with issues of race, class, religion, ethnicity, sexuality, and gerontocracy,
as they directly relate to the (re)construction of identity taking place throughout the former

and/or transitioning socialist countries.
[219b. Anthropology of Science, Sex,

and Reproduction. (Same

as

Anthropology

219.)]

220c

-

IP,

VPA. Soviet Worker Bees, Revolution, and Red Love

in

Russian Film.

Fall

2009. Jane Knox-Voina.

Explores twentieth-century Russian society through critical analysis of film, art, architecture,
music, and

literature.

Topics include scientific Utopias, eternal revolution, individual freedom

versus collectivism, conflict between the intelligentsia and the

woman,"

common man, the "new Soviet

nationalism, the thaw and double-think, stagnation of the 1970s, post-glastnost

sexual liberation, and black hole art. Works of Eisenstein, Tarkovsky, Kandinsky, Chagall,
Mayakovsky, Bulgakov, Pasternak, Brodsky, Akhmatova, Solzhenitsyn, Petrushevskaya, and
Tolstaya. Weekly film viewings. Russian majors are required to do some reading in Russian.
(Same as Russian 221.)

221c. Dostoevsky

and the Novel. Spring 2011. Russian Department.

Examines Fyodor Dostoevsky's

later novels.

Studies the author's unique brand of

realism ("fantastic realism," "realism of a higher order"), which explores the depths of

human psychology and

spirituality.

Emphasis on the anti-Western,

anti-materialist bias

of Dostoevsky's quest for meaning in a world growing increasingly unstable, violent, and
cynical. Special attention

of

women

[223b

-

in

is

given to the author's treatment of urban poverty and the place

Russian society. (Same as Russian 223.)

ESD. Cultural Interpretations of Medicine. (Same

[224b - ESD. Introduction to
and Sociology 222.)]

Human Population.

(Same

as

as Sociology 223.)]

Environmental Studies 222

Courses of Instruction

168

225c

ESD. Family

-

Changing Patterns

Affairs:

Europe.

in

2009. Susan

Fall

Tananbal.m.

European family history from the early modem
period to the present. Considers the impact of social, poHtical. rehgious. and economic forces
on family structures and functions. Students have an opportunity to complete individual
research projects. (Same as History 222.)
Seminar. Explores topics and debates

in

ESD. Science, Sex, and Politics. Fall 2009. David Hecht.
Seminar. Examines the intersection of science, sex, and politics

230c

-

twentieth-century

in

United States history. Issues of sex and sexuality have been contested terrain over the past

hundred years, as varying conceptions of gender, morality, and "proper" sexual behavior have
become politically and socially contro\ersial. Explores the w ay that science has impacted these
debates

— often

as a tool b>

which

acti\ists of varying political

and

have attempted to use notions of scientific objectivity and authority

intellectual persuasions

to

advance

their agendas.

Explores debates over issues such as birth control, sex education, same-sex marriage, and
abortion.

231b

-

(Same

as

Gay and Lesbian

MCSR. Economics

Studies 229 and History 229.)

of the Life Cycle. Fall 2010 or Spring 2011. Rachel

Ex

Connelly.

A study of economic

issues that occur at each age, such as

choice, marriage (and divorce),

fertility. di\ ision

of labor

economics of education, career

in the

household, child care, glass

and wealth, healthcare, elder care, and retirement. Considers age-relevant
economic models, the empirical work that informs understanding, and the policy questions
that emerge at each age lifecycle stage. Differences in experience based on race, gender,
sexuality, income level, and national origin arc an important component for discussion. Not
open to students who ha\c credit for Economics 301. (Same as Economics 23L)
ceilings, poverty

Prerequisite:

2331) (iender

Economics

101.

and Secularisms: Comparative Cultures of Church-State Relations.

Spring 2010. Kkisn s R. Ghodsii

Examines

the gendered

.

implications of different ideologies informing the post-

Enlightenment separation of Church and

State. Students will

be expected to engage with

recent critical scholarship on secularism, post-secularism, and the process of seculari/ation.

Asks how

different configurations of religion

and

politics

shape collecti\e delinilions of the

how these particular conceptions then alTcct gender ielatii>!is
between men and women. Examines competing histories of secularization as well as engages
public and private sphere and

with recent conlmversies such as the headscarf bans

of absiinencc-oniy sex education

in

school

in

in

furkey and France and the issue

the United States. In particular, explores the

paradox of trying to simultaneously uphokl geiuler equalils and prolecl religious freeiloms

when

these

235c

KSI)

-

two goals
!

are seemingly

awn Boy Meets

at

Nallcy

odds.
(;irl:

(.inderand the Suburbs

I

all

:()I0

li

nnmi

k

S( ANir)s.

ITie suburbs,

where

the majority of the nation's residents live,

have Ivcn alternately praised

American dream and vilified as the \ apul core of homogeneous
Middle America. How did the "burbs" come about, and what is their significance in American
lite Begins w ith the hisior\ of the suburbs from the mid nineteenth century to (he post World

as the most visible sign of the

'

War 41

period, exploring the suburb as part of the process of naiional urhani/ation.

explores more conlemi^orary cultural representations of the suhurbs
film,

and

in Ihc

fiction. Particular attention

development of suburban

life.

m

Ihen

pojnilar television.

paid to gender, race, and consuiiKi culiuic as inlhieiiccs

(Same

as HistJUN

234

)

Gender and Women

ESD, IP. Gender and Family
Latin American Studies 237.)]
[237b

-

in

's

Studies

1

69

Latin America. (Same as Anthropology 237 and

239c. Victorian Genders. Every other year. Spring 2010. Aviva Briefel.
Investigates the literary and cultural construction of gender in Victorian England.

Of

concern are fantasies of "ideal" femininity and masculinity, representations of

::entral

unconventional gender roles and sexualities, and the dynamic relationship between literary
genres and gender ideologies of the period. Authors

may

include Charlotte Bronte, Freud,

Gissing, Hardy, Rider Haggard, Christina Rossetti, Ruskin, Schreiner, Tennyson, and Wilde.

[Same

as English

Prerequisite:

243 and Gay and Lesbian Studies 243.)

One first-year seminar or

1

00-level course in English or gender and

women's

studies.

240c. Radical Sensibility. Fall 2009. David Collings.

Examines the

rise

of and reactions to the literature of radical sensibility

in the

wake of the

French Revolution. Focuses upon such topics as apocalyptic lyricism, anarchism, non-violent

and the critique of marriage, family, male privilege, and patriarchal religious
as well as the defense of tradition, attacks on radical thinking, and the depiction of

revolution,
belief,

revolution as monstrosity. Discusses poetic experimentation, innovations in the English
novel, and the intersections between political writing and the Gothic. Authors

Burke, Paine, Blake, Wollstonecraft, Godwin, Opie, Percy Shelley, and
as

Mary

may

include

Shelley.

(Same

English 235.)
Prerequisite:

One first-year seminar or

1

00-level course in English or gender and

women's

studies.

242c

-

ESD. History of Black Sexual

Explores
the

how gender and

Politics. Spring 2010.

Keona

Ervin.

American communities in
and contemporary case studies. Examines connections

sexuality function within African

United States using historical

between constructions of Black femininity and masculinity,

racial identity

formation and

backdrop of slavery and emancipation, segregation, the Great
Depression and World War II, the black freedom struggle, and what many have called the
social inequality against the

post-civil rights era. Materials include interdisciplinary scholarly texts

novels, and music.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 243,

and

Gay and Lesbian

articles, films,

Studies 242, and

History 243.)

243c - IP, VPA. Russia's "Others": Siberia and Central Asia through Film and Literature.
Spring 2010. Jane Knox-Voina.
Films, music, short stories, folklore, art analyzed for the construction of national identity
of Asian peoples from the Caucasus to the Siberian Bering Straits— Russia and the Former
Central Asia (the "stans" and Mongolia). Themes: Multicultural conflicts along the Silk

Road, the

transit

zone linking West to East. Changing roles of Asian

for nations. Survival

and role of indigenous peoples

women

in solving cultural,

as cornerstone

economic, and

from early traders to
Siberian settlers to exiled convicts; from early conquerors to despotic Bolshevik rulers, from
Genghis Khan to Stalin. Impact of Soviet collectivization, industrialization, and modernism on
geopolitical issues facing the twenty-first century. Arrival of "outsiders":

and Eastern spiritualities
(Muslimism, shamanism). Questions how film and literature both tell and shape the story of
"nations." Films include S. Bodrov's Prisoner of the Mountains (Caucasus) and Mongol; V.
Pudovskin's Storm Over Asia, A. Kurosawa's Dersu Uzala, N. Mikhalkov's Close to Eden,

traditional beliefs, the environment, subsistence indigenous cultures,

A. Konchalovsky's Siberiade, G. Omarova's Schizo. (Same as Russian 251.)
[244c. Victorian

Crime. (Same

as English

244 and Gay and Lesbian Studies

244.)]

Courses of Instruction

170

[245c

ESD. Bearing the Untold Story: Gender, Race, and Ethnicity in the United States.

-

(Same

as Africana Studies

245 and History 245.)]

247c. ModernisniAIodernity. Every other year. Fall 2010. Marilyn Reizbaum.

E.xamines the cruxes of the "modern." and the term's

Although not confined

rather than a temporal designation.
rubric, takes British

modern,

i.e.,

works

as a focus.

shift into a

conceptual categor\

to a particular national or generic

Organized by movements or

critical

formations of the

modernisms, psychoanalysis, postmodernism, cultural critique. Readings of
conjunction with primary texts. Authors/directors/works may include T.

critical literature in

and Lovers, Sontag's On Photography, W. G.
Sebald's The Natural History of Destruction. Ian McEwen's Enduring Love. Stevie Smith.
Kureishi's M\ Son the Fanatic, and Coetzee's Disgrace. (Same as English 245 and Gay
and Lesbian Studies 245.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 00-level course in English or gender and women's
S. Eliot,

Joyce's Duhliners, Lawrence's Sons

1

studies.

248c - ESD Family and Community in American History, 1600-1900. Fall 2009. Sarah
Mc'Mahon.
Examines the social, economic, and cultural history of American families from 1600 to
19(X). and the changing relationship bet ween families and their kinship networks, communities,
and the larger society. Topics include gender relationships; racial, ethnic, cultural, and
class variations in family and

community

ideals, structures,

and functions; the purpose and

expectations of marriage; philosophies of child-rearing; organization of
time; and

the effects ofindustrialization, urbanization, immigration,

mobility on patterns of family

Women's

life

work and

leisure

and social and geographic

and community organization. (Same as History 248.)

America. Spring 2010. Sarah Mc Mahon.
Seminar. Examines woFiicn'sNoiccs in America from 650 to the twentieth century, as these
emerged in private letters, journals, and autobiographies; poetry, short stories, and novels;
essays, addresses, and prescriptive literature. Readings from the secondary literature provide
a historical framework for examining women's w filings. Research projects focus on the form
249c. History of

N'oices in

1

and content of women's
reactions,

and responses

Prerequisite;

literature

One course

Women

and the ways

that

to their historical situation.

it

illuminates

(Same

as

women's understandings,

History 249.)

in liislorN.

American History, 1600-1900 Spring 201 1. Sarah M( Mahon.
Asocial history of American w omen from the cok)iiial period through the nineteenth century.
Examines women's changing roles in both public and private spheres; the circumstances of
women's lives as these were shaped by class, ethnic, and racial differences; the recurring
conflict between the ideals of womanhood and (lie realities of women's experience; anil
f(KUseson family resf^onsibililies. paid and unpaid work, religion. eiliicalion. reform, women's
rights, and teminism. (Same as Histor\ 246
251c

ESI).

in

i

252c.

American Intimacies: Sex and

\.n\v in Nineteenth-! 'entiir> Literature

Sjirmg

Cos IK..
Homosexuality and its conceptual twin, heterosexuality. are surprisingly late coinages.
So what was sex hkc before such concepts organized the sphere of intimate life in America'
2010.

i'l

Was

a set of bodily practices?

it

Ilk

II

An

aspect of a jKTson's identity?

Was sexuality something

an

mdi\1dual could be said to possess' What forms of contact, invest attachment, or imagination
could even be counted

(r\

sex. antl

why' Authors may

include Whitman. Ihoieaii. lewetl.

Melville. Hawthorne. James. Douglas. Dickinson, and Joseph Smith.

(Same

as linglish

252

1

Gender and Women

and

Gay and Lesbian

Prerequisite:

One

Studies

1

7

Studies 252.)

first-year

Note: This course

's

fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

in

English.

Americas requirement

for English majors.

253b. Constructions of the Body. Spring 2010. Susan Bell.

Explores the body as a reflection and construction of language, a source of metaphor, and

and cross-cultural studies about men's
and women's bodies, sexuality, gender, and power. Throughout, draws from and compares
[heories of the body in sociology, women's studies, and gay and lesbian studies. (Same as
a

political

and social "space." Considers

historical

Gay and Lesbian Studies 253 and Sociology
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or

256c

-

A

Anthropology 101.

ESD. Gender, Body, and ReHgion.

Fall 2009.

significant portion of religious texts

and gendering of bodies. Examines these
restrictions, sexual

divine, public

253.)

Elizabeth Pritchard.

and practices

is

devoted to the disciplining

disciplines including ascetic practices, dietary

and purity regulations, and boundary maintenance between human and

and private, and clergy and

lay.

Topics include desire and hunger, abortion,

women-led religious movements, the power of submission, and the related intersections of
race and class. Materials are drawn from Christianity, Judaism, Neopaganism, Voudou, and
Buddhism. (Same as Religion 253.)
[257c. Classic

Twentieth-Century

LGBT Cultural Texts.

(Same

as English

257 and

Gay

and Lesbian Studies 257. )1
[260c. African

American

Fiction: (Re)Writing Black Masculinities.

Studies 260 and English 260

(Same

as

Africana

)]

ESD. Gender, Film, and Consumer Culture. Fall 2009. Jennifer Scanlon.
How do we spend money, and why? Examines the relationship between gender and
consumer culture over the course of the twentieth century. Explores women's and men's
261c

-

relationships to

consumer culture

in

a variety of contexts: the heterosexual household, the

bachelor pad, the gay-friendly urban cafeteria, the advertising agency, and the department
store.

Also explores the ways

262c.

Drama and Performance in the Twentieth Century and Beyond. Fall 2009. Marilyn

which Hollywood films, from the 1930s to the present, have
both furthered and complicated gendered notions about the consumption of goods. (Same
as Film Studies 261.)
in

Reizbaum.

Examines dramatic trends of
the

performance

art

the century, ranging

from the

social realism of Ibsen to

of Laurie Anderson. Traverses national and literary traditions and

demonstrates that work in translation like that of Ibsen or Brecht has a place in the body of
dramatic literature in English. Discusses such topics as dramatic translation (Liz Lochhead's
translation of Moliere's Tartuffe); epic theater

and

its

millennial counterpart (Bertold Brecht,

Tony Kushner, Caryl Churchill); political drama (Frank McGuinness, Athool Fugard); the
''nihilism" of absurdist drama (Samuel Beckett); the "low" form of the musical (as presented,
for example, by Woody Allen) and the relationship of dance to theater (Henrik Ibsen, Ntozake
Shange, Stomp, Enda Walsh). Readings staged. Formerly English 262 (same as Gender and
Women's Studies 262 and Theater 262). (Same as English 246 and Theater 246.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 1 00-level course in English or gender and women's
;

studies.

[266c

-

IP.

Chinese

Women in Fiction and Film.

(Same

as

Asian Studies 266.)]

Courses of Instruction

72

1

Women

273c. Black

and Slavery

in

Diasporic Perspective. Spring 2010. Jessica

JOH.NSON.

Examines

women

the histor>' of

of African descent during the second period of slavery

between Africa, the Caribbean, and mainland North America (roughly 650
to 888). Focuses on the everyday experiences of women's labor, reproduction, and kinshipbuilding on the plantations and in the cities, of these slaveholding societies and on women's
roles in the (re)creation of Afro-Atlantic religious and political culture. Investigates the
participation of women in abolition and emancipation moxements of the late eighteenth and
and

sla\ e trading

1

1

A range of issues

How did women of African descent
experience life under slavery' in contrast to men or women of European, Amerindian, and
East Indian descent? How did the lives of enslaved women differ from free women of color in
early nineteenth centuries.

addressed:

different slave holding societies of the Atlantic

How did the experience of migration,

world?

forced and voluntary, impact the lives of black

women

and the growth of black societies

across the Atlantic African diaspora? Assignments include

and

MCSR.

women

278b

278.

Urban Migration. (Same

269 and Economics 277.)]

KSI). IP. China, Gender, Family. (Same as Asian Studies 278 and Sociology

-

)1

W. Construction

289c
I

and slavery. (Same as Africana Studies 265 and History 273.)

.Applied Research Practicuni: Chinese Rural to

as Asian Studies
1

historians

hgures. primary source analysis, and student projects on the representation and

literar)

presentation of

[277

w ork by contemporary

of the (ioddess

and Deification of

Women

in

Hindu Religious

radition. Fall 2009. Sree Padm.a Holt.

an examination of the manner

which the power of the feminine has
been expressed mythologically and theologically in Hinduism; (2) how various categories v>{
goddesses can be seen or not as the forms of the "great gt)ddess"; and (3) how Hindu women
have been deified, a process that implicates the relationship between the goddess and women.
Students read a range of works, primary sources such as Devi Mahatmya. biographies and
myths of deified women, and recent scholarship on goddesses and deified women. (Same as
Asian Studies 289 and Religion 289
Focuses include

(

I

)

in

)

Intermediate Independent Study

294

291

in

Women's

(iender and

Studies. Tin

PR(XiRAM.

301b
(jmodsi

Doin^ (iender Studies: Kthno^raphies of (iender. Spring 2010

Kristen R.

v.

Fixplores

how research and scholarship on gender can be an engnie

lor social change.

Students learn how to use the different "tools" of the scholar: interview s, surveys, oral history.
archival research, participant observation, and discourse analysis.

Through

a semester-long

research project, each student has a hands-on experience of designing aiul implementing

an in-depth study on the gender issue of the student's choice.

Open

to gerulci

and wonicn's

studies majors and minors, or with permission of the instructor

302b The Economies oflbe Family,
Seminar MieroecononiK analvsis
Topics include marriage,

fertility,

fall

20IOorSprwig 2011. K\(

|310c. (»av
Stiidits

3H>

and
)|

lA'sbian

(

as

i

)

255 and 257. or [vrniission of the

inema (Same

Conm n

labor supply, divorce, and the family as

an economic organization. (Same as Flconomics 3(M
Prerequisite: Hcon«>miis

Ia

gentler roles, and relatetl institutions

of the family

married women's

iiii

Film Stiidirs

instructor.
3I((

inJ (lav

and lesbian

Gender and Women

's

Studies

173

312b. Resistance and Accommodation: Comparative Perspectives on Gender. Fall 2009.

Nancy

Riu-y.

In societies across the world,
stratification

many

face discrimination and oppression because of gender

and because of inequalities

that arise

from both

and from societal-level and even global-level forces.

local

norms and expectations

response to the inequities they face,

In

accommodate, challenge, and change those inequalities.
Examines gender inequalities and the ways that those in different communities and societies
have reacted to them. Each student conducts a major research project on an issue of gender.
(Same as Gay and Lesbian Studies 312 and Sociology 312.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101 and one of: Anthropology 203, 230,
or 237 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 237 and Latin American Studies 237),
Sociology 204 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 204), 211, 253 (same as Gender
and Women's Studies 253), 265 (same as Asian Studies 264 and Gender and Women's
Studies 265), or 267 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 267).
people have found ways to live

322c. Race, Gender,

in,

and Ethnicity

in British

and European

Society. Spring 2010. Susan

Tananbaum.

An analysis of cultural traditions in Britain and Europe. Explores the impact of immigration
on Britain and the Continent, notions of cultural pluralism, and the changing definitions
and implications of gender

in Britain

present. Students undertake a

and Europe from the

major research project

late

utilizing

eighteenth century to the

primary sources. (Same as

History 322.)
[325b.

The Psychology of Stigma. (Same as Gay and Lesbian Studies 326 and Psychology

326.)]

[326c.

A Body "of One's Own":

Latina and Caribbean

American Studies 326 and Spanish

Modernism and

(Same

as Latin

326.)]

[346c. Philosophy of Gender: Sex and Love. (Same as
Philosophy 346.)]
[355c.

Women Writers.

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 346 and

the Nude. (Same as Art History 355.)]

390c - IP. Robots, Vamps, and Whores: Women in
1880-1989. Spring 20 11 or Fall 20 1 1 Jill Smith.

German Culture and

Society,

.

An

examination of gender roles and female sexuality as central controversies of modem

German

culture.

Analyzing nineteenth- and twentieth-century

artifacts

(works of

literature,

— the fin-de-siecle,

and paintings) from four distinct periods in German history
Roaring Twenties, the Nazi era, and divided Germany compares
films,

—

representations of

women,

particularly those

sexual and social behavior.

phenomena and contested

A

women who

historical

and

the

artistic

push the boundaries of normative

variety of texts will be used to discuss such diverse social

territory as the

women's movement/feminism, morality

crusades,

sexology, prostitution, marriage reform, abortion, and lesbianism. Frequent short writings,

upon visual images of women
Gay and Lesbian Studies 390 and

several critical interpretive essays, and a final project based

spanning the time periods discussed required. (Same as

German

390.)

401^04. Advanced Independent Study and Honors
The Program.

in

Gender and Women's

Studies.

Students may choose from the following list of related courses to satisfy requirements for the
major or minor in gender and women's studies. For full course descriptions and prerequisites,
see the appropriate department listings.

Courses of Instruction

174

Africana Studies
10b. Racism. Fall 2C)09.

(Same

Roy Partridge.

as Sociology 10.)

Art History
(333c. Studies in

Seventeenth-Century Art: Caravaggio and Artemisia Gentileschi.l

Economics

MC'SR Poverty and

211b

Redistribution. Spring 2010. John M. Fitzgerald.

MCSR. Labor and Human

212b

Resource Economics. Spring 2010. Rachel Ex

Connelly.

Enf^lish

2S2t Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory. Spring 2010. Aaron KncH.

Sociology

10b Racism.

(Same

as

1-all

2(K)9.

Roy Partridge.

Africana Studies

10.)

Geology
Hdward

P.

Lainc. Department Chair

.Marjoric L. Parker.

Associate Professors: Rachel

J.

Department Coordinator

Bcanc. Edward

I^.

lainc. Pclcr D. Lea. Collin S.

Rocslcr

Laboratory lnstructor\: Calhrsn field, Joanne

Ri(|iiirenu'nts for the

The major

Major

(ieology

consists of nine courses. Four core courses arc required of

101. 202. 275 or 276. and
ct)urse

in

I'rqiiharl

393

In addition.

It)

all

majors: (ieoU>gy

experience the breadth ot the discipline, one

must he taken from courses emphasizing the solid earth (220. 241. 262. 265)

aiul

one

course must be taken from courses emphasizing oceans ami surface processes 250. 255. 257.
(

267. 272. 287), Ihe three remanung elective courses for the major

ma\ be

selected from the

geology courses offered in the department. Note that only one of: (a) 100. 102. or 103 may
be counted toward the three elective courses; (b) up to two approvetl study-away courses

may

be counted toward the three elective courses; (c)

major need

to

be completed with a C- or better;

(il)

all

courses to he counted toward the

independent study does not normally

count-toNsard the major requirements; anil (e) Al* l'n\ nonmenlal Science

is

not accepteil

toward the major — students may consult the l-Jivironmental Studies Program tor possible
credit, (ieology majors are advised that most grailuate schools in the earth and environmental
sciences require the equivalent of ('hemistr> 10*^ Ph>sics 103 and

Mathematics

171

Geology

75

Majors

Interdisciplinary

The department participates
in

1

formal interdisciplinary programs

in

in

geology and physics and

geology and chemistry. See page 212.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

in

Geology

consists of four courses in geology, including 101, 202, 275/276 and one other

geology course. All courses to be counted toward the minor need

C- or

better.

Advanced Courses

Introductory, Intermediate, and

50a

-

be completed with a

to

INS. Earthquakes and Volcanoes. Fall 2009. Edward Laine.

Introduction to the basic plate tectonic structure of the earth and

its

relationship to the

global distribution and types of earthquakes and volcanoes. Exploration of the factors

contributing to the origin and styles of eruption of

magma from

volcanoes. Examination

of the history and nature of tsunamis and the volcanic, seismic, and other events that can
trigger them. Consideration of the

and

human response

to these

and other geological hazards

efforts to mitigate them.

100a

INS. Environmental Geology and Hydrology. Every spring. Peter Lea.

-

An

introduction to aspects of geology and hydrology that affect the environment and land

use. Topics include

watersheds and surface-water quality, groundwater contamination, coastal

erosion, and landslides.
affecting

101a

Maine

Weekly

rivers, lakes,

labs

and

and

INS. Investigating Earth. Every

-

Dynamic
tectonics.

fall.

as

Rachel Beane.

processes, such as earthquakes and volcanoes, shape the earth on which

live. In-class lectures

Weekly

we

and exercises examine these processes from the framework of plate

field trips

explore rocks exposed along the Maine coast. During the course,

students complete a research project on

102a

(Same

coast.

examine local environmental problems
Environmental Studies 100.)

field trips

Maine geology.

INS. Introduction to Oceanography. Fall 2009. Collin Roesler.

-

The fundamentals of geological, physical, chemical, and biological oceanography:

tectonic

evolution of the ocean basins, thermohaline and wind-driven circulation, chemical cycles,

primary production and trophodynamics with emphasis on oceans' role

Weekly labs will apply the principles in
(Same as Environmental Studies 102.)
103a

-

An

the setting of

in

climate change.

Casco Bay and the Gulf of Maine.

INS. Marine Environmental Geology. Spring 2010. Edward Laine.
introduction to the aspects of marine geology and oceanography that affect the

environment and marine resources. Topics include estuarine oceanography and sediments,
eutrophication of coastal waters, primary productivity, waves and tides, sea-level history,
glacial

geology of coastal Maine, harmful algal bloom, and an introduction

to plate tectonics.

Weekly field trips and labs examine local environmental problems affecting Casco Bay and
the Maine coast. A one-day weekend field excursion is required. (Same as Environmental
Studies 103.)

202a

INS. Mineralogy. Every spring. Rachel Beane.
Minerals are the earth's building blocks, and an important human resource. The study of
minerals provides information on processes that occur within the earth's core, mantle, and
crust,

-

and

at its surface.

At the

and biosphere, and are essential

surface, minerals interact with the hydrosphere, atmospihere,
to understanding

environmental issues. Minerals and mineral

processes examined using hand-specimens, crystal structures, chemistry, and microscopy.
Prerequisite:

One

course in geology or permission of the instructor.

Courses of Instruction

176

[205a

INS. Environmental Chemistry. (Same as Chemistry 205 and Environmental

-

Studies 205.)]

220a

-

INS. Sedimentary Geology. Every other

fall.

Fall 2010.

Peter Lea.

Survey of earth's depositional systems, both continental and marine, with emphasis on
dynamics of sediment transport and interpretation of the depositional environment from
sedimentary structures and facies relationships: stratigraphic techniques for interpreting earth
histor> and tectonic and sea-level controls on large-scale depositional patterns. Weekly lab
;

includes local field
Prerequisite:

241a

-

trips.

One course

geology or permission of the

in

instructor.

INS. Structural Geology. Fall 2009. Rachel Beane.

Geologic structures yield evidence for the dynamic deformation of the earth's
This course examines deformation

at

crust.

scales that range from the plate-tectonic scale of

the Appalachian mountains to the microscopic scale of individual minerals.

A

strong field

component provides ample opportunity for describing and mapping faults, folds, and other
structures exposed along the Maine coast. In-class exercises focus on problem-solving
through the use of geologic maps, cross-sections, stereographic projections, strain analysis,

and computer applications.
Prerequisite:

Geology 101 or 202. or permission of

the instructor.

Edward Laine.
250a - INS. Marine (ieology. Spring 201
The geological and geophysical bases of the plate-tectonic model. The influence of plate
tectonics on major events in oceanographic and climatic evolution. Deep-sea sedimentary
processes in the modern and ancient ocean as revealed through sampling and remote sensing.
Focus in the laboratory on the interpretation of seismic reflection profiles from both the deep
1

ocean and

.

l(Kal coastal waters.

Prerequisite:

One course

in

geology or permission of the

instructor.

257a Atmosphere and Ocean Dynamics. (Same as Environmental Studies 253 and
Physics 257
1

)

I

262a Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology. Every other fall, l^ill 2010. Racuii Beam
Rocks cDiilain man) clues abt)ul the proces.ses of their formation. This course uses these
.

clues toexplore the processes by which igneous rocks solidify from

response to pressure, temperature, and chemical changes. Laboratory work

rocks form

in

emphasizes

field

observations, microscopic examination of thin sections, and computer-based

geiKhemical movleling. Class projects introduce students
Both (ieolog\ 101 and 202 arc recomnicndetl.
Prcrcijuisiic

An

of geologic research.

[{very other spring. Spring 201

I.

1j)\vari) Laini

.

intrcKJuclion to the interior of the earth, the geophysical basis of plate tectonics, and

exploration geophysics. Emphasis on seismic methods.

course involving work on projects

in

support of

Studies

l(M)i

IN.S.

(.

KM

i03isiinc

(»astal

.ts

A 'problem-based

community

Prrrctjuisitr M;it hematics 161 orPlixsics 103.

267ii

to aspects

(ieoiogv 101 or 2(^2

INS Geophysics,

265a

magma, and metamorphic

service learning

partners.

and (JeologN 100(s;iinc as Environmental

Environmental Studies

Oceanography Spring 2010.

103). o\ Ph>sics 104

I-.dwakd

Ppinciples anil prohkins in coasial (Kcanography.

\n

ith

Laim

.

an emphasis on inlcrdisci|ilinary

mquir> Topics include circulation ami scilimenlt rans|>ort within estuaries and on the cont menial
shelf,

impact of

human systems on

the marine cnvironmcni. and issues and controversies ol

cutrophication and hypoxia in the coastal environment.

267

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

)

Prerequisite;

One course

in

geology or

|x-rniissioii of ilu- insiruclor.

Geology

272a. Glacial Processes

During recent

and Landforms.

ice ages, glaciers

Fall

111

2009. Peter Lea.

covered a third of the world's land area and had profound

impacts on earth's landscapes and climates. Uses lectures, labs,

field trips,

and reading of

examine the controls of current and former glacier distribution and
landforms
and
landscapes of glacial and meltwater systems, and the interaction
movement,

the primary literature to

of glaciers and the earth's climate system.
Prerequisite:

One

course

in

geology or permission of the

instructor.

275a - MCSR, INS. Groundwater. Spring 201 1. Peter Lea.
The interaction of water and geological materials within
the

the hydrologic cycle, with

and quantitative examination of
aquifers. (Same as Environmental Studies 275.)

emphasis on groundwater resources and

movement of groundwater in
Prerequisite: One course in geology

quality. Qualitative

or permission of the instructor.

276a - MCSR. Watershed Hydrology. Every fall. Fall 2009. Peter Lea.
Everyone lives in a watershed, but how do watersheds function, both naturally and
increasingly as impacted by humans? Examines the movement and modification of water
through the landscape, emphasizing such topics as natural and

human

controls of water

quality, streamflow generation and surface-groundwater interactions, watershed modeling,

and approaches to watershed management. Students perform an integrated investigation of
a local watershed, examining natural and
as

human

controls on hydrologic processes.

(Same

Environmental Studies 276.)
Prerequisite:

One

course

in

geology or Environmental Studies 201 (same as Biology

158 and Chemistry 105).
287a. Poles Apart:

A

Comparison of Arctic and Antarctic Environments.

Fall 2009.

Collin Roesler.

Compare and

contrast the geography, climate, glaciology and sea ice, ocean biology,

and exploration history of the Arctic and Antarctic regions with particular emphasis on the
role of polar regions in global climate change.

One weekend

field trip is required.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies 287.)
Prerequisite:

One

course in geology or permission of the instructor.

291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study in Geology. The Department.
302a. Earth Climate History

and

Its

Impacts on Ecosystems and

Human Civilizations.

Spring 2010. Philip Camill.

The modern world is experiencing rapid climate warming and some parts extreme drought,
which will have dramatic impacts on ecosystems and human societies. How do contemporary
warming and aridity compare to past changes in climate? Are modern changes human-caused
or part of the natural variability in the climate system? What effects did past changes have on
global ecosystems and human societies? Students use sediment and growth records (ocean,
glacier, lake, coral, tree ring, and rodent middens) to assemble proxies for past changes in
climate, atmospheric CO^, and disturbance to examine several issues: long-term carbon cycling
and climate, the rise of C4 photosynthesis and the evolution of grazing mammals, orbital
forcing and glacial cycles, glacial refugia and post-glacial species migrations, climate change
and the rise of human civilizations, climate/overkill hypothesis of Pleistocene megafauna,
climate variability, drought cycles, climate change impacts on fire, climate-related collapses
of human civilizations, and determining natural variability vs: human-caused climate
change. Prior enrollment in a 200- or 300-level environmental studies or geology course is
recommended. (Same as Biology 302 and Environmental Studies 302.)
_ •
Prerequisite: One of the following: Biology 102, 104, 105, 109, or Geology 101.

1

Courses of Instruction

78

357a.

The Physics

A rigorous

of Climate. Every other spring. Spring 2010.

Mark

Battle.

treatment of the earth's cHmate. based on physical principles. Topics include

climate feedbacks, sensitivity to perturbations, and the connections between climate and
radiative transfer, atmospheric composition,

and large-scale circulation of the oceans and

atmospheres. Anthropogenic climate change will also be studied. (Same as Environmental

Studies 357 and Physics 357.)
Prerequisite: Physics 229, 255, 256. or 300, or permission of the instructor.

(393a.

Advanced Seminar

Geology. (Same as Environmental Studies 393.)]

in

401a-404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

in

Geology. The Department.

German
Birgit Tautz,

Department Chair

Kate Flaherty, Department Coordinator

Professors: Helen L. Caffert\

.

Steven R. Cerf

Associate Professor: Birgit Tautz
Assistant Professor:
Visitinji

Jill S.

Smitht

Faculty: Matthew D. Miller

Teaching Fellow

:

Manuel Meffert

The German department

Germanstudents who wish to become

offers courses in the language, literature, and culture of the

speaking countries of Europe. The program

is

designed for

language and culture, comprehend the relationship between the language and
culture, and gain a better understanding of their own culture in a global context. The major is
a valuable asset in a wide variety of postgraduate endeavors, including international careers,
literate in the

and law and graduate school.

Requirements for the Major

Cierman

in

which one may be chosen from 151. 152. 154.
156. 158. and ihe others from 205 402. Normally, majors take two courses numbered 313

The

inaior consists of seven courses, of

or higher in their senior year. Prospective majors, including those

second-year German

at

who

begin with

first-

or

Bowdoin, may arrange an accelerated program, usually including
number of study-abroad programs

study abroad. Majors are encouraged to consider one of a
with different calendars and formats.

Ki(|uirenunts for the Minor

The minor
be

in the

(iernian

in

consists of (iernian 1()2 or equivalent, plus any four courses, of which

two

mu.st

language (203 398).

First-Year Seminar

For a

full

descnplion ot hrsl-ycar seminars, see pages

I4<)

(•>()

29r llistc>rians,( onudienni's. Story tellers: Women Mlinniakers in Ihe German-Speaking
(ounlries Spiin)j JOU) Hik(.ii
\i i/
(Slim IS lilm Studies 29. (iay and l.isbian Studies 2'> nul (iendcr and Women's
I

Studies 29

)

German

(>erman Literature and Culture
151c

in

\

English Translation

ESD. The Literary Imagination and the Holocaust.

-

79

Fall 2009.

Steven Cerf.

An examination of the literary treatment of the Holocaust, a period between 933 and 1 945,
during which eleven million innocent people were systematically murdered by the Nazis. Four
1

examined: the diary and memoir, drama, poetry, and the novel.
Three basic sets of questions are raised by the course: How could such slaughter take place
in the twentieth century? To what extent is literature capable of evoking this period and what
different literary genres are

by the different genres? What can our study
contemporary issues surrounding totalitarianism

different aspects of the Holocaust are stressed

of the Holocaust teach us with regard to

No knowledge

and racism?

152c

-

VPA

IP,

of

German

is

required.

Berlin: Sin City, Divided City, City of the Future. Fall 2011

Jul

Smtih.

An

examination of

literary, artistic,

and cinematic representations of the

city

of Berlin

during three distinct time periods: the "Roaring 20s," the Cold War, and the post-Wall period.

Explores the dramatic cultural, political, and physical transformations that Berlin underwent
during the twentieth century and thereby illustrates the central role that Berlin played, and
continues to play,

in

European history and culture, as well as

American

in the

cultural

imagination. For each time period studied, compares Anglo-American representations of
Berlin with those produced by
to
in

German

artists

and writers, and investigates how, why, and

what extent Berlin has retained its status as one of the most quintessentially modern
the world. No knowledge of German is required.

1154c

IP,

VPA. Laugh and Cry!

Post- World

War

II

German Film

cities

]

ESD, VPA. Nazi Cinema. Spring 201 Birgit Tautz.
Astudy of selected films made in Germany under the auspices of the Nazis (1933-1945).
Illustrates that Nazi cinema was as much entertainment as it was overt propaganda in the
service of a terror regime; therefore, includes examples of science fiction, adventure films, and
I56c

-

1

.

adaptations of literature, as well as anti-Semitic and pro-war feature films and documentaries.

how Nazi cultural politics and ideology defined the
role of cinema; (2) how the films produced in Germany between 1933 and 1945 supported
and/or undermined the Nazi regime; and (3) how politics, manipulation, and propaganda
work through entertainment. No knowledge of German is required.
Examines three

158c

-

IP,

interrelated areas: (1)

VPA. Art and

Politics:

Introduction to Materialist Aesthetics. Spring 2010.

Matthew Miller.
Examines both philosophical conceptions of the social relevance of artistic production from
848 to the present as well as literary, visual, and cinematic works in which art's philosophical
and socio-critical impulses manifest themselves. Beginning with readings from texts by
Marx and Engels, but not limited to a narrowly Marxist conception of materialism, explores
1

Nietzsche and Heidegger,

who

addressed the physicality of aesthetic experience and/or the

work of art in a broad sense. Further readings to include Lukacs, Heidegger,
Benjamin, Adorno, Sartre, and Ranciere, among others. Considers plays and literary texts
by Brecht, among others, as well as films from the German and European contexts (e.g.,
materiality of the

Emphasis on the interplay among philosophy,
practice. No knowledge of German is required.

Eisenstein, Kluge, Godard, etc.).

accounts of

art,

and aesthetic

theoretical

Language and Culture Courses
101c.

Elementary German

German

101

is

the

first

I.

Every

course in

fall.

Fall 2009. Birgit Tautz.

^

»

German language and culture and is open to all

students

without prerequisite. Facilitates an understanding of culture through language. Introduces

.

Courses of Instruction

180

German history and cultural

topics. Three hours per week. Acquisition of four skills: speaking
and understanding, reading, and writing. One hour of conversation and practice with teaching
assistant. Integrated language laborator>' work.

102c Klementary (ierman
Continuation of

II.

German

101. Equivalent of

Intermediate (ierman

2()3c

Ever> spring. Spring 2010.

I:

Germany

German

Matthew Miller.

101

is

required.

within Kurope. Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Matthew

.\lii.ihk.

Continued emphasis on the understanding of German culture through language. Focus

on

and cultural topics through

social

Three hours per week of

arts.

practice with teaching assistant.

102

IS

2()4c

and the

history, literature, politics, popular culture,

reading, speaking, and writing.

Language laboratory also

One hour of

discussion and

available. Equivalent of

German

required.

Intermediate

German

Spring 2010. Sii\i s Ci

Continuation of

II:

German

History through \'isual Culture. Every spring.

kf

German

203. Equi\alent of

German 203

is

required.

205c - IP. Advanced German Texts and Contexts. E\ery year. Fall 2(X)9. Sn:\ hn Qvrv.
Designed lo explore aspects oi German culture in depth, to deepen the understanding
of culture through language, and to increase facility in speaking, writing, reading, and
comprehension. Topics include post-war and/or post-unification themes in historical and
cross-cultural contexts. Particular emphasis on post- 990 German youth culture and language.
Includes fiction writing, film, music, and various news media. Weekly individual sessions
1

uith the Teaching I-ellow from the Johannes-Guienbcrg-Universitat-Main/. Equi\alent of

(ierman 204

is

required.

291c 294c Intermediate Independent Study
Literature and

IP

(ierman. The Departmf

\t.

ulture Courses

(

All courses require the equivalent of

30Sc

in

(ierman 204.

Introduction to (ierman Literature and Culture. Every year. Spring 2010.

Hfjjjm CAn->jrrv.

Designed

to he an introduction to the critical reading of texts

and nonfiction.
and siKial

lyric poetr>.

drama, opera, film

)

in the

by genre

Ihkuscs on various themes and periods. Develops sludciUs"

hisior).

prose fiction

(e.g..

context of German intellectual, political.
scnsitis

generic structures and introduces terminology for describing and analyzing texts

it)

lo

in historical

and cross-cultural contexts. Weekly individual sessions with the Teaching Fellow from the
Johannes-Gutenberg- Universitiit- Main/.

3LV

IP (itrman

on the mid

l-ocus

(

lassicism Fall 2(K)9. BiwjrrTAirr/.
to late eighteenth century as

an age of contradictory impulses

(e.g.. the

youthful rc\ oil ot Storm and Stress against the Age of Reason), lixamines manifestations of such

eg.

impulses

and

Schiller)

ghosts, lose, and other transgressions

less

well-known

(e.g..

'

''

''
I

'»

ot

major

(e.g..

Goclhc.

moments of "laustian bargains" (GcKMhe's

iransgrcssivc desires in pcxrtry. travel lexis, and lo\c letters as well as in secret
'^

*>'

works

Karsch. Forsler) authors. Beginmng with discussions of

transparency, examines the ghostly and spiritual
'' iu\t).

in the

'fs Aiufurflofr). and concludes with emergent, phanlasmatic technologies
:i

rstfur) anil maniteslations ot the irrational

in (hill)

in

nature's chaos (Klcist

Das

Investigation of texts in their broader cultural context with apjiropriate

theory and illusiralcd ihrtiugh film and

drama on video,

cighlccnih century dance, music, and legal discourse.

slalistical data,

developmenis

m

German

181

314c - IP. German Romanticism. Spring 2010. Steven Cerf.
Examines the origins of the German Romantic movement in the first half of the nineteenth
century and its impact on German culture (e.g., music and the other arts, philosophy, politics,
popular culture, continued legacy of Romanticism in subsequent periods of German culture
and literature). Focus on representative authors, genres, and themes such as Romantic
creativity, genius, horror, and fantasy.
315c

-

Realism, Nation, and Popular Fictions of Community in Nineteenth-Century

IP.

German

Culture. Fall 2010. Birgh Tautz.

Explores the ways

communities
political,

in the

in

which German culture popularized the ideas of ethnicity, nation, and

nineteenth century. Considers literary fiction as well as philosophical,

pedagogical, and psychological writings and visual materials in their appropriate

examined respond to historical events and reflect upon life-altering
conditions of exile and emigration, the advent of technology, and the rise of mass culture;
they exemplify modes of representing reality that ultimately led to the aesthetic phenomenon
labeled Realism. Authors include, among others, the Grimms, Busch, Nietzsche, Marx, OttoPeters, Lewald, von Ebner-Eschenbach, Hoffmann, Heine, Herz, Storm, and Fontane, as well
as many anonymous writers of the popular and emigrant press. Combines discussion, short
analytical or interpretive papers, an individual project, guest lectures, and the resources of
the art museum and the library's special collections.
context. Materials

316c

-

IP.

Modernism: Modernist

Visions. Spring 201

Discusses the extent to which modernism,

its

1.

The Department.

narratives, philosophy,

and

arts are tied to

the heightened importance of vision and visual technologies around 1900, and

examines

modernist legacies beyond the confines of the Weimar Republic and the Nazi regime. Special
attention
travel),

is

given to depictions of space

(cities, e.g.,

"exotic lands," the rural landscape,

depiction of protagonists' interior worlds, so-called

interrelation of visual arts

new

objectivity,

and the

and narrative, the development of particular visual technologies

photography, film, commercial galleries, museums, display culture), and avant-garde

(e.g.,

movements

(e.g.,

Dada). Texts and films by the following authors,

artists,

filmmakers, and

philosophers are read and analyzed in their historical, social, and literary contexts: Kafka,

Simmel, Freud, Ruttmann, Murnau, Seghers,
and Sebald. Combines discussion, analytical and interpretive papers, film showings, and

Rilke, Brecht, Benjamin, Modersohn-Becker,

resources of the art

317c

-

IP.

An

German

museum.
Literature and Culture since 1945. Fall 2009.

Matthew Miller.

exploration of the participation of literature and film in social critique in the two

Germanys from

the immediate postwar period through reunification. After addressing

Vergangenheitsbewdltigung and the question of

artistic

production in the political context

of the 1960s' Protestbewegungen, examines the relationship between social critique and
political history in the

FRG

and

GDR,

respectively, as well as literature

and cinema

in the

aftermath of reunification. Writers to be studied include Koeppen, Frisch, Grass, Kluge, Mliller,

Bachmann, Wolf, Weiss, Ozdamar, and

others. Screenings of films

by Kluge, Fassbinder,

and Akin, among others.
[321c

-

IP.

Before and After the Wall: East

German Traditions

in Literature, Culture,

and Film.]
390-399. Seminar in Aspects of

Work in a specific
individual authors,

German

Literature and Culture. Every spring.

area of German culture not covered in other departmental courses, e.g.,

movements, genres,

cultural influences,

and

historical periods.
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390c

IP.

Robots, \ amps, and \\ hores:

Spring 20 11 or Fall 201

An

Women in German Culture and Society, 1880-1989.

Jill Smith.

1.

examination of gender roles and female sexuality as central controversies of modern

German

Analyzing nineteenth- and twentieth-century

culture.

artifacts

(works of

— the

and paintings) from four distinct periods in German history
Roaring Twenties, the Nazi era. and divided Germany compares
films,

—

representations of

women,

phenomena and contested

women who

particularly those

sexual and social behavior.

A

literature,

y///-^/6^-.s/£^c76',

historical

and

the

artistic

push the boundaries of normative

variety of texts will be used to discuss such diverse social

territor) as the

w omen's movement/feminism, morality crusades,

sexolog). prostitution, marriage reform, abortion, and lesbianism. Frequent short writings,
several critical interpretive essays, and a final project based

spanning the time periods discussed required. (Same as

(iender and
|392c

-

Women's

upon

visual

images of

Gay and Lesbian

women

Studies 390 and

Studies 390.)

IP Das deutsche Lustspiel

1

Myths, .Modernity, Media. Fall 2010 or Spring 201 1. BirgitTautz.
Explores the important role that myths have played in German cultural history. While
founding myths of Germanic culture (e.g.. Nihelun^en) are considered, focuses especially on
myth in relation to fairy tales, legends (including urban legends of the twentieth century), and
borderline genres and motifs (e.g., vampires, witches, automatons), as well as on questions
of mythmaking. Examines why modern culture of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries,
which seemingly neglects or overcomes myths, heavily engages in mythicization of ideas (e.g.,
gender roles, the unnatural) and popularizes myths through modern media (film, television,
the Internet), locations (e.g. cities) and transnational exchange (Disney: the myth of "the
Orient"). Aside from short analytical or inierprelisc papers aimed at developing critical
395c

IP.

-

language

skills,

students

design of a scholarly

may pursue

Web

(performance of a mythical character.

a creative project

modern

page, writing of a

fairy tale).

IP \ ienna, 1890-1914. Spring 2012. Steven Cere.

396^-

An

examination of representative shorter

literary

works

(i.e.,

Novellen. dramas, poetry,

essays, etc.) of such diverse, psychologically oriented authors as Schnitzler, Freud,

Hofmannsihal. Trakl, Kraus, and Musil

in

historical

and cultural contexts. Three basic

how and why turn-of-the-century Vienna became the home of modern
ps)chialr>;(2)themyriad way sin which imaginative writers creatively interacted with leading

areas explored:

(

1

composers, visual

)

artists,

and philosophers of the

directors as Ophiils, Reed, and Schlondorff

era; (3) the extent to

were able

to

which such cinematic

capture Viennese intellectual and

creative vibrancy for the screen.

39Xc
i

Al

IP

Colors: Si^ns

l.thnic Difrcreiicc

(»f

1800/1900/2000

Spring 2010. BiRcn

I/..

In

German

culture, color/hue has played an important role in

marking ethnic difference.

Color marks not only "racial difference"! "Black" \." White"), but also geographical difference
("ln)picalc<)lors")ordiversily(**BunleRepublikI)eutschland"). Considers changing discourse

on color and ethnic difference

which serve to illuminate ihc
broader cultural context at three historical junctures: S(K). hXM). and 2()(K). Considers texts
and films in conjunction with non fiction, including examples from ihe \ isual arts (paintings.
phot(\4:raphs. "Hagenbecks \'olkerschauen"). medical and "scientilic," encycl()|)edic entries.
policy sfatemcnls and advertisements ("keklamemarken." commercials), and popular music
in literary texts

and

films, all of
I

(hip-hop. lyrics), recognizing, in the prtK'ess.
itself

40l(

how German culture ("national

identity") defines

through and against color.
404<

\d\ancfd Indi |K-nd(n( S!nd\ and

lfon<»rs in

(icrman

Iiii

l)i
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Government and Legal Studies
Jean M. Yarbrough, Department Chair

Lynne

P.

Professors: Paul N. Franco, Janet

Atkinson, Department Coordinator

M. Martin, Richard

E.

Morgan, Christian

P.

Potholm*, Allen L. Springer, Jear^ M. Yarbrough
Associate Professor: Henry C. W. Laurence (Asian Studies)
Assistant Professors: Ericka A. Albaugh, Shelley

M. Deane, Michael M.

Franz, Laura

A. Henry
Visiting Faculty: Jeffrey S. Selinger

Lecturer: George S. Isaacson

Requirements for the Major

in

Government and Legal Studies

Courses within the department are divided into four

American government: Government

11, 25, 150,

fields:

201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 208, 209,

210, 211, 215, 216, 255, 303, 304, 308, and 309

Comparative

politics:

Government

18, 19, 20, 23, 120, 220, 221, 222. 223, 224, 225, 226,

228, 230, 232, 233, 237, 238, 261, 268, 274, 321, 322, 324, 325, 330, 332. and 337.
Political theory:

Government

12, 24, 26, 28, 240, 241, 242, 244, 245, 246, 248, 249, 250,

341,346, and 347.
International relations:

Government

10, 11, 18. 20, 23, 160, 220, 222, 225, 226, 228, 233,

237, 238, 260, 261, 263, 265, 268, 270, 274, 321, 324, 325, 330, 337, 361, and 363.

Every major is expected to complete an area of concentration in one of these fields.
The major consists of nine courses, no more than two taken at Level A, and no more than
one first-year seminar, and distributed as follows:
1. A field of concentration, selected from the above list, in which at least four courses
including one Level
2.

At

courses

C

course and no more than one Level

least

one course

may

be

at

in

each of the three

A course

fields outside the field

Levels A, B, or C, though only two Level

are taken.

of concentration. These

A courses may

count toward

no more than one of these may be a first-year seminar.
3. Government 207, 219, 239, 264, 395, Environmental Studies 240, while not fulfilling
the requirement for any of the four fields of concentration, can be counted toward the total

the major and

number of courses required

major or minor.
4. Students seeking to graduate with honors in government and legal studies must petition
the department. Interested students should contact the honors director for specific details.
Students must prepare an honors paper, which is normally the product of two semesters of
independent study work, and have that paper approved by the department. One semester of
independent study work may be counted toward the nine-course departmental requirement and
for the

the four-course field concentration. Students

who hope to graduate with honors in government

and legal studies thus normally must complete at least ten courses in the department.
5. To fulfill the major/minor requirements, a grade of C- or better must be earned in a
course. Courses taken on a nongraded basis (Credit/D/Fail) may not be used to fulfill major/
minor requirements.
^
»

Requirements for the Minor in Government and Legal Studies

A minor in

government and

legal studies consists of five courses

from

at least three

of the
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departmental

fields.

No more

A

than two Level

courses and no more than one first-year

seminar may count toward the minor.

LEVEL A COURSES
Introductory Seminars
All introductory seminars are designed to provide an introduction to a particular aspect of

government and
political

encouraged

to

analyze and discuss important

concepts and issues, while developing research and writing

Enrollment
priority:

legal studies. Students are

is

skills.

limited to sixteen students in each seminar. First-year students are given

first

sophomores are gi\ en second priority. Foradescription of the following introductory

seminars, see First- Year Seminars, pages 149-60.

The Pursuit

10b.
I

of Peace. Fall 2009. Allhn L. Springhr.

The Korean War]

lib

Laura A. Henry.

18b. NCiO.s in Politics. Spring 2010.

Asian Politics: Introductory Seminar.
(Same
Asian Studies 19.)

19b

F^ast

Fall 2009.

Hhnry C. W. Laurence.

as

|20b. (ilobal
1

24b

as

Asian Studies

20.)]

Political

American
Makmn.

Iheory and Utopia.

^'aKMROI

(

World

ormcrly

Government 104]

F^xercises in

Political

Fall 2009. Jani

Theory. VwW 2009.

Ji

i

M.

an M.

,11

Human

28b

1

Representation, Participation, and Power.

Politics:

Fundamental Questions:

26b.

in

I

25b.

I

(Same

Politics.

Imperialism and Colonialism: Power, Influence, and Inequality

23b

Politics
1

Media and

Hein^ and

(

iti/en

I

all

2009.

\\\v\

N. Franco.

nrmcrl) (ioNcrnment 108.

IntnMluctorv Lectures

These courses arc intended

for first-year students

and sophomores. Others may lake them

only with the permission ot the instructor.
1201)

IntnKluction to

(

Omparative (iovernmeiit Spring 2010. Frk ka A. Ai haikju.
in comparative politics. Most generally, asks

Provides a broad introduction to key concepts

why states arc governed differently,
examining foundational
within comparative

both historically antl

texts, including

(>olitics (the state,

in

contemporary

politics.

Begins by

works by Marx. Smith, ami Weber. Surveys subliclds

regime types, nations and nationalism, party systems.

(lc\elopnient. and ci\il s(Kiety) to f.imilian/e siiKleiits with ina|or debates and questions.
1501)

introduction to American (*oMriiMu-iit

fall 20()'>. Jiiiki^

S.

SiiiNdiK. Spring

2010. mMkhaii M. Iran/

Provides a comprehensive overview of the American political process. Specifically, traces
fbc foundations of

American government

liberties), its political institutions
«•''••

I'Tjil

pnKcsses

(the Constitution, federalism, civil rights,

and

civil

(Congress. Presidency, courts, and bureaucracy), and

(elections, voting,

and

(political parties)

its

Also examines oiIkt inlhiences.

Government and Legal Studies

such as public opinion and the mass media, which

fall

85

1

outside the traditional institutional

boundaries, but have an increasingly large effect on political outcomes.

160b. Introduction to International Relations. Fall 2009. Shelley M. Deane.

Provides a broad introduction to the study of international relations. Designed to strike a
balance between empirical and historical knowledge and the necessary theoretical understanding

and schools of thought
no prior background

in IR.

Designed as an introductory course

in the subject,

and recommended for

to familiarize students with

and second-year students

first-

intending to take upper-level international relations courses.

LEVEL B COURSES
B courses are designed to introduce students to or extend their knowledge of a particular

Level

aspect of government and legal studies.
the

The courses range from

more advanced. Students should consult

the

more introductory

to

the individual course descriptions regarding

any prerequisites.

Law and

201b.

An

Society. Spring 2010. Richard E.

Morgan.

examination of the American criminal justice system. Although primary focus

the constitutional requirements bearing on criminal justice, attention

is

is

on

paid to conflicting

strategies on crime control, to police and prison reform, and to the philosophical underpinnings

of the criminal law.

The American

202b.

An

Presidency. Spring 2010. Janet M. Martin.

American political system, including the "road
to the White House" (party nomination process and role of the electoral college), advisory
systems, the institutional presidency, relations with Congress and the courts, and decisionmaking in the White House. Drawing upon the instructor's own research and a growing body
of literature in this area, the role of women as advisors within the White House and Executive
branch, and influence of outside groups on the White House's consideration of "women's
examination of the presidency

in the

issues," especially since 1960, are also topics of discussion.

[203b.

American

Political Parties.]

204b. Congress and the Policy Process. Fall 2009. Janet M. Martin.

An examination of the United States Congress, with a focus on members, leaders, constituent
relations, the congressional role in the

their

policy-making process, congressional procedures and

impact on policy outcomes, and executive-congressional relations.

[205b.

Campaigns and

Elections.]

206b. Public Policy in the United States. Spring 2010. Jeffrey

How

is

S. Selinger.

public policy in the United States shaped by the political process?

public policy and state-building define the contours of

American

politics?

How

does

Examines

the

and "patronage" policy, and
evaluates the impact of public policy on American political development. Readings explore
in some detail a number of key policy areas including healthcare, immigration reform, and
qualitative differences

homeland

between

redistributive, regulatory,

security.

207b. Building Healthy Communities. Spring 2010. DeWitt John.

Examines

efforts

by communities and regions

to build strong local

economies, safeguard

important environmental values, protect public health, and address issues of economic

and social
local

justice. In

government

many communities,

officials

work with other

metropolitan areas, and rural regions, state and
leaders to set ambitious goals for

economic and
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environmental susiainability and to develop specific plans for sustainable development. These

and sectoral barriers, thus challenging and sometimes repc^htics as well as American federalism. Examines how local leaders can

efforts cross political, institutional,

shaping state and local

work

complex

in

settings to set goals

and mobilize federal.

to achieve specific, cross-cutting objectives.

Prerequisite:

One course

in

(Same

as

pri\ ate.

and non-profit resources

Environmental Studies 207.)

environmental studies or government.

1208b Mass Media and .\merican

Politics.)

209b Introduction to Political Behavior. Fall 2009. Michael M. Franz.
Examines the political behavior of ordinary citizens. Begins with a broad focus on the
importance of citizen participation in a democracy, and the debate over how much or how
little participation is best. Examines the reasons for citizen (non)participation, and focuses
on the effects of campaigns and social capital on different forms of participation.
210b. ('onstitutional

Law

I.

Every

fall.

Fall 2(X)9.

Richard

Morgan.
the power of

E.

lAanuFics ihc development of American constitutionalism,

judicial review,

federalism, and separation of powers.

211b Constitutional Law II: Civil Rights and IJberties. E\ery spring. Spring 2010.
Rk HARD E. M()R(iAN.
Examines questions arising under the First and Fourteenth Amendments.
Prerequisite:

Government

[215b Lrban Politics
(216b Maine Politics

210.

|

|

219c Education and Law. Every other

A study

year. Fall 2009.

Ghorch

Isaacson.

S.

of the impact of the American legal system on the functioning of schools

in the

United Stales through an examination of Supreme Court decisions and federal legislation.

Analyzes the public policy considerations that underlie court decisions
and considers how those

judicial interests

may

differ

in the field

of education

from the ct>ncerns of school boards,

administrators, and teachers. Issues to be discussed include constitutional and statutory

developments affecting schools

in

such areas as free speech, sex discrimination, religious

objections to compulsory education, race relations, teachers' rights, school financing, and

education of the handicapped. (Same as Education 250.)

220b The Politics (»fl)e>elopment: Poverty, Prosperity, and Political Change. Fall 2009.
KkK kA A. Al HAl (^M.
Examines the meaning of tlc\clopnicnt from economic and political pcrs|X'cti\cs.C\)nsiilers
various theories and practices of development thai ha\c been applied
states in Asia, I^lin

and political

stability

have been so une\ en

in

22lh Division and (oust nsiis:
Sun
\\ \)\ \M
1

newly indepciKlcnt

different regions of the world. Incorporates

from both external and internal actors on issues such
pood governance, and tlcuKKratic participation

1

li>

America, and Africa. Investigates why trajectories of economic growth

llu'

as foreign

aiil.

views

multilateral institutions.

(io\ernnu>n( and Politics of Ireland Spring 2010.

I

lamilianzcs students with the conlem|>orary

i>olitics

ami

polilical hisioiy

ol

ilic

iwo

junvdictions on the Island of Ireland. Provides an understanding of the political institutions
in Ireland north

Male,

whde

and south; studies constitutional and public

offering the

means

pi)licy issues

such as

c

lunch

aiul

to critically assess the relevance of social science theories of

nationalism, religion, and conMicl resolution to the Ireland case.
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222b. Politics and Societies in Africa. Fall 2009. Ericka A. Albaugh.
Surveys societies and politics in sub-Saiiaran Africa, seeking to understand the sources
of current conditions and the prospects for political stability and economic growth. Looks
briefly at pre-colonial society

and colonial influence on state-construction

in Africa,

and

concentrates on three broad phases in Africa's contemporary political development: (1)

independence and consolidation of authoritarian
to authoritarianism; (3) democratization

(Same

the region.

[223b.

The

and

civil

economic decline and challenges
conflict. Presumes no prior knowledge of

rule; (2)

Africana Studies 222.)

as

Political

Economy

of Welfare States in Western Europe.]

224b. West European Politics. Fall 2009. Laura A. Henry.

Analyzes the dynamics of West European

political systems, including the varieties

of

parliamentary and electoral systems and the formation of governments and lawmaking.

Germany, Italy, and other
states, considering topics such as institutional reform, welfare state policies, economic growth
and unemployment, immigration, relations with the United States, and other foreign policy
concerns. The European Union is not examined, as it is a separate course, Government 225:
The Politics of the European Union.
Addresses contemporary

225b

-

IP.

The

political challenges in Britain, France,

Politics of the

European Union. Spring 2010. Laura A. Henry.

Explores the historical foundations, scope, and consequences of European political

and economic integration since 1951. Examines
political institutions, law,

member

states.

how

the

European Union's supranational

and policies developed and how they affect the domestic

politics

of

Considers challenges faced by the European Union: enlargement to include

Eastern European members, the loss of national sovereignty and the "democratic deficit,"
the creation of a

European

identity,

and the development of a constitution and a coordinated

foreign policy.

226b. Middle East Politics. Fall 2009. Shelley M. Deane.

An

introduction to the politics of the Middle East region. Begins with a history of the

on the period since the end of World War I and the collapse of the Ottoman
Empire. Proceeds to examine a number of topics of importance in the contemporary politics
of the region. Some of the major topics addressed are colonialism and its legacy; nationalism;
religion and politics; authoritarianism, democratization, and civil society; ethnicity and
sectarianism; regional security and the role of outside powers. Presumes no previous
knowledge of the region.
region, focusing

[228b
[230b.

-

IP.

Chinese Foreign Policy. (Same as Asian Studies 228.)]

Post-Communist Russian

Politics

and

Society.]

232b - ESD, IP. Japanese Politics and Society. Fall 2009. Henry C. W. Laurence.
Comprehensive overview of modern Japanese politics in historical, social, and cultural
context. Analyzes the electoral dominance of the Liberal Democratic Party, the nature of
democratic

women and
(Same

as

politics,

and the

rise

and

fall

ethnic minorities, education,

of the economy. Other topics include the status of

war

guilt,

nationalism, and the role of the media.

Asian Studies 282.)

233b. Advanced Comparative Politics: Government, War, and Society. Every spring.
Spring 2010. Christian

P.

Potholm.

An examination of the forces and processes by which governments and societies approach
and wage or avoid wars. The theories and practices of warfare of various political systems
will be analyzed and particular attention will be paid to the interface where politics, society,
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and the miliiar> come together under governmental auspices in various comparative contexts.
Specific examples from Africa, Asia, Europe, and North America are examined.
[237b.

The

Politics of Kthnicity:

Construction and Mobilization of Ethnic Identity

Claims]
(238b The Politics of East Central Europe]

(239b Comparative Constitutional

240b Classical

A

Law]

Political Philosophy. Fall 2009. Jean

M. Yarbrolgh.
on Plato's Apology and Republic,
Augustine's City of God. Examines

sur\'ey of classical political philosophy focusing

Aristotle's Politics

and Niconuichcan Ethics, and

ancient Greek and early Christian retlections on

human

nature, justice, the best regime, the

community, the relationship of philosophy

relationship oi the indi\ idual to the political
politics,

St.

to

democracy, education, and religion.

241b Modern Political Philosophy. Spring 2010. Pail N. Franco.
Asuney of modern political philosophy from Machiavelli to Mill. Examines the overthrow
of the classical horizon, the movement of

human

will

and freedom

to the center

of political

thought, the idea of the social contract, the origin and meaning of rights, the relationship

between freedom and equality, the
histor) as the source of

Hume, Rousseau, Kant, Hegel, and
244b Liberalism and

An

examination of

criticisms of

it

in the

role of

democracy, and the replacement of nature by

human meaning. Authors may

include Machiaxclli. Hobbes. Locke,

Mill.

Critics Fall 2009. Paul N. Franco.

Its

liberal

democratic doctrine and of relisious. cultural, and radical

nineteenth centur>'. Authors include Burke, Tocqueville. Mill, Marx,

and Nietzsche.

245b Contemporary

A survey

Political Philosophy. Spring 2010.

ot political phiiosoph) in l:urope

Paul N. Franco.

and the United Stales since

194.*^.

Examines

a

broad array of topics, including the revisal of political philosophy. relali\ism. rationalism,
contem["K)rar\ liberal theory, communitarianism, conservatism, mulliculturalism, feminism,

and postmodernism. Authors may include Strauss, Arendt, Oakeshott, Berlin, Hayek, Rawls,
Sandc I. Taylor. Wal/er, Okin. Habermas, and Foucaiilt
Prerequisite:

One

course

in [political

philosophy or jxTniission of the instructor.

|24Kb Statesmanship, \ncient and Morlern
|24yb Eros and
2501)

i'olitics

j

|

\inerican Political Ihou^ht Spring 2010. Jr an M. Yarhroucjh.

hxammcs

the twentieth centur>. with six*cial

Crisisot the

American statesmen ;inil writers frcMii the founding to
emphasis on three pivotal moments: the louiuling. the
growth of the modern uellarc state. Reailings include the

the (X)litical thought of

House

l)i\ ided. aiui

the

h'edvraltst Pupcrs. the Anti-lederalisls, Jetlerson aikl Hamilton.

Graham Sumner,

the Progressives. Franklin

on both the right and the

Calhoun. Lincoln. William

IXMano R(K)sevell. and contemporary thinkers

left.

255b (^uantitatixe \nal\sis in Political Science Spring 2010. Mkuaii M. Franz.
Examines the use ot quantitative methiKls to study political phenomena. Discusses
nalunrof empirical thinking and h(nv principles used for years by natural

scientists,

the

such as

cauvatu>nandconln)l.h;i\cbccnadopledbys(Kial scientists Introduces what these methods are

and hou they nnghl be uselul in |>olitical research, and applies these methods, u ith jxirtk ular
emphasisonlhc use of survey data. Using quantitative methods, employs stati.stical computing
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software as a research tool, with a focus on effective presentation of data and results. This

course might be useful to those

who

are considering a senior honors project.

260b. International Law. Fall 2009. Allen L. Springer.
The modern state system, the role of law in its operation, the principles and practices that

have developed, and the problems involved

in their application.

[261b. International Security.]

(Same

1263b. International Environmental Policy.

as

Environmental Studies

263.)]

264b. Energy, Climate, and Air Quality. Spring 2010. DeWitt John.

Examines how the federal government

in the

United States, as well as

states,

communities,

Compares American
links between American

businesses, and nonprofits, can address climate change and energy issues.
policies

and

politics with efforts in other countries

policies

and

efforts in other nations.

Prerequisite:

One

(Same

as

and examines the

Environmental Studies 264.)

course in environmental studies or government, or permission of the

instructor.

265b. International Political Economy. Spring 2010. Henry C. W. Laurence.

economic relationships. Asks why and
how it is that countries are sometimes able and sometimes unable to realize the benefits of
trade. Looks at the political consequences of international trade and global finance at both
the national and international level. Examines conflicts and cooperation in international
economic relations and the effects of globalization on social structures, on inequality, and
on national sovereignty. No previous experience in economics needed.

Examines

the politics underlying international

[268b. Bridging Divisions: Ethnonational Conflict Regulation.]

270b. United States Foreign Policy. Spring 2010. Allen L. Springer.

Examines

development and conduct of United States foreign policy. Analyzes the
impact of intragovernmental rivalries, the media, public opinion, and interest groups on the
policy-making process, and provides case studies of contemporary foreign policy issues.
the

[274b. Arctic Politics]

291b-294b. Intermediate Independent Study in Government. The Department.

LEVEL C COURSES
Level
to

C

courses provide seniors and juniors with appropriate background the opportunity

do advanced work within a

each seminar. Priority

is

specific subfield.

a concentration in the subfield.

These courses are not open

The Law and

Enrollment

is

limited to fifteen students in

given to senior majors, then junior majors, particularly those with

Sophomores may

enroll with permission of the instructor.

to first-year students.

Freedom of Speech.

Richard E. Morgan.
While focusing primarily on American material, students have the option of choosing

303b.

Politics of

Fall 2009.

speech controversies in other polities as the subject of their seminar papers.

304b. Advanced Seminar in American Politics: Presidential-Congressional Relations.
Spring 2010. Janet

M. Martin.

Examines presidential-congressional relations through a number of perspectives, including
use of historical, quantitative, and institutional analyses. Readings consider therelationship
between the executive branch and Congress in both the domestic arena (including regulatory
and budgetary policy) and in the area of foreign and defense policy.
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308b Money and

Michael M.

Politics. Fall 2009.

Fr.\nz.

Considers the hisiorical and contemporary relationship between money and government.
u hat ways ha\e moneyed interests always had distinctive influences on American politics?
Does this threaten the \ibrancy of our represeniaii\e democracy? Are recent controversies
over campaign rtnance reform and lobbying reform signs that American government is in
trouble? Reading, writing, and discussion intensive, considers the large academic literature
In

on

this subject, as well as the reflections

of journalists and political practitioners, with the

overall goal of understanding the money/politics relationship in

ways

that facilitate the

evaluation of .American democracs.

American

(309b.

Development]

Political

(321b Social Protest and Political Change.]
(322b. Contentious Politics.]

324b Post-Coniniunist Pathways.
Hxplores

growmg

political,

Fall 2009.

Laura A. Henry.

economic, and cultural diversity within the post-communist

region after the enforced homogeneity of the communist era. Considers the essential features

of communist regimes and asks
recent developments.

What

why

have some post-communist

more

these systems coUap.sed, before examining

are the factors

promoting growing variation

in the

region?

Why

European Union, while others appear mired
in authoritarianism? Do the institutional and cultural legacies of communism influence
contemporar\ politics? Twenty years after the collapse of communist regimes in East Central
states joined the

Europe and the Soviet Union, is "post-communism" still a useful concept for social scientists?
Examines contemporary scholarship on the sources of change and continuity in the region
and offers students the opportunity

to

undertake individual research projects.

Comparative Perspective. Spring 2010. Eric ka A. Ai.baiTiH.
foundation of modern politics. Comparati\ e government explores their

3251) State-Building in
Slates

form the

variation; iniemalional relations

examine

their interaction. States

can be instruments of

oppression or engines of progress, and recent scholarship has focused on their strength.

weakness, and

modern
in

failure. This

capstone course explores the processes that produced the carl\

slate in I:uro|X'. then looks at

more

recent attempts to replicate stale dc\elopmcnl

Laiin America, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa.

The

role of

war

in slate

formation and

the subject of cili/cnship receives particular attention.
.^301)

I

iidin^

(

i\il

Wars

Spring 2010. Siui

1

1

v

Considers the means and mechanisms adopted

M. Di
to

end

post conflict transformation and negotiated settlements.

am:.
ci\

il

\\

ars.

Examines

the nature of

As wars end. peace selllements

are

varied and complex, often negotiated and agreetl. sometimes imposed. Considers assiK'iated
issues of insecurily. ihe nature of the seltlemenl reaclietl, the problems of implementation.

and

third party intervention, along with the

dilemmas

associaietl with

enforcemenl.Thelransition from war to seltlemenl implemenialion

is

peacekeeping ami

considered iheorelicalls

andempirically Historical and conlemporary civil wars selected from every continent illuminate
the theoredcai imperatives ass(K'ialed uith im|")lementing peace agreements.

332b

Arlvancc*<l

Anal)/csihe

dcnuKracy storks
Munnnig material

lyMcms

in the

Seminar

Sprmg 2010. Hi nk^ C. W. Laiki N(
of modern politics, aiul asks how
in Japan compareil w ilh other countries
\plores hou Japan has achieved
prosperity while maintaining, among the best healthcare and educaiion
in

.lapanese Politics

i

(>olitKal. stKi.il, .iiuUiiltiii.il iiiulerpinnings
I

world, high levels of income equality, and low levels of crime Stutlents

;iic

1

Government and Legal Studies

also instructed in conducting independent research
as

1

on topics of

own

their

9

choosing. (Same

Asian Studies 332.)
Prerequisite:

[337b.

Government 232 (same

Advanced Seminar

in

as

Asian Studies 282).

Democracy and Development

in Asia.

(Same

as

Asian

Studies 337)1

341b. Advanced Seminar in Political Theory: Tocqueville. Spring 2010. Jhan M.

Yarbrough.

More

than 150 years after

its

publication.

powerful sympathetic critique of modern

liberal

Democracy

in

America remains the most

democracy ever

written. Careful reading of

the text and selected secondary sources leads to examination of Tocqueville's analysis of the

defects to which the democratic passion for equality gives rise and consideration of possible

aim

solutions that, in contrast to the Marxist and Nietzschean critiques,
liberal

democratic way of

at

preserving the

life.

[346b. Nietzsche.]

361b. Advanced Seminar in International Relations: Conflict Simulation and Conflict
Resolution. Spring 2010. Christian

An

P.

Potholm.

upper-level interdisciplinary seminar on the nature of both international and national

conflict.

A variety of contexts and influence vectors are examined and students are encouraged

to look at the

ways

conflicts can be solved short of actual warfare, as well as

by

it.

363b. Advanced Seminar in International Relations: Law, Politics, and the Search for

Allen L. Springkr.
Examines the complex relationship between law and policy in
by focusing on two important and rapidly developing areas of

Justice. Spring 2010.

environmental protection and humanitarian

rights. Fulfills the

international relations
international concern:

environmental studies senior

seminar requirement. (Same as Environmental Studies 363.)
Prerequisite:

Government

260. 261, or 263, or permission of the instructor.

395b. Advanced Seminar in Environmental Policy and Politics. Fall 2009. DeWitt
John.

Examines a complex current environmental
economic,

scientific,

issue in depth. Explores the underlying social,

and cultural dimensions of the

issue;

reviews

how

this

and related

and local governments as well as by the federal
efforts; and suggests lessons from this policy
area about the capacity of public institutions to deal effectively with complex issues. Equal
attention given to the substance of public policy, the political process, and implementation
of past and proposed policies. Focuses primarily on the United States but will consider
issues have been addressed so far by state

government; analyzes current policy-making

experiences in other nations as points of comparison and also any relevant international

dimensions of the issue. (Same as Environmental Studies 395.)
Prerequisite: One course in environmental studies or government, or permission of the
instructor.

401b-404b. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Government. The
Department.
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History
Patrick

Rael. Department Chair

J.

Josephine C. Johnson. Department Coordinator

Professors: Olufemi Vaughan (Africana Studies), Allen Wells

Associate Professors:

Thomas Conlan (Asian

Studies), Dallas G.

Denery

II,

David

Gordon, K. Page Herrlingert, Matthew Klingle (Environmental Studies), Sarah
F.

McMahon,

Patrick

Rael, Susan L.

J.

Tananbaum

Assistant Professors: Connie Y. Chiang (Environmental Studies), David Hecht, Rachel
L.

Sturman (Asian Studies)

Instructor:

Lawrence

L. C.

Zhang (Asian

Fellows: Keona K. Ervin (Gender and

Requirements for the Major

The departmental

in

Studies)

Women's

Studies),

Karen Teoh

History

offerings are divided into the following fields: Africa, East Asia, Europe,

Latin America, South Asia, and the United States. Students may, with departmental approval,
define fields that differ from those specified above.

The major
1.

A

consists of ten courses, distributed as follows:

primary

field

and no more than

of concentration, selected from the above

live

toward the major. At

No more

courses are taken.

least

one of the courses

than five courses

in the field

One

intermediate seminar

in

by the end of the sophomore year.

any
It

field

at least

any region

in

at

four

will count

Bowdoin.

Bowdoin, preferably
students complete at least one

of history, to be taken

recommended

is

which

of concentration must be a 300-level

seminar or a 4(X)-level advanced independent study taken
2.

list, in

that

at

200-lcvel course prior to taking an intermediate seminar.
3.

At

least three

courses taken from two of the following

fields: Africa,

East Asia, Latin

America, or South Asia.
4.

One prc-modern

course.

No more than two courses numbered below 200 can be counted toward the major: these
must be taken prior lo the junior year. No more than one such course can count toward the
5.

field

of concentration.

minimum

Students must obtain a

6.

course grade of

('

lo receive credit

toward the

major.

may

not count Credil/D/Fail courses toward the major.

7.

Students

8.

Students participating

in

off-campus study may count no more than one history course

per semester toward the history major. In exceptional cases, students
credit for

more than one course per semester toward

may

the history major. In

of three history courses taken away from Bowdoin can count tow aid

no more than two can count toward the

The program chosen to meet

field

in

progress

cases, a

maximum

hisiory major, but

the requiremenls tor the ina|or in history must

at least ivvo

receive

of conccniration

a departmental advisor. Fk-fore electing to major
or h.Tve

all

ilic

petilit>n to

in hisiory. a stuilenl

college level courses

in history.

departmental advisor, a student shoukl plan a program that begins
or Ihc intermediate level and progresses to the advanced level.

bcap|irovedby

should have conipleled

In consullation
at

liilui

ilu-

with ihc

inlroduclor>

History

\
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With departmental approval, a student may receive credit toward the history major for
work in history at other institutions. This work may represent fields other than
those that are available at Bowdoin. In the sophomore year, a student who anticipates study
college-level

away from Bowdoin should discuss with the departmental advisor
major that includes work at Bowdoin and elsewhere.

a plan for the history

All history majors seeking departmental honors are required to enroll in

Honors Program (History 451, 452).

the

of the honors thesis.
of a

B+

average

in

To

Its

primary requirement

in the

department and the approval of a thesis advisor.

History majors are encouraged to develop competence

and

to use this

language

competence

the research and writing
must have the equivalent

is

be eligible to register for Honors, a student

courses taken

two semesters of

in their historical

in

one or more foreign languages

reading and research.

Knowledge of a foreign

particularly important for students planning graduate work.

is

Requirements for the Minor

in History

The minor consists of five courses. Three courses are to be taken in one field of concentration
and two in a subsidiary field; both fields should be chosen from the list specified by the
department for a major. Students
Students participating

may

not count Credit/D/Fail courses toward the minor.

off-campus study

in

may

count no more than two history courses

toward the history minor. This must be approved by a departmental advisor.

Curriculum
Although first-year seminars and 100-IeveI courses are designed as introductory courses

who have not taken college-level courses in history, first-year
non-majors may also enroll in any lecture course numbered 200-289.

students and

for students

Intermediate seminars,

listed

beginning on page 202, are not open to first-year students.

Most of these seminars have a prerequisite of one history course.
Advanced seminars or Problems Courses, listed beginning on page 206,
history majors

and minors and

all

to other juniors

and seniors with sufficient

open
background
are

to
in

the discipline.

First- Year

Seminars

The following seminars, designed

for first-year students, are introductory in nature.

They do

not assume that students have a background in the period or the area of the particular seminar
topic.

The seminars introduce

students to the study of historical methods, the examination of

particular questions of historical inquiry,

and the development of analytical

skills in

reading

and writing. The seminars are based on extensive reading, class discussion, and multiple
short, critical essays.

For a

Enrollment

full description

is

limited to sixteen students in each seminar.

of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

Monsters, Marvels, and Messiahs; Europe during the Age of Discovery. Fall 2009.
Dallas Denery.
10c.

12c. Utopia: Intentional

Communities

in

America, 1630-1997.

Fall 2010.

Sarah

McMahon.
13c. Living in the Sixteenth

(Same
14c.

as

Asian Studies

The Nuclear Age.

(Same

as

11.)

Spring 2010. David Hecht.

15c. Frontier Crossings:

Matthew Klingle.

Century. Fall 2010. Thomas Conlan.

The Western Experience

»

Environmental Studies

15.)

»

in

American History.

Fall 2009.

Courses of Instruction
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From Montezuma

[16c.

19c.

Bad

to

Bin Laden: Globalization and

Girls of the 1950s. Spring 2010. Jhnnifer Scanlon.

(Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies

21.)

and in Health: Public Health
Tan \NB\iM.
Gender and Women's Studies 20.)

20c. In Sickness

2010. Sls.an

(Same

a.s

(Same

The

as

Civil

(Same
28c.

as

as

Europe and the United

States. Fall

War

Mountain

in Film. Spring

in the

Ervin.

2010. Patrick Rael.

Africana Studies 25.)

The History

(Same

in

Age of Jim Crow. Fall 2009. Keona
Africana Studies 23 and Gender and Women's Studies 25.)

23c. \>riting the Racial

25c.

Its Critics.]

of Tea in East Asia. Fall 2009. Lawrence Zhang.

Asian Studies 28.)

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

For intermediate seminars 203. 210. 216. 217, 222, 229, 239, 240, 241. 247. 249. 253, 254,
269, 270. 271. 279, 285. 286. and advanced problems courses, see pages 206-08.
60c. Introduction to Historical Writing. Spring 201

1.

Patrick Rael.

Focu.ses on skills necessary for analytic and critical writing, with special attention to
drafting and revision of student essays. Provides practice in basic research and analytical skills

required for working in history (and to a lesser degree other social sciences and humanities),

and addresses basic grammar problems frequently encountered
not count toward the major or

LSI). IP.

125c-

minor

in college-level essays.

Docs

in history.

Entering Modernity: European Jewry. Spring 2011. Susan

L.

Tananbaum.
Explores Jewish

life

through the lenses of history, religion, and ethnicity and examines the

prcKCsses by which governments and sections of the Jew ish community altcMiiptcd to incorporate

Jews and Judaism

and economic transformations ol Jew s.
modern Jewish religious expression, political
ideologies, the HokKaust. establishment of Israel, and American Jewry through primary and
secondary sources, lectures, films, and class discussions. (Same as Religion 125.)
into liuropcan society. Sur\ eys social

cultural challenges of nK)dernity, \arieties of

\yh

War

Ihe Civil

Examines

the

Era. Fall 2(K)9. Pairk k Rael.

coming of the Civil War and the war itself in all its aspects. Considers the
in American society, the sectional crisis and breakdown of the parly system.

impact of changes

the practice of Civil

War

warfare, aiul social ramilications of (he conllict. Includes readings

of novels and viewing of films. Students are expected to enter

American

and a commitment
Africana Stndits 139
history,

\s

ith a

basic kni>\\ ledge o\

to participating in large class discussions.

(Same

as

i

I4(K

War and

Socic!>

I

all

2010. Pafkk K

Rah

.

Explores the nature of warfare from the fifteenth century to the present. The central

war is a refleclion of the siK'ieties and cultures that wage it. This notion is
lesieil by examining the developmeni of war making in l'uro|X' aiul the Americas from the
pcrunJ before the emergence of modern states, through the great peruul of state formal ion aiul
nation building, to the present era. when the power of states to wage war in ilic traditional
manner seem.s seriously undermined. Throughout, emphasis is placed on coniaci between
I'uropcan and non-European peoples. Students are required to \ icu films every week oiiisidc
premise

of class.

is

that

History

201c

\

ESD. History of Ancient Greece: Bronze Age

-

to the

Death of Alexander.

95

Fall

2009. Robert Sobak.

Surveys the history of Greek-speaking peoples from the Bronze Age (c. 3000-

00 b.c.e.) to
323 b.c.e. Traces the political, economic, social, religious,
and cultural developments of the Greeks in the broader context of the Mediterranean world.
Topics include the institution oii\\Q polls (city-state); hoplite warfare; Greek colonization; the
origins of Greek "science," philosophy, aiid rhetoric; and fifth-century Athenian democracy
and imperialism. Necessarily focuses on Athens and Sparta, but attention is also given to
1

1

the death of Alexander the Great in

the variety of social and political structures found in different
attention
in

is

Greek communities. Special

given to examining and attempting to understand the distinctively Greek outlook

regard to gender, the relationship between

human and

divine, freedom, and the divisions

between Greeks and barbarians (non-Greeks). A variety of sources — literary, epigraphical,
— are presented, and students learn how to use them as historical documents.

archaeological

(Same

as Classics 211.)

202c. Ancient

Rome. Every

Surveys the history of

other spring. Spring 201

Rome from

its

1.

Robert Sobak.

beginnings to the fourth century

the political, economic, religious, social, and cultural developments of the

context of

Rome's growth from

sources

Considers

Romans

a small settlement in central Italy to the dominant

the Mediterranean world. Special attention

the influence of

a.d.

is

in the

power

in

given to such topics as urbanism, imperialism,

Greek culture and law, and multi-culturalism. Introduces

different types of

— literary, epigraphical, archaeological, etc. — for use as historical documents. (Same

as Classics 212.)

204c. Science, Magic,

and Religion. Spring 2010. Dallas Denery.

Traces the origins of the scientific revolution through the interplay between late-antique

and medieval religion, magic, and natural philosophy. Particular attention

is

paid to the conflict

between paganism and Christianity, the meaning and function of religious miracles, the

rise

and persecution of witchcraft, and Renaissance hermeticism. (Same as Religion 204.)
Note: This course fulfills the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

ESD.

[205c

206c

-

A History of the Bodyl

ESD. Early Modern Europe.

Fall 2009.

Dallas Denery.

A survey of European culture and society from the later Middle Ages to the origins of the
Enlightenment. Topics include the Renaissance, Reformation, and Scientific Revolution.

Note: This course
[207c

212c

-

-

fulfills

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

ESD. Medieval Europe.]

ESD,

IP.

"China among Equals": History from Song

to

Ming, 850-1644. Spring

2010. Lawrence Zhang.

Covers the period from the fall of the Tang dynasty to the end of the Ming, during which
China underwent a critical and fundamental transformation from a society dominated by a

where elites membership became much
more fluid. The emergence of competing neighboring states also meant a complete reorientation
of how China conducted diplomacy, both with other land-based states and eventually through
maritime contacts with Zheng He's expeditions to the West. Neo-Confucianism, developed
during the Song dynasty, became not only the dominant philosophy in China but also in East
Asia for the next thousand years. This comprehensive survey of China during the medieval and
early modern eras includes sub-units on the Mongol empire and other "conquer dynasties."
(Same as Asian Studies 272.)
national aristocratic elite with hereditary rights to one

Note: This course' fulfills the pre-modern requirement for history majors.
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[214c- ESD, IP. City and Country

in

Roman

Culture. (Same as Classics 224.)]

218c - ESD. The History of Ru.ssia, 1825-1936. Fall 201 1. Pagf Hfrri inger.
Examines major translormauons in Russian society, culture, and politics from 1825 to
1936. .Among topics explored through novels, autobiographies, film, and other primary
documents are life in "Old Regime" Russia, attempts at reform and modernization in the
late nineteenth century, the rise of the revolutionary movement and the Revolutions of 1905
and 1917, the building of socialism under the Bolsheviks, and the making of the modern
"Soviet system" under Stalin.

Russia's Twentieth Century: Revolution and Beyond. Fall 2010. Page

219c.
HhKKi

INCil.R.

Examines major transformations
Revolutions of 1917 through the

Russian society, culture, and politics from the

in

of the Soviet Empire

fall

building of socialist society under Lenin and

expansion of the Gulag system, the experience of World
Asia and Fastern Europe, attempts

at

1991. Topics include the

in

Stalin, the political Terror

War

II,

of the 1930s and the

Soviet influence

in

de-Stalini/ation under Khrushche\ everyday

Central

life

.

under

"de\eloped socialism," the period of "glasnost" and "perestroika" under Gorbachev, and the

problems of de-Sovietization

in the early

1990s.

Tananbaum.

220c. History of the Hoh)cau.st. Spring 2010. Susan

An

analysis ol the persistence of anti-Jewish attitudes through history, with an emphasis

on the Hitler regime's attempt to destroy European Jews and their culture. Begins with a
brief overview of the Greco-Roman world and Medieval Europe, and concludes with an
examination of the cultural phenomenon of anti-Semitism and the destruction o^ Fvurc^pean

Jew ry. Readings focus on primary texts and secondary analysis. Students ha\ e the opportunity
to develop individual research projects.

22k

IP Histor> of England, 1485-1688.

Asurvey of the

Revolution. Topics include the

I:nglish Civil War, ()li\cr Crt)m\\ell.

A

first

to the outbreak of the Glorious

the Elizabethan Settlement, the

and the Restoration.

This course fultilK the prc-modcrn requircniciit lor history majors.

IP

223i

Susan Tananbaum.
and economic history of early modern

2(K)9.

all

Tudor ruler,
Tudor and Stuart Monarchs.

England, from the reign of Henry VII, the

\'ntr;

1

political, cultural, religious, social,

Modern

Britain, 1837 to the 1990s

s(K:ial hisior> ol

modern

Brilain

Irom the

I

all

rise

2010 Susan Tananrai

m.

of urban industrial societ\

in

the carl)

nineteenth century to the present. Topics include the impact of the intkistrial rcNolution.
acculturation of the working classes, the inipaci of liberalism,

ilic

rclorm movement, and

Victorian s(K:icty. Concludes with an analysis ol ihc domestic impact of the uorki wars ami

of contemporary

1224c

scK'iety

ESI) IP rh(

Modern Middle

227c City and l.aiidsca|H-

in

East:

Modern

The

f.iirope

Palestinian-Israeli (iMiflict

Spring 2010

In

i

Pi aki

|

man.

l-xplores the c\olution ol the built eiuironmeiil in I.oiulon. Paris. Vienna, aiul Berlin

from the mid nineteenth century

to the present.

Focusing on signilicanl moments

in

(he

history of these cities, considers a variety of factors as determinants ol urban form, including

technological developments, iiuiusiriali/alion. politics, economics, culture, and ilesign

Topics include the creation of capital

cities, natural

and public spaces,

streets,

suburbani/ation. ensironnHMital problems, and curreni schemes for a sustainable

(Same

as En\irf»nfn<ntal Studies

227

i

housing,

iirbanisiii

History

ESD. Evolution

\

97

America. Spring 2010. David Hecht.
Explores the history and politics of evolution in the United States since Darwin. Evolution
has been central to American politics and culture in myriad ways. Examines explicit
controversies, such as the Scopes Trial of 1925 and more recent debates over intelligent
design, as well as the many ways that it has implicitly but profoundly influenced American
culture, most notably in connection with lending credence to ideas of "natural" or "normal"
in terms of human behavior, racial classification, or gender and sexual norms. Also explores
changing ideas of evolution, in both scientific investigation and popular culture. (Same as
Africana Studies 229.)
230c

231c

-

-

ESD.

in

Social History of Colonial America, 1607-1763. Spring 2010. Sarah

McMahon.

A

and growth of the colonies in British North America.
Explores the difficulties of creating a new society, economy, polity, and culture in an unfamiliar
and already inhabited environment; the effects of diverse and often conflicting goals and
expectations on the early settlement and development of the colonies; the gradual adaptations
and changes in European, Native American, and African cultures, and their separate, combined,
social history of the founding

and often contested contributions

to a

new

"provincial," increasingly stratified (both socially

and economically), and regionally disparate culture; and the later problems of maturity and
stability as the thirteen colonies began to outgrow the British imperial system and become
a

new "American"

society.

Note: This course

fulfills

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

232c - ESD. History of the American West. Spring 2010. Connie Chiang.
Survey of what came to be called the Western United States from the nineteenth century
to the present. Topics include Euro- American relations with Native Americans; the expansion
and growth of the federal government into the West; the exploitation of natural resources; the
creation of borders and national identities; race, class, and gender relations; the influence of
immigration and emigration; violence and criminality;

myth

cities

and suburbs; and the enduring

American culture. Students write several papers and
engage in weekly discussion based upon primary and secondary documents, art, literature,
and film. (Same as Environmental Studies 232.)
persistence of the "frontier"

ESD. American
McMahon.
233c

-

A social

in

Society in the

New

Nation, 1763-1840. Fall 2010. Sarah

from the Revolution to the Age of Jackson. Topics
include the various social, economic, cultural, and ideological roots of the movement for
American independence; the struggle to determine the scope of the Constitution and the
political shape of the new republic; the emergence of and contest over a new social and
cultural order and the nature of American "identity"; and the diverging social, economic,
and political histories of regions (North, South, and trans-Appalachian West) and peoples
in the early to mid-nineteenth century. Topics include urbanization, industrialization, and
the development of new forms of social organization in the North; religion and the Second
Great Awakening; the westward expansion of the nation into areas already occupied; the
southern plantation economy and slave communities; and the growth of the reform impulse
in

history of the United States

Jacksonian America.

234c - ESD.
SCANLON.

Lawn Boy Meets Valley

Girl:

Gender and the Suburbs.

Fall 2010. Jennifer

The suburbs, where the majority of the nation's residents live, have been altem'ately praised
as the most visible sign of the American dream and vilified as the vapid core of homogeneous

.

.

Courses of Instruction
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Middle America. How did the "burbs" come about, and what is their significance in American
hte? Begins with the histor) of the suburbs from the mid-nineteenth century to the post-World
War II period, exploring the suburb as part of the process of national urbanization. Then
explores more contemporary cultural representations of the suburbs
film,

and

fiction. Particular attention

development of suburban

in the

life.

in

popular television,

paid to gender, race, and consumer culture as influences

(Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies

235.)

236c - ESD. The History of African Americans, 1619-1865. Spring 2010. Patrick Rael.
Examines the histor> of African Americans from the origins of slavery in America through
the death of sla\er> during the Ci\ il War. Explores a wide range of topics, including the
establishment of slavery in colonial America, the emergence of plantation society, control and
resistance

on the plantation, the culture and family structure of enslaved African Americans,

free black

communities, and the coming of the Civil

War and

the death of slavery.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 236.)

237c

-

ESD. The History of African Americans from 1865

PvrRicK

Rah

to the Present. Spring 201

1

.

War to the present.
Crow era, black leadership

Explores the history of African Americans from the end of the Civil
Issues include the promises and failures of Reconstruction, the Jim

and protest institutions, African American cultural styles, industrialization and urbanization,
the world uars. the Civil Rights Movement, and conservative retrenchment. (Same as
Africana Studies 237.)

242c

-

KSI).

Environment and Culture

2010. Maiihi w Ki

i\(.i

in

North American History. Every

1

Explores relationships between ideas of nature,

and the

year. Spring

human transformations of the cnsironment.

environment upon humans through time

effect of the physical

in

North America.

Topics include the "Columbian exchange" and colonialism; links between ecological change

and race,

class,

and gender

relations; the role of science

and technology;

literary

and

artistic

perspectives of "nature"; agriculture, industrialization, and iirbani/ation; and the rise of

modern environmenlalism. Assignnicnls include
project. (Same as EnvlronnK'nta! Studies 203

a

research-based ser\ ice learning term

)

Prerequisite: F^n\ironmental Studies 101 or permission of the instructor

243c

ESI) Historv

of

Uhick Sexual

how gender and

Explores

Politics.

Spring 2010. Kiona Ervin.

American communities in
and contemporary case studies. Examines connections

sexuality function within African

the United States using historical

between constructions of Black femininity and masculinity,
s<Kial inequality against the backtlrop of slavery

War

formation and

racial identity

and emancipation, segregation, the

(Ircat

freedom struggle, and what many ha\c called the
post-civil rights era. Materials include interdisciplinary scholarly texts and articles, films.
novels, and music. (Same as Africana Studies 243. (ia\ -and Eeshian Studies 242. ami
IX'pression and World

(ieiider

244t

II,

the black

and Women's Studies 242

\P\

(

it>,

Anti-(

it>.

and

i

I

topia: Building I'rhan

America

I

all

2010

In

Explores the evolution of the American city trom the bcginnmg of iiuhisiiiali/alion
the

ptt.'s<.'nl

American

i

lo

age of mass communications l(Kuses on the underlying cxplanalions for the

form by examining cultural \alues. technological ad\aiKemenl.
and scKial structure. Major figures, places, and schemes in ilu- areas
of urban tlosign and architecture, scK'ial criticism, and reform are consideretl (Same as
En>ironm«'ntjd Studies 244
city's physical

aesthetic theories,

i

History

[245c

99

ESD. Bearing the Untold Story: Gender, Race, and Ethnicity in the United States.
Africana Studies 245 and Gender and Women's Studies 245.)]

-

(Same

as

246c

ESD.

-

1

Women

in

American History, 1600-1900. Spring 201

Asocial history of American

1

.

Sarah McMahon.

women from the colonial period through the nineteenth century.

Examines women's changing roles in both public and private spheres; the circumstances of
women's lives as these were shaped by class, ethnic, and racial differences; the recurring
conflict between the ideals of womanhood and the realities of women's experience; and
focuses on family responsibilities, paid and unpaid work, religion, education, reform, women's
rights, and feminism. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 251.)

ESD. Family and Community
McMahon.

248c

Examines
to

the social, economic,

in

American History, 1600-1900

Fall 2009.

Sarah

and cultural history of American families from 1600

1900, and the changing relationship between families and their kinship networks,

communities, and the larger society. Topics include gender relationships;
cultural,

and class variations

in

racial, ethnic,

family and community ideals, structures, and functions; the

purpose and expectations of marriage; philosophies of child-rearing; organization of work

and leisure time; and the effects of industrialization, urbanization, immigration, and social
and geographic mobility on patterns of family

Gender and Women's Studies
252c

IP. Colonial Latin

-

life

and community organization. (Same as

248.)

America.

Introduces students to the history

Allen Wells.
of Latin America from pre-Columbian times

Fall 2010.

to

about

1825. Traces developments fundamental to the establishment of colonial rule, drawing out
regional comparisons of indigenous resistance and accommodation. Topics include the nature

of indigenous societies encountered by Europeans; exploitation of African and Indian labor;
evangelization and the role of the church; the evolution of race, gender, and class hierarchies
in colonial society;

as Latin

and the origins of independence

American Studies

Note: This course

255c

IP.

-

fulfills

in

Spanish America and Brazil. (Same

252.)
the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

Modern Latin America.

Fall 2009.

Allen Wells.

Traces the principal economic, social, and political transformations from the wars of

independence to the present. Topics include colonial legacies and the aftermath of independence;
the consolidation of nation-states

and

their insertion in the

world economy; the evolution

of land and labor systems, and the politics of reform and revolution, and the emergence of
social

movements. (Same as Latin American Studies 255.)

[256c

-

IP.

Environment and Society in Latin America. (Same

as

Environmental Studies

256 and Latin American Studies 256.)]
258c - IP. Latin American Revolutions. Spring 2010. Allen Wells.
Examines revolutionary change in Latin America from a historical perspective, concentrating
on four cases of attempted revolutionary change — Cuba, Chile, Nicaragua, and Guatemala.
Popular images and orthodox interpretations are challenged and new propositions about these
processes are tested. External and internal dimensions of each of these social movements
are analyzed and each revolution is discussed in the full context of the country's historical
development. (Same as Latin American Studies 258.)
[261c

262c

-

-

ESD,

ESD,

IP.

Modern South Asia. (Same

IP. Africa

as

Asian Studies 256.)]

and the Atlantic World, 1400-1880.

Fall 2009.

David Gordon.

A survey of historical developments before conquest by European powers, with a focus on

Courses of Instruction
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west and central Africa. Explores the

political, social,

and cultural changes

that

accompanied

the intensification of Atlantic Ocean trade and revolves around a controversy

in the

study

of Africa and the Atlantic World: What influence did Africans have on the making of the
Atlantic World, and in what ways did Africans participate in the slave trade? How were
African identities shaped by the Atlantic World and by the sla\e plantations of the Americas?

Ends

b\ considering the contradictory effects of Abolition

Studies 262

on Africa. (Same as Africana

)

Note: This course
263c. Politics

fulfills

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

and Popular Culture

in

Twentieth-Century India. Spring 2010. Rachel

Sturman.
Examines the new forms of poHtics and of popular culture that shaped twentieth-century
modernity in India. Topics include the emergence of mass politics, ideologies of nationalism
and communalism, urbanization and the creation of new publics, violence and popular media,
modern visual culture, democracy and social movements, and the politics of development.
Focuses on the relationship between new socio-political forms and new technologies of
representation and communication. (Same as Asian Studies 258.)

and Independence: Africa since 1880. Spring

ESI). IP. Conquest, Colonialism,

264c

2010. Da\idG()RI)<)\.
Fcx:uses on conquest, colonialism, and

its

legacies in sub-Saharan Africa; the violent

examined from European and African perspectives: the
ways of consolidating colonial rule and African resistance to colonial rule, from
Maji Maji to Mau Mau: and African nationalism and independence, as experienced by
Africa's nationalist leaders, from Kwame Nkrumah to Jomo Kenyatta, and their critics.
Concludes with the limits of independence, mass disenchantment, the rise of the predatory
post-colonial state, genocide in the (jreat Lakes, and the wars of Central Africa. (Same as
prcx:ess of colonial pacification,

different

Africana Studies 264.)

266c

-

IP.

History of Mexico. Sprnig 201

A survey ol

Mexican

1.

Ai

1

1

n Wii.i

s.

history lrt)m pre-Ct)lumbian limes to the present. Topics include the

evolving character of indigenous societies, the nature of the Encounter, the colonial legacy,

Mexican Revolution, and United Stales-Mexican relations.
also addres.sed. (Same as Latin American Studies 266.)

the chaotic nineteenth century, the

Coniemporar) problems are
26Sc

ESI) Asian .American Hist()ry, IS5(>-Present.

Surveys the history

ot

Fall

2010. Ct)NNih Chiancj.

Asian Americans Irom the nnd-nineteenth century

lixplores the changing experiences of Asian immigrants and Asian

to the present.

Americans w

ithui the

American history. Major topics include immigration and migration, race
movements, labor issues, gender relations, family and community
formation, resistance and civil rights, and representations of Asian Americans in American
popular culture. Readings and course materials inchulc scholarly essays and books, primary
larger context of

relations, anti-Asian

d<Kuments. novels, memoirs, and films

273c Black
Johnson

Examines

Women

and Sla\er\

the history of

women

in

Diasptuic Perspective

Spring 2010

li

ssu a

of African descent ilurmg the second period of slavery

and slave trading between Africa, the Cariblx.*an. and mainland North .AnRTica (roughly
U)S(rio IKX8). L(K'uscs on the everyday experiences of women's labor, reproduction, and
kinship building on the plantations anil in the cities, of these slaveholding societies and on

women's

roles in (he (re)creation ol

Atro Atlantic religious and

the participation of uoiiu-n in mIxiIiIioii

.iiul

iin.iiu ipation

jiolitical

movements

culture liucstigates

o( tlu' late c'li'hlfcnlh

History

A

and early nineteenth centuries.
descent experience

life

range of issues addressed:

under slavery

and East Indian descent?

How

201

How

women

did

of African

men or women of European, Amerindian,
of enslaved women differ from free women of

in contrast to

did the lives

color in different slave holding societies of the Atlantic world?
migration, forced and voluntary, impact the lives of black
societies across the Atlantic African diaspora?

How

did the experience of

women and

the growth of black

Assignments include work by contemporary

historians and literary figures, primary source analysis, and student projects on the representation

and presentation of

Women's
275c

-

An

women and

slavery.

(Same

Africana Studies 265 and Gender and

as

Studies 273.)

ESD,

IP.

The Making

of

Modern China.

Fall 2009.

Karen Tech.

introduction to the transformation of China's political and social

from the advent
of its last dynasty in 1644 to the present. Covers the rise and fall of the Qing dynasty,
economic and cultural encounters with the West, Republican government, war with Japan,
the Communist revolution, and the People's Republic under Mao Zedong. Also discusses
social and economic reforms in post-Mao China, and the global Chinese overseas community.
Major themes include political and intellectual trends, the ongoing tension between the center
and local society, problems of ethnicity and gender, challenges of modernization, and the
(re-)emergence of the world's oldest and largest bureaucratic state as a major power in the
twenty-first century. (Same as Asian Studies 275.)
276c - IP. The Origins of Imperial China, Prehistory to 900
Zhang.

life

c.e. Fall

2009. Lawrence

Traces the origins and evolution of cultural, economic, and social elements of Chinese
imperial statehood. Considers

and

how each

political basis for legitimacy

successive regime created

its

own

philosophical

and authority. Topics covered include the flowering of

and subsequent disintegration of the Qin
and Han empires, the introduction of Buddhism, and the rise and fall of the cosmopolitan
Tang dynasty. Various types of evidence, including archaeological finds and material culture,
philosophy

will

in the fifth

century

b.c.e., the unification

be examined. (Same as Asian Studies 276.)

Note: This course

fulfills

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

277c. Trials of the Twentieth Century. Fall 2009. David Hecht.

Uses controversial
in

legal cases to explore

changing notions of justice,

rights,

and equality

twentieth-century America— and the role of media in providing a forum for cultural debate

on these and other subjects. Focuses on issues of race, class, science. Cold War politics,
activism, and social change. Trials discussed include Sacco & Vanzetti, the Scopes Monkey
Trial, the

Rosenberg spy case. Roe

v.

Wade, Watergate, and O. J. Simpson. Uses a variety
trial transcripts, news coverage, memoirs, film,

of primary and secondary sources, such as

and

literature.

[280c

-

ESD,

IP. Imperialism, Nationalism,

Human

Rights. (Same as Asian Studies

230.)]

282c

-

ESD,

IP. India

and the Indian Ocean World.

Fall 2009.

Rachel Sturman.

Explores the vibrant social world created by movements of people, commodities, and

Middle East, East Africa, South and Southeast
Asia from the early spread of Islam through the eighteenth century. Key topics include
the formation of communities, pre-modern material cultures, the meanings of conversion
ideas across the contemporary regions of the

and religious change, and the production and transformation of systems of knowledge and

modes of social

relations in the era before the rise of

European colonialism. {Same

Studies 236.)

Note: This course

fulfills

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

as

Asian

Courses of Instruction
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283c

ESD,

-

IP.

The Origins

and

of Japanese Culture

Civilization. Fall

2009 and

Fall

2010. Tho.mas Conlan.

How

and a society develop? Designed to introduce the culture and
history of Japan by exploring how "Japan" came into existence, and to chart how patterns of
Japanese civiMzation shifted through lime. Allempls to reconstruct the tenor of hfe through

do

a culture, a stale,

translations of primary sources, and to lead to a greater appreciation of the unique

and

cultural

p<.)litical

monuments of Japanese

Note: This course

284c

KSD.

-

IP.

fulfills

(Same

civilization.

and lasting

Asian Studies 283.)

as

the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

The Emergence

of

Modern Japan.

Spring 2010 and Spring 201

1.

Thomas

CONUVN.

What constitutes a modem state? How durable are cultures and civilizations? Examines the
patterns of culture in a state that managed to expel European missionaries in the seventeenth
centur>, and came to embrace all things Western as being "ci\ ilized" in the mid-nineteenth
centur>. Compares the unique and vibrant culture of Tokugaw a Japan w ith the rapid program
of laie-nineieenth-century industrialization, which resulted

in

imperialism, international wars,

and ultimately, the postwar recovery. (Same as Asian Studies 284.)

The Cold War

[288c -IP.

1

Intermediate Seminars

The follow ing seminars

offer the opportunity for

more

intensive

discu-ssion, analytical writing, library or archival research,
in the

intermediate (2(X)-level) lecture courses.

alike, but,

They

work

in critical

and thematic study than

is

available

are intended for majors and non-majors

because they are advanced intermediate courses, they assume some background

in the discipline

and may require previous course work

in

history or the permission of the

instructor (see individual course descriptions for prerequisites). Enrollment

sixteen students.
fulfill

reading and

The intermediate seminars

are not

open

to first-year students.

is

linntcd to

They do

not

the history major requirement lor a .MKl-level seminar.

|2(K)c

Creating the World: (ienesis and

203c. Christianit\

and Islam

how

Seminar. Explores

in

Its

Interpreters.

(Same

as Religion 2(M).

)|

West Africa. Spring 2010. Oi hff.mi Vaughan.
and indigenous religious beliefs shaped the

Christianity, Klaiii.

formalion of modern West African stales and societies

in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Discusses ihe roJe of these world and indigenous religious institutions and movements
the iransformalion of major

Ihcmcs:

(

i

)

religion

and

state

West African societies
formation

in the

in the

in

following important historical

turbulent nineteenth ccntur); (2) religion and

colonialism; (3) religion and decolonization; (4) religion and the post-colonial slate; (5)
religion and politics in the era of globalization.

This course

/Vo/r;

|20Hc

fulfills

|209c Cultures of Deception:

I'.xamincs

I

he

(

Ourt

ail

cultural,

in

I'

iiropean History

Spring 2010.

Dam

\s

|

I)inir>.

Eumpc's transition from a pre- mtKlern to an early modern s(Kiely during

the sixteenth and seventeenlh centuries

hi^'""

Africana Studies 203.)

|

the Origins of M(Klernit>

Scmmar.

as

the pre-nKKlern requirement fpr history majors.

Iht lfistor> ofllislory

2Hk On

(Same

Heginnifig with an analysis of "secularization" as a

process, exanunes ihe extent to which the Kcformafion. the ScienlilK Revolution.
uvelopmenl of mercantile capitalism c(»ntributed to the undoing of traililional social.

-I

and religious structures. Readings

will include

an array of primary sources, as well

History

as

203

works by Ernst Troeltsh, Hans Blumenberg, and Charles Taylor.
Note: This course fulfills the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

213c. Transnational Africa

and Globalization. Spring 2010. Olufemi Vaughan.

Seminar. Drawing on key readings on the historical sociology of transnationalism since

examines how postcolonial African migrations transformed African states and
their new transnational populations in Western countries. Discusses what concepts such as the
nation state, communal identity, global relations, and security mean in the African context to
critically explore complex African transnational experiences and globalization. These dynamic
African transnational encounters encourage discussions on homeland and diaspora, tradition

World War

II,

and modernity, gender and generation. (Same as Africana Studies 213.)
216c. History of African

and African Diasporic

Political

Thought.

Fall 2009.

Olufemi

Vaughan.
Seminar. Will critically discuss some seminal works in African diaspora and African
political

thought

in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Organized around global and

national currents that will allow students to explore intersections in pan-African, African

American, and African

political

thought

in the

context of Atlantic and global histories. Seminar

topics are divided into three major historic moments. The

first

on Atlantic slavery and Western thought, notably slavery and

will explore

major themes

racial representation; slavery

and capitalism; slavery and democracy. The second will focus on the struggle of African
Americans, Africans, and West Indians for freedom

in

post-Abolition and colonial contexts.

Topics discussed within twentieth-century national, regional, and global currents include
reconstruction and industrialization; pan-Africanism;

new

negro; negritude; colonialism;

nationalism. Finally, explores pan-African and African encounters in the context of dominant
postcolonial themes, namely decolonization; Cold War; state formation; imperialism; African

diaspora feminist thought; globalism. Discusses these foundational texts and the political

thoughts of major African, African American, and Caribbean intellectuals and activists in
their appropriate historical context.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 216.)

ESD. The German Experience, 1918-1945. Spring 201 1. Page Herrlinger.
Seminar. An in-depth inquiry into the troubled course of German history during the Weimar
and Nazi periods. Among the topics explored are the impact of the Great War on culture

217c

-

and society

in the 1920s; the rise

transformation of everyday

in the

of National Socialism; the role of race, class, and gender
life

under Hitler; forms of persecution, collaboration, and

resistance during the third Reich; Nazi
at

war aims and

the experience of

war on

the front and

"home," including the Holocaust.

222c - ESD. Family Affairs: Changing Patterns in Europe. Fall 2009. Susan
Tananbaum.
Seminar. Explores topics and debates in European family history from the early modem
period to the present. Considers the impact of social, political, religious, and economic forces
on family structures and functions. Students have an opportunity to complete individual
research projects. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 225.)
[226c

229c

-

-

ESD. The City as American History. (Same

ESD. Science, Sex, and

Politics. Fall 2009.

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 266.)]

David Hecht.

Seminar. Examines the intersection of science, sex, and politics in twentieth-century

United States history. Issues of sex and sexuality have been contested terrain over the past

hundred years, as varying conceptions of gender, morality, and "proper" sexual behavior
have become politically and socially controversial. Explores the way thot science has
impacted these debates

— often as a tool by which activists of varying political and intellectual
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persuasions have attempted to use notions of scientific objectivity and authority to advance

Explores debates over issues such as birth control, sex education, same-sex

their agendas.

marriage, and abortion.

Studies 230

(

Same

as

Gay and Lesbian Studies 229 and Gender and Women's

)

23Sc. Reconstruction. Fall 2010. Patrick R.\el.

Seminar. Close examination of the decade following the Civil War. Explores the events

democracy in the South following
the war. and the sources of its failure. Topics include wartime Reconstruction, the Ku Klux
Klan, Republican politics, and Democratic Redemption. Special attention paid to the deeply
conflicted ways historians ha\e approached this period over the years. (Same as Africana
Studies 238
and scholarship of the Union attempt

to create a biracial

)

Prerequisite:

240c

-

Sl SAN

One course

in history.

ESD. Only a (iame? Sports and Leisure
Tananbalm.

in

Europe and America. Spring 201

Seminar. Uses the lens of sport and leisure to analyze cultural and historical trends

modern Europe and

the United States. Students read a range of primary

and secondary

1.

in

texts

exploring race, class, and gender and complete a significant research paper.
Prerequisite:

241c

Two

LSI). IP

-

courses

\ iolence

in history.

and Non-violence

in

Twentieth-Century India.

Fall 2009.

RaC HKL StLR.VIAN.

Examines the histories of violence and non-violence that have shaped contemporary
Considers Gandhi's efforts to develop a theory and practice of non-violence in the

.Seminar.
India.

context of anti-colonial nationalism, as well as the epic religious violence that ultimately

accompanied independence from British colonial rule. Explores the historical relationship
between violent and non-violent forms of social protest and social control in the po.st-colonial
era through examination of vivid exainples of social and political moscmcnts. Considers
the recent prolitcralion of religious \ iolence. and caste- and gciKlcr-hascd atrocities. Draws
on history, literature, documentary film, and film drama to consider how such violence and
non-violence have been remembered and memorialized, and their legacies for Indian society.

(Same

as Asian Studies 239.)

Prerequisite:

247c Maine:

One

course

in

history or permission of the instructor.

\ ComnninitN and Lnvironnuntal

History Spring 201

1.

Sarah McMahon.

Seminar. I'Aammes the cNolulion ot \ari()us Maine social and ecological commuifilies —
inland,

hill

country, and coastal. Begins

cultures. examines

w

ith

the contact ol luiropean and Nati\c

American

the translerotluiglish and Iuiro[K'an agricultural tiatlit ions in the se\enteenth

and eighteenth centuries, and explores the dcxelopment of diverse geographic, economic.
ethnic, and cultural communities during the nineteenth and into the early twentieth centuries.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies 247.)

Prerequisite:

One

249c llistor> of

eouise

Women's

.Seminar l.xamines
these

emerged

m

in liistor\

or permission of the instructor.

Noices in America Spring 2010. Sakaii Mc

women's voices

in

America from

M mion.

U).SO to the twentieth century, as

private letters, journals, aiul autobiographies; ptKMry. short stories, and

novels; essays, addresses, and prescriptive literature Readings from the secondary literature

pnividc a historical framework for examining women's writings. Research projects fcKUs

on the form and content of women's

literature

and the ways

that

undcrstamlifigs, reactions, and res(X)nses to their historical situation

Women's

Studies 249

Prerequisite:

One

)

course

in history.

it

women's
(iender and

illuminates

(Same

as

History

205

[250c - ESD. California Dreamin ' : A History of the Golden State. (Same as Environmental

Studies 250

)]

[251c. United States in the Nineteenth Century.]

253c.

The United

States

and Latin America: Tempestuous Neighbors.

Fall 2009.

Allen

Wells.
Seminar. Examines scholarship on the evolution of United States-Latin American
relations since Independence. Topics include the

Monroe

Doctrine, commercial relations,

interventionism, Pan Americanism, immigration, and revolutionary movements during the
Cold War. (Same as Latin American Studies 253.)

254c.

Contemporary Argentina.

Fall 2010.

Allen Wells.

Seminar. Texts, novels, and films help unravel Argentine history and culture. Topics

examined include the image of the gaucho and national identity; the impact of immigration;
Peronism; the tango; the Dirty War; and the elusive struggle for democracy, development,
and social justice. (Same as Latin American Studies 254.)
[267c

-

IP.

African Environmental History. (Same as Africana Studies 267 and

Environmental Studies 268. )1
269c ESD, IP. After Apartheid: South African History and Historiography. Fall 2009.
David Gordon.
Seminar. Investigates the diverse representations and uses of the past in South Africa.
Begins with the difficulties in developing a critical and conciliatory version of the past in
post-apartheid South Africa during and after the much-discussed Truth and Reconciliation

Commission. Then turns to diverse historical episodes and sites of mernory from the Great
Trek to the inauguration of Nelson Mandela to explore issues of identity and memory from
the perspectives of South Africa's various peoples. (Same as Africana Studies 269.)
270c. Atlantic Antislavery. Fall 2009. Patrick Rael.

Seminar. The slavery that emerged with the expansion of European powers

in the

New

World was historically unique — a form more exploitative and capitalistic than any seen before.
Paradoxically, it was this same Atlantic world that bred the ideas of universal human liberty
that led to slavery's demise. Explores this conundrum and examines the movements in the
Atlantic world dedicated to abolishing slavery in the Atlantic basin in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Considers the foundations of antislavery thought, the abolition of the
slave trade, the relationship between capitalism and abolitionism, the role ofAfrican American

emergence of immediatism

America, the progress of Atlantic emancipations,
and the historical memory of antislavery. Intensive engagement with historical arguments
on this topic. (Same as Africana Studies 274.)
protest, the

271c

-

ESD,

IP.

in

The Global Migration of

the Overseas Chinese. Spring 2010.

Karen

Tech.
Seminar. Explores the history of Chinese migration in

its

global context from the sixteenth

century onwards. Examines the internal roots of emigration in China, the interactions of

migrants with their host societies and local populations, processes of cultural adaptation

and assimilation, and the significance of migration and the overseas Chinese for concepts of
identity. Focuses on Southeast Asia and North America, but also looks at Western
Europe, South America, and elsewhere. While studying the implications of Chinese migration

Chinese

in specific locations, attends to transnational or cross-border

networks, and interrogates

concepts of ethnicity, nationality, and diaspora. (Same as Asian Studies 270^)
Prerequisite:

One

course in history or permission of the instructor.

•
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279c - ESD. IP. Rebellions and Revolutions in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century
China. Spring 2010. Lawrence Zhang.
Seminar. Mass uprisings have been political and social crucibles throughout the history of
China, causing not only "regime changes/' as slated in contemporary terms, but also radical
shifts in the cultural dynamics of Chinese society, as evident in class hierarchy, distribution
of material resources, and expressions of personal and collective rights. Explores several

of these pivotal moments, including millenarian movements such as the Taiping Rebellion

Chinese heartland and the Muslim holy wars in the western borderlands during the
nineteenth century; political transitions such as the 1911 Republican Revolution and the 949
in the

1

Communist Re\olution: and mo\ements introducing new social and cultural norms such as
the Ma\ Fourth Mo\ement and the Cultural Revolution. Students revisit the question of how
the concepts of "rebellion" and "revolution" are simultaneously similar and different. One
course in Asian history is recommended. (Same as Asian Studies 279.)
Prerequisite: One course in history.
(281c

IP.

The Courtly

Society of Heian Japan. (Same as Asian Studies 281.)]

Conquests and Heroes. Spring 2010. Thomas Coni^an.
Seminar. Examines the experience of war in China. Japan, and Europe in order to
ascertain the degree to which war is a culturally specihc act. Explores narratives of battle

285c

-

IP.

and investigates "heroic" qualities of European. Chinese, and Japanese

figures.

theme constitutes an examination of the impact the thirteenth-century Mongol
on each of these military' cultures. (Same as Asian Studies 285.)
Note: This course fulfills the pre-modern requirement for history majors.

286c

IP Japan and the World.

Fall 2009.

\(>tc This course

premodern and
East Asia. (Same

in

modem contexts. Also explores larger issues of state identity and cultures in
Asian Studies 286

had

Thomas Conlan.

Seminar. Explores Japan's relations with China, Korea, and Europe

as

A secondary

ln\ asions

)

lullills

the pre-modcrii rcquircmcnl for history majors.

ESI) Home: A History of Housing
En\ironmeiilal Studies 340. j)
(289c

in

North America, 1850-2000 (Same

as

Advanced Seminars
The 3()0-lcvcl problems courses

engage students in the close investigation of certain
reading and discussion of representative primary
and secondary sources, with attention to issues of methodology and interpretation, students
develop an independent, primary research topic related to the central problem of the course,
which culminates in an analytical essay of substantial length. Sufficient background in the
discipline and held isassumed. the extent of it depending on whether these courses build upon
historical

courses found elsewhere

Majors

in fields

Prohlvms
|307c

in

history

"problems." Following a

in

in the

critical

history curriculum. I'nrollment

is

limited to sixteen students.

other than history are encourageil to consider these seminars.

European History

Topics in Mcdiixal

311c. l'.\|Hriini'n(s in

and Early M(Klern I'liropian History

lotalitariaiiism: Na/i

1

(iirman) and Soviet Russia

\

n\\

2010

Pa(«K HhKRlJN(ilJl.

Compares and

contrasts the nature of society and culture under

(wo of

the twentieth

History

century's most "totalitarian" regimes

207

— fascism under the Nazis in Germany, and socialism

in the Soviet Union. Prior course work in either modern Germany or
recommended, and students may focus their research project on either

under the Bolsheviks
Russia

is

strongly

country, or a comparison of both.

Problems

in British

History

322c. Race, Gender,

and Ethnicity

in British

and European

Society. Spring 2010. Susan

Tananbaum.

An analysis of cultural traditions in Britain and Europe. Explores the impact of immigration
on Britain and the Continent, notions of cultural pluralism, and the changing definitions and
implications of gender in Britain and Europe from the late eighteenth century to the present.
Students undertake a major research project utilizing primary sources. (Same as Gender

and Women's Studies
Problems

in

322.)

American History

Sarah McMahon.
Explores the ideals and the social, economic, and cultural realities of community in American
history, focusing on change, continuity, and racial, ethnic, and socio-economic diversity in
community experience from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries. Examines
the formation of new communities on a "frontier" that began on the Atlantic seaboard and
gradually moved westward across the continent; the attempts to create alternative communities
either separate from or contained within established communities; and the changing face
of community that accompanied cultural diversity, expansion, modernization, urbanization,

332c.

Community

in

America, 1600-1900.

Fall 2009.

and suburbanization.
[335c. Science
[336c.

and Society

in

Twentieth-Century America]

Research in Nineteenth-Century United States History. (Same as Africana Studies

336.)]

Problems
349c.

in Latin

American History

The Americas

as Crossroads: Transnational Histories. Spring 2010.

Matthew

Klingle and Allen Wells.

An examination of the transnational history of North and South America over the past five
hundred years. Students explore

this

through directed readings on specific themes including

exploration and imperial conquest, trade, migration, labor, warfare, and biological exchange,

culminating in an original research paper, based on primary and secondary source research,
to

meet the requirements of

American Studies
[351c.

356c.

their major.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies 349 and Latin

349.)

The Mexican Revolution. (Same
The Cuban Revolution.

The Cuban Revolution

as

Latin American Studies 352.)]

Spring 2010. Allen Wells.

recently celebrated

of a Revolution entering "middle age" and

its

its fiftieth

anniversary. Offers a retrospective

prospects for the future. Topics include United

States-Cuban relations, economic and social justice versus political
relations,

356.)

and

literature

and film

in a socialist society.

(Same

as

liberty,

gender and race

Latin American Studies

)

Courses of Instruction
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Problems
361c.

in

The

African History-

Imagination

Political

African History. Spring 2010. Da\id Gordon.

in

Explores African conceptions of politics from the sixteenth to the twentieth centurx.

Themes covered

include African ancestral traditions, political

movements during European

colonialism, ethnic politics, alternative forms of sovereignty, religion and power, and debates

over democratization. Students are required to write an original research paper. (Same as
.\fricana Studies 361.)

Problems

in

Asian History

364c The Politics of Inequality

Modern South Asian

in

History. Spring 2010. Rachel

Sll K.MXN.

An examination of how

South Asians have conceptualized innate social differences

race, caste, religion, ethnicity, gender) as well as labor

these ideas into practice during the past

(e.g.,

and poverty, and how they have put

two centuries. Topics include

histories of race, labor,

and citizenship under British imperialism and global capitalism: the emergence
and vicissitudes of the concept of minority; and modern anti-caste struggles. Following a
sexuality,

survey of major recent scholarship

culminating

in

in a substantial original

recommended. (Same

as

the held, students pursue projects of their

A prior course

research paper.

in

own

design,

South Asian history

is

Asian Studies 364.

380c Ihe Warrior Culture of Japan. Spring 201

1.

Thomas Conlan.

Explores the "rise" of the warrior culture of Japan. In addition to providing a better
understanding of the judicial and military underpinnings of Japan's
the nature of medieval Japanese warfare,

dominant force

in

militar>' "rule"

and

shows how warriors have been perceived as a
in an extended research paper. (Same as

Japanese history. Culminates

Asian Studies 380
Prerequisite: Asian Studies 283 (same as History 283) or 284 (same as History 284
)

1.

or permission of the instructor.

Note: This course

huk pciKkrit

Stu(l\

fulfills

the

pre-modem requirement

and Ikuiors

in

for history majors.

History

29 ic 294c Internu-diate Independent Study.

T\\\

Di partmknt.

401c 4l)4c Advanced Independent Study Thk DhPARTMENT.

451c 452c Honors Seminar

1

very year.

The Depariment.

liUcRiisciplinary Majors
Astudcnt may. with the approval of the departments concerned and the Recording Committee,
design an interdisciplmar) major to meet an individual, cultural, or professional objective

Howdom
of Ibc

has

nme

mlerdisciplinarv major programs that do not require the approval

kecordmg Committee because

requirements These programs are
tfl*.

and

the departments concerned have tormali/cd their

in art history

and archaeology,

chemical physics, computer science and mathematics,
liast l-.uropean studies,

l-jiglish

art history

and

and visual

theater, f^urasian

geology and chemistry, geology and physics, and mathematu

..

Interdisciplinary

and economics.

A student

Majors

209

wishing to pursue one of these majors needs the approval of the

departments concerned.

Art History and Archaeology
Requirements
1. Art History 100; one of Art History 213, 214, or 215; Art History 222; and one of
Art History 302 through 388; Archaeology 101 (same as Art History 209), 102 (same as
Art History 210), and any three additional archaeology courses, at least one of which must
be at the 300 level.
2. Any two art history courses numbered 10 through 388.
3. One of the following: Classics 101, 211 (same as History 201), 212 (same as History
202), or 291 (Independent Study in Ancient History); Philosophy 111; or an appropriate
course in religion at the 200 level.
4. Either Art History 401 or Archaeology 401.

Art History and Visual Arts
Requirements
1

Art History: 100; one course

in

African, Asian, or pre-Columbian art history

numbered

103 or higher; four additional courses numbered 200 or higher; and one 300-level seminar.
2. Visual Arts: 150, and either 180, 190, or 195; plus four other courses in the visual arts,
no more than one of which may be an Independent Study.

Chemical Physics
Requirements
1.

Chemistry 109, 251; Mathematics 161, 171, and 181; Physics 103, 104, 223, and

229.

Chemistry 252 or Physics 310.
3. Two courses from Chemistry 310, 340, or approved topics in 401 or 402; Physics 251,
300, 320, 357 (same as Environmental Studies 357 and Geology 357), or approved topics
in 401, 402, 451, or 452. At least one of these must at the 300 level or above. Other possible
2.

Either

electives

may be

feasible; interested students should

check with the departments.

Computer Science and Mathematics
Requirements
1

Computer Science 101 and

2.

Mathematics 181, 200, and 201.

210.

3.

Computer Science 231 and

4.

Two additional Computer Science courses from: 270, any 300-level, and 401.
Two additional Mathematics courses from: 204 (same as Biology 174), 224, 225,

5.

289.

229,

244, 258, 262, 264, 265, and 401.

Independent study <291)
department.

may

be applied to the major upon approval of the appropriate

Courses of Instruction
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English and Theater

The

inierdisciplinar)

major

in

English and theater focuses on the dramatic

construed, with a signihcant emphasis on the critical study of

of English and theater

may

while maintaining flexibility

drama and

literature.

blend introductory and advanced course work
in the

arts,

in

broadly
Students

both

fields,

focus of their work. Honors theses in English and theater

are listed as honors in English and theater, rather than in either field individually. Students

completing an honors project should be guided by faculty
to take this

fields.

Students w ho decide

work with ad\ isors in both fields. Students w ishing to
count two courses in approved study away programs such as the

major are encouraged

study abroad are allowed to

both

in

to

National Theater Institute or elsew here toward the requirements for the major.

Requirements

2.

An English first-year seminar or lOO-level course.
One l(K)-level theater course, preferably Theater 120.

3.

Three theater courses from the following: 101. 130 (same as Dance 130). 145 (same as

1.

Dance 145) 150 (same as Dance 150). 201 (same as Dance 201 220. 225. 240 (same
Dance 240). 260 (same as Kn<iiish 214). or 270
4. One course from English 210 (same as Theater 210). 211 (same as Theater 211).
).

as

or

212 (same as Theater 212): one course from English 223 (same as Theater 223) or 230
(same as Theater 230).
5. One course in modern drama, either Fln^iish 246 (same as Gender and Women's
Studies 262 and Theater 262). or its equi\alent m another department.
6.

7.

One
One

3(K)-le\el course in theater,

elective in English and

F^urasian and East

The

one elective

in theater

or dance at the 200 level or higher.

European Studies

interdisciplinary

major

Russian language w ith
history, music,

and one 3(K)-level English semniar.

in

Eurasian and East European Studies combines the study of the

related courses in anthropology, economics,

and gender and

German, government,

women \ studies. The major cmphasi/es the common aspect sot

the geo-political areaof l:urasiaand E.ast liurope. including the luiropcan and Asian countries

of the former
Studies

USSR.

Elasi

Central Europe, and the Balkans.

(EEES) major allows

students to locus their

siiic!\

The Eurasian and
on one cuUural.

liast

luiropcan

siKial. political

or historical topic, illuminating the interrelated linkages of these countries.
In the past, students siud\ing

This major combines these

Russian ha\e had double majors

fields into a study

of one

common

in the

theme,

above

in

disciplines.

order to provide

a muili-disciplinary intriKluclion to the larger region, while allow ing for an inclepth siutlv

of I he student's specific geographical area of choice. IJiE^S inde|K*ndciii siud\ allows an

work with a faculty member! s) in order to merge inlroductor\ aiul
advanced course work into a f(KUsed and disciplined research project. Course work in ihe
interested student to

Russian language or other regional languages

is

expected

to start as early as possible in ihe

sludent's academic career

Careful advismg and consultation

wnh

IJ-.I'S faculty

members

is

essential to plan

;i

sludent's four-year program, taking into consideration course prerequisites, ihc loiaiion of
cours*

If

sabbatical or research leaves. IndefXMident study allows a student to conduct

inlcrdiNv ipiiiidry research

under the careful guidance of two or more ad\

isers or readers.

1

Interdisciplinary
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Requirements
1.

Two

language

years of Russian (Russian 101, 102, 203, 204), or the equivalent in another

Bulgarian, Polish, Serbian/Croatian,

(i.e.,

etc.).

Four courses from the concentration core courses after consultation with EEES faculty.
one course should be at the 200 level and one at the 300 level or above. Upon petition
EEES faculty, a student completing the EEES concentration can satisfy the requirement
2.

At
to

least

by substituting a course from the complementary
through independent studies
leave, (2) the course

is

in

list

of Russian courses

those cases in which (1) faculty

not rotated often enough, (3) a course

is

members

withdrawn

(listed

are

(as

below) or

on sabbatical

when

a faculty

member leaves), and/or (4) a new, related course is offered on a one-time-only basis.
3. Any two courses outside the EEES concentration to be selected from the complementary
200 and one at the 300 level, or above. With approval of an EEES
faculty member, requirements (2) and (3) may be fulfilled in part by an independent study
in the concentration or in the area of complementary courses.
4. Only one introductory course or first-year seminar may count toward the major.
5. An honors project in either concentration requires two semesters of independent study
list

below, one

at the

for a total of eleven courses in the major.

EEES

offers three levels of honors.

Off-campus study at an approved program is strongly recommended. Up to three courses
in an approved program may be counted toward the major.
7. If students choose a double major in EEES and Russian, only the first two years of
language (Russian 101, 102, 203, and 204) may be double counted. No other courses may
6.

be double counted.

EEES

Concentration Core and Complementary Courses beyond Russian 204

A. Concentration

in

Russian/East European Politics, Economics, History, Sociology, and

Anthropology.
Core courses:

Economics 221b

-

MCSR. Marxian

Gender and Women's Studies 218b

Political
-

IP.

Economy

Sex and Socialism: Gender and Political Ideologies

of the Twentieth Century

[Government 230b. Post-Communist Russian

Politics

and

Society]

Government 324b. Post-Communist Pathways
History 219c. Russia's Twentieth Century: Revolution and Beyond

History 311c. Experiments in Totalitarianism: Nazi

B.

Germany and

Soviet Russia

Complementary courses in Eurasian and East European Literature and Culture:
German 151c - ESD. The Literary Imagination and the Holocaust

German 317c
Music 273c

-

-

IP.

German

Literature and Culture since 1945

VPA. Chorus (when

Russian 220c

-

Russian 221c

-

IP.

IP,

content applies)

Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature

VPA. Soviet Worker Bees, Revolution, and Red Love in Russian Film (same

Gender and Women's Studies 220)
Russian 223c. Dostoevsky and the Novel (same as Gender and Women's Studies 221)
Russian 224c. Dostoevsky or Tolstoy (same as Gender and Women's Studies 217)
Russian 251c - IP, VPA. Russia's "Others": Siberia and Central Asia through Film and
Literature (same as Gender and Women's Studies 243)
^ •
as

1

">
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Courses

in

Russian:

Russian 22c "It Happens Rarely, Maybe, but

It

Does Happen"— Fantasy and Satire

in

East

Central Kurope

Russian 307c Russian Folk Culture

Russian 309c. Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature
Russian 310c. Modern Russian Literature
Russian 316c. Russian Poetry

Geology and Chemistry
Requirements

Chemistry 109 and four courses from the following: Chemistry 205 (same as
Environmental Studies 205 and Geology 205). 210, 225, 226, 240, 251, and approved
1

advanced courses.
2 Geology 101. 202. and 262.
3.

Tw o courses from

the following:

Geology 220. 267, and 275 (same

as

Environmental

Studies 275)
4.

Physics 103 and Mathematics 161 and 171

There are many different emphases a student can give

to this major,

depending on

his

or her interests. For this reason, the student should consult with the geology and chemistry

departments

(ieology

in selecting electives.

and Physics

Requirements
1

C

hemistry 109; (Geology 101, 202, 241, 265: Mathematics 161, 171; Physics 103,

104, and 223.
2.

Hither Physics 257 (same as

3.

Three

Environmental Studies 253 and Geology 257) or 300.

addili(Mial courses, 2(M)-lc\cl or ahi)\c. in

gcolog\ and/or physics.

Mathematics and Economics
Requirements
I

Six courses

in

ni.iihcmaiks as follows:

Mathematics

181. 201. 225. 265: and

two of

Mathematics 224 229. 264. 304
2. liithcr

Computer Science 210

or

Mathematics 235, 244.

3. Four courses in economics with a grade o\

256. 316. and one other .^(X)-level course.

C

or 305.

or hcltcr, as follows:

Economics 255.

3

Interdisciplinary Studies

2

1

Interdisciplinary Studies

lOlc.

Elementary Arabic

I.

Fall 2009.

Russell Hopley.

An introductory course that presumes no previous knowledge of Arabic. Students begin to
acquire an integrated command of speaking, reading, writing, and listening skills in Modern
Standard Arabic. Some exposure to Egyptian Colloquial Arabic as well. Class sessions
conducted primarily
102c.

in

Arabic.

Elementary Arabic

A continuation

II.

Spring 2010. Russell Hopley.

of Elementary Arabic

I,

focuses on further developing students' skills in

speaking, listening, comprehending, writing, and reading

Modern Standard

Arabic.

Prerequisite: Interdisciplinary Studies 101.

203c. Intermediate Arabic

I.

Russell Hopley.

Fall 2009.

A continuation of first-year Arabic, aiming to enhance proficiency
reading, and writing through the study of
to

more

more elaborate grammar

in listening,

structures

speaking,

and exposure

sophisticated, authentic texts.

Prerequisite: Interdisciplinary Studies 102.

204c. Intermediate Arabic

A

II.

Spring 2010. Russell Hopley.

continuation of Intermediate Arabic

I,

understanding of Modern Standard Arabic.
listening, reading,

provides students with a more in-depth

Aims

to

enhance proficiency

in

speaking,

and writing through the study of more elaborate grammatical structures

and sophisticated, authentic

texts.

Textbook material supplemented by readings from the

Qur'an, the hadith, and early Arabic poetry.
Prerequisite: Interdisciplinary Studies 203.

220. Leaders

A

and Leadership. Spring 2010. Angus

S.

King.

study of the concept, principles, practice, and significance of leadership. Content

is

presented through case studies intended to illustrate and illuminate various characteristics of
leaders and their constituencies.

Abraham

Lincoln, Eleanor Roosevelt, Winston Churchill,

Joshua Chamberlain, Margaret Thatcher, Martin Luther King, and Ernest Shackleton are

among

those studied.

lions led

240b.

"An army of deer

led

by a lion

is

more

to be feared than an

army of

by a deer."

Maine

Social Research. Fall 2009 and Spring 2010. Craig

A hands-on,

McEwen.

community. Students design
and carry out research on elements of longer-term research projects focused on affordable
housing, homelessness, health, hunger, and economic insecurity in the Brunswick-Topsham
area in coordination with local agencies. Emphasizes qualitative research methodologies, but
could include quantitative analysis, observation, and analysis of available data and historical
records. Students with methodological training in a variety of disciplines are welcome. May
be repeated for credit with permission of the instructor.
semester-long research experience

in the local

Prerequisite: One of the following: Anthropology 201, Economics 257, Education 203,
Psychology 251, or Sociology 201, or permission of the instructor.

4

2
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Latin American Studies
Enrique Yef>es, Program Director

Emily C.

Briley,

Program Coordimitor

Contributing Faculty: ioc Bandyt. Nadia V. Cells. Mariana M. Cruz. Elena M. Cueto-Asin. Julian
P.

Diazt. Gustavo Faveron-Patriau. Marie Sarila Gayliin, Matthew Klingle. Karen Lindo. Stephen

Meardon, Anthony W. Perman. John H. Turner. Esmeralda A. Ulloa. Krista
Hanetha Vete-Congolo. Susan

E.

E.

J.

Van Vleett. Margaret

Wegner, Allen Wells. Eugenia Wheelwrightt, Nathaniel

T.

Wheelwrightt, Carolyn Wolfenzon, Enrique Yepes

American Studies is an integrated interdisciplinary program that explores the cultural
heritage of Mesoamerica, the Caribbean, and South America. Its multidisciplinary approach
is designed to bring the scholarly methods and perspectives of several disciplines together in
fostering increased understanding ofLatin America's history, political and economic realities,
cultural di\crsity. and a range of aesthetic expression. Competence in Spanish (or another
Latin

appropriate language such as French or Portuguese, with the approval of the administering

committee)

program

in

required, and

is

Ki't|uirenu*nts for the

The major

it

is

recommended

that students participate in a

study-away

Fatin America.

in

Latin

Major

in

Latin American Studies

American Studies consists of nine courses.

One of the following: Latin American Studies 209. Introduction to Hispanic Studies:
Poetry and Fheater(same as Spanish 209); Latin American Studies 210. Introduction
Hispanic Studies: Kssay and Narrative (same as Spanish 210).
1.

2.

Two
a.

of the follow ing courses:

Latin American Studies 252. Colonial Latin America (same as History 252). or

Modern

Latin American Studies 255.
b.

3.

A

2(M) level

course

A concentration

in

Latin America (vamc as History 255)

anlhropt)logy or sociology focused on Latin America.

of four additional courses centered on a particular geographic regicMi

(Andean region. Caribbean. Mesoamerica. Southern Cone, etc.) or theme (coloni/ation,
cultural hybridity, indigenous cultures, globalization, development issues, gender relations.
etc.). The four-course concentration will be selected by each major in consultation w ith the
faculty in I^lin
at

the 2(K) or

4.

An

American

.^(K)

Studies. The courses for the concentration should be primarily

level.

elective course

in

Latin

American

(nilside

Sliulies.

of the student's area of

concentration.
5. In
a.

the senior year, each major uill have the option ot

complelmg:

a one- or two-semester inde(K*rulenl study project or honors

h. a .^(K)-level

A maximum

seminar approved

ol three courses

tor Latin

from

major with the approval of the director

American Studies

thesis, or

credit.

campus siutl\ programs ma\ count low aril the
of Latin American Studies. Courses in which I) or

oil

Credit (CR) grades arc received will not count toward the major.

Ke(|uirements for the Minor

The minor

consists of

in

at least

appropriate language). Latin

Latin American Studies

one Spanish course

American Studies

Bowdoin beyond 204 (or another
Mo<Iern Latin America (same as

at

255.

5

Latin American Studies
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History 255); and three additional courses, two of which must be outside the student's major
department. Independent studies can meet requirements for the minor only with the approval
of a written prospectus of the project by the director of Latin American Studies. Courses in

which

D or Credit (CR) grades are received will

not count toward the minor.

Program Honors
Students contemplating honors candidacy must have established records of A and B

in

program

course offerings and present clearly articulated proposals for scholarly research. Students

must prepare and defend an honors

Introductory, Intermediate, and
[130c

-

IP. Introduction to the

thesis before a

program faculty committee.

Advanced Courses

Arts of Ancient Mexico and Peru. (Same as Art History

130.)J

205c.

Advanced Spanish. Every

semester. Fall 2009.

Elena Cueto-Asi'n, John Turner, and

Enrique Yepes. Spring 2010. Elena Cueto-Asin.

The study of a variety of journalistic and literary texts and visual media, together with
an advanced grammar review, designed to increase written and oral proficiency, as well as
appreciation of the cultural history of the Spanish-speaking world. Foundational course for
the major.

(Same

as

Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with

assistant.

Spanish 205.)
Spanish 204 or placement.

Prerequisite:

206c - ESD, IP. Francophone Cultures. Every
V^TE-CONGOLO.

An

fall.

Fall 2009.

Karen Lindo and Hanetha

introduction to the cultures of various French-speaking regions outside of France.

Examines

Francophone
world, principally Africa and the Caribbean. Readings include newspaper and magazine
articles, short stories, and a novel. Students see and discuss television news, documentaries,
and feature films. Conducted in French. (Same as Africana Studies 207 and French 207.)
the history, politics, customs, cinema, literature, and the arts of the

Prerequisite:

French 205 or permission of the

instructor.

209c - IP. Introduction to Hispanic Studies: Poetry and Theater.
Spring 2010. Gustavo Faveron-Patriau and Enrique Yepes.

A chronological

Fall 2009.

John Turner.

introduction to the cultural production of the Spanish-speaking world

from Pre-Columbian times to the present, with particular emphasis on the analysis of poetry
and theater. Examines major literary works and movements in their historical and cultural
context. One weekly workshop with assistant in addition to class time. Conducted in Spanish.
(Same as Spanish 209.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 (same as Latin American Studies 205) or permission of the
instructor.

210c - IP. Introduction to Hispanic Studies: Essay and Narrative.
Wolfenzon. spring 2010. Nadia Celis and Elena Cueto-Asin.

A chronological

Fall 2009.

Carolyn

introduction to the cultural production of the Spanish-speaking world

from Pre-Columbian times to the present, with particular emphasis on the analysis of essay
and narrative. Examines major literary works and movements in their historical and cultural
context.

(Same

Prerequisite:
instructor.

Spanish 210.)
Spanish 205 (same as Latin American Studies 205) or permission of the

as

216

Courses of Instruction

216b - ESD. Food, Culture, and Society. Fall 2009. M.arie S.arita Gam an.
Food has economical, cultural, and social significance beyond its importance as a
source of sustenance. Examines individual and group relationships to food and employs
them as rich lenses through which to study political arrangements, concepts of community,
and expressions of identity. Readings examine the w ays in w hich what. when, how, and
uiih

whom

people eat enforces structures of inequality, establishes the roots of social

and creates the potential for social change. Case studies include Milk, Chicken,
Coffee, and Tequila. (Same as Sociology 216.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropoloj»> 101. or permission of the instructor.
solidaritN,

(225b

-

IP. (ilobali/ation

and Social Change. (Same

as Sociology 225.

)1

226b IP. Political Economy of Pan-Americanism. Fall 2009. Stephen Mearix)n.
Examines programs for economic and political integration of the Americas from

the

early nineteenth century to the present. Surveys the material and ideological motives for

Pan-Americanism from the Congress of Panama 1826) to the Organization of American
Slates 1948). the draft of a Free Trade Area of the Americas (2001 ), and be>ond. Different
fomis of integration are evaluated in light of historical consequences and economic ideas.
(Same as Economics 226
(

(

)

Prerequisite:
23()c

Economics

101.

Latinos and Eatinas

in the I'nited States:

Migration, l^ducation, and
l:\pli)rcs the

States,

and

from a

politics.

Politics. Fall 2009.

Critical Perspectives

in

the United

important themes: identity, migration, education,

Who are the "Latino/as" in the United States What

Questions explored include:

are the differences

Identity,

Mariana Cruz.

experiences of Latino/as. the fastest growing minority group

critical lens that centers four

on

.^

between Hispanics, Eatino/as, Latin Americans, and Chicano/as? What

are the racial, ethnic, cultural, linguistic, gendered, political, historical, citizenship, and

geographic differences

among

the populations that

fall

under these ethnic categories? What

How

are the experiences of Latino/as in United States schools'.'

and |M)licymakers engage these questions
a

whole? (Same as Education 230

in

IP (liiKJer and

amily
(tender and Women's Studies 237 )|
12371)

1

\:S\).

238b Culture and Power

2524-

IP

(

olonial Latin

I

in

(SaFiie as

America

1

all

Economics

225.))

Latin .\merica (Same as Anthropology 237 and

the .Andes.

in

activists,

)

235b The Economy of Latin America.

1

might educators,

order to better understand and serve Latino/as

(Same

Anthropology 238.

as

2010. Ai

1

1

n

Wi

i

i

)J

s.

Introduces students to the history of Latin America from pre-Columbian limes to about
1825. Traces developments fundamental lo ihe esiablishmeiit of colonial rule, ilrawing out

rcgionalcomparist)nsof indigenous resistance and accommodation. Topics include the nature
of mdigenous stKielies encountered by l!uro|>eans; exploilation of African and Indian labor;
evangelization and the role ot the church; the evolution of race, gender, anti class hicraivhics
in colonial

MKiely; and ihc origins ot indc|Kndencc

as History

252

in

Spanish America and Brazil. (Same

)

Note: Thi.s course

fulfills

the pre-nuKlern requirement for history majors.

25.V* Ihe United S|;itrs and

I

alio \inerica: lempestiious

Neighbors

all

I

2(K)9. All IN

Will A
Scmin.ii

I

v.itmius

sc

Ix'laiship

rel.iimns situt- InilcfXMulciu

«•

on

ihc c\oliitio!i

Imi^""^ i'u In.

I.-

the

ol

Monroe

United Stales

I

aim American

Doctrine, commercial relalions;

7

Latin American Studies
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interventionism; Pan Americanism; immigration; and revolutionary

movements during

the

Cold War. (Same as History 253.)

Contemporary Argentina.

254c.

Fall 2010.

Allen Wells.

Seminar. Texts, novels, and films help unravel Argentine history and culture. Topics

examined include the image of the gaucho and national identity; the impact of immigration;
Peronism; the tango; the Dirty War; and the elusive struggle for democracy, development,
and social justice. (Same as History 254.)
255c

IP.

-

Modern

Latin America.

Fall 2009.

Allen Wells.

Traces the principal economic, social, and political transformations from the wars of

independence to the present. Topics include colonial legacies and the aftermath of independence;
the consolidation of nation-states

and

their insertion in the

world economy; the evolution

of land and labor systems, and the politics of reform and revolution, and the emergence of
social

[256c

movements. (Same as History 255.)
IP.

-

Environment and Society

in Latin

America. (Same

as

Environmental Studies

256 and History 256.)]
258c - IP. Latin American Revolutions. Spring 2010. Allen Wells.
Examines revolutionary change in Latin America from a historical perspective, concentrating
on four cases of attempted revolutionary change — Cuba, Chile, Nicaragua, and Guatemala.
Popular images and orthodox interpretations are challenged and new propositions about these
processes are tested. External and internal dimensions of each of these social movements
are analyzed and each revolution is discussed in the full context of the country's historical
development. (Same as History 258.)
266c

-

IP. History of

Mexico. Spring 201

1

.

Allen Wells.

A survey of Mexican history from pre-Columbian times to the present. Topics include the
evolving character of indigenous societies, the nature of the Encounter, the colonial legacy,
the chaotic nineteenth century, the

Contemporary problems are also
315c.

Mexican Revolution, and United States-Mexican relations.
addressed. (Same as History 266.)

Engaging Neruda's Canto General.

Fall 2009.

Enrique Yepes.

Delves into Latin America's most renowned twentieth-century epic
history,

poem

as

it

engages

geography, aesthetics, subjectivity, gender, and a post-colonial gaze. Close reading of

book meshes with

ground and follow-up in diverse
in poetry by Alonso de Ercilla,
Andres Bello, Ernesto Cardenal, Martin Adan, and Elicura Chihuailaf; in visual arts by the
Mexican muralists and Martin Chambi; in music by Silvestre Revueltas, Peter Schat, and the
Nueva Cancion movement; and in narrative by Heman Cortes and Eduardo Galeano, among
others. Conducted in Spanish. (Same as Spanish 315.)
Prerequisite: Two of the following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207),
208, 209 (same as Latin American Studies 209) or 210 (same as Latin American Studies

the

the study of

its

intellectual breeding

media. Examines precursors, enthusiasts, and challengers

210); or permission of the instructor.

A

Journey around Macondo: Garcia Marquez and His Contemporaries. Fall
2009. Nadia Celis.
Studies the main topics, techniques, and contributions of Colombian Nobel Prize winner
Gabriel Garcia Marquez as presented in One Hundred Years of Solitude. Explores the actual
locations, social, and cultural trends that inspired the creation of Macondo, the so-called
"village of the world" where the novel takes place, and the universal themes to which this
imaginary town relates. His work is read in connection with other con^mporary writers

318c.

8

2

I

Courses of Insrruchon

1

who were

part of the intellectual climate in

which

the no\el

was

written, such as Jose Felix

Fuenmayor, Alvaro Cepeda Saniudio, and Hector Rojas Herazo. Conducted in Spanish.
as Spanish 318.)
Prerequisite: Two of the following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin .\merican Studies 207).
208. 209 (same as Latin American Studies 209) or 210 (same as Latin American Studies

(Same

210); or permission of the instructor.

319c Letters from the Asylum: Madness and Representation in Latin American Fiction.
Fall 2(K)9. Gi SI \\t) F.w iro.n-P.mri.m
E.xplores the concept of madness and the varying ways in which mental illness has been
represented in twentieth-century Latin American fiction. Readings include short stories and
novels dealing w ith the issues of schizophrenia, paranoia, and psychotic behavior by authors
such as Horacio Quiroga, Jorge Luis Borges. Cristina Rivera Gar/a. and Carlos Fuentes.
Also studies the ways in which certain authors draw from the language and symptoms of
schizophrenia and paranoia in order to construct the narrati\e structure of their works and
in order to enhance their representation of .social, political, and historical conjunctures.
Authors include Diamela Eltit. Ricardo Piglia, Cesar Aira. and Roberto Bolafio. (Same as
Spanish 319.)
Prerequisite: Twci of the follow ing: Spanish 207 (saFiie as Latin American Studies 207),
208. 209 same as Latin .American Studies 209) or 210 (same as Latin .\merican Studies
.

(

210); or permission of the instructor.

(320c Beyond Sea, Sun, and Sugar: Fhinking and Writing the Hispanic Caribbean.

Spanish 320

(Same

as

[323c.

The War

)|

of the (Latin .American) Worlds. (Same as Spanish 323. )]

|324c. Knipirical .Vfrica: Kxoticism, Race,

and French 324
[326c. AH(k1\

and (iender. (Same

"ofOne'sOwn": LatinaandCaribbean Women Writers. (Same as (lender

[332c PcH'try and Social Activism
(335c

(

Africana Studies 324

)|

and Women's Studies 326 and Spanish 326

335.

as

Onquest and So\ereignt>

in

)|

Latin America. (Same as Spanish 332.

)[

Latin American Literature. (Same as Spanish

in

)1

Reading Images: Intersections of Art, Film, and Literature
Latin America (Same as Spanish 336 )|

[336c

[338c Shining Path and the

Lnd

of the

World (Same

[34(K

Ki\ir Plate Writers (Same as Spanish 340

|341c

(

349c.

Kl IVil

An

olonial l.vpiriiiui

The Americas

as

AM) Al IN Wll

I

I

I

(

as

Spanish 338.

Contemporary

)|

)

and Post-colonial Perspecti\es

rossroads:

in

(S.iine as

Iransnational Histories

Spanish 341.

)j

Spring 2010. MAniii

w

s

examination of the transnational history of North

aiul

South .Ameiiea

omi

the past

hundred years. Students explore this through directed readings on speeilic themes
including exploration and imperial conquest, trade, migration, labor, warfare, and biological
v 'i f. culminating in an original research pa|X*r. based on primar\ and seeoiulars source
to ineei the reijuiremenls ol their major. (Same as Ln\ironmental Studies 349
five

f'-

.

and Hislor>
(352c.

M9

i

The Mexican Revolution. (Same

as History 351

)[

9

Mathematics

356c.

The Cuban Revolution.

The Cuban Revolution

21

Spring 2010. Allen Wells.

recently celebrated

of a Revolution entering "middle age" and

its

its fiftieth

anniversary. Offers a retrospective

prospects for the future. Topics include United

States-Cuban relations, economic and social justice versus political
relations,

and

literature

and film

in a socialist society.

(Same

liberty,

gender and race

as History 356.)

401c-402c. Advanced Independent Study in Latin American Studies. The Program.

Mathematics
Adam

B. Levy,

Department Chair

Suzanne M. Theberge, Senior Department Coordinator

Professors: William H. Barker**, Stephen T. Fisk,
Roberts, James E. Ward*,

Adam

B. Levy,

Rosemary A.

Mary Lou Zeeman**

Associate Professor: Jennifer Taback
Assistant Professor:
Visiting Faculty:

Fellow:

Thomas

Pietraho

Michael King,

Mohammad Tajdari

Noah Kieserman

Requirements for the Major

in

Mathematics

A major consists of at least eight courses numbered 200 or higher, including Mathematics
200 and 201 (or their equivalents), and a course numbered in the 300s. Students who have
already mastered the material in Mathematics 200 or 201 may substitute a more advanced
course after receiving approval from the department chair. Courses must be passed with a
C- or better (including Credit) to count toward the major.
A student must submit a planned program of courses to the department when he or she
declares a major. That program should include both theoretical and applied mathematics
courses, and it may be changed later with the approval of the departmental advisor.
The requirement of a 300-level course is meant to ensure that all majors have sufficient
experience in at least one specific area of mathematics. Those areas are algebra (Mathematics
201, 262, and 302); analysis (Mathematics 233, 263, and 303); applied mathematics
(Mathematics 224, 264, and 304); probability and statistics (Mathematics 225, 265, and
305); and geometry (Mathematics 247 and 307).
In exceptional circumstances, a student may substitute a quantitative course from another
department for one of the eight mathematics courses required for the major, but such a
substitution must be approved in advance by the department. Without specific departmental
approval, no course that counts toward another department's major or minor may be counted
toward a mathematics major or minor.
Majors who have demonstrated that they are capable of intensive advanced work are
encouraged to undertake independent study projects. With the prior approval of the department,
such a project counts toward the major requirement and may lead to graduation with honors
in

mathematics.

Requirements for the Minor

A

in

Mathematics

minor in mathematics consists of a minimum of four courses numbered 200 or higher.
Courses must be passed with a C- or better (including Credit) to count toward the minor.

Courses of Instruction

220

Interdisciplinary

Majors

The department participates in interdisciplinary' programs in computer science and mathematics
and mathematics and economics. See pages 209 and 212.

Recommended Courses
Listed below are

some of

the courses

recommended

to students

with the indicated

interests.

For secondary school teaching:
Computer Science 101. Mathematics 201. 225, 232. 247. 258. 262. 263. 265.

For graduate study:
Mathematics 200. 201. 233. 262. 263. and

at least

one course numbered

in the 300s.

For engineering and applied mathematics:
Mathematics 201. 204 (same as Biology 174), 224. 225. 233. 244. 258. 264. 265. 304.
For mathematical economics and econometrics:
Mathematics 201 or 225. 229, 244. 258. 263. 265. 304, 305, and Economics 316.
For statistics:
Mathematics 201. 224. 225. 235. 244, 265. 305.
For computer science:

Computer Science

231. 289;

Mathematics 200. 201. 225. 229. 244, 258. 262. 265

For operations research and nicindi^cnicnt science:
Mathematics 200. 201. 225. 229. 258. 265. 305. and Kconomics 316.

IntroductorN, Intermediate, and

60a

.MC

SK

A gentle
An

Advanced Courses

Introduction to College Mathematics. Spring 2010.

Tm

Di iakimi nt.

imrodiiclion lo sonic olihc most important and interesting ideas

opportunity to discover the mathematics inherent

in the

world around

in

mathematics.

us.

This course,

in conjunction with Mathematics 155 or 161. is intended as a one-year introduction
mathematics and is recommended for those students who intend to lake onl\ one year

to
o\'

college mathematics.

I55a

MCSR

RoSIMXKN RoMI

A general

Introduction to Statistics and Data Analysis. Fvery

fall

I

all

2009

kis.

which students learn to draw conclusions lioni data
using statistical techniques. Kxamples are drawn from many different areas of application.
The computer is used extensively. Topics include exploratory data analysis, planning and
introduction to statistics

in

design of experiments, probability, one and two sample
regression

or

Not opt*n

to students

who ha\e

credit tor

t

-procedures, and simple linear

Mathematics

165. Psychology 252.

Economics 257

161a

MCSR

DifTerential

(

alculus lAery semester Ihi Di iakimi vr.

lunclions. uicluding the trigonometric, exponential, and logarithmic lunctions. the
derivative and the rules for differentiation; the anti derivative; applications of the derivative

and the anli-derivalive. R>urlo
per week, on average.
in

secondary

sch(K)l.

Open

live

hours of class meetings and computer laboratory sessions

lo students

who have

taken

at least

three years of mathematics

Mathematics

165a

-

An

MCSR.

221

Every spring. Spring 2010. The Department.
introduction to the statistical methods used in the life sciences. Emphasizes conceptual
Biostatistics.

understanding and includes topics from exploratory data analysis, the planning and design
of experiments, probability, and statistical inference.
their

non-parametric analogs, one-way

ANOVA,

One and two sample

t-procedures and

simple linear regression, goodness of

fit

and the chi-square test for independence are discussed. Four to five hours of class
meetings and computer laboratory sessions per week, on average. Not open to students who

tests,

have credit for Mathematics 155, Psychology 252, or Economics 257.

171a

MCSR.

-

The

Integral Calculus. Every semester. The Department.

definite integral; the

Fundamental theorems; improper integrals; applications of the
and approximations including Taylor polynomials

definite integral; differential equations;

and Fourier

series.

Four

to five hours of class

meetings and computer laboratory sessions

per week, on average.
Prerequisite:

172a

A

-

MCSR.

Mathematics

161.

Integral Calculus,

Advanced

Section. Fall 2009.

The Department.

review of the exponential and logarithmic functions, techniques of integration, and

numerical integration. Improper integrals. Approximations using Taylor polynomials and

Emphasis on differential equation models and their solutions. Four to five
hours of class meetings and computer laboratory sessions per week, on average. Open to
students whose backgrounds include the equivalent of Mathematics 161 and the first half
of Mathematics 171. Designed for first-year students who have completed an AB Advanced
Placement calculus course in their secondary schools.
infinite series.

181a

-

MCSR.

Multivariate Calculus. Every semester. The Department.

Multivariate calculus in two and three dimensions. Vectors and curves in

two and

three

dimensions; partial and directional derivatives; the gradient; the chain rule in higher dimensions;

double and

triple integration; polar, cylindrical,

and spherical coordinates;

line integration;

conservative vector fields; and Green's theorem. Four to five hours of class meetings and

computer laboratory sessions per week, on average.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 171 or 172.

200a

-

MCSR.

Introduction to Mathematical Reasoning. Every semester. The

Department.

An introduction to logical deductive reasoning, mathematical proof, and the fundamental
concepts of higher mathematics. Specific topics include set theory, induction, infinite
permutations, and combinations.
Prerequisite:

201a

-

MCSR.

An

active,

sets,

guided discovery classroom format.

Mathematics 181 or permission of the

instructor.

Linear Algebra. Every semester. The Department.

Topics include vectors, matrices, vector spaces, inner product spaces, linear transformations,
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and quadratic forms. Applications to linear equations, discrete

dynamical systems, Markov chains, least-squares approximation, and Fourier series. Formerly

Mathematics 222.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 181 or permission of the

MCSR.

instructor.

Biomathematics. Every fall. Fall 2009. Mary Lou Zeeman.
A study of mathematical methods driven by questions in biology. Biological questions
are drawn from a broad range of topics, including disease, ecology, genetics, population
dynamics, neurobiology, endocrinology and biomechanics. Mathematical methods include
compartmental models, matrices, linear transformations, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, matrix
iteration and simulation; ODE models and simulation, stability analysis, attractors, oscillations

204a

-

1^^

Courses of Instruction

and limiting behavior, mathematical consequences of feedback, and multiple time-scales.
Three hours of class meetings and two hours of computer laboratory sessions per week. Within
the biology major, this course may count as the mathematics credit or as biology credit, but
not both. Students are expected to ha\ e taken a

\

ear of high school or college biology prior

FormerK Mathematics 174. (Same as Biology
Mathematics 161 or permission of the instructor.

to taking this course.

Prerequisite:

174.)

MCSR.

Applied Mathematics: Ordinary Differential Equations. Every spring.
Spring 2010. The Department.
A study of some of the ordinary differential equations that model a variety of systems
in the natural and social sciences. Classical methods for solving differential equations with

224a

-

an emphasis on modern, qualitative techniques for studying the beha\ ior of solutions to
differential equations. Applications to the analysis of a

broad

.set

of topics, including population

dynamics, competitive economic markets, and design flaws. Computer software
an important tool, but no prior programming background
Prerequisite:

225a
.A

-

MCSR

Mathematics 181 or permission of the
Probability. Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

is

is

used as

assumed.

instructor.

Stephen Fisk.

study of the mathematical models used to formalize nondeterministic or '*chance"

phenomena. General topics include combinatorial models, probability spaces, conditional
probabilit), discrete and continuous random \ ariables. independence and expected \alues.
SpeciHc probability densities, such as the binomial, Poisson, exponential, and normal, are
discussed

in

depth.

Prerequisite:

Mathematics 181 or permission of the

instructor.

MCSR. Elementary Topics in Topology. Every other spring. Spring 2010. The
227a
DhPAKIMENI.
Topology studies properties of geometric objects that do not change when the object
is detormed. The course covers knot theory, surfaces, and other elementary areas of
topology.
Prerequisite:

229a

.MCSR

Mathematics 200

or permission of the instructor.

Optimization. Every other spring. Spring 201

A study of optimization problems arising

in a

1.

The Department.

variety of situations in the social and natural

sciences. Analytic and numerical metht)ds are used to study problems in mathematical

programming, including

linear fnodels. but

Issues ot dualit) and scnsiii\

ity to

w

ith

an emphasis on modern nonlinear models.

data perlurbations arc co\ered, and there are extensive

applications to real-world problems.
Prerequisite:

232a

Mathematics 181

MCSR Number

A standard course

in

or permission of the uistructor.

Theory. Ever> oihcr

tall.

Fall 2010.

Thi Department.

elementary number theory, w Inch traces

ilic

historical

dcxclopmcnt

and includes the major contributions of Euclid, Fcrmai, Filler, Gauss, and Dirichlet. Prime
numbers, taclorizalion. and numlx-r-thcorelic functions. Perfect numbers and Merscnnc primes.

theorem and its consequences. Congruences and the law ot qiiailratic reciprocity.
Hie problem of uinque factorization in various numlxT systems. Integer solut ions lo algebraic

Ferriuil's

equations. Primes in arithmetic progressions.
list

An

effort

is

matle to collect along the

of unsolved problems.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 200 or permission

ol the instructor.

way

a

Mathematics

233a

-

MCSR.

223

Functions of a Complex Variable. Every other

fall.

Fall 2009.

Thomas

PlETRAHO.

The differential and integral calculus of functions of a complex variable. Cauchy 's theorem
and Cauchy 's integral formula, power series, singularities, Taylor's theorem, Laurent's
theorem, the residue calculus, harmonic functions, and conformal mapping.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 181 or permission of the

instructor.

235a. Exploratory Multivariate Data Analysis. Every other

fall.

Fall

2010. The

Department.

Almost

all

data collected by researchers

is

multivariate.

An

introduction to the theory and

techniques of exploratory multivariate data analysis. Topics include graphical techniques,
scientific

components, multi-dimensional
and genomics, cluster analysis, and data mining.
system R.

visualization, discriminant analysis, principle

scaling, classification,

Students learn

how

Prerequisite:

phylogeny

trees

to use the statistical

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222)

or permission of the

instructor.

244a

-

An

MCSR.

Numerical Methods. Every other

spring. Spring 2010.

The Department.

introduction to the theory and application of numerical analysis. Topics include

approximation theory, numerical integration and differentiation, iterative methods for solving
equations, and numerical analysis of differential equations.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) or permission of

the

instructor.

247a

A

-

MCSR.

Geometry. Every other

spring. Spring 201

1.

The Department.

survey of modern approaches to Euclidean geometry

in two and three dimensions.
Axiomatic foundations of metric geometry. Transformational geometry: isometrics and

similarities.

Klein's Eriangen Program. Symmetric figures. Scaling, measurement, and

dimension.
Prerequisite:

258a

-

MCSR.

Mathematics 200 or permission of the

instructor.

Combinatorics and Graph Theory. Every other

spring. Spring

20 11. The

Department.

An

may

introduction to combinatorics and graph theory. Topics to be covered

enumeration, matching theory, generating functions, partially ordered

sets,

include

Latin squares,

designs, and graph algorithms.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 200 or permission of the

instructor.

262a - MCSR. Introduction to Algebraic Structures. Every year. Fall 2009. Jennifer
Taback.
A study of the basic arithmetic and algebraic structure of the common number systems,
polynomials, and matrices. Axioms for groups, rings, and fields, and an investigation into
general abstract systems that satisfy certain arithmetic axioms. Properties of mappings that
preserve algebraic structure.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 200 and 201 (formerly Mathematics 222), or permission of

the instructor.

263a - MCSR. Introduction to Analysis. Every year. Spring 2010. The Department.
Emphasizes proof and develops the rudiments of mathematical analysis. Topics include
an introduction to the theory of sets and topology of metric spaces, sequences and series,
continuity, differentiability, and the theory of Riemann integration. Additional topics may
be chosen as time permits.

"^
^

Prerequisite: Mathematics 200 or a 200-lever mathematics course approved by the
instructor.

224

264a

Courses of Instruction

MCSR.

-

Fall 2009.

Applied Mathematics: Partial Differential Equations. Every other

tall.

Adam Lew.

A study of some of the partial

differential equations that

model a

variety of systems in the

methods for solving partial differential equations, with
an emphasis where appropriate on modern, qualitati\e techniques for studying the behavior
natural and social sciences. Classical

of solutions. Applications to the analysis of a broad

and imaging. Computer software

flow,

background

is

is

set

of topics, including air quality,

used as an important

tool, but

traffic

no prior programming

assumed.

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 224, or permission of

Prerequisite:

the instructor.

265a

-

An

MCSR.

Statistics.

Every spring. Spring 2010. The Department.

introduction to the fundamentals of mathematical statistics. General topics include

likelihood methods, point and inier\al estimation, and tests of significance. Applications

include inference about binomial, Poisson, and exponential models, frequency data, and
analysis of normal measurements.

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 225. or permission of

Prerequisite:

the instructor.

291a 294a Intermediate Independent Study

in

Mathematics. The Department.

302a .Advanced lopics in Algebra. Every other spring. Spring 2010. The Department.
Introduction to rings and fields. Vector spaces over arbitrary fields. Additional topics may
include Galois theor). algebraic niinibcr theory, finite fields, and symmetric functions.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 262 or permission of the instructor.
303a.

Advanced Topics

in Analysis.

E\ery other spring. Spring 201

1

Tni Df parvment.

.

more seiecled lopics from analysis. Possible topics include geometric measure
theory, Lebesque general measure and integration theory, Fourier analysis, Hilberl and Banach
(Jne or

space theory, and spectral theory.

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 263.

IVerequisite:

or permission of

the instructor.

304a

Advanced Topics

One or more

in

selected topics

Applied Mathematics. Every other
mi

fall.

Fall

2010. Thi

applied nuilheinalics. Material sclcclcd Ironi the lollow ing:

Fourier scries, partial differential equations, integral equations, optimal control, bifurcation
theory, asymptotic analysis, applied

tunclioiiai

topics

analysis, aiu!

in

inalhematical

physics.
Prerequisite;

.Mathematics

2(M).

201 (lormcrly Mathematics 222). and 224. or pcnnission

ol the instructor.

305a Advanced Topics

in

Prohabilitv and Statistics

I

\ei\ t)thd

r;ill

all

I

lOW. K()slM\K^

KoHikis.

One

or

more specialized

topics in probabilii\

.md

statistics.

Possible lopics inckulc

regression analysis, nonparamelric statistics, logistic regression, and other lineal and nonlinear

approaches to modeling data, limphasis

is

on the mathematical derivation

pnKcdurcs and on the application of the statistical theors to real
Rrcrcquisile: Mathematics 201 (lormcrly Mathematics 222)

life
;iiul

ol the si;iiistic;il

problems.
265. or permission of

the instruelor

307a. .\d\anced hipiis in (,eonutr>

A survey of aftinc.

lAer> othci

tall

I

all 2(M)*>.

Wii

i

iam

Bakm

k.

projective, and non-luiclidean geometries in two-dimensions, uinficd

by the transformational viewpoint of Klein's Erianger Program. Special focus

uill

be placed

Music
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on conic sections. Additional topics: complex numbers in Euclidean geometry, quaternions
in three-dimensional geometry, and the geometry of four-dimensional space-time in special

Mathematics 247 is helpful but not required.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 200 and 201 (formerly Mathematics 222), or permission of

relativity.

the instructor.

401a-404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

Mathematics. The

in

Department.

Music
Mary

Hunter, Department Chair

Linda Marquis, Senior Department Coordinator

Professors: Robert K. Greenlee,

Mary

Hunter, Gristle Gollins Judd

Associate Professors: James W. McGalla, Vineet Shende

Senior Lecturer: Anthony

F.

Antolini

Lecturers: Frank Mauceri, John Morneau, Roland Vazquez, Ghristopher Watkinson
Visiting Faculty:

Anthony Perman

Requirements for the Major

in

Music

The music major normally consists of ten academic courses and two performance credits.
Most majors follow one of the tracks indicated in the "Sample Majors" listed below, but
students are also invited to design a major to suit their own needs. No more than two lOO-level
courses in addition to Music 101, 131, and 151 may be counted toward the major, and two
300-level courses in addition to Music 451 are normally required of all majors. Honors work
normally adds one extra course to the standard

and

ten,

second semester counts as the

its

senior independent study.

The process

for declaring the

major

is

as follows:

( 1 )

The

student consults with a

member

of the music faculty as early in the individual's college career as possible. (2) Before declaring
a major, the student proposes a

major

to follow

by submitting a

chair or to another

member

list

list

of courses that

fulfill

or sample major announcement to the music department

of the department. (3)

Upon departmental

of courses or the particular track, the major declaration

Subsequent alterations

to this

of the department or another

list

the major, or identifies a sample

is

of courses are possible only

member

approval of the

list

signed by the department chair.
in consultation

with the chair

of the music faculty.

Sample Sequences of Courses for the Music Major
General Music Major

Music 101, 131

or 211, 151, 203, 302, and 451.
Four electives, including two 200-level courses and one 300-level course. One consecutive

year of lessons on the same instrument; one consecutive year in the same ensemble.

Honors

in

music adds one advanced independent study

to this

list.

Music and Culture

Music 101 or 151, 131, 211

;

a total of five electives:

two or three from the music department

(including at least one at the 200 level); and two or three relevant and sequential courses

from another department, including

at least

one

at the

200

level; a

200-leverindependent
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study combining departmental and extra-departmental perspectives: one course numbered

355-358, and 451; and one

full credit

of a non-Western ensemble.

Composition and Theory

Music

218 or 291, 243, one course numbered 250-259, 302, 361, 451, and
plus the lessons and ensemble required for the general major, above.

101, 151. 203,

one elective,

European and American Music

Music

numbered 250-259, 302, one course numbered
least one at the 200 level), 451; plus the lessons and

101, 131, 151, 203, one course

351-354, two electives (including

at

ensemble required for the general major, above.

Requirements for the Minor

in

Music

The minor in music consists of six credits (five academic courses and one consecutive year of
private lessons or one year of participation in a single ensemble). The five academic courses
include 101 and any four others including at least two above the 100 level.

Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses

61c

-

\ PA.

Fundamentals of Music. Spring 2010.

M ak^

Hi ntfr.

Fortheentr\-lc\ei student. Explores the fundamentalelementsof music

melody, pitch, rhythm, texture, timbre

— form, harmony,

— and teaches basic skills in reading and w riting Western

music notation for the purposes of reading, analyzing, and creating musical works.
101c

\ PA.

Theory

Fundamentals of Music Theory. Every

I:

year. Fall 2009. Gristle

Collins Judd.

Designed for students with some beginning experience
read music. Covers scales, keys, modes, inters

course

is

als,

in

music theory and an

ability to

and basic tonal harmony. Fnlrance

determined by a placement exam or permission of the

instructor. To

to the

ensure proper

placement, students are expected to have taken the music placement examination prior to
registering for
l()2c

\

PA

Music

101.

Introduction to Classical Music. Fall

Introduction to

some major works and

from the middle ages up

2(K)9.

Mary Hunthr.

central issues in

to the present day. Includes

some

liic

canon of Western music,

ct)ncerl attendance

and in-class

demonstrations^.

105c

\ P.\

Introduction to Audio Recording Techni(|ues. Spring 2010 Cukisioimii

k

W MKINSiJN.
hxplorcs the hislor)

ot

audio recording tcchnolog) as

function of recording technique,

i(

pertauis lo music, aesthetic

modern applications of multilrack recording, and

editing of sound created and captured in the acoustic ilrena. Topics include

liic

digital

jihysics

of sound, microphone design and function, audio mixing console topology, dynamic ami
mcKhilation audio priKcssors. studio design anti construction. princi|iles of analog to digital

(ADA)

conversion, and

artistic

choice as an engineer. Stutlents uill civalc their

own mix

of

music recorded dunnL' class time

|Hic
113)1

\V\

\rri(;in l);iin(

.\m\

Music (Same

as

Africana .Studies 113 and Dance

Music 120 through 149 cover
students with

little

Music
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specific aspects of

music history and literature, designed for
titles and contents may change every

or no background in music. Course

semester.

121c

-

VPA. History of Jazz

I.

Every other

year. Fall 2009.

James McCalla.

A survey ofjazz's development from its African American roots in the late nineteenth century
through the Swing Era of the 1930s and 1940s, and following the great Swing artists— e.g.,

Goodman — through their
much attention to cultural and

Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Billie Holiday, and Benny
later careers.

Emphasis

historical context

122c

-

A

is

on musical elements, but includes

through readings and videos. (Same as Africana Studies 121.)

VPA. History of Jazz

II.

Every other

year. Fall 2010.

James McCalla.

survey of jazz's development from the creation of bebop

in the

1940s through the

present day, e.g., from Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie through such artists as Joshua

Redman, James
but includes

(Same

as

125c

IP,

A

-

and the Art Ensemble of Chicago. Emphasis

Carter,

much

is

on musical elements,

attention to cultural and historical context through readings

and videos.

Africana Studies 122.)

VPA. Music of the Middle

survey of music

in

East. Every other year. Fall 2009.

Mary Hunter.

both Arab and non-Arab countries of the Middle East and North

Africa. Students learn the fundamental melodic and rhythmic features of music of this region

and then address a variety of topics

like

music and Islam, music and dance, and the music of

particular regions or histories. Includes live demonstrations

129c

-

VPA. From the Vihuela

to the Variax:

by professional musicians.

The History of

the Guitar. Spring 2010.

ViNEET ShENDE.

An

Middle
modeling descendants. Examines how

exploration of the guitar's development, from

Eastern origins to
history, culture,
possibilities,

its

twenty-first-century digital

its

second millennium

and technology have shaped the physical instrument,

and

its

resultant repertoire.

The

its

b.c.e.

technique,

its

sonic

contributions and innovations of important

luthiers, composers, and performers will be studied. While focus will be on the instruments
and music of six-string classical, steel-string, and electric guitars, other fretted string relatives,

such as the Japanese Bivva, the Indian

Sitar,

and the Arabic Oud,

will be considered as points

of reference.

Thinking and Writing about Music. Every other year. Spring 201 1. Mary Hunter.
Highly recommended for those considering majoring in music. An introduction to the

131c.

academic study of music and the types of questions confronting music scholars today. Why
do humans make music? In what ways are ideas communicated with musical sounds? How
do musical preferences develop? How can we understand musical practices from different
cultural and historical contexts? Introduces students to the disciplinary goals and methods of
the numerous subfields of music scholarship, as well as the ways in which music scholarship
contributes to a variety of interdisciplinary approaches and

VPA. Music of South Asia. (Same

[139c

IP,

144c

ESD,

-

IP.

Music

in Africa. Spring 2010.

as

life

outside of academia.

Asian Studies

139.)]

Anthony Perman.

Introduction to a broad range of musical styles from throughout Africa. Explores

how

used in religious contexts, within nationalist movements, and in social life more
generally, with special attention given to popular music and transnational influences on these
forms. Students read a range of ethnographic writings on African music, as well as popular

music

is

press to address issues of colonialism, capitalism, and commercialization, ifl post-colonial
Africa.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 144.)
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151c

\ PA. Write

-

Your

Own

Beatles Tune: Introductory Practicum in Tonal Music.

E\ erv year. Fall 2009. Vineet Shende.

A

largely practical, project-oriented course, for students with

some

basic experience in

music. Students learn tonal and basic chromatic vocabulary through writing and performing
their

own

songs, mostly

in the style

of Lennon, McCartney, and Harrison. Melodic, harmonic,

and rhythmic writing, and analysis: bass-line construction; text-setting; and basic keyboard
skills are addressed. Small-group and individual lab sessions are scheduled separately.
Prerequisite:

Music 101 or passing grade on

the department's music theory placement

examination, or permission of instructor.

164c

VPA. Acappella. Spring 2010. Robert Greenlee.

-

A study ofcurrently popular a cappella music, including folk song arrangements, pop music
works by American composers such as Whitacre and
Lauridsen, spirituals, and Zulu Iscathamiya (such as Ladysmith Black Mambazo). Possible
projects include arranging, rehearsing an ensemble, and analyzing repertoire and performance
styles. Vocal techniques will be discussed, and students will be expected to sing.
Prerequisite: Music 101. 271. or 273 or permission of instructor.
collegiate a cappella tradition,

in the

203c - VPA. Tonal Analysis. Every year. Spring 2010. James McCalla.
Through a survey of music from Bach to Chopin, the student learns to recognize the
basic processes and forms of tonal music, to read a score fluently, and to identify chords
and modulations.
Prerequisite:

211c

-

Music 151

or permission of instructor.

VPA. Theory and Method

in

Ethnomusicology. Every other

year.

Fall 2CX)9.

A.vrnoNY Pkrman.

An

introduction to the principal theories and methods of ethnomusicology. Focuses on the

foundational texts defining the cultural study of the world's musics, drawing upon concepts

and tools from both anthropology and musicology. Addresses issues regarding musical
tieldwork. recording, and cultural analysis. Students eneaec
projects to put into practice
Prerequisite:

218c

\ P.\

One

course

what they study
in

in the

in

cthnomusicoloszical

field

classroom.

music, or permission of the instructor.

Introduction to Klectronic Music. Every other year. Fall 2009. Frank

Mauchri.

Examination of the history and techniques of electronic and computer music. Topics
include compositional aesthetics, recording technology, digital and analog synthesis, sampling,
MIDI (Musical histrument Digital interface), and computer assisted composition. ImuIs w ith
a concert ol student compositions.
Prerequisite:

Music 203.

221c liupro>isation

I

\cr> olher year.

Sprmg

201

I.

I-rank Mai'ciri.

Do we understand improvised and composed music differently, and.

it

so.

how? Investigates

consequences for the organization of lime m
music. Also considers the scKial functions and meanings of improvisation. Analysis draws
from recordings, interviews, and writings in ethnomusicology, semiotics, and music theory. At
musical syntax

the

same

in

improvi.scd settings and

iis

tune, students participate in regular improvisation

workshops exploring

Ncni.uiilar

mu'gcs. avanl garde open forms, and interactive electronics.
Prerequisite:

Mnsjt 151

or |K"rmission of the iiisiructor.

Ml loved Is Madl>: Ihe Music and Ufe of Duki Ellington 1899-1974) Spring
2010. JamhaMc-Caixa.
Adctailed study of the life and work of one of America's greatest composers and musicians

22.k

in the

(

context of twentieth centurv music and contemporary social history. Islington disliked

Music
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and preferred (among other labels) "African American music." Examines
his works' antecedents, its stylistic elements, its cultural work within United States society
from the Harlem Renaissance through the Civil Rights era, and its presentation by the
government as a symbol of the United States overseas. Also considers Ellington's almost
the term "jazz"

thirty-year collaboration with Billy Strayhorn (1915-1967); the extraordinary range of his

band's and small groups' work from secular Hollywood films to the late Concerts of Sacred
Music; and his projects with such guest artists as John Coltrane, Ella Fitzgerald, Charles

Mingus, and others.
Prerequisite:

Music 121 (same

as

Africana Studies 121) or 122 (same as Africana

Studies 122).
[226c

-

VPA.

Solitude, Society,

Good,

Evil,

and Love: The Operas of Benjamin

Britten.)

243c

VPA. Introduction

-

An

Composition. Every year. Spring 2010. Vineet Shende.
of combining the elements of melody, harmony, rhythm, form,

to

introduction to the art

and orchestration to create cohesive and engaging music. Students learn techniques for
generating and developing musical ideas through exercises and four main compositional
assignments: a work for solo instrument, a theme and variations for solo instrument and
piano, a song for voice and piano, and a

multi-movement work for three to five instruments.
own and one another's work. Ends with

Students also learn ways to discuss and critique their
a concert of student compositions.
Prerequisite:

250c

Music 101 or permission of the

instructor.

IP. World Music, Globalization, and Transnational Culture
Anthony Perm an.

-

2010.

Explores the role of globalization and commercialization

music" and "worldbeat." Investigates

how

the

demands of an

Industries. Spring

in the creation

of "world

international market

and the

constraints of neoliberalism shape musical performance and production in various contexts

around the world. Also explores

music
as

is

how

local

understood as a living practice, a

and cosmopolitan

tastes

mode of expression, and

shape the ways
as a

in

which

commodity. (Same

Anthropology 253.)

255c

-

VPA. The Western Canon. Every

other year. Fall 2010. James

McCalla.

A historical study of many of the principal works of Western classical music, with special
attention to the processes of

Prerequisite:

256c.

canon formation and the changes

in the

canon over time.

Music 203.

Modernism, Post-Modernism, Beside and Beyond: Twentieth-Century Western
McCalla.

Classical Music. Fall 2009. James

An
ca.

intensive survey of (mostly) Western classical music and musical aesthetics

1905 through the present day. Critical listening,

stylistic analysis,

from

score study, and both

primary and secondary source readings.
Prerequisite:

Music 203 or permission of the

instructor.

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Music. The Department.
302c. Tonal Composition. Fall 2009. Robert Greenlee.

A compositional study of the stylistic traits of the late common-practice period in Western
and keyboard studies, students
romantic era: a song or character piece, a

Europe. In addition to frequent short exercises, aural
write three compositions in the style of the late

drill,

portion of a sonata, and a scene from an opera.
Prerequisite:

Music 203 or permission of the

-,

instructor.

*
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Computer Music Composition and Sound

315c.

Synthesis. Spring 2010. Frank

Malceri.

Covers advanced topics

computer music. Focuses on algorithmic composition and

in

sound synthesis. The significance of these techniques will be discussed with reference to
information iheorv, cybernetics, and cultural critiques of media technology. Students design
projects in computer-assisted composition, video

sound

tracks,

and

live (real time)

media

applications.

Music 218.

Prerequisite:

Music History: Mozart's Operas. Spring 2010. Mary Hunter.

353c. Topics in

A close study of the Mozart operas, with special focus on the late works.
analysis and

work

Includes musical

biography, and musical, social, and theatrical history. Projects include

in

analysis and creation of productions.

Music 203

Prerequisite:

or permission of the instructor.

Ethnomusicologv]

[355c. Topics in

361c. Topics in

Music Theory: Orchestration. Every other

year.

Fall

2009. Vineet

Shhndk.

An

in-depth examination of factors to consider

instruments. Students

become

familiar with

works for ensembles such as
ensemble, and

all

when

orchestral

such instruments and arrange and transcribe

woodwind

string quartet,

modern

writing for

quartet, brass quintet, percussion

composers such as Brahms,
order to further their knowledge

orchestra. Students also study scores by

full

Mahler. Ravel. Schoenberg. Stravinsky, and Takemitsu

in

of the techniques of instrumentation.
Prerequisite:

Music 203. 243.

or 302. or permission of the instructor.

401c 404c .\dvanced Independent Study and Honors
451c. Senior Project in .Music. Every spring.

must lake

.Mi senior majors

mdependeni work or

this course,

in

Music. The Department.

The DEPARrMENT.
which involves either

a single semester of

the second semester of an honors thesis. Students

one faculty member

each other and

at least

senior majors.

Must be taken

in the

to di.scuss their

meet regularly with

work or readings relevant

spring of the senior \car.

Open only

to senior

to all

music

majors.

IMKIOKMANCi: STl'DIKS
Up to six

credits of indi\ idual

f(r(ulu(irit>n credit.

performance and ensemble courses together may be taken for

Music MiS 387 count

this limitation. Ix'ssons, large

for acatlcmic credit

ensembles, chamber ensembles,

and are thus not included
antl ja//

in

ensembles ma> also

be taken as non-credit courses.

285c 28yc Individual IVrformance Studies 1a cry semester.

The following provisions govern
I.

applicti

music lessons

for credit:

Individual performance courses are inteiuled torthccontiiuiedstudyi>f instruments with

which

the student

is

alreadv familiar. Students must take

at least

two coiisecuti\e semesters

of study on the same instrument to receive one-half credit |xt semester

reduced

rale.

The first semester (f/ study on tlw first instru/ntnl

will

aiul to receive the

he licsiiimitcd Music 2H5.

The second and (dl subsequent semesters of credit lessons on the same instrument will he
de si f^nated Music 2H6. The first semester of study (m o different instrununl w ill he disif^notcd

Music
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Music 287. The second and all subsequent semesters of study on that second instrument will
he designated Music 288. The number Music 289 is reserved for all semesters of study on
a third instrument.
2.

One-half credit

course grades.

To

is

granted for each semester of study. Students are graded with regular

receive credit, students must register for lessons at the beginning of each

semester of study in the Office of the Registrar and the Department of Music. Note: Add/
drop dates for lessons are earlier than add/drop dates for other courses. The deadline to add
lessons is one week from the start of classes, and the deadline to drop lessons is two weeks

from the

start

of classes.

3. Admission is by audition only. Only students who are intermediate or beyond
development of their skills are admitted.

in the

Beginning with the second semester of lessons, students must perform in an end-ofsemester public performance. Repertory classes, Lunchbreak Concerts, and other designated
4.

music department venues

all

count as public performances. Such performances must be

registered with the department coordinator to count for credit.
5.

To

receive credit for Individual Performance Studies, the student must complete an

music department (including Music 385) within the
half of study, or by graduation, whichever comes first.

academic course

6.

in the

first

year and a

Students taking lessons for credit pay a fee of $477 for twelve one-hour lessons per

semester. Junior and senior music majors and minors

may

take two half-credits free of

charge.
7.

Student Recitals. In most circumstances, a student

is

required to take

Music 385-387

some cases, however, a student may be
Music 385-387, subject to permission of the

(see below) in order to perform a solo recital. In

allowed to perform a
instructor, availability

recital

without taking

of suitable times, and contingent upon a successful audition

music department. The student
for the audition)

385c-387c

-

is

in the

expected to arrange for an accompanist (who must play

and pay any accompanist's

fees.

VPA. Advanced Individual Performance
Music 286.

Studies. Every semester.

Prerequisite:
1.

This option for private study

open only

to students already

advanced on

their

Music 386 may be
repeated for credit. The first semester of study will be designated Music 385. The second and
all subsequent semesters ofprivate lessons on the same instrument will be designated Music
386. The number 387 is reserved for all semesters of study on a second instrument.
instruments. Students

One

may

is

take one or

more semesters of

this option.

each semester of study. Students are graded with regular
course grades. To receive credit, students must register for lessons at the beginning of each
2.

credit is granted for

semester of study in the Office of the Registrar and the Department of Music. Note: Add/

drop dates for lessons are earlier than add/drop dates for other courses. The deadline to add
lessons is one week from the start of classes, and the deadline to drop lessons is two weeks

from

the start of classes.

Admission is by departmental audition only. Students must audition with a member of
the music department before signing up for this option. Subsequent semesters of advanced
lessons on the same instrument do not require further auditions.
3.

4.

To

receive credit for lessons, the student must perform a thirty- to fbrty-five-minute

recital at the

end of the semester. The student

is

expected to write program notes for

this

Courses oj Instruction
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and other written work acceptable

recital
5.

To receive

and be able

to

credit, the student

demonstrate

6.

must have an advisor from the music department

to that faculty

and/or context of the music. The

and the faculty member

to the faculty advisor.

letter

member

that

faculty,

he or she understands the structure

grade will be determined jointly by the applied teacher

after the recital.

Fees as with half-credit lessons.

Instructors for

2009-2010 include

Julia

Adams

(viola), Christina

Astrachan (voice),

Naydene Bowder piano and harpsichord). Christina Chute (cello), Ray Cornils (organ). Matt
Fogg (jazz piano). .Allen Graffam (trumpet). Steve Grover (percussion), Anita Jerosch (low
(

brass),

Timoth\ Johnson (voice), John Johnstone (classical guitar), David Joseph (bassoon),
(\iolin), George Lopez(piano),Greg Loughman (electric bass),Tracey

Stephen Kecskemeth)

MacLean

(jazz voice),

Frank Mauceri (jazz saxophone), Kathleen McNerney (oboe), Joyce

Moulton (piano), Gilbert Peltola (saxophone and clarinet), Bonnie Scarpelli
Tripp (tlute), Scott Vaillancourt (tuba), and Gary Wittner (jazz guitar).

Ensemble Performance

(voice), Krysia

Studies. Every semester.

The following provisions govern ensemble:
1.

2.

ensembles are auditioned; returning students need not normally re-audition.
One-half credit may be granted for each semester of study. To rccei\e credit, the student
All

must register
3.

for the course in the Oftice of the Registrar.

Grading

is

Credit/D

Fail.

Hnsembles meet regularly for a minimum ofthree hours weekly, inclusive of time without
ensemble director; ensemble directors establish appropriate attendance policies.
5. All ensembles require public performance.

4.

the

Note: Six of the following:,

eii^ht

ensembles currently provide one-half credit toward the Visual

and Performini' Arts VPA) distribution requirement. This VPA
removed after the 2(H)9-2() 1 academic year.
(

269c

\PA

Middle Kastern Knsemble.

27k

\ l*\

(hamlKT Choir

273c

VPA

Chorus. Anihony ANmuNi.

275c

(

M akv

Hinh

r.

Romiri Grkkni,ee.

oncirt Band. John Mornkau.

277c Orchestra

k<>i

wd V

\/<.)Iif-7.

279c

VPA

2H1(

\

P\

\Norl(l

2H3(

\

PA

.la// l'.ns4.iiihUs

(

haml)i-r Fnsemhlcs. Koi

Musit l.nsembicv
I

and VAzyuKZ.

Amuonv

rank Maui.ri.

Pi

rman.

desii>nation.

however

will be
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Neuroscience
Program Director

Patsy S. Dickinson,
Julie

J.

Santorella,

Program Coordinator

Professor: Patsy S. Dickinson (Biology)

Associate Professor:

Richmond Thompsonf (Psychology)

Assistant Professors: Hadley Wilson Horch (Biology), Seth

Laboratory Instructor: Nancy

J.

Curtis

Contributing Faculty: Bruce D. Kohorn, Samuel

Requirements for the Major

The major
the

lists

in

two

below. Advanced placement credits

may

still

not be used to

fulfill

from

any of the course

neuroscience may be used to fulfill one of
Psychology 101, twelve courses related to

in

elective credits. If students place out of

be completed.

Note: The information provided below
in

Putnam, Mary Lou Zeeman**

consists of twelve courses, including nine core courses and three electives

Neuroscience must

major

P.

Neuroscience

requirements for the major. Independent study
the

Ramus (Psychology)

is

a listing of required

and elective courses for the

Neuroscience. These courses are offered by other departments and programs within

the College. Please refer to the departments of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics,

Psychology for further information, including course descriptions,

when
/.

instructors,

and semesters

these courses will next be offered.

Core Courses
Introductory Level and General Courses

Biology 109a MCSR, INS. Introductory Biology
or Biology 102a MCSR, INS. Biological Principles

II

Chemistry 225a. Organic Chemistry I
Psychology 101b. Introduction to Psychology
Psychology 252a - MCSR. Data Analysis
or Mathematics 165a - MCSR. Biostatistics
Introductory Neuroscience Course

Biology 213a - MCSR, INS. Neurobiology
or Psychology 218a. Physiological Psychology
Mid-level Neuroscience Courses

Three of the following:
Biology 253a. Neurophysiology

Biology 266a. Molecular Neurobiology
Psychology 275a - INS. Laboratory in Behavioral
Neuroscience: Social Behavior
Psychology 276a - INS. Laboratory in Behavioral
Neuroscience: Learning and Memory

Advanced Neuroscience Course

One of the following:
[Biology 325a. Topics in Neuroscience]

'
.

and

)
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Biology 329a. Neuronal Regeneration

Psychology 313a. Advanced Seminar in Behavioral Neuroscience
Psychology 315a. Hormones and Behavior
Psychology 316a Comparative Neuroanatomy

Psychology 319a.

II.

Memory and

Brain

Three electives may be chosen from the courses

above (but not already taken) or

listed

below:
Biology 101a

-

Biology 212a

-

Biology 214a

-

Biology 217a

-

Biology 224a
(

same

as

MCSR. INS. Biological Principles I
MCSR. INS. Genetics and Molecular Biology
MCSR. INS. Comparative Physiology
MCSR. INS. Developmental Biology
MCSR. INS Biochemistry and Cell Biology
Chemistry 231

Biology 333a. Advanced Cell and Molecular Biology

Chemistry 232a

MCSR.

Biochemistry (same as Biology 232)
Computer Science 355a. Cognitive Architecture
Mathematics 204a - MCSR. Biomathematics (same as Biology 174)
Physics 104a MCSR. INS Introductory Physics II
Psychology 210b Infant and Child Development
-

Psychology 216b. Cognitive Psychology
Psychology 251b. Research Design in Psychology
Psychology 259b/260b. Abnormal Psychology

Psychology 270b Laboratory in Cognition

Neuroscience 291a 294a Intermediate Independent Study
Neuroscience 401a 404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

Philosophy
Lawrence H. Simon, Departnunt Chair
Ijiiil\

C. BriicN. Dcpurtnwnt Coordinator

Professor: Scott R. Sehon
AsstK'iate Professors:

Lawrence H. Simon (Environmental

Studies),

Matthew

F.

Sluartt

Assistant Professor: Sarah D'Hricn Conly
Visitinfi

Faculty : Sarah

K

I'aul

Ki(|uirinunts for the Major

The major

consists of eight courses,

Icasl'onc other course
in the 3(K)s.

arr

•-•

in Pliil(»sophy

'••'.(•(!

which must

from the group niimbcretl

incluilc

in the 2(K)s;

The remainmg two courses may be from any
arc not counted toward the major.

Philosophy Ml. 112. and 223;

and two from
level.

llic lmoiiji

Courses

m

which

at

numbcrcii
I)

grades

Philosophy

Requirements for the Minor

in
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Philosophy

which must include Philosophy 111 and 112 and one
course from the group numbered in the 200s. The fourth course may be from any level.
Courses in which D grades are received are not counted toward the minor.

The minor

consists of four courses,

First- Year

Seminars

Topics

in first-year

seminars change from time to time but are restricted

no pretense to being an introduction to the whole

which contemporary debate is
being made by more than one

lively
field

scope and make

of philosophy. They are topics

field

and as yet unsettled and

of learning. For a

in

full

to

in

which contributions are often

description of first-year seminars,

see pages 149-60.
13c.

The Souls

of Animals. Fall 2010.

15c. Altruism. Fall 2009.

1

Personal

16c.

18c.

Matthew Stuart.

Lawrence Simon.

F^thics.]

Love. Fall 2009. Sarah Conly.

t27c.

Moral

History.]

Introductory Courses
Introductory courses are open to all students regardless of year and count towards the major.
They do not presuppose any background in philosophy and are good first courses.

Ulc. Ancient Philosophy. Every fall. Fall 2009. Sarah Conly.
The sources and prototypes of Western thought. We try to understand and evaluate Greek
ideas about value, knowledge, and truth.
112c.

Modern Philosophy. Every spring.

Spring 2010. Scott R. Sehon. Spring 20 H

.

Matthew

Stuart.

A

survey of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century European philosophy, focusing on

discussions of the ultimate nature of reality and our knowledge of it. Topics include the nature

of the mind and

its

relation to the body, the existence of

God, and the

free will problem.

Readings from Descartes, Locke, Hume, Kant, and others.

Moral Problems. Spring 2010. Sarah Conly.
Our society is riven by deep and troubling moral

120c.

controversies.

Examines some of

these controversies in the context of current arguments and leading theoretical positions.

Possible topics include abortion, physician-assisted suicide, capital punishment, sexuality,
the justifiability of terrorism,

and the justice of war.

142c. Philosophy of Religion. Spring 201

Does God
to believe in

1

.

Scott R. Sehon.

Can the existence of God be proven? Can it be disproven? Is it rational
God? What does it mean to say that God exists (or does not exist)? What

exist?

from non-religious beliefs? What is the relation between
and science? Approaches these and related questions through a variety of historical
and contemporary sources, including philosophers, scientists, and theologians. (Same as

distinguishes religious beliefs
religion

Religion 142.)
145c. Truth

and Morality: One, Many, or None? Spring 2010. Sarah Paul.,

When we disagree over whether or not the earth
is

wrong,

it

seems

to us that

goes around the sun, or whether slavery

we are disagreeing over something to which there is a single true
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answer;

we

can't

all

be

On

right.

the other hand,

of cultural diversity and worldviews

when we

in all different

we might

think the view that there

is

countenance the complexity

times and places, the idea that there

single truth or single morality that applies to everyone at

Indeed,

fully

all

is

a

times might seem implausible.

an absolute truth or absolute morality leads to

w hether there is one truth or many — whether there is
a single objecti\ e truth, or whether truth is in some w ay relative to particular cultures, places,
and times. Or perhaps there is simply no such thing as truth or morality, at least not that we
humans are capable of knowing. Concerns both descriptive truths — the kind of truths science
purports to deliver to us — and normative truths about what is moral or valuable. Readings
intolerance and oppression. Investigates

from classic and contemporary sources.

Sarah Pall.
number of psychologists have focused on

150c. Happiness. Fall 2009.

tew years,

In the past

a

What

human happiness. What is
What role does heredity play in determining our
happiness?

of

conditions
ability to

the empirical study

make human beings happy?

be happy? Philosophers, on the

other hand, have asked themselves a related but slightly different set of questions. Should

ue pursue happiness? Are
fulfilling

make us happy "good"? Can we be happy without
What should we do when the demands of ethics and those of
What other values compete w ilh that o\' happiness? Hxamines

things that

our moral obligations?

our happiness are

in contlict?

these philosophical questions concerning happiness and the

good

life in light

of the empirical

results of positive psychology.

1152c Death

I

InttTiiiediate

Courses

Freedom, and Reason.

History,

2(M)c

What

are the causes of historical

reason manifest themselves

and philosophy of history

in
in

Hegel

to .Marx.

21()c.

Philosophy of Mind.

Lawrence H. Simon.

Fall 2010.

development?

history?

A

Is

history progressive?

Do freedom

and

study of the development of political philosophy

ninclcenth-century

.Sprnig 2010. Sakaii

German philosophy from Kant through

Pah.

We see ourselves as rational agents: we have beliefs, desires, intentions, wishes, hopes,
etc. We also have the ability to perform actions, seemingly in light ol these helicls, desires.
and intentions.
conception of
and.

if

so.

Is

our conception of ourselves as rational agents consistent with our scientific

human beings

what

is

muid and body?

its

as biological

organisms? Can there be a science of the mind

status relative to other sciences'

How do

our mental slates

wc know our own minds,

come

to

What

is

the relationship helwecii

be about thnigs

in the

world?

How

(.\o

or whether other people even have minds? Readings primarils

from contemporary sources.
|22(k

liimlhics

I

221c Histor> of Fthics Spring 2010. Lawrence H. Simon.
How should one live? What is the good? What is my duty? Wlial
for doing ethics? The fundamental questions of ethics are examiiuii
Aristotle.

[222l

Hume.

Mill,

ihc proper nielhoil
ic\is ol

and Kant.

Politiral !Miilosi»ph\

SK

is

in iIk" classn.

|

and 2010. Scon R. Sehon.
he central problem of logic is to determine which arguments are good and which
To this end. we nUrjKJuce a syml>olic language and rigorous, formal methods lor
bad.
arc
22.^a
I

\I(

I

o^ic. Fall 2(K)t^
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seeing whether one statement logically implies another.

arguments, philosophical and otherwise.
formal system

we

We

also demonstrate certain theorems about the

construct.

225c. Philosophy of Science. Fall 2010 and Fall 201

Science

is

We apply these tools to a variety of

1.

Scott R. Sehon.

often thought of as the paradigm of rational inquiry, as a

method

that gives us

an unparalleled ability to understand the nature of the world. Others have doubted this rosy

^nd sociological aspects of the practice of science.
Investigates the nature of science and scientific thought by looking at a variety of topics,
including the demarcation of science and non-science, relativism and objectivity, logical
picture,

and have emphasized

historical

empiricism, scientific revolutions, and scientific realism.

Knowledge and Its Sources. Fall 2009. Sarah Paul.
What is knowledge, and how do we get it? What justifies

226c.

us in believing certain claims

to be true? Does knowing something ever involve a piece of luck?

Is

it

possible that

we

lack

knowledge of the external world altogether? An introduction to the theory of knowledge,
focusing on contemporary issues. Considers various conceptions of what it takes to have
knowledge against the background of the skeptical challenge, as well as topics such as selfknowledge and the problem of induction.
227c. Metaphysics. Spring 201

Metaphysics
include?

What

is

.

Matthew Stuart.

the study of very abstract questions about reality.

the relation

is

1

between things and

and persons have temporal parts as well as
persons over time?

What

is

action,

What does

reality

What is time? Do objects
What accounts for the identity of

their properties?

spatial parts?

and do we ever

act freely?

233. Intermediate Logic. Spring 2010. Scorr R. Sehon.
Investigates several philosophically important results of

modern

incompleteness theorems, the Church-Turing Theorem (that there
quantificational validity), andTarski's

is

logic, including

Godel's

no decision procedure for

theorem (the indefinability of truth for formal languages).

Discusses both the mathematical content and philosophical significance of these results.
Prerequisite:

Philosophy 223 or permission of the

[241c. Philosophy of

[249c

-

ESD,

IP.

instructor.

Law.]

African Philosophy. (Same as Africana Studies 249.)]

258c. Environmental Ethics. Spring 201

1.

Lawrence H. Simon.

What things in nature have moral standing? What are our obligations to them? How should
we resolve conflicts among our obligations? After an introduction to ethical theory, topics to
be covered include anthropocentrism, the moral status of nonhuman sentient beings and of
nonsentient living beings, preservation of endangered species and the wilderness, holism versus
individualism, the land ethic, and deep ecology.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies 258.)

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Philosophy. The Department.

Advanced Courses
Although courses numbered in the 300s are advanced seminars primarily intended for majors
in philosophy, adequately prepared students from other fields are also welcome. Besides
stated prerequisites, at least one of the courses from the group numbered in the 200s will
also be found a helpful preparation.

The Good Life. Spring 2010. Sarah Conly.
What is the best life? What should we strive for if we want to flourish? How important
is the role of the intellect? Of friends? Of moral character? Uses Aristotle's Ethics and
contemporary readings to examine some possible answers.
Prerequisite: One course in philosophy or permission of the instructor.

315c.
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332c. Origins of Analytic Philosophy. Spring 201

1.

Scott R. Sehon.

An examination of the beginnings of analytic philosophy. Examines the major works from
879-1 92 of the three progenitors of this philosophical movement: Gottlob Frege,
Bertrand Russell, and Ludwig Wittgenstein. Topics include objectivity and truth, logic and
inference, and the foundations of mathematics.
l^rerequisite: Philosophy 223 or permission of the instructor.

the period

1

1

Free Will. Fall 2009. Scon R. Shhon.
Do we have free will and moral responsibility?Can we have free will and moral responsibility
determinism is true? More broadly, can we have free w ill if all human behaviors can be

334c-.

if

explained scientifically? Readings from contemporary sources.
Prerequisite:

337c Hume.

An

One

course

in

philosophy.

Matthew Stuart.

Fall 2010.

examination of Hume's metaphysics and epistemology. focusing on his masterpiece, A

work — completed when the author w as only twenty-six — w as
largely ignored during his lifetime, but is now recognized as the high-water mark of British
Empiricism. Topics to include Hume's theories about cognition, imagination, causality,
Treatise of Human Saturc. This

inductive rea.soning, free will, personal identity, miracles, and moral evaluation.
Prerequisite:

340c.

Philosophy 112 or permission of the

Contemporary Ethical Theory. Spring 201

Examines debates

1.

instructor.

Lawrhnch H. Simon.

recent ethical theory and normative ethics. Possible topics include

in

realism and moral skepticism, explanation and justification
its critics, relati\

ism, whether morality

is

in ethics,

consequenlialism and

overly demanding, the sources of normalis

it>.

and

the relation of ethics to science.
Prerequisite:

Philosophy 112. 221. or 258, or permission of the

(346c Philosophy of (iender: Sex and Eove. (Same as

Women's

(iender and

Studies 346.

(375c Metaphysics of the Self

instructor.

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 346 and

)|

|

Advanced lopics in En\ironmeiital Phil()sophy. Spring 2010. Lawrknck H. Simon.
Examines philosophical, moral, political, and policy questions regarding various

392c.

environmental issues. Possible topics include the ethics of climate change policy, our
obligations to future generations, benefil-cosl analysis vs. the precautionary principle as a
dccisionriiakniL' instrument, and the relationship between justice and suslainabilil).
as

Environmental Studies 392

4(M(

404t

\(l\aiut(l

i

Independent Stucl> and Honors

in

Philosophy

Physics and Aslrononiy
Ihoinas Haiim^arlc. Dt/xuinuni

i

fuiir

Dominica Ivord-WtKKl. Deportment Coordinator

Pfhfes%ors:

Thomas

Haumjiarlc. Stephen

AwfHiatt Pro/t'wors Mark
Ijti

turrr:

O

CJ.

Naculich. Dale A. Syphers

Haule. Madeleine

I:.

Msall

Kenneth Dcnnison. Gary

L.

Micrs

Karen Tcipp

Ijihfiratory lnMruitor\:

(Same

lui

I)i

I'nkimi ni.
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The major program depends to some extent on the student's goals, which should be discussed
with the department. Those who intend to do graduate work in physics or an allied field should
plan to do an honors project. For those considering a program in engineering, consult pages
46-47.

A major with an

interest in

an interdisciplinary area such as geophysics, biophysics,

or oceanography will choose appropriate courses in related departments. Secondary school

teaching requires a broad base

in

science courses, as well as the necessary courses for

teacher certification. For a career in industrial management,

some courses

in

economics and

government should be included.

Requirements for the Major

in Physics

A student majoring in physics is expected to complete Mathematics 161,

171, Physics 103,

104, 223, 229, one 300-level methods course (Physics 300, 301, or 302), and three additional

approved courses higher than 104 (one of which may be Mathematics 181 or higher). At
least five

physics courses must be taken

For honors work, a student

is

at

Bowdoin.

expected to complete Mathematics 181, and Physics 103,

104, 223, 229, 300, 310, 451, and four additional courses, two of which must be

and one of which may be

level,

Requirements for the Minor

in

at the

300

mathematics numbered higher than Mathematics 181.

in Physics

The minor consists of at least four Bowdoin physics courses numbered 103 or higher,
one of which must be Physics 104.

at least

InterdiscipHnary Majors

The department

participates in interdisciplinary

programs

in

chemical physics and geology

and physics. See pages 209 and 212.

Prerequisites
Students must earn a grade of C- or above in any prerequisite physics course.

Introductory, Intermediate, and

MCSR,

50a

An

Advanced Courses

INS. Physics of Musical Sound. Fall 2009. Karen Topp.

introduction to the physics of sound, specifically relating to the production and

perception of music. Topics include simple vibrating systems; waves and

wave propagation;

resonance; understanding intervals, scales, and tuning; sound intensity and measurement;

sound spectra; how various musical instruments and the human voice work. Students are
expected to have some familiarity with basic musical concepts such as scales and intervals.
Not open to students who have credit for or are concurrently taking any physics course
numbered 100 or higher.
[62a

-

MCSR,

[80a

-

INS. Light and Color.]

[81a

-

INS. Physics of the Environment. (Same as Environmental Studies

INS. Contemporary Astronomy.]

81.)]

MCSR.

Introduction to Physical Reasoning. Fall 2009. Madeleine Msall.
Climate science. Quantum Physics. Bioengineering. Rocket science. Who^an understand

93a
it?

-

Anyone with high school mathematics (geometry and

in physics requires an' ability to

algebra) can

start.

Getting started

mathematically describe real world objects and experiences.
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Prepares students for additional work in physical science and engineering by focused practice

and calculation. Includes hands-on measurements,
some introductor)' computer programming, and many questions about the physics all around
us. To ensure proper placement, students are expected to have taken the physics placement
in quantitative description, interpretation,

examination prior to registering for Physics 93.

103a - MCSR, INS. Introductory Physics I. Every semester. Fall 2009. Mark Battle and
Dai h SvPHhRS. Spring 2010. Sthphhn Nacl'lich.
An introduction to the conservation laws, forces, and interactions that govern the dynamics
of particles and systems.

Shows how

a small set of fundamental principles and interactions

allow us to model a wide variety of physical situations, using both classical and modern
concepts.

A prime

goal of the course

is

to

have the participants learn

connect the

to actively

concepts with the modeling process. Three hours of laboratory work per week. To ensure

proper placement, students are expected

to

have taken the physics placement examination

prior to registering for Physics 103.
Prerequisite: Previous credit or concurrent registration in

Mathematics 161 or

higher,

or permission of the instructor.

MC\SR. INS. Introductory Physics II. Every semester. Fall 2009. Thomas Baumgarti
Spring 2010. Mark Baitle and Karen Topp.
l()4a

-

An

introduction to the interactions of matter and radiation. Topics include the classical

and quantum physics of electromagnetic radiation and

its

will include

quantum
work per week

interaction with matter,

properties of atoms, and atomic and nuclear spectra. Three hours of laboratory

an introduction to the use of electronic instrumentation.

Prerequisite: Physics 103

and previous credit or concurrent registration

Mathematics

in

171 or 181, or permission of the instructor.

162a

A

-

INS. Stars and (laiaxies. Spring 2010. Thomas Baumgarte.

quanlilati\e introduction to astronomy, with emphasis on stars, stellar dynamics, and

the structures they form, from binary stars to galaxies. Topics include the night sky. stellar
structure and evolution, white dwarfs, neutron stars, black holes, quasars, and the expansion

of the universe. Several nighttime observing sessions are required. Intended for both science

majors and non-majors

who

are secure in their mathematical skills.

with algebra, trigonometry, geometry, and calculus

is

223a

in

physics.

.Mathematics 161 or higher, or permission of the

INS. Klectric Fields and (Mrcuits. Every

working familiarity

expected. Does not satisfy pre-med or

other science departments' rctjuircments for a second course
Prerequisite:

A

fall,

lall 2009.

instructor.

Mark

Baiii

i.

The basic pheiiomenaol iheelectronuignelic interaction are introduced. The basic relations
arc then specialized for a

more

detailed study of linear circuit theory. Laboratory

stresses the fundamentals of electronic iiisiriimciitalion aiul iiiciisurviik'nl

components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors.
laborat()r\ work per week

cIuhIc^.

u

and transistors

ilh

work

basic circuit

Ihree hours of

Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission ol the instructor.

224a

An
and

Quantum

Physics and Kehitivity. Every spring. Spring 2010. Sii

mtrcHluction to t\so cornerstones of twentieth century physics,

sjx'cial relativity.

The

inlroduclion to

independent Schrcklinger equation
in relaliviiy

in

wave mechanics includes

phi \

N\(

ri ich.

quantum mechanics.

solutions to the time

one and three dimensions with

a|iplications.

Topics

include the (iaiilean and Ijiisleinian principles of relativity, the "paradoxes"

of spi'cial relativity. I.orent/ transformations, space time invariants, and the relativislu

dynamics (»t particles Not
Ph>sics275. 310. or.^T.*^
Prerequisite: Ph>si(s

()|><-n

KM

in siiidcuis

\\\\i)

ha\e

creilii I"' '»r

or [XTmission of the instructor.

are concurrently taking

1
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229a. Statistical Physics. Every spring. Spring 2010. Madeleine Msall.

Develops a framework capable of predicting the properties of systems with many particles.
This framework, combined with simple atomic and molecular models, leads to an understanding
of such concepts as entropy, temperature, and chemical potential.
is

developed as a mathematical
Prerequisite: Physics

Some

probability theory

tool.

104 or permission of the

instructor.

235a. Engineering Physics. Every other'spring. Spring 2010. Dale Syphers.

Examines

the physics of materials

from an engineering viewpoint, with attention

to the

concepts of stress, strain, shear, torsion, bending moments, deformation of materials, and
other applications of physics to real materials, with an emphasis on their structural properties.

Also covers recent advances, such as applying these physics concepts
in

to ultra-small materials

nano-machines. Intended for physics majors and architecture students with an interest

civil

Prerequisite: Physics

Modern

240a.

A

in

or mechanical engineering or applied materials science.

104 or permission of the

instructor.

Electronics. Every other spring. Spring 201

1.

brief introduction to the physics of semiconductors

culminating

The Department.
and semiconductor devices,

an understanding of the structure of integrated circuits. Topics include a

in

description of currently available integrated circuits for analog and digital applications and
their use in

modern

electronic instrumentation.

Weekly laboratory exercises with

integrated

circuits.

Prerequisite: Physics 103 or 104, or permission of the instructor.

MCSR.

Madeleine Msa;.l.
An introduction to the motion and propagation of sound waves. Covers selected topics
related to normal modes of sound waves in enclosed spaces, noise, acoustical measurements,
the ear and hearing, phase relationships between sound waves, and many others, providing

250a

-

Acoustics. Every other

fall.

Fall 2009.

a technical understanding of our aural experiences.
Prerequisite: Physics

104 or permission of the

instructor.

251a. Physics of Solids. Every other spring. Spring 2010. Dale Syphers.
Solid state physics describes the microscopic origin of the thermal, mechanical, electrical

and magnetic properties of solids. Examines trends
the success of classical

and semi-classical solid

in the

state

behavior of materials and evaluates

models

in

explaining these trends and in

predicting material properties. Applications include solid state lasers, semiconductor devices

and superconductivity. Intended for physics, geology, or chemistry majors with an

interest

in materials physics or electrical engineering.

Prerequisite: Physics

[257a.

104 or permission of the

instructor.

Atmosphere and Ocean Dynamics. (Same

Geology

as

Environmental Studies 253 and

257.)]

262a. Astrophysics. Every other

A quantitative

fall.

Fall 2010.

The Department.

discussion that introduces the principal topics of astrophysics, including

and evolution, planetary physics, and cosmology.
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.

stellar structure

280a. Nuclear

An

and

Particle Physics. Every other spring. Spring 2011.

The Department.

introduction to the physics of subatomic systems, with a particular emphasis on the

standard model of elementary particles and their interactions. Basic concepts in quantum

mechanics and special

relativity are introduced as needed.

Prerequisite: Physics

104 or permission of the

instructor.

-^
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291a-294a Intermediate Independent Study

in Physics.

Topics to be arranged by the student and the faculty.
teaching of physics, this course

may

The Department.
investigations concern the

If the

satisfy certain of the requirements for the

Maine

State

Teacher's Certificate. Students doing independent study normally have completed a 200-level
physics course.

Methods of Theoretical

300a.

Mathematics
areas of physics.

form

in the

is

Physics. Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Stephen N.acui.ich.

the language of physics. Similar mathematical techniques occur in different

A physical

situation

may

tirst

be expressed

in

mathematical terms, usually

mathematical solution

of a differential or integral equation. After the formal

obtained, the physical conditions determine the physically viable result. E.xamples are

is

drawn

from heat flow, gravitational fields, and electrostatic fields.
Prerequisite: Physics 104 and Mathematics 181. or permission of the instructor

Methods of Kxperimental

301a.

Physics. Every spring. Spring 2010. Madeieini: Msale.

Intended to prc)\ ide ad\ anced students w

of laboratory experiments. Projects

ith

experience

in optical

in the

design, execution, and analysis

holography, nuclear physics, cryogenics, and

materials physics are developed by the students.
Prerequisite: Physics

223 or permission of

the instructor

302a. .Methods of Computational Physics. Every other

Fall

fall.

2009.

Thomas

Baumgarte.

An

introduction to the use of computers to solve problems

drawn from several

in

physics. Problems are

different branches of physics, including mechanics,

hydrodynamics,

electromagnetism. and astrophysics. Numerical methods discussed include the sol\ ing of

Imear algebra and eigenvalue problems, ordinary and

partial differential equations,

Carlo techniques. Basic knowledge of a programming language

is

and Monte

expected.

Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor

310a

Quantum Mechanics.

A mathematically

Every

fall.

Fall 2(K)9.

Stephen Nactmicu.

rigorous development of quantimi mechanics, emphasizing the vector

space structure of the theory through the use of Dirac bracket notation. Linear algebra will
be deveU)ped as needed.
Prerequisite: Physics

224 and 300,

t)r

permission of the instructor

320a Klectroma^netic I heory. Every other spring. Spring 2010. Thomas Baumgarte.
First the Maxwell relations are presented as a natural extension of basic experimental laws;
then emphasis is given to the radiation and transmission of electromagnetic waves.
Prerequisite: Physics 223 and 300. or permission of the instructor
357a

A

The Ph>sics of Climate. Every other

spring. Spring 2010.

Mark

Baiti

e.

rigorous treatment of the earth's climate, based on physical principles. Topics include

climate feedbacks, sensitivity to [X*rturbations, and the connections betueen climate and
radiative transfer, atmospheric c(>mposition, and large-sc.'ile circulation of the oceans and

atmospheres. Anthropogenic climate change will also be studied. (Same as Knviromnental

Studies 357 and (ieoloj»> 357.)
Prerequisite: Physics 229. 255. 256. or 3<M). or |>cnnissioii ol ihc iiistniclor

370a Advanced Mechanics. Every other

A

spring. Spring 201

1

liii

l)i

parimi

N^r.

dynamics, followed by the development of Lagrange's
and Mannlton's equations ami their applications to rigid body motion and the oscillations
thorough review

of particle

of coupled systems

Prerequisite: Physics

300 or permission of

the instructor

Psychology
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375a. General Relativity. Every other spring. Spring 201

1.

Thomas Baumgarte.

concept of four-dimensional spacetime.
Then develops the mathematical tools to describe spacetime curvature, leading to the
First discusses special relativity, introducing the

formulation of Einstein's equations of general

relativity.

most important astrophysical consequences of general
neutron stars, and gravitational radiation.
Prerequisite: Physics

300 or permission of

Finishes by studying
relativity,

some of

the

including black holes,

the instructor.

401a-404a. Advanced Independent Study in Physics. The Department.
Topics to be arranged by the student and the faculty. Students doing advanced independent
study normally have completed a 300-level physics course.
451a-452a. Honors in Physics. The Department.
Programs of study are available in semiconductor physics, microfabrication,
superconductivity and superfluidity, astrophysics, relativity, ultrasound, and atmospheric
physics.

Work done

in

these topics normally serves as the basis for an honors paper.

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

Psychology
Samuel

Donna M.

P.

Putnam, Department Chair

Trout, Senior Department Coordinator

Professors: Barbara S. Held, L,ouisa

M. Slowiaczek

Associate Professors: Suzanne Lovett, Samuel

P.

Putnam, Paul E. Schaffner,

Thompsonf (Neuroscience)
Assistant Professor: Seth J. Ramus (Neuroscience)
Visiting Faculty: Julie Quimby
Lecturer: Diane W. Lee
Richmond

R.

Students in the Department of Psychology may elect a major within the psychology program, or
they

may elect an interdisciplinary major in neuroscience, sponsored jointly by the Departments

of Psychology and Biology (see Neuroscience, pages 233-34). The program in psychology

examines contemporary perspectives on principles of human behavior, in areas ranging from
cognition, language, development, and behavioral neuroscience to interpersonal relations and
psychopathology. Its approach emphasizes scientific methods of inquiry and analysis.

Requirements for the Major

in

Psychology

The psychology major comprises ten courses. These courses are selected by students with their
advisors and are subject to departmental review. Each student must take three core courses:
an introductory course. Psychology 101, which will serve as a prerequisite to further study
in the major; and Psychology 251 and 252. These core courses should be completed before
the junior year. Students must take three electives numbered 200 or higher. Finally, students
must take laboratory and advanced courses. Students have the option of taking either (a)
two laboratory courses numbered 260-279 and two advanced, (300-level) courses, or (b)
three laboratory courses numbered 260-279 and one advanced (300-level) course. Note
that either Psychology 275 or 276, but not both, may count toward the two- or three-course
laboratory-requirement options. Similarly, either Psychology 320 or 321, but not both, may
count toward the two-advanced-course-requirement option; and no more than one course
from among Psychology 315, 316, 318, and 319 may count toward the two-advanced-course-
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requirement option. Independent stud\ courses

at

any level count as electives, but do not

count toward the lahK)ratory requirement or the advanced-course requirement. Majors are

encouraged

to consider

an independent study course on a

library, laboratory, or field research

project during the senior year.

Students

who are considering a major in psychology are encouraged to enroll in Psychology

101 during their

first

year

Bowdoin and

at

to enroll in

Psychology 251 and 252 during

their

second year. Students must lake Psychology 251 before 252. Psychology 252 must be

completed before taking 270 or an\ 3CK)-le\el course other than 309. and 252 must be taken
prior to, or concurrent w ith. 274. 275. 276. and 277. If possible, students should begin their
laboratory

work no

later than the fall

of their junior year. Only juniors and seniors are allowed

advanced courses. Those w ho plan to study away from campus for one or both
semesters of their junior year should complete at least one laboratory course before leaving
for their off-campus experience and plan their courses so that lhe> can complete the major
after returning to campus. Students should speak w ith the chair of the department regarding
to enroll in the

their

off-campus study plans and transfer of credit toward the major. Laboratory or 3(X)-level

courses taken elsew here are not ordinarily counted toward the major.

Requirenients for the Minor

Psychology

in

The psychology minor comprises

six courses, including

Psychology 101. 251. and 252. and

one laboratory course.
(irade Requirements

To

fulfill

a

major (or minor) requirement

another psychology course, a grade of Cexception: Psychology 101

may

in

psychology, or to serve as a prerequisite for

or better

must be earned

in a

be taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis, and

it

will

the major (or minor) and scr\e as a prerequisite for other psychology courses
is

earned

AP/IB

in the

one
count toward

course. There

if

is

Credit (C'R)

course.

Policy

Students

who

recei\e an

\P

score of 4 or higher on the psychology

exam

recei\e one

AP

have met the prerequisite for courses requiring Psychology KM.
This credit also counts toward the major or minor. Slutlciiis w ho rccci\e an IB score (higher
level) of 5 or higher on the psychology exam rccci\eone IB credit and are considered to have
credit

and are considered

to

me! the prerequisite for courses requiring Psychology 101 This credit also counts toward the
major or minor. No APor IB credit for psychology is awarded if a student takes Psychology
101

Students do not receive duplicate crcdil lor

Ri'(|ijiri'niints for the

Major

Sec Ncumscience. paces

2*^3

(

i

in

AP

and IB exams

in

psychology.

Neurosciencc

"^4

oi

Rsi:s IN psv( ii()L()(;v

irs(-\i'«ir .Si-niinani

f'or a full

description ol insi

IOh-\VhMl\ on ^unr

\i.ii

Mind'.*

\ii

seminars, see pages

14'^

(^).

Inlrmlnction to the Brain and lieha\ior

I

\c!\

tail
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Introductory Courses
101b. Introduction to Psychology. Every semester. The Department.

A

general introduction to the major concerns of contemporary psychology, including

physiological psychology, perception, learning, cognition, language, development, personality,

and abnormal and social behavior. Recommended for
students. Juniors and seniors should enroll in the spring semester.
intelligence,

first-

and second-year

Intermediate Courses
210b. Infant and Child Development. Every

fall.

Samuel P. Putnam. Spring 2010. Suzanne

LOVETT.

A

survey of major changes

in

psychological functioning from conception through

childhood. Several theoretical perspectives are used to consider
social,

how

physical, personality,

and cognitive changes jointly influence the developing child's interactions with the

environment.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 101.

211b. Personality. Every

fall.

Barbara

S.

Held.

A comparative survey of theoretical and empirical attempts to explain personality and its
development. The relationships of psychoanalytic, interpersonal, humanistic, and behavioral

approaches to current research are considered.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 101.

212b. Social Psychology. Every spring. Paul Schaffner.

A survey of theory and research on individual social behavior. Topics include self-concept,
social cognition, affect, attitudes, social influence, interpersonal relationships,

and cultural

variations in social behavior.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 101 or Sociology 101.

[213b. Atypical Child Development.]
[215b. Adolescent Development.]

216b. Cognitive Psychology. Every

A

fall.

Louisa M. Slowiaczek.

how humans

survey of theory and research examining

perceive, process, store, and

use information. Topics include visual perception, attention, memory, language processing,
decision making, and cognitive development.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 101.

218a. Physiological Psychology. Every spring. The Department.

An

introductory survey of biological influences on behavior.

the physiological regulation of behavior in

humans and

The primary emphasis

is

on

other vertebrate animals, focusing

on genetic, developmental, hormonal, and neuronal mechanisms. Additionally, the evolution
of these regulatory systems

is

considered. Topics discussed include perception, cognition,

and aggressive behaviors, and mental disorders.
Prerequisite: One of the following: Psychology 101, Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

sleep, eating, sexual

[219b. Cultural Psychology]

251b. Research Design in Psychology. Every

fall.

Paul Schaffner. Every

spring. Louisa

M. Slowiaczek.

A systematic study of the scientific method as
include prominent methods used in studying

it

underlies psychological research. Topics

human and animal

behavior, thelogic of causal

and non-experimental designs, issues in internal and external
pragmatics of careful research, and technical writing of research reports.
Prerequisite: Psychology 101.
analysis, experimental

validity,
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MCSR. Data Analysis.

Slzannh Lo\ ett. Every spring. Shth J. Ramus.
An introduction to the use of descriptive and inferential statistics and design in behavioral
research. Weekly laboratory work in computerized data analysis. Required of majors no later
than the junior year, and preferably by the sophomore year.
Prerequisite: Psychology 101. and one of the following: Psychology 251, Biology 102.
104. 105. or 109

252a

-

Ever>

fall.

Courses that Satisfy the Laboratory Requirement (except 259)
259b. 260b.

A general

Abnormal

Psychology'. Every spring.

Barbara Hhi

d.

sur\ey of the nature, etiology, diagnosis, and treatment of

menial disorders.

The course may be taken

259b. Non- laboratory course

upon openings

in the

Prerequisite:

for

common

patterns of

one of two purposes:

credit. Participation in the

practicum

optional, contingent

is

program.

Psychology 211.

260b. Laboratory course credit. Students participate

in

a supervised practicum

at a local

psychiatric unit.
Prerequisite: Psychology' 211 and 251.

270b Laboratory

in

Cognition. Every

fall.

Louisa M. Siowiaczek.

methodology and experimental investigations in cognition,
including such topics as auditory and sensory memory, \isual perception, attention and
aulomaticity, retrieval from working memory, implicit and explicit memory, mctamemory.
concept formation and reasoning. Weekly laboratory sessions allow students to collect and
aiial\sis of research

.*\fi

analyze data

in a

Prerequisite:

number of different

areas of cognitive psychology.

Psychology 216. 251. and 252.

274b Laboratory in (iroup Dynamics. Every fall. Paul. Schaffner.
PriiKipics and methods of psychological research, as developed in Psychology 251 and
252. are applied to the study of small group interaction. Students design, conduct, and report

on

scKial behavior research involving an array of

methods

to

shape and

as.sess interpersonal

behavior.

Psychology 211. 212. or 219; Psychology 251; and previous
concurrent registration in Psychology 252.
Prerequisite:

275a INS. Laboratory
DM'AKIMJM.
-

A

in lU-havioral

Neuroscience: Social Behavior. Every spring.

laborator) course that exposes stutlenls lo

can he applied

credit or

modern lechniques

to the study of social behavior. I'luierlying

in

Tm

neuroscience that

concepts associated with \arious

molecular, neuroanatomical. pharmacological, and electrophysiological methods are
discussed
that

in a lecture

demonsirale

how

vedebrale animals,
Prerequisite

formal. Students then use these techniques
social behavior

includiiiL'

m

organized within ihe

laboratory preparations

cenlr;il

nervous sysiem

of

humans

Ps>cholog\ 218

Biology 102. 104. 105.

is

in

oi

Biolog> 213; one ol the lollowing: Psychology 251.

109; and previous credit or concurrent registration in Psychology

252
276a
Si-:!}! J.

INS LaboratorN
Ramus

in

Bcha>ioral Neuroscience: Learning and Memory. Every

I'^xplores current research

ami theories

in the

neurobiology of learning and

fall.

memory by

examining the mtKlular organization of the brain with an emphasis on a brain systems level
approach to learning and mem(»r\. ushil' l>otli lectures and laboratory work Memory is not

Psychology

a unitary

phenomenon,

rather, different parts

247

of the brain are specialized for storing and

expressing different kinds of memory. In addition to discussing contemporary research,

modern

methods in the laboratory to demonstrate how different
memory systems can be dissociated. Techniques include behavioral, neurosurgical, and
students use

neuroscientific

histological analysis in vertebrate species.

Psychology 218 or Biology 213; one of the following: Psychology 251 Biology
102, 104, 105, or 109; and previous credit or concurrent registration in Psychology 252.
Prerequisite:

,

277b. Research in Developmental Psychology. Every spring. Samuel

The multiple methods used

Putnam.

P.

developmental research are examined both by reading
research reports and by designing and conducting original research studies. The methods
in

include observation, interviews, questionnaires, lab experiments,
learn to evaluate the relative strengths

among

others. Students

and weaknesses of both qualitative and quantitative

approaches.

Psychology 210, 213, or 215; Psychology 251; and previous
concurrent registration in Psychology 252.
Prerequisite:

credit or

Advanced Courses
|307b. Theories of Counseling

and Psychotherapy.]

309b. Psychotherapy, Psychology, and Philosophy. Fall 2009. Barbara

Many

clinical

guidance on

how

psychologists are returning to psychology's roots
to best

in

S.

Held.

philosophy for

understand the nature and purposes of psychotherapy. Considers

the clinical, scientific, and underlying philosophical issues that pertain to different systems

of psychotherapy. In exploring different approaches to psychotherapy, particular attention

methods of obtaining
self-knowledge and warrant for claims about self-knowledge, whether humans have free will,
the nature of therapeutic change, and the nature of human happiness or well being. Current
is

given to such questions as the nature of personhood and the

self,

debates about a proper science of psychotherapy are emphasized.
Prerequisite:

313a.

Psychology 213. 259, or 260, or permission of the

Advanced Seminar

in

Behavioral Neuroscience.

Fall 2009.

instructor.

Diane W. Lee.

An advanced discussion of concepts in behavioral neuroscience. Topics include descriptions
of neural circuitry, hormonal activity and molecular mechanisms, their evolutionary bases,

and

their roles in the regulation of

developmental and adult behavioral expressions and

associated processes.

Psychology 218 or Biology 213; one of the following: Psychology 251,
Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109; and Psychology 252.
Prerequisite:

Hormones and Behavior. Every other fall. Fall 2010. Richmond R. Thompson.
An advanced discussion of concepts in behavioral neuroendocrinology. Topics include

315a.

descriptions of the major classes of hormones, their roles in the regulation of development

and adult behavioral expression, and the cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible
Hormonal influences on reproductive, aggressive, and parental

for their behavioral effects.

behaviors, as well as on cognitive processes are considered.
Prerequisite: Psychology 218 or Biology 213; one of the following: Psychology 251,
Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109; and Psychology 252.

316a. Comparative Neuroanatomy. Every other

An advanced
emphasis

is

to behavior.

fall.

Richmond R. Thompson.
brain organizatioil. The primary

Fall 2011.

discussion of concepts in vertebrate

upon structure/function relationships within the brain, particularly as they relate
Topics include basic neuroanatomy, brain development and evolution, and the
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neural circuitry associated

animal models and from

w ith complex behavioral

organization. Studies from a variety of

human neuropsychological assessments

are used to demonstrate

general principles of brain evolution and function.

Psychology 218 or Biology 213; one of the following: Psychology 251,
Biology 102. 104. io5. or 109: and Psychology 252.
Prerequisite:

317b.
.An

The Psychology

of Language. Every spring. Louisa

examination of psychological factors

M. Slowiaczek.

that affect the processing

of language, including

a discussion of different modalities (auditory and visual language) and levels of information

(sounds,

letters,

words, sentences, and text/discourse). Emphasis

on the issues addressed

is

by researchers and the theories developed to account for our language
Prerequisite: Psychology 216, 251, and 252.
319a.

Memory and

Brain. Every other spring. Spring 2010. Seth

Advanced seminar exploring

to a systems-level analysis, providing insights into the
plasticity.

Includes topics

in

J.

the biological basis of learning and

abilities.

Ramus.

memory from

a cellular

mechanisms and organization of neural

molecular neuroscicncc. neurophysiology, neuropharmacology,

and systems neuroscience. Discussions include evaluation of current research and theories,
as well as a historical perspective.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 218 or Biology 213; one of the following: Psychology 251,

Biology 102, 104. io5, or 109: and Psychology 252.
320b. Social Development. Every

fall.

Samuel

P.

Putnam.

Research and theory regarding the interacting influences of biology and the environment

dc\clopment during infancy, childhood, and
adolescence. Normative and idiographic development in a number of domains, including
morality, aggression, personality, sex roles, peer interaction, and familial relationships are
as they are related to social and emotional

considered.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 210. 213. or 215. and Psychology 251 and 252.

321b. Cognitive Development. Spring 2010. Suzanne Lovett.

Exammes

development of cognitive understanding and cognitive processes from
infancy through adolescence, limphasis on empirical research and related theories of cognitive
the

de\elopment. Topics include inlant perception and cognition, concept formation, language

development, theory of mind, memory, problem solving, and
Prerequisite:

scientific thinking.

Psychology 210, 213. or 215. and INychology 251 and 252

3251) Orgaiii/ational Behavior Every spring.

Paul Schafltjer.
Examines how people experience work in modern human organizations. Weekly .seminar
meetings address motivation, performance, commitment, and satisfaction; affect and cognition

at

work: c(H)rtlinalion of activity; anticipation, planning,

cnMronment d>naniics; and
Prerequisite:

13261)

I

the

enactment

ol

anti

decision making: organi/alion-

change.

Ps\chology 251 and 252

he Ps\ch()log\ of .Stigma

and Women's Studies

(Saiiic as (iay

and Lesbian Studies 326 and (iender

325.))

Inde|H'ndenl S(ud\ and Honors
2911) 2*>4I)

401b-404b
DlPAIMMHNT.

Intermediate Independent Stnd>

in

Ps>eholog>

I

in

\d\aneed Independent Stud> and Honors

DirAKLMENl.
in

Ps>cholog>

I

in
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Religion
Elizabeth A. Pritchard, Department Chair

Lynn A.

Brettler,

Department Coordinator

Professor: John C. Holt (Asian Studies)

Associate Professors: Jorunn

Buckleyt, Robert G. Morrison, Elizabeth A. Pritchard

J.

Visiting Faculty: Daniel Ullucci

The Department of Religion

offers students oppoilunities to study the major religions of

the world, East and West, ancient and

modem, from

a variety of academic viewpoints and

without sectarian bias.

Each major

is

assigned a departmental advisor

who

assists the student in formulating a

plan of study in religion and related courses in other departments.

The advisor also provides

counsel in career planning and graduate study.

Requirements for the Major

The major

in Religion

consists of at least nine courses in religion. Required courses include Religion

101 (Introduction to the Study of Religion); Religion 390 (Theories about Religion); and
four courses at the 200 level, including one each from the following four designated areas:
(1)

Religion 215 (The

in Its

Hebrew

Bible in

Its

World), Religion 216 (The

World), or Religion 275 (Comparative Mystical Traditions);

(Christianity), Religion 252

(Marxism and

New Testament

(2)

Religion 251

Religion), Religion 253 (Gender, Body,

Religion), or Religion 259 (Religious Toleration and Human Rights); (3) Religion
220 (Hindu Literatures), Religion 221 (Hindu Cultures), Religion 222 (Theravada
Buddhism), or Religion 223 (Mahayana Buddhism); (4) Religion 207 (Introduction to
Judaism), Religion 208 (Islam), Religion 210 (Esoteric Themes in Islamic Thought),
or Religion 232 (Approaches to the Qur'an). In addition, candidates for honors complete
a tenth course, advanced independent study, as part of their honors projects. (See below,
"Honors in Religion.")
No more than one first-year seminar may be counted toward the major. In order to enroll
in Religion 390, a major normally will be expected to have taken four of the nine required
courses. This seminar is also open to qualified non-majors with permission of the instructor.
Normally, no more than three courses taken at other colleges or universities will count toward
the major. No courses graded Credit/D/Fail may count towards the major or minor.

and

Honors

in Religion

Students contemplating honors candidacy should possess a record of distinction in departmental
courses, including those that support the project, a clearly articulated and well-focused research

proposal, and a high measure of motivation and scholarly maturity. Normally, proposals for

honors projects shall be submitted for departmental approval along with registration for
advanced independent study, and in any case no later than the end of the second week of

which the project is undertaken. It is recommended, however, that honors
candidates incorporate work from Religion 390 as part of their honors projects, or complete
two semesters of independent study in preparing research papers for honors consideration.
In this latter case, proposals are due no later than the second week of the fall semester of
the semester in

the senior year.

^

•
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Requirements for the Minor

A

minor consists of

in Religion

tive courses

— Religion

101. three courses at the 200 level or higher

(among

these three electives, at least one course shall be in Western religions and cultures

and one

in

Asian religions and cultures) and Religion 390.

First- Year

Seminars

These introductory courses focus on the study of a specific aspect of religion, and may draw
on other fields of learning. They are not intended as prerequisites for more ad\ anced courses
in the

department unless specifically designated as such. They include readings, discussion,

reports,

and writing. Topics change from time

in the study of religion.

10c.

For a

full

Seeking a Historical Jesus.

[14c HeresN
[16c.

Fall 2009.

emerging or debated issues

Daniel Ullucci.

and Orthodoxy.]

Sex and the Church. (Same as

\Nomen\

to time to reflect

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

Studies

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 16 and

Gender and

17.)]

(19c Interpreting Religious Quests]

Ihe Islamic Revolution of Iran

25c

1

all

2009. Robert G. Morrison.

Introductory Courses

KSI) Introduction to the Study of Religion. Spring 2010. Eiizabeth PRircHARn.

101c

Basic concepts. nicllu)ds. and issues

in

the study o\ religion, with special reference

examples comparing and contrasting Hastern and Western religions. Lectures, films.
discussions, and readings in a variety of texts such as scriptures, novels, and autobiographies,
along with modern interpretations of religion in ancient and contemporary, Asian and Western
to

contexts.

125c

-

KSI). IP

Tananbai

Kntering Modernity: Kuropean Jewry. Spring 2011. Sisan

L.

M.

Explores Jewish

life

through the lenses of history, religion, and ethnicity and examines the

processes by which governments and sectionsof the Jewish communit) attempted to mcorporate
Jews and Judaism into liuropean siK'iety. Surveys scK'ial and economic transformations of Jews,
cultural challenges of modernity, varieties of modern Jewish religious expression, political
ideologies, the HolcKaust. establishment of Israel, and American Jewry through primary and
secondary sources, lectures, films, and class discussions. (Same as History 125.)

142c l'hilosoph\ of Religion Spring 201

Wk's (mhI
lo believe in

distuiguishcs

1.

S(

oil R. Siu()N.

(an ihc existence of (ukI be proven'.' Can be tlisprosen'.' Is rational
God.' What does it matn to say that (Jod exists (or does not exist)'.' What
religious beliefs from non-religious beliefs? What is the relation Iviuccn

exisi'

it

it

and science? Approaches these ami related questions through a variety of historical
and conlem|K)rary sources, including philosophers, scientists, and theologians. (Same as
religion

l*hil(>soph> 142

InUrniediate

(

|200c Creating

)

oiirsis
tin

Woild: (.rnisis

;ind Its liHi rprclcrs

(Same

as liisl(M>

200

)]

Religion

204c. Science, Magic,

^<-,

and Religion. Spring 2010. Dallas Denery.

Traces the origins of the scientific revolution through the interplay between late-antique
and medieval rel igion, magic, and natural philosophy. Particular attention is paid to the conflict

between paganism and Christianity, the meaning and function of religious miracles, the
and persecution of witchcraft, and Renaissance hermeticism. (Same as History 204.)
Note: This course

fulfills the

rise

pre-modern requirement for history majors.

[205c. Evil in Religious Contexts.]

[207c

-

ESD. Introduction

to Judaism.]

208c - IP. Islam. Fa[[ 2009. Robert G. Morrlson.
With an emphasis on primary sources, pursues major themes in Islamic civilization from
the revelation of the Qur'an to Muhammad until the present. From philosophy to political
Islam, and from mysticism to Muslims in America, explores the diversity of a rapidly growing
religious tradition.

210c

-

IP. Esoteric

Themes

in Islamic

Thought. Spring 2010. Robert G. Morrison.

Explores, historically, the development and growth of Sufism and other esoteric movements

Do

of Islam. Questions that will arise include:

these esoteric and mystical ideas supplant or

complement the exoteric practices and beliefs of Islam? Why is Sufism important
How do we study religious ideas that thrive, sometimes, on defying description?
[215c

ESD. The Hebrew Bible

216c

ESD. The New Testament

-

Situates the Christian

New

in Its

World

in Its

Daniel Ulluccl

is

While the

New

paid to parallels and differences in relation

Jewish, (other) Christian, and pagan. Religious leadership,

philosophy of history, and salvation are some of the main themes.

rituals, secrecy,

219c. Religion

Fall 2009.

in its Hellenistic cultural Context.

Testament forms the core of the course, attention
to other Hellenistic religious texts:

I

World.

Testament

for Sufis?

and Fiction

A study of the

in

Modern South

Asia. Spring 2010. John Holt.

modern South Asia as they have
been imagined, represented, interpreted, and critiqued in the literary works of contemporary
and modern South Asian writers of fiction and historical novels, including Salman Rushdie
{Midnight's Children, The Satanic Verses), V. S. Naipaul (An Area of Darkness, India: A
Million Mutinies Now?), Gita Mehta (A River Sutra), etc. Religion 220 or 221 recommended.
(Same as Asian Studies 219.)
Hindu and Buddhist

religious cultures of

[220c

-

IP.

Hindu

Literatures.

[221c

-

IP.

Hindu

Cultures. (Same as Asian Studies 241.)]

222c

-

ESD,

223c

-

IP.

(Same

as

Theravada Buddhism.

Asian Studies 240.)]

John Holt.
An examination of the major trajectories of Buddhist religious thought and practice as
understood from a reading of primary and secondary texts drawn from the Theravada traditions
of India, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Burma. (Same as Asian Studies 242.)
IP.

Mahayana Buddhism.

Fall 2009.

Spring 2010. John Holt.

Studies the emergence of Mahayana Buddhist worldviews as reflected in primary sources

of Indian, Chinese, and Japanese origins. Buddhist texts include the Buddhacarita ("Life of
Buddha"), the Sukhavati Vyuha ("Discourse on the 'Pure Land'"), the Vajraccedika Sutra
(the

"Diamond-Cutter"), the Prajnaparamitra-hrdaya Sutra ("Heart Sutra of the Perfection

of Wisdom"), the Saddharmapundarika Sutra (the "Lotus Sutra"), and t^Q*Platform Sutra

of the Sixth Patriarch, among others. (Same as Asian Studies 223.)
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[232c

IP Approaches

-

to the

Qur'an

]

[251c. Christianity]

Marxism and

252c.

Religion. Spring 2010. Elizabeth Pritchard.

Despite Karl Marx's famous denunciation of religion as the "opiate of the masses,"
Marxism and religion have become companionable in the last several decades. Examines this
de\elopment through the works of thinkers and activists from diverse religious frameworks,

who combine Marxist convictions and analyses with
commitments in order to further their programs for social emancipation. Included
are works by liberation theologians Hugo Assmann, Leonardo Boff, and Jose Miguez Bonino,
and philosophers Theodor Adorno. Walter Benjamin, Herbert Marcuse, and Cornel West.
including Catholicism and Judaism,

religious

253c

A

ESD. Gender, Body, and Religion.

-

significant portion of religious texts

Fall 2009.

Elizabeth Pritchard.

and practices

devoted to the disciplining

is

and gendering of bodies. Examines these disciplines including ascetic practices, dietary
restrictions, sexual

and purity regulations, and boundary maintenance between human and

divine, public and private, and clergy and lay. Topics include desire and hunger, abortion,

movements, the power of submission, and the related intersections of
race and class. Materials are drawn from Christianity. Judaism. Neopaganism, Voudou, and
Buddhism. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 256.)

women-led

religious

259c Religious Toleration and
is

Human

Rights. Fall 2009. Eiiz.abhth Pritchard.

we cannot do without

toleration a response to difference

producing religious subjectivities that are compliant with
a virtue like forgiveness or a poor substitute for justice?
early mtxiern

European arguments

or

is

it

simply a strategy for

liberal political rule? Is toleration

Examines the relationship between
emergence of universal human

for toleration and the

rights as well as the continuing challenges that beset their

mutual implementation.

Some

of these challenges include confronting the Christian presuppositions of liberal toleration,

accommodating

the right to religious

freedom while safeguarding cultural diversity by

prohibiting proselytism, and translating arguments for religious toleration to the case for

nondiscrimination of sexual orientations and relationships. In addition to case studies and

United Nations dcKuments, course readings include selections from Locke, Marx, Heyd,
Wai/.cr,

Brown.

Pellegrini,

and Richards.

Comparative Mystical Iraditions all 2010. Jorunn Bi'cklhy.
Taking a clue from the Greek verb behmd the term "mysticism." "to see mwardly"
(mucin I. studies primary texts — some "classical." others less well known -with a specific
275b

f(K'Us

-

KvSD.

I

on Jewish. Hellenistic. Christian, and islamic materials. Avoiding "universal" ideas

about mystical iraditions. places mystical aspects u

ithin their specific religious traditions.

FiKUscs on the language(s) of mysticism: how are mystical techniques, training regimens.
and experiences expressed in their respective religious-cultural frameworks".' Mysticism
is

seen as separate from nKKJern "self-help" therapies and other ego-enhancing systems,

kcligious-poliiical aspects ofniysticism are treated, espei

iall\

with respect to certain t\|)es

of medieval fuiropean Christian mysticism.
IH^h

IP Construction of the (»od(less and Deification of

Tradilitin

lall 2(HW. Ski

FcK'Uscs include

(

I

)

i

Padma Hoi

Women

in

Hindu Religious

i.

an examination of the manner

in

which the power of the feminine has

been expressed mythologically and theologically in Hiiuiuism; (2) how various categories of
gtKldessescan be seen or not as the forms of the "great goddess"; and (.M how Hindu women

Romance Languages
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have been deified, a process that implicates the relationship between the goddess and women.
Students read a range of works, primary sources such as Devi Mahatmya, biographies and

myths of deified women, and recent scholarship on goddesses and deified women. (Same as
Asian Studies 289 and Gender and Women's Studies 289.)
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Religion. The Department.

Advanced Courses
The following courses study in depth a topic of limited scope but major importance, such as
one or two individuals, a movement, type, concept, problem, historical period, or theme. Topics
change from time to time. Religion 390 is required for majors, and normally presupposes
that four

of nine required courses have been taken.

ESD. Gnosticism.]

[310c

[318c. Pilgrimage: Narrative

Medieval Drama. (Same

[321c.

330c.

and
as

Ritual.

(Same

as

Asian Studies 318.)]

English 321.)]

Judaism Under Islam. Spring 2010. Robert Morrison.

c.k., Jews have lived in the Islamic
Jews has shaped their religious traditions in ways
that have touched Jews worldwide. Places developments in Jewish liturgy, thought, and
identity within the context of Islamic civilization. Answers the question of how Jews perceive
themselves and Judaism with regard to Muslims and Islam.

Since the

world.

The

rise

of Islam

in the early

seventh century

historical experience of these

390c. Theories about Religion. Fall 2009. John Holi

.

Seminar focused on how religion has been explained and interpreted from a variety of
intellectual and academic perspectives from the sixteenth century to the present. In addition
to a historical overview of religion's interpretation and explanation, the focus also includes
consideration of postmodern critiques and the problem of religion and violence in the

contemporary world.
Prerequisite: Religion 101.

401c^04c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

in Religion.

The Department.

Romance Languages
Arielle Saiber,

Department Chair

Kate Flaherty, Department Coordinator

Professors: John H. Turner, William C.

VanderWolk

Associate Professors: Elena Cueto-Asin, Charlotte Danielsf, Katherine Dauge-Roth,
Arielle Saiber, Enrique Yepes

Assistant Professors: Nadia V. Cells, Gustavo Faveron-Patriau, Margaret Hanetha Vete-

Congolo
Lecturers: Davida Gavioli,
Visiting Faculty:

Anna

Rein, Eugenia Wheelwright!,

Annelle Curulla, Valerie Guillet, Lindsay Kaplan, Karen Lindo, Maria

Baez Marco, Esmeralda A. UUoa, Carolyn Wolfenzon
Teaching Fellows: Aurelie LeSaint, Boris Romero-Ponce, Leah Schmid

^

*
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Courses of Instruction

The Department of Romance Languages

offers courses in French. Italian,

and Spanish

language, literature, and culture. In addition to focusing on developing students" fluency in
the languages, the department provides students with a broad understanding of the cultures

and

literatures

of the French-speaking. Italian-speaking, and Spanish-speaking worlds through

a curriculum designed to prepare students for teaching, international work, or graduate study.

Nati\ e speakers are involved in most language courses. Unless othenvise indicated,

all

courses

are conducted in the respecii\e language.

Study Abroad

A period of study in an appropriate country, usually
for all students of language.

Bowdoin College

is

in the

junior year,

affiliated with a

is

strongly encouraged

wide range of excellent

programs abroad, and interested students should seek the ad\ ice of a member of the department
early in their sophomore year to select a program and to choose courses that complement
the offerings at the College.

IndcptFuknt Study
This
is

is

an t)ption primarily intended for students

who

are

working on honors

It

w ho have taken ad\ aniage of the regular course offerings and
work more closely on a particular topic. Independent study is not an aliernali\c to

also available to students

wish

to

An

regular course work.

application should be

made

to a

member of the department

which the project is to be undertaken and must in\c>lve a
which the student can already demonstrate knowledge.

the semester in
in

projects.

an area

Honors

in

in

Majors may elect

to

rite

\s

an honors project

in

the department. This involves

before a committee of

members of the department. Candidates

have an outstanding record

in

Kequirinicnts for .Majors

in the

may

in

other courses

declare a major

in

.semesters

its

must

the department.

Department of Romance Lan^ua^es
French or

in

Italian-,

defense

for departmental honors

in

Spanish or

in

Romance languages

French, Italian, and Spanish). All majors arc expected to achieve breadth

knowledge of the French-,
literatures

two

the senior year and the writing of an honors essay and

in

courses

specific proposal

Romance Lan^ua^es

of independent study

Students

prior to

(with

in their

and/or Spanish-speaking worlds by taking courses on the

and cultures of these areas from

their origins to the present. Students should also

complementary courses in study-away prt)grams or in other departmeiils aiul programs
art history. Latin American studies, history. Lnglish, and Africana studies. The major
consists of nine courses more advanced than French 204 or Spanish 2(M. Students must
lake

such as

*

achieve a grade of

C or higher

in all

prerequisite courses.

and Romance languaj:es will complete
more than luo courses may be in indepeiuleni study,

Ail majors in Spanish. Irench.
.V)()-level

courses

No

at

least three

anil

no fewer

than live Bossdoin courses should be taken. Students \sho slud> abroad lor one semester
will receive a

maximum

academic year

of three credits toward the major. Those

will receive a

maximum

who

study abroad for the

of four credits toward the major.

.

Romance Languages
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Spanish Major Requirements

French Major Requirements

Nine courses higher than Spanish 204*,

Nine courses higher than French 204*,

including:

including:

I.Spanish 205, 209 and 210
2.

three courses at the
least

1

level

— at

at

two of

the following four courses

(one from 207, 208; one from 209, 210, or the

two 300-level courses

must be taken
3.

300

equivalent

in

study abroad):

French 207

Bowdoin.

Students are strongly encouraged to

French 208

include courses dealing with

French 209

all

French 210

periods and several Spanish-speaking

2. three

contexts.

courses

at the

300

level,

including French 351 (senior seminar)
least

— at

two 300-level courses must be taken

at

Bowdoin.
3.

Students are strongly encouraged to
include courses dealing with

all

periods and

several Francophone contexts.

* or eight courses higher than

204

for students beginning in 101, 102, or 203.

Romance Languages Major Requirements
Nine courses higher than 204

in at least

two languages, including

the corresponding requirements

below:
1.

2.

French 207 or 208 and 209 or 210
Italian

205 and 208

or French with
3.

(or the equivalent in study abroad), if

courses

* Students

combining Spanish

Italian

Spanish 209 and 210

4. three

(or the equivalent in study abroad)

at the

(or the equivalent in study abroad)

300

level.

At

whose major focus

is

least

two 300-level courses must be taken

at

Bowdoin.*

French will take French 351 (senior seminar) as one of the

300-level courses.

Requirements for Minors

may

Students

in

Romance Languages

declare a minor in French, Italian, or Spanish.

The minor

consists of at least

Bowdoin in one language higher than 204, including one 300-level course.
minor may include one 200-level course from abroad; the 300-level course must
Bowdoin. Courses taken abroad do not count for the French or Spanish minor.

three courses at

The

Italian

be taken

at

Placement
Entering first-year and transfer students

who

plan to take French, Italian, or Spanish must

take the appropriate placement test, administered online during the summer. Students with

questions regarding placement should speak with a faculty

member

FRENCH
First- Year

Seminars

For a

full

[18c.

Don Juan and His

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.
Critics.]

in the department.
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Courses of Instruction

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Elementary French

101c.

I.

Advanced Courses

Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Valerie Gullet.

A study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary. Emphasis on listening comprehension
and spoken French. Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session w ith
assistant, plus regular language laboratory assignments. Primarily open to first- and second-

who have had two

year students

years or less of high school French.

A

limited

number of

spaces are available for juniors and seniors.

Elementary French II. F\er\ spring. Spring 2010. Annelle Clrulla.
A continuation o\ French 101. A study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary.
Emphasis on listening comprehension and spoken French. During the second semester,
more stress is placed on reading and writing. Three class hours per week and one weekly
102c.

conversation session with assistant, plus regular language laboratory assignments.
Prerequisite:

French 101 or

203c Intermediate French

1.

the equi\alent.

Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Lindsay Kaplan and Hani^ha MtJt-

CoNCiCJLO.

A

review of basic grammar, w hich

is

integrated into

more complex

patterns of written

and spoken French. Short compositions and class discussions require acti\e
acquired knowledge of French. Three

class hours per

u.se

of students'

week and one weekly conversation

session with teaching fellow.
Prerequisite:

French 102 or placement.

204c Intermediate French

Every spring. Spring 2010. HANt^THA Vtrfi-CoNGOLO.
C'oiiiinucd dc\elopmcnl of oral and written skills; course focus shifts from grammar
II.

reading. Short readings from French literature, maga/ines. and

new spapers form

the expansion of \ocabulary and analytical skills. Active use of

and conversation sessions with French

assistants.

I

rench

in class

to

the basis for

discussions

Three class hours per week and one weekly

conversation session with teaching fellow.
Prerequisite:

French 203 or

205c Advanced French
A.M)

Karen

I

placcFiient.

Iwery

fall.

Fall 2(X)9.

AnneixeCurulla, KatherineDauge-Roih.

Linix).

Conversation and composition based on a variety of contcmporar\ films and texts about
France and Irancophonc countries. (Jrammar

re\ iew

and frequent short papers. Ijnphasis on

student participation including short presentations and debates. Three hours per week plus one

weekly vicwing'session for films and weekly conversation session
Prerequisite: French 204 or placement.
2()7c

Francophone Cultures. Every

FSI). IP

fall. I'all

\\

ith

teaching fellow.

2009. Karen Linix) and HANfiiHA

Vr;n.-C(iMK>i,().

An

introduction to the cultures of various french speaking regions outside of I'rance.

FAannncs

the histor>. [K)litics. customs, cnicma. literature, and (he arts of the

I

lancoplu^ne

world, principally Africa and the Caribbean. Readings include newspaper arul magazine

and a novel. Students see and discuss television new s. ilocumciiiaries,
Conducted in French. (Same as Arricana Studies 207 and Fatin American

articles, short stories,

and feature

films.

Studies 206

i

lljercquiMte.

Irenih 205 or |K'rnnssion

ol the wisiruclor.

Romance Languages
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208c - ESD, IP. Contemporary France through the Media. Every spring. Spring 2010.
Katherine Dauge-Roth.
An introduction to contemporary France through newspapers, magazines, television, music,
and film. Emphasis is on enhancing communicative proficiency in French and increasing
abroad

cultural understanding prior to study

Conducted

in

France or another Francophone country.

French.

in

Prerequisite:

French 205 or permission of the

instructor.

Study and Criticism of Medieval and Early Modern
Annelle Curulla.
An introduction to the literary tradition of France from the Middle Ages to the French
Revolution. Students are introduced to major authors and literary movements in their cultural
and historical contexts. Conducted in French.
Prerequisite: French 205 or permission of the instructor.
209c

-

IP. Introduction to the

French Literature. Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Study and Criticism of Modern French Literature. Every
spring. Spring 2010. Karen Lindo and William VanderWolk.
Introduces students to the literary tradition of the French-speaking world from 1789 to the
present. Focus on major authors and literary movements in historical and cultural context.
Conducted in French.
Prerequisite: French 205 or permission of the instructor.
210c

-

IP. Introduction to the

309-329. Topics in French and Francophone Literature. Every

Designed

opportunity to

who have

[309c.

Joan of Arc and La Marianne

[319c.

Remembering Slavery

The Department.

in the

in

a basic

in

French the

in

French.

French Literature and Culture.]

French Tradition.]

and Revolution.

William VanderWolk.
Examines historical images of revolt in France, as seen in literature and film from 1789
1968. Also short readings in political, historical, and philosophical texts.
Prerequisite: Two of the following: French 207 or 208, French 209 or 210, one 300-level

321c. Resistance, Revolt,

to

year.

knowledge of literature
study more closely an author, a genre, or a period. Conducted

to provide students

Fall 2009.

course in French; or permission of the instructor.
[323c.

Murder, Monsters, and Mayhem: The/aiY divers

in Literature

Empirical Africa: Exoticism, Race, and Gender. (Same
and Latin American Studies 324.)]
[324c.

[325c. Witches, Monsters,

as

and Demons: Representing the Occult

and

Film.]

Africana Studies 324

in Early

Modern

France.]

Body Language: Writing Corporeality

in Early

Modern

Analysis of texts and images from early modern

literary,

326c.

France. Fall 2009.

Katherine Dauge-Roth.
ecclesiastical,

and

as of modern film,

early

artistic

Web, and textual media, allows

modern bodies through

and sexuality, social

philosophical, medical,

sources from the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries, as well
students to explore the conflicting roles of

several themes: birth and death, medicine and hygiene, gender

and Protestant visions of the body,
the royal body, the body politic. Thoughtful comparison and examination of the meanings
of the body today encouraged throughout. Conducted in French.
Prerequisite: Two of the following: French 207 or 208, French 209 or 210, one 300-level
class, race, monstrosity. Catholic

course in French; or permission of the instructor.
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[327c. Love, Letters,

351c. Senior

and

Lies.]

Seminar for French Majors. Every

Hanetha V^t^-

spring. Spring 2010.

CONGOI.O.

The seminar offers students the opportunity to synthesize work done in courses at Bowdoin
and abroad. The topic will change each year. This course is required for the major in French
or

Romance

languages.

401c^04c. Independent Study and Honors

in

French. The Department.

ITALIAN
Davida Gavioli and Arielle Saiber.
Three class hours per week, plus weekly drill sessions and language laboratory assignments.
Study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary. Emphasis is on listening comprehension
101c. Flenientary Italian

and spoken
102c.

Every

I.

fall.

Fall 2009.

Italian.

Ffementary

Italian

II.

Every spring. Spring 2010. Anna Rein and Arielle Saiber.

Continuati()n of Italian 101. Three class hours per week, plus weekly

drill

sessions and

language laboratory assignments. Study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary. More
attention

is

paid to reading and writing.

Prerequisite: Italian 101 or the equivalent.

203c. Intermediate Italian

Every

I.

fall.

Fall 2009.

Anna

Rein.

Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with assistant. Aims to
spoken and written Italian. Grammar fundamentals are reviewed.

increa.se fluency in both

Class conversation and written assignments are based on contemporary texts of literary and
s(Kial interest.

Prerequisite: Italian 102 or placement.

204c Intermediate Italian

II.

Every spring. Spring 2010. Davida Gavioli.

Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with assistant. Aims to
increase fluency in both spoken and written Italian. Grammar fundamentals are reviewed.
Class conversation and written assignments are based on contemporary texts of literary and
scK'ial interest.

Prerequisite: Italian

205c. Advance<I Italian

Strengthens lluency

contemporary

203 or placement.
I.

in

Every

fall.

Fail 2009. Akii

1

1

1

Saibi

r.

reading, writing, and speaking through an

Italian scKicty

An advanced grammar

and culture.

variety of journalistic and literary texts, visual media, and a no\el.
Prerequisite: Italian

is

paired with a

Conducted

in ItaliaiL

204 or placement.

20Kc IntHKluction to( onteniporar>

Gamoi

review

inlroduction to

Ital\: Dalla

Marciaalla

N'espa. Spring 2010.

Davida

1.

In the recent past. Italy has e\|vriencetl
In short

succession,

it

\

loleiil

pohlical. economic, and cultural changes

ex|X-rienced lascisl dictalorship, ihc Second World War. the

and Civil War. a passage from Monarchy

to Republic, a transformation

existence lo an industrialized society, giving rise to a rexoluiion
transportation
effect did they

culture of Italy

in

Ikmu

I

lolocausi.
a peasant

cinema, lashion, and

Who were the (K'opic bcliiiui these events.' What
Answers these ijuestioiis. exploring the history and tinfrom laseism to conteini>orary Italy, passnig through the economic boom, tin
How

did

all this

have on everyday

hap[x."n?
life

'

**Ycars of Lead." and the Mafia. Students have the opportunity lo "relive" the events of the

Romance Languages
twentieth century, assuming the identity of real-life

and cultural information, students read newspaper

men and women. Along

articles, letters,

from authors such as Calvino, Levi, Ginzburg, and
directors like Scola, Taviani, De Sica, and Giordana.
Prerequisite: Italian 205 or permission of the instructor.
short stories

[232c

-

ESD.

How

To Do

It:

Guides

to tlie

259

with historical

excerpts from novels and
others,

Art of Living Weil

and see films by

in the Italian

Renaissance.]

The Culture

[251b.

of Italian Fascism. (Same as Anthropology 251.)]

Of Gods, Dons, and Leopards: Literary Representations of Sicily between Reality
and Metaphor. Fall 2009. Davida Gavioli.

308c.

In their attempt to "write Sicily," nineteenth-

had to come to terms with a land
reality

unto

itself.

with contradictions that has often been considered a

Since ancient times, Sicily has been a crossroads of cultures and civilizations

whose influence has created
from, while uniting

and

rife

and twentieth-century Sicilian authors have

it

to,

a Babel of languages, customs, and ideas that separates

the mainland.

Examines

it

the construction of the idea of "Sicily"

"sicilianita" in the writing of twentieth-century natives like Luigi Pirandello,

Giuseppe

Tomasi di Lampedusa, Vitaliano Brancati, Leonardo Sciascia, Vincenzo Consolo, and Andrea
Camilleri. Emphasis placed on a critical analysis of attempts to define the "essence" of the
Sicilian character within the social and historical context of post-Unification Italy.
Prerequisite: Italian 208 or permission of the instructor.
309c. Introduction to the Study

and Criticism of Medieval and Early Modern

Italian

Literature. Spring 2010. Arikli.h Saibhr.

An introduction to the literary tradition of Italy from the Middle Ages through the early
Baroque period. Focus on major authors and iterary movements in their historical and cultural
contexts. Conducted in Italian.
Prerequisite: Italian 205 or permission of the instructor.
1

[314c. Italian Theater.]
[316c.

Red, White, Green, and...Noir: Reading Italy through Crime Fiction]

401c^04c. Independent Study

in Italian.

The Department.

SPANISH
Elementary Spanish I. Every fall. Fall 2009. Esmeralda A. Ulloa.
Three class hours per week and weekly conversation sessions with assistant, plus laboratory
assignments. An introduction to the grammar of Spanish, aiming at comprehension, reading,
writing, and simple conversation. Emphasis is on grammar structure, with frequent oral drills.
Spanish 101 is open to first- and second-year students who have had less than one year of
101c.

high school Spanish.

Elementary Spanish II. Every spring. Spring 2010. Maria Baez Marco.
Continuation of Spanish 101. Three class hours per week and weekly conversation sessions
with assistant, plus laboratory assignments. An introduction to the grammar of Spanish,
102c.

comprehension, reading, writing, and simple conversation. More attention
to reading and writing.

aiming

at

Prerequisite:

Spanish 101 or the equivalent.

^

is

paid

Courses of histruction
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2U3c. Intermediate Spanish

I.

Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Gusta\ oFaveron-Patriau and Carolyn

WOLFENZON.
Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with the teaching assistant.
Grammar fundamentals are reviewed. Class conversation and written assignments are based
on readings in modern literature.
Prerequisite: Spanish 102 or placement.
204c. Intermediate Spanish

II.

Fall 2009.

Nadia Cklis. Spring 2010. John Turner and

Hnriole YhPhs.

Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with the assistant.
Grammar fundamentals are reviewed. Class conversation and written assignments are based

modern literature.
Prerequisite: Spanish 203 or placement.

on readings

in

Advanced Spanish. Every

205c.

semester. Fall 2009.

Elena Cueto-Asin, John Turner, and

Enrique YhPhs. Spring 2010. Elena Cueto-Asin.

The study of a variety of journalistic and literary texts and visual media, together with
grammar review, designed to increase written and oral proficiency, as well as

an advanced

appreciation of the cultural history of the Spanish-speaking world. Foundational course for
the major.

(Same

Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with

American Studies

as Latin

Spanish 204 or placement.

Prerequisite:

209c

-

IP.

Introduction to Hispanic Studies: Poetry and Theater. Fall 2009. John Turner.

Spring 2010. Gi

A

assistant.

205.)

slwo

1\\\

kon-Pairiau and Hnrioui

i

YfPi-;s.

chronological introduction to the cultural production of the Spanish-speaking world

from pre-Columbian times

to the present, with particular

emphasis on the analysis of poetry

Examines major literary works and movements in their historical and cultural
context. One weekly workshop with assistant in addition to class time. Conducted in Spanish.
(Same as Latin American Studies 209
IVerequisiic: Spanish 205 (same as Latin American Studies 205) or permission of the
and

theater.

)

instnictor.

210c IP. Introduction to Hispanic wStudies: L.s.say and Narrative.
WoLFKNZON. Spring 2010. Nadia Cei is and Elena Cueto-As(n.

A chronological

Fall 2(K)9.

Carolyn

introduction lo the cuhiiral production of the Spanish-speaking world

from pre-Columbian limes to the present, w ilh particular emphasis on the analysis of essay
and narrative. I-\amines major litcrar\ works and inosemeiils in ihcir historical and cultural
context.

(Same

Prerequisite:

American Studies 210
Spanish 205 (same as Latin American Studies 205)

as Latin

)

or permission of the

instructor.

301 349

lopics in Hispanic iJterary and

( ultur'ai

Studies.

Ivvery

year,

liii

Dkpartment.

Designed
specific

advanced students wiih the opportunity to deepen ihc study of
aspects of the cultural prcKluction from iIk- Spainsh s|HMkinL' world ( ondiKlcil in
lo provide

Spanish.

301cr rontcinpnrarv Spain: DJNcrsitN,

Iradifioii,

(

lian^e

fall

2()()'>.

|{||

na Cui

ix)-

AslN.

A study of contemporary Spam through the analysis of a wide array of texts (essay, press,
film, advertisement,

music,

etc.).

aimed

at

understanding the complexities

ol a sot ieiN

ami
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culture as determined by geographical, linguistic, and ethnic diversity, and by forces of history

and tradition vis-a-vis modernity and political change. Conducted in Spanish.
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 (same as Latin American Studies 205).

Engaging Neruda's Canto General. Fall 2009. Enrique Yepes.
Delves into Latin America's most renowned twentieth-century epic poem

315c.

as it engages
and a post-colonial gaze. Close reading of
breeding ground and follow-up in diverse

history, geography, aesthetics, subjectivity, gender,

book meshes with the study of its intellectual
media. Examines precursors, enthusiasts, and challengers in poetry by Alonso de Ercilla,
Andres Bello, Ernesto Cardenal, Martfn Adan, and Elicura Chihuailaf; in visual arts by the
Mexican muralists and Martfn Chambi; in music by Silvestre Revueltas, Peter Schat, and the
Nueva Cancion movement; and in narrative by Hernan Cortes and Eduardo Galeano, among
others. Conducted in Spanish. (Same as Latin American Studies 315.)
Prerequisite: Two of the following: Spanisti 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207),
208, 209 (same as Latin American Studies 209) or 210 (same as Latin American Studies
the

210); or permission of the instructor.

318c.

A

Journey around Macondo: Garcia Marquez and His Contemporaries.

Fall

2009. Nadia Celis.
Studies the main topics, techniques, and contributions of Colombian Nobel Prize winner

Gabriel Garcfa

Marquez

as presented in

One Hundred

Years of Solitude. Explores the actual

that inspired the creation of Macondo, the so-called
where the novel takes place, and the universal themes to which this
imaginary town relates. His work is read in connection with other contemporary writers
who were part of the intellectual climate in which the novel was written, such as Jose Felix
Fuenmayor, Alvaro Cepeda Samudio, and Hector Rojas Herazo. Conducted in Spanish.
(Same as Latin American Studies 318.)
Prerequisite: Two of the following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207),
208, 209 (same as Latin American Studies 209) or 210 (same as Latin American Studies

locations, social,

and cultural trends

"village of the world"

210); or permission of the instructor.

319c. Letters from the Asylum:
Fall 2009.

Madness and Representation in Latin American Fiction.

Gustavo Faveron-Patriau.

Explores the concept of madness and the varying ways

which mental illness has been
represented in twentieth-century Latin American fiction. Readings include short stories and
novels dealing with the issues of schizophrenia, paranoia, and psychotic behavior by authors
such as Horacio Quiroga, Jorge Luis Borges, Cristina Rivera Garza, and Carlos Fuentes.
Also studies the ways in which certain authors draw from the language and symptoms of
schizophrenia and paranoia in order to construct the narrative structure of their works and
in order to enhance their representation of social, political, and historical conjunctures.
Authors include Diamela Eltit, Ricardo Piglia, Cesar Aira, and Roberto Bolaiio. (Same as
Latin American Studies 319.)
Prerequisite: Two of the following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207),
208, 209 (same as Latin American Studies 209) or 210 (same as Latin American Studies
in

210); or pemiission of the instructor.

Beyond Sea, Sun, and Sugar: Thinking and Writing the Hispanic Caribbean.
(Same as Latin American Studies 320.)]
[320c.

[323c.
323.)]

The War

of the (Latin American) Worlds. (Same as Latin Amerjcan Studies

^
.
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[324c.

Twentieth-Century Spanish Theater]

[325c.

Spanish Civil

War

in Literature

and Film.]

Body "of One's Own": Latina and Caribbean Women Writers. (Same as Gender
and Women's Studies 326 and Latin American Studies 326.)]
[326c

.A

[327c.

Reading Spanish Film]

[328c.

DonQuijote.j

[332c. Poetry

and Social .\ctivism

in

Latin America. (Same as Latin American Studies

332.)]
[

335c Conquest and Sovereignty in Latin American Literature. (Same as Latin American

Studies 335.)]

Contemporary

[336c Reading Images: Intersections of Art, Film, and Literature in

Latin America. (Same as Latin American Studies 336. )|
[338c. Shining

338.)

Path and the End of the World. (Same

as

Latin American Studies

I

[340c. River Plate Writers.

(Same

as

Latin American Studies 340.)]

[341c Colonial Kxperience and Post-colonial Perspectives. (Same as Latin American

Studies 341

)]

[342c. Narratives of

Memory

in

Contemporary

401c^04c. Independent Study and Honors

in

Spain.]

Spanish. The Department.

Russian
Raymond H. Miller. Department Chair
Tammis L. Larcaii. Depannwn! Coordinator
Professor: Jane K. Knox-Voina

Associate Professor:

Raymond

RcquircniciiLs for the

The Russian major

Major

H. Miller

in

consists ol ten courses (eleven for honors). These inclutle Russian 101,

102 and 203. 204; four courses
courses

in either
in

in

Russian literature

government,
1825-1936)

courses

Russian Language and Literature

history, or

Russian higher than Russian 204; and two approved
in translation

economics

or Shi\

it

tivili/ation. or

(e.g., llistor>

2 IS.

approved related

The Misl(M> of Russia,

Interdisciplinary .Major

The dcpartmen!
studies.

participates in an mterdisciplmary major

Sec pages 210 212.

m

I

urasian ant!

|-.asl

j-.uropean

Russian
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Study Abroad
Students are encouraged to spend

at least

one semester

Russia. There are several approved

in

summer and one-semester Russian-language programs in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Yaroslavl,
Voronezh, and Irkutsk that are open to all students who have taken the equivalent of two or
Programs should be discussed with the Russian department. Students
returning from study abroad will be expected to take two courses in the department unless
exceptions are granted by the chair. Two of the four semester credits from a one-semester
study abroad program may be counted toward both the Eurasian and East European major
and the Russian major; four credits may be counted toward a Russian major from a yearthree years of Russian.

long program.

Advanced Independent Study
This

is

an option intended for students

taken advantage of

all

who wish

to

work on honors

projects or

the available regular course offerings and wish to

on a particular topic already studied. Independent study
work. Application should be made to a

member

is

who have

work more closely

not an alternative to regular course

of the department prior to the semester in

which the project is to be undertaken and must involve a specific proposal in an area in
which the student can already demonstrate basic knowledge. Two semesters of advanced
independent studies are required for honors in Russian. Petition for an honors project must
be

made

in the

spring of the junior year.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

in

Russian

consists of seven courses (including the

Courses Taught

first

two years of Russian).

in English Translation

The department offers courses in English that focus on Russian history,
These may be taken by non-majors and include a
220-251.

First- Year

literature,

and culture.

series of 200-level courses:

Russian

Seminars

Happens Rarely, Maybe, but It Does Happen" - Fantasy and
Central Europe. Fall 2010. Raymond Miller.

22c. "It

Satire in East

Courses in Russian for Majors and Minors

Elementary Russian I. Every fall. Fall 2009. Jane Knox-Voina.
Emphasis on the acquisition of language skills through imitation and repetition of basic
language patterns; multimedia material (seeing and making short film clips); the development
101c.

of facility in speaking through interactive dialogs and understanding simple Russian.

Conversation hour with native speaker.

Elementary Russian II. Spring 2010. Jane Knox-Voina.
Continuation of Russian 101. Emphasis on the acquisition of language

102c.

skills

short film clips); the

development of

facility in

speaking through interactive

understanding simple Russian. Conversation hour with native speaker.
Prerequisite:

Russian 101 or permission of the

instructor.

^

through

making
dialogs and

imitation and repetition of basic language patterns; multimedia material (seeing and
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203c. Intermediate Russian

I.

Every

fall.

Fall 2009.

Raymond Miller.

Acontinuation of Russian 101. 102. Emphasis on maintaining and improving the student's
facility in

speaking and understanding normal conversational Russian. Writing and reading

skills are also stressed.

Prerequisite:

Conversation hour with native speaker.

Russian 102 or permission of

204c. Intermediate Russian

A

11.

Spring 2010.

the instructor.

Raymond Millhr.

continuation of Russian 203. Emphasis on maintaining and impro\ ing the student's

facility in

speaking and understanding normal conversational Russian. Writing and reading

skills are also stressed.

Prerequisite:

Conversation hour with native speaker.

Russian 203 or permission of the

instructor.

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Russian. Thh Department.
Upon demand, this course may be conducted as a small seminar for several students in areas
not covered in the abo\e courses (e.g.. the Russian
Prerequisite:

305c.

Russian 305 or permission of the

Advanced Reading and Composition

in

media or intensive language

study).

instructor.

Russian. Every

fall.

Fall 2010.

Jane Knox-

VOINA.
Intended to develop the ability to read Russian at a sophisticated level by combining selected

language and

literature readings,

Discussion and reports
Prerequisite:

in

grammar

review, and study of Russian

Russian. Conversation hour with native speaker.

Russian 204 or permission of the

instructor.

307c. Russian Folk Culture. Every other year. Fall 201

A study

word formation.

1

.

Ra^ mono Miller.

of Russian folk culture: folk tales, fairy talcs, legends, and traditional oral verse,

as well as the

work of modern writers. Special emphasis
Slavic background. Reading and discussion in Russian.

development of folk motives

on Indo-European and

Common

in

the

Short term papers.
Prerequisite:

M)^h

Russian 305 or permission of the instructor

Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature. Every other

fall.

Fall 2010.

Raymond

Miller.

A

survey of Russian prose of the nineteenth century. Special attention paid to the

development of Russian Romantic realism. Writers include Pushkin. Eermonlos. Ciogol'.
Turgene\. Dosioessky. and lolsio).
Prerequisite:

Russian M)5 or permission of the instructor

310c Modern Russian Literature, l:\ery other spring. Spring 201 1. Jani-: Knox-Voina.
An introduction tolwcntielh-century Russian literature from Symbolism to PosinuHJcrnisnL
Reading of poetry by Blok, Akhmatova, Mayakovsky, Evtushenko, and Okud/hava, along
with short prose by Zamialin. Babel, /oshchenko. Kharms. Shalamov. Aksenov, Shukshin.

Pclrushevskaya. Tolsiava. Ulilskaya. Sadur. and Pele\in. Close reatlinus of the assigned

works are vievsed alongside other artistic texts and cultural phcnoincna. includnig
song. film, conceptual and sots-art. and riKk- and pop-music.
Prerequisite: Russian M)S or permission of the instructor
}\(k

Kiissian INntry. Spring 2012.

bxammcs

Jam Knox-Voina.

various nineteenth- and twentieth-century Russian poets, including Pushkin.

Mayakovsky. liarlierhistoryof Russian verse isalsodiscussed. Inchules
Russian p<K*tics and the cultural historical context oleach poet's work. Reading and

Ixnnt)ntov.Fil(>k, and

study of

the baril

discussion are

in

Prerequisite:

Russian Short term

pa|X*rs.

Russian 305 or (Kmiission of the instructor

Russian
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401c^04c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Russian. The Department.
Individual research in Russian studies. Major sources should be read in Russian. A twosemester project
Prerequisite:

is

necessary for honors

One

course

in

in

Russian.

Russian higher than 305 and permission of the instructor.

IN

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

Nineteentli-Century Russian Literature. Fall 2009. Raymond Miller.
Traces the development of Russian realism and the Russian novel in the context of
contemporary intellectual history. Specific topics include the Russian response to Romanticism;

220c

-

IP.

the rejection of Romanticism in favor of the "realistic" exposure of Russia's social

nationalism and literary Orientalism; the portrayal of women and their role
the reflection of

contemporary

political controversies in

in

ills;

Russian

Russian society;

Russian writing. Authors include

Pushkin, Gogol', Lermontov, Belinsky, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, and Tolstoy. Russian majors
are required to

221c

-

IP,

do some reading

in

Russian.

VPA. Soviet Worker Bees, Revolution, and Red Love

in

Russian Film.

Fall

2009. Jane Knox-Voina.

Explores twentieth-century Russian society through critical analysis of film, art, architecture,
music, and literature. Topics include scientific Utopias, eternal revolution, individual freedom
versus collectivism, conflict between the intelligentsia and the

woman,"

common man, the "new Soviet

nationalism, the thaw and double think, stagnation of the 1970s, post-glastnost

Works of Eisenstein, Tarkovsky, Kandinsky, Chagall,
Mayakovsky, Bulgakov, Pasternak, Brodsky, Akhmatova, Solzhenitsyn, Petrushevskaya, and
Tolstaya. Weekly film viewings. Russian majors are required to do some reading in Russian.
(Same as Gender and Women's Studies 220.)
sexual liberation, and black hole

223c. Dostoevsky

art.

and the Novel. Spring 201

Examines Fyodor Dostoevsky 's

1.

The Department.

later novels.

Studies the author's unique brand of

realism ("fantastic realism," "realism of a higher order"), which explores the depths of

human psychology and

Emphasis on the anti-Western, anti-materialist bias
of Dostoevsky 's quest for meaning in a world growing increasingly unstable, violent, and
cynical. Special attention is given to the author's treatment of urban poverty and the place
of women in Russian society. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 22L)
spirituality.

224c. Dostoevsky or Tolstoy. Spring 2010.

Raymond Miller.

Explores and compares two giants of Russian literature. Lev Tolstoy and Fyodor Dostoevsky.
Their works are read for their significance, both to Russian cultural history and to European

women

and women's issues by both
authors. Part I studies Dostoevsky 's quest for guiding principles of freedom and love in a
world of growing violence, cynicism, and chaos. "The Woman Question" emerges as a constant

thought; special attention

is

paid to the portrayal of

Dostoevsky particularly concerned himself with the suffering of poor and humiliated
women. A close reading of several short works and the novel Brothers Karamazov set in their
historical and intellectual framework. Emphasis on the novelist's struggle between Western
subject:

and Eastern voluntary self-renunciation. Examines Dostoevsky's
"fantastic realism" as a polyphony of voices, archetypes, and religious sym.bols. Part II studies
Tolstoy's development both as a novelist and a moral philosopher. Examines several works,
the most important being the novel Anna Karenina, with special emphasis on the tension
materialistic individualism

between Tolstoy-the-artist and Tolstoy-the-moralist. Discussion of the writer's role as "the
conscience of Russia" in the last thirty years of his life, as well as his influence on such figures
as

Gandhi and Martin Luther King. (Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies

217.)
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[226c. Engineering

Human

Souls: Stalinist Culture

and Russian

Society.]

251c - IP. VPA. Russia's '"Others": Siberia and Central Asia through Film and Literature.
Spring 2010. Ja.ne Knox-Voina.
Films, music, short stories, folklore, art analyzed for the construction of national identity

of Asian peoples from the Caucasus to the Siberian Bering Straits

— Russia and the Former

Central Asia (the "stans" and Mongolia). Themes: Multicultural conflicts along the Silk

Road, the

transit

zone linking West

and

for nations. Survival

to East.

Changing

roles of

Asian

women

economic, and
from early traders

role of indigenous peoples in solving cultural,

geopolitical issues facing the twenty-first century. Arrival of "outsiders":

and Siberian

as cornerstone

settlers to exiled convicts;

from early conquerors

to despotic

Bolshevik

rulers,

from Genghis Khan to Stalin. Impact of Soviet collectivization, industrialization, and
modernism on traditional beliefs, the environment, subsistence indigenous cultures, and
Eastern spiritualities (Muslimism. shamanism). Questions how film and literature both
tell and shape the story of "nations." Films include S. Bodrov's Prisoner of the Mountains
(Caucasus) and Mongol: V. Pudovskin's Storm Over Asia, A. Kurosawa's Dersu Uzala, N.

Mikhalkov's Close
(iender and

Eden. A. Konchalovsky's Siheriade, G. Omarova's Schizo. (Same as

to

Women's

Studies 243.)

Sociology and Anthropology
Nancy

E. Riley. Departtncnt

Chair

Quimby, Department Coordinator

Lori B.

Professors: Susan E. Bell, Sara A. Dickey**. Scott MacEachern, Craig A.

McEwen, Nancy

E.

Riley

Associate Professors: Pamela Ballingeri, Joe Bandyt, Susan A. Kaplan, Krista E. Van Vleett
Assistant Professors: Dhiraj Murth). Seth Ovadiat
Visiting Faculty: Jan

M. Brunson, Marie

Sarita Gaytan, H.

Roy

Partridge

Jr.,

Leslie

Shaw

Fellow: Chad Uran

Requirements for the .Major
In consultation with

an ad\

isor.

each student plans a major program

understanding of s(Kiety and the

knowledge

human

condition, demonstrate

how

that will nurture

social

an

and cultural

arc acquired through research, and enrich his or her general education.

On

the

major program prepares the student for graduate study in sociology or
anthropology and contributes to preprofessional programs such as law and medicine. It
practical level, a

also provides background preparation for careers in urbati planning, public policy, the civil
service. siK'ial work, business or personnel administration, social research, law enforcement

and criminal

justice, the health professions, journalism,

secondary schtu)! teaching, and

development programs.

A

student

may

The major
310.

One

or

in

ch(K)sc cither of

two major programs

or

two minor programs:

socinhf^y consists ol ten courses, including ScK'ioloKV lOI. 201. 211. and

two of

ihc Icn courses

may

be advanced courses from anthropology

(or. if

Sociology and Anthropology

approved by the department

chair,

from related

fields to

meet the student's special

or off-campus study courses (with departmental approval). In

courses counted toward the major must be

be taken

in the

sophomore
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all

interests)

cases, at least seven of the

Bowdoin sociology courses. Sociology 201 should

year.

anthropology consists of nine courses, including Anthropology 101,
102, 201, 203, and 310, and one course with an area focus. Students are urged to complete
Anthropology 101, 102, 201, and 203 as early as possible. One or two of the nine courses

The major

may

in

be taken from the advanced offerings

in

sociology and/or, with departmental approval,

from off-campus study programs. In all cases, at least seven of the courses counted toward
the major must be Bowdoin anthropology courses.

Requirements for the Minor
The minor in sociology consists of five sociology courses, including Sociology 101,
201, and 211, and two other sociology courses. One of the elective courses may be from
off-campus study.
r/z6^m//?6>r//7 <:/A7//7/"<9/7r;/6>;?>' consists of five anthropology courses, including Anthropology
101 and 203, either 102 or 201, and an area study course. One of the elective courses may
be from off-campus study.

For the anthropology major or minor program, one semester of independent study
counted. For the sociology major program, two semesters of independent study

counted, while for the minor program one semester

may

may be
may be

be counted.

Core Courses
The core courses

in

sociology (101, 201, 211, and 310) and the core courses

in

anthropology

(101, 102, 201, 203, and 310) must be taken at Bowdoin. Courses in which

CR

(Credit)

grades are received do not count toward the major or minor. In order for a course to
the

major or minor requirements

be earned

in

fulfill

sociology or anthropology, a grade of C- or above must

in that course.

Off-Campus Study
Study away

demanding academic program can contribute substantially to a major in
sociology and anthropology. Students are advised to plan study away for their junior year. A
student should complete either the Sociology 201 or Anthropology 201 research methods
course, depending on their major, before studying away. Students must obtain provisional
approval for their study away courses in writing by department faculty before they leave for
study away, and then seek final approval upon their return to Bowdoin.
in a

Departmental Honors
Students distinguishing themselves in either major program

may

apply for departmental

honors. Awarding of the degree with honors will ordinarily be based on grades attained in

major courses and a written project (emanating from independent study), and will recognize
the ability to work creatively and independently and to synthesize diverse theoretical,
methodological, and substantive materials.

I
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SOCIOLOGY
First-Year Seminars

For a

full

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

10b Racism.

(Same

Fall 2009.

Roy

(14b America in the 1970s.
22b. In the

Partridge.

Africana Studies

as

Facebook

.Age.

10.)

]

Spring 2010. Dhir.aj Murthy.

Introductory, Intermediate, and .Advanced Courses

101b Introduction to Sociology'.

Fall 2009.

Marih Sarita Gaytan and Dhiraj Murthy.

Spring 2010. Susan Bell and Marie Sarita Gaytan.

The major perspectives of sociology. Application of the

method

scientific

to sociological

theorv and to current social issues. Theories ranging from social determinism to free will are

considered, including the work
is

Mar\, Weber. Durkhcim. Mcrton. and

{)\

others. Attention

given to such concepts as role, status, society, culture, institution, personality, social

organization, the dynamics of change, the social roots of behavior and attitudes, social control,

deviance, socialization, and the dialectical relationship between individual and society.

201b Introduction

to Social

Research. Spring 2010. Nancy Riley.

Provides firsthand experience w

ith

the specific procedures through

which

social science

know ledge is de\ eloped. Hmphasi/es the interaction hetw een theory and research, and examines
the ethics of social research

and the uses and abuses of research

policy making. Reading

in

and methodological analysis of a variety of case studies from the sociological

literature.

Field and laboratory exercises that include observation, interviewing, use of available data
(e.g., historical

dcKuments,

statistical archives,

computerized data banks, cultural

artifacts),

sampling, coding, use of computer, elementary data analysis and interpretation. Lectures,
laboralor) sessions, and small-group conferences.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or permission of the instructor

|2(Mb

I

|205b

amilies:
I'lSI)

A

(

omparative PersiXTtive. (Same

Lrban Sociology

(iender and

as

Women's Studies

204.

)|

|

|20Sb Race and Kthnicity (Same as Africana Studies 208.)

211b Classics of Soci<)Iogical rheory
all 2(K)9. Susan Bill.
An anal\sis()l selected works h\ the founders of modern sociology. Parlicularemphasis
I

given to understanding differing approaches to
inierprelation.

si)cit)logical analysis

Works by Marx. Weber. Durkhcim, and

through

is

dclailcil lextual

selected others are read.

Prerequisite: .S<Kiology 101 or permission of the instructor
21(»l)

LSI) FjmmI,

(

ulture,

and

Society, lall 2(K)9. Marii Sariia GayiAn.

F(kkJ has economical, cultural, and scKiai significance

beyond

iis

importance as a

source of sustenance, lixannnes individual and group relationships to food and employs

them

as rich lenses through

and expressions of
with

whom

solidarity,

identity.

which

lo study political

Readings examine the

arrangements, concepts of community,

ways

people eat enforces structures of inequality,

and creates the potential

for stK'ial change.

which what. when. how. and
establishes the hmMs of stxial
in

Case studies include Milk. Chicken.

Coffee, and Tequila. (Same as Latin Vmerican Studies 216
Prerequisite: SoclologN 101 .u

\ii(liro|H»log\ 101

.

i

oi |K*rmissi(>ii

«>f

the instructor

Sociology and Anthropology

[217b

-

ESD. Overcoming Racism. (Same

as

218b. Sociology of Law. Spring 2010. Craig

269

Africana Studies 217.)]

McEwen.

An analysis of the development and function of law and legal systems in industrial societies.
Examines the relationships between law and social change, law and social inequality, and
law and social control. Special attention is paid to social influences on the operation of legal
systems and the resultant gaps between legal ideals and the "law in action."
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101, or permission of the instructor.
[220b

-

ESD.

[221b

-

ESD. Environmental Inequality and

Class, Labor,

and Power.]
Justice.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

221.)]

ESD. Introduction to Human Population. (Same
and Gender and Women's Studies 224.)]
[222b

-

[223b

-

as

Environmental Studies 222

ESD. Cultural Interpretations of Medicine. (Same

as

Gender and Women's

Studies 223)]

224b

Susan Bell.
Introduces students to international health, healing, and medicine from individual
experiences in local contexts to global practices. Locates health and health care within
particular cultural, social, historical, and political circumstances. How do these diverse
forces shape the organization of healthcare providers and systems of health care delivery?
How do these forces influence people's symptoms, health beliefs, utilization of healthcare,
and interactions with healthcare providers? How are local practices of health and healthcare
linked to large-scale social and economic structures? Topics include structural violence; global
pharmaceuticals; the commodification of bodies, organ trafficking, and organ transplantation;
pregnancy and reproduction.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
IP.

-

[225b

-

Global Health Matters.

IP. Globalization

Fall 2009.

and Social Change. (Same

as

Latin American Studies 225.)]

227b - IP. Transnational Race and Ethnicity. Spring 2010. Dhiraj Murthy.
Examines globally mediated formations of ethnic and racial identities, including the ways
in which transnational communities are shaped through contact with "homelands" (physically
and

and vice versa. Particular attention is given to "Black" and "South Asian"
diasporic communities based in London and the transnational cultural networks in Africa, the
Indian Subcontinent, and the Caribbean that they help maintain. Readings include works by
Paul Gilroy, Arjun Appadurai, Les Back, Stuart Hall, Jayne Ifekwunigwe, Ian Ang, and the
Delhi-based sarai school. (Same as Africana Studies 227 and Asian Studies 263.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
virtually)

[233b

-

[235b.

ESD. Asian American Experience.]

"The Graying of America": Aging and

Society.]

236b - IP. South Asian Popular Culture. Fall 2009. Dhiraj Murthy.
Examines transnational South Asian popular culture (encompassing
Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, and Sri Lanka), as a

medium

Pakistan, India,

to understand larger sociological

themes, including diaspora, "homeland," globalization, identity, class, gender, andexoticization.

and fashion are the prime cultural modes explored. Largely structured around
specific "South Asian" cultural products
such as Bhangra, Asian electronic music, and
Bollywood— and their circulation between the subcontinent and South Asian diasporic
communities (particularly in Britain). (Same as Asian Studies 233.)

Music,

film,

—

Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or

Anthropology 101.

Courses of Instruction
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250b

KSD. Epidemiolog> Principles and

-

:

Practices. Spring 2010.

Nancy

Riley.

Introduces epidemiology, the study of the patterns and influences of disease (and health)
in

populations and communities. Focusing on the social, political, and economic influences

and consequences of patterns of disease and death, considers how these patterns reflect
and affect the demographics, social structure, economy, and culture of societies, and how
societies mobilize to combat disease and promote health. Focuses particularly on the role
of stKioeconomic inequality

— both

within and between countries

— in

how diseases spread

and are managed.
Prerequisite: Soci()log> 101.

253b. Constructions of the Body. Spring 2010. Susan

Bei.l.

Explores the body as a reflection and construction of language, a source of metaphor, and
a political and social "space." Considers historical and cross-cultural studies about men's
and women's bodies, sexuality, gender, and power. Throughout, draws from and compares

body in sociology, women's studies, and gay and lesbian studies. (Same
Gay and Lesbian Studies 253 and Gender and Women's Studies 253.)
theories of the

as

Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropoloj»y 101.

275b ESD Cultural Encounters with/in Hawaii. Fall 2(X)9. Nancy Riley.
Examines Hawaii as a site of cultural encounter. Topics include the ways that Hawai'i's
connected to constructions of and consumption of ethnic identities by
those w ithin and outiside Haw ai' i: the w ays historical and contemporary encounters between
different ethnic groups Haw ai' ian, haole, Chinese, Japanese. Filipino. Pacific Islanders) have
tourism industry

is

(

created the contemporary

United States and

Haw ai

ian social landscape;

Haw ai' ian culture and politics, particularly the rising Hawai' ian sovereignty

movement. Draws from theories of ethnic tourism,
Prerequisite:

|278b

-

Two

previous courses

in either

race/ethnicity,

and colonialism.

sociology or anthropology.

ESI). IIV China, (iender. Family. (Same as Asian Studies 278 and (lender

Women's

Studies 27S

The Department.

in Sociology.

310b Ad>anced Seminar: Current Controversies

Draws together

and

)|

294b Intermediate Independent Study

2*>ll>

and the relations between mainland

in

Sociology

Spring 2010. Craig

different theoretical and subslanlise issues in sociology in the United

Stales, primarily since

I9.S().

Discussescurrent controversies

in

thediscipline.e.g..quanlilati\e

versus qualitativt? methodologies, micro versus macro perspectives, and pure versus applied

work.
Prerequisite: Soci<)iog> 211 or permission of the instructor.

3121) Resistance
Na.s(

'>

kii

and Acconunodation: Comparative Perspectives on (iender

I

all 2(K)9.

n.

In societies across the worlil.
stratification

many

face tliscrinunalion and oppression because ol geiuler

and because of inequalities

that arise

from both

local

norms and

e\|u*ctations

and from socictal-lcvcl and even global-level forces. In response to ihc inequities ihey face.
people have found ways to live in. accommiHJate. challenge, and change those inequalities.
Examines gemler inequalities and the ways that those in ilifferent communities aiul societies
havexeactcd f<' tlu-ni I;u h student conducts a major research projecl nu an issue of gender.

and lesbian Studies 312 jkuI (tinder and Women's Studies 312
Prerequisite: SiKiology 101 or Anthropology 101 and one of: Antbropolog> 2(KV 230.
or 237 (same as Ciencbr and Women's Studies 237 and Latin American Studies 237).
(Same

as (ia>

)

1

Sociology and Anthropology

Sociology 204 (same as Gender and

and Women's Studies

Women's

Studies 204), 211, 253 (same as

253), 265 (same as Asian Studies

Studies 265), or 267 (same as

27

Gender

264 and Gender and Women's

Gender and Women's Studies

267).

[315b. Seeing Social Life.]

401b-404b. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Sociology. The Department.

ANTHROPOLOGY
First- Year

For a

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

[20b. Fantastic Archaeology.]

24b. Culture at the

Top of the World.

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Fall 2009.

Jan Brunson.

Advanced Courses

101b. Introduction to Cultural Anthropology. Fall 2009. Sara Dickey. Spring 2010. Jan

Brunson.
Cultural anthropology explores the diversities and commonalities of cultures and societies
in

an increasingly interconnected world. Introduces students to the significant issues, concepts,

theories,

and methods

in cultural

anthropology. Topics

may

include cultural relativism and

ethnocentrism, fieldwork and ethics, symbolism, language, religion and

economic systems, family and kinship, gender, class, ethnicity and
transnationalism, and ethnographic representation and validity.
102b. Introduction to

World

ritual, political

and

race, nationalism

and

Prehistory. Fall 2009. Leslie Shaw. Spring 2010. Scott

MacEachern.

An

human biological and
cultural evolution. Among the subjects covered are conflicting theories of human biological
evolution, debates over the genetic and cultural bases of human behavior, the expansion
of human populations into various ecosystems throughout the world, the domestication of
introduction to the discipline of archaeology and the studies of

plants and animals, the shift
societies

and the

from nomadic

to settled village life,

and the

rise

of complex

state.

201b. Anthropological Research. Fall 2009. Jan Brunson.
Anthropological research methods and perspectives are examined through classic and recent

ethnography,

statistics

and computer

literacy,

and the student's

own

fieldwork experience.

Topics include ethics, analytical and methodological techniques, the interpretation of data,

and the use and misuse of anthropology.
Prerequisite:

Anthropology 101.

[202b. Essentials of Archaeology.]

203b. History of Anthropological Theory. Fall 2009.

Chad Uran.

An

examination of the development of various theoretical approaches to the study of
culture and society. Anthropology in the United States, Britain, and France is covered from
the nineteenth century to the present.

Among those considered areMorgan, Tylor, Durkheim,

Boas, Malinowski, Mead, Geertz, and Levi-Strauss.
Prerequisite:

Anthropology 101.

Courses of Instruction
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[205c

IP.

-

Who Owns

The Roles

the Past?

of

Museums

in

Preserving and Presenting

Culture. (Same as Archaeology 207.)]

[206b

ESD. The Archaeolog\ of Gender and

-

Ethnicity.

(Same

as

Africana Studies

206.)]

KSI). IP. Global Sexualities, Local Desires. (Same
210 and Gender and Women's Studies 210.)]
1

2 10b

-

Women,

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies

Music, and the Divine. Fall 2009. Judith Casselberry.
Examines the convergence of politics and spirituality in the musical work of contemporary

211c Black

women

Black

Politics,

singer-songwriters

in

the United States. Analyzes material that interrogates

and articulates the intersections of gender, race,

class,

and se\ualit>. generated across a range

of religious and spiritual terrains with African diasporic/Black Atlantic spiritual moorings,
including Christianity, Islam, and Yoruba. Focuses on material that reveals a womanist (Black
feminist) perspective by considering the
artistic

production.

Employs an

ways

shape and are shaped by

resistant identities

interdisciplinary approach by incorporating ethnomusicology,

anthropology, literature, history, and performance and social theory. Explores the work of
Shirle\ Caesar.

The Clark

Sisters,

Me'shell Ndegeocello.

Abby

Lincoln. Sweet

Honey

in

Dianne Reeves, among others. (Same as Africana Studies 201 and Gender

the Rock, and

and Women's Studies

207.)

(219b. AnthropologN of Science, Sex,

and Reproduction. (Same as Gender and Women's

Studies 219)1
1

ESI) The Rise of Civilization

22 lb

(225b Class and Culture

1

|

231b. Native Peoples and Cultures of Arctic America. Fall 2009. Susan Kaplan.
Inuit, Native American Indian, and Aleut peoples lived in the
America as hunters, gatherers, and fishermen, harvesting resources
and land. Examines the characteristics of Arctic ecosystems and how

For thousands of years.
Arctic regions of North

from the

sea, rivers,

they arc being affected by climate change. I^xplores the social, economic,
religious livesof various Arctic-dwelling peoples in an effort to understand

adapted to

this

dynamic envirt)nment and

to contact with various

pc^liiical.

Ik)\\

and

people ha\e

Western groups. (Same as

En\ironnu-ntal Studies 231.)
Prerequisite:

Anthropolo^> 101 or

ESD. IP Indian Cinema and Society: Industries,

(232b

as Asian Studies 247

233b

102.
Politics,

and Audiences. (Same

)|

ESI). IP IV<»pks

and Cultures of Africa.

I'all

2(K)9.

intriKluction to the traditional patlerns of livelihood

Scon MacEacmern.

ami social institutions of African

peoples. I'oiiowing a brief over\ ieu of African gcograph). habitat, and cultural history.
lectures

organ

i

and readings cover a representative range

/.at ion.

ot types

of economy, polity,

from the smallest hunting and gathering societies

to the

and empires. I^mphasis

ufM)!!

African societies

colonial anil post colomal iX'riiKJs examined, but

in the

undcrstantling the nature oT traditional

f(Kus (Same as Africana Studies 233
Pierequisilc:

One course

aiul social

most complex

sociiil loiins.
;iiv

states

Changes

in

not ihc principal

)

in aiilhropt)log\

or Africana Studies 101.

IP (Jender and I amily in ! alin Vnurica (Same as (kihUi' and Women's
Studies 237 ami Latin \iiu-rii;ni Sliidits 237 ij
1

237b

E.Si).

Sociology and Anthropology

[238b. Culture

and Power

in the

[242b. Language, Metaphor,

273

Andes. (Same as Latin American Studies 238.)]

and

Identity.]

243b. Modernity in South Asia. Fall 2009. Sara Dickey.

What is modernity? How does it differ cross-cultural ly, and what forms does it take in South
Asia? In the countries of South Asia— including India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and
Nepal — many aspects of everyday life are both affected by and shape modernity. Economic
and popular media are examined, while investigating
work, gender, family, and religious identities in South Asia. (Same

liberalization, religious nationalism,

changes
as

in caste, class,

Asian Studies 232.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or Sociology 101.

[244b. Peoples

and

Societies of the Mediterranean.)

The Culture

[251b.

of Italian Fascism. (Same as Italian 251.)]

World Music, Globalization, and Transnational Culture
2010. Anthony Perman.

253c

IP.

-

Explores the role of globalization and commercialization

music" and "worldbeat." Investigates

how

the

demands of an

Industries. Spring

in the creation

of "world

international market and the

constraints of neoliberalism shape musical performance and production in various contexts

around the world. Also explores

music
as

is

how

local

understood as a living practice, a

Music

and cosmopolitan

mode

tastes

shape the ways

in

which

of expression, and as a commodity. (Same

250.)

1256b. African Archaeology:

The Roots of Humanity. (Same

as

Africana Studies

256.)]

[266b. Find a

Way

or

Make One:

Environmental Context. (Same

280b

as

Arctic Exploration in Cultural, Historical, and

Environmental Studies

ESD. Race, Biology, and Anthropology.

266.)]

Scott MacEachern.
Critically examines the biological justifications used to partition humanity into racial
groups. Investigates the nature of biological and genetic variability within and between
human populations, as well as the characteristics of human biological races as they have
-

traditionally

human

been defined. Considers whether race models do a good job of describing

how

populations vary across the earth. Critically appraises works by a variety of authors,

including
identity

groups

Fall 2009.

J.

Phillippe Rushton, Charles Murray, and Michael Levin,

and evolution work together
in different parts

Prerequisite:

to structure the history

who

claim that racial

and the potentials of human

of the world. (Same as Africana Studies 280.)

Anthropology 101, 102, or Sociology 101, or permission of

the

instructor.

291b-294b. Intermediate Independent Study in Anthropology. The Department.
310b. Contemporary Issues in Anthropology. Spring 2010. Susan Kaplan.

Close readings of recent ethnographies and other materials are used to examine current

and methodological developments and concerns in anthropology.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101, 102, 201, and 203, or permission of the

theoretical

[312b. Cultures

Weathering Environmental Change. (Same

as

instructor.

Environmental Studies

312.)]

401b-404b. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Anthropology. The
Department.

'
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Theater and Dance
Roger Bechtel, Department Chair

Noma

Petroff,

Department Coordinator

Professor: June A. Vail

Associate Professors: Roger Bechtel, Da\

is

Senior Lecturers: Gwyneth Jones. Paul Sar\

R.

Robinson

is

Lecturers: Judy Gailen, Abigail Killeen, Sonja Moser, Michael Schiff-Veire

Laboratory Instructor: Deb Puhl

may minor

Although no major is offered in the Department
of Theater and Dance, students with special interest may, with faculty advice, self-design a
major in conjunction w ith another academic discipline. More information on student-designed
majors may be found on page 29.
Students

Interdisciplinary

The department

in

dance or

theater.

Major

participates in an interdisciplinary

major

in

English and theater. See page

210.

DANCE
The dance curriculum provides

a coherent course of study through classes in

dance technique

and repertory, choreography, and dance history, theory, and criticism. The department

emphasizes dance's relation to the performing and fine arts and its fundamental connection to
the broad liberal arts curriculum. The program's goal is dance literacy and the development of
skills

important to original work

discipline,

and respect tor

in all liokls:

keen perception, iniaginatise

|")r(>hleni

solving,

craft.

dance technique and repertory is modern dance, a term
designating a wide spectrum of styles. The program focuses on an inventive, unrestricted

The foundation

approach

to

for classes in

movement informed by an understanding of basic dance

technique. This offers

an appropriate formal for exploring the general nature of dance and the creative potential
of undergraduates.

Technique and repertory courses (111. 211. 311;
each semester. Hach course

may
the

(Irading

is

U)T

111. 211. 311

oursc

)

and

o\ lour

a repertory

times for credit. Students

course (112. 212, 312)

in

credit. Alleiulance at all classes

is

required.

course credits: Dance KM; Dance 111/112.211 212.

oi

311 312;

Minor

five

in

102. 130. 145. or 150; and

.Sluilcnls

minor

maximum

212. 312) earn one-half credit

(

Credityi)/fail.

minor consists of

Dance

(

one full acaJcnui

Ke(|uiri'nK-nts for the

ihc

be repealed a

enroll in a technique course

same semester

flic

may

aiid 112.

in

Dance
two additional courses

must earn a grade of Credit or C or better
dance.

in

at

the 2(H) level or higher

order to lia\c a course count toward

Theater and Dance

First- Year

For a

full

275

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

Understanding Theater and Dance: Doing, Viewing, and Reviewing.

10c.

Fall 2009.

June Vail.

(Same

as

Theater

10.)

Introductory, Intermediate, and

101c

-

Advanced Courses

ESD, VPA. Cultural Choreographies: An Introduction

to

Dance.

Fall 2010.

June

Vail.

Dancing

is

activity, a

mode

of communication, and a basic force

dance and movement

in the

studio and classroom as aesthetic and

a fundamental

in social life. Investigates

human

phenomena. Explores how dance and movement activities reveal information about
norms and values and affect perspectives in our own and other societies. Using
ethnographic methods, focuses on how dancing maintains and creates conceptions of one's
own body, gender relationships, and personal and community identities. Experiments with
dance and movement forms from different cultures and epochs — for example, the hula. New
England contradance, classical Indian dance, Balkan kolos, ballet, contact improvisation,
and African American dance forms from swing to hip-hop — through readings, performances,
workshops in the studio, and field work. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 102.)
cultural
cultural

102c

-

VPA. Making Dances. Every

year. Fall 2010.

Paul Sarvis.

Explores ways of choreographing dances and multimedia performance works, primarily

component introduces students — regardless of previous
experience in dance — to a wide range of compositional methods that correspond to creative
process in other arts: writing, drawing, composing. Includes some reading, writing, and
discussion, as well as work with visiting professional dance companies and attendance at
solos, duets, trios.

live

A

strong video

performances.

104c. Stagecraft. Every year. Fall 2009. Michael Schiff-Verre.
Introduction to the language, theory, and practice of technical theater. Hands-on experience

m lighting, scenic and property construction, costuming, and stage management. Considers the
possibilities,

demands, and

limits inherent in different

forms of performance and performance

spaces, and explores the job roles integral to theater and dance production. Includes forty

hours of laboratory work. Grading

111c

-

is

Credit/D/Fail.

(Same

VPA. Introductory Dance Technique. Every

as

Theater 104.)

semester.

The Department.

Classes in modern dance technique include basic exercises to develop dance skills such

and musicality. More challenging movement combinations and longer dance
sequences build on these exercises. While focusing on the craft of dancing, students develop

as balance

an appreciation of their

own

and an understanding of the role of

craft in the creative

process. During the semester, a historical overview of twentieth-century

American dance on

video
is

is

styles

presented. Attendance at

all

classes

is

required.

May be repeated for credit.

Grading

Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit.

112c

-

VPA. Introductory Repertory and Performance. Every semester. The Department.
Dance 111 concurrently. Repertory classes provide

Repertory students are required to take

the chance to learn faculty-choreographed

works or reconstructions of historical dances.
Class meetings are conducted as rehearsals for performances at the end of the semester:
the December Studio Show, the annual Spring Performance in Pickard Theater, or Museum

276
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Museum

Pieces at the Bossdoin College

before performances. Attendance
for credit.

Grading

of Art

in

May. Additional rehearsals are scheduled

classes and rehearsals

is

required.

Ma>

be repealed

CrediL'D/Fail. One-half credit.

is

Dance and Music. (Same

.\frican

\ P.\

(113c

at all

as

Africana Studies 113 and Music

113.)]

130c

-

An

\"P.\.

Principles of Design. Every year. Fall 2009. Ji dy Gailen.

introduction to iheairical design that stimulates students to consider the world of a

performance piece from a designer's perspective. Through projects, readings,

plaN. dance, or

discussion, and critiques, students explore the fundamental principles oi

appK

the)

to set.

lighting, and costume design, as well as

the process of collaboration. Strong emphasis
sicills.

(Same

145c

\ P.\

as

\

isual design, as

text analysis for the designer,

on perceptual,

and

and communication

analytical,

Theater 130.)

Performance and Narrative. Spring 2010. Rcx.hr Bkchtel.

For millennia, we have organized our
lives as narratives.

However much

our religions, our histories, and our own
form has been called into question in recent

tictions,

the narrative

seems we just cannot stop telling each other stories. Examines the particular nexus
bet\seen narrative and performance: What is narrative? How dt^s it work? What are its
limits and its limitations? How do we communicate narrative in performance? Involves both
critical inquir> and the creation of performance pieces based in text, dance, movement, and
the visual image. (Same as Theater 145.)
years,

150c

-

it

\ P.\ Improvisation. Every other year. Spring 201

lmpro\ isation

is

explore the language of a

artists to

introduction to

1.

Thk Department.

a fundamental \oo\ used by dancers, musicians, actors, writers, and other

some of

medium and

to

develop new work.

An

the primary forms of improvisation used in

interdisciplinary

dance and

theater.

Content includes theater games, narrative e.xerci.ses, contact improvisation, and choreographic

(Same

structures.

201c

PA

\

1

as

Theater

150.)

heater and Dance History: Moments, Movements, Pheories. Fall 2(K)9

BhCHTM
Examines semnial

RcXiKR

historical

moments

in

theater and dance through a focus

on such

conceptual categories as visuality. auraiitv. the bodv. space, spectatorship. political ideolog\.

and NO on. Historical eras covered include ancient Cireece. medieval Japan. Renaissance
Europe, and romantic. nKxlernisi. and postmodernist Europe and America. Ihc tiKUs.
however, will be placed not on these individual moments per

se, but

on the

effect of siKial

and cultural pressures on the aesthetics of live performance across different times, cultures.
and disciplines. Some time spcMit in the studio cx|XTimenting with historical forms. (Same
as

Theater 201

202c

PA

\

year. Fall

I

lopicsin Dance Historv: Rebel Dancers Dancing Revolutions

2010

and

inlerspcrsc

of American

upheavals

political

dancmg with

workshops by

v

very other

\Mi

Ji sj

A studio exploration
cultural

!

isiting

stK'ial

in the

and

theatrical

choreography's intersection with

United Stales during the past century. Assignments

reading, writing, and viewing films and live |X-r1ormances. with

dance companies I'xplores diverse styles and

eras, including the turn

of-lhc twentieth century tcmirust. (political art olisadora Duncan. |XTlt>rmanccsol racial and
cla.ss solidarity

by workers' groups ot the h^M)s; avanl garde hap|x*nings and subversive

choreographic strategies of the WiOs; the cmbtHlied
I

of gender idcniilics

PrcrcquiMic
till-

I

II V.I

ri

I.

Ii ir

in the l*>9()s

One

(politics

ofearly hip-hop; and. the staging

and beyond

of the following

Dance MM

102

Ml. 211.

(»i

311. oi pciinission ol

Theater and Dance

211c

A
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VPA. Intermediate Dance Technique. Every semester. The Department.
continuation of the processes intrcxluced in Dance 111. May be repeated for

-

Grading

is

credit.

Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit.

VPA. Intermediate Repertory and Performance. Every semester. The Department.
Intermediate repertory students are required to take Dance 211 concurrently. A continuation
of the principles and requirement introduced in Dance 112. May be repeated for credit.
212c

-

Grading
24()c

-

is

Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit.

VPA. Performance

in the Twenty-first

Hybrid by nature, rebellious

in spirit,

Century.

performance

Fall 201

1

.

RrXiER Bechtel.

rejects the boundaries

and conventions

of traditional theater and dance, combining and recombining these live forms with every
other artistic

mode and medium

to an end, so

does the

boundary-breaking

Examines

fifth

imaginable. Yet as the

decade of

itself become

"new" form.

this

is

Is

decade of the new century draws

it still

breaking boundaries, or has

a convention? What, these days,

the genealogical roots of performance

performance

first

is

new about performance?

and studies the ways twenty-first-century

exploring the body, the mind, technology, intercultural aesthetics, and

globalism. Students will enact critical inquiries in the creation of their

own

p)erformance

works. (Same as Theater 240.)
Prerequisite:

250c

-

One

KX)-level course in theater or dance.

VPA. Theater, Dance, and the

Common

Good. Spring 2010. Roger Bechtel.

Theater and dance have a long history of political engagement, social intervention, and

community

building.

Examines

the historical precedents for today's "applied" theater

and

dance practice, including Piscator, Brecht. Boal. Cornerstone Theatre, Judson Dance Theatre,
and Yvonne Rainer. Significant time also spent working with local agencies and

community-based performances addressing

to create

poverty, prejudice, and the environment,

270c

-

VPA. Choreography

among

institutions

social issues such as homelessness,

others.

for Dancers: Invention.

(Same

as

Theater 250.)

Method, and Purpose.

Fall 2009.

Pall Sar\ is.
Through a vigorous sequence of creative projects, fluent dancers excavate sources and
explore methods for making dance. Detailed work on personal movement vocabulary,
musicality, and the use of multidimensional space leads to a strong sense of choreographic
architecture. Students explore the play between design and accident— communication and
open-ended meaning — and irony and gravity. Studio work is supported by video viewing,
and readings on dance, philosophy, and other arts.
Prerequisite: Dance 101 or 102 and two of: Dance 112. 212. or 312.
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Dance. The Department.
311c

A

VPA. Advanced/Intermediate Dance Technique. Ev er> semester. The Departvient.
continuation of the processes introduced in Dance 211. May be repeated for credit.

-

Grading

312c

-

is

Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit.

VPA. Advanced/Intermediate Repertory and Performance. Every

semester.

The

Departme.nt.

Dance 311 concurrently. A
Dance 212. May be repeated

Intermediate/advanced repertory students are required to take
continuation of the principles and requirement introduced in
for credit.

Grading

is

Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit.

401c^04c. Advanced Independent Study

in

Dance. The Department.
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THEATER
The

theater

program

Bowdoin

examine the ways theater
community, and challenge assumptions.
performance, theory, history, design, and stagecraft. Emphasis is placed

at

can provoke the imagination,

Courses are offered

in

offers students the opportunity to

tell stories,

on theater's fundamental connection
performance

to the liberal arts curriculum, as well as theater literacy,

respect for language, and an understanding of social/historical influences

skills,

on drama. The aim

create

is

to

develop imaginative theater practitioners

problems of form and content with a passionate desire

who

collaboratively solve

to express the

human

condition on

stage.

Requirements for the Minor

in

Theater

The minor consists offive courses: Two courses from Theater 101. 104. 120. 130. 145. 150;
two courses from Theater 201. 220. 225. 240. 250. 260. 270. 305, 320. 321. 322. 323. 370:
and one additional course

in theater

or dance.

Students must earn a grade of Credit or C- or better
the

minor

10c.
Jl

full

order to have a course count toward

in theater.

First- Year

For a

in

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 149-60.

Understanding Theater and Dance: Doing, Viewing, and Reviewing.

Fall 2009.

NK Vail.

(Same

as

Dance

10.)

Introductory, Intermediate, and

101c

An

VPA. .Making Theater.

Advanced Courses

Fall 2(K)9.

Sonja Moser.

active introductory exploration of the nature of theater:

to icx)k at

it,

how

to

make

it.

how

about

to think

it,

how

Students examine a range of theatrical ideas and conventions,

making work.

see and reflect on live performance, and experience different approaches to

IX*signers, directors, performers, and scholars visit the class to broaden perspective and

work collaboratively throughout

instigate experiments. Students

the semester to develop

and perform original work.
104c. Stagecraft. Fvery year. Fall 2(K)9.

Mk

haki. Schiff-Vkrrf.

Intnxluction to the language, theory, and practice of technical theater. Hands-on experience
in lighting,

scenic and property construction, costuming, and stage

possibilities,

demands, and

10(k

Introduction

to

f

iradiiiL' is

Drama

I

all

Credit/I) lail.

2(M)'^

.

(

insiders the

forms of performance and performance

limits inherent indifferent

spaces, and explores the job roles integral to theater

hours of lahoratorN uork

management

aiitl

dance punliKtion.

(Same

Aakon Kik

as

Dance

Incliidcs forty

104.)

ii.

Traces the development of dramatic form, character, and style from classical Oreecc

through the Renaissance and Ivnlighlenment

to

contemporary America and Africa. I^xplores

the evolution of plot design, with special attention to
stratejTics

ilu-

politics of playing, the shifting

human agency, and contemporary relationships between the
forms of mass media. Authors may include Sophocles. Aristophanes.

of representing

theater and a variety of

Marlowe. Shakespeare. Dryden. Ibsen. WiUle. Beckett. Mamet.
Fnglish HK)

i

aiul ("luiichill.

(Same

as

Theater and Dance

120c

VPA. Acting

-

I.

Every semester.
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Fall 2009. Abigail Killeen. Spring 2010.

Sonja

MOSER.
Introduces students to the physical, emotional, and intellectual challenge of the acting

movement work, analysis of dramatic texts from an actor's point of view,
and improvisational exercises are used to provide students with a variety of methods for
acting truthfully on stage.
process. Voice and

130c

-

An

VPA. Principles of Design. Every

Judy Gailen.

year. Fall 2009.

introduction to theatrical design that stimulates students to consider the world of a

performance piece from a designer's perspective. Through projects, readings,
discussion, and critiques, students explore the fundamental principles of visual design, as
play, dance, or

they apply to

set, lighting,

and costume design, as well as

the process of collaboration. Strong

(Same

skills.

as

Dance

text analysis for the designer,

emphasis on perceptual,

analytical,

and

and communication

130.)

145c - VPA. Performance and Narrative. Spring 2010. Roger Bechtel.
For millennia, we have organized our fictions, our religions, our histories, and our own
lives as narratives. However much the narrative form has been called into question in recent

seems we just cannot stop telling each other stories. Examines the particular nexus
between narrative and performance: What is narrative? How does it work? What are its
limits and its limitations? How do we communicate narrative in performance? Involves both
critical inquiry and the creation of performance pieces based in text, dance, movement, and
the visual image. (Same as Dance 145.)
years,

150c

it

-

VPA. Improvisation. Every

Improvisation
artists to

is

1.

The Department.

a fundamental tool used by dancers, musicians, actors, writers, and other

explore the language of a

introduction to

other year. Spring 201

some of

medium and

to

develop new work.

An

interdisciplinary

and

the primary forms of improvisation used in dance

theater.

Content includes theater games, narrative exercises, contact improvisation, and choreographic
structures.

195c

-

(Same

as

Dance

150.)

VPA. Production and Performance. Every

Engagement

in the

semester.

presentation of a full-length

work

The Department.

for public performance with a

faculty director or choreographer. Areas of concentration within the production

design, including

set, light,

may

include

sound, or costume; rehearsal and performance of roles; service as

assistant director or stage manager. In addition to fulfilling specific production responsibilities,

students meet weekly to synthesize work. Students gain admission to

Theater 195

either

through audition (performers) or through advance consultation (designers, stage managers,

and

assistant directors). Students register for

Theater 195 during the add/drop period

beginning of each semester. Students are required to commit a

at the

minimum of six hours a week

and production responsibilities over a period of seven to twelve weeks; specific
is assuming in the production and the
production schedule. Grading is Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit. May be repeated a maximum
to rehearsal

time commitments depend upon the role the student
of four times for credit, earning a

maximum

of two credits.

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

201c

-

VPA. Theater and Dance History: Moments, Movements, Theories.

Roger Bechtel.
Examines seminal

historical

moments

in theater

Fall 2009.

and dance through a focus on such

conceptual categories as visuality, aurality, the body, space, spectatorship, political ideology,

and so on. Historical eras covered include ancient Greece, medieval Japan, Renaissance
Europe, and romantic, modernist, and postmodernist Europe and America. The focus,
however, will be placed not on these individual moments per se, but on the effect of social
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performance across different times, cultures,
the studio experimenting with historical forms. (Same

and cultural pressures on the aesthetics of
and disciplines. Some time spent
as

Dance

in

live

201.)

Comedies and Romances. Ever>

210c. Shakespeare's

other year. Fall 2009. William

W.ATTERSON.

Examines A Midsummer Night's Dream, The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth Night, As You
Like Ii. The Winter's Tale, and The Tempest in light of Renaissance genre theory. (Same as
Knglish210)

One

Prerequisite:

first-year

Note: This course

fulfills

(21 Ic .Shakespeare's

seminar or lOO-level course

in English.

the pre-18(X) literature requirement for English majors.

Tragedies and

Roman

Plays.

(Same

as F^nglish 211. )J

|212c Shakespeare's History Plays. (Same as English 212.

220c

VPA. Acting

-

An

11:

)|

Noice and Text. Every year. Fall 2009. Sonja Moshr.

intermediate acting course focused on the link between language, thought, and feeling,

u ith the goal of achieving full-mind-body engagement in the act of communication. Students
work with poetr>, plays, and other dramatic texts to encourage vocal, physical, and emotional
freedom. Breathing exercises attune students to the physiological impulse to speak, while
v(Kal exercises concentrate on developing increased range, strength, and color of expressicMi.
Interpretation

225. Acting

explored through close readings of

is

Physical Theater,

11:

225 may be taken individually or

One

Prerequisite:

(223c

225c

l(X)-level

is

in

part of a

\ P.\ .Acting

II:

I

work fcKUsed on presence, energy,

Theater 220 and

in theater.

as English 223.)]

heater. Every year. Spring 2010. Davis Robinson.

Extends the principles of Acting

and brings the entire body

series.

any order.

course

Physical

This course, along with Theater

two-semester course

VPA. English Renaissance Drama. (Same

-

texts.

1

through a

full

semester

o\'

rigorous physical acting

Deselops

relaxation, alignment, and emotional freedom.

to the act of being

on stage through highly structured

exercises and ensemble-oriented impro\ isational work. Scene work

is

indi\ idiial

expK)red through

the movcmcnt-ba.sed acting disciplines of Ixcoq, CJrotowski. Meyerhold, or Viewpoints.

Contemporar> physical theater makers Theatre de Complicite, Mabou Mines, SITI company,
and Irantic Assembly are discussed. This course, along w ith Theater 220. Acting II: Noice
and Text, is part of a two-semester course series. Theater 220 aiui 225 iiki\ be taken
mdiMdually or

in

f*rerequisiie:

230c.

I

any order.

One

HK)-level course

in theater.

heater and Theatricality in Ihc Kest(Mafi<ui and the T.ighteeiith ('entur>

other year. Spring 201

An overview

1.

Ann

of the development ol the theater troin
s|K'cial

liicfcoix-niiiL' nl ilic pla\

houses

in

emphasis on the emergence of new

dramatic nunles such as Restoration comedy, heroic tragedy, "she trageily.
o|x;ra.

\cry

Kibbif.

1660 to the end of the eighteenth century, with

comedy, and

I

'

sentimental

Other topics include the legacy of Puritan anxieties about theatncalit)
on the professional stage; ailaptations of Shakespeare on the

:

the introduction of actresses

Restoration and eighteenth-century stage; other sites of public performance, such as the

maM|ucrade and the scaffold; and the representation
novel (Same as Kn^^lish 2M)

of theatricality in the eighleenili

».

i

Prerequisile:

Noie:

Iliis

One

course

first

vcar seminar oi MM) lc\el course

fulfills the

in liiglish

pre IX(K) literature requirement for Ivnglish majors.

iiuury

1

Theater and Dance
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240c - VPA. Performance in the Twenty-first Century. Fall 201 1. Roger Bechtel.
Hybrid by nature, rebellious in spirit, performance rejects the boundaries and conventions
of traditional theater and dance, combining and recombining these live forms with every
other artistic

mode and medium

imaginable. Yet as the

first

decade of the new century draws

this "new" form. Is it still breaking boundaries, or has
convention? What, these days, is new about performance?
Examines the genealogical roots of performance and studies the ways twenty-first-century

to

an end, so does the

boundary-breaking

performance

is

fifth

decade of

itself become a

exploring the body, the mind, technology, intercultural aesthetics, and

globalism. Students will enact critical inquiries in the creation of their

works. (Same as
Prerequisite:

246c.

Dance 240.)
One 100-level course

in theater

own performance

or dance.

Drama and Performance in the Twentieth Century and Beyond. Fall 2009. Marilyn

Reizbaum.

Examines dramatic trends of

the century, ranging

from the

social realism of Ibsen to

the performance art of Laurie Anderson. Traverses national and literary traditions and

demonstrates that work
dramatic literature

in translation like that

in English.

in the

body of

Discusses such topics as dramatic translation (Liz Lochhead's

translation of Moliere's Tartiiffe); epic theater

Tony Kushner, Caryl

of Ibsen or Brecht has a place

Churchill); political

and

its

millennial counterpart (Bertold Brecht,

drama (Frank McGuinness, Athool Fugard);

the

"nihilism" of absurdist drama (Samuel Beckett); the "low" form of the musical (as presented,

by Woody Allen); and the relationship of dance to theater (Henrik Ibsen,
Ntozake Shange, Stomp, Enda Walsh). Readings staged. Formerly English 262 (same as
for example,

Gender and Women's Studies 262 and Theater 262). (Same as English 246 and Gender
and Women's Studies 262.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 00-level course in English or gender and women's
1

studies.

250c

-

VPA. Theater, Dance, and

the

Common

Good. Spring 2010. Roger Bechtel.

Theater and dance have a long history of political engagement, social intervention, and

community

building.

Examines

the historical precedents for today's "applied" theater and

dance practice, including Piscator, Brecht, Boal, Cornerstone Theatre, Judson Dance Theatre,

and Yvonne Rainer. Significant time also spent working with local agencies and institutions
to create community-based performances addressing social issues such as homelessness,
poverty, prejudice, and the environment,

260c

-

among

others.

(Same

as

Dance

250.)

VPA. Play writing. Spring 20 11. Roger Bechtel.

A writing

workshop

for

contemporary performance that includes introductory exercises

in writing dialogue, scenes,

and solo performance

texts,

then

moves

to the writing (and

rewriting) of a short play. Students read plays and performance scripts, considering
writers use image, action, speech, and silence;
pieces; and

how

Prerequisite:

270c

-

VPA.

how

how

they structure plays and performance

they approach character and plot. (Same as English 214.)

One

100-level course in theater or dance or permission of the instructor.

Directing. Every year. Fall 2009. Davis Robinson.

Introduces students to the major principles of play direction, including conceiving a
production, script analysis, staging, casting, and rehearsing with actors. Students actively
engage directing theories and techniques through collaborative class projects, and complete
the course by conceiving, casting, rehearsing, and presenting short plays of their choosing.

A final research and rehearsal portfolio is required.
Prerequisite:

One

100-level course in theater or dance.
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291c-294c Intermediate Independent Study
305t. Studio 305. Spring 201

1.

in

Theater. The Department.

Roger Bechtel.

A senior theater seminar focusing on independent work. Advanced students creating capstone
and design meet weekly as a group to critique,
discuss, and present their work. Final performances are given at the end of the semester
Prerequisite: One l(X)-level course in theater and one additional course in theater or dance,
projects in playwriting. directing, acting,

preferably

at the

200

level.

320c. Theater Styles. Every third year Fall 2CX)9. D.w

is

Robinson.

An ad\ anced acting class that explores issues of sty le. What isTragedy ? Farce? Melodrama?
Commedia?Realism?TheAbsurd?Through research, analysis, and scene work in class, students
become familiar with a range of theatrical idioms. Emphasis is placed on understanding the
social/cultural needs that give rise to a particular style, and the way in w hich style is used in
contemporarN theater
Prerequisite:

preferahl)

at

One

to support or sub\ ert a text.

l(K)-lc\cl

course

in

theater and one additional course in theater or dance,

the 2(K) level.

Comedy

Performance. H\er> third year Fall 201 1. Dwis Robinson.
L(K)ks at several facets of comedy on stage, from its origins in Greek and Roman theater to
contemporary comic forms. Theory is combined with practical exercises in clowning, satire,
physical comedy, wit, timing, phrasing, and partner work to develop a comic vocabulary for
interpreting both scripted and original work. Students work in solos, duets, and groups tocreate
final performance projects that are presented to the public at the end of the semester
Prerequisite: One l(K)-le\cl course in theater and one additional course in theater or dance,
preferably at the 200 level.
321c.

in

Knsemhie: Theater and Dance Collaborative Creation.

322c

1

all

2010. The

DEP.ARTMKN^r.

Experienced theater and dance students collaborate

The course spans

event.

to devise

an original performance

the entire process from conception to research, writing, staging,

choreographing.andultimately performing for the public. With emphasis on experimentation —

and a process

that includes

dance and acting technique

the

aim

is

to both

embrace and

transcend disciplinary traditions.
Prerequisite:

One

l(K)-level

and one 2(K)-level course

in

theater or clancc. or permission

of the instructor

^2^^

Acting Shaki'speare. Spring 2010. Abkiaii Km een.
i

An

advanced-level acting course dedicated to the study of Shakespeare toward

purpose: performance. Buikling on the

Acting
V(x:ai

II.

students

combine advanced

work designed

Prerequisite

to bring the text off the

Ihi-att-r

original

and both sections of
learned in Acting
and rhetorical analysis with rigorous physical and

skill sets

text

its

1

page and into (X'rformance.

120 ami ThfaliT 220 or 225. or pei;niissu)n

ol the instructor

Advanced Directing Spring 2010. Sonja Most r.
Acontmuationol Theater 270 Students buiUl u(^>n their know ledge of play analysis and
'ing lo examine com(x>sition. design, and actor collaboration in greater depth. Advanced
iliKclmg skills, theories, and techniques will be exercised through work on non realistic
37(k

'

'

materia] Culminates with each studiiii (lireitmr a M) ininule
Prerequisite

Ioiil'

theatrical work.

Ihiater 270

40 h 44M< Advanced lnde|K'ndent Sliidv

in

I

heater. Imi Di pari mini.

Educational Resources and Facilities
BOWDOIN COLLEGE LIBRARY
The Bowdoin College Library has long been among the more distinguished liberal arts college
libraries in the country, known for its outstanding book, journal, and manuscript collections.
Today, the Library combines

its

constantly growing treasury of print material with a wealth

of electronic resources, as well as instructional programs

The

Library 's col lections,

in their use.

developed over a period of 200 years, exceed one million volumes

and include over 8,000 current print and electronic periodical and newspaper subscriptions,
over 28,000 audiovisual items, 40,000 maps, over 35,000 photographs, more than 5,000
1

linear feet of manuscripts,

annually. Subscriptions to
full-text electronic

and archival records. Approximately 14,000 volumes are added
220 online indexes and databases provide access to thousands of

books and journals and other information resources.

Library Resources and Services

The

Library's

Web

information: the
libraries in

site (http://library.bowdoin.edu)

serves as a central portal to online

combined Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin

Maine,

New

library catalog

and those of other

England, and throughout the world; electronic periodical indexes

in

a broad range of disciplines; thousands of electronic full-text books and journals; electronic

reserve readings; and links to hundreds of additional e-text reference works and research
collections.

The Web

site also

through the Internet, including
Librarians and faculty

provides links to the wealth of digital information available
text, audio, video,

and image collections.

members work together to teach research skills and to encourage the

use of library resources throughout the curriculum. Librarians provide an active instruction

program, teaching students to develop effective research strategies and to

identify, select,

evaluate, and analyze information for course-related research and independent scholarship.

All students receive information literacy instruction in their first-year seminars. Librarians also

develop

Web

pages offering research strategies for specific courses and guides to resources

Bowdoin.
Through an active interlibrary loan program, materials arrive daily from the library
collections of Colby and Bates colleges, and from other libraries in Maine and beyond,
often incorporating the use of high-speed electronic document delivery services. Through
Maine Info Net and NExpress, students and faculty can initiate interlibrary loan requests
online for materials held by Colby and Bates, other Maine libraries, and selected libraries
for the

in

New

major

fields taught at

England.

Library Branches and Collections
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library, the main library, houses humanities and social sciences
materials, as well as the George J. Mitchell Department of Special Collections & Archives
and a depository of federal and Maine State documents. The Library also includes four branch
libraries: the Hatch Science Library, the William Pierce Art Library, the Robert Beckwith
Music Library, and the Language Media Center. Notable collection strengths lie in British and
American history, French and American literature, Arctic studies, Maine history and Maine
and the Civil War, World War I, and modern European history.
The Hawthorne-Longfellow Library building, which was opened in the fall of 1965,
was expanded in 1985 to include five tiers of stacks and a reading room in Hubbard Hall, and
writers, anti-slavery
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remodeled in 1993-94. The boikiiig was fnmplfirly leacyvated between 2001
Mtd 2005 to provide oeyk individual aod group student leaning spaces, a faculty lesearefa
room, tireless oonnectioiis dvooghout the buildiiig for laptop use. improved instmctknal
and ccMiyiaef facilities, and a nMxkmized reading room in the George J. MitcfaeUDe| M

was

further

>

of Special CoUectioos

A >ariet>

of

&

facilities

Archives
support tne imr^aiioa of iechiiok)gy

iitfo

learhing and kaniing.

These include a coinpuier libofaKiry: a twcnty-five-se« electronic classroom for initio
in online resources and the use of general and instructional sofr^are: the USG Coqxxatioa
Librar> Tecfanolog> Seminar Room: and the Chandler Reading Room for litenry events,
lectures, and studempreseiaatioiis. The Library also collatwnaes with Information

Te^^

oypngt fhr i i Mgg Jiinn nf lecfanoiogy into the ciiicninm and researeh.
CoflTf4» «wi*"»f >M<«norallMiiiiMigi: Mi i tfliPt jiait<aftliflilwa>y ihgCigni^gMtllagwingnis
C^lectiMi is a rich tcposiiory of rcsomccs for over tv^o hundred years of federal and stale
hisiorv. From its beginning, the Library actively acquired govun cnt pnbbcations, even
prior to beooanng a Congressionally designaied depositorv in 1884 and thereb> receiving
from the Gov eramem Pkindng Office. The Government Documems
free document^
vnr^ii^nhal
bokhngs of niwif i -rtti- md twentieth-oeniuy publications.
Coliection has
fiTiifiinfPg both '^^'i^T <>nc7<^ine V4^rte< such as the Ctmgressitmai Record and sadi wied
ihe West, nineteemh-cenmry Maine geologic studies.
individBal repor^
1 930s Women's Bureau pamphlets, hearings on the attack at Pearl Harbor, and NASA atlases.
Since most current goverament documents are published digitally, the Librarv designs Web
sites and uses the online catalog to oiainiain its tradition of pro^idii^ access to govetmneni
information for the Bowdoin oommnnity and citizens of midcoast Maine.
Tke GcOTige J. MMcImI DcpnriBMBt of Special CoOectiiMB & .\rckives includes rse
c|yr-ialioc tn

i

m

books, maanscnpcs. photographs, maps, recordii^s. the College .Archives, as well as the
p^KTs of SenaU)r Gowge J Mitchell (Class of 1954). These reseanii mairriak. desdibed

on the Web M faitpj librarv bo^doinxdu/arcfa. serve an iiupoi tJMi function in inirodnring
undqgiaduates— in their rescafcfapiDiects.cla« as sigiMWJ«v and odicr imlqrtiitrrt
the experience of performing ori^inl l escjich aod evahndng primarv' somce materialN. and
ihc> support faculty tn their o^n lescji ch iiMeicsts
CoUectioo highligNs include the James Bowdoin and Benjamin Vwgbai family bteanes
of early imprints; extensive published and manuscript maicriab by and about Nathaniel
Hawtfaome aod Henry Wadswonfa ljOOg;foilow. both members of the Class of 1825: books.
periodic aK aod panybV^- .^rt\^ ^"-^:** T^^\ ^y,^\^^ period: the double clcphant-fblioeditioo
jrtis*s7V.\V>nA/4iiMTiavi/»Ki!ian:abroad
ofJoholaoiesAndbbori
represettfaboo of earlv American and earl> Maine imprints; the «xxk of three (fistinguished
Maine piesaes: the Mosher Press, the Soodiworth Press, and the Amboensen Press; the Maine
-nericar
c. a depository for rare books, manuscripts, letters, aod other v^orks
iv Ml in >iusiii. aod Afio-Ainencan life in Maine; and irnpofiani collections of
u-u
anivtx*desiener hnokhindine^. and noD- on hooks.
!

,

.

.

'

>

:

•

.

>ngthcpapk

aJumni William Pin

portaiMcoUectiottsielttedlo

K

lectioQ^

niww^ ui .iru au ouuscu
nooMoeottl ~FLin of Maine"

aruiucwuiic. aod the

Han. and the
KaiePufbtsh.

Bowdoin

and Ralph 0»en Brewster (Class of 1909).
onof books on travel. French and British

Susan I>»ight Bliss Room in Hubbanl
bntaniral drawings by Biuoswick nadvalist

in the

Bowdoin College Library
Other manuscript collections include the papers of General Oliver Otis Howard (Class
of 1850), director of the Freedmen's Bureau; papers of prominent Bowdoin faculty and

most of Bowdoin's presidents, especially Jesse Appleton, Joshua L. Chamberlain. William
DeWitt Hyde, and Kenneth Charles Morton Sills: and works by Kenneth Roberts, Robert
Peter Tristram Coffin, Kate Douglas Wiggin. Elijah Kellogg, and such contemporary writers
as Vance Bourjaily, John Gould, Marguerite Yourcenar, and Hilton Kramer. Access to all of
these collections

is

enhanced by descriptive information on the

The Bowdoin College Archives,

library's

Web

site.

established in Special Collections through grants from

Commission and the Albert and Elaine
Borchard Foundation, serves both as a repository for two centuries of the College's historical
records and as a vital information center for the campus and the larger scholarly community;

the National Historical Publications and Records

students frequently incorporate archival material into their research.

The Hatch Science Library, opened in the spring of 99
1

1

,

offers science-related materials,

including print and electronic periodicals, microforms, maps, government documents, a

wealth of electronic indexes, reference materials and other digital resources, as well as
a full range of reference and instructional services to faculty and students.

accommodates readers

at

The building

individual carrels, study tables, informal seating areas, seminar

rooms, and faculty studies.

The William Pierce Art Library and the Robert Beck with Music Library, housing small
departmental collections

in art

and music respectively, are located adjacent

to the offices of

The glass-wrapped Art Library' provides an elevated view over the campus
a strong collection of art books. The Music Library, which was renovated
994 and refurbished in 2008. offers a handsome study room with computer

those departments.

green and offers

and expanded

in

1

and listening

stations,

Both branch

libraries serve as art

and houses scores, sound recordings, videos, and books about music.

and music research and study centers respectively.

The Language Media Center, located in
facilities to

Sills Hall,

provides audio, video, and multimedia

support the teaching of foreign languages and houses the major portion of the

Library's collection of audiovisual materials, numbering over 9,000

emphasis

in the

titles,

areas of foreign culture, second language acquisition, and film.

with special
It is

equipped

with playback stations for individual viewing of non-print materials and fourteen networked

computers supporting a variety of instructional software, including specialized word processing
tools

and desktop videoconferencing. The Center's

both classical and

modem

Web

site

provides links for students of

languages to online resources that include streaming audio and

video from international radio and television, links to online foreign language newspapers

and magazines, and an annotated

list

of language-specific resources. Nine foreign language

television stations received via satellite are directed to

and residence

halls over the

all

classrooms, offices,

common areas,

campus network.

Particular strengths of the Center are the support

it

provides to students for the creation

of multimedia presentation materials and the support of the film studies curriculum. The

Center also offers a classroom for twenty that supports high-resolution display of multimedia
presentations. The lobby provides a group area for language discussion groups and viewing
of live foreign language television.
Librar) operations, collections, and services are supported by the general funds of the

from alumni, other friends of the Library and the College, and by
was awarded a $500,000 Challenge
Grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities toward the building renovations
completed in 200 L and to establish endowments for purchases of information resources in
College and by

gifts

foundations. In 1998, the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library
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from the income of more than two hundred endowed
gifts, and it also receives generous donations annually, both of library materials and of funds
to support the immediate purchase of printed works and electronic resources that the Library
the humanities.

The Library

would otherwise be unable

benefits

to acquire.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART
The Bowdoin College Museum of
reopened
its

Art, the cornerstone of the arts

recentlv after a four-year renovation

renowned

collection.

One of the

and expansion

and culture

to better

at

Bowdoin,

house and display

earliest collegiate art collections in the nation,

it

came

James Bowdoin III of 70 European paintings and a
years, the collection has been expanded through
Over
the
portfolio of 140 master drawings.
the generosity of the Bowdoin family, alumni, and friends, and now numbers more than
into being through the 1811 bequest of

works on paper, decorative arts, and artifacts
from prehistory to the present from civilizations around the world.
The Museum's landmark Walker Art Building was commissioned for the College by Harriet
and Sophia Walker in honor of their uncle, a Boston businessman who had supported the
creation of the first small art gallery at Bowdoin in the mid-nineteenth century. The Walker
17,(KK) objects, including paintings, sculpture,

sisters,

encyclopedic collectors and supporters of

be used exclusively for

art

Places.

Its

education, stipulated that the building

purposes. Designed by Charles Pollen

and White, the building was completed
brick, limestone,

dramatically

art

and granite

in

1894 and

of

McKim, Mead

on the National Register of Historic

based on Renaissance prototypes, with a

fac^^ade is

shadowed loggia flanked by

is

McKim

large lion sculptures

upon which generations of

Brunswick children have been photographed.

The

antiquities collections contain over 1,8(X) Assyrian. Egyptian. Greek.

Roman, and

By/antine objects and constitute one of the most comprehensive compilations of ancient

any small college museum. European art includes paintings, illustrated manuscripts,
sculptures, and decorative arts. Among twelve European Renaissance and Baroque paintings
given in 1961 by the Kress Foundation is a panel depicting nymphs pursued by a youth that

an

in

works on paper collections of
prints, drawings, and photographs is large and \aried. numbering more than S.OOO works
and representing artists from Rembrandt and Rubens through Callot. Goya, and Manet to
recently has been attributed to the

young LYa Angclico.

71ie

Picasso and Warhol.

The Museum's American

collection includes an important grouping of colonial and

Lederal portraits, with, for example. se\en major paintings by Gilbert Stuart, including

famous presitlenlial portraits of Ihomas Jefferson and James Madison, together w ith
other works by Robert leke, John Copley. Thomas Sully and Joseph Blackburn. Among
other notable works are the murals commissioned by McKim to decorate the Museum's
rotunda by the four leading painters of the American Renaissance: l-lilui Vedder. Kenyoii
Cox. Abbott Thayer, and John I.al-arge. The collection also includes works by sig!iilicaiii
the

nineteenth and twentieth century artists such as

Rockwell Kent. Marsden Hartles.

Winslow Homer's Maine

;irul

Mary

Aiulrew Wyeth.

Cassatt.
anti

Thomas

L'akins.

John Sloan.

an nrchi\e of memorabilia from

studio

Non-western materials range from Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Southeast Asian prints,
modest but ilistinguished holdings of African.
Pacific. Pre-Columbian, and Native American art facts.
ink jltimlings. sculpture, and decorative arts to

i

Information Technology/McKeen Center for the

The

Common Good
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recent renovation expanded galleries, a seminar room, and other program spaces, and

improved art storage facihties. The restored Museum retains the building's iconic architectural
features and provides state-of-the-art climate control and mechanical systems. Anew, dramatic
glass and bronze entry pavilion houses a glass elevator and "floating" steel staircase, while

a rear addition to the building features an expansive glass curtain wall behind which the

Museum
to

has installed

five celebrated ancient

its

Assyrian relief sculptures.

The Museum, open the public at no cjiarge, is a teaching facility, with the core of its mission
keep its rich collections within immediate reach of Bowdoin students, faculty, scholars,

and

art lovers. Its active

emphasis on the study of original objects as an

Bowdoin curriculum makes

the

Museum

integral part of the

the ultimate cross-disciplinary and multicultural

Although online resources are no substitute for an actual visit, the collections can
be searched and information on Museum programs and publications found on the Web site
at www.bowdoin.edu/art-museum.

enterprise.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Bowdoin

places a strong emphasis on the role of technology in the academic program and

understands the

CIO

vital

importance of coherent and well-coordinated information systems. The

leads an IT Division that designs, develops, deploys, and supports

all

of Bowdoin's

academic and administrative systems.
IT

work with

staff

technology
project

in their

faculty to

enhance

their teaching

and research with innovative uses of

classrooms, labs, or online. They provide technical, design, editorial, and

development opportunities for faculty and monitor trends

in

educational technology,

such as new techniques introduced by online education, the impact of technology on student
learning, and the evolving architectural standards for classrooms, educational products,

resources.

The

creation of podcasts and digital videos

is

and

commonplace.

Additionally, IT staff provide secure personal e-mail accounts; gigabit Ethernet and wireless
Internet access in

all

residence rooms, offices, and public areas; video conferencing capability;

cable television; VoIP telephone systems; and voice mail.

They

Help
Desk that supports Macintosh, Windows, or Linux computers and includes a student-run Help
Desk, plus a number of site-licensed software such as Microsoft Office Professional, ESRI's
ArcGIS, and other specialized academic and administrative applications.
also provide a full-time

academic department computer labs, there are nine public labs
and more than two hundred publicly available computers. The labs are fully equipped with
Macintosh, Windows, or Linux computers.
In addition to sixteen

JOSEPH MCKEEN CENTER FOR THE
Jointly administered

COMMON GOOD

by the offices of the Dean of Student Affairs and the Dean for Academic

Affairs, the

McKeen

community

to local, national,

Center for the

Common Good

connects members of the Bowdoin

and international communities, providing opportunities for
students, faculty, and staff to apply their talents, passions, and academic pursuits for the
benefit of society through public engagement. The work of the Center in the context of the
College's commitment to the common good is described in more detail on pages 298-99.
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PEARV-MACMILLAN ARCTIC MUSEUM
AND ARCTIC STUDIES CENTER
The Pear\'-MacMiIIan Arctic Museum was founded in honor of two famous Arctic explorers
and Bowdoin alumni. Admirals Robert E. Peary (Class of 1877) and Donald B. MacMillan
(Class of 1898). On April 6, 1909, after a lifetime of Arctic exploration. Peary became the
first person to reach the North Pole. MacMillan was a crew member on that North Pole
expedition. Between 1908 and 1954. MacMillan explored Labrador. Baffin Island. Ellesmere
Island, and Greenland. Most of his expeditions were made on board the Bowdoin. a schooner
he desiiined for work in ice-laden northern waters. MacMillan took colleue students on the
expeditions and introduced them to the natural history and anthropology of the North. He
was not the first to involve Bowdoin students in Arctic exploration, however. In 1860, Paul
A. Chadbourne. a professor of chemistry and natural history, had sailed along the Labrador

and West Greenland coasts w

The museum's

ith

students from Williams and Bowdoin.

collections include equipment, paintings, and photographs relating to the

history of Arctic exploration, natural history specimens, and artifacts and drawings

indigenous people of Arctic North America. The

made by

museum has large collections of ethnographic

photographs and films recording past lifeways of Native Americans taken on the expeditions
of MacMillan and Robert Bartlett. an explorer and captain
nearly

fifty

housed

and correspondence relating

\ears. Diaries, logs,

in the

who

sailed northern waters for

to the

museum's

collections are

Special Collections section of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.

The museum, established in 967, is located on the first floorof Hubbard Hall. The building
was named for General Thomas Hubbard of the Class of 857, a generous benefactor of the
College and financial supporter of Peary's Arctic ventures. The museum's original galleries
were designed by Ian M. White, former director of the Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco,
who sailed with MacMillan in 1950. Generous donations from members of the Class of 1925.
together with gifts from George B. Knox of the Class of 1929. a former trustee, and other
interested alumni and friends, made the iiuisciini a real it). Continued support from friends
of the College and the Kane Lodge Foundation, and federal and state grants have allowed
1

1

the

museum

to continue to grow.

was established in 19S5 as a result of a generous matching
grant from the Russell afid Janet Doubleday loundation to endow the directorship of the
center, in recognition of the Doubledays' close relationship to MacMillan. The center links
the resources of the museum and library w iih leaching and research efforts, and hosts lectures,

The

Arctic Studies Center

workshops, and educational outreach projects. Thrtiugh course offerings, field research
programs, employment opportunities, and special events, the center promotes Miithn^pological.
archaeological, geological, and en\ ironmental investigations of the North.

^^^

Research, Teaching, and Conference Facilities

RESEARCH, TEACHING, AND CONFERENCE FACILITIES

The Bowdoin Pines
Adjacent to the campus on either side of the Bath Road
Pines. Cathedral white pines,

some of them

is

a 33-acre site

known as the Bowdoin

35 years old, tower over the site, which is a
rare example of one of Maine's few remaining old-growth forests. For biology students, the
1

Pines provides an easily accessible outdoor laboratory. For other students, the
place for a walk between classes, an inspirational setting for creating

of solitude.

A

system of

trails

within the Pines

makes

art,

site offers

a

or simply a bit

the site accessible to students and

community members.

Bowdoin

Scientific Station

The College maintains a scientific field station on Kent Island, off Grand Manan Island, in
the Bay of Fundy, New Brunswick, Canada, where qualified students can conduct research in
ecology, animal behavior, marine biology, botany, geology, and meteorology. The 200-acre
island was presented to the College in 1935 by John Sterling Rockefeller. Since then, the
field station has built an international reputation, with more than 150 publications based on
research at Kent Island, many of them co-authored by Bowdoin students.
Kent Island is a major seabird breeding ground. Its location makes it a concentration point
for migrating birds in spring and fall. The famous Fundy tides create excellent opportunities
for the study of marine biology. The island also features a variety of terrestrial habitats. In
2005, the College acquired neighboring Hay and Sheep Islands to help preserve the unique
environment offered by the Scientific Station.

Although formal courses are not offered at the station, students from Bowdoin and other
institutions select problems for investigation on Kent Island during the summer and conduct
independent

work with

and assistance of a faculty director. Students have
the opportunity to collaborate with faculty members and graduate students from numerous
universities and colleges. Three-day field trips to Kent Island are a feature of Bowdoin 's
field

the advice

courses in ecology and ornithology.

Coastal Studies Center

The Coastal Studies Center occupies a 1 1 8-acre coastal site that is twelve miles from the campus
on Orr's Island and known as Thalheimer Farm. The Center is devoted to interdisciplinary
teaching and research in archaeology, marine biology, terrestrial ecology, ornithology, and
geology.

The Center's

facilities

include a marine biological laboratory with flowing seawater for

laboratory observation of live marine organisms, a pier facility located on Harpswell Sound,

and a

terrestrial

ecology laboratory, which serves as a

of coastal ecology. These

facilities

field station for research

Bowdoin 's programs

in biology,

has been widely used for studio

art courses.

play an active role in

environmental studies, and geology, and the

site

and study

farmhouse provides seminar and kitchen facilities where
classes from all disciplines can gather in a retreat-like atmosphere that encourages sustained,
informal interaction among students and faculty members.
The Coastal Studies Center site is surrounded on three sides by the ocean and encompasses
In addition, the centrally located

open

fields,

through the

orchards, and old-growth spruce-fir forest.
site,

offering students and the local

A

community

4.5-mile interptetive

trail

runs

a glimpse into the cultural and

natural history of the property and surrounding coastal waters.
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Coleman Farm
During the course of the academic year, students study ecology at a site three miles south
of the campus, using an 83-acre tract of College-owned land that extends to a salt marsh
and the

Numerous habitats of resident birds are found on the property, which is also
many migratory species. Because of its proximity to campus, many
visit Coleman Farm for natural history walks, cross-country skiing, and other forms

sea.

a stopover point for

students

of recreation.

LFXTURESHIPS
The regular instruction of the College is supplemented each year by lectures, panel discussions,
and other presentations sponsored by the various endowment funds, departments of study,
and undergraduate organizations. As of June 30, 2009, these funds included:

John Warren Achorn Lectureship (1928): The income of a fund established by Mrs. John
Warren Achom as a memorial to her husband, a member of the Class of 1879, is used for
lectures on birds and bird life.

Adams
F Adams

Charles
of Charles

Lectureship (1978): The income of a fund established by the bequest

F.

1

9 2
1

is

used to support lectures and courses

in

the tields of

government

and education.

Bccchcr-Stowe Family Memorial Fund (1994): The income of a fund established as a
memorial to Harriet Beecher Stowe, author of Uncle Tom 's Cabin: her husband. Cal\ in Hllis
Stowe (Class of 1824), Elizabeth Collins Professor of Natural and Revealed Religion at the
College from 1850 to 1852; and her brother, Charles Beecher (Class of 1834), by Harold

Beecher Noyes, great-grandson of Charles Beecher,
the field of religi(Mi or

human

is

used to support icclurcs or courses

in

rights.

Hrodie Family U'cture Fund 1997): Established by Theodore H. Brodie '52, an overseer
(

used to bring to campus

once

a year

of the College from 1983 to 1995, this fund

is

a speaker of note in the field of education, to

deliver a message on the subjects of problems

at least

and practices of teaching and learning.

Tom Cassidy Lectureship (1991): The income
Thoma.s

J.

Cassidy '72 and memorial

support a lectureship

in

gifts

ol a luiid established

by the bequest of

of his family, friends, and classmates

is

used to

journalism.

The Harold and Iris Chandler Ix'ctureship Fund (2(H) I ): Established by family and friends
of Dr. Harold L. Chandlerol the Class of 19.34, the income Irom this fund is u.sed
tor lectures, with a preference tor lectures on the use of the arts and technology to enhance
in

memory

teaching and learning
i«).

art

in

the humanities,

and

to

sponsor otherevents iiKUuling. but not limited

exhibitions, seminars, and presentations in the l.ibiary's ChaiKllei

Dan

Room.

Fund (1976): Established by lamily. friends,
colleagues, and tormer students in memor> ot Dan \i. Christie '37, a member of the faculty
for ihirty-lhrcc years and Wing Professor of Mathematics from 1965 until his death in PHS.
this

F. Christie

fund

is

Mathematics

I suture

used to support lectures, courses, or research

in ilu-

held ol niaihemalics.

1
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Lectureships

Annie Talbot Cole Lectureship (1907): This fund, established by Mrs. Calista S. Mayhew
her niece, Mrs. Samuel Valentine Cole, is used to sponsor a lectureship that
contributes to the ennoblement and enrichment of life by standing for the idea that life is
in

memory of

a glad opportunity.
ideals of character

It

shall, therefore, exhibit

and conduct, and

and endeavor

to

make

also, insofar as possible, foster

attractive the highest

an appreciation of the

beautiful as revealed through nature, poetry, music, and the fine arts.

John C. Donovan Lecture Fund (1990): Established by colleagues, friends, and members
of the Donovan family, through the leadership of Shepard Lee '47, this fund is used to support
a lecture in the field of political science.

Corydon Dunham Open Forum Fund (2007): The annual income of the Fund, established
by Corydon B. Dunham Jr. '47, is used to educate students to the First Amendment values of
Free Press and Free Speech, in the process promoting the sense of community and learning
at the College through special speakers, courses, open forums, panel discussions, lectures,
receptions, and other events underscoring the First Amendment values so vital to maintaining

and nurturing an informed citizenry
Elliott

in

a democratic society.

Oceanographic Fund (1973): Established by the Edward

members of

who expressed

oceanographic education,
be used to support the

in its

Elliott

Alfred E. Golz Lecture
his father, this

fund

is

Foundation and

L. Elliott, a practicing geologist

widest definition, for Bowdoin students. Part of the fund

Lectures

Fund

and

a lifelong interest in science and the sea, this fund promotes

in

Oceanography, which were inaugurated

(1970): Established by Ronald A. Golz '56 in

in

may

1971.

memory of

used to support a lecture by an eminent historian or humanitarian to

be scheduled close to the
Cecil T.

memory of Edward

the Elliott family in

mining engineer

Elliott

November

21 birthday of Alfred E. Golz.

and Marion C. Holmes Mathematics Lecture Fund ( 1977): Established by friends,

colleagues, and former students to honor Cecil T. Holmes, a

nine years and

Wing

Professor of Mathematics, this fund

is

member of the faculty for thirty-

used to support lectures, courses,

or research in the field of mathematics.

Karofsky Faculty Encore Lectures (2000): Supported by the Karofsky Family Fund
established by Peter S. Karofsky, M.D., '62, Paul I. Karofsky '66, and David M. Karofsky
'93 in

1

992, the Karofsky Faculty Encore lectures feature one

each semester

who

is

selected by

members of the

member of the Bowdoin faculty

senior class to speak at

Common

Hour.

Arnold D. Kates Lecture Fund (2000): Established by Mark B. Gamick, M.D., '68, a
Trustee of the College, and Dr. Barbara Kates-Gamick, this fund is used to support periodic
lectures, seminars, or coiloquia at

Bowdoin on

scientific topics,

with a preference for topics

in the biological sciences or aspects related to the health sciences.

Kibbe Science Lecture Fund (1994): This fund, established by Frank W. Kibbe '37 and
his wife Lucy K. Kibbe, is used to support lectures by visiting scholars on topics deemed to
be on the cutting edge of or associated with new developments or research findings in the
fields of Astronomy or Geology.
Lesbian and Gay Lectureship Fund (1992): Established by members of the Bowdoin Gay
and Lesbian Alumni/ae Association, this fund is used to sponsor at least one lecture annually
in the field

of gay and lesbian studies.
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Mayhew

Lecture

Fund (1923):

Established by Mrs. Calista S.

Mayhew.

this

fund

is

used

provide lectures on bird Hfe.

in part to

Charles Weston Pickard Lecture Fund (1961 ): The income of a fund established by

John Coleman '22

in

memor>' of

his grandfather, a

support lectures, courses, or research

in the fields

member

of the Class of 1857,

is

used to

of journalism, communication, or public

relations.

Kenneth

Kenneth

V.

V.

Santagata Memorial Fund (1982): Established by family and friends of

Santagata '73, this fund

the arts, humanities,

and

used to provide one lecture each semester, rotating

is

in

social sciences, with lecturers to be recognized authorities in their

respective tields. to present new, novel, or nonconventional approaches to the designated
topic in the specified category.

Edith Lansing

of Bowdoin

Koon

Women

to

Bowdoin College, and

Sills

Lecture

Fund (1962): This fund was established by

honor Mrs. Kenneth C. M.
to

Sills, the

the Society

wife of a former president of

sponsor lectures by outstanding women.

The Harry Spindel Memorial Lectureship (1977): Established by the gift of Rosalyne
Spindel Bernstein H'97 and the late Sumner Thurman Bernstein in memory of her father,
Harry Spindel, as a lasting testimony to his lifelong devotion to Jewish learning,
used to support annual lectures

in

Judaic studies or contemporary Jewish

The Jasper Jacob Stahl Lectureship
of Jasper Jacob Stahl 1909. Litt.D.

encompassing the

in the

*6().

XIV

fund

is

Hunumities (1970): Established by the bequest

this

fund

is

used to support lectures or courses

Art. Life. Letters. Philosophy, or Culture, in the broadest sense, of the

Ancient Hebraic World, or of the Ancient Greek World or of the

and Europe, or of the Age of Elizabeth
and the Enlightenment in France, or of the era of Goethe

Renaissance

this

affairs.

in Italy

1

in

in

Roman

World, or of the

England, or that of Louis

Germany.

Tallman Lecture Fund( 192S): Established by Frank G. Tallman, A.M. H'35, as a memorial
to the Bowdoin members of his fami!\. this fund is used to support visiting lecturers and
visiting professors.

rhvllis

Walton

in

Marshall Watson Fund(2(HH)): Established by Cheryl McAulcy and Sheila Marshall

honorof their friend and

support for honors candidates

seminars, or colloquia

at

in

sister, respectively.

Income from the fund provides research

the history department, and supports periodic lectures,

Bowdoin on

selected topics in history.

^^^

Performing Arts

PERFORMING ARTS
Music
Music performance at Bowdoin ranges from student compositions to professional performances
visiting artists, and from solo recitals to large-scale performances for chorus and orchestra.

by

Many

ensembles, such as the Chamber Choir, World Music Ensemble, Middle Eastern
Ensemble, Bowdoin Chorus, Concert Band, and Chamber and Jazz Ensembles are part of
the curricular program. Other groups, such as a cappella vocal groups and

many rock

bands,

are sponsored by the Office of Student Activities.

The Chamber Choir

is

a select group of approximately twenty-five to thirty singers that

performs a wide variety of choral and soloistic music.

Its

repertoire in the past

few years

includes music by J.S. Bach, G.P. Palestrina, William Byrd, Eric Whitacre, Vineet Shende,
Elliott

Schwartz, Jean Sibelius, and Ralph Vaughan Williams, as well as Franz Schubert's

in G with the Portland Symphony. Recent tours have taken the choir to Europe, South
America, England, and Ireland, including a tour of Chile during the 2006 spring break. The

Mass

Bowdoin Chorus is a choral ensemble composed of students, faculty, staff, and community
members. The group toured Russia in 2002, has toured the east coast regularly each year,
and traveled to Greece in summer 2009. The Chorus performs on campus with the Bowdoin
Orchestra and combines with

Down

East Singers from time to time to form the Rachmaninoff

Festival Choir. Recent performances by the

Chorus include Ernest Bloch's Sacred Service,

Rachmaninoff's Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, Mozart's Requiem, Haydn's Heiligenmesse,
Stravinsky's Les Noces, Rutter's Gloria, and Orff 's Trionfo cii Afrodite.

The chamber music program

at

Bowdoin

is

large

and

lively,

with forty or more students

wind quintets, brass quintets, string quartets, piano trios
new music. The Bowdoin Orchestra
performs with the Chorus and usually performs an orchestral selection on the same concert.
The Concert Band performs a mixture of popular and serious works, including some written
participating in ensembles that include

and quartets,

etc.,

playing both standard repertory and

especially for them.

Contemporary music receives considerable emphasis at Bowdoin. There are frequent
visits by guest composers and the Chamber Choir and Band often perform new music.
Student compositions can be heard on campus, and students who complete an honors thesis
in composition can often have their music professionally performed. The guest artist series
often includes jazz greats like pianists Kenny Barron, Brad Mehldau, and Renee Rosnes.
Other visiting artists in recent years have included the School for Improv Music; Roberto
Diaz; Mark O'Connor; the Renee Rosnes Quartet; the Lydian String Quartet; the Publick
Musick; the Guangzhou (China) Symphony Orchestra; the Eroica Trio; the Ying Quartet;
and Kurt Ollmann '77. In addition to performing, the artists often teach master classes and
hold discussions with students.

Bowdoin owns

a collection of orchestral and band instruments and

more than twenty

grand pianos available for use by students studying and performing music. There are also
sizeable collections of early instruments, Asian instruments, and drums from a variety of

world traditions. Soloists and ensembles perform in a number of venues on campus, including
the new Studzinski Recital Hall and Kanbar Auditorium, the Tillotson Room in Gibson Hall,
Pickard Theater, and the Chapel, which houses a forty-five-rank Austin organ and a small

Cooper Tracker organ. Private instruction is available
guitar, and all the major orchestral instruments.

in piano, organ, harpsichord, voice,

Educational Resources and Facilities
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Theater and Dance

Dance
The dance curriculum in the Department of Theater and Dance evolved from the Bowdoin
Dance Program, which was founded in 1971 and soon developed academic courses. Each
year, the department presents two major concerts of student- and faculty-choreographed
works: one in December and one in April. Students also perform at Parents Weekend in the
and

fall

at

the

Museum

of Art

in

May

and

in

additional informal showings. Performances

are strongly linked to participation in technique, repertory, and choreography classes, but

independent work and choreography by student clubs are also presented.

Kavanaugh,

in

a set created by the use of

wooden I-beams,

different dances. Departmental student projects are presented

the Ra\ Ruian

Fund

for the

A recent

repertory

Bowdoin alumnus Wade

concert incorporated the sculptural work of visiting faculty and

constantly shifting through

w

ith

the generous support of

Performing Arts.

Student-run dance groups often perform as part of Bowdoin Dance

Group concerts and

in

other shows on and off campus: they represent genres as diverse as hip-hop, ballet, ballroom,
tap.

break dance, capoeira, and African American step dancing.

Dance concerts
and the

Museum

are presented in the

of Art. as well as

in

Dance Studios. Pickard Theater. Wish Theater,

uncon\entional spaces such as the Da\

id

Saul Smith

Union, the squash courts, or outdoors on the Quad. The renovation of Memorial Hall
provides a beautiful dance studio with skylights and a sprung
the Sargent studio, as well as a

new

wooden

floor, in

in

2000

addition to

state-of-the-art flexible theater designed for both theater

and dance.
Besides student and faculty performances, the department sponsors

visits

by nationally

know n dance companies, choreographers, and critics for teaching residencies and performances.
A partial list includes Al\ in Ailey Repertory Hnsemble, Merce Cunningham, David Dorfman
Dance, Mark Morris, Pilobolus. Doug Varone, Trisha Brown Company, David Parker and
the Bang Group, Susan Marshall Dance Company, Deborah Hay, Urban Bush Women, and
dance writers Susan Foster, Jill Johnston. Laura Shapiro, and Marcia B. Seigel.
These professionals teach master classes and offer lecture-demonstrations as part of their
lectures by

visits to

campus, and sometimes are commissioned

Bowdoin

dancers. In recent years, the Alice

to create

choreography especially

Cooper Morse Fund

for the

for the

Performing Arts has

brought numerous artists to campus both for public performance and for classroom workshops,
including classical Indian dance and the Seattle-based dance

and international choreographer/performers Susanne Martin

company 33

aiul

Bronja

Fainting Spells,

Nmak.

Theater

component of the Department (^f Theater and Dance evolved from the student
performance group Masque and Gown, which was Inuiulcd in 1903. In the mid-1990s
an academic curriculum in theater was developed, conihining courses ami tleparlmental
prtHJuclions. and Masque and Gown became an irulepeiulent stuilent organization with
continued lies to the department. The department annually present SUM incious plays and events.
directed or created by faculty and by students, ranging from new plays to performance art

The

theater

Co Shakespeare. Recent departmental offerings have inclutled faculty-directed productions

nf Shiikespfare's Measure for Measure. Miirtin Crimp's

Atten]f>fs

on Her

Life.

Su/an Fori

Parks' J()5 I)a\s/J().^ ria\s. Rodgers and Harts liahes in Arms, riiornlon Wilder

Skin of Our Teeth, Hcnrik Ibsen's

An Enemy of the

People, The

s

Tlu

Water Project (an original
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production conceived by SITI Company

member J. EdAraiza), and Tony Kushner's A«ge/i'm

America. Recent student-directed projects have included an adaptation of Pedro Juan Soto's
short story collection Spiks, Tom Stoppard's Arcadia, Six Characters in Search of an Author,

The l^ramie Project, The Glass Menagerie with film and live actors, The Bald Soprano
French, original student plays, and an English/Theater honors production oi Henry V.

The department

also presents a range of performances, workshops, and lecture/

demonstrations by visiting
Lori Parks,

artists.

Past guests include award-winning playwrights Suzan-

Tony Kushner, Edward Albee, and Holly Hughes;

actress/writer

Smith; actress/SITI

Company

performance

Spalding Gray, Dan Hurlin, and Paul Zaloom; activist

artists

in

Anna Deavere-

associate artistic director Ellen Lauren; Obie award-winning

Norma Bowles;

and international touring artists such as 500 Clown, Wakka Wakka Productions, The Condors,
and Javanese puppeteer Joko Susilo. Student projects and guest artists are funded in part
by the generous support of the Ray Rutan Fund and the Alice Cooper Morse Fund for the
Performing Arts.

Memorial

and stained glass memorial to Bowdoin's
882 and houses the College's main theater and dance
performance spaces. Pickard Theater, the generous gift of Frederick William Pickard, LL.D.,
in 1955, includes a 600-seat theater with proscenium stage equipped with a full fly system
and computer lighting. Major renovations of Memorial Hall, completed in 2000, include a

Civil

Hall, a striking gothic-style granite

War veterans, was completed

in

1

complete remodeling of the main theater; construction of the 150-seat, flexible Wish Theater,
made possible by an extraordinary gift from Barry N. Wish '63 and Oblio Wish; and new
seminar rooms, expanded rehearsal space, and a new dance studio.

Student Affairs

A RESIDENTIAL

COLLEGE adds significantly

of students

to the education

when

it

provides the

opportunit) for a distinctive and dynamic learning community to develop. In such a community.

Bowdoinstudentsareencouraged.bothdirectly and

know ledge both

indirectly, to

engage actively inaquestfor

inside and outside the classroom, and to take responsibility for themselves, for

community. They are challenged to grow personally by constant contact
with new experiences and different ways of viewing the world. Simultaneously, they are
supported and encouraged by friends, faculty, staff, and other community members and find
opportunities for spontaneous as well as structured activities. Such a community promotes
the intellectual and personal growth of indi\ iduals and encouraues mutual understandinii

others,

and

for their

and respect in the context of diversity.
The programs and services provided by the Division of Student Affairs exist to support
students and the College in developing and maintaining the learning community. Staff
throughout the Di\ ision of Student Affairs assist students with their studies, their leadership

and social grow ih.
online pro\ ides

their well-being,

and

their future.

The Bowdoin

comprehensive information about student

of the Division of Student Affairs. Additional information

Web

site:

life

available on the

is

Handhook

Collci^c Student

and the programs and services

Bowdoin College

http://www.bowdoin.edu.

THE ACADEMIC HONOR AND SOCIAL CODES
The success of the Academic Honor Code and

Social

Code

of the College community. Since 1964, with revisions

in

commitment
1977 and 1993, the community
requires the active

pledge of personal academic integrity has formed the basis for academic and social conduct
at

Bowdoin. The

in the

institution

assumes

that all

Bowdoin

students possess the attributes implied

Bowdoin College expects its students to be responsible
campus and to assure the same behavior of their guests.

codes.

and off the

The Acadeniic Honor Code

plays a central role

College. Students and faculty are obligated to ensure
inquirv' lies at the heart

ensironmenl dedicated

its

in

of a liberal education. Integrity
to the

development

ol

judgment, and expression. Academic dishonesty

the intellectual life at

success.
is

Uncompromised

is

ot

Bowdoin

intellectual

essential in creating an

independent modes

on

for their behavior

academic

learning, analysis,

antithetical to the College's institutit)nal

values and constitutes a violation ot the Honor Code.

The ScK"ial("(Kk' describes certain rights and responsibilities of Bowdoin College students.
While

It

imposes no specific morality on studenls. the College

retjuires certain standards

behavior to secure the safety of the College communitv and ensure

that the

o\

campus remains

a center of intellectual engagement.

Individuals

who

suspect violations ol ihe Acailemic Honor

(\kW ami

or Social

Code

should not attempt to resolve the issues independently, but are encouraged lo refer their

concerns to the

C)f fiee

sancti«ns on students

of the Dean of Student Affairs. The college reserves the right to impose

who

violate these coiles

on or

Academic Honor Code, the Social Code, and
Bowdoin College Student liuiuihook online.
the

296

off

campus.

A

thorough desenplion

the disL i|ilniarv process

is

inchuled

m

of

the
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RESIDENTIAL LIFE
The Office of

Residential Life

is

responsible for the

management of

the residential

life

program, support for the College House System, and the maintenance of a healthy and
safe community. These responsibilities include planning educational and social programs;
connecting students with support networks and resources on campus; mediating conflicts

between students as they

arise; intervening in crisis situations;

administrative link between College

Office of the

Dean of Student

House

and providing a direct

leaders, the Office of Residential Life,

and the

Affairs.

SAFETY AND SECURITY
The Office of Safety and Security provides 24-hour service and protection to the Bowdoin
community. Committed to ensuring the safest possible campus environment, the office's
primary focus is the health and safety of the student body. The campus is patrolled by uniformed
officers in vehicles, on foot, and on bicycle. The 24-hour communications center answers
emergency and routine service calls and monitors an extensive network of security cameras
and life safety alarm systems. The Shuttle Program operates during peak evening hours,
seven days a week, transporting students to and from destinations within a one-mile radius
of campus. Additionally, officers monitor visitors and operations at the recently renovated

Museum

of Art. Security staff can be reached

at:

Emergencies - Ext. 3500 or 725-3500
Non-Emergencies - Ext. 3314 or 725-3314,
Business - Ext. 3458 or 725-3458
Comprehensive information about the Office of Safety and Security is available online
www.bowdoin.edu/security, and in the Bowdoin College Student Handbook online.

at

BOWDOIN STUDENT GOVERNMENT
The Bowdoin Student Government (BSG) is the a democratically elected, autonomous body
that advocates for the student body by engaging in issues and policy, and providing services
and programming for students. BSG consists of twenty-seven students, including a president,
five vice presidents, and treasurer (Student Activities Funding Committee Chair) elected by
the student body, two elected representatives from each class, two at-large representatives
elected by the student body, the president and vice president of the Inter-House Council,
a representative

from the Captain's Council, a representative from the E-Board, and

six

members appointed by the president and vice presidents.
The full text of the revised Bowdoin Student Government Constitution is in the Bowdoin
College Student Handbook online.
The consitution is always available on the BSG Web site at http://bsg.bowdoin.edu/bsg/
pdf/consti tution.pdf.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
More than eighty clubs and organizations present an array of programs, services, and activities
community and important extra and co-curricular leadership opportunities
for students. Membership in these organizations is open to all students. Among the oldest
groups are the Bowdoin Bugle (yearbook), the Outing Club, the Orient (campus newspaper),
for the College
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Gown

and Masque and

dramatic organization). Between five and ten

(a student-run

student organizations or clubs are formed each year. For a complete

student organizations, please consult the Student Activities

Web

list

site:

new

and description of

wwvv.bowdoin.edu/

student-activities.

The David Saul Smith Union, which houses

the Student Activities Office, exemplifies a

small neighborhood block by providing ser\ ices, conveniences, amenities, programs, and
activities for the

Bowdoin College community.

for lectures, concerts, dances,

not just a

It is

and information, and a place

campus

that

center:

it

is

a venue

responds to the needs of

all

members of the College community.
The Smith Union contains the Campus Information Desk, the Student Activities Office, a
game room recreation area. Jack Magee's Grill, a TV room, student organizations resource
room, student mailboxes, the campus mail center, and several lounges. Also located in the
Union are the campus bookstore, the Cafe, and the convenience store.

JOSEPH .MCKP:EN center for THE
At the opening of Bowdoin College
...literary institutions are

ma\ be enabled

their
If

it

mental powers

be true, that no

man who

1802. President Joseph

founded and endowed for the

for the private advantage of those

they

in

COMMON GOOD

to pass

who

through

resort to

them

McKeen

common

declared that

good, and not

for education.

It is

not that

an easy or reputable manner, but thai

life in

may be cultivated and improved for the benelii of society.
man should live to himself, we may safely assert, that every

has been aided by a public institution to 'acquire an education, and to

qualif) himself for usefulness,

is

under peculiar obligations

to exert his talents

for the public i:iH)d.

Encouraging students

up

to live

as a whole, and the Joseph

to

McKeen

to initiate, support, coordinate,

McKeen's

vision

Center for the

is

a central mission of the College

Common Good

has the responsibility

and acknowledge efforts across the campus

to

achieve

this

aspiration. The College and the Center have the special challenge to enable students to
discover the ways in which their unique talents, passions, and academic pursuits can be used

for the "benefit of scKicty."

Although housed in Banister Hall, the McKeen Center supports work that takes place
across the campus, in local communities, and at selected locations around the world. The
Cenlerassisis student-led volunteer organizations that provitle service to the local

through activities such as mentoring, visiting with senior citizens, volunteering

community
at

the local

and working with immigrant populations iti nearby Portland. Postering
student initiative and leadership, the Center provides opportunities for students to propose and
homeless

shcllcr,

community organi/alions in
to Guatemala and Peru. The McKeen
public engagement aiul connect these

lead alternative spring break trips that connect their |X*ers wjth

places

rangmg from Mississippi

anti

Center also encourages students

Washington.

to reflect

upon

DC

their

.

experiences to curricular and V(K:alional interests, in c(M)rdination with other departments,
the Center administers

summer

fellowships for students inierestcii

m

non-profit internships

and provides grants for international service. It assists students in finding community partners
with vfhom to engage in community connected in(le[HMidenl research and honors projects
and helps idenlitv course's

at

the College that provide context tor the issues students address

through their community work. Ihe

McKeen Center assists faculty

in

developing and leaching
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community-based courses

that take students out of the

record oral histories, build

Web

data in conjunction with

sites,

community

classroom to conduct interviews,
develop curriculum for schools, and collect scientific

partners.

The Center also encourages and helps sponsor campus-wide events that challenge students,
and staff to examine the varied meanings of public service and the "common good."

faculty,

These events include an annual series of symposia or lectures on "Seeking the Common
Good" and the annual Common Good Day, a day of service that connects the Bowdoin
campus to the local community.

ATHLETICS
Bowdoin

one of the
Division

a

is

member of the

largest athletic

III level. In

National Collegiate Athletic Association

programs

Division

III,

in the

(NCAA), sponsoring

country. Intercollegiate teams

financial aid

is

compete on the

need-based. The athletic experience

is

a

wonderful complement to students' academic experience.

The College is a charter member of the New England Small College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC), an eleven-member league of similar schools committed to academic excellence and
athletics with the student-athlete's best interests at heart.

NESCAC includes Amherst, Bates,

Bowdoin, Colby, Connecticut College, Hamilton, Middlebury, Trinity, Tufts, Wesleyan, and
Williams. These schools are also linked in efforts to provide safe, productive environments
for students to learn and grow while engaging in rigorous academic pursuits.

NESCAC

Statement Regarding Alcohol

In addition to being partners in athletic competition, the eleven colleges

comprising the
in efforts to

New

and universities

England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) are united
in which students may mature intellectually and

provide safe environments

socially.

Recognizing that social life plays a role in the college experience, each campus has increased
its

efforts to

encourage students

to

make responsible choices. Each school takes a strong stand

against substance abuse, including alcohol.
institutions

who choose

to drink alcohol

While

the vast majority of students at

NESCAC

do so responsibly, each school has disciplinary and
who misuse alcohol and other substances.

educational programs in place for students
Additionally,

Intercollegiate

Bowdoin 's

all

of the

member

schools expressly prohibit hazing.

and Club Programs

program complements students' academic experience and encourages
participation by maximizing the number and variety of athletic opportunities in varsity, club,
and intramural sports. Over thirty intercollegiate teams, three levels of intramural competition
in ten sports, and over twenty physical education courses are all a part of the athletic program.
The scheduling of practice and intercollegiate contests is planned to minimize conflict with
the scheduling of classes, laboratories, or other academic exercises. If and when conflicts do
occur, students are responsible for consulting with their instructors well in advance. Excusing
students from academic obligations may occur solely at the discretion of the faculty.
Bowdoin gives equal emphasis to men's and women's sports, and the desired quality
of competition is similar in all sports. The following intercollegiate and club programs are
available to men and women. (Junior varsity teams may be available in some,sports depending
on participation and opportunities for competition.)
athletic
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Men: Baseball, basketball, cross country, football, golf, ice hockey, lacrosse, rowing, rugby,
skiing, soccer, squash, swimming, tennis, track (winter and spring), volleyball, water polo.

Women:

Basketball, cross country, field hockey, golf, ice hockey, lacrosse, rowing, rugby,

skiing, soccer, softball, squash,

swimming,

tennis, track (winter

and spring), volleyball,

water polo.

Coed:

Sailing, equestrian, ultimate frisbee.

Coaching and Athletic

Facilities

Bowdoin supports students in their efforts to reach high levels of performance by providing
them w ith first-class coaching, superior facilities, and appropriate competitive opportunities
with students from w ithin NESCAC and in New Enizland.
Bowdoin's coaches are excellent resources for students, providing athletic guidance and
instruction, and personal and academic support and encouragement. Coaches focus on skill
development, teamwork, the pursuit of individual and team excellence, the values of fair
play, and the development of important leadership skills.
Students are encouraged to use the athletic facilities for recreational or free play. Seasonal
schedules and schedule changes are posted on gymnasium and field house bulletin boards,
intercollegiate teams, classes, and intramurals have priority in the use of these facilities.
The facilities include Morrell and Sargent gymnasiums; the new Sidney J. Watson Arena;
the new Peter Buck Center for Health and Fitness; a multipurpose aerobics room; 8 hard court
tennis courts; a 400-meter. 6-lane outdoor track; Farley Field House, which houses a 6-lane,
2(K)-meter track and four regulation tennis courts; Greason Pool, a

75-foot

swimming

pool w

ith

Field;

6-lane. 114-foot by

two -meter and one 3-meter diving boards;
I

Squash Center with 7 international squash courts; 35 acres of playing

Ryan Astroturf

1

and locker room and training room

the

Lubin Family

fields; the

Howard F

facilities.

Ph\sical Kducation

The Department of Athletics offers an instructional program in a variety of activities utilizing
campus and off-campus facilities. These activities have been selected to provide the entire
on-campus Bowdoin community (students, faculty, and staff) with the opporlunilN to receive
basic instruction in various exercises and leisure-time activities
will

become

interests

lifelong commitments. The program
of the Bowdoin community.

S(

will vary

in

the

hope that these activities

from year

to year to

meet the

BOWDOIN OiriNC; (lAIB AND
HWAKI/Ol IDOOK LIADFkSHIPCKNTKR

The Bowdoin Outing Club IU)C) offers students the oppoiiunity to explore the {)utdoors
(

surround the campus and the natural wontleis throughout the
the B(X'c(K)rdinales trips for

all

stale.

Not

just lor

that

extremists,

comfort levels, experiences, and ambitions, and boasts more

than 3(K) members. Student leaders

in

the

IK)C plan more than 100 excursions

a

year that

tcKUs on hikmg, sea and white- water kayaking, canoeing, ielemark skiing, and rafting. The

Schwartz Outd(K)r Ixradership Center, the 5,300-square foot campus headcjuailers for the
HOC, contains a large inventory of outdoor gear for stuilent use. Staffed by three full tunc

B(X' offers instructional classes and professional certification in whilewater paddling andTelemark skiing, and through the Leadership Tiaiiii ml' ProL'rani. prepares

professionals, the

students to lead their

[x.*ers in

group ex|x*dilions.
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RESOURCE CENTER FOR SEXUAL AND GENDER DIVERSITY
The Resource Center

for Sexual

and Gender Diversity provides support, resources, safe

space and education for Bowdoin College students identifying as lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or queer (LGBTQ) as well as allies. The Center director serves openly LGBTQ
students, as well as those in

and outreach about

all

coming out process, and provides education
larger Bowdoin community. Student organizations

stages of the

LGBTQ issues to the

(BQSA) and Q,

such as the Bowdoin Queer Straight Alliance

a queer literary magazine, are

advised by the director of the Center. Additional offerings include

weekly dinner
for

series for

OUTweek, GAYpril,

a

LGBTQ and questioning students, and a monthly dinner discussion

men. The Center also maintains a resource

from Gay and
and non-fiction, DVDs, CDs

library that includes materials

Lesbian Studies courses, classic and contemporary gay

fiction

and current LGBTQ-themed periodicals.

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
The Women's Resource Center (WRC)
meet and study.

The

It is

is

a

welcoming and comfortable place

for students to

located at the corner of Coffin and College streets (24 College Street).

WRC sponsors speakers, gatherings, workshops, and discussions, many of which draw

and community members. It also sponsors off-campus
WRC houses a resource collection of books
and current periodicals on women's and gender issues. Each March the WRC sponsors
programming in celebration of Women's History Month. The director of the WRC advises

together students, faculty,
trips to selected

staff,

conferences and events. The

student organizations, including

WYSE

(Women and Youth

BWA

(Bowdoin's Women's Association), BodySpeak,

Supporting Each Other), and V-Day, and collaborates with

BWIB (Bowdoin Women in Business), Safe Space, and BMASV. The WRC's Web site posts
contact information, an up-to-date listing of events, links to other resources

information on

at

Bowdoin, and

WRC history.
BOWDOIN CAREER PLANNING

Bowdoin Career Planning complements
is

the academic mission of the College.

to introduce students to the process of career planning,

One

goal

which includes self-assessment,

career exploration, goal setting, and the development of an effective job search strategy.

Bowdoin Career Planning early in their college years for
counseling and information on internships and summer jobs. The staff assists seniors and
recent graduates in their transition to work or graduate study and prepares them to make
Students are encouraged to

visit

future career decisions.

A

dedicated, professionally trained staff

is

available for individual career counseling.

Workshops and presentations provide assistance

in identifying

marketable

skills,

writing

resumes, preparing for interviews, networking, using the Internet as a job search tool, and
refining job-hunting techniques.

Alumni panel discussions and informational meetings

throughout the year are designed to broaden students' awareness of their post-graduate career
options and to enhance their understanding of the job market. Programming and advising

and professional school study are offered as- well. In counseling style and
program content, Bowdoin Career Planning addresses the needs of students realizing that
they have diverse interests, values, and expectations.
related to graduate
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80 private sector and non-profit employers and 100 graduate and
professional schools participate in Bowdoin's program. An additional 60 employers participate
in interviewing consortia in Boston and New York City. The office maintains a comprehensive

Each

Web

year, nearly

site;

houses informational materials on nearly

1

,000 summer, semester, and January

and nearly 7,000 internship
listings through participation in the Liberal Arts Career Network and experience.com. In
addition, Bowdoin Career Planning uses cutting-edge technology to manage job leads and
internships; and provides access to over 2,000 online job leads

target outreach to students.

The

office also has a database with directory information

1.7 million organizations in the

Bowdoin Career Planning

on over

United States.

continually updates an extensive alumni/ae advisory network

and a resource library located on the

first

Moulton Union. Weekly industry

floor of the

e-newsletters publicize events and programs in addtion to featuring internship, fellowship,

and job opportunities.

HEALTH PROFESSIONS ADVISING
The Office of Health Professions Advising provides students and recent graduates information
and guidance regarding a wide range of opportunities
interested in the health professions are

A

orientation.

year

in

to attend

students

an introductory meeting during

programs and workshops are offered throughout the

addition to occasional panel discussions with healthcare providers and presentations

by admissions
available to

The

officers.

The department strives

them and the requirements

who

individual
goal.

variety of informational

encouraged

in healthcare. First-year

not only to

make students aware of the options

for entry into the different fields, but also to help each

aspires to a future in healthcare identify, prepare for. and attain a realistic

director

is

available to meet with students in scheduled appointments, and offers

assistance with such issues as the selection of courses, the pursuit of relevant experience

outside the classroom, and the application process.

Advisory networks of healthcare professionals

in the

Brunswick area and of alumni/ae

who

in

Bowdoin graduates

the health professions nationwide afford opportunity forcareer exploration.

programs are a helpful resource, as well. In
site at www.bowdoin.edu/healthprofessions/

are currently enrolled in health professions

addition, the Health Professions Advising

Web

contains information, advice, and links to professional associations.

HEALTH SERVlCt:S
The Bowdoin College Health Center,

Fixt.

3770, offers primary and acute care services to

students while classes are in session. Regular office hours arc

8:30 a.m. to

5:()()

Wednesdays when

p.m.. except

and .Saturdays and Sundays from noon

same day. Gynecological

physical exams, and travel medicine consultations
is

a fully

certified physician assistants

office hours are

1

to 2:00 p.m. Students^arc seen

care needs can usually be scheduled for the

The Health Center

Monday through

may

():()()

I^iday, from

a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,

by appointment. Acute

services,

comprehensive

be scheduled a week or two out.

equipped primary care medical

office.

It

is

staffed by board

and nurse practitioners, a registered nurse, and contracted

physicians.

Emergency and

after hours

Hospital (2()7-729-OI«l

)

coverage

is

provided through two local hospitals. Mid Coast

and Parkview Hospital (207-373-2(MK)) both operate 24-hour,

fully
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emergency rooms and in-patient care facilities. Security will arrange for transportation
when needed, and can be reached at Ext. 3314.
The Health Center also serves as an international travel immunization center for
staffed

the State

of Maine, providing consultation

medicine and vaccinations, including yellow fever.
These services are offered to Bovvdoin students, faculty, and staff, as well as to the
community
at large. To schedule a travel clinic appointment, please call
Ext. 3770.
Most primary and acute care services offered to students at the Health Center are
covered
by general College fees. Questions about covered services, medical claims, and
in travel

insurance
be referred to the Student Health Insurance Coordinator at Ext. 4284.
The staff of Student Health Services is committed to promoting the health and well being
of the Bowdoin College community through the provision of quality primary and
acute care
and educational outreach services. Our approach is comprehensive, holistic, and
personally
issues

may

and emphasizes health promotion, disease prevention, and individual self-advocacy.
Our goal is to foster wellness, in the broadest .sense, within the College community as a whole,
and forevery individual student in particular. We are happy to discuss any health-related
issues
with students, and to offer support and resources to health-promoting groups
on campus.
attentive,

COUNSELING SERVICE
The Counseling Service

is

staffed by experienced mental health professionals (psychiatrists,

psychologists, social workers, counselors)

who

are dedicated to helping students resolve

personal, social, and academic difficulties and

maximize their psychological and intellectual
During the course of a typical academic year, approximately 20 percent of Bowdoin
students take advantage of the opportunity to work individually with a counselor.
Counseling
potential.

staff

members

assist students

pressure, family conflicts,

who have

concerns such as anxiety, depression, academic

roommate problems, alcohol and drug abuse, sexual

assault,

eating disorders, intimate relationships, and

programs and workshops for the

many other matters. Counselors also conduct
Bowdoin community and consult with campus peer support/

education groups. Psychiatric medication consultations are also available. The Counseling
Service maintains a particularly strong commitment to enhancing multicultural awareness

and dialogue within an increasingly diverse community and to providing mind/body
reduction programs such as yoga, Tai Chi, Chi Gong, and meditation.
Students

may

office in person.

stress

schedule counseling appointments by calling 725-3145 or stopping by the
Regular hours are Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For

student concerns requiring immediate attention, an emergency hour is available each weekday
from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. After hours and on weekends, students may reach an on-call counselor

emergency consultation by calling Security (Ext. 3500). The Counseling Service does
not provide services to students during College vacation periods. Information disclosed
by
a student to his or her counselor is subject to strict confidentiality. The Counseling
Service
for

offices are located at

32 College

Street.

Alumni and Community Organizations
Alumni Association
The

Bowdoin College Alumni Association is "to turther the well-being of the
alumni by stimulating the interest of its members in the College and in each

purpK^se of the

College and

its

other through the conduct of programs by and for alumni, and by encouraging the efforts of

promote the Common Good." Membership is open to fomier
students who during a minimum of one semester's residence earned at least one academic
credit toward a degree and whose class has graduated, to those holding Bowdoin degrees,
and to anyone elected to membership by the Alumni Council. The general management of
its

members

in

programs

the Association

is

that

vested in the Alumni Council.

.Vlumni Council
Officer: Gail A.

Council are

listed

.Munini Council

on pages 358-59.

Awards

Alumni Service Award:

1932 as the Alumni Achievement Award
1953. this award is made annually to the person

First established in

and renamed the Alumni Service Award

whose volunteer

and appointed members of the Alumni

'75. president. Elected

Berson

Bowdoin.

services to

in

in

the opinion of alumni, as expressed

by the Alumni

Council, most deserve recognition.

Alumni Award for Faculty and Staff: Established in 1963, this award is presented every
other year "for service and devotion to Bowdoin, recognizing that the College in a larger
sense includes both students and alumni."
Distinfiuished Educator

Award: Established

year to recogni/e outstanding achievement
or alumna, except alumni

who

are

in the field

members of

the

fool Soldier o/ Bowdoin Award: listablished
Z.

Webster

soldier of

'57, this

award

Bowdoin through

is

1964, this award

in

presented ever> other

of education by a Bt>\\doiii alumnus

Bowdoin

in

is

faculty and stall.

1999 through the generosity of David

presented annually to one wht) exemplifies the role

work

his or her

for the

t>f

a toot

development programs, BASIC, and/or

other alumni programs during the prior year. In addition to an aw ard, a scholarshiji is aw aided
each year in the name of the award-winner to a dcscr\ ing Bowdoin undergraduate.
P(flar

Hear Awards: Established

in

1

999, these aw ards, up to six of w hich

may

be aw artled

dedication to

annually, recogni/e significant pc-rsonal contributions and outstanding
'Uic award honors a recorti of service rather llian a single act or achievement.

Bow iloin.

Alumni Servue Award: l-.stablislicil in ^>*M>. these aw arils, up to two of w hich may
be awarded annually, recogni/e distinguished and outstanding service to Bowdoin among
members of the ten youngest classes. Ihe award honors a record of service rather than a
Youni:

smglc

I

act or

achievement.

Ciuh Vtduntcer of the Year Award: Established
volunteer

who

in 2(K)4. this

award recognizes

a

club

has demonstrated enthusiasm, initiali\c. ami (uiisiaiuling execution and

achievement during the precedmg academic

year.

M)4
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Bowdoin Magazine
Bowdoin magazine

published three times a year and contains articles
of general interest about the College and its alumni. It is sent without charge to all alumni,
Established in 1927,

seniors, parents of current students

various friends of the College. For
at

is

and recent graduates, faculty and staff members, and
the magazine, visit the Web site

more information about

www.bowdoin.edu/magazine.

Bowdoin Alumni Schools and Interviewing Committees (BASIC)

BASIC

is

a volunteer association of approximately

several foreign countries.

These volunteers

assist the

,700 alumni in the United States and
Admissions Office in the identification
1

and evaluation of candidates. BASIC volunteers interview applicants in their home areas,
represent the College at local "college fair" programs, and, in general, serve as a link between
high schools, prospective students, and the College.

Alumni Fund
The Bowdoin Alumni Fund seeks

to raise unrestricted financial support for the College's

educational programs and other student-related services on an annual basis. All gifts to the

Alumni Fund

are for current operational expenses and play a significant role in maintaining

a balanced budget. Since the Fund's inception in

1

869,

Bowdoin alumni have

consistently

demonstrated a high level of annual support, enabling the College to preserve and enhance

Bowdoin

the

experience.

Chair: Bruce

P.

Shaw

'74.

Alumni Fund Awards
Leon W. Babcock Plate: Presented

1980 by William L. Babcock Jr.
and his wife, Suzanne, in honor of his grandfather, Leon W. Babcock 17, it is awarded
annually to the class making the largest dollar contribution to the Alumni Fund.
to the

College

in

'69,

'

Alumni Fund Cup: Awarded annually since 1932, the Alumni Fund Cup recognizes the
Reunion Class making the largest contribution to the Alumni Fund, unless that Reunion
Class wins the Babcock Plate; in that event, the cup is awarded to the non-Reunion Class
making the largest contribution.
Class of 1916 Bowl: Presented to the College by the Class of 1916, it is awarded annually
to the class whose record in the Alumni Fund shows the greatest improvement over its

performance of the preceding

year.

Class of 1929 Trophy: Presented by the Class of 1929 in 1963, it is awarded annually to
one of the ten youngest classes attaining the highest percentage of participation.

that

Robert Seaver Edwards Trophy: Awarded annually
raising the

most money

for the Fund, this

one of the ten youngest classes
trophy honors the memory of Robert Seaver
to that

Edwards, Class of 1900.

Fund

Directors' Trophy: Established in 1972 by the directors of the

awarded annually to the class that, in the opinion of the
outstanding performance not acknowledged by any other trophy.

trophy

is

Alumni Fund,

the

directors, achieved an

Harry K. Warren rraj^/zy.- Awarded annually beginning in 1998,theHarry K.Warren Trophy
recognizes the two Reunion classes achieving the highest percentage of participation.
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Robert M. Cross Awards: Established by the directors of the Alumni Fund
Robert M. Cross Awards are awarded annually

performance, hard work, and loyalty to Bowdoin, as
during his

many

in

1990, the

whose outstanding
personified by Robert M. Cross '45

to those class agents

years of association with the Fund, are deserving of special recognition.

The Class of 1976 Trophy: Established

in

2004, the Class of 1976 Trophy

is

awarded each

year to the class whose associate agent or team of volunteers deserve special recognition
for energy, creativity,

and leadership

5/.0()0.a>OC////7.- Established

in a

non-reunion year.

by the Alumni Funddirectors,the$l,000,OOOClub recognizes

each class that has passed the $1,000,000 figure during an Alumni Fund year.

$250,000 Club: Established by the Alumni Fund directors in 2001, the $250,000 Club
recognizes each class that has passed the $250,000 figure during an Alumni Fund year.
Society of

Women
of Bowdoin Women

Bowdoin

was formed in 1922 to provide "an organization in which
those with a common bond of Bowdoin loyalty may, by becoming better acquainted with
the College and with each other, work together to serve the College."
Today, the Society of Bowdoin Women Advisory Board continues to consult in the
administration of four endowment funds. The Edith Lansiniz Koon Sills Lecture Fund,
established in 1961 is used to sponsor cultural, career, and literary speakers. The Society of
Bowdoin Women Foundation, created in 1924, provided resources for the College's general
use. With the inception of coeducation at Bowdoin in 1971. the Society decided to restrict
the funds to provide annual scholarships to qualified women students and renamed it the
Society of Bowdoin Women Scholarship Foundation. The Society of Bowdoin Women

The Society

,

Athletic Award, established in 1978, recognizes effort, cooperation, and sportsmanship by a

senior

member of a women's

varsity team.

The Dorothy Haythorn

Collins Award, created

in

1985, honors a junior .student exemplifying overall excellence and outstanding performance
in his

or her chosen held of study.

Advisory Board: Kimberly Labbe Mills '82, O. Jeanne d'Arc Mayo, Joan R. Shepherd.
A.SMK'iation of

Founded

in

Bowdoin Friends

1984, the AsscKiation of

midcoast-arca residents

who

Bowdoin Friends

is

a

group of approximately 1,500

share an interest in the well-being of the College.

states "the asscKialion strengthens ihc relationship

Its

mission

between Bowdoin and the community,

members the opportunity to support and engage in the life of the College."
Some members are alumni or otherwise have direct ties to the College, while most are
simply interested members of the community. Members regularly attend lectures, concerts,
performances, and special events on campus, and some audit classes. Activities sponsored

affording

in conjuiKtion with College events, large
and small h<H)k discussion groups, and field trips of local interest. 1 hrough the iriends Fund,
many niembers ch(H)se to support the College library, museums, athklics. aiul music and

by the Friends include receptions and dinners held

perfornung

arts

programs.

Bowdoin friends

are also invited to

become iiuoKeJ

in

ihc Hosi

I

ainil\

l*n)gram.

Administered by the Office of the IX*an of Student Affairs, the Host Family Program pairs
l(K'al

families with international students, teaching fellows, and visiting faculty, as well

as interested first-year students, easing the transition to College

friendships

American

Through

lite

this

and culture

life

and fostering lasting

program, internalionai stiulenls and faculty are ollcrcd

a taste

of
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Individual membership is $40.00. Household membership starts at $55.00 for two people;
and $5.00 for each additional member of household. Benefits of membership include receipt

of a bi-weekly calendar of events, free classified advertising on the Bowdoin Web site,
discounts to many campus performances, free library borrowing privileges, a 15% discount

Bowdoin Bookstore, and discounts at the museum shops.
Steering Committee/or 2009-20 10: Bruce Amstutz, Winnie Chan P'97, Kathy Christensen,
Jeanne Clampitt, Judy Collette, Don Doele '59, William Freeman '56, Lindy Green, Jeanne
d'Arc Mayo, Amy McKenna, Sandra Neiman, Gloria Smith, and Deborah Zorach.
Host Family Program liaison: Jeanne Clampitt; Steering Committee chair: Jeanne d'Arc
Mayo; Sara Smith, administrative assistant II.
at the

Summer Programs
BowDoiN College summer programs provide an opportunity for a variety of people to enjoy
the College's facilities and to benefit from the expertise of Bowdoin faculty and staff during
the nonacademic portion of the year. Summer programs consist of educational seminars,
professional conferences, sports clinics, specialized workshops, and occasional social events
that are appropriate to the College's overall

member

mission as an educational institution and as a

of the Maine community.

Upward Bound, which began

at

Bowdoin

in

1965.

is

one of over

five

hundred similar

Funded by the U.S. Department
provide low-income high school students with

prograFiis hosted by educational institutions across the country.

of Education, these programs are intended to
the skills

and motivation necessary for success

in

higher education.

Founded in 1964, and separately incorporated in 1998. the Bowdoin International
Music Festival comprises a music school. se\eral concert series, and the Gamper Festival
of Contemporary Music. Approximate!) two hundred gifted performers in their teens and
twenties from more than twenty countries participate each summer in a concentrated six-week
program of instrumental, chamber music, and composition studies with a faculty composed
of teacher-performers from the world's leading conservatories.
Fach year additional camps are offered by members of the athletic staff in baseball, diving,
tennis, basketball, field hockey, lacrosse, squash, soccer, swimming, and track. A day camp
for children entering grades 2-9 is ba.sed in Farley Field House, and an art camp for youth
is

held in Bowdoin's Visual Arts Center.
In addition to those

faculty, staff,

described above, other programs brought to campus by

and outside associations

attract several

Bowdoin

thousand people to the College each

summer.
IVrsons interested

and

Summer

in

holdimz a conference

Programs, which schedules

at

all

Bowdoin should contact

summer

activities

the Oflice of F^ents

and coordinates dining,

overnight accommodations, meeting space, audiovisual services, and other amenities. For

more information on camps, workshops, and conferences,
bowdoin.cdu/evenls/summerprograms.

.H)«

visit the

Web

site at

http://www.

.

Officers of

Government

PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE
Barry

Mills, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse), J.D. (Columbia),

Elected Overseer, 1994*, Elected President of the College, 2001.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Peter Metcalf Small, A.B. (Bowdoin), Chair. Elected Overseer, 1988.* Term expires
2010.

Michele Gail Cyr, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Brown), M.D. (Dartmouth), Vice Chair.
Elected Trustee, 2000.

Term

expires 2010.

Deborah Jensen Barker, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A.
Term expires 2014.

(Harvard). Elected Trustee, 1999.

Ronald Constantine Brady, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.P.A.
Term expires 2014.

(Princeton). Elected Trustee, 2009.

David Gerard Brown, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Dartmouth). Elected
Term expires 2010.
Marijane Leila Benner Browne, A.B. (Bowdoin),
1994.* Term expires 2010.

Trustee, 2000.

J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer,

Tracy Jean Burlock, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1990.* Term expires 201

1.

Michael Scott Gary, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.T. (Brown), M.A.R. (Yale Divinity School).
Elected Trustee, 2001.

William Edwards

Term

Chapman

expires 201

II,

1.

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2002. Term expires

2012.

Gerald Cameron Chertavian, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee,
2002. Term expires 2012.

Leonard Wright Cotton, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected
Term expires 20 1

Trustee, 2006.

1

Jeff Douglas

Emerson, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S.T.M. (American
Term expires 2010.

University). Elected

Trustee, 2005.

Marc Bennett Garnick, A.B.
Trustee, 1996.

Term

(Bowdoin), M.D. (University of Pennsylvania). Elected

expires 2011.

John Anthony Gibbons Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (New York
Trustee, 2002. Term expires 2012.
* Prior to

1996,

Bowdoin had

University). Elected

a bicameral governance structure. Overseers were elected for a six-

year term, renewable once; Trustees were elected for an eight-year term, also renewable once. In June

of 1996, the governance structure became unicameral. All Boards members became Trustees, eligible
to serve the

remainder of their current term.

Trustees elected or re-elected in 1996 and thereafter serve five-year terms without^a predetermined
limit to the

number of terms

individuals

may

^

serve.
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Stephen Francis Gormley, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2001.

Term

expires 20

11.

Alvin Darnell Hall, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (UNC-Chapel

Term

Karen

expires 201

T.

Hill).

Elected Trustee, 2001.

1.

Hughes, B.A.

(Wells). Elected Trustee, 2006.

Term

expires 201

1.

Bradford .\dams Hunter, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2006. Term expires 201
Dennis James Hutchinson, A.B. (Bowdoin),

MA.

(Oxford),

Term

Elected Overseer. 1975; elected Trustee, 1987.

1.

LL.M. (Texas-Austin).

expires 2013.

William Sargent Janes, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 1997. Term expires 2012.

Ann Hambelton Kenyon,
Gregory

Edmund

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2006. Term expires 201

Kerr, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D.

(New York

University),

1.

M.B.A.

(Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2000. Term expires 2010.

Michael Paul Lazarus,

B.S., C.P.A.

(Grove City College). Elected Trustee, 2007. Term

expires 2012.

James Walter MacAllen, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A.
Term expires 201 1.
Lisa

Ann McKlaney, A.B.

(Virginia). Elected Overseer, 1995.*

(Bowdoin), M.F.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2001. Term

expires 2011.
.John Francis McQuillan, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.P.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee, 2005.

lerm expires 2010.

Henry Thomas Adams Moniz, A.B. (Bowdoin),
Iruslee, 2(X)6.

lerm expires 201

Tamara .Alexandra Nikuradse,
:(M)4.

J.D. (Univ. of Pennsylvania). Elected

1

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee,

Icrm expires 2014.

John Steven Osterweis, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.B.A.

(Stanford). Elected Trustee. 2004.

Term

expires 2014.

Scott Bullock Perper, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee, 2004.

Term

expires 2014.

Jane Lagoudis Pinchin, B.A. (Harpur College, SUNY-Binghamton), M.A., Ph.D.
(Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2(K)3. Term expires 201
Abigail

Marr PsUiogeos,

Linda Hor\it/ Koth,

.\.B.

AH

3.

(Bowdoin). Elected Trustee

2(X)8.

Term

expires 2013.

(Bowdoin). M.A. (North Carolina). Elected Overseer, 1992.*

Term expires 2013.
(ieofTrey ("laflin Kusack, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Pepix-rdino). Elected Trustee. 2(X)3.

Temi expires 2013.

Howard
.|o;ni
I

D

Allen K>an,

A

fV

lUnoit Sanuielson,
nisersily ol

Kllrn

New

(Bowdoin). Elected Trustee,

AH

(Bowdoin),

DA.

2(X)6.

M PPM.

expires 201

1

Criiomas. Williams. Lasell, Mt. Ida.

Ivngland). Iilected Overseer, 1995.*

Shuman, A H (Howdoin).

Term

Term

e\|)ires 201

(Yale). Elected Overseer. 1992.* Terni

expires 2013

Jame^ Fdward Stah>.

AH

(Howdoin)

f-lected Inistce. 2(K)7.

Term

expires 2012.

.
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Sheldon Michael Stone, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2001.

Term

expires 201

1

John Joseph Studzinski, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Chicago). Elected
Term expires 2013.

Trustee, 1998.

Alan Richard Titus, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2004. Term expires 2014.
Paula Marie Wardynski, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2005. Term expires 2010.

David Perrin Wheeler, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Wharton). Elected

Trustee, 2003.

Term

expires 2013.

Robert Francis White, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1993.*
Term expires 2014.

Heather

T. K. Hietala, A.B. (Bowdoin),

Ed.M. (Harvard). Elected Secretary, 2009. Term

expires 2014.

David R. Treadwell, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard), Assistant
Assistant Secretary, 2001 Term expires 201
1

.

Secretary. Elected

.

William A. Torrey III, A.B., M.S.Ed. (Bucknell), Senior Vice President for Planning and
Development ( 1991 ) and Secretary of the College/Staff Liaison to the Trustees (2008).

EMERITI
Thomas Hodge Allen, A.B.

(Bowdoin), B.Ph. (Oxford), J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer,

1985*; elected emeritus 1997.

Willard Bailey Arnold

III,

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S.

(New York

University). Elected

Overseer, 1970; elected emeritus, 1984.

Walter Edward Bartlett, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1990*; elected emeritus,
2001.

David Pillsbury Becker, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (New York

University). Elected

Overseer, 1986*; elected emeritus, 1998.

Rosalyne Spindel Bernstein, A.B.

(Radcliffe), J.D. (Maine),

LL.D (Bowdoin), D.H.L.

(Maine). Elected Overseer, 1973; elected Trustee, 1981; elected emerita 1997.

Gerald Walter Blakeley

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1960; elected emeritus,

1976.

Theodore Hamilton Brodie, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1983;

elected emeritus,

1995.

Paul Peter Brountas, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.A., M.A. (Oxford), J.D., LL.B. (Harvard),
LL.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1974; elected Trustee, 1984; elected emeritus,
1996.

Leslie

Walker Burlock, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1995*;

George Hench Butcher

III,

elected emerita, 2001.

A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1985;

elected emeritus, 1995.

Geoffrey Canada, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ed.M. (Harvard), L.H.D. (Bowdoin). Elected
Overseer, 1995*; elected emeritus, 2006.

.
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Thomas Clark

Casey, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Stanford). Elected Overseer, 1989*;

elected emeritus. 2(X)1

Kenneth Irvine Chenault, A.B. (Bowdoin),

J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1986:

elected emeritus. 1993.

The Honorable David Michael Cohen, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Boston College School
of Law). Elected Overseer, 1994*; elected emeritus 2005.

Norman

Paul Cohen, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Harvard), LL.D (Bowdoin). Elected

Overseer, 1977; elected emeritus, 1989.

The Honorable William Sebastian Cohen, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Boston
LL.D.

(St.

Joseph, Maine, Western

New

University),

England. Bowdoin, Nasson). Elected

Overseer, 1973; elected emeritus, 1985.
Philip R.

Cowen,

B.S..

M.B.A. (New York University). Elected Overseer, 1993*; elected

emeritus 2004.
J.

Taylor Crandall, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1991*; elected emeritus, 1997.

Michael M. Crow, B.A. (Iowa

State),

Ph.D. (Syracuse), Elected Trustee, 2001

;

elected

emeritus, 2006.

The Reverend Richard

Downes, A.B. (Bowdoin),

Hill

S.T.B. (General Theological

Seminar)). Hlcctcd ()\crseer, 1970; elected emeritus, 1983.

Peter Frank Drake, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr). Elected Overseer, 1992*;
elected emeritus. 2003.

Freeman Druckenmiller, A.B. (Bowdoin), L.H.D. (Bowdoin).

.Stanley

Elected Overseer,

1991*; elected emeritus, 2002.
()li\er

Farrar Fmerson

II,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1974; elected emeritus,

1986.

W illiani

Francis Farley, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Boston College), LL.D. (Bowdoin).

Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emeritus, 1992.

Frank

.foliii

Farrin^ton,

A B (Bowdoin), M.S. (The American

College). Elected

Overseer, 1984; elected emeritus, 1996.

Wanda Fvelyn

Fleminj^,

cmerila, 2004.

.\

B.

(Bowdoin), M.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee. 1999; elected

.

Herbert Spencer French

Jr.,

A

B. (Boudoiii),

M.B.A. (IVniis\lvania).

r.iecled Overseer,

197h. clcclcd emeritus. l^^XS.

Albert

Kdward (iibbons

.|r.,

A.B.

(

Bowtloiti). Elected ()\erseer. 1973; elected emeritus.

I9S5
I.

eon Arthur (forman, A.B. B.D,. LI. 1).
Tmstcc. W4; elected emeritus, 2(X)2.
.

(

Boudoiii).

I.lecleil ()\erseer.

19S3; electetl

1

Arlluir l.iK(»\ (;reason,

,\

IL

(

Wesleyan). A.M..

HI). (Colby, Bowdoin. Bates, University

I

ol

I'h.l)

(Harvard), D.

Lilt

(Wesleyan),

Maine). President ol the College, 1981-

hV*X); elected emeritus. \'m).

.lonath'an Slandish
1*>75. elected

Marvin Ilouf
1

99().

Creen, A.B. (Bowdoin),

emerilus.

(irci-n .fr,

1

I

MBA.

(California) Elected Overseer,

987.

H

1)

(Bowdoin).

I'.lecled

Overseer.

I*)S.S;

elected emeritus.
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Gordon Francis Grimes, A. B. (Bowdoin), B.A. (Cambridge),

J.D. (Boston). Elected

Overseer, 1986*; elected emeritus, 1998.

Laurie Anne Hawkes, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Cornell). Elected Overseer, 1986;
elected Trustee, 1995; elected emerita, 2008.

Peter Francis Hayes, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.A., M.A. (Oxford), A.M., M.Phil., Ph.D. (Yale).
Elected Overseer, 1969; elected erperitus, 1983.

Merton Goodell Henry, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (George Washington), LL.D. (Bowdoin,
St. Joseph's College, Northwood University). Elected Overseer, 1962; elected Trustee,
1974; elected emeritus, 1987.

Caroline Lee Herter, Elected Overseer, 1976; elected Trustee, 1988; elected emerita,
1996.

Regina Elbinger Herzlinger, B.S. (Massachusetts

Institute

of Technology), D.B.A.

(Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1983; elected emerita, 1989.

The Reverend Judith Linnea Anderson Hoehler, A.B.
S.TD.

(Starr

King School

(Douglass), M.Div. (Harvard),

for the Ministry). Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emerita,

1992.

John Roscoe Hupper, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B.

(Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1970; elected

Trustee, 1982; elected emeritus, 1995.

Judith

Magyar

Isaacson, A.B. (Bates), A.M.,

(Colby), H.L. (University of

New

LL.D (Bowdoin), L.D.

(Bates) L.H.D.

England). Elected Overseer, 1984; elected emerita,

1996.

Lewis Wertheimer Kresch, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1970;
elected emeritus, 1983.

Donald Richardson Kurtz, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Overseer,
1984; elected emeritus, 1996; elected Trustee, 1997; elected emeritus 2004.

Samuel Appleton Ladd HI, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1991*;

elected emeritus,

2002.

George Calvin Mackenzie, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M.

(Tufts), Ph.D. (Harvard). Elected

Overseer, 1986*; elected emeritus, 1998.

John Francis Magee, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A.

(Harvard),

A.M. (Maine), LL.D.

(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1972; elected Trustee, 1979; elected emeritus, 1995.

Nancy Bellhouse May, A.B. (Bowdoin),

J.D. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 1996; elected

emerita, 2006.

Cynthia

Graham McFadden, A.B.

(Bowdoin), LL.B. (Columbia), J.D. (Columbia

University School of Law). Elected Overseer, 1986; elected emerita, 1995.

Robert Haines Millar, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.Div.

(Yale), Secretary. Elected 1991; Elected

secretary emeritus, 2001.

Jane

McKay Morrell, A.B.

(Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 1997; elected emerita, 2007.

Richard Allen Morrell, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1979; elected Trustee, 1989;
elected emeritus, 2002.

Norman Colman
emeritus, 1991.

Nicholson

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1979; elected

_

•
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Alexander Olsen, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1986*; elected emeritus,

I)a\id

2003.

Michael Henderson Owens, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D.. M.P.H.

1988^

(Yale). Elected Overseer.

elected emeritus, 2005.

Payson Stephen Perkins, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer. 1980: elected emeritus.
1986.

Susan Rafkin-Sax, A.B. (Bowdoiii). Elected Overseer, 1988*:

Hollis

elected emerita.

2(KK).

Edgar .Moore Reed, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Overseer. 1995*:
elected emeritus, 2(X)6.

Peter Donald Relic, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Case Western Reserve), Ed.D. (Harvard),

(Belmont Abbey). Elected Overseer, 1987*: elected emeritus. 1999.

Litt.D.

Lee Dickinson Rowe, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (University of Pennsylvania). Elected
Trustee, 1996; elected emeritus, 2006.

.Mden Hart Sawyer

Jr., .A.B.

(Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Michigan). Elected Overseer, 1976;

elected emeritus. 1985.

Steven

Mark

Schwartz, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.F.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 1999;

elected emeritus. 2(K)7.
Jill

.Ann

Shaw-Ruddock.

.A.B.

(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer. 1994*: elected emerita.

:(HK).

Carolyn Walch Slaynian, B.A. (Swarthmore). Ph.D. (Rockercllcr), Sc.D. (Bowdoin).
HIecied ()\crsccr. 1976: elected Trustee. 1988: elected emerita. 2(X)1.

John

ingalls

Snow, A B

(

Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Wharton). Elected Overseer. 1986: elected

emeritus. 1992.

Donald Bertram Snyder

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1992*. Elected

emeritus, 2(K)3.

Phineas Spra^ue,

Anne

\N.

.A.B.

Springer.

A

(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1985; elected emeritus, 1991.

B.

(Bowdoin). Elected Secretary of the Board of Overseers, 1995:

elected Assistant Secretary of the Trustees, 1996. Elected Secretary, 2(K)I

:

elected

emerita, 2009

Terr\ Dtuiglas Stenberg, A.B. (Bowdoin), lid.M. (Boston University),

PhD

(.Mimicsola). lilecled Overseer, 1983; elected emeritus, 19^)3.

Richard Houghton Stowe, B S.E.E. (Rensselaer). M.B.A (llarxard)

1

Icctciirrustec.

P^'VS. elected emeritus. 2(K)8.

Deborah Jean Swlvs, A.B. (Bowdoin).

l-d.M., IaII). (Har\;ntl)

I

leeted Overseer. h>83:

elected emerita. 1995.

Frederick (Gordon Potter Ihorne,

AH

.1111)

(Howiloiii)

lleeieil ()\erseei, 1972;

elected Trustee. 1982. Elected emeritus. 2(X)3

Ka>mond

Stanle> Irouhh, A.B. (Bowdoin). LI. B (Yale).

Overseer.

1

97K; elected emeritus.

I<><X)

LED.

(Bowdoin). fJected

Officers,

William David
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Verrill, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emeritus, 1986.

Villari,

A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Boston University). Elected Overseer, 1987*;

elected emerita, 1999.

William Grosvenor

Wadman, A.B.

(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1988*; elected

emeritus, 2000.

David Earl Warren, A.B. (Bowdoin),

J.D. (Columbia). Elected Overseer, 1988*; elected

emeritus, 2005.

Harry Knight Warren, B.A.

(Pennsylvania). Elected Secretary, 1986; elected emeritus,

1995.

Timothy Matlack Warren, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1985;

elected emeritus,

1991.

George Curtis Webber

II,

A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Harvard). Elected Secretary, 1983;

elected emeritus, 1986.

Peter B. Webster, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Cornell). Elected College Counsel, 1969;
elected emeritus, 2008.

Russell

Bacon Wight

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1987; elected emeritus,

1996.

Barry Neal Wish, A.B., L.H.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1989;

elected Trustee,

1994; elected emeritus, 2005.

Elizabeth Christian Woodcock, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Stanford), J.D. (Maine). Elected
Overseer, 1985*; elected emerita, 1997.

The Honorable John Alden Woodcock

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (University of

London), J.D. (Maine). Elected Trustee, 1996; elected emeritus, 2006.

Donald Mack Zuckert, A.B., L.H.D. (Bowdoin),

J.D.

(New York

Overseer, 1987; elected Trustee, 1995; elected emeritus, 2005.

University). Elected

)

Officers of Instruction
Barr\ Mills, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse), J.D. (Columbia), President of the
College. (2001

)t

Kricka \. Albau^h, B.A. (Pepperdine), M.A. (Tufts-Fletcher School), Ph.D. (Duke),
Assistant Professor of Government. (2008)

Anthony

F.

Antolini, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Stanford). Senior Lecturer in

Music. (1992)

Maria Baez,
Lecturer

Pamela

B..A. equi\.,

in

M.A.

equiv. (Universidad

Complutense de Madrid), Adjunct

Spanish. (2(X)9)

Ballinger, B.A. (Stanford), M.Phil. (Trinity College, Cambridge). M.A., Ph.D.

(Johns Hopkins). Associate Professor of Anthropology. (On leave of absence for the

academic

year.)

1998)

(

Jo€ Bandy, B.A. (Rhodes), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Santa Barbara), Associate Professor
of S(KioIogy. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (1998)

William H. Barker, A.B. (Harpur College), Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology), Isaac Henry Wing Professor of Mathematics. (On leave of absence for
the spring semester.) (1975)
.lack R.

Bateman. B.Sc. (Dalhousic), Ph.D. (Harvard),

Assistant Professor of Biology.

(2(KJH)

Mark O.

Battle, B.S. (Tufts),

B.M. (New England Conservatory). M.A.. Ph.D.

Rochester). AsscKialc Professor of Physics.

(

Thomas Baumgarte,

1999)

Diplom. Ph.D. (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universital Munich).

Protcssorot Physics. (2(H)1

)

Rachel .1. Beane, B.A. (Williams), Ph.D.
998
(

(

(.Siantord). As.sociatc Protcs.sor ol

Geology.

1

Ro^er

Bechti'l, B.A.

(DePauw).

J.D.

(Ncu ^ork

University), M.F.A. (Yale), M.A., Ph.D.

(Cornell), Associate Professor of Theater and Dance. (2(K)8)

Susan K.

Bell, .\.B

(Havertbrd), A.M., Phi). (Brandeis), A. Myrick Freeman Professor of

Social Sciences. (1983)
(iil

Birney, R

A

(Williams). M.Div. (Virginia).

Coach

in the

Department of Athletics.

(2{KK))

,Iohn B. Bishee,

B.FA.

(Alfred). Lecturer in

Paula B(hI, B.S. (Universitii L. BcKconi.

Ixonomics.

(2(K).S)

Barhara Weiden

Bo\(l,

ol

Pro[^css(>r nl

I

.iiin

A

B.

Italy),

(Manhattans

ami (Jrcck.

(

An

ille).

(1996)
M.S..

IMi 1)

(Purdue), Assistant Professor

A.M..

I'h 1)

(Michigan). Winkley

1980)

ff)ate offirM app<untfnent to the faculty.
• Indicates

candidate for dtn total decree at time

<ff appointment.

)
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Aviva Briefel, B.A. (Brown), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate Professor of English.
(2000)

Richard D. Broene, B.S. (Hope), Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles), Professor of
Chemistry. (1993)

Jane Brox, B.A. (Colby), M.F.A. (Warren Wilson), Coastal Studies Scholar and Lecturer
in

Enghsh. (2008)

Jan M. Brunson, B.A. (Eckerd), A.M.,

Visiting Assistant Professor of Anthropology.

(2008)

Jorunn

J.

Buckley, Cand. mag. (Oslo), Cand.

philol. (Bergen),

Ph.D. (Chicago),

Associate Professor of Religion. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (1999)

Bradford Burnham, B.S. (Maine), M.S. (Colorado

State),

Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (2000)

Kathryn Byrnes, B.A. (Davidson), M.E. (Wake

Forest), Visiting Instructor in

Education.* (2009)

Helen L. Cafferty, A.B. (Bowling Green), A.M. (Syracuse), Ph.D. (Michigan), William
R. Kenan Jr. Professor of German and the Humanities. (1972)
Philip Camill

B.A. (Tennessee), Ph.D. (Duke), Rusack Associate Professor of

III,

Environmental Studies and Biology. (2008)

David C. Caputi, B.A. (Middlebury), M.Ed. (North Adams

State),

Coach

in the

Department of Athletics. (2000)
Judith S. Casselberry, B.Mus. (Berklee), M.A. (Wesleyan), M.Phil, M.A., Ph.D. (Yale),
Assistant Professor of Africana Studies. (2009)

Nadia

V. Celis, B.A. (Universidad de Cartagena), M.A., Ph.D. (Rutgers), Assistant

Professor of

Romance Languages. (2007)

Steven R. Cerf, A.B. (Queens College), M.Ph., Ph.D. (Yale), George Lincoln Skolfield
Professor of German.

( 1

Jr.

97 1

Tess Chakkalakal, B.A. (Toronto), M.A., Ph.D. (York), Assistant Professor of Africana
Studies and English. (2008)

Connie Y. Chiang, B.A. (California-Santa Barbara), M.A., Ph.D. (Washington), Assistant
Professor of History and Environmental Studies. (2002)

Eric L.

Chown,

B.A., M.S. (Northwestern), Ph.D. (Michigan), Samuel S. Butcher

Associate Professor in the Natural Sciences. (1998)

Ronald L. Christensen, A.B.

(Oberlin), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard),

James Stacy Coles

Professor of Natural Sciences. (1976)

David Ceilings, A.B.

(Pacific Union),

A.M., Ph.D. (California-Riverside), Professor of

English. (1987)

Thomas Conlan,

B.A. (Michigan), M.A., Ph.D. (Stanford), Associate Professor of

History and Asian Studies. (1998)

Sarah O'Brien Conly, A.B.

(Princeton), M.A., Ph.D. (Cornell), Assistant Professor of

Philosophy. (2005)

Rachel Ex Connelly, A.B. (Brandeis), A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan), Bion R. Cram Professor
^
of Economics. (1985)

Michael Connolly, B.A. (Brandeis), Coach

in the

Department of Athletics. (1999)

8

3

)
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1

Thomas

B. Cornell, A.B. (Amherst), Artist in Residence. (1962)

Peter Coviello, B.A. (Northwestern), M.A., Ph.D. (Comell), Associate Professor of
English.

{On leave of absence for

Mariana M. Cruz, B.A. (Puerto
Consortium

the fall semester.) (1998)

Rico),

M.A. (Texas Women's). M.S.

for Faculty Dixersity Pre-Dissertaiion

(Cornell),

Fellow and Lecturer

in

Education.

(2(X)9)

t^lena Cueto-Asin, B.A. (Universidad

Associate Professor of

Complutense de Madrid), M.A., Ph.D. (Purdue),

Romance Languages. (2000)

Songren Cui, B.A. (Zhongshan), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles). Associate
Professor of Asian Studies. {On leave of absence for the academic year.) (1999)
Annelle Curuiia, B.A. (Connecticut College), M.A. (Middlebury), M.A., M.Phil.
(Columbia), Visiting Instructor

in

Romance Languages.* (2008)

Michael Danahy, B.S. (Bates), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton), Visiting Assistant Professor of
Chemistry. (2009)

Charlotte Daniels, B.A. /B.S. (Delaware), M.A., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Associate
Professor of

Romance Languages. (On

leave of absence for the academic year.) (1999)

Katherine L. Dauge-Roth, A.B. (Colby). D.E.U.G. (Universitc dc Caen). M.A.. Ph.D.
Michigan). Associate Professor of

(

Dan

Romance Languages. 1999)
(

Davies, B.S. (Keene State), M.Ed.. M.S.PT. (Hartford). Director of Sports Medicine.

(2003)

M. Deane,

M.A. (Warwick), Ph.D. (London School of
F:conomics), Assistant Professor of Government. (2004)

Shelley

(iregory

P.

B.S. (Manchester).

DeCoster, B.S. (Tulsa), Ph.D. (Texas), Associate Professor of Economics.

(1985)

Deborah

S. I)e(;raff,

B.A. (Knox College), M.A.. Ph.D. (Michigan), Professor of

Economics. {On leave of absence for the academic year)

(

1991

(;. Denery 11, B.A. (California-Berkeley), M.A. (Dominican School of Philosophy
and Theology), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate Profes.sor of History. (2(X)2)

Dallas

.liilian P.

Diaz, B.S. (Escuela Superior Politecnia del Litoral-Ecuador), M.S. (Universilat

l\)[n|K-u

labra Spain). M.A., Ph.D. (Minnesota). Assistant Professor of liconomics.

(On leave of absence for

the

academic year)

(2(K)6)

Sara A. Dickey, B.A. (Washington). M.A.. Ph.D. (California-San Diego). Professor
Anthropology. (On leave of ahseni e for the spriny, semester.) I9K<S)

ot

(

l*aLs> S.

Dickinson,

.X.B.

(Pomona), M.S., Ph.D. (Washington), Josiah

I

ittic

Prolcssor ol

Natural Sciences. (1983)

Linda .1. l)ochert\, AH (Cornell). A.M. (Chicago), Ph.D. (North Carolina), Associate
Pmfcssor of Art History. (1986)
(

harles Dorn, B A. (Ocorge Washington). M.A., (Stanford), Ph.D. (CaliforniaBerkeley). AssiKMate Professor of Education. (2(K)3)

DaniHIe

II.

Diihe, B.A. (Cornell). Ph.D. (California Berkeley), Assistant Professor of

C hcmislry and Biochemistry. (2(K)7)

Oscar Duncan, B S

Mary Auncs

I

.

\1

Id

dsall, B.A

,

(

Idaho).

Coach

in tlu-

Department

ol Athletics. (2(K)7)

M.A.. Ph.D. (Columbia). Assistant Professor of

l-nglish. (2(K)3)
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(Duke), M.A., Ph.D. (Washington-St. Louis), Consortium
and Lecturer in History and Gender and

for Faculty Diversity Postdoctoral Fellow

Women's

Studies. (2009)

Gustavo Faveron-Patriau, B.A.,

Lie. (Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru),

Ph.D. (Cornell), Assistant Professor of

M.A.,

Romance Languages. (2005)

Stephen T. Fisk, A.B. (California-Berkeley), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Professor of
Mathematics. (1977)

John M. Fitzgerald, A.B. (Montana), M.S., Ph.D. (Wisconsin), William D. Shipman
Professor of Economics.

Pamela M.

(

1

983)

Fletcher, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia), Associate Professor of

Art History. (2001)
P.

Gabrielle Forman, B.A. (Amherst), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Distinguished
Visiting Professor of Africana Studies. {Fall semester.) (2008)

Tomas Fortson, Coach

Guy Mark

in the

Department of Athletics. (2000)

Foster, B.A. (Wheaton), M.A., Ph.D. (Brown), Assistant Professor of English.

{On leave of absence for

the

academic

year.) (2006)

Paul N. Franco, B.A. (Colorado College), M.Sc. (London School of Economics), Ph.D.
(Chicago), Professor of Government. (1990)

Michael M. Franz, B.A. (Fairfield), M.A., Ph.D. (Wisconsin-Madison), Assistant
Professor of Government. (2005)

Judy Gailen, M.F.A.

equiv. (Yale School of Drama), Adjunct Lecturer in Theater. {Fall

semester.) (2000)

Damon

P.

Gannon, B.A.

M.A. (Bridgewater

(Brandeis),

State),

Ph.D. (Duke), Director

of the Bowdoin Scientific Station on Kent Island and Adjunct Assistant Professor of
Biology. (2008)

Davida Gavioli, B.A. (Bergamo-Italy), Ph.D. (Pennsylvania

State), Lecturer in Italian.

(2008)

Marie Sarita Gaytan, B.A.

(California-Irvine),

M.A. (Massachusetts- Amherst), M.A,,

Ph.D. (California-Santa Cruz), Visiting Assistant Professor of Sociology. (2009)

Eric C. Gaze, B.A. (Holy Cross), M.A., Ph.D. (Massachusetts-Amherst), Director of
Quantitative Reasoning. (2009)

Kristen R. Ghodsee, B.A. (California-Santa Cruz), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley),
Associate Professor of Gender and

Women's

Studies. (2002)

Nestor Armando Gil, B.A. (New College of Florida), M.F.A. (North Carolina-Chapel
Hill), Consortium for Faculty Diversity Fellow and Lecturer in Visual Art. (2009)

Timothy

J. Gilbride,

A.B. (Providence), M.p. (American International), Coach

in the

Department of Athletics. (1985)

Jonathan

P.

Goldstein, A.B.

Professor of Economics.

(New

( 1

York-Buffalo), A.M., Ph.D. (Massachusetts),

979)

Celeste Goodridge, A.B. (George Washington), A.M. (William and Mary), Ph.D.
(Rutgers), Professor of English.

( 1

986)

David Gordon, B.A. (University of Cape Town), M.A., Ph.D.

(Princeton), Associate
'

Professor of History. (2005)

)
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Meggan Gould,

B.A. (North Carolina-Chapel

Hill),

M.F.A. (Massachusetts-Dartmouth).

Visiting Assistant Professor of Art. (2006)

Robert K. Greenlee, B.M.. M.M. (Oklahoma). D.M.

(Indiana). Professor of Music.

(1982)

(New Hampshire). Coach

Elizabeth Grote, B.S. (Vermont). M.S.
.Athletics.

in

M.A. (Universite Jean Moulin). M.A. (SUNY-Binghamton).

.-Xdjunct

French. (Fall semester.) (2007)

David Hecht, B.A. (Brandeis). Ph.D.

Barbara

Department of

(2002)

\'alerie Guillet,

Lecturer

in the

(Yale). Assistant Professor of History. (2006)

Held, A.B. (Douglass). Ph.D. (Nebraska), Barr> N. Wish Professor of

S.

Psychology and Social Studies.

Laura \. Henry, B.A.

(

1979)

(Wellesley). M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Assistant

Professor of Government.

(

2004)

(luillermo Herrera, A.B. (Harvard). M.S., M.A., Ph.D. (Washington). Associate
Professor of Economics. (2000)

K. Page Herrlinger, B.A. (Yale), M.A.. Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate Professor
of History. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (1997)

James \. Higginbotham,

B.S.,

A.M.. Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor). Associate Professor

of Classics on the Henr\ Johnson Professorship Fund. Associate Curator for the

Dean

.Ancient Collection. Associate

Action

for

Academic

.Affairs,

and Associate Aftimiative

Of hcer. (1994)

John C. Holt, A.B. (Gustavus Adolphus). A.M. (Graduate Theological Union). Ph.D.
(Chicago), Lilt.D. (University of Peradeniya), William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of the
Humanities
.Sree

Padma

in

Religion and Asian Studies.

(

1978)

Holt, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Andhra University), Lecturer in Asian Studies (Jail

semester) and Administrative Director of the ISLE Program. (2003)
Russell

J.

Hopley, B.A. (Northwestern), M.A. (Stanford), M.A. (Loyola), Ph.D.

(Prmccton), Lecturer

in

Arabic. (2(X)8)

Hadley Wilson Horch, B.A. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Duke), Assistant Professor of Biology
and .NcurDscience.

Asuka Hosaka,

B.A..

Mar> Hunter, B
.\liJsK.

(

(2(K)1

M.A.

)

(Obirin, Japan), lecturer in Japanese Language. (2(X)8)

A. (Sussex). M.A.. Ph.D. (Cornell). A. I.eRoy Greason Professor of

1997)

(ieorge S. Isaacs4)n, \ B. (Bowdoin). J.D. (Pennsylvania).

Governnicnl ihall semester.)
Williani K. Jacknian,

(

Adjiiiici

lecturer

in

1996)

B S (WashintMon

Seattle). Ph.D.

(Oregon). Assistant Professor of

Biology (2007)

Nancy

B A. (Macalcstcr). M.S.

Urbana-Champaign). Ph I).
Michigan State). Associate Professor of Fxlucalion. (On leave of absence for the
actuiemic year.) I9*M
K. Jiniiiugs,

(Illinois-

(

(

B A (Henan). M.A.

Xiaokr

Jia,

iKWill

Jcihn,

Lecturer

m

(Beijing Normal), lx:cturer in Chinese Language. (2(K)8)

B A. (Harvard). M.A.. Ph.D. (Chicago), Thomas
l:nvironmenlal Studies. (2(KK))

F.

Shannon Distinguished
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Amy S. Johnson, B.A.

(California-Los Angeles), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), James R.
and Helen Lee Billingsley Professor of Marine Biology. (1989)

Eileen Sylvan Johnson, B.S. (Cornell), M.A. (Massachusetts-Amherst), Adjunct Lecturer
in Environmental Studies (fall semester) and Program Manager. (2007)
Jessica

Marie Johnson, B.A. (Washington-St.

Louis), Consortium for Faculty Diversity

Pre-Dissertation Fellow and Lecturer in Africana Studies. (2009)

Gwyneth Jones,

Senior Lecturer

Gristle Collins Judd, B.M.,

in

M.M.

Dance Performance. (1987)

(Rice),

M.Mus., Ph.D. (London), Professor of Music

and Dean for Academic Affairs. (2006)

Lindsay Kaplan, B.A. (Barnard), M.A. (Columbia University-Paris), Adjunct Lecturer

in

French. (2009)

Susan A. Kaplan, A.B. (Lake

Forest),

A.M., Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr), Associate Professor of
Museum and Arctic Studies

Anthropology and Director of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Center. (1985)

B. Zorina

Khan,

B.Sc. (University of Surrey),

M.A. (McMaster

University), Ph.D.

(California-Los Angeles), Associate Professor of Economics. (1996)

Ann

L. Kibbie, B.A. (Boston), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate Professor of

English. (1989)

Noah Kieserman,
Fellow

in

B.A. (Dartmouth), M.A., Ph.D. (Wisconsin-Madison), Postdoctoral

Mathematics. (2009)

Abigail Killeen, B.F.A.
Lecturer

Angus

S.

in

(New York

University-Tisch School), M.F.A. (Brandeis),

Acting. (2008)

King, A.B. (Dartmouth), L.L.B. (Virginia), Distinguished Lecturer. (2004)

Michael King, B.A.

(Yale), M.S., Ph.D. (Brown), Visiting Assistant Professor of

Mathematics. (2009)

Aaron W. Kitch, B.A.

(Yale),

M.A. (Colorado-Boulder), Ph.D. (Chicago), Associate

Professor of English. (2002)

Matthew W.

Klingle, B.A. (California-Berkeley), M.A., Ph.D. (Washington), Associate

Professor of History and Environmental Studies. (2001)

Jane E. Knox-Voina, A.B. (Wheaton), A.M. (Michigan

State),

Ph.D. (Texas-Austin),

Professor of Russian. (1976)

Amer Kobaslija, B.F.A.

(Ringling), M.F.A. (Montclair State), Visiting Assistant Professor

of Art. (2009)

Bruce D. Kohorn, B.A. (Vermont), M.S., Ph.D.

(Yale), Professor of Biology

and

Biochemistry. (2001)

Michael Kolster, B.A. (Williams), M.F.A. (Massachusetts College of Art), Associate
Professor of Art. (2000)

Belinda Kong, B.A. (William and Mary), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), Assistant
Professor of Asian Studies and English. (2005)
Jennifer Clarke Kosak, A.B. (Harvard-Radcliffe), Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor),
Associate Professor of Classics.

( 1

999)

Jennifer Krumper, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Visiting Assistant
Professor of Chemistry. (2009)
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Edward

P.

Laine, A.B. (Wesleyan), Ph.D. (Woods Hole and Massachusetts Institute of

Technology), Associate Professor of Geology. (1985)

Henry

C W. Laurence, B.A. (Oxford), Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate Professor of

Government and Asian

Studies.

1997)

(

Peter D. Lea, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.S. (Washington), Ph.D. (Colorado-Boulder),
.Associate Professor of Geology.

(

1

988)

De-nin Deanna Lee, B.A. (California-Berkeley), M.A. (Williams), Ph.D. (Stanford),
Assistant Professor of Art History and Asian Studies. (2003)

Diane

Lee, A.S. (Long Beach City College), B.A. (California State), Ph.D.

VV.

(California-Berkeley), Coastal Studies Center Scholar and Adjunct Lecturer in

Psychology. {Fall semester.) (2009)

Joon-Suk Lee, Diplom

(Universitat Karlsruhe),

M.A. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), Ph.D.

(North Carolina-Chapel Hill), Assistant Professor of Economics. (2005)

Adam

B. Levy, B.A. (Williams), Ph.D. (Washington), Professor of Mathematics. (1994)

^'an Li, B.A.

(Huanggang Normal College), M.A. (Beijing Normal), Lecturer

in

Chinese

Language. (2(K)9)

John

Lichter, B.S. (Northern Illinois), Ph.D. (Minnesota), Associate Professor of Biology

and hnvironmental Studies. (2(X)0)

Karen U. Lindo,

B.S. (Maryland),

M.A. (New York University), Ph.D. (California-Los

Romance Languages. (2007)

Angeles). \ isiiing Assistant Professor of

Barry A. Logan, B.A.

(Cornell), Ph.D. (Colorado), Associate Professor of Biology.

(On

leave of absence for the spriny, semester.) (1998)

Suzanne

B. Lovett, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Stanford), Associate Professor of

Psychology. (1990)
Scott

MacKachern, B.A.

(Prince

Ldward

Island),

M.A., Ph.D. (Calgary), Profes.sorof

Anthropology. (1995)

MBA

(Yale), M.S. (Southern Maine),
Stephen NL Majcrcik, A.B. (Harvard), M.F.A.,
Ph.D. (Duke), As.sociate Professor of Computer Science. (2(XK))

Janet M. Martin, A.B. (Marquette), M.A.,

I'h.D.

(Ohio

Slate). Professor of

Government.

(1986)

Frank Mauceri,
ixclurer

Anne

K.

in

ILA., B.M. (Oberlin),

DMA.

MM.,

(Illinois-Urbana-Champaign),

Music. (2(K)3)

McBride,

B.S. (Yale), M.Phil. (Cambridge), Ph.D. (Colorado-Boulder),

Associate Prolessor of Biology and Biochemistry. (2(K)1

Thomas

V..

McCabe

Athletics.

James

VV.

(

B.S., M.S. (SpringhcKI College).

Coach

in

the

IVpanmcnt of

{')'){))

McCalla, B.A..

(California

('rain A.

.|r.,

)

li.M. (Kiinsas).

M.M. (New l.nghmd

Berkeley). Associate Professor of Music.

\UL\u*n,

.\

B. (Ohcrlin).

A.M.. Ph

I)

(

Conservatory), Ph.D.

1985)

(Harvard). Daniel B. hayerweather

Professor of Political liconomy and StK'iology and Senior lacully Pellow

McKccn
Sarah

V.

Center for the

McMalion.

\

Common

(mkhJ.

R (Welleslc)

i.

(

IMi I)

in

ihc Joseph

1975)
(Brandeis). AsstK'iale Professor of Ilisiory.
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Terry Meagher, A.B. (Boston), M.S. (Illinois State), Associate Director of Athletics and
Sidney J. Watson Coach of Men's Ice Hockey. (1983)

Stephen

J.

Meardon, B.A. (Bowdoin), M.A., Ph.D. (Duke),

Assistant Professor of

Economics. (2008)

Matthew D.

Miller, B.A. (Swarthmore), M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia), Visiting Assistant

Professor of German. (2009)

Raymond H.

Miller, A.B. (Indiana), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate Professor of

Russian. (1983)

Richard E. Morgan, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M., Ph.D. (Columbia), William Nelson
Cromwell Professor of Constitutional and International Law and Government. (1969)

John Morneau, B.M. (New Hampshire),
(Adjunct.)

Director of the

Bowdoin Concert Band.

{\9m

Robert G. Morrison, A.B., A.M. (Harvard), Ph.D. (Columbia), Associate Professor of
Religion. (2008)

Sonja Moser, B.A. (Sarah Lawrence), M.F.A. (Columbia), Lecturer

in Theater.

(2004)

Madeleine E. Msall, B.A. (Oberlin), M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign),
Associate Professor of Physics.

James Mullen,

B.F.A.

(

1

994)

(New Hampshire), M.F.A.

(Indiana), Associate Professor of Art.

(1999)

Dhiraj Murthy, B.A. (Claremont McKenna), M.S. (Bristol), M.S. (London School of
Economics), Ph.D. (Cambridge), Assistant Professor of Sociology. (2008)
Elizabeth Muther, B.A. (Wellesley), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate Professor of
English. (1993)

Evans Mwangi,

B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Nairobi-Kenya),

Mellon Global Scholar

in

Environmental Studies. (Fall semester.) (2009)

Stephen G. Naculich, B.S. (Case Western Reserve), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton), Professor of
Physics. (1993)

Jeffrey K. Nagle, A.B. (Earlham), Ph.D. (North Carolina), Professor of Chemistry. (1980)

Terri Nickel, B.A. (Pacific Union), M.A.

(Loma

Linda), Ph.D. (California-Riverside),

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English. (Spring semester.) (2008)

Mitsuko Numata, A.S. (Genesee Community College), B.A. (SUNY-Buffalo), M.A.
(Iowa), Lecturer in Japanese. (2009)

Kathleen A. O'Connor, A.B. (Dartmouth), A.M., Ph.D.
Writing Project and Lecturer in Education. (1987)

(Virginia), Director of the

Francis O'Leary, B.A. (Thomas Edison State College), Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (2005)

Seth Ovadia, B.A. (Swarthmore), M.A., Ph.D. (Maryland-College Park), Assistant
Professor of Sociology. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (2006)

Adriana Palacio, B.S. (Universidad de los Andes-Bogota), M.S., Ph.D. (California-San
Diego), Assistant Professor of Computer Science. (2006)
Michael

F. Palopoli, B.S.,

M.S. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), Ph.D. (Chicago), Associate

Professor of Biology. (On leave of absence for the spring semester.) (T998)

)
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H. Roy Partridge

Jr.,

B.A. (Oberlin), M.S.W.. M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), M.Div.

(Harvard), Visiting Assistant Professor of Sociology and Special Assistant to the
President for Multicultural Affairs. (1994)

Sarah K. Paul, B.A.
Jill

(Carleton), Visiting Instructor of Philosophy.* (2009)

E. Pearlman, B.A. (Beloit),

M.A.

(California). Ph.D. (Chicago). Lecturer in

En\ironnienial Studies. (1994)

Nicola C. Pearson, B.S.

(St.

Mary's College, London), Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (1996)

Stephen G. Perkinson, B.A. (Colgate), M.A., Ph.D. (Northwestern), Associate Professor
ofArt History. (2002)

Anthony Perman, B.A. (Kenyon), M.M. (London), Ph.D. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign),
Visiting Assistant Professor of Music. (2008)

Carey R.

(Oregon State), M.S. (California-Santa Barbara), Ph.D.
(Wisconsin-Madison), Professor of Biology. (1985)

Thomas

Phillips, B.S.

Pietraho, B.A., M.S. (Chicago), Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology),

Assistant Professor of Mathematics. (2001

Christian

P.

Potholm

II,

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., M.A.L.D., Ph.D. (Tufts), DeAlva

Slan\s(K)d .Alexander Professor of

semester)

(

Go\crnmcnt. iOn leave of absence for the fall

1970)

Klizabeth A. Pritchard, A.B. (Boston College), M.T.S., M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate
Professor of Religion. (1998)

Samuel

Putnam,

P.

B.S. (Iowa). M.S., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), Associate Professor of

Psychology. (2001)

Quimhv, B.A.

Julie

(Ithaca),

M.A., Ph.D. (Maryland-College Park), Visiting Assistant

Professor of Psychology. (2(K)8)

Thomas

V.

Athletics. (2(H)

Department of

(Maryland-College Park), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley),

Associate i^rofessor of History.
J.

in the

I)

l»atrick J. Rael, B.A.

Seth

(New Hampshire), Coach

Radulski, B.A, M.P.A.

Ramus, B.A.

1995)

(

(California-Berkeley), M.A., Ph.D. (Calilornia San Diego),

Assisiant Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience. (2002)

Anna

Rein, M.A. equiv. (University of

MarilNU Rei/haum, A.B. (Queens College).
.M.idisoii). i'rotessor

Ryan Ann

of Iinglish.

(

Lecturer

l^isa).

in Italian. (2()(K))

M.Litt. (JAlinburgh).

IMi.i).

(Wisconsin

1984)

Ricciardi, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.A.. Ph. I). (Cincinnaii). Visiting Assistant

I'rotessor ol Classics. (2(K)8)

NuncN

I..

Rik'>, B.A. (Pennsylvania).

Professor of S<K'i()logy.

(

M

IMI

.

MA

i

H;i\s;ii

n. Pli I)

(lohns Hopkins).

1992)

Ko«ieinary A. Roberts, B.A. (University ol Reading). M.Sc. Ph.D. (University of
Walerl(H)). Professor of Mathematics.
l)a\is R.

(

1984)

Rohinson, B.A. (Hampshire). M.I. A. (Boston University),

A.s.scKMale Professor

of Ihcalcr. (I^>99)
(

«»llin

Rm-skT, B S (Brown). M.S. (Oregon

Protes.sor of Geology. (2(K)*>)

State).

Ph D. (Washington). Associate
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Maren

Rojas, B.A. (William and Mary), M.Ed. (Syracuse), Coach
Athletics. (2007)

Lynn M. Ruddy,
in the

in the

Department of

B.S. (Wisconsin-Oshkosh), Associate Director of Athletics and

Coach

Department of Athletics. (1976)

Arielle Saiber, B.A. (Hampshire), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale), Associate Professor of

Languages.

James A.

(

1

Romance

999)

St. Pierre, B.S.

(Maine-Orono), M.S. (Wisconsin), Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (2001)

Doris A. Santoro, B.A. (Rochester), Ed.D. (Columbia), Assistant Professor of Education.
(On leave of absence for the spring semester.) (2005)

Paul Sarvis, B.A., M.F.A. (Goddard), Senior Lecturer

in

Dance Performance. (1987)

Carrie Scanga, B.A. (Bryn Mawr), M.F.A. (Washington-Seattle), Assistant Professor of
Art. (2009)

Jennifer Scanlon, B.S. (SUNY-Oneonta), M.A. (Delaware), M.A., Ph.D. (Binghamton),
Professor of Gender and Women's Studies. (2002)

Paul E. Schaffner, A.B. (Oberlin), Ph.D. (Cornell), Associate Professor of Psychology.
(1977)

Michael Schiff-Verre, B.S.W. (Southern Maine), Adjunct Lecturer

in

Theater and

Technical Director/Resident Lighting Designer. (2003)

Conrad Schneider, B.A. (North

Carolina), J.D. (Virginia), Adjunct Lecturer in

Environmental Studies. (Fall semester.) (2009)
Scott R. Sehon, B.A. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton), Professor of Philosophy. (1993)
Jeffrey S. Selinger, B.A. (Rutgers), M.A., Ph.D. (Cornell), Visiting Assistant Professor of

Government. (2007)
Vyjayanthi

Ratnam

Selinger, B.A. (Jawaharlal

Nehru University,

India),

M.A.

(Harvard), Ph.D. (Cornell), Assistant Professor of Asian Studies. (On leave of absence

for the academic year.) (2005)
Leslie C.

Shaw, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M.A. (Wyoming-Laramie), Ph.D. (Massachusetts-

Amherst), Visiting Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Liaison for Native

American

Affairs. (1998)

Vineet Shende, B.A. (Grinnell), M.A. (Butler), Ph.D. (Cornell), Associate Professor of
Music. (2002)

Adrienne Shibles, B.A.

(Bates),

M.S. (Smith), Coach

in the

Department of Athletics.

(2008)

Lawrence H. Simon, A.B.

(Pennsylvania), A.B. (Oxford), M.A./B.A. (Cambridge), Ph.D.

(Boston University), Associate Professor of Philosophy and Environmental Studies.
(1987)

Peter Slovenski, A.B. (Dartmouth), A.M. (Stanford), Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (1987)

Louisa

M.

Slowiaczek, B.S. (Massachusetts), Ph.D. (Indiana), Professor of Psychology.

(1998)

Smith, B.A. (Amherst), M.A., Ph.D. (Indiana-Bloomington), Assistant Professor of
German. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (2006)

Jill S.
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Robert B. Sobak, A.B. (Franklin and Marshall). M.A. (Georgia). M.A.. Ph.D. (Princeton),
Assistant Professor of Classics. (2(X)7)

Allen L. Springer, A.B. (Amherst), M.A., M.A.L.D., Ph.D. (Tufts), Professor of
Governnieni. (1976)

Klizabeth A. Stemmler, B.S. (Bates). Ph.D. (Indiana), Professor of Chemistry. (1988)

Matthew

Stuart, B.A. (Vermont), M.A., Ph.D. (Cornell). Associate Professor of

F.

Phiiosophv. {On leave of absence for the academic year} (1993)

Rachel L. Sturman, B.A. (Chicago), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Davis), Assistant Professor
ot Histt>ry and .Asian Studies. (2(X)3)

R>an

Sulli\an, B.A. (Middiebur>

Dale A. Syphers,

),

Coach

in the

Department of Athletics.

(2(K)1)

M.Sc. (Massachusetts), Ph.D. (Brown), Professor of Physics.

B.S.,

(1986)*

laback, B.A. (Yale), M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago), Associate Professor of

.U'linifer

Mathematics. (2002)

Mohammad

lajdari, B.S, M.S., Ph.D. (Florida State), Visiting Assistant Professor of

Mathematics. (2005)

Susan
i)f

lananbaum, B.A.

L.

Histor>.

(

(Trinity),

M.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Brandeis), Associate Professor

1990)

^ao Tang, B.A. (Beijing Second Foreign Language
Instructor in

Birgit Taut/.,

Institute).

M.A. (Simon

Fraser),

Economics.* (2(X)9)

Diplom Cicrmanistik (Leipzig), M.A. (Wisconsin). Ph.D. (Minnesota),

Associate Protessor of GerFiian. (2CX)2)

Kenneth

S.

Templeton, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.Fd. (Har\ard). Visiting Fellow

Fducalion.

in

(:(K)S)

Karen .May-Shen Teoh,
P(>sid(Ki()ral

Wiebke

B..\.

(^aio, Ph.D. (llar\ard). Consortium tor

lellow and Lecturer

l-acuil\ Diversity

in History. (2(X)8)

N. Theodore, B.A. (Barnard), M.Arch. (Columbia), Adjunct Assistant Professor

of An. (Sprinfi semester) (200.5)
Hilar>

I

hoinpson, B.A. (Toronto), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Visiting Assistant Professor

of hnghsh. (2(K)9)

Riihinond R. Ihornpson, fVS (Furman), PhD (Cornell), AsscKiate Professor of
Psychology and Neuroscicnce (On leave of absence for the academic year) 1999)
(

Daniel

J.

Ihornhill, B.S (Michigan Slate), Ph.D. (Georgia), Doherty Marine Biology

Postdoctoral Scholar. (2(K)8)

l^ura

I.

Toma,

B.S..

M.S. (Universiiatea F^)litchnica BucOresti), M.S.. Ph D. (Duke).

Associate Professor of

Karen Topp,
Ph\sRs

.lohii

(2(K)3)

B.Sc. (Queen's University. Kingston. Oiifario). Ph

1)

HA

(Xian lorcign Language

Institute.

Chma).

MA

(Michigan). AsstKiatc Professor of Asian Studies. (2(K)2

M. lurntr, A.M.

Professor of

EMnemlda

(Cornell).

I

cciiircr in

(2(K)S)

Shu-i'hiii Isui,
Ptf I)

Computer Science.

(St.

Andrews.

.Scotland).

Romance languages. (1971

A.M.

(W'lseonsin). NLA..

1

(Indiana), Ph.D. (Harvard),

)

A. DIloa, B.A. (California lr\ine). A.M. (Harvard). Adjunct Instructor

Romance Languages.*

(Fall semester.) (2(K)8)

in

)
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Daniel Ullucci, B.A. (Boston), M.A., Ph.D. (Brown), Visiting Assistant Professor of
Religion. (2009)

Chad

S.

Uran, B.A. (Minnesota), M.A. (Iowa), Consortium

for Faculty Diversity Pre-

Dissertation Fellow and Lecturer in Anthropology. (2008)

David

J. Vail,

A.B. (Princeton), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale), Adams-Catlin Professor of

Economics. (1970)

June A.

Vail, A.B. (Connecticut),

Krista E.

Van

M.A.L.S. (Wesleyan), Professor of Dance. (1987)

VIeet, B.S. (Beloit), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Associate Professor of

Anthropology. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (1999)

William C. VanderWolk, A.B. (North Carolina), A.M. (Middlebury), Ph.D. (North
Carolina), Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Professor of Modern Languages and
Associate Dean for Faculty Development. (1984)

Dharni Vasudevan, B.S. (Massachusetts

Institute

of Technology), M.S., Ph.D. (Johns

Hopkins), Associate Professor of Chemistry and Environmental Studies. (2003)

Olufemi O. Vaughan, B.A., M.A.

(St. John's),

Ph.D. (Oxford), Geoffrey Canada

Professor of Africana Studies and History. (2008)

Roland Vazquez, B.A., M.A. (CUNY), M.A., Ph.D.

(Cornell), Director of

Chamber

Ensembles. (Adjunct.) (2004)

Margaret Hanetha Vete-Congolo, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Universite des Antilles
Guyane), Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. (2001

Laura

F. Voss,

et

de

la

B.A. (Colorado College), Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles), Assistant

Professor of Chemistry. (2007)

Anthony E. Walton, B.A. (Notre Dame), M.F.A. (Brown), Writer

James E. Ward, A.B.

in

Residence. (1995)

(Vanderbilt), A.M., Ph.D. (Virginia), Professor of Mathematics.

(On

leave of absence for the fall semester.) (1968)

Jeffrey H.

Ward, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A. (Columbia), Ashmead White

Director of

Athletics. (1998)

Christopher Watkinson, A. A. (Full Sail School of Recording), B.A. (Southern Maine),
Adjunct Lecturer in Music and Recital Hall Technician. (2007)

William C. Watterson, A.B. (Kenyon), Ph.D. (Brown), Edward Little Professor of the
English Language and Literature. (On leave of absence for the spring semester.) (1976)

Susan E. Wegner, A.B. (Wisconsin-Madison), A.M., Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr), Associate
Professor of Art History. (1980)

Allen Wells, A.B. (SUNY-Binghamton), A.M., Ph.D. (SUNY-Stony Brook), Roger

Howell

Jr.

Professor of History. (1988)

Tricia Welsch, B.A. (Fordham), M.A., Ph.D. (Virginia), Associate Professor of Film
Studies on the Marvin H. Green

Mark C. Wethli,

Jr.

Fund. (1993)

B.F.A., M.F.A. (Miami), A.

LeRoy Greason

Professor of Art. (On leave

of absence for the academic year.) (1985)

Eugenia Wheelwright, B.A. (Yale), M.A. (Washington), Lecturer in Romance
Languages. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (2005)
Nathaniel T. Wheelwright, B.S. (Yale), Ph.D. (Washington), Anne T. andRobert M. Bass
Professor of Natural Sciences. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (1986)

)
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Stacy Wilson, B.S. (Acadia University. Nova Scotia), M.Ed. (Minnesota-Duluth). Coach
in the Department of Athletics. (2007)

Carolyn Wolfenzon, B.A. (University of Lima-Peru). M.A. (Colorado-Boulder), Ph.D.
(Cornell), \'i^iling .Assistant Professor of

Peter

Woodruff,

J.

B..A.

Romance Languages. (2007)

(Dartmouth), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Visiting Assistant

Professor of Biology. (2007)

Varbrough, A.B. (Cedar Crest College), A.M., Ph.D. (New School
Research), Gary M. Pendy Sr. Professor of Social Sciences. (1988)

Jean

.NL

Enrique Vepes, B.A. (Universidad

for Social

Pontiticia Bolivariana), Ph.D. (Rutgers), Peter

M.

Small Associate Professor of Romance Languages. (1996)

Mary Lou Zeeman,

B.A.,

M.A. (Oxford), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), R. Wells Johnson

Professor of Mathematics. (On leave of absence for the spring semester) (2006)

Lawrence

L. C.

Zhang, B.A.

(Oberlin), Instructor in History and Asian Studies.* (2009)

OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION EMERITI
John W. Ambrose

Jr.,

A.B.. A.M., Ph.D. (Brown), Joseph

Greek Language and Literature Emeritus.

Ray Stuart

(

Harrison King

Jr.,

in the

Department of Athletics

McCann

A.B. (University of the South), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard),

Professor Emeritus of the English Language. (1968)

Samuel Shipp Butcher, A.B.
(

Coach

1962)

Franklin G. Burroughs

Lnicnius.

Merrill Professor of

1966)

Bicknell, B.S., M.S. (Springfield),

Emeritus.

Charles

(

Edward

(Albion). A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard). Professor of Chemistry

1964)

J. Butt, B.S.,

M.S. (Springfield), Coach

in the

Dopartnicni of .Xihlctics l^meriius.

(196!

Denis

J.

Corish, B.Ph., B.A.. L.Ph. (Maynooth College, Ireland), A.M. (University

College, Dublin), Ph.D. (Boston University), Professor of Philosophy Emeritus. (1973)

John

Cullen, A.B. (Brown), Coach

I).

in the

Department of Athletics Emeritus.

(

1985)

Robert Ha/.;ird Kdwards, A.B. (Princeton), A.B., A.M. (Cambridge), LL.B. (Harvard),
L.H.D. (Bowdoin, Carleton). President of the College Emeritus. 1990)
(

(.UN

1.

Emery, A B (Bowdoin), A.M.. Ph.D. (Harvard), Professor of Physics Emeritus.

(1988)
A. \l\rick

Freeman

A.B. (Cornell). A.M., Ph.D. (Washington). William D. Shipman

III,

Protcssor of Ixonomics Emeritus.

Mfred

11.

I

emeritus.

S. (;ilfillan III,

ot C hcrnisti)

.iiiJ

(

A.B. (Yalc). M.Sc. Ph. I).

Lecturer

Religion l.merilus

PhD

(

(Ohio

Slate). Professor of

1962)

in the |ji\

William Davidson (ieoKhe^^an, A.B.
t»t

1965)

Fuchs, A.B. (Rutgers), A.M. (Ohio),

iSychoiog)

Edward

(

i^>54)

(Ikilisli

C(^Iumbia). Adjunct Piolcssor

ironmenlal Studies Program lincntus.

(Yale), M.Div. (Drew), Ph.D. (Columbia). Prolessor
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Arthur LeRoy Greason, A.B. (Wesleyan), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard),

D.Litt. (Wesleyan),

L.H.D. (Colby), L.H.D. (Bowdoin), L.H.D. (Bates), President of the College and
(
952)

Professor of English Emeritus.

Charles A. Grobe

Jr., B.S.,

1

M.S., Ph.D. (Michigan), Professor of Mathematics Emeritus.

(1964)

James

L. Hodge, A.B. (Tufts), A.M., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), George Taylor Files

Professor of

John

L.

Modern Languages and Professor of German Emeritus. (1961)

Howland, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Harvard),

Josiah Little Professor of Natural

Science and Professor of Biology and Biochemistry Emeritus. (1963)

Charles Ellsworth Huntington, B.A., Ph.D. (Yale), Professor of Biology Emeritus and
Director of the Bowdoin Scientific Station at Kent Island Emeritus. (1953)

Arthur M. Hussey H,

B.S. (Pennsylvania State), Ph.D. (Illinois), Professor of

Geology

Emeritus. (1961)

R. Wells Johnson, A.B. (Amherst), M.S., Ph.D. (Massachusetts
Isaac

Institute

of Technology),

Henry Wing Professor of Mathematics Emeritus. (1964)

C. Michael Jones, A.B. (Williams), Ph.D. (Yale), Associate Professor of Economics
Emeritus. (1987)

John Michael Karl,

A.B., A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate Professor of History

Emeritus. (1968)

Barbara Jeanne Raster, A.B. (Texas Western), M.Ed. (Texas-El Paso), Ph.D. (TexasAustin), Harrison King McCann Professor of Communication in the Department of
English Emerita. (1973)

EIroy Osborne LaCasce

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Harvard), Ph.D. (Brown), Professor

of Physics Emeritus. (1947)

Mortimer Ferris LaPointe,

B.S. (Trinity), M.A.L.S. (Wesleyan), Coach
Department of Athletics Emeritus. (1969)

James Spencer Lentz, A.B.

(Gettysburg),

in the

A.M. (Columbia), Coordinator of Physical

Education and the Outing Club Emeritus. (1968)

Daniel Levine, A.B. (Antioch), A.M., Ph.D. (Northwestern), Thomas Brackett Reed
Professor of History and Political Science Emeritus. (1963)

Mike Linkovich, A.B.

(Davis and Elkins), Trainer Emeritus in the Department of

Athletics. (1954)

Burke O. Long, A.B. (Randolph-Macon),

B.D., A.M., Ph.D. (Yale),

Kenan Professor of

the Humanities Emeritus. (1968)

Larry D. Lutchmansingh, A.B. (McGill), A.M. (Chicago), Ph.D.

(Cornell), Associate

Professor of Art History Emeritus. (1974)
T.

Penny Martin,

A.B.,

A.M. (Middlebury), M.A.T., Ed.D. (Harvard), Associate

Professor of Education Emerita. (1988)

Dana W. Mayo,

B.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Ph.D. (Indiana), Charles

Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry Emeritus. (1962X
O. Jeanne d'Arc Mayo, B.S., M.Ed. (Boston), Physical Therapist and Trainer Emerita
the Department of Athletics. (1978)
_ •

John McKee, A.B. (Dartmouth), A.M.
(1962)

in

(Princeton), Associate Professor of Art Emeritus.

)

)
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Robert R. Nunn, A.B. (Rutgers), A.M. (Middlebury), Ph.D. (Columbia), Associate
Professor oi Romance Languages Emeritus. (1959)
Clifton C. Olds, A.B. (Dartmouth). A.M.. Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Edith Cleaves Barry
Professor of the History and Criticism of Art Emeritus. (1982)

David

Page, B.S. (Brown), Ph.D. (Purdue), Charles Weston Pickard Professor of

S.

Chemistry and Biochemistry Emeritus. (1974)

Rosa

Pellegrini,

Lecturer

Diploma Magistrale

in Italian

Magistrate "Imbriani" Avellino), Adjunct

Emerita. (1983)

James Daniel Redwine
Little

(Istituto

A.B. (Duke), A.M. (Columbia), Ph.D. (Princeton), Edward

Jr.,

Professor of the English Language and Literature Emeritus. (1963)

Edward Thomas

Reid, Coach

in the

Department of Athletics Emeritus. (1969)

John Cornelius Rensenbrink, A.B. (Calvin), A.M. (Michigan), Ph.D. (Chicago),
Professor of Government Emeritus.
96
(

1

1

(iuenter Herbert Rose, B.S. (Tufts), M.S. (Brown), Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles),
Associate Professor of Psychology and Psychobiology Emeritus. (1976)

Daniel

\V.

Rossides, B.A., Ph.D. (Columbia), Professor of Sociology Emeritus. (1968)

Abram Raymond

Rutan, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.F.A.

(Yale), Director of Theater Emeritus.

(1955)

Schwartz, A.B.. A.M., Ed.D. (Columbia), Robert K. Beckwith Professor of
Music Emeritus. 1964)

Elliott S.

(

C.

Thomas

Settlemire, B.S., M.S. (Ohio State), Ph.D. (North Carolina State), Professor

ot BioloLi)

\N illiam

and Chemistry Emeritus. (1969)

Davis Shipman, A.B. (Washington), A.M. (California-Berkeley), Ph.D.

(Columbia). Adams-Catlin Professor of Economics Emeritus.

Melinda

V. Small, B.S.,

A.M.

(St.

(

1957)

Lawrence), Ph.D. (Iowa), Professor of Psychology

Emerita. (1972)

Kidder Smith

Jr.,

A.B. (Princeton), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Professor of History

and Asian Studies Emeritus.

Randolph Stakeman,

(

1

98

1

(Wesleyan), A.M., Ph.D. (Stanford), Associate Professor of

.A.B.

History and Africana Studies Emeritus.

(

1978)

William L. Steinhart, A.B. (Pennsylvania).
Biology Emeritus.
ClifTord

I-.mcnius.

Allen H. Tucker

James

Jr.,

<

A.B.

A.B., A.M.,

Jr.,

1961
(

Pli

(Harvard). Professor of

Romance

)

Wcslcyan). M.S.. Ph.D. (Northwestern). Anne

h.i\s I'lotessor of Natural
11.

Hopkins), Linncan Professor of

1975)

Ray Thompson

Languages

M

(

I*h.D. (Johns

Sciences llmerilus.

(

T.

and Robert

1988)

Turner, A.B. (Bowdoin). B.S.. M.S.. i*h.D. (Massacluisciis Insiiiutc of

Icchnology

),

Ass(Kiate Professor of Physics limerilus.

llov%ard S. \andersea,
.AtlMclics Eimcritus.

A B

(1984)

(Bates). M.I'd. (Boston).

(

19M)

Coach

in the

Department of

Instructional and Research Staff

Rene

L. Bernier, B.S. (Maine), Laboratory Instructor in Chemistry, Laboratory Support

Manager, and Manager of Science Center.

Martha

B. Black, B.S., M.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Laboratory

Instructor in Chemistry.

Pamela

J.

Bryer, B.S., M.S. (Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute),

Laboratory Instructor

in

Biology and Director of Laboratories.

Michael L. Cain, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.Sc. (Brown), Ph.D.

(Cornell), Research Associate

Biology and Mathematics.

in

Nancy

Curtis, B.A., M.S. (Maine-Orono), Laboratory Instructor

Kenneth A. Dennison, B.A. (Williams), M.S.

in

Biology.

(Cornell), Laboratory Instructor in Physics.

Beverly G. DeCoster, B.S. (Dayton), Laboratory Instructor

in

Chemistry.

Robert de Levie, M.S., Ph.D. (University of Amsterdam), Research Associate

in

Chemistry.

Aimee Eldridge, B.A.
Olaf

(Wooster), Ph.D. (Oregon), Research Associate

Ellers, B.Sc. (Toronto), Ph.D. (Duke), Research Associate in

in

Biology.

Mathematics and

Biology.

Kate Farnham,

Cathryn K.

B.S.,

M.S. (Maine), Laboratory Instructor

in

Biology.

Field, B.A. (Connecticut), M.S. (Smith), Service Learning Coordinator and

Laboratory Instructor

Anja Forche,

in

Geology.

B.S. equiv., Ph.D. (Humboldt-University of Berlin), Research Assistant

Professor of Biology.

Judith C. Foster, A.B. (Brown), M.Sc. (Rhode Island), Laboratory Instructor
Chemistry and Director of Laboratories.

in

Paul Friedland, B.A. (Brown), M.A. (Chicago), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Research
Associate

in History.

Lacey Andrews Gale, B.A. (Dartmouth), A.M., Ph.D. (Brown), Research Associate

in

Africana Studies.

Stephen Hauptman, B.A. (Connecticut College), M.A.
Laboratory Instructor

Anne

C.

J.

(Illinois),

M.Sc. (Cornell),

in Biology.

Hayden, B.A. (Harvard), M.S. (Duke), Research Associate

in

Environmental

Studies.

Anne Henshaw,

B.A.

(New Hampshire), M.A.,

Ph.D., (Harvard), Research Associate in

Arctic Studies.

Thornton C. Kline, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A. (Chicago), Ph.D.

(Stanford), Research

Associate in Asian Studies.

Loraine Kohorn, B.A. (Brown), Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles), Research Associate
Biology.
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Aurelie LeSaint, Teaching Fellow

Colleen T.

McKenna,

Gary

M.

Staff

French.

B.A. (Southern Maine), Laboratory Instructor

Manuel Meffert, Teaching Fellow
Paulette

in

and Research

in

in

Chemistry.

German.

Messier, A. B. (Maine-Presque

Isle),

Laboratory Instructor

in

Chemistry.

L. Miers, B.S. (Lafayette College), Laboratory Instructor in Physics.

Michael Nerdahl,

B.S.,

M.A., Ph.D. (Wisconsin-Madison), Research Associate

in

Classics.

Ada

L. Olins, B.S. (City College of

New York), A.M.

(Harvard), Ph.D.

(New York

University), Research Associate in Biology.

Donald K. Olins, A.B. (Rochester), Ph.D. (Rockefeller

University), Research Associate in

Biology.

Nancy H. Olmstead, B.A.

(Cornell), Laboratory Instructor in Biology.

Jaret S. Reblin, B.S. (Baldwin-Wallace College), M.S. (John Carroll), Laboratory
Instructor in Biology.

Klizabeth Koski Richard.s, B.A. (Maine-Augusta), M.A., Ph.D. (Southern Maine),
Laboraior) Instructor

in

Biology.

Boris Romero, Teaching Fellow
\\ illiam (i.

Spanish.

in

Rosenberg, B.A. (Amherst), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard). Research Associate

in

HlslDIA.

Peter K. Schlax

Jr.,

B.A. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign), Ph.D. (Wisconsin-Madison),

Laboratory Instructor

in

Biology.

Leah Schniid, Teaching Fellow

in

French.

William B. laylor, B.A. (Occidental), M.A. (University of the Americas), Ph.D.
(Michigan), Research Associate

Joanne I'rquhart,

in History.

B.S. (State University of

Instructor in Geology.

New

York), M.S. (Dartmouth), Laboratory

Officers of Administration
SENIOR OFFICERS
Barry

Mills, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse), J.D. (Columbia), President of the

College.

Mitchel W. Davis, B.A. (Nevada-Reno), Chief Information

Timothy W.

Foster, A.B. (Dartmouth),

Officer.

M.A. (North Carolina-Chapel

Hill),

Dean of

Student Affairs.
Gristle Collins Judd, B.M.,

M.M.

(Rice),

M.Mus., Ph.D. (London), Dean

for

Academic

Affairs.
S.

Catherine Longley, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Suffolk), Senior Vice President for Finance
and Administration & Treasurer.

Scott A. Meiklejohn, B.A. (Colgate), Interim Dean of Admissions.

William A. Torrey III, A.B., M.S.Ed. (Bucknell), Senior Vice President
Development & Secretary of the College.
Paula

J. Volent, C.F.A.,

B.A.

(New Hampshire), M.A. (New York

for Planning

University),

and

M.B.A

(Yale), Senior Vice President for Investments.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Cristle Collins Judd, B.M.,

M.M.

(Rice),

M.Mus., Ph.D. (London), Dean

for

Academic

Affairs and Professor of Music.

Jeanne L. Bamforth, B.A. (Mount Holyoke), M.L.A. (Massachusetts-Amherst),
Assistant to the Dean for Academic Affairs.
Rachel Ex Connelly, A.B. (Brandeis), A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan), Bion R. Cram Professor
of Economics and Faculty Liaison to the Center for Learning and Teaching.

Rosemary Effiom,
Special

B.S. (Elizabeth City State),

M.A. (SUNY-Stony Brook), Director of

Academic Programs.

David Hecht, B.A. (Brandeis), Ph.D.

(Yale), Assistant Professor of History

and Director

of the First- Year Seminar Program.

James A. Higginbotham,
Academic

B.S.,

A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), Associate Dean for

Affairs and Associate Affirmative Action Officer, Associate Curator for the

Ancient Collection

in the

Museum

of Art, and Associate Professor of Classics on the

Henry Johnson Professorship Fund.

Suzanne B. Lovett, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D.

(Stanford), Associate Professor of Psychology

and Faculty Liaison for Advising.

Dorothy D. Martinson, B.S. (Maine), Assistant Director of Academic Operations.

Ann

C. Ostwald, B.S.F.S. (Georgetown University School of Foreign Service), M.A.
(California-Berkeley), Director of Academic Budget and Operations.

Cynthia M. Stocks, B.A. (Maine-Orono), Director of Student Fellowships and Research.
William C. VanderWolk, A.B. (North Carolina), A.M. (Middlebury), Ph.D. (North
Carolina), Associate Dean for Faculty Development and Henry WadswcMh Longfellow
Professor of

Modern Languages.
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Officers of Administration

CENTER FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING
Elizabeth Barnhart, B.A. (Middlebury), M.A. (Texas-Austin), Director of the Baldwin

Program

for

Academic Development.

Lisa Flanagan, B.A. (Tufts). English Speakers of Other Languages Advisor.

Eric C. Gaze, B.A. (Holy Cross), M.S., Ph.D. (Massachusetts-Amherst), Director of
Quantitative Reasoning.

Kathleen A. O'Connor, A.B. (Dartmouth), A.M., Ph.D.
Writing Project and Lecturer in Education.

(Virginia). Director of the

CHILDREN'S CENTER
Kristin J. Gould, B.S. (Idaho). M.A. (Wheelock), Director.

Karen Schneider,

Assistant to the Director.

COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Scott \V. Hood, B.A. (Lake Forest), M.A. (Southern Maine), Vice President for

Communications and Public

Affairs.

Douglas K. Boxer-Cook, B.A. (Western Michigan), Director of News and Media
Relations.

.lames A. Caton, B.A. (Ithaca), Sports Information Director.

Susan E. Danforth, B.A. (Merrimack), M.A. (Vermont), Associate Director of
Communications and College Editor.
Robert Denton, B.F.A. (Houston). M.F.A. (Illinois-Chicago), Associate Director of
Communications for Web Strategy.
Selby V. Frame, B.F.A. (Virginia Commonwealth). Associate Director of

CoFiimumcations for Academic Communications.

David N.

Israel, B.A.

(Wisconsin-Madison). Associate Director ofCommuiiications for

Neu Media.
RolKTt J. Kerr, B.A. (Hobart). MBA. (Seattle). Associate Vice President of
Communications for Marketing and Publications.
Kelli A.

Me^an

McMchols,

B.S. (Lowell).

Web

Producer.

.Morouse, B.A. (New Hampshire),

F.

A.s.sociate Directt)r of

Communications

for

Publications.

Andrea Richards, B A (Concordia-Montreal), Associate Director of Communications
lor Marketing.

Kevin

Travers, B.A. (Southern Maine), As.sociatc Director of ('(Miinuiiiications for

\V.

l'r(Kluction

and Multimedia

(

Mattluu Orlando,

Marc F

CF*. A.. B.A.

(

Irinily).

(

E

ontroller.

Berry, B.A. (Maine). Financial Analyst.

.Sarah \.

Pauline

ONTKOll FK'SOFFK

<

lirTord, B.S. (Southern

M. Farr, Senior

Maine). Manager of I'inancial Reporting.

Financial Analyst.

Officers of Administration

Michelle A.

McDonough, A.B.

Agnes McGrail,
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(Keuka), Bursar.

B.S. (Villanova), Grants Administrator.

Glenn Scott Morin,

B.S. (Bentley), Financial Analyst.

Lisa Roux, B.S.

Michael's), C.P.A., Director of Accounting.

(St.

Lynne M. Toussaint,

B.S. (Southern Maine),

M.B.A. (Thomas College), Manager of

Payroll and Accounts Payable.

Carol A. Trottier, B.S. (New Hampshire College), Staff Accountant.
Julia White, Payroll and Accounts Payable Administrator.

COUNSELING SERVICE
Bernard R. Hershberger, B.A. (Goshen College), M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio
Michael Arthur,

B.S.,

M.S. (Plattsburgh

State),

State), Director.

Senior Staff Clinician.

Fleur Hopper, B.A. (Colby), M.S.W. (Boston College), Staff Clinician.
Blair McElroy, B.A. vMount Holyoke), M.S.W. (Boston College), Staff Clinician.

Aileen Park, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Boston College), Associate Director/Director of
Training.

Shelley Roseboro, B.A. (California-Los Angeles), M.Ed.

(St.

Lawrence), Senior Staff

Clinician.

DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS
William A. Torrey III, A.B., M.S.Ed. (Bucknell), Senior Vice President
Development & Secretary of the College.

James R. Adolf, B.A. (Wesley an),

for Planning

and

J.D. (Columbia), Assistant Director of Stewardship

Programs.
Delia

W. Austin, B.A.

(Quinnipiac), Systems and Data Analyst.

Sarah E. Begin, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Director of Alumni Relations;
Brian C. Bennici, B.A. (Holy Cross), M.A. (Sacred Heart), Assistant Director of Annual
Giving.

Alison

M. Bennie, A.B.

(Harvard-Radcliffe), Editor,

Margaret Broaddus, A.B. (Barnard), Senior

Bowdoin Magazine.

Capital Gifts Officer.

Elizabeth C. Bunting, A.B. (Colby), Director of Alumni and Development Information
Services.

Lynn

E. Cole, B.S. (Maine), M.S. (Simmons), Capital Gifts Officer.

John R. Cross, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., Ph.D. (Massachusetts),

Secretary of Development

and College Relations.

Deborah R. Deveaux,

B.S.

(New Hampshire), Associate

Director of Parent Giving.

Sarah E. Felmly, A.B. (Colby), M.S. (Simmons), Assistant Director of Development
Research.

Brannon

J. Fisher,

B.A. (Colgate), M.A. (Colorado), M.B.A. (Dominican), Capital Gifts

Officer.

Foushee, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Southern Methodist), Executive Director of
Alumni Relations and Annual Giving.

Eric

F.
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Heather T. Kenvin Hietala, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.Ed. (Harvard), Director of Stewardship
Programs and Associate Director of Capital Giving.

Kacy White Hintze, A.B. (Bowdoin),
Kenneth

Horsburgh

P.

Stephen

Hyde,

P.

Jr.,

B..A.. J.D.

Assistant Director of Annual Giving.

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Stanford), Capital Gifts Officer.
(Maine), Associate Vice President/Director of Gift Planning.

.Marianne Jordan, B.A. (North Carolina), M.A. (Michigan), Director of Corporate and
Foundation Relations.

Chava

R. Kallberg, B.A. (Northwestern), J.D. (Maine School of Law), Director of 25th

Reunion Giving.

Renata I.edwick, B.A.

(St. Olaf),

Assistant Director of Alumni Relations.

Kmily B. Levine, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Washington), Senior Associate Director of
Annual Giving.

Rosemarie

Lloyd, A.B. (Bowdoin), Associate Director of Alumni Relations.

F.

Cara Martin-Tetreault, B.A.

(Charleston), Assistant Director of Corporate and

l-oundalion Relations.

Marc

Mendoza,

S.

.A.B.

(Bowdoin), Assistant Director of Annual Giving.

Klizabeth .M. Mengesha, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Director of Alumni Relations.

Richard A. .Mersereau, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.T. (Wcsleyan), Senior Capital Gifts Officer
and Special Advisor

Nancy

to the President for

College Relations.

C Milam, B.A. (Bucknell), Ed.M. (Harvard), Director of 50th Reunion Giving.

Amy DeLon^

.Minton, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M.L.S. (Syracuse), Director of

Development Research.
O'Donnell, B.A. (Holy Cross), M.F.A. (North Carolina-Greensboro),
Associate Hditor, Bowdoin Magazine.

.Matthew

J.

Lli/^ibeth
P.

I).

Orlic,

A B

(Colby), Associate Vice President/Director of Capital Giving,

Michael ()\in^ton, B.S. (Auburn University), M.B.A. (Tennessee-Knoxville), Systems
and Data Analyst.

Pamela
Sarah

Mar>

I).

I*hillips,

A B

(Princeton). Director of Parent Giving.

Phinnev, A.B. (Bowdoin), C(H)rdinator of Reunion Programs.

\\.

Richardson, B.A. (Williams),

S.

J.I)..

1.

L.M. (Duke), As.sociate Director of Gift

Planning.

NtarKaret

J.

Schick, B S (Sl'NY (Jenesco), M.B.A. (Simmons), Associate Director

of

Sieuanlship Prograins.

Randolph H. Shan, A.B. (Houdoin), Viee

President lor Dc-^elopnieni and .Alunini

kel.itions

Marian
(

li.

Skinner, A. A. (Maine-Augusta). Annual Giving Office Manager.

hcr>l R. Stevens, B A. (Hobart and William Smith). S) stems and Data Analyst.

Kathr)ii

\.

Iiikc\,

MS

(IJorida), Gift and Data PrcKCssing

Manager.

DI.MNG SLRVICK
\1ar\ \1c Ateer Kenned>, K D.. B.S. (Vermont). M.A. (f-ramingham State). Director of

Dining and BiM)ksti)rc Services.
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Kenneth Cardone, A.S. (Johnson and Wales), Associate Director and Executive Chef.
Stephen T. Cole, A.S. (Salve Regina), B.S. (Pennsylvania

State),

Business Manager.

David M. Crocker, Production Manager/Head Chef.

Mark

Dickey, Unit Manager, Thorne Hall.

Michele Gaillard, B.S. (Cornell), Associate Director of Operations.
Patricia Gipson, B.S. (Southern Maine),

Manager of Cash Operations and Student

Employment.

Daran

L. Poulin, A.S.

(New England

Culinary

Institute),

Production Manager/Head

Chef.

Lester Prue, A.S. (Southern Maine Technical), Unit Manager, Moulton Union.

Jon Wiley, B.A. (New Hampshire), A.S. (Southern Maine

Technical), Purchasing

Manager.

EVENTS AND SUMMER PROGRAMS
Summer

Tony Sprague, B.A.

(Bates), Director of Events and

Brenna L. Hensley,

B.S. (California State-Chico), Associate Director of Events and

Summer

Programs.

Programs.

Tara K. Studley, B.A. (Colby) Assistant Director of Events and Summer Programs.

FACILITIES
Theodore R. Stam,
Institute

Donald

V.

Merchant Marine Academy), M.S. (Massachusetts
of Technology), Director of Facilities Operations and Maintenance.
P.E., B.S. (U.S.

Borkowski, B.S. (Montclair

Timothy M. Carr, A.S.,

State), Director

of Capital Projects.

B.S. (Maine), Arborist/Grounds Specialist.

James Diemer, Maintenance

Mark J.

MANAGEMENT

Coordinator.

Fisher, B.S., M.S. (Boston College),

Manager of Environmental Health and

Safety.

Gregory Hogan,
Phillip R.

P.E.,

B.S.C.E. (Embry-Riddle), Senior Capital Projects Manager.

Labbe, B.S. (Maine), Associate Director of Grounds and Landscape Planning.

Keisha Payson, B.A. (Southern Maine), Coordinator

Nancy

J. Russell, B.S.

Anthony

J.

(New Hampshire

for a Sustainable

Bowdoin.

College), Financial Analyst/Budget Manager.

Salvaggio, A. A. (Ai Institute of Art and Communications), Stockroom

Manager.

John Simoneau,

B.S. (Maine),

M.B.A. (Southern Maine), Capital Projects Manager.

Jeff Tuttle, B.S., M.B.A. (Thomas), Associate Director of Facilities Operations.

Mike

Veilleux, B.S.M.E. (Maine-Orono), Associate Director of

Major Maintenance

Programs.

Daniel Welch, B.M.E. (Maine), Maintenance Project Manager/CAD Administrator.

Joyce Whittemore, Housekeeping Manager.

^
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HEALTH CENTER
Sandra Hayes, B.S.N., R.N. (Southern Maine), M.S.N. (Simmons), Director of Health
Services; Nurse Practitioner.

Sonya Justus,

B.S. (Kettering College of Medical Arts), Physician Assistant.

Carri Kivella, B.S. (Vermont), M.S. (Rochester), F.N. P. (Southern Maine), Nurse
Practitioner.

Wendy M.

Sansone, B.A., R.N. (Villanova), M.S.N. (Pennsylvania), Clinical Care

Coordinator, Staff Nurse.

HEALTH PROFESSIONS ADVISING
Susan D. Livesay, A.B. (Smith),

Director.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Tamara

D. Spoerri, B.S. (Syracuse), Director of

Cynthia

J.

Mary

E.

Human

Bessmer, B.S. (Syracuse), Manager of

Resources.

Human

Resources Services.

Demers, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Director of Human Resources.

Meredith Haralson, B.S. (Delaware), Manager of Employment and

Staffing.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Mitchel

VV.

Davis, Dual B.A. (Nevada-Reno), Chief Information Officer.

Steven A. Blanc, A.A.S. (Southern Maine Technical College). B.S. (Maine-Augusta), IT
Sccurit) Otticer and

Systems Consultant.

Michael R. Bowden, A.A.S. (Southern Maine Technical College), Systems Engineer

Ahhie Brown, B.A. (Mount Holyoke), M.S. (Southern Maine), Director of

II.

Project

Manaiicmcnl.

Andrew

Currier, B.A. (Williams), Educational Technology Associate.

Susan R. Davies, B.A. (Connecticut College), Executive

Assistant to the

Chid

Information Officer.

.lonathan Farr-Weinfeld, B.S. (Maine), Desktop Support Specialist.

Brad Mood, A. A.
Tina

.\1.

(Central

Maine Technical College), Desktop Support

Specialist.

Finneran, B.S. (Cornell), M.A. (SUNY-Buftalo), Manager of Education and

Research Consulting.

David Francis, B.A. (Indiana), Senior Software Developer.

Nancy

L. (irant, B.A. (Middlebury). M.S. (Southern Maine), Educational

Technology

Consultant.
.Inii (;.

Ilau^tn, R

Laur;rJackson,
Programmer.

Trevor

S.

HA.

(New Hampshire),
(Oberlin).

.|enninj»s, AssiK'iatc

MA.

Network

MA.

(Lesley),

Manager of the Help Desk.

(Lesley), Senior Database Analyst

lingineer.
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Kay, B.A. (Syracuse), Senior Database Analyst and Programmer.

F.

T. Kellogg, B.S. (Southern Maine), Senior Database Analyst and Programmer.

William

Kunitz, B.S. (Michigan

P.

State),

Manager of Data Systems.

Jason R. Lavoie, B.S.E.E. (Maine), Manager of Networking.

Mark Leaman,

Adam J.

B.A. (Maine), Webmaster.

Lord, Director of Systems and Programming.

Thaddeus

T.

Macy, B.A. (Maine), Senior Software Developer.

Dj Merrill, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M.S. (Central

Florida),

Technology Consultant for

Sciences and Research.

Sarah Morgan, B.A. (Colby), Technical Purchasing Manager.

Mark

I.

Nelsen, A.B. (California-Berkeley), Senior Database Analyst and Programmer.

Sharon L. Pedersen, A.B. (Harvard-Radcliffe), A.M., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Senior
Database Analyst and Programmer.

Jason M. Pelletier, A.A.S. (Southern Maine Community College), A.A.S. (Southern
Maine Technical College), Systems Engineer I/Manager of Public Computing Services.

Michael Roux, B.S. (Southern Maine), Manager of Equipment Services.

Rebecca

F.

Sandlin, B.A. (Tufts), Deputy Chief Information Officer.

Sherry Saxida, B.S. (Wheelock), Desktop Support

Owen

B. Smith, B.A., M.S.

(New York

Specialist.

University), Senior Software Developer.

Jennifer K. Snow, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S.L.I.S. (Simmons), Educational Research
Consultant.

Suzann Stewart, B.A. (Westminster

College), Communications Manager.

Christopher Waltham, Systems Engineer.

William York, A. A. (Central Maine Vocational Technical College), Desktop Support
Specialist.

OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
Rebecca H. Brodigan, B.A. (Maine), M.P.A. (George Washington), Vice President of
Institutional Planning

Margaret

and Assessment.

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.L.I.S. (South Carolina), Assistant Director of
Institutional Research.
F. Allen,

INVESTMENTS
Paula

J. Volent, C.F.A.,

B.A.

(New Hampshire), M.A. (New York

University),

M.B.A

(Yale), Senior Vice President for Investments.

Amy L. Jensen, B.A.

(Macalester), M.P.A. (Minnesota),

Endowment Research Analyst.

Frederick H. Winterberg, B.A. (Fairleigh Dickinson), Endowment Operations

Sarah A. Young, B.A. (Wheaton), Assistant Analyst.

Officer.
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ISLE
Sree

Padma

PROGRAM

Holt, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Andhra University), Administrative Director.

LIBRARY
Sherrie

S.

Bergman, B.A. (Brooklyn

College), M.S.

Joan Campbell, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M.S.

in L.I.S.

in L.S.

(Columbia), Librarian.

(Simmons), Collections Librarian.

Karl Fattig, B.A., M.L.S. (Alabama), M.A. (North Carolina-Chapel

Hill),

System and

Digital Initiatives Librarian.

Carmen
Anne

.NL (ireenlee,

M.S.

in L.S.

(Simmons), Instructional Media Services Librarian.

B. Haas, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), M.L.S. (Florida State), Art Librarian.

Government

\ irginia \\. Hopcroft, A.B. (Brown), M.L.S. (Long Island University),

Documents

Karen

Librarian.

M.M., M.L.S.,

F. .lung, B.M.E., B.M.,

(Indiana),

Music Librarian.

Andrea R. L'Homniedieu, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M. L.I.S. (Kentucky), George

J.

Mitchell Oral History Project Director.

Richard H.
(Lmory ),

Mary

\'.

Lindemann, A.B.

F.

Director,

George

J.

(Georgia), M.A., Ph.D. (University of Virginia), M.Libr.

Mitchell Department of Special Collections

& Archives.

Macul, B.A. (Mount Holyoke), M. L.I.S. (South Carolina), Catalog Librarian.

Michael McDermott, B.A. (Hawai'i), M. L.I.S. (Simmons), Library Information
Technology Specialist.
Phyllis H.

McQuaide, B.A.

Montgomery, A.B.

.Judith Reid

Caroline

P.

(Arizona), Circulation Supervisor.
(Valparaiso), M.L.S. (Kent State), Associate Librarian.

Moseley, B S (Oregon

State),

M.A. (New York University),

Sue O'Dell, B.A. (Arkansas). M. L.I.S. (Oklahoma), Science

Leanne N. Pander,

\\.\.

R. Carr Ross, B.A.

(New Hampshire). M.S.

(Daemen), M.L.S. (Rhode
in L.S.

Archivist.

Librarian.

Island), Public Services Librarian.

(Simmons), Research and

Web

Librarian.

Katherine A. Sasser, B.A. (Mainc-Orono). M.L.S. (SUNY). Reference Librarian.

Roberta

B. Schuart/., B.A. (Boston University). M.S. in

LIS.

(Prall).

M.S.

(Northeastern L'inversity). Technical Services Manager.

.lOSFPH M(

KKFN CFN TFR FOR IHF COMMON

.Susan Dorn, B A. (Iluinboldl Stale).
ihe Joseph

McKeen Center

for the

(;()()!)

Teachmg

Credenluil ((\iIilornia Dii\is). Director of

Common

Good.

Jessica S. Ilorstkotte, A.B. (Bowiloin). Youth and lulucalion Coordinalor.

Janice A. JafTe,
I)irect(»r for

HA

(University of the South).

MA.

Ph.

I).

(Wisconsin). Assistant

Public Ivngagement

Craig A. McF\*en, A.B. (Obcrlin). A.NL. Ph.D. (Har\ard). DaiucI
Professor of Political

McKccn

Ixonomy and ScKiology and

Center for the

Common

G(khI

B. Ta>er\scather

.Senior Lacully

Leilow

in the

Joseph
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Sarah Seames, B.A. (New England College), Assistant Director

for

Community

Service

Programs.

MUSEUM OF ART
Kevin Salatino, B.A. (Columbia), Ph.D. (Pennsylvania),

Suzanne K. Bergeron, A.B. (Mount Holyoke),

Kathryn Herlihy, A.B. (Bowdoin),

James A. Higginbotham,

Director.

Assistant Director for Operations.

Curatorial Assistant.

A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs and Associate Affirmative Action Officer, Associate Curator for the
Ancient Collection in the Museum of Art, and Associate Professor of Classics on the
Henry Johnson Professorship Fund.

Laura Latman, A.B.

B.S.,

(Colby), Registrar.

Elizabeth C. Nelson, B.A. (Middlebury), M.A. (Southern Maine),
Manager.

Diana K.

T\iite,

B.A. (Yale), M.A. (Princeton),

Andrew W. Mellon

Museum Shop
Curatorial Fellow.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDY
Stephen A. Hall, B.A. (Oxford), M.Phil. (Warburg

Institute,

London

University),

(Princeton), Director.

Melissa L. Quinby, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S.Ed. (Northwestern), Assistant Director.

ONECARD OFFICE
Chelsea D. Reid, B.A. (Boston), OneCard Coordinator.

OUTING CLUB
D. Michael Woodruff, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director.

Alexander Abbott, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant
Bree Simmons, B.A. (Davidson), Assistant

Director.

Director.

PEARY-MACMILLAN ARCTIC MUSEUM
AND ARCTIC STUDIES CENTER
Susan A. Kaplan, A.B. (Lake

Forest),

A.M., Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr), Director.

Genevieve LeMoine, B.A. (Toronto), M.A., Ph.D. (Calgary), Curator/Registrar.

David R. Maschino, B.F.A. (Alma College), Exhibits Coordinator.

Anne

E. Witty, A.B. (Middlebury), M.A. (Delaware), Assistant Curator.

PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
Barry

Mills, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse), J.D. (Columbia), President of the

College.

M.A.
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Claire

M. Levesque, Manager,

H. Roy Partridge

President's House.

A.B. (Oberlin). M.S.W., M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan). Special Assistant

Jr.,

to the President for Multicultural Affairs.

Rebecca

F.

Smith, B.A. (Hartwick), Executive Assistant

to the President.

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
Christine Brooks Cote, B.A. (University of San Diego), M.A. (California-Riverside),

M.A. (Notre Dame), Ed.D. (Western Michigan),

Registrar.

Julie Bedard, B.S. (Keene State), Associate Registrar.

Janice K. Brackett, B.S. (Cornell), Associate Registrar.

RESIDENTIAL LIFE
Marv

Patricia

McMahon,

A.B. (Yale), M.Sc. (London School of Economics), Director/

Associate Dean of Student Affairs.

Ben

Farrell, B.A. (Colby),

M.A. (Columbia), Associate Director of Residential

Education.

Lisa L. Rendall, A.S. ( Westbrook), Associate Director of Housing Operations.

Dudney

Sylla, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Director of Residential Life.

RESOURCE CENTER FOR SEXUAL AND GENDER DIVERSITY
Kate Stern, B.A. (Bcmiiiigion), Ed.M. (Harvard),

Director.

SAFETY AND SECURITY
Randall T. Nichols, B

Carol

(Maine-Augusta). Director of Safety and Security.

S.

B.B.A. (Hofstra), Associate Director.

.\L .McAllister,

STUDENT AFFAIRS
I

inuithy

W.

Foster, A.B. (Dartmouth).

M.A. (North Carolina-Chapel

Hill),

Dean of

Student Affairs.

Meadow

Davis, B.A. (Trinity). M.A. (Maryland). Special Assistant td the Dean

(^f

Student

Attairs.

Margaret

lla/.lett, \

B

(

I'nncelon), M.lxi.

(

HMr\artl). Senior Associate IV;in ol Sliuicnt

\lt.iirs

Laura Kim Lee,

li.A. (()lxrhn).

M.A

ol Stinlcnt Atlairs/International

Bt
I

III

I

tsU\

1

.

IMiI). (Calitoinui

Student Advisor

\ts(|ue. Administrative Assistant/Office

P.

Jaiiel K.

Levy. B.

A (Pomona). M.Ld.

Lohniann.

Students

I'.

\

.

MA

Los Angeles), Assistant Dean

Manager.

(Harvard), Assistant Dean of Stutlent Affairs.

(I.ehit'h).

Ph

D

f

Massachusetts).

I

)i;m ol

I

irst

^'c;^

.
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MaryBeth Mathews,

B.S.,
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M.S. (Southern Maine), Assistant Dean of First- Year Students.

Eric Morin, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (Drexel), Assistant Dean of Student Affairs.

Wil Smith, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Maine), Associate Dean of Multicultural Student
Programs.

Denise A. Trimmer, B.S. (Kansas

State),

Dean of Student

Assistant to the

M.B.A. (Southern

New

Hampshire), Executive

Affairs.

STUDENT AID
Stephen H. Joyce, B.A. (Williams), Ed.M. (Harvard), Director of Student Aid.

Kevin Johnson, B.A. (Boston College), M.F.A. (Notre Dame), Manager of Student
Employment.

Gary Weaver, B.A.

(Colby), M.A., M.B.A.

(New Hampshire),

C.F.P., Associate Director

of Student Aid.

STUDENT LIFE AND DAVID SAUL SMITH UNION
Allen

W. Delong,

B.S. (Maine-Orono),

M.Ed. (Vermont), Ph.D. (Ohio

State), Director of

Student Life and the David Saul Smith Union.

Megan Brunmier,

A.B. (Bowdoin), Program Advisor.

Christine E. Drasba, B.A., M.Ed. (Bucknell), Program Advisor.

TREASURER'S OFFICE
S.

Catherine Longley, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Suffolk), Senior Vice President for Finance
and Administration & Treasurer.

Nancy Osher Blumberg, B.A.

Amy Dionne, B.A.

James E.

M.B.A. (Stanford), Special Projects Analyst.

(Franklin Pierce), Executive Assistant.

Susan W. Dye, B.A.

Megan A.

(Wellesley),

(Bates), Property Manager.

Hart, B.A. (Middlebury), J.D. (Maine), Assistant to the Treasurer.
Kelley, B.S. (St. Joseph's), Procurement and Risk Manager.

Richard D. Lord, B.A. (Maine), Senior Budget Analyst.

Delwin C. Wilson

III,

A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Finance and

Campus

Services.

UPWARD BOUND
Bridget D. Mullen, B. A., M.

Phil.

(College of the Atlantic), Director.

Judith Ebert, A. A. (Katharine Gibbs), Administrative Manager.
Virginia J. Fowles Ward, B.A. (Colby), M.S.W. (Smith), Academic Counselor/
Coordinator of Program Services.

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
Kate Stern, B.A. (Bennington), Ed.M. (Harvard), Interim

Director.
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION EMERITI
Martha

J.

Adams,

Assistant Director of Alumni Relations Emerita.

Kent John Chabotar, B.A.

(St. Francis),

M.P.A.. Ph.D. (Syracuse), Vice President for

Finance and Administration and Treasurer Emeritus.

Robert Melvin Cross, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Harvard), L.H.D. (Bowdoin). Secretary of
the College Emeritus.

Myron Whipple

Curtis, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (California-Los Angeles), Director of the

CoFiipuiing Center Emeritus.

Margaret Edison Dunlop, A.B. (Wellesley), Associate Director of Admissions Emerita.
Robert H. Edwards, A.B. (Princeton). A.B. A.M. (Cambridge). LL.B. (Harvard). L.H.D.
Bowdoin. Carlcion. Colby). President of the College Emeritus.
,

(

James Packard (iranger,

B.S. (Boston University). C.P.A., Controller Emeritus.

LeRoy Greason, A.B.

.\rthur

(Wesleyan), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), D.Litt. (Wesleyan),

L.H.D. (Colby), L.H.D. (Bowdoin), L.H.D. (Bates), President of the College and
Professor of English Emeritus. 1952)
(

Dianne Molin (iutscher,

B.S. (Pratt Institute), C.A.

(Academy of Certified

Archivists),

Associate Curator for Special Collections Emerita.

Orman

Mines, Dining Service Purchasing Manager Emeritus.

Helen Buffum Johnson, Registrar Emerita.

Pamalee

J.

Labbe, Administrative Assistant

John Bright Ladlev,

in the

Department of Chemistry Emerita.

B.S. (Pittsburgh), M.L.S. (Carnegie Institute of Technology), Public

Scrsiccs Librarian Emeritus.

Elizabeth Kilbride Littlefield, .'\dministrati\c Assistant to the Dean for Academic Affairs
Ijiicrita

Hett>

Mathieson Masse, Assistant

Bettv AndreN^s

MeNary,

to the Treasurer Emerita.

Assi.stant Director

of Annual Giving Emerita.

Arthur \lonke, A B ((iustavus Adolphus), M.S.

in L.S.

(Columbia), Librarian Emeritus.

Walter llenrv Moulton, A.B. (Bowdoin). Director of Student Aid Emeritus.

Ann Semansco

Pierson, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Programs

in

Teaching and

Coordinator of Volunteer Services Emerita.
.ludith

(

OHin Reindl, Administrative

Assistant to the Vice President of Finance and

Administration Emerita.

Donna

A B

(ilee Seiaseia,

(fimporia),

M.A.

in L.S.

(Denver). Principal Calaloger

Emerita.

Riehard F. Steele, A B (Harvard).
<>t Admissions aiul linancial Aid
Lucie

(f.

MA.

(Verinoiil). IMi

I).

(Wisconsin Madison). Dean

Ijnerilus.

Tet*)»arden, A.B. (College of

New Rot lielle). A.M.

(

Yale). Diiecior ol

Publications Lmcrila.

Harry K. \Narren, A

B. (Pennsylvania). Director of the

Moulton Union, Director of

Career Counseling, and .Secretary of the College limerilus.

Katharine

J. \Nats4>n,

\

B (Duke). A.M..

Museum ol Art Ijiierila.
Rarhara MaePhee Wyman, Supervisor

Pli I)

(Pennsylvania). Director ot the

College

Alice

K

\anok. Administrative Assistant

of the .Service Bureau
lo the iX'an of the

I

inerita.

College l^merita.

Bowdoin

Committees of the College
COMMITTEES OF THE TRUSTEES

2009-2010

Academic

Affairs: Gregory E. Kerr, Chair, Ronald C. Brady, Jeff D. Emerson,

Garnick, Dennis

J.

Hutchinson, Lisa A. McElaney, John

S.

Marc

B.

Osterweis, Jane L. Pinchin,

Alan R. Titus, Paula M. Wardynski; Barry Mills, ex officio; Henry C. W. Laurence,
faculty; Bryce A. Spalding 10; Taylor E. Johnson '11, alternate; Gristle Gollins Judd,
'

liaison officer.

Admissions and Financial Aid: Gerald C. Chertavian, Chair; Deborah Jensen Barker,
Marijane L. Benner Browne, William E. Chapman II, Dennis J. Hutchinson, Lisa A.
McElaney, Henry T. A. Moniz, Tamara A. Nikuradse, John S. Osterweis, Abigail Marr
Psyhogeos, H. Allen Ryan, Paula M. Wardynski; Barry Mills, ex officio; Lawrence
H. Simon, /flCM/ry; Oliver H. Kell '10; Alexander N. Porter '12, alternate; Scott A.
Meiklejohn, liaison

officer.

Audit Committee: D. Ellen Shuman, Chair; Marc B. Garnick, Ann H. Kenyon, John
F. McQuillan, Henry T. A. Moniz, Sheldon M. Stone; S. Catherine Longley, liaison
officer; Matthew P. Orlando, staff.

Development and College Relations: David G. Brown, Chair; Deborah Jensen Barker,
Michael S. Gary, William E. Chapman II, Gerald C. Chertavian, Leonard W. Cotton,
Karen
David

T.

Hughes, William

S. Janes,

Michael

P.

Lazarus, H. Allen Ryan, Alan R. Titus,

P. Wheeler; Barry Mills, ex officio; Arielle Saiber, /acw/ry; Gail A. Berson,
alumni; Katelyn E. Gundersen '10; Nicholas J. Daniels '12, alternate; William A.

Torrey, liaison officer.

Subcommittee on Gift Planning: Alan R.
Benner Browne, Leonard W. Cotton, Marc

David G. Brown, Marijane L.
Donald R. Kurtz*, James W.
officer; Stephen P. Hyde, staff.

Titus, Chair;

B. Garnick,

MacAllen, H. Allen Ryan; William A. Torrey, liaison

Executive: Peter M. Small, Chair; Michele G. Cyr, Vice Chair; Barry Mills, President;

David G. Brown, Gerald C. Chertavian, Jeff D. Emerson, Gregory E. Kerr, James W.
MacAllen, John F. McQuillan, Scott B. Perper, D. Ellen Shuman; Subcommittee chairs
invited: John A. Gibbons Jr., Tamara A. Nikuradse, John J. Studzinski, Alan R. Titus;
Representatives'. Gail A. Berson, alumni; Stephen G. Naculich, /acw/ry; Michael S.
Dooley '10; Scott W. Hood, secretary; William A. Torrey, liaison officer.
Facilities

and Properties:

John A. Gibbons

Jr.,

Scott B. Perper, Chair; Leonard

W Cotton, Marc

Bradford A. Hunter, Gregory E. Kerr, John

H. Roth, Geoffrey C. Rusack, Joan Benoit Samuelson, David

ex

officio;

Stephen

J.

P.

F.

B. Garnick,

McQuillan, Linda

Wheeler; Barry Mills,

Meardon,/acM/ry; Isa Abney '11; Thomas L Humphreys

II '12,

alternate; S. Catherine Longley, liaison officer.

The President of the College

is

an ex

officio

member of all standing

the Audit Committee.

"^Emeritus status.

3A1

committees, except
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Financial Planning: Jeff D. Emerson, Chain William E.

Chapman

II. John A. Gibbons
Gormley, Bradford A. Hunter, Ann H. Kenyon, Scott B. Perper, Abigail
Marr Psyhogeos, D. Ellen Shuman, Paula M. Wardynski, Robert F. White; Barry Mills,
ex officio: Ann L. Kibbie,/c;tz//rv; John T. Scannell Jr. '10; S. Catherine Longley,

Jr.,

Stephen

F.

Delw

liaison officer,

C. Wilson,

in

staff.

Investment: James W. MacAllen, Chair: Stanley
D. Ellen Shuman, James E. Staley, Sheldon
F.

White; Barr\ Mills, ex

Edward

officio:

S.

Druckenmiller*, Stephen

F.

F.

Gormley,

M. Stone, Frederick G. P. Thorne*, Robert
Hyman P' 10. parent: Thomas Pietraho,

faculty: Paula Volent, liaison officer.

Committee on Multicultural

Special

Affairs:

Tamara A. Nikuradse, Chair: Marijane

L.

Bcnncr Browne. Michele G. Cyr, AKin D. Hall, Gregory E. Kerr, John S. Osterweis,
Jane L. Pinchin; Barry Mills, ex officio: Susan L. Tananbaum,y<:/(7//n'; Nicholas Tom
'

10;

Carlos C. Rios M2, alternate: H.

Student

.\ffairs:

John

F.

Roy

Partridge

Jr.,

liaison officer.

McQuillan. Chair: Ronald C. Brady, Tracy

J.

Burlock, Michael

T

Hughes, Michael P. Lazarus, Geoffrey C.
Rusack. Joan Benoit Samuelson, Sheldon M. Stone, John J. Stud/inski; Barry Mills, ('.v
10; Timothy W. Foster.
officio: Katherine L. Dauge-Roth. /i^/c/z/rv; Addison L. Bo\ land
S.

Cary, Gerald C. Chertavian. Karen

"

liaison officer.

Committee on Trustees: Michele G.

Cyr. Chair: Deborah Jensen Barker. Da\

id

G.

Brown. Tracy J. BurlcKk. Stephen F Gormley. Tamara A. Nikuradse, H. Allen Ryan,
James E. Staley, David P. Wheeler; Barry Mills, ex officio: William A. Torrey, liaison
officer: Elizabeth

D. Orlic,

staff.

Subcommittee on Honors: John
Karen
J.

T.

Hughes. William

D(Kherty./<'/r///;v:

J.

S. Janes,

Studzinski, Chair: Michael S. Cary, Alvin D. Hall,

Michael

P.

William A. Torrey. liaison

Lazarus; Barry Mills, ex officio: Linda

John R. Cross.

officer:

Amy

J.

Minton.

^taff

Additional Service:

Museum of Art

Executive Advisory Council: Kc\

Da\ id P. Becker*.
Michele CJ. Cyr. Alvin D. Hall, Lisa A. Mcl'laney, Jane L. Pinchin. Linda H. Roth;
Aaron W. Kitch, Birgit J'duU.s faculty: Margaret S. Crosland 10: Stephen A. Shennan
2. alternate: Gristle Collins Judd. Pamela M. Fletcher. James J. Mullen, ex officio.
in

Salatino. Chair:

"

'

1

Acceptance^Committee : William A. Torrey, Chair: David G. Brown. Jeff D.
F"merson. Alan R. Titus. S. Catherine Longely. Paula J. Volent, Matthew P. Orlaiulo.

Gift

Stephen P Hyde, f-li/abelh

1)

Orlic.

Information la hnolo\^\ Advisory

(

F.merson. Abigail Marr Psyhogeos;
council: Christopher B. Tucker

Trustee IJaisons to the Climate

Randolph

II

Shaw.

'omniittcc: Ji)lin A.

Thomas

12; Milcliel

I).

Gibbons

Conlan.

W. Davis,

A/cz/Z/v;

Jr..

Chair: Jeff D.

Sean M. Marsh, alumni

liiu.son (fficer.

Commitmcni Advisory Committee: Leonard W. Cotton,

Joan Benoit Samuelson
Trustee IJai.um to the President's Visiting Committee: Michele G. Cyr.

Alumni Ix'adership Program ( YALP): Jeff D. Emerson,
Bradford A. Hunter. Joan Benoit Samuelson

Trustee IJaisons to the

Y<ntnii

Committees of the College
Secretary of the College: William A. Torrey
Secretary of the Trustees: Heather

T. K. Hietala

Assistant Secretary of the Trustees: David R. Treadwell

College Counsel: Keith C. Jones

EMERITI
David

P.

Stanley

Museum

Becker

F.

Druckenmiller

Donald R. Kurtz
Frederick G.

of Art Executive Advisory Council

Honorary Chair, Investment

Subcommittee on Gift Planning

R Thorne

Honorary Chair, Investment

ALUMNI COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
Development and College Relations

Gail A. Berson

Executive Committee

Gail A. Berson

Board of Trustees

Gail A. Berson

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES
Academic

Affairs

Henry C. W. Laurence

Admissions and Financial Aid

Lawrence H. Simon

Development and College Relations

Arielle Saiber

Executive Committee

Stephen G. Naculich

Facilities

and Properties

Stephen

Financial Planning

Ann

Investment

Thomas

J.

Meardon

L. Kibbie

Pietraho

Special Committee

on Multicultural Affairs

Susan L. Tananbaum

Student Affairs

Katherine L. Dauge-Roth

Subcommittee on Honors

Linda

Board of Trustees

Laura A. Henry, Stephen G. Naculich

J.

Docherty
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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
Academic

Bryce A. Spalding

Affairs

Taylor E. Johnson

Admissions and Financial Aid

'

10,

'

1

Oliver H. Kell '10,

Alexander N. Porter

Development and College Relations

'

12 (alternate)

Katelyn E. Gundersen
Nicholas

'

10,

Daniels '12 (alternate)

J.

Michaels. Dooley '10

Executive Committee
Facilities

(alternate)

1

and Properties

Isa

I.

Abney

Thomas
Financial Planning

John

T.

'11.

Humphreys

I.

Scannell

*

Jr.

"

II

12 (alternate)

10

Special Committee

on Multicultural Affairs

Tom

Nicholas

'

Carlos C. Rios

10,
'
1

2 (alternate)

Boy land

Student Affairs

Addison

Board of Trustees

Michaels. Dooley

L.

*10

'10,

Anirudh Sreekrishnan

FACUETY CO.NLMITTEES FOR

12

2009-10

Scotl R. Sehon, Faculty Parliamentaricni

Ann
Jeanne

1..

!..

Kibbie. Faculty Moderator

Bamtorth, (Icrk of the Faculty

FACULTY (iOVFRNANCF COMMHIFFS
(Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate the year in which the currctu term ends.

Committif on \p|HHntment.s, Promotion, and
Dale A. S>phers

(

10),

(

hair

(tall); I'aul

C'crf (12). (iuillermo Merrera (II),

Academic

reniirt'

I

(CAI^T)

N. franco (II), Chair (spring); Steven R.

Dharni Vasuile\an

Allairs (C'nstlc Collins Judd).

(

10).

/:.v

offu io: the

Dean

lor
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Committee on Governance and Faculty Affairs (GFA)
Scott

MacEachern

(10), Chair;

Connie

Kibbie (11), Anne E. McBride (11),

Academic

Chiang (11), Laura A. Henry (10), Ann L.
Stephen G. Naculich (12). Ex officio: the Dean for

Y.

Affairs (Gristle Collins Judd); the President (Barry Mills).

CURRICULAR COMMITTEES

'

Curriculum and Educational Policy Committee (CEP)
Eric L.

Chown

(

1

2),

Mary Agnes

Dallas G. Denery (11),

Edsall (11), Henry C.

W.

Laurence (12), Joon-Suk Lee (11), Laura Voss (10). Undergraduates: Bryce Spalding
'10, Taylor Johnson '11. Alternate: Kathryn Woo M2. Ex officio: the Dean for

Academic

Affairs (Gristle Collins Judd), Chair; the Associate

Dean

for

Academic

Affairs (James A. Higginbotham); the Vice President for Institutional Research and

Assessment (Rebecca Brodigan); the President (Barry

Mills).

Curriculum Implementation Committee (CIC)
Ericka Albaugh (11), Elena M. Cueto-Asin

(

1

1

),

B. Zorina

Khan

( 1

2),

John Lichter

Shende (12), Elizabeth A. Stemmler (11). Undergraduates: Elaine Tsai
Derek Brooks '12. Alternate: Leah Wang '12. Ex officio: the Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs (James A. Higginbotham), Chair; the Registrar (Christine B. Cote);
the Director of Off-Campus Study (Stephen A. Hall); the First- Year Seminar Director
(David K. Hecht).
(10), Vineet
'10,

Recording Committee
Louisa M. Slowiaczek (11), Chair; Sarah O'Brien Conly (12), Carey R. Phillips (12).
Undergraduates: Wilson Taylor '11, Rebecca Schouvieller '10. Alternate: Emma
Nathaniel '\2.

Ex

officio:

Ex

officio: the

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs (James

A. Higginbotham); the Faculty Liaison for Advising (Suzanne B. Lovett); the Registrar
(Christine B. Cote); the Senior Associate

Dean

for Student Affairs (Margaret Hazlett).

RESOURCES COMMITTEES
Faculty Development Committee (FDC)

EHzabeth A. Pritchard

M. Gordon

(10), Chair;

(12), Belinda

Undergraduates: Billy

Rachel Ex Connelly

W. Kong

Rohman

(12), Peter D.

'11, Lilly

Rudd

(11), Danielle

Lea
'\2.

(11),

Ex

Dube

(10),

Davis R. Robinson

officio: the

David
(12).

Associate Dean

for Faculty Development (William C. VanderWolk). Representatives from the Center
for Learning

and Teaching, Information Technology, the Library, Student Affairs, and

Student Fellowships and Research to be invited as needed.
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Lectures and Concerts

Man

Lou Zeeman (12), Chair (fall): Bruce D. Kohorn (11), Michael J. Kolster (10),
Dhiraj Murthy 12). Stephen G. Perkinson (12). Director of Student Life and the Smith
Union (Allen W. Delong). Undergraduates: Willy Hameline '10. Elizabeth Lee *10. £.v
officio: the Director of Residential Life (Mar> Pat McMahon). the Director of Events
(

and

Summer Programs

(Ton\ Sprague). the Director of Stewardship Programs and

Associate Director of Capital Giving (Heather T. K. Hietala), the Director of Academic

Budgets and Operations (Ann C. Ostwald).

Student Fellowships and Research Committee (SFR)

External Fellowships Subcommittee

DeWitt John

(11),

Subcommittee Chair: De-nin Lee

Genevieve LeMoine

(10),

Morrison (12), Jennifer Taback (11). Ex officio: the Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs (James A. Higginbotham), the Director of Student

(10), Robert G.

Fellowships and Research (Cindy Stocks), an Assistant or Associate Dean of
Students, as needed.

Internal Fellowships

Subcommittee

Subcommittee Chair: Jack Bateman ( 2), Barbara Weiden
Boyd (12), Joan Campbell (11). Michael M. Franz (12). Ex officio: the Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs (James A. Higginbotham). the Director of Student

Jeffrey K. Nagle (11).

1

Fellowships and Research (Cindy Stocks), an Assistant or Associate Dean of
Students.

APPEALS, GRIEVANCES,

AND MISCONDUCT COMMITTEES

Faculty Appeals and (irievances

Markd

Battle

Adam
.Judicial

B.

(

10).

Levy

(

Avi\a Bricfcl

10).

10).

(

Tess Chakkalakal (12). Shelley Mar> Doanc(12),

Allen Wells (12).

Board and Student Sexual Assault and Misconduct Board

Ronald L. Christcnscn
Undergraduates: Addison Boyland

l^iola B()cl (12).

10.

Mikyo

1

2.

Jessica

'

1

Weaver

S.

Johnson

'10.

Ex

(ffficio:

(10). Marilyn

(frievancc»s

(II).

Rosemary A

Undergnuluates Joseph Bnblcr

Rolx-rls
'

10,

(

Rei/baum

(

10).

KK Matthew Car[XMiter 10.
Sophie Kelmenson 'II. Lonnie Nunlcy
Butler

*

J.

Shea

the IX*an of Student Affairs

and

StiidtrU \p|H'als

Amy

Levy

B.

Gottfried 'II. Megumi Ishi/uka
2.
Katharine Ransohoff 'II. Sarah Richards '10. R.

Edward
•

Adam

(II).

10).

'

I

2.

(Tim

Rachel Turkcl

Foster).

Paul Sarvis (II). I^iul

Mike DooIcn

"

10,

Ke\

in

11.

V..

Raymond

Schaffncr (10).
"II. Aiiirudh
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Mills), Chair, the Senior Associate

Dean

for

Academic

Ex

Dean of Student
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officio: the

President (Barry

Affairs (Margaret L. Hazlett), the

Affairs (Gristle Collins Judd, for grievance cases).

OVERSIGHT: COLLEGE LIEE COMMITTEES
Benefits Advisory
for Finance and Administration & Treasurer (S. Catherine
Jeanne
L. Bamforth (10), Stephen Cole (10), Celeste Goodrich (12),
Longley), Chair;
Martha Janeway (10), Leslie Nuccio (10), Adriana M. Palacio (10). Ex officio: the

The Senior Vice President

Director of

Human

Bias Incident

Group

Resources (Tamara D. Spoerri), the Assistant Director of
Resources (Mary E. Demers).

Human

The President (Barry

Mills), Chair; Nadia Cells (10), John C. Holt (12). Undergraduates:
Nowell '12, Tarara Deane-Krantz '\2. Ex officio: the Dean of Student Affairs
(Timothy W. Foster), an Assistant Dean of Student Affairs, the Director of Safety
and Security (Randall T. Nichols), the Director of the Counseling Service (Bernie
Hershberger), the Vice President for Communications and Public Affairs (Scott W.
Hood), the Assistant to the President (Scott A. Meiklejohn), the Special Assistant to the
President for Multicultural Affairs (H. Roy Partridge Jr.), the Director of the Resource
Center for Sexual and Gender Diversity (Kate Stern).

Justin

Oversight Committee on Gender and Sexuality Issues
Faculty: Enrique Yepes (11), Chair,

Rosemary Armstrong

(10), Julie

Bedard

Jan Brunson (11), Selby V. Frame (10), Hanetha Vete-Congolo (12),

Undergraduates: Mira Nair '12, Rasha Harvey

'\2.

Ex

officio: the

(12),

TBD.

Director of the

Resource Center for Sexual and Gender Diversity (Kate Stem), the Director of the

Women's Resource

Center, the Director of

Human

Resources (Tama Spoerri).

Library
Sarah

F.

McMahon

(11), Chair, Janet

M. Martin

Undergraduates: Jack Hilzinger '12, Jung

(12),

Robert Soback (10).

Gun Song

'

1 1.

£x

officio: the

College

Librarian (Sherrie S. Bergman), an Information Technology representative.

Oversight Committee on Multicultural Affairs
Susan L. Tananbaum

Gustavo Faveron-Patriau (12),
Elizabeth M. Mengesha (12), Laura Toma (10), TBD.

(12), Chair,

Bernie Hershberger (10),
Undergraduates: Carlos Rios

12,

Nicholas

Tom

'10.

Ex

officio: the

Dean

for

Affairs (Gristle Collins Judd), the

Spoerri), the Associate

the Director of

Programs (Wil Smith), the Special Assistant
(H.

(10),

Dean of Student Affairs (Tim Foster),
Dean for Academic
Human Resources (Tama
(James A. Higginbotham), the Associate Dean for Multicultural Student

Academic
Affairs

'

Emily Briley

Roy

Partridge

Jr.).

to the President for Multicultural Affairs

^

*

1
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Museum

of Art Executive Advisory Council

Director of the

Museum

of Art (Kevin Salatino), Chair: Aaron W. Kitch
'10. Alternate:

(

2), Birgit

Tautz

Undergraduate: Margaret Crosland
Steve Shennan
2. Trustees:
David P. Becker*. Michele G. Cyr, Alvin D. Hall, Lisa A. McElaney, Jane L. Pinchin.

(11).

Linda H. Roth. Ex

J.

1

Dean for Academic .-Xtfairs (Crislle Collins Judd), the
Program (Pamela Fletcher), the Director of the Visual Arts

officio: the

Director of the Art Histor>'

Program (James

*

Mullen).

OVERSIGHT: RESEARCH AND SAFETY ISSUES
Chemical Hygiene

Meggan Gould

Mark O.

(11) (Art),

Battle (10) (Physics, Environmental Studies), the

Science Center Manager (Rene L. Bernier), Steven
Director of Biology Laboratories (Pamela

Kyle A.

Downs

(Art), the Director of the

Joanne Urquhart (Geology).
Safety (Mark

J.

J.

T.

Bunn

(Arctic

Museum),

the

Br>er), Kenneth A. Dennison (Physics),

Chemistry Laboratories (Judith C. Foster),

E.\ officio: the

Manager of Environmental Health and

Fisher).

Radiation Safety

Ronald L. Christensen (10), the Director of Chemistry Laboratories (Judith C. Foster),
Hadley Wilson Horch (12), Jennifer Krumper 10). Peter D. Lea 10), Madeleine E.
.Msall (II). Ex officio: the Manager of Environmental Health and Safety (Mark J.
(

(

Fisher).

Research Oversij^ht

Ghodsee (10), Seth J. Ramus 10). Co-Chairs: Sara A. Dicke> (II), William
Jackman (II), Scott R. Sehon (12). Ex officio: Anne Del Borgo, D.V.M.. the AssiKiate
IX*an for Academic Affairs (James A. Higginbotham), Herbert Paris; Ray S. Youmans,

Krisien R.

(

Oy.M.,

2009-2010

alternate.

WORKINC CROUPS AS APPOINTED BY GOVERNANCE AND FACULTY

AriMHSCOMMini
Working
Su/annc

(>nMi|)

H.

I

I

on Advising

«»\cn

(

10),

Cluiu: Rachel

J

Bcaiic

(

10). ("IkiiIcs

Dom

(

10).

Karen A

1<>PP

(10)

Working (»roup on
Mary K Hunter
(

lOT.

(

l-acult\ Diversity

10), C/irt/r;

Madeleine

\i

Msall

Susan
(

10).

H. Bell (10). Philip Camill

Olufemi Vaughan

(

10).

(

10).

John M. Iit/gerald
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PROGRAM COMMITTEES

Africana Studies

Olufemi Vaughan, Chair, Ericka A. Albaugh, Judith Casselberry, Tess Chakkalakal, Peter
Coviello, Guy Mark Foster, David Gordon, Scott MacEachern, James W. McCalla,
Elizabeth Muther, H.

Roy

Partridge

Vete-Congolo. Undergraduates:

a\\

Jr.,

Patrick

J.

Rael, Jennifer Scanlon, Hanetha

student majors.

Asian Studies
Shu-chin Tsui, Chair,

Thomas Conlan, Sara A. Dickey, Belinda Kong, Henry

C.

W.

Laurence, De-nin D. Lee, Rachel L. Sturman, John C. Holt, Lawrence L. Zhang.

Biochemistry

Anne

E.

McBride, Chair, Richard D. Broene, Danielle H. Dube, Bruce D. Kohorn, Barry
(fall), Peter Woodruff.

A. Logan

Coastal Studies

Michael

J.

Kolster, Chair, Philip Camili

Guillermo E. Herrera,

Amy

Lea, John Lichter, Sarah

Environmental Studies

F.

S.

III,

Connie

Y.

Chiang,

Damon

Johnson, Susan A. Kaplan, Edward

McMahon,

P.

P.

Gannon,

Laine, Peter D.

Collin Roesler.

.

Mark O.

Damon

Gannon,
Guillermo E. Herrera, DeWitt John, Amy S. Johnson, Matthew W. Klingle, Michael
J. Kolster, Edward P. Laine, John Lichter, Evans M. Mwangi, Jill E. Pearlman, Collin
Roesler, Conrad Schneider, Lawrence H. Simon, Allen L. Springer, David J. Vail,
Dharni Vasudevan, Laura F. Voss, Nathaniel T. Wheelwright.

Philip Camili

Chair, Joe Bandy,

III,

Gay and Lesbian
Aviva

J.

Battle,

Connie

Y. Chiang,

P.

Studies

Briefel, Chair, Sarah

Sara A. Dickey, Pamela

M.

O'Brien Conly, David Collings, Peter Coviello

(spring),

Fletcher, Celeste Goodridge.

Gender and Women's Studies
Jennifer R. Scanlon, Chair,

Pamela M.

Jennifer Clarke Kosak, Sarah

Emma Verrill

'

10,

Maxime

F.

McMahon. Ex

Billick

'

Ghodsee, Laura Henry,
Anne Clifford. Undergraduates:

Fletcher, Kristen R.
officio:

10.

Latin American Studies
P. Diaz, Gustavo FaveronHanetha Vete-Congolo,
Turner,
John
H.
Shaw,
J. Meardon, Leslie C.
Susan E. Wegner, Allen Wells, Carolyn Wolfenzon-Niegp.

Enrique Yepes, Chair, Nadia V. Celis, Elena Cueto-Asin, Julian
Patriau, Stephen

L
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Neuroscience
Palsy

S.

Kohom, Samuel

Dickinson. Chair: Hadley W. Horch, Bruce D.

Ramus, Richmond

P.

Putnam. Seth

J.

Thompson, Mary Lou Zeeman.

R.

GENERAL COLLEGE COMMITTEES
Bowduin Administrative

Staff Steering

Allen W. Dclong, Chair: Eileen

S.

Committee

Johnson, Rodie

F.

Lloyd, Elmer Moore, Sarah Morgan,

Lisa L. Rendall, Michael J. Roux. E.\ officio: the Director of Human Resources
(Tamara D. Spoerri), the Assistant to the President (Scott A. Meiklejohn).

Campus

Safety

Manager of Env ironmental Health and Safety (Mark J. Fisher). Chair: Amy J. Boyd,
Timothy M. Carr, Dan P. Davies, Jan Day, Mary E. Demers, Kyle Downs, Michele
Gaillard. Philip M. Hamilton, Phyllis McQuaide, Ned E. Osolin, Erica C. Ostermann,
Deborah A. Puhl.

Environmental Action Team

Manager of Environmental Health and Safety (Mark J. Fisher), Chair: Rcfic L. Bernier,
Kyle Downs, Michele Gaillard. DeWiii John. Sarah Morgan. Elizabeth H. Palmer,
Keisha Payson. Theodore R. Stam. Jeff Tuttle.

Support Staff Ad>()cac>

Coiiiiiiittee

David N. Burgess, Susan A. Burtt. Michael
Jocelyn M. Lloyd, Gail L. Stankicwicz, Susan M. Snell.

Emily C.

Briley,

Grim. Alfred

J.

L. Hipkins,

\V(»rkplace Advisors

Stephen

P.

Hyde, Craig A. McEwen, Leannc N. Pander, H. Roy Partridge

Schneider. Delmar D. Small.

Donna M.

Troiil.

Jr.,

Karen

1.

Doris While.

TRUSTEE COMMHTEES WITH EACULTY REPRESENIATION
Rfpri'M-ntativi's to the

Laura Henry

(

rustees

Stephen

10),

Srccknshnan

I

*
I

Ci.

Naculich

(

10)

Uiuicrgraduati's:

Mike Doolcs

lO. Aiiirudh

2

Academic .MTairs
Henry C. W. I^urcncc
Johnson

(

10). Utulcry^ratiuatc.

Brycc SpaUhng

12. Alternate.

la) lor

*

1

Admissions and Mnancial Aid
I

I

.rcncc H.

Simon

(

10).

Undergraduate: Oliver Kcll

"

10 Alternate: Alex Porter

12.

Committees of the College
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Development and College Relations
Arielle Saiber (10). Undergraduate: Katie

Gundersen

'10. Alternate:

Nick Daniels

'12.

Representatives to the Executive Committee

Stephen G. Naculich (10). Undergraduate: Mike Dooley
Sreekrishnan '12.

'10. Alternate:

Anirudh

,

Facilities

and Properties

Stephen Meardon (10). Undergraduates: Isa Abney

'11,

Tommy Humphreys

'12.

Financial Planning

Ann

L. Kibbie (10). Undergraduate:

John

T.

Scannell

Jr.

'10.

Information Technology Advisory Committee

Thomas Conlan

(10).

Undergraduate: Christopher Tucker

'12.

Investment

Thomas

Pietraho (10).

Special

Committee on Multicultural Affairs

Special Assistant to the President for Multicultural Affairs (H.

Tananbaum

(10).

Undergraduates: Nicholas

Tom

'

10,

Roy

Partridge

Carlos Rios

Student Affairs
Katherine L. Dauge-Roth (10). Undergraduate: Addison Boyland '10.

Subcommittee on Honors
Linda

J.

Docherty

(10).

'12.

Jr.),

Susan L.

Bovvdoin College Alumni Council
2009-2010
Gail A. Berson, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Emerson). President. Term expires 2010.
A. Paul Berte

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin). J.D. (Columbia), M.B.A. (Columbia). Term expires

2011.

Kathleen Greene Brewer, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2010.
.Michael R.

Thomas

Brown, A.B. (Bowdoin), L.L.B. (Columbia). Term

A. Ca.sarella, A.B. (Bovvdoin).

Term

expires 201

1.

expires 2012.

Alan M. Freedman, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2012.
Douglas M. Henry, A.B. (Bowdoin).

J.D. (Cornell).

Joseph M. Herlihy, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.

Term

expires 201

1.

(Yale), J.D. (Boston University).

Term

expires

2011.

Margaret E. Heymsfeld, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 201
Komelia

S.

1.

Leach, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Fordham). Term expires 2010.

Eee, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (Utah). Term expires 2010.

El.sa J.

Chad M. MacDermid,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2012.

Alison L. McConnell, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2012.

David

McDowell, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.Ed. (Harvard), M.A.L.S. (Wesleyan). Term

T.

expires 2010.

Julian

(J.

Rios, A.B. (Bowdoin).

Term

expires 201

Staci Williams Seeley, A.B. (Bowdoin),

1.

M.A.T (Brown).

President-Elect.

Term expires

:()i:.

Bruce H. Shaw, A.B. (Bowdoin). Alumni

luind Director Liaison.

.lames S. Small, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2010.
Daniel B. Spears, A.B. (Bowdoin).

Robert

Melissa A. lansey,
I

homas

Kiinberl\ K.
I

hoinas

Liaison.

Spencer, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2012.

1.

\Mduer>

BASIC

i:.

I

A B (Bowdoin). Term

.Ir.,

A

B.

(Bowdoin). Term expires 2010.

hrasher, A.B. (Bowdoin).

Walsh

Jr.,

expires 2010.

Term

expires 2012.

A B (Bowdoin), M.A.L.S. (Dartmouth). Tenn

expires 201

1.

StafT Rt presentatives:

Kric F.Toushee, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Southern Methodist). I'xecutive Director of

Alumni Kelations and Annual

(living.

RiHlic l.lo\(l, A.B. (Bowdoin). Ass(K'ialc Director of Alnniin Relations.
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William A. Torrey, A.B., M.S.Ed. (Bucknell), Senior Vice President
Development & Secretary of the College.
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for Planning

and

Faculty Representative: Paul N. Franco, B.A. (Colorado College), M.Sc. (London
School of Economics), Ph.D. (Chicago), Professor of Government.

Student Representative: Sarah Richards

'10.

Prizes and Distinctions
Catalogue are endowed prizes and distinctions or. in a few cases,
annuallyfidnded departmental or academic program awards. In addition, there are numerous

Awards

listed in the

and prizes from other organizations that are given annually
or frequently to students who meet the criteria for distinction. Each year, awards received
hy students are listed in the Commencement Program, the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day
Program, or the Honors Day Program.

fellowships, national awards,

The Bowdoin

LL.D. 1913, by
$ 10,000,

is

College, or

to

This fund was established as a memorial to William John Curtis 1875,

Prize-::

and children. The

his wife

be awarded "once

member of its

in

each

be awarded to one
as having

won

committee,

who

five years to the

in

any

judgment of

shall, in the

of

field

who

human

the

exceed

member of the
have made during the

shall

endeavor. The prize shall only

committee of award, be recognized

national and not merely local distinction, or

is fairly

to

graduate or former

faculty at the time of the award,

period the most distinctive contribution

income not

prize, four-tifths of the total

who,

in the

judgment of the

entitled to be so recognized." (1928)

award was made in 1933 and the most recent in 2005. The recipients in 1990
were Professors Dana W. Mayo and Samuel S. Butcher. The award was presented in 1995
to Senator George J. Mitchell '54. and in 20(K) to former Secretary of Defense William S.
Cohen '62. In May 2(K)5. the Bowdoin Prize was presented to Thomas R. Pickering '53, who

The

first

holds the personal rank of career ambassador, the highest designation
Ser\ ice, and

who

in the

U.S. Foreign

served as U.S. simbassador and representative to the United Nations from

1989 to 1992.

Thh Prkservation of Freedom Fund: Gordon S. Hargraves

'

1

9 established

this

fund to stimulate

understanding and appreciation of the rights and freedoms of the individual, guaranteed under
the Constitution of the United States.
faculty, or

The

prize

is

to be

awarded

to a student,

group of Bow doin alumni making an outstanding contribution

and advancement of human freedoms and the dut>
these freedoms at

all

times.

(

to the

ol the indi\ idual to protect

member of the
understanding

and strengthen

1988)

award was made in 1988 to William B. Whiteside, Frank Munsey Professor of
Histor> Flmeritus. The most recent recipient of the award, in 2003, was Christopher R. Hill

The

first

'74. Assistant

United States Secretary of State for

luist

Asian and

i^icific AtTairs;

Ambassador to the Republic of Korea. Poland, and Macedonia; former
I:uropean Affairs ai the National Security Council; s[x*cial envoy for the Ko.sovo

former

Southeast

tlirector for

crisis;

and

distinguished career diplomat and peace negotiator.

Tm- Common G(X)DAwARi):Fstablished on the (Kcasionofthe Bicentennial, the Common Good
Award honors those alumni w ho have demonstrated an extraordinary, profound, and sustained
commitment to the common good, in the interest of scKicty, with conspicuous disregard for
personal gain in wealth or status. Seven Common Good Aw arils were presented during the
bicentennial year and one or two awards are presented each \ear al Keimion Convocation.

PKI/I S IN (;FM K
AhrfLxas Award:

An engraved pcwlcr

\l

plate

is

S(

HOI AKSIIIP

awarded

to the school

sending two or more

graduates (o the College, whose representatives mainlain the highest standing during their

first

This award was established by the Abraxas S(Kiel>. a liowilomiunior class society

that

year.

was

active from 1893 until 1922. The

award

is

now given by liowdom

Ct)llege.

(

1915)

Prizes

^^1

and Distinctions

Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars (Dean 's List): Sarah and James Bowdoin Day accords
recognition to undergraduates who have distinguished themselves in scholarship. Originally
named in honor of the earliest patron of the College, James Bowdoin III, and instituted in

now

James Bowdoin's wife, Sarah Bowdoin Dearborn, for her
interest in and contributions to the College. The exercises consist of the announcement of
awards, the presentation of books, a response by an undergraduate, and an address.
1941, the day

also honors

The Sarah and James Bowdoin
fall on the basis of work completed

scholarships, carrying no stipend, are awarded in the
the previous academic year.

The award

is

given to the

twenty percent of

all

students are those

who completed the equivalent of eight full-credit Bowdoin courses during

the

academic year,

eligible students with the highest grade point average

six credits

of which were graded and seven credits of which were graded

among the
may be taken

or non-elective Credit/D/Fail. In other words,
or the equivalent, a

may

(GPA). Eligible

maximum of two credits

eight required full-credit courses
Credit/D/Fail, but only one credit

be for a course(s) the student chose to take Credit/D/Fail. Grades for courses taken

excess of eight credits are included

method

for

in the

GPA. For

further information

in

on the College's

computing GPA, consult the section on General Honors on page

35.

A book, bearing a replica of the early College bookplate serving to distinguish the James
Bowdoin Collection

who

earned a

in the library, is

presented to every Sarah and James

Bowdoin

scholar

GPA of 4.00.

Brooks-Nixon Prize Fund: The annual income of a fund established by Percy Willis
Brooks 1 890 and Mary Marshall Brooks is awarded each year as a prize to the best Bowdoin
candidate for selection as a Rhodes scholar. (1975)

Dorothy Haythorn Collins Award: This award, given by Dorothy Haythom Collins and
her family to the Society of Bowdoin Women, is used to honor a student "who has achieved
academic and general excellence in his or her chosen major" at the end of the junior year.
Each year the society selects a department from the sciences, social studies, and/or humanities.
The selected departments choose a student to honor by purchasing books and placing them
with a nameplate

in the

department

library.

The students

also receive a

book and

certificate

of merit. (1985)

Almon Goodwin Phi Beta Kappa Prize Fund: This fund was established by Mrs. Maud
Wilder Goodwin in memory of her husband, Almon Goodwin 1862. The annual income is
awarded to a member of Phi Beta Kappa chosen by vote of the Board of Trustees of the
College

at the

end of the

recipient's junior year. (1906)

George Wood McArthur Prize: This fund was bequeathed by AlmiraL. Mc Arthur, of Saco,
in memory of her husband, George Wood Mc Arthur 1893. The annual income is awarded
as a prize to that member of the graduating class who, coming to Bowdoin as the recipient
of a prematriculation scholarship, shall have attained the highest academic standing among
such recipients within the

class.

(1950)

Phi Beta Kappa: The Phi Beta Kappa Society, national honorary fraternity for the
was founded at the College of William and Mary

recognition and promotion of scholarship,
in 1776.

founded
is

The Bowdoin chapter (Alpha of Maine),
in 1825. Election is

the sixth in order of establishment,

was

based primarily on scholarly achievement, and consideration

given to the student's entire college record. Students

who have

studied

away

are expected

academic record, as well as a Bowdoin record, that meets the standards for
election. Nominations are made three times a year, usually in September,-Fe"bruary, and May.
to

have a

total

362
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The total number of students selected in any year does not normally exceed ten percent of the
number graduating in May. Students elected to Phi Beta Kappa are expected to be persons
of integrity and good moral character. Candidates must have completed at least tu enly-four
semester courses of college work, including

at least

sixteen courses at

Bowdoin.

Leonard A. Pierce Memorial Prize: This prize, established by friends and associates of
Leonard A. Pierce 1905. A.M. H'30. LL.D. '55, is awarded annually to that member of the
graduating class who is continuing his or her education in an accredited law school and who
attained the highest scholastic average during his or her years in college.
recipient

upon enrollment

in

law school.

(

is

It

paid to the

1960)

COMMENCEMENT PRIZES
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Prize: Established by DeAlva Stanwood Alexander 1870,
A.M. 1873, LL.D. 1907. this fund furnishes [wo pri/es for excellence in select declamation.
(1906)
Class of IH6H Prize: Contributed by the Class of 868. this prize
and spoken oration by a member of the senior class. 1868)
1

is

awarded

for a written

(

Goodwin Coninwncemcnt Prize: Established by the Rc\erend Daniel Raynes Goodwin
1832, A.M. 1835, D.D. 1853, the prize is awarded for a written or oral presentation at
Commencement. 1882)
(

DEPARTMENTAL PRI/ES
Africana Studies

Lennox Foundation Book Prize:
Jeffrey C. Norris '86.

An

This fund

appropriate book

w as established by the Lennox Foundation and

is

awarded

to a student graduating in Africana

studies. (1990)

.Art

History and \ isual Arts

Anne

liartlctt

Lewis Memorial Fund: This fund was established by Anne Bartletl Lewis's

husband, Henry Lewis, and her children. William H. Hannatord.
D. Hannatord.
art history

The annual income

and creative visual

arts

ot the fund

is

l)a\ id

Hannatord. and Anne

used for demonstrations

by two students enrolled as majors

in

t)f

the

excellence

in

Department of

Art. (1981)

Art History Junior-Year Prize: This pri/e. funded annually by a donor wishing to remain

anonymous,

is

awarded

the highest distinction in

junior year.

(

judged by the Department of Art
the major program in ail hisior\ a"nci criticism

to those students

to

have achieved

at

the

end

of the

1979)

Art Hi\tor\ Senior Year Prize: This pri/e. established b\ a donor wishing to remain

one or more graduating seniors judged by the Department ol Art
to have achieved the highest distinction in the major in art history and criticism. 1982)

anonymous,

is

awarded

to

(

in

Ru fund P. Martel Jr. Memorial Fund: A prize is awarded annually to those students who,
the judgment of the studio art faculty, arc deemed to have pnnluced the most creative,

perceptive, proricicnl. and visually appealing art

academic

year.

(

M><X))

work exhibited

at

the College during the

Prizes

^"-^

and Distinctions

Biochemistry

John L. Howland Book Award in Biochemistry: This award, which was estabhshed in
honor of John L. Howland, Josiah Little Professor of Natural Sciences and Professor of
Biology and Biochemistry Emeritus and a member of the Bowdoin faculty from 1963 to
2002, who founded the Biochemistry Program at Bowdoin in 1971, is given each year to a
student who has achieved academic and general excellence in the biochemistry program at
the end of the junior year. (2005)
Biology

Copeland-Gross Biology Prize: This prize, named in honor of Manton Copeland and
Alfred Otto Gross, Sc.D. '52, both former Josiah Little Professors of Natural Science, is

awarded

to that graduating senior

during the major program

who

in biology.

has best exemplified the idea of a liberal education

(1972)

Donald and Harriet S. Macomber Prize in Biology: This fund was established by Dr.
and Mrs. Donald Macomber in appreciation for the many contributions of Bowdoin in the
education of members of their family, David H. Macomber '39, Peter B. Macomber '47,
Robert A. Zottoli '60, David H.

Macomber

'73.

Macomber

The income of the fund

is

to

Jr.

'67,

Steven

J.

Zottoli '69,

and Michael C.

be awarded annually as a prize to the outstanding

student or students in the Department of Biology.

If,

in the

opinion of the department, in any

no student deemed worthy of this award, the award may be withheld and
the income for that year added to the principal of the fund. (1967)
given year there

is

James Malcolm Moulton Prize in Biology: This fund was estabhshed by former students
and other friends in honor of James Malcolm Moulton, former George Lincoln Skolfield
Jr., Professor of Biology, to provide a book prize to be awarded annually to the outstanding
junior majoring in biology, as judged by scholarship and interest in biology. At the discretion
of the Department of Biology, this award may be made to more than one student or to none
in a

given year.

( 1

984)

Chemistry
Samuel Kamerling Award: This award, established by the Department of Chemistry in
memory of Professor Samuel Kamerling, recognizes truly exceptional work in the organic
chemistry laboratory program.
Philip Weston Me serve Fund: This prize, established in memory of Professor Philip Weston

Meserve 1911,

is

awarded

to a junior

chemistry or biochemistry major and

is

intended to

"stimulate interest in Chemistry." (1941)

William Campbell Root Award: This award, established in honor of Professor William

Root, recognizes a senior chemistry major who has provided service and support to chemistry
at

Bowdoin beyond

the normal

academic program.

Classics

Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin Prize: This prize, established in honor of her uncle,
Hannibal Hamlin Emery 1874, by Persis E. Mason, is awarded to a member of the junior or
senior class for proficiency in Latin. (1922)

Nathan Goold Prize: This prize, established by Abba Goold Woolson^ of Portland, in
memory of her grandfather, is awarded to that member of the senior class who has, throughout
the college course, attained the highest standing in Greek and Latin studies. (1922)

)

364
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J.

at the

College,

is

sustains the best examination in Greek.

J.

Distinctions

Sewall Greek Prize.Thh prize, given by Jotham Bradbury Sew all

B.

formerly professor of Greek

who

and

awarded
(

1

to the

1

member of the sophomore class

879)

B. Sewull Liitin Prize: This prize, also given by Professor Sewall,

member

of the sophomore class

who

848, S.T.D. 1902,

awarded

is

to the

sustains the best examination in Latin. (1879)

Computer Science
Computer Science Senior-Year Prize: This prize is awarded to a senior or seniors judged
by the Department of Computer Science to have achieved the highest distinction in the major
program in computer science.

Economics
Paul H. Douglas Prize: This prize, awarded b) the Department of Hconomics each spring
honor of Paul H. Douglas 1913, a respected labor economist and United States Senator,

in

recognizes juniors

H

1

who show

outstanding promise

in

scholarship

economics.

in

Noyes Political Economy Prize: This prize, established by Crosby Stuart Noyes, A.M.
887, is awarded to the best scholar in political economy. ( 897)
1

Kn^lish
Philip

by Philip
1854, are

Henry Brown Prizes: Two prizes from the annual income of a fund established
Greely Brown 1877, A.M. 1892, in memory of Philip Henry Brown 1851, A.M.
offered to members of the senior class for excellence in extemporaneous English

composition.

(

1874)

memory of Robert Peter Tristram Coffin
and in memory of the original founders of the

Hawthorne Prize:The income of a fund given
'
1

5, Litt.D. '30,

Hawthorne

Pierce Professor of Literature,

Prize,

Nora Archibald Smith and Kate Douglas Wiggin,

each year to the author of the best short

sophomore, junior, and senior
Nathalie Walker Llewellyn

named
who,

for the

in the

in

widow of

classes.

(

story.

This competition

open

to

awarded

is

members of

the

1903)

Commencement Poetry

Dr. Paul

is

Litt.D. 1904,

Andrew Walker

Prize: This prize, established b\ and

'31,

is

awarded

Bowdoin

to the

student

opinion of the Department of English, shall have submitted the best work of

original p(K*try.

The

prize

may

lake the form of an engraved medal, an appropriate book, or

a cash award. (19^X))

Poetry Prize: The annual income of a fund established by (lian Raoul d'Este-Palniieri
'26

is

given annually for the best

poem

Pray English Prize: A prize given by

1

10 the best s<.-holar in l-nglish literature

Eorhcs Rukani

Jr.

chapter of Alpha IX-lta Phi Iraternily
the service of his country,

is

in l-nglish

in

awarded

David Sewall Premium: This
excellence

A

Poetry Prize:

(

)r.

(

II

1926)

Thomas Jefferson Worcester Pray 844 is awarded
1

and original linglish comj^osition.
prize, given

by

a

group

of

is

undergraduate w

awarded

to a

(

'

17.

1889)
of the

Bowdoin

who losi
poem

his life in

alumni

memory of forbes Rickard Jr

to the

prize

composition.

written by an undergraduate.

riling ihe Ix-sl

member

ol llic liisi

(

l')h))

year class lor

1795)

Mary H. Sinkinsnn Short Story Prize: \pri/L\csUib\\s\K\\ b) John Hudson .Sinkinson
in memory of his wife. Mary Burnett Sinkinson. is awarded each year for the best short
written by a member of the junior or senior class. 1961
(

l*>()2

story
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Bertram Louis Smith Jr. Prize: The annual income of a fund established by his father in
memory of Bertram Louis Smith Jr., of the Class of 1903, to encourage excellence of work
in English literature is awarded by the department to a member of the junior class who has
completed two years' work in English literature. Ordinarily, the prize is given to a student
majoring in English, and performance of major work as well as record in courses is taken
into consideration.

(

1

925)
*

Environmental Studies

Academic Award

who

Environmental Studies: This prize is awarded to a graduating senior
has achieved outstanding academic distinction in the completion of the environmental
in

studies coordinate major.

Community Service Award in Environmental Studies: This prize is awarded to a graduating
student majoring in environmental studies

who

has demonstrated exemplary service to the

College and the broader community.

Geology
Geology Book Award: This award is given annually to one first- or second-year student
from each of the introductory geology courses for exceptional class performance including
creative contributions to the class project.

Arthur M. Hussey
of Arthur M. Hussey

II

II,

Prize in Geology: This prize, established by his colleagues in honor
professor of geology,

is

awarded annually for an outstanding research

project by a senior majoring in geology, with preference for field projects undertaken in

Maine. The award recognizes Professor Hussey 's lasting contributions
Geology, notably his

ability to inspire students

through geological

to the

field

Department of

work. (2000)

German
The German Consular Prize in Literary Interpretation: This prize was initiated by the
German Consulate, from whom the winner receives a certificate of merit and a book prize,
in addition to a small financial prize to be awarded from the income of the fund. The prize
is awarded annually to the senior German major who wins a competition requiring superior
skills in literary interpretation.

(1986)

The Old Broad Bay Prizes in Reading German: The income from a fund given by Jasper
J. Stahl 1909, Litt.D. '60, and by others is awarded to students who, in the judgment of the
department, have profited especially from their instruction in German. The fund was estabhshed
as a living memorial to those remembered and unremembered men and women from the
valley of the Rhine who in the eighteenth century founded the first German settlement in
Maine at Broad Bay, now Waldoboro. (1964)

Government and Legal Studies
Philo Sherman Bennett Prize Fund: This fund was established by William Jennings Bryan

from trust funds of the estate of Philo Sherman Bennett, of New Haven, Connecticut. The
income is used for a prize for the best essay discussing the principles of free government.
Competition is open to seniors. (1905)
Jefferson Davis Award:

A prize consisting of the annual income of a fund is

the student excelling in constitutional law or government. (1973)

_

•

awarded

to
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History

Samuel and Rose A. Bernstein Prize for Excellence in the Study of European History:
This prize, given by Roger K. Berle '64. is awarded annually to that student who has achieved
excellence in the study of European history. (1989)
Dr.

James E. Bland History Prize: The income of a fund established by colleagues and
of James E. Bland, a

awarded

member

Bowdoin undergraduate, chosen by

to the

friends

of Bowdoin's Department of History from 1969 to 1974.
the history department,

is

who has presented

the best history honors project not recognized by any other prize at the College. (1989)
in American History: A prize established by William John Curtis
awarded
to the student who writes the best essay and passes the best
1875, LL.D. 1913. is
examination on some assigned subject in American history. ( 1901

Class of 1875 Prize

)

Sherman David Spector of the Class of 1950 Award in History: Established by Sherman
David Spector '50, this award is made to a graduating senior history major who has attained
the highest cumulative average in his/her history courses, or to the highest-ranking senior

engaged

in

writing an honors paper or a research essay in history. (1995)

Latin American Studies

awarded to a graduating Latin American
studies major who, in the judgment of the Latin American Studies Committee, has achieved
academic distinction and has contributed to an understanding of the region.
Latin American Studies Prize: This prize

is

Mathematics

Edward Sanford Hammond Mathematics

A

awarded on recommendation
of the Department of Mathematics to a graduating senior who is completing a major in
mathematics \\ iih distinction. Any balance of the income from the fund may be used to
purcha.se b(K)ks tor the department.
for
at

many

years

Wing

The

Prize:

book

prize honors the

is

memory

of Edward

S.

Hammond,

Professor of Mathematics, and was established b\ his former students

the lime of his retirement.

(

1963)

Smyth Muthcmaticcd Prize :'T\\\s prize, established h\ Hcnr\ Jewell lurber 1861 in honor
of Professor William Smyth, is given lolhal sludeiU in each st)phomore class who obtains the
highest grades in mathematics courses during the first two years. The prize is awarded by the
faculty of the IX'pariment of Mathematics, which will take intoconsideration both the number
of mathematics courses taken and the level of difficult) of those courses

in

determining the

The successful candidate receises one-third of the pri/c at the lime the award is
made. The remaining two-thirds is paid lo him or her in installments at the close of each

recipient.

term during junior and senior years.
the prize goes lo the
recipient

If a

vacancy (Kcurs during those years, the income of

member of the w mncr's

by the department.

(

class

who

has been designated as (he alternate

1876)

Music
.SW Wimhcll Burnett Musk Prize: This pn/c. esiablishcd by Mrs. Rebecca P. Hiaillc) in
of Mrs Sue Winchell Burnett, is awanled upon recommendation of the Department
of Music to that member of the senior class who has majored in tnusic and has made the most
significant contribution lo music while a student at Bowiloin If two stiuleiiis iiKikc an equally
l'H>3)
significant contribution, the prize will he divided equally between tluin

memory

(
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^^^
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Natural Science

Sumner Increase Kimball
1855, Sc.D. 1891
ability

,

is

awarded

and originality

Prize: This prize, established by
to that

in the field

member

of the senior class

Sumner

who

Increase Kimball

has "shown the most

of the Natural Sciences." (1923)

Neuroscience

Munno Neuroscience

Prize: This prize, established by David

W. Munno

'99, is

awarded

for excellence in research by a student majoring in neuroscience. (2000)

Philosophy
Philip W.
in

memory

Cummings Philosophy

Prize: This prize, established by Gerard L.

of his friend and classmate,

Department of Philosophy.

(

1

is

awarded

to the

Dube

most deserving student

'55

in the

984)

Physics

Edwin Herbert Hall Prize in Physics Fund: The annual income of this fund, named in
honorofEdwin Herbert Hall 1875, A.M. 1878, LL.D. 1905, the discoverer of the Hall effect,
is awarded each year to the best sophomore scholar in the field of physics. (1953)
Noel C.
Little '17,
is

awarded

Little Prize in

Experimental Physics: This

prize,

named

in

honor of Noel C.

Sc.D. '67, professor of physics and Josiah Little Professor of Natural Science,
to a graduating senior

who

has distinguished himself or herself in experimental

physics. (1968)

Psychology
Frederic Peter Amstutz Memorial Prize Fund: This prize, established
Frederic Peter Amstutz '85 by

members of his

family,

is

awarded

in

memory of
who

to a graduating senior

has achieved distinction as a psychology major. (1986)

Religion

Edgar Oakes Achorn Prize Fund: The income of a fund established by Edgar Oakes
Achorn 1881 is awarded as a prize for the best essay written by a member of the second- or
first-year classes in Religion 101.

(1932)

Lea Ruth Thumini Biblical Literature Prize: This prize, established by Carl Thumim in
memory of his wife. Lea Ruth Thumim, is awarded each year by the Department of Religion
to the best scholar in biblical literature. (1959)

Romance Languages
Philip C. Bradley Spanish Prize: This prize, established by classmates and friends in

memory
and

of Philip C. Bradley '66,

literature.

is

awarded

to outstanding students in Spanish language

(1982)

Music
Goodwin French Prize: This prize, established by the Reverend Daniel Raynes Goodwin
1832, A.M. 1835, D.D. 1853, is awarded to the best scholar in French. (1890)
Eaton Leith French Prize: The annual income of a fund, established b>Ljames M. Fawcett
III '58 in honor of Eaton Leith, professor of Romance languages, is awarded to that member
of the sophomore or junior class who, by his or her proficiency and scholarship, achieves
outstanding results in the study of French literature. (1962)
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Charles Harold Livingston Honors Prize

in

French: This prize, established by former

Romance

students and friends of Charles Harold Livingston. Longfellow Professor of

Languages, upon the occasion of his retirement,

is

awarded

to

encourage independent

scholarship in the form of honors theses in French. (1956)

Sophomore Prize in Spanish: This prize, established by the Department of Romance
Languages, is awarded each year to the most promising sophomore who has declared a
major

in

Spanish.

Russian
/^//.s.s/V;//

/'r/cf.'

This prize, established by Professor of Russian Jane Knox-Voina,

to a graduating senior

who

is

awarded

has achieved distinction as a Russian major. (2003)

SocioIog> and .\nthropolog\

Awardfor Distinguished Public Sociology and Anthropology: This prize is awarded to those

who demonstrate

students majoring or minoring in sociology or anthropology

engagement

public scholarship and/or

in

community

service.

exhibited sociological or anthropological imagination

major

to public scr\ ice

It

an exemplary

who have

recognizes those

connecting the knowledge of their

in

made

and/or scholarship, and acknow ledges those students w ho have

meaningful impacts on the community. (2009)

David

Sociology and Anthropology: This prize

awarded each year
for the best senior paper in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology. The award is
funded through the John W. Riley Jr. and Matilda White Riley Sociology Fund and is given
in honor of David Kertzer, a former professor in the department. (2(X)3)
Kertzer Prize

1.

in

Matilda White Riley Prize

in

Sociology and Anthropology: This prize, established through

from distinguished sociologist John W. Riley

a gift

Riley. Sc.D. '72, Daniel B.

who

is

honors Matilda White

'30. Sc.D. '72,

Fayerweather Professor of

Political

F^conomy and Sociology,

established the joint Department of Sociology and Anthropology and a tradition of

teaching through sociological research.

It is

awarded

for an outstanding research project

by

a major. (1987)

Elhridge Sihley Sociology Prize Fund: Established by Milton M. Gordon '39, the prize
is

awarded

to the

member

of the senior class majoring

has the highest general scholastic average
year.

I

in

sociology or anthropology

in the class at the

who

midpoint of each academic

(1989)

hi-atiT aiui

Dance

Howdoin Dance (iroup Award: An

appropriate, inscribed dance inciiiciito

is

awarded

annually to an outstanding senior for contributions ol dedicated work, good will, and talent.

over the course of his or her Bowdoin career,
1975, ihc

first

graduating class

of

Bowdoin

in

the lively, imaginative spirit of the Class of

cliineers

(

I9SK)

Ahrahiuu (ioldhcrg Prize: Established by Abraham ( ioklberg. this prize is aw arded annually
member ol the senior class who. in the opinion ot a faculty committee headed by the

lo that

show n, in plays presented at the ( ollege during
date of award, the most skill in the art of designing or directing.

director of theater, has

the

the

(

y4//(rM<'rr/7/M/7r/»W//V/:<'. This pri/e. established by

A.M.

1907. 1,.H.D. '38.

Hdward

wife. Alice Merrill Mitchell,

is

two )ears preceding

I9fi())

Wilmot Brookings Mitchell

IS^X).

memory

of his

Little Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory,

awarded annuallv

to that

memlxi

in

ol the senior class

who.

Prizes

^^^
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in the opinion of a faculty committee headed by the director of theater, has shown, in plays
presented at the College during the two years preceding the date of award, the most skill in

theartof acting. (1951)
William H.

was
if

Moody

'56 Award: Established in

memory of Bill Moody, who for many years

the theater technician and friend of countless students, this

applicable, to one or

more sophomores,

award

is

presented annually,

juniors, or seniors having

made outstanding

contributions to the theater through technical achievements accomplished in

good humor.

The award should be an appropriate memento of Bowdoin. (1980)
George H. Quinby Award: Established in honor of "Pat" Quinby, for thirty-one years
director of dramatics at Bowdoin College, by his former students and friends in Masque and
Gown, this award is presented annually to one or more first-year members of Masque and

Gown who make an outstanding contribution through interest and participation in Masque
and Gown productions. The recipients are selected by the director of theater, the theater
technician, and the president of

A.

Masque and Gown. (1967)

Raymond Rutan IV Scholarship Award for Summer Study

in

Theater (2003): The Ray

Rutan Fund for the Performing Arts, established by David Zach Webster '57, a life-long college
volunteer and benefactor, honors A. Raymond Rutan IV '51, director of theater 1971-1993.

The fund
be used

is

intended to enrich the

in part to

support student

of the College through the performing

life

summer

Award for Summer Study in Dance:
an accredited summer program of study in dance
Scholarship

at

motivation and exceptional promise
in dance,

upon

in

return, will enrich the

arts

and may

study in theater.

A monetary
is

award toward

tuition costs

given to a student with demonstrated

dance technique or choreography, whose future work

Bowdoin program. (1988)

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
Bowdoin-funded fellowships and research awards described below, students
often have the opportunity to apply for fellowships made available through grants awarded to
the College such as the Howard Hughes Medical Institute Summer Fellowships, the Mellon
Mays Undergraduate Fellowships, and the National Institutes of Health-IDeA Network of
Biomedical Research Excellence Summer Fellowships. More information is available from
the Office of Student Fellowships and Research.
In addition to the

James Stacy Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship and Summer Fellowship Fund
(1997): Established by gifts of family members and friends as a memorial to James Stacy
Coles, the fund supports the activity of students engaged directly in serious scientific research.
Fellowships are awarded annually to highly qualified students by the President of the College.
The funds are used by students for substantial participation in a scientific research project under
While the name

member who

independently interested in the area under study.
of the project differs from discipline to discipline, all projects give students

the direction of a faculty

is

first-hand experience with productive scholarly scientific research.

Awards

are

made on

the

basis of the candidate's academic record, particular interests and competence, the availability

of an appropriate research project, and a faculty member's recommendation.

Martha Reed Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship Fund (2000): Established in honor
of Martha Reed Coles, by members of her family. As the first lady of Bowdoin College from
1952 to 1967, she took an active and vital interest in every phase of life at ttie College. The
pleasure she received from her interaction with Bowdoin 's students and tier appreciation of
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their youthful energy, intellect,

the fund.

Income from

this
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achievements, and promise inspired her children to establish

fund supports students engaged

in scholarly

research in the arts

or humanities.

Community Matters in Maine Summer Fellowships (2006): The Community Matters in
Maine Summer Fellow ships provide students the opportunity to work and ser\e in the local
community by w ay of a placement in a specific organization to address community issues
while strengthening campus-community partnerships.
Henry

L.

and Grace Doherty Charitable Foundation Coastal Studies Research Awards

(1997): Doherty Fellowships are awarded to students to support substantial participation
in

member who

a scientific research project by a student under the direction of a faculty

independently interested
research projects

in

in the subject

is

under study. Fellowships are awarded for summer

marine and coastal studies.

Freedman Summer Research Fellowship Fund (2005): The Freedman Fellowships were
M. Freedman of the Class of 1976 to support and encourage Bowdoin
undergraduates w hose field of concentration is computer science to engage in faculiy-studcni

established by .Alan

summer research

projects in interdisciplinary pursuits with emphasis on innovative ideas and

concepts such as artificial intelligence, robcMics.ct^gnitivemcKJeling, learning, human-computer
collaboration, decision-making, speech and language processing, geographic information

systems (CIS), and other dala-intensi\e applications, and other computer science-related
research,
level.

w ith

w ho plan to continue their research
computer science faculty.

a preference for students

Candidates are identified by the

at

the graduate

Freedman Summer Research Fellowship in Coastal/ Fnvironmental Studies (20()6):The
Freedman Summer Research Fellowships, provided by a gift by Dr. and Mrs. Alan M.
Freedman '76, P'08, support and encourage Bowdoin undergraduates whose field o\'
concentration

is

coastal and/or cn\ ironmeiital studies, to eiigage in faculty-student

research projects using

modern

interdisciplinary pursuits

may

issues, bicxliversity, water

Maine or

coastal

the

scientific principlesof biology, chemistry,

include hut are not limited to environmental research, climate

and

Maine

summer

and physics. These

air pollution,

and use and abuse of natural resources affecting

heartland, with a preference lor students

who

plan to continue

their research at the graduate level.

Gibbons Summer Research Internships (200 1 ): The Ciibbons internships, established in 2{K)
through the gift of John A. Ciibbons Jr. *64. pro\ ide grants tor student summer research,
especially for projects that use technology to explore interdisciplinary areas and to deselop
fresh approaches to the study of complex problems that extend beyond the traditional
academic calendar
1

Good/riend Summer Internships (2006): The Cj(H)dfriciul internships, established
in 2(K)6 through a generous gift from Rt)bert S. (jm)dfriend 57, arc awarded to encourage
students to pursue summer internships that will develop their business skills and increase
their exposure to the business world. Current first-year students aiul sophomores who arc

Robert

S.

returning to

campus

the following

fall

will be given prionts in eligibility

Alfred O. Gross

Fundi 1 957): This

Lilllc Professor

of Natural Science, and

siudcrflji in

Peter
fund,

doing special work

in

fund, established by Allied Ottt) Ciross. Sc.D. '52. Josiah

members of

his family,

is

designed to

a.ssist

worthy

biology, preferably ornithology.

Grua and Mary G. O'Connell Faculty/Student Research Fellowships (2007): Ihis
created by Pclcr J. Grua and Mary G. O'Connell. U>th of the Class of 1976, supports
J.

faculty-student research, regardless of discipline.

Awards from

the fund support siudcnt

Prizes

^'^

and Distinctions

enhance students' honors projects or research being conducted
under the mentorship of a faculty member, and may also be used to defray students' research

travel that will substantially

expenses.

Fund (1999): The Fund was established by the
House Association to support student internships and other programs
relating to environmental studies. The ten-week summer internships are coordinated by the
Environmental Studies Program and provide several undergraduates with stipends for work
with Maine non-profit organizations and governmental agencies. Selection criteria include
Kappa

Psi Upsilon Environmental Studies

Psi Upsilon Chapter

academic record, students'

interest

and experience, and financial need. Student fellows have
summer work experience into an independent study or

the opportunity to incorporate their

honors project.

Kent Island Summer Fellowships: Kent Island Fellows spend the summer at Bowdoin's
scientific field station on Kent Island in the Bay of Fundy, New Brunswick, Canada, conducting
research in ecology, animal behavior, marine biology, botany, geology, and meteorology.
Students conduct independent field work with the advice and assistance of a faculty director
and have the opportunity to collaborate with faculty members and graduate students from
numerous colleges and universities.
Kibhe Science Fellowships (2003 ):ThG Kibbe Fellowships, established by Dr. Frank W. Kibbe,
Class of 1937, and his wife, Lucy H. Kibbe, support student research

in the sciences.

Fund (1972): This fund was established by John A. Gibbons Jr.
'64, to honor Fritz C. A. Koelln, professor of German and George Taylor Files Professor of
Modern Languages, who was an active member of the Bowdoin faculty from 1929 until 1971.
The income from the fund may be awarded annually to a faculty-student research team to
Fritz C. A. Koelln Research

support exploration of a topic which surmounts traditional disciplinary boundaries. The purpose

of the fund

is

to

encourage broad, essentially humanistic inquiry, and should be awarded with

preference given to worthy projects founded

at least in part in the

humanities.

Richard B. '62 and Sabra Ladd Government Internship: This fund was established in 2008
to encourage students to pursue summer internships that will increase their exposure to the
world of government. The fund supports students interested in the federal government or a
national public policy institute.

Edward E. Langbein Sr. Summer Research Grant: Since 1970, the Edward E. Langbein Sr.
Summer Research Award has been providing support to undergraduates pursuing summer
research or advanced study directed toward their major field or lifework.

Edward E. Langbein

Sr.

and was

initially

The award honors

funded through the bequest of his widow, Adelaide
Jr., a member of the Class of 1957, continues to

Langbein. Their son, Edward E. Langbein
support the award, as do other

members of the

family.

Summer Travel Grants (2000): Awarded to Bowdoin sophomores
and juniors majoring in any academic discipline, these grants are intended to support student
research in Latin America and the Caribbean that contributes to a subsequent independent
study or honors project. The on-site research can be conducted during the summer months,
between semesters, or to extend study-away experiences. Recipients will spend three to
four weeks in the region and, upon their return, write a two-page report summarizing their
research and results. During the following semester, these results will be used as the basis
for an independent study or honors project under the direction of a faculty member.
Applicants are expected to develop proposals in consultation with a faculty mentor who
agrees to supervise a subsequent independent study. Awards are made on !he basis of the can-

Latin American Studies

didate's

academic record and competence, the quality and

feasibility of the project described
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proposal, the project's relevance to the student's educational program, and

recommendation. Applications are reviewed by a subcommittee from
American Studies Program e\ery spring.

the faculty mentor's
the Latin
Littlefield

Summer

Fellowships: The Litlletield

honor of William D.

Littlefield.

B. Griswold. support

hands-on research

Bowdoin

faculty

Summer Research

Fellowships, created

in

Class of 1922. through the bequest of his wife. Beatrice
in

chemistry for students working closely with a

member

McKee Photography Grants

(2003): These grants are supported by the

McKee Fund

for

Photography, a fund established to augment the photography offerings within the Visual Arts

Bowdoin. The grant is intended to support annually one
student photography project during the summer months and a public lecture and exhibition upon
completion in the fall. The grant is intended to encourage the student to work independently
w ith advice, even if from afar, from a faculty member to execute a long-term photographic

division of the Department of Art

at

project outside of the context of the classroom.

Thomas Andrew McKinley Family Summer Entrepreneurial Community Service Fellowships
(2002): The McKinley Family summer fellowships were established by Thomas G. and Janet
B. McKinley, parents of Thomas Andrew McKinley '06. to fund entrepreneurial endeavors
or projects that demonstrate leadership and/or a contribution to the extended Bowdoin community or society; or to fund community ser\ ice projects that may have a strong impact on
the larger community and improve the human condition.
Nikuradse-Mathews Public Interest Summer Fellowship Fund (2006): This fund, established
by Scott A. Mathews '84 and Tamara A. Nikuradse '84 in support of summer fellowships to

Bowdoin undergraduates who
ing financial assistance to

unpaid internships

in

its

receive financial aid, consistent with College policies govern-

students, provides fclUnv ships to encourage students to pursue

humanitarian organizations, social service agencies, legal aid societies,

public educatit)n, and similar settings during the

Nyhus Travel

Paul

L.

gifts

of family and friends

summer

Fund (2006): The Nyhus Travel Grant lund was established by
in memory of Paul L. Nyhus, Frank Andrew Munsey Professor

(jnini

of History, to support original student research that uses archival or other primary source
material for an independent study or honors project

whether

in this

and the related costs for

travel,

country or abroad.

PidUr Research Fellowship (2003): The

Mr

in hisi(>r\

and Mrs. Alan

I*aller

Pallcr Research I'ellowship. provided by gifts of

P'OI, supports ten-week

summer neuroscience

conducted by students under the direction of Bowtloin's neuroscience

research projects

faculty.

Fund Fellowships / V96j. A generous gift from Mr and Mrs.
Kenneth Preston P'91 has provided the College with funds to support students committed to
enhancing siKial justice by serving the needs of the underserved and disadvantagetl through
policy making, direct service, or community organizing. The Public Interest Career lund
Summer lellowship Program was established to encourage students to intern for I 'S. -based
social services agencies, legal services, humanitarian organizations, and public eilucation
during the summer, with the hope that they will, as undergraduates, begin to build a foundation lor future career development in these area.s.
Preston Public Interest Career

Hde\

h'ellttwships (1996):

(

The Riley Fellowships,

established by a

gift

from Matilda and

John Riley, promote the education of students in s(Kiology ami anthro|>ology through engagement in the research of faculty, in their own indeiXMulent research. ;ind in the professional
worlds

t)f

the

two

disciplines.

Prizes
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Rusack Coastal Studies Fellowships (200 J): The Rusack Coastal Studies fellowships, provided
through the generous gift of Geoffrey C. Rusack '78 and Alison Wrigley Rusack, are open
to students in the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences involved in projects that
bring new insight and understanding to coastal studies. The fund promotes and facilitates
student and faculty disciplinary and interdisciplinary study projects at Bowdoin's Coastal
Studies Center, the surrounding coastal areas, and Casco Bay.
Spector Fellowship (2002): This annual fellowship, established by Sherman David Spector
'50, is awarded to a graduating senior who plans to pursue graduate studies in history and a
career in teaching history at any academic level.

Surdna Foundation Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program (1959): An undergraduate
research fellowship program estabHshed in 1959 was renamed in 1968 the Surdna Foundation Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program in recognition of two gifts of the Surdna
Foundation. The income from a fund, which these gifts established, underwrites the program's
costs. Fellowships may be awarded annually to highly qualified seniors. Each Surdna Fellow
participates under the direction of a faculty member in a research project in which the faculty

member

is

independently interested.

The purpose is to engage the student directly in a serious attempt to extend knowledge.
Each project to which a Surdna Fellow is assigned must therefore justify itself independently
of the program, and the fellow

is

expected to be a participant

in the research,

not a mere

observer or helper. The nature of the project differs from discipline to discipline, but all
should give the fellow firsthand acquaintance with productive scholarly work. Should the
results of the research be published, the faculty member in charge of the project is expected

acknowledge the contribution of the Surdna Fellow and of the program.
Surdna Fellows are chosen each spring for the summer or for the following academic
year. Awards are made on the basis of the candidate's academic record and departmental
recommendation, his or her particular interests and competence, and the availability at the
College of a research project commensurate with his or her talents and training. Acceptance
of a Surdna Fellowship does not preclude working for honors, and the financial need of a
candidate does not enter into the awarding of fellowships. Surdna Fellows are, however,
obligated to refrain from employment during the academic year.
to

Nellie C. Watterson Summer Fellowship in the Creative and Performing Arts (2007): This fund,

established by Paul and Jennifer Komgiebel, of the Classes of 1988 and 1987 respectively,

honors Professor William C. Watterson, Edward Little Professor of the English Language
and Literature, and his mother. The fellowship is designed to foster summer research and
learning by students through faculty-mentored and/or structured training in the creative or

performing

arts (including music, theater and dance, the fine arts, creative writing, and film
Fellowship recipients may study under the direction of a Bowdoin faculty member;
however, opportunities that cannot be adequately replicated under the direction of a Bowdoin

studies).

faculty
in

member, yet are deemed essential to a student's academic program (e.g., participation

major sunrmier

festivals, pre-professional training, internships)

may

also be undertaken.

AWARDS IN ATHLETICS
Annie L. E. Dane Trophy: Named in memory of the wife of Francis S. Dane 1896 and mother
of Nathan Dane II '37, Winkley Professor of Latin Language and Literature, the trophy is
awarded each spring to a senior member of a varsity women's team who "best exemplifies
the highest qualities of character, courage, and commitment to team play." (1978)

.
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Jennifer S. Harvey '04 Leadership

annual award

is

presented

in

Award for Junior

Varsirs-

or Non-Varsity Athletes: This

support of and to acknowledge non-varsity athletics

women's junior

with preference to

and Distinctions

Bowdoin,

at

varsity teams. (2009)

Shulnum Trophy: Given by Harr\ G. Shulman. A.M. H'7 in honor of his wife, this
troph\ is awarded annually to the outstanding woman athlete. Selection is made by a vote
Lucy

L.

1 ,

of the Department of Athletics. (1975)

varsity

team

in

Women Athletic Award

memberof a women's
recognition of her "effort, cooperation, and sportsmanship." Selection is made

Society of Bowdoin

:

This aw ard

is

presented to a

by a vote of the Department of Athletics. (1978)
Frederick G.

P.

Thome Award :T\\\s award is presented to the male student athlete who has most

demonstrated the qualities of leadership both

in the athletic

arena and outside

(1999)

it.

Baseball
S. Dane Baseball Trophy: This trophy, presented to the College by friends and
members of the family of Francis S. Dane 896, is awarded each spring "to that member of
the varsity baseball squad who, in the opinion of a committee made up of the dean of student

Francis

1

life,

the director of athletics, and the coach of baseball, best exemplifies high qualities of

character, sportsmanship, and enthusiasm for the

game of

baseball."

(

1965)

Basketball
WilluunJ. Fra.scrBa.skcthali Trophy :Th'\s{roph\. presented by Harry G. Shulman, A.M. H'7
in

memon, of William

Fraser '54.

J.

team who best exemplihes the
coach and the director of

spirit

athletics.

(

is

awarded annually

to that

member

of Bowdoin basketball. The recipient

1

of the basketball
is

selected by the

1969)

Paul Nixon Basketball Trophy: Given to the College by an anonymous donor and named in
memory of Paul Nixon, L.H.D. '43, dean at Bowdoin from 1918 to 1947, in recognition of his
interest in competitive athletics and sportsmanship, this trophy is inscribed each year with the

name of the member of the Bowdoin

\arsity basketball

team who has made the

contribution to this team through his qualities of leadership and sportsmanship.

Women's Basketball Aiunuuw Award:
to the player

who

A

(

1959)

bowl, inscribed with the recipient's name,

"best exemplifies the spirit of Bowdoin's

talent with unselfish play

\aluable

iiK^st

Women's

and good sportsmanship." The award

is

is

given

Basketball, combining

presented by

Bowdoin

alumnae basketball players. (1983)
F4H)thal)

Winshfw

R.

f lowland

Football Trophy: Ihis trophy, prescnlcd

m memory

U) the

College by his

fricntls

is awarded each year to iluii member of the varsity
of Winslow R. How
team who has made the most marked improvement on the field of play during the
f(M)lball season, and who has shown the qualities of cooporatiofi. aggressi\eness. enthusiasm
tor the game, and tmc sportsmanship so characteristic of Winslow How land. 1959)

land *29,

f(H)tball

(

Wallace C. Philoon Trophy: Given by Maj. Gen. Wallace Co|vland Philoon. USA. 1905.
M.S. "44. this trophy is awarded each year to a non- letter winner of the current season who
ha.s

made an outstanding

has been faithful
season.

(1 9ft())

in

contribution to the f(H)tball team.

The award

is

made

to a

man who

attendance and training and has given his best efforts throughoui the

Prizes

William

J.

Reardon Memorial Football Trophy:

A replica of this trophy, which was given to

the College by the family and friends of William

senior on the varsity football team
his college as a

exemplified
Ice

at

man

-^^^

and Distinctions

Reardon

J.

'50, is presented annually to a

who has made an outstanding contribution to his team and

of honor, courage, and

Bowdoin College on

the

ability, the qualities

campus and on

which William

J.

Reardon

the football field. (1958)

Hockey

Hannah W. Core '97 Memorial Award: Given to a member of the women's hockey team
who best represents the enthusiasm, hard work, and commitment for which Hannah will be
remembered. (1996)

Hugh Munro Jr. Memorial Trophy: This trophy, given by his family in memory of Hugh
Munro Jr. '41, who lost his life in the service of his country, is inscribed each year with the
name of that member of the Bowdoin varsity hockey team who best exemplifies the qualities
of loyalty and courage which characterized the life of Hugh Munro Jr. (1946)
John ''Jack" Page Coaches Award: Established as a memorial to John Page of South Harpswell, Maine, through the bequest of his wife, Elizabeth Page, this award is to be presented
annually to the individual who, in the opinion of the coaching staff, has distinguished himself
through achievement, leadership, and outstanding contributions to the hockey program, the
College, and community. (1993)
Peter Schuh Memorial Award: This trophy, given

in

memory

of Peter M. Schuh '96,

is

pre-

sented to the most valuable player in the annual Bowdoin-Colby men's ice hockey game.

Harry G. Shulman Hockey Trophy: This trophy is awarded annually to that member of the
hockey squad who has shown outstanding dedication to Bowdoin hockey. The recipient is
elected by a vote of the coach and the director of athletics. (1969)

Women Ice Hockey Trophy: This trophy is dedicated
memory of Chris Watras '85, former assistant women's ice hockey coach. The award
presented annually to that member of the Bowdoin women's varsity ice hockey team who

Christopher Charles Watras Memorial

's

in the
is

commitment, and dedication to her
community and the classroom. The

best exhibits the qualities of sportsmanship, leadership,

teammates and the

sport,

on the

ice as well as in the

women's

hockey coach and the director of athletics.
Her name is engraved on the permanent trophy and she receives a replica at the team's annual award ceremony. (1989)
recipient

is

selected by the

varsity ice

award is presented to the player who exemplifies
the qualities of enthusiasm, dedication, and perseverance embodied in the spirited young
women who were paramount in the establishment of Bowdoin women's hockey. The recipient is selected by vote of her fellow players. (1991)

Women

's

Ice Hockey Founders 'Award: This

Lacrosse
LaPointe Lacrosse Award: This award, given in honor of Coach Mortimer F,
LaPointe's twenty-one seasons as coach of men's lacrosse by his alumni players, is presented
to one player on the varsity team, who, through his aggressive spirit, love of the game, and

Mortimer

F.

positive attitude, has helped build a stronger team.
after consultation with the captains.

The coach

will

make

the final selection

(1991)

Ellen Tiemer Women's Lacrosse Trophy: This trophy, donated to the

women's

lacrosse pro-

gram from funds given in memory of Ellen Tiemer's husband, Paul Tiejjier '28, who died in
1988, is to be awarded annually "to a senior or junior woman who is judged to have brought
the most credit to Bowdoin and to herself." The recipient is to be selected by a vote of the
team and the coach. (1996)
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Paul Tiemer Men's Lcicrosse Trophy: This award, established from funds given in menior>
of Paul Tiemer III, is to be presented annually to the player who is judged to have shown the
greatest improvement and team spirit over the course of the season. Only one award shall
be made

in a year,

and the recipient

is

to

be selected by a vote of the men's varsity lacrosse

team. (1996)

Men's Lacrosse Trophy: Given by Paul Tiemer '28 in memory of his son,
III. this trophy is awarded annually to the senior class member of the varsity
lacrosse team who is judged to have brought the most credit to Bowdoin and to himself. The
recipient is selected by the varsity lacrosse coach and the director of athletics. (1976)
Paul Tiemer
Paul Tiemer

III

Soccer

George Levine Memorial Soccer Trophy: This iroph). presented b) Li. Benjamin Levine,
coach of soccer in 958, is awarded to that member of the varsity soccer team exemplifying
1

the traits of sportsmanship, valor, and desire.

(

1958)

Potholm II Soccer Award: Given to the College by Christian P. Potholm II '62,
DeAlva Stanwcxxi Alexander Professor of Government, and Sandra Q. Potholm, this fund
supports annual awards to the male and female scholar/athletes whose hard work and dediChristian

P.

cation have been an inspiration to the
IS

decided by the coaching

recipient's

name, the

year,

Bowdoin soccer program.

The award

staff.

is

in the

Selection of the recipients

form of a plaque inscribed with

llie

and a description of the award. (1992)

Squash
Reid Squash Trophy: Established by William K. Simonton '43, this trophy is awarded annually to the member of the squash team who has shown the most improvement. The recipient
is

to be selected

by the coach of the team and the director of

athletics.

(

1975)

Swirninin^
Robert B. Miller Trophy: This trophy, given by former Bowdoin swimmers in memory of
Robert B. Miller, coach of swimming, is awarded annually "to the Senior who, in the opinion of the coach,

Winners
hgurincs.

will
(

is

the outstanding

have their names

swimmer on

inscribcti

the basis of his contribution to the sport."

on the trophy and

will he presented with

hron/e

1962)

Sandra Quinlan Potholm Swimmini; Trophv: Ivslahlishetl h\ Sandra Quinlan Potholm and
Christian P. Potholm il '62. )eAl\ a Stanwood Alexander Professor oKiovernment, this prize
is awarded annually to the male and female members of the Bowdoin sw miming teams who
have done the most for team morale, cohesion, and happiness. Selection of the recipients
is decided by the coaching staff. The award is in the form of a plaque inscribed wiili ihc
1992)
recipient's name, the year, and a description o\ the award
1

(

Tfnnis

Samuel A. hidd Icnnts intph\: his trophy, presented by Samuel Applelon l.aiKI .If. "29,
and Samuel Appleton I.add III 'fvV is awarded to a memlxT of the \arshy team who. by his
sp<»nsmanship. c(H)perativc spirit, and character, has done the most lor tennis at Bowdoin
dunng Ihc year. The award winner's name is in.scribcd on the trophy. 1969)
I

(
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Track and Field
Leslie A. Clqff Track Trophy: This trophy, presented by

LesHe A. Claff '26,

conclusion of the competitive year to the outstanding performer

who,

in the

in track

is

awarded "at the

and

field athletics

opinion of the dean, the director of athletics, and the track coach, has demon-

strated outstanding ability

consistent with the

accompanied with those

aim of

qualities of character

intercollpgiate athletics in

its

and sportsmanship

role in higher education." (1961)

Bob andJeannette Cross Award (The Maine Track Officials' Award): This trophy is given
annually by the friends of Bowdoin track and field to that member of the women's team
who has demonstrated outstanding qualities of loyalty, sportsmanship, and character during
her athletic career at Bowdoin. The recipient of the award is chosen by a vote of the head
track coaches and the men's and women's track team. (1989)
Elmer Longley Hutchinson Cup: This cup, given by the Bowdoin chapter of Chi Psi Fraternity in memory of Elmer Longley Hutchinson '35, is awarded annually to a member of the
varsity track squad for high conduct both on and off the field of sport. (1939)

Major Andrew Morin Award: This trophy, endowed by long-time track official Andrew Morin,
is given annually to the most dedicated long- or triple-jumper on the men's or women's track
team. The winner is selected by a committee of track coaches and track officials. (1989)
Evelyn Pyun Award: Established

in

memory

of Evelyn Pyun '02, the award

is

presented

annually for outstanding dedication and loyalty to the women's cross-country team. The

award honors the

Bowdoin

qualities of persistence, generosity,

and enthusiasm

that

Evey brought

to

cross-country. (2000)

Colonel Edward A. Ryan Award: Given by friends and family of Colonel Ryan, longtime
starter at the

College track meets,

this

award

is

presented annually to that

member

of the

women's track and field team who has distinguished herself through outstanding achievement and leadership during her four-year athletic career at Bowdoin. (1989)

PRIZES IN EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
James Bowdoin Cup: This cup, given by the Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity, is awarded
annually at Honors Day to the student who in the previous college year has won a varsity
letter in active

receiving varsity

go

made the
two or more

competition and has
letters. In

case

highest scholastic average

to the

Bowdoin Orient

the students

students should have equal records, the award

one having the best scholastic record during
name of the recipient is to be engraved on the cup. (1947)
shall

among

his or her college course.

The

Bowdoin Publishing Company
Bowdoin Orient staff who have made

Prize: Six cash prizes are offered by the

and are awarded each spring

to those

members of the

significant contributions to the Orient in the preceding volume. (1948)

General R. H. Dunlap Prize: The annual income of a fund established by Katharine Wood
Dunlap in memory of her husband. Brig. Gen. Robert H. Dunlap, USMC, is awarded to the
student

who

writes the best essay

on the subject of "service,"

in addition to

demonstrating

personal evidence of service. (1970)

Andrew Allison Haldane Cup: This cup, given by fellow officers in the Pacific in memory
of Capt. Andrew Allison Haldane, USMCR, '4 1 is awarded to a member of the senior class
,

who

has outstanding qualities of leadership and character. (1945)

^

)
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Orren Chalmer Hormell Cup: This cup, given by the Sigma Nu Fraternity at the College in
honor of Orren Chalmer Hormell, D.C.L. '51, DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor of
Government, is awarded each year to a sophomore who, as a first-year student, competed
in first-year athletic

competition as a regular

outstanding scholastic honors.

A

member

plaque inscribed w

ilh

of a team, and
the

names of

all

who
the

has achieved

cup winners

is

kept on display. (1949)

Howe

Lucien

Prize: Fifty percent of the income of a fund given by Dr. Lucien

Howe 1870,
class who as

A.M. 1879, Sc.D. 1910, is awarded by the faculty to members of the senior
undergraduates, by example and intluence, ha\c show n the highest qualities of conduct
and character. The remainder is expended by the president to improve the social life of the
undergraduates.

{

1920)

Masque and Gown

Fii^urine:

A

be presented to the author of the

conducted, and

is

The Prologue, carved by Gregory Wiggin, may
prize-winning pla\ in the One-Act Play contest, if one is

figurine.

held by the winner until the follow ing contest.

(

1937)

Gown One-Act Play Prizes: Prizes may be aw arded annually for excellence in
Masque and Gown activities, including play writing, directing, and acting. (1934)

Masifue and
various

Michael Francis Miccichc HI Award: This award is given annually to that individual w ho
embodies the entire Bowdoin experience; who engages the College community, achieves
academic excellence, and earns the respect of his or her peers and professors. This individual
must plan on broadening his or her education following graduation, either through enrollment
at

a graduate school or through a structured travel or volunteer program. (2(X)1

Horace
IS91,

more

in

lj>rd Piper Prize: This prize, established by

Sumner

Increase Kimball 1855, Sc.D.

memor\ of Maj. Horace Lord Piper 1863. is awarded to that member of the sophowho presents the best "original paper on the subject calculated tt) promote the

class

attainment and maintenance of peace throughout the world, or on .some other subject devoted
to the welfare

of humanity.**

(

1923)

The President's Award: This award, inaugurated in 1997 by President Robert H. Hdwards.
recognizes a student's exceptional personal achievements and uncommon contributions to
the College. The student's actions demonstrate particular courage, imagination, and generosity of spirit; and they benefit the atmosphere, program, or general cffecli\cness of the
College. (1997)

Franklin Delano Roosevelt 0//>.This cup,
IMn Society,

whose

is

mscribed annually w

vision, humanity,

ith

the

furFiishecl h\ the

name of

that

and courage most contribute

to

Bowdoin chapter of Alpha Delta

member

ol the three

making Bowdoin

lower classes

a better college.

(1945)

Paul Andrew Walker Prize Fund: This fund was established iii honor iiiul incmor) of Paul
Andrew Walker '31 by his wife, Nathalie L. Walker, l-orty percent of the income of the fund
is used to honor a member or members of the Howtloin Orient staff whose ability and hard
work are deemed worthy by the Award Committee chosen b\ the ilean ol stuilent affairs.
A bronze medal or an appropriate b<K)k. with a lx)okpl;iic' ilcsirncd lo honor Paul Andrew
Walker,

is

presented lo each recipient. (1982)

Prizes

and Distinctions
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MISCELLANEOUS FUNDS
Delta Sigma/Delta Upsilon Activities Fund: The income of this fund

used to support public
events and individual projects that further the welfare and enhance the community of Bowdoin
College, and that preserve and promote the fellowship, community,
that Delta

Sigma and Delta Upsilon offered

to the

is

spirit, diversity,

and ideals

Bowdoin community. (1997)

Faculty Development Fund: The income of this fund, established by Charles Austin Cary

A.M. H'50, LL.D. '63, is expended each year "for such purpose or purposes, to be
recommended by the President and approved by the Governing Boards, as shall be deemed
1910,

to be

most effective

but not be limited
leaves,

in

to,

maintaining the caliber of the faculty." These purposes

may

include,

support of individual research grants, productive use of sabbatical

added compensation for individual merit or distinguished accomplishment, other

incentives to encourage individual development of teaching capacity, and improvement of
faculty salaries. (1956)

Faculty Research Fund: This fund, founded by the Class of 1928 on the occasion of
twenty-fifth anniversary,
est

from

faculty.

the fund

is

is

from other classes and individuals. The interhelp finance research projects carried on by members of the

open

used to

its

to additions

(1979)

The Fletcher Family Fund: This fund was established by William C. Fletcher '66. Income
from the fund provides support for faculty research leading to publication and presentation.
(2000)

Common Good (2005): This fund was established by
memory of Henni Friedlander (mother of Martin, a member
of the Class of 197 ), who survived Nazi Germany to immigrate to the United States, where
she was an inspiring example of how love and joy of life can lift the human spirit and enable
The Henni Friedlander Award for the

Martin and Sheila Friedlander

in

1

us as a society to promote the

who

common

good. The fund provides a monetary prize to an

own

and gone on to
make a highly significant contribution to the common good. In addition, the fund supports a
lecture by the awardee on the subject of his or her life's achievement in both the area of the
common good and his or her profession. To the extent possible, the awardee will spend a
individual

has overcome significant adversity in his or her

life

day or two on campus interacting with members of the college community so that they can
better appreciate the value of the individual's accomplishments.
In years when sufficient funds are available, The Henni Friedlander Student Prize shall
also be

or her

awarded to a Bowdoin undergraduate who has similarly overcome adversity
life and gone on to contribute to the common good.

in his

own

Sydney B. Karofsky Prize for Junior Faculty: This
family, including Peter S. Karofsky,
'93, is to

M.D.

by members of the Karofsky
Karofsky '66, and David M. Karofsky

prize, given

'62, Paul

I.

be awarded annually by the dean for academic

affairs, in consultation

with the

Faculty Affairs Committee on the basis of student evaluations of teaching, to an outstanding

Bowdoin teacher who "best demonstrates the ability to impart knowledge, inspire enthusiasm,
and stimulate intellectual curiosity." The prize is given to a member of the faculty who has
taught at the College for at least two years. In 2007 the award was given to Charles Dorn,
assistant professor of education. (1992)

James R. Pierce Athletic Leadership Award: Established by James R. Pierce Jr., in memory
of James R. Pierce '46, the income of this fund is used to support an annual stipend for a
member of the Bowdoin coaching staff to attend a professional conference or other continuing education activity. The recipient is selected on the basis of "superior 'teaching ability,
unbridled enthusiasm for his/her sport, empathy for the Bowdoin scholar-athlete, and desire
to inculcate a sense of sportsmanship

and

fair

play regardless of circumstances." (1993)

Campus and

Buildings

BowDOiN College is located in Brunswick, Maine, a town of approximately 22.000 population,
first settled in 1628, on the banks of the Androscoggin Ri\er, a few miles from the shores of
Casco Bay. The 215-acre campus is organized around a central quadrangle.
On the north side of the quadrangle is Massachusetts Hall (1802), the oldest college
building in Maine, which now houses the English department. The building was designated
and the campus became part of the Federal Street
a Registered Historical Landmark in 197
Historic District in 1976. To the west of Massachusetts Hall, Memorial Hall, built to honor
alumni who served in the Civil War and completed in 1882, was completely reno\ated and
reopened in spring 2000. The historic building contains the modernized 610-seat Pickard
Theater and the 150-seat Wish Theater in a pavilion linked to Memorial Hall by a glass
atrium. Support space houses a scene shop, a costume shop and storage, rehearsal spaces,
and dressing rooms for the theater and dance programs.
On the west side of the Quad along Park Row. the Mary Frances Searles Science Building
894) has also undergone a major renovation. The remodeled facility houses the departments
of physics, mathematics, and computer science. Adjacent to Searles, the Visual Arts Center
1 ,

(

1

(1975) contains offices, classrooms, studios, and exhibition space for the art department,
as well as Kresge Auditorium, which seats 300 for lectures, films, and performances. The

Walker Art Building
College

(

McKim. Mead and

1894). designed by

Bowdoin

White, houses the

Museum of Art. The building recently underwent a major renovation and expansion,
in October 2007. The Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of Music (1954) provides

and reopened

music department. At the southwest corner of the quadrangle is HawthorneLongfellow Library Building 1965), which houses the main facilities of the College library,
including the George J. Mitchell Department of Special Collections & Archives on the third

facilities for the

(

floor.

The

offices of the president

side of the

and the dean for academic

affairs are located

on the west

Hawthorne-Longtellou building.

Quad is Hubbard Hall 1903), once the College's library and
now the site of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum and Arctic Studies Center; the
departments of economics, governmcfii and legal studies, and history; some information
technology offices; and the library's Susan Dwight Bliss Room, which houses a small

On

the south side of the

(

collection ot rare illustrated books. The back

and contains book stacks and a study room.
gargoyle

now

l(K)ms atop

In the center

built

Hubbard

A newly carved

is

connected

to the library

replica of the building's original

Hall.

Quad is ilic Chapel, designed by Richard Upjohn and
Romanesque church ol undressed granite with twin lowers

of the east side of the

between IK45 and 1855,

and spires

w ingot Hubbard Hall

a

that rise to a height ot

1

18 feet.

A

magnificent resiohation

of"

the historic Chiipel

interior was completed in 1997 98, and restoration of the Chapel towers was completed
in 2004. Offices of the Joseph McKeen Center for the (^>mmon Good and the American
Musicoiogical Society are currently located in Banister Hall, ilic section of the Chapel

building originally used for the College's library and

Tolhejinrth and south of thcClia(X*l

is

a

row

of"

art

collection

five historic brick buildings: li\c residence

Appleton 184.^). Maine! 808). and
Winthrop 1822) halls. The College has recently completed the renovation of these live
buildings, as well as M(H)re Hall, located to the east of Moulton Uiuon.
h.'dls

south to north.
(

Coleman l*>5X).Hyde(
(

1917).

(

1

1
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At the north end of the row of "bricks," next to Bath Road, is Seth Adams Hall ( 1 861 ),
which once served as the main facility of the Medical School of Maine and now houses the
department of sociology and anthropology and the Environmental Studies Center, as well
as classrooms and faculty offices. The building recently underwent an extensive renovation,
which was completed in late summer 2008.

To

the east of the

comprising Morrell

main Quad

Gymnasium

two secondary quadrangles divided by a complex
(1 965); Tiie Peter Buck Center for Health and Fitness
are

(2009), which houses athletics department offices, the student healthcare office, and the
fitness

and wellness centers; Sargent

Gymnasium

(1912); the

David Saul Smith Union

(1995, originally built in 1912 as the General Thomas Worcester Hyde Athletic Building);
and Studzinski Recital Hall and Kanbar Auditorium (2007, originally built as the Curtis
Pool Building in 1927). The David Saul Smith Union houses a large, central, open lounge,
the College bookstore and mail center, a cafe, convenience store. Jack Magee's Grill, a
game room, meeting rooms, and student activities offices.

Across

Sills

Drive through the pines behind Dayton Arena are Whittier Field,

Grandstand (1904), and

Hubbard

John Joseph Magee Track, which was rededicated in honor
The Schwartz Outdoor Leadership Center (2002),
Bowdoin Outing Club, is located on Sills Drive near the entrance

the

of Joan Benoit Samuelson '79 in 2005.

campus headquarters of the
to Whittier Field.

To the northwest of this group of buildings, a multidisciplinary science center (1997)
combines 75,000 square feet of new construction, named Stanley F. Druckenmiller Hall
in honor of the grandfather of the building's chief donor, Stanley F. Druckenmiller '75; and
30,000 square feet of renovated space in Parker Cleaveland Hall (1952), which is named
for the nineteenth-century Bowdoin professor who was a pioneer in geological studies. The
science facility is linked to the Hatch Science Library, which opened in 1991. The complex
houses the departments of biology, chemistry, and geology.
Adjoining the science

facilities is Sills

Hall (1950),

home

to the

departments of classics,

German, Romance languages, Russian, and film studies; and the Language Media Center.
One wing of Sills Hall houses Smith Auditorium, which has advanced electronic facilities
for film

and other presentations.

Kanbar

Hall, located

at the

corner of Bath

Road and

Sills

Drive adjacent to Smith

Auditorium, opened in September 2004. The 26,000-square-foot building houses the department

of psychology and the College's Center for Learning and Teaching, which includes the

Baldwin Program for Academic Development, the Quantitative Reasoning Program, and
the Writing Project.

To the south of the athletics buildings and the Smith Union, an area called the Coe
Quadrangle adjoins the Moulton Union (1928), which contains the offices of the dean of
student affairs, the registrar, and Bowdoin Career Planning, and the residential life staff, as
well as dining facilities, and several conference rooms and lounges. Also in that quadrangle are
Moore Hall (1941), a residence hall, and the Dudley Coe Building (1917), which contains
the Campus Services copy center, the WBOR radio station, the Off-Campus Study Office,
the Upward Bound Office (as of Oct. 2009), and faculty offices.
On College Street near Coles Tower, the John Brown Russwurm African American
Center, which opened in 1970 as a center for African American studies, was formerly a faculty
residence known as the Little-Mitchell House (1827). Named in honor of Bowdoin's first
African American graduate, the Center houses the offices of the Africana Studies Program,
a reading room, and a library of African and African American source rnaterials.
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The Russwurm African American Center stands

in front

of sixteen-story Coles

Tower

(1964), which provides student Hxing and study quarters, seminar and conference rooms,
lounges, and the events and

summer programs

oftice, audio\isuaI services, infomiation

technology offices, and the Textbook Center. Connected to the lower are new and expanded

Frederick Ci. P. Thorne Hall, w hich includes Wentworth Servery and
The
basement of Thome Hall houses the Bowdoin Bookstore Textbook
I)a^j»ett Lounjie.
Center. Sarah Orne Jewett Hall, the third side of the Coles Tower complex, currently houses
dining facihties

in

several admmisirati\e oftices.

Tow er complex are two residence halls completed in the summer
of 1996. A six-stor\ building is named Harriet Beecher Stowe Hall in honor of the author
of Uncle Tom's Cabin. A four-story building is named Oliver Otis Howard Hall in honor of
To

the east of the Coles

Major General Oliver Otis How ard of the Class of 850. rirst commissioner of the Freedmen's
Bureau and founderof some seventy educational institutions, among them How ard University.
Chamberlain Hall, named for Joshua Fawrence Chamberlain of the Class of 1852. was
1

completed

in the

summer of 1999 and stands on the west side of Coles Tower. Two new
Osher Hall and West Hall, located on the corner of South Street

student residence halls.

opened in 2(K)5. The C hildren's Center, which is located to the south o{
Chamberlain Hall, was opened in 2(X)3.
Wl ). which stands to the west o^ Coles Tower and
The building at 4 College Street
which formerly housed the Delta Kappa Fpsilon and the Kappa Delta Theta fraternities, has
and Cofrtn

Street,

(

1

office. The building has been named
of
Harold
Hit/ Burton (Class of 1909, FF.D.
House
in
honor
and
memory
the Burton-Fittle
937 ), United States Supreme Court Justice from 945 to 958; and of George T. Little (Class
of 1877), who was for many years a Bowdoin professor, librarian, and College historian and
an ardent benefactor of the Delta Kappa l^psilon fralcrnit\. The student aid oftice is located

been extensi\ely reno\ated to serve as the admissions

1

1

at

1

(fustafson Hou.se. 261 .Maine Street.

many of them
faculty. The Asian

Various offices occupy buildings around the perimeter of the campus,
in historic

houses donated by townspeople and former members of the

Studies Program inhabits 3S College Street.

The Women's Resource Center,

at

24 College

Street, includes a lihrar\. nicctiiig rooms, aiui ihc Kcsouivc Center for Sexual and Ciciidcr

The Herbert Ross Brown House, at 32 College Street, now houses the counseling
lioodN -Johnson House 1S49), on Maine Street, is named for Henry Hill
B(H>d>. a member of the Class of 1842 and a teacher of Greek and rhetoric at the College.
w ho hired the architect Gcrva.se Wheeler to design the house for him; and for Henry Johnson,
Diversitv.

scr\ice offices

a distinguished

(

member

of the faculty and

first

director of the

Museum

of Art. and Irances

landmark in 1975
It cnniams faculty and staff offices, as well as meeting and seminar spaces. Chase Barn
Chanibir. located in the ell. is used for small classes, seminars, and conferences. Ashby
House 1845 55), next to B(H>dy-Johnson House, is (Kcupied by the religion department

Robmson Johnson. The

building

was designated

a Registered Historical

(

and various faculty

offices.

On Bath Road. Ham House and the lormci Cieiclicll HousciiaNc both undergone extensive
renovations Ham Hnusi- now siT\csasthe location of the treasurer's office, while (ietchcll
now

Filward Pols H(»use. contains offices of the philosophy department and
faculty in I^lin American studies. The Matilda \\ bite RiU\ House at 7 Bath Roail houses
the education department. 'I*he investments office is icKateil at HO Federal Street, which
was renovated in 2(K)7.
Ht)usc.

the

Surrounding the central campus are various

I

and support buildings.

complex two bl<Kks south of Coles Tower Here are the
arle\ Field Housc(l987) and Bowdoin s 16 lane A. Ia'Rov (ireason Swiniinin^

I'hc largest

\\iMiam

athletics, residential,

of these

is

the athletics

Campus and Buildings

Pool; Pickard Field

House

(1937); the

383

Lubin Family Squash Center (1999) with seven

international courts; eight outdoor tennis courts;

Pickard Field; the Howard F. Ryan
J. Watson Arena, the

Astroturf Field (2003); and 60 acres of playing fields. The Sidney
new ,900-seat home of Bowdoin ice hockey, opened in 2009.
1

On

campus, Rhodes Hall (1867), once the Bath Street Primary
management and safely and security. The former home
of Bowdoin 's presidents, 85 Federal Street (1860) was converted in 1982 for the use of the
development office. Cram Alumni House (1857), next door to 85 Federal, is the center of
alumni activities at Bowdoin. Cleaveland House, the former residence of Professor Parker
Cleaveland (1806), at 75 Federal Street, has served as the president's house and is used for
some College functions and guests. Copeland House, formerly the home of Manton Copeland,
professor of biology from 1908 until 1947, provides additional space for development and
the north side of the

School, houses the offices of facilities

college relations offices.

Student residences and former fraternity houses,

many of them

in historic buildings, are

scattered in the residential streets around the campus. Several of these have been selected to

serve as College Houses as part of the College

(1901), designed by

Chapman and

1878; Burnett House, built

Charles T. Burnett;

House

in

Reed House

(1932), formerly the Chi Psi fraternity house; Helmreich

(1900), formerly the Alpha

in

Frazer and built by Hartley C. Baxter, of the Class of

1858 and for many years the home of Professor and Mrs.

Professor Ernst Helmreich; Howell

now named

House System. These include Baxter House

Rho Upsilon fraternity house and named in honor of
House (1924), the former Alpha Delta fraternity house,

honor of Bowdoin 's tenth president, Roger Howell

fraternity house,

now named

of a former director of theater
formerly Zeta Psi/Chi Delta,

the former Psi Upsilon

George (Pat) Hunnewell Quinby House (1903) in honor
Bowdoin
at
( 934- 966); Samuel A. Ladd Jr. House ( 1 929),
at 14 College Street; and the Donald B. MacMillan House

the

(1942), formerly Theta Delta Chi,

1

at

5

McKeen

1

Street.

Additional College-owned student residences include the

Maine

Jr.;

Brunswick Apartments, on

which provide housing for about 150 students; 10 Cleaveland Street; the
recently renovated 30 College Street, which also houses a multicultural center; the Harpswell
Street Apartments and the Pine Street Apartments, which opened in the fall of 1973; the
Mayflower Apartments, at 14 Belmont Street, about two blocks from the campus; and the
Winfield Smith House, named in memory of L. Winfield Smith, of the Class of 1907.
Bowdoin 's facilities extend to several sites at varying distances from the central campus.
The McLellan Building ( 1 999), located a few blocks from campus at 85 Union Street, houses
human resources, communications and public affairs, the controller's office, art studios, and
Street,

a large conference room.

which in some cases also serve as areas for outdoor recreation,
include the Bowdoin Pines, on the Federal Street and Bath Street edge of the campus; Coleman
Farm in Brunswick; and the Coastal Studies Center, with marine and terrestrial laboratories
and a farmhouse and seminar facility on nearby Orr's Island. Property at Bethel Point in
nearby Cundy's Harbor has served as a marine research facility and is used as a practice site
by the sailing team. Facilities located adjacent to Sawyer Park on the New Meadows River
in Brunswick are used by the rowing team. The Bowdoin Scientific Station is located on
Research and field

Kent

Island,

stations,

Bay of Fundy, Canada.

In 2005, the College acquired

two neighboring

islands,

Hay

and Sheep, to preserve the unique environment offered by the scientific station.
The architectural history of the campus is thoroughly discussed in The Architecture of

Bowdoin College (Brunswick: Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Anderson.

1988), by Patricia

McGraw

2

1

1

College Offices and Departments
Admissions Burton-Little House

(70). E-1

Africana Studies and African American Society John Brown Russwurm House

(69),

Alumni Relations Office Cram Alumni House (4^), J-4
American Musicological Society Banister Hall (5), G-9
Annual (iiving Office Cram Alumni House (45), J-4
Apartments
Brunswick Apartments:
Cleaveland

B-C-9-10

(77).

Apartments, 10 Cleaveland

St.

(20).

St.:

K-IO

Harpswell Street Apartments: (51), A-4
.Maytlower Apartments. 14 Belmont St.: (78), D-13
Pine

Apartments.

St.

Art Visual Arts Center

3 ),

( 1

G-

1

Pine

1

Asian Studies Program 38 College
AssiKJation of

G-H-l

St.: (47).

St. (58),

F-5

Bowdoin Friends McLellan Building

(89) (inset, lower right)

.Athletics

Buck Center for Health and Fitness (36), G-7
Farley Field House (54), B-6: Greason Pool (54), B-6
Peter

Lubin Famil) Squash Center (52). B-5
Morrcll

Gsmnasium

H-6

(34).

Pickard Field House (55), C-6;
Sargent

Sidney

Gymnasium

(36),

Watson Arena

J.

Howard Ryan

Field (53),

A-6

G-7
B-5

(56).

Whitticr Ficld'Hubhard CJrandstand (48). F-2

(enter for Learning and Teaching Kanbar Hall (30), 1-5
Biology /Hi(KhemistryAeuroscience Druckenmiller Hall (31

1-5

),

B(M)kstore l)a\id Saul Smith Union (38), G-6;

Textbook (enter Coles Tower
Bo\uloin

(

Olkge Museum of .Art

(

12),

D-E-10

(68),

G-12

Business Offices (Bursar, Controller), McLellan Building (89)

Career Planning Moulton L'nion
Chemistr> (ka\ eland Hall (31
),

Children's (enter (74),

(inset,

lower right)

(42), F-8
1-6

CIO

(lassies Sills Hall (29), 1-7

Coastal Studies Center (A. B. C, D)

(inset,

upper

left)

ConimunicatioMs and Public Affairs McLellan Building (89)

(insci.

lower right)

Computer Science Scarlcs Science Buildmg (14). 1112
Copy Center Dudley Ccx: Building (39), G-6
Counseling Service Herbert Ross Brown House (59). F-6
Craft
enter (^1
Ill
(

Dean

i.

Academic

Hauthorne Longlellow Hall
IH-an of Student Affairs Moulton Union (42). F-8
for

.Affairs

IK>\elopment Offices 85 Federal
(

(.|x-larul

House

St. (46). J-4,

(i

P Thorne

hx-imomics Hubbard Hall

FdiK

ati«ui M.itild.i

Kn^lislj (,;i> iind

I

I--8.

DaMd

ililies

M.ui.r.M

Hall (67).

F M)
While Riles House

iil

1

D

Saul Smilh Union (38).

9-10

(22).

J

X

esbian Studies Massachusetts

in<

\

Alunuii House (45) J-4.

(9).

Mn\ironnuntal Studies Adams Hall (2), 1-8
Kvcnis and Summer Programs Coles Tower
Fat

10).

(28). J-5

Diiim^ Service Moulton U'nion (42).

Ircdcnck

Cram

(

H.tll

(68),

(

h

D-K-IO

klKnles Hall (26). J-7

384

''
I

Ci 6.

E-10

35

31

1

4

1

3

College Offices and Departments

Film Studies

Sills

Hall (29), 1-7

Gender and Women's Studies 24 College
Geology Druckenmiller Hall

German

335

(3

1

),

St. (61),

F-7

1-5

Sills Hall (29), 1-7

Government Hubbard

Hall (9), F-10

Hatch Science Library (32), 1-7
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library (10),'F-1
Health Services Peter Buck Center for Health and
History Hubbard Hall (9), F-10
1

Human

Resources McLellan Building (89)

(inset,

Fitness (36),

G-7

lower right)

Information Technology Offices Sarah Orne Jewett Hall

(66), D-9,

Hubbard Hall

(9),

F-10,

Coles Tower (68), D-E-10, Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall (10), F-11

Research Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall (10), F-1
Investments Office 80 Federal Street (91), J-6
Latin American Studies Edward Pols House (19), J-9
Institutional

Mathematics Searles Science Building (14), H-12
McKeen Center for the Common Good Banister Hall (5), G-9
Museum of Art (12), G-12
Music Gibson Hall (11), F-1 1, Studzinski Recital Hall/Kanbar Auditorium
Off-Campus Study Dudley Coe Building (39), G-6
Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum Hubbard Hall (9), F-10
Philosophy Edward Pols House (19), J-9
Physics and Astronomy Searles Science Building (14), H-12
President's Office Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall

Psychology Kanbar Hall

(

10), F-1

(40),

G-7

1

(30), 1-5

Registrar's Office Moulton Union (42), F-8

Religion Ashby House (81), F-1

Residence Halls and College Houses
Appleton Hall

(6),

G-9

Baxter House (63), E-9

Chamberlain Hall

(72),

Burnett House (86), H- 1

D- 1

Coleman Hall

(8),

F-9

Coles Tower (68), D-E-10

30 College Street

Helmreich House (84), G- 14
Howell House (87), I- 1

Howard Hall (65), D-8
Hyde Hall (7), F-9

(60),

F-6

Samuel A. Ladd Jr. House (62), E-8
MacMillan House (83), G- 14
Maine Hall (4), H-8
Moore Hall (41), F-7
Osher Hall (76), D-6
George H. Quinby House (82), F-1
Reed House (79), E- 1
Smith House (50), C-2
Stowe Hall (64), D-8
Stowe House (90) (inset, lower left)
West Hall (75), D-7
Winthrop Hall (3), 1-8
Residential Life Office Moulton Union (42), F-8
Romance Languages Sills Hall (29), 1-7
Russian Sills Hall (29), 1-7
Schwartz Outdoor Leadership Center (49), F-3

and Security Rhodes Hall (26), J-7
David Saul Smith Union (38), G-6
Sociology and Anthropology Adams Hall (2), 1-8
Student Aid Office Gustafson House (73), D- 1
Theater and Dance Memorial Hall, Pickard Theater
Treasurer's Office Ham House ( 1 7), J- 10
Upward Bound Dudley Coe Building (39), G-6
Women's Resource Center 24 College St. (61), F-7
Safety

(1

5), I- 1

1

,Wish Theater

( 1

6), I- 1

""
,

1

.
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1

1

2

1

1

Index
recommendations. 10

Academic calendar. vi-\i
Academic Honor Code.
Set' Codes of Conduct
Academic standards and regulations,

regular admission. 10-11

SAT

30-43

standardized

Admissions

30
course
course load. 30
credit.

D

Dean's

Advanced

List, 36,

10

office.

382

standing. See

Admissions information

option, 33

fail

tests.

transfer students. 13-14

attendance. 30

credit

scores. 10

special students. 14

Advising system. See Curriculum

361

deficiency in scholarship, 36-37

African American Center. 381

examinations. 30

Africana studies. 54-62

grades. 33

offices.

graduation, 42

381

Alcohol.

See

honors, 35

NESCAC

incompletes, 33-34

Allen. William. 8

independent study. 32

Alumni

lea\ es of absence.

37-40

Association, 304

awards. 304

medical lea\e. 38-40
petitions,

BASIC (Bowdoin Alumni

42

School and Interviewing

registration, 20, 31

resignation,
transcripts.

Committees), 305

42

Bowdoin maga/ine. 305

34

Council. 304. 358-59

transfer of credit. 4

Academic skills programs, 44-45
Achievement tests. See Admissions
information
Activities

extracurricular athletic. 299-3(X)
extracurricular student. 297-98
fee,

Adams

Fund. 305
organizations. 304-07

American government. See
Government and legal studies
American history. See Histor\
American literature. See English
Anthropology. 271-73.

20

See also Sociology

Hall. 381

Administration, officers of, 333-46
Administrative offices, 384-385
Admissions information, 9-14

ACT scores.

offices. 381

Appleton. Jesse, 8

Applelon Hall. 380
Application fees. 10,

10

advanced standing.

,SV<'

scores. 10

deferred admission,
dcpt)sit,

1

1

financial aid. 15-19

homo ^'h(x>lcd

Admissions information

Archaeology courses, 99-101
See nl\o Classics
Architectural Studies.

1

Early Decision,

II

Application prcKcdures.

1

application fee. 10

ChMB

Statement.

46

Archives, 284-285
Arctic

applicants. 12

museum. See Peary-MacMillan
Arctic

Museum

46

international students. 12-13

Arctic studies,

intcrMcvss. 10

Arctic Studies Center. 288, 380

prcmatnculation course work. 9

388

389

Index
Art,

62-70

Bookstore, 298, 381,382

courses in history of

Art

art,

courses

in visual arts,

offices,

380

63-67

68-70

Interviewing Committees.

Museum. See Bowdoin College

Museum

of Art

Ashby House, 382

,

Asian studies, 70-81

382

offices,

Bowdoin, James, 5
Bowdoin Alumni School and

Association of

See

BASIC

Bowdoin Bugle, 297
Bowdoin College
architecture,

bookstore, 298, 381,382

dining

Bowdoin

Friends, 306-07

Astronomy. See Physics and astronomy
Athletics and physical education, 299-300

383

facilities,

general information,

information center, 298
Library, 283-86,

indoor

Museum

presidents of, 8

8,300,381
Farley Field House, 300, 382
Greason Pool, 300, 382-83

switchboard,

Sargent Gymnasium, 300, 381
Watson Arena, 300, 383
intercollegiate athletics, 299-300
intramural athletics, 299-300

outdoor

facilities

Pickard Field, 383

Ryan Astroturf Field, 300, 383
Whittier Field, 381
physical education, 300

Audiovisual services.

See Instructional Media Services

Auditoriums

Kanbar,293, 381
Kresge, 293, 380
Smith, 381

Automobiles. See Motor vehicles

Bowdoin
Bowdoin

380

of Art, 286-87, 380

Buck Center for Health and Fitness,

Morrell Gymnasium, 300, 381

xii

history of, 5-8

club sports, 299-300
facilities

381, 82

xii

Friends, Association of, 306-07
International

Music

Festival,

308

Bowdoin, James, II, 5
Bowdoin, James, III, 5
Bowdoin magazine, 305

Bowdoin National Merit

Scholarships,

17

Bowdoin Orient, 297
Bowdoin Pines, 289, 383
Bowdoin Prize, 360
Bowdoin Scientific Station, 289, 383
Bowdoin Women's Society, 306
Bracketed courses, 53

Brown House, Herbert Ross, 382
Brunswick Apartments, 383
Buck Center for Health and

Fitness, Peter,

8,300,381
Burnett House, 383
Burton-Little House, 382

Awards. See Prizes and distinctions.
Cafe, 298, 381

Baldwin Program for
Academic Development, 44, 381
Banister Hall, 380
BASIC, 305
Baxter House, 383
Bethel Point, 383

Calendar 2009-2012, vi-xi
Campus buildings, 380-83

Biochemistry, 81-82

CEEB. See College Entrance

Biology, 82-91

Examination Boards
Center for Learning and Teaching, 44-45

offices,

Bliss

Room,

381

284, 380

Campus life, 296-303
Campus map, 386-87
Career Planning, 301-302, 381
Cars. See

Motor vehicles

offices,

381

^

Boards. See Officers of Government

Certification, for teaching, 118-19

Boodv-Johnson House, 382

Chamber

Choir. See

Ensembles

1

390

Index

Chamberlain. Joshua

L.. 6, 8

Chamberlain Hall, 382
Chandler Reading Room, 284
Chapel,

Chase

8,

293, 380

Bam

Chamber, 382

science, 105-09

offices,

Computing

Children's Center, 382
Chinese language courses, 79-80.

See also Asian studies
Classics, 97-105

287

Copeland House. 383
center. 381

Counseling

381

380

laboratories,

Coordinate major, 28, 135

Copy

Chemisir), 92-97
offices,

Computer

ser\ ice, 22, 303,

Course designations, 53
Course load. See Academic regulations
Course numbering, 53
Courses of instruction, 54-282

Archaeology courses, 99-101

Cram Alumni House, 383

Classical archaeology, 98

Credit/D/fail option. St^f

Classical studies, 98

Classics courses, 101-102

382

Academic

regulations

Curriculum, 25-29

Greek courses, 103

academic requirements, 26

Latin courses, 103-05

advising system, 25

oftices. 381

coordinate major, 28

Cleaveland Hall, 381

departmental major. 28

Cleaveland House, 383

distribution requirements, 26-27

10 Cleaveland Street, 383

division requirements, 27

Coastal Studies,

46

interdisciplinary major, 28

Coastal Studies Center, 46, 289, 383

major, 27-29

Codes of conduct
Honor Code, 296
Social Ccxle, 296

minor, 29

requirements for the degree, 26
student-designed major. 29

Coc Building, 381
C(K Quadrangle. 381
Coleman larm. 290. 383
Coleman Hall, 380

Curtis Pool building, 381

Coles, James Stacy, 7, 8

Dance, 274-77. See also

Coles Tower,

7,

Daggett Lounge, 382

Damage

Performance studies: Theater

382

and Dance

College Entrance l:\amifKiiion Board
(C1:1:B), \U. Sec also

Admissions information
College House System, 297, 383

4 College Street, 382
24 College Street, 382

30 College

Street.

383

32 College

Street,

382

38 College Street. 382
Committees
Alumni Council. 304. 358-59
facult>.

350-57

general college. 356
Iruslees.

347-50

Common

(mhkI Award. 360
Composition courses
l.nglish department. 124

Music department. 229-30

fees, 2

Dean's

List.

See Sarah and James Bowdoin

Scholars

Deterred admission. See Admissions
information

Deficiency

in .scholarship,

36-37

academic probation. 36
academic- suspension, 37
dismissal. 37
Degree requirements. .SV<' Curriculum
Departmental honors. See Honors

Dcvclopmeni
Dining

office.

383

facilities

Smith Union. 298. 381
Thorne Dining

Commons. 382

Wentworth Servcry. 382
Dismissal. See IXMiciency

scholarship

in

1

Index
Examinations.

Distinctions.

See Prizes and distinctions
Distribution requirements.

See Curriculum
Division requirements.

See Curriculum

Double major,

391

See Academic regulations
Expenses, 20-22
College charges 2009-2010, 20

damage

fee, 21

healthcare insurance, 22

motor vehicle

27.

See also Major program

Druckenmiller Hall, 381

Dudley Coe Building, 381

registration,

off-campus study

fee,

22

20

payment of bills, 22
payment plans, 22
refunds, 21

Early Decision.

registration

See Admissions information
East Asian studies, 71 See also Asian
.

room and
tuition,

and enrollment, 20

board, 21

20

studies

East European languages.

Faculty. See Instruction, officers of

See Russian
Economics, 109-17
offices, 380

Faculty Development Fund, 379

Education, 117-21

85 Federal

Bowdoin Teacher Scholars Program,
48, 118-19
certification for teaching, 118-19

382
teaching program, 48
Edwards, Robert H., 7, 8
Employment. See Student employment
Engineering programs, 46-47
offices,

Faculty Research Fund, 379
Farley Field House, 300, 382
Street,

383

Fees. See Expenses

Fellowships and research, 52

Film Studies, 147-49
offices,

Financial aid,

38
15-19

aid awards, 16-18

application for, 18-19

determination of need, 16

English, 122-34

eligibility for aid, 16

380
English Speakers of Other Languages
(ESOL), 45
Ensemble performance studies, 230-32
Ensembles
Chamber Choir, 232, 293
Chamber Ensembles, 232, 293
Chorus, 232, 293
Concert Band, 232, 293
Jazz Ensembles, 232, 293
Middle Eastern Ensemble, 232, 293
World Music Ensemble, 232, 293
Enteman, Willard P., 8
Environmental mission statement, 4
Environmental studies, 135-47

federal financial aid programs, 17

offices,

offices,

381

ESOL, 45
European history. See History
Events and Summer Programs, 308, 382

first-year student awards, 16

foreign student awards, 17

graduate scholarships, 18
National Achievement
Scholarships, 17

National Merit Scholarships, 17

382
student employment, 17

offices,

veterans benefits, 18
First-year seminars, 47, 149-60

Foreign study. See Off-campus study
French courses, 255-58

See also Romance languages

Camper Festival of Contemporary
Music, 308

Gay and Lesbian

Studies, 160-64

1

392

Index

Gender and Women's
offices, 382

Studies. 164-74

Hubbard

Hall. 288,

380

Hyde. William DeWitt.

23

7, 8,

Geology, 174-78

Hyde

38
German, 178-82

Incompletes. See Academic regulations

Hall,

380

offices,

offices,

Independent major. See Major program

381

Gibbons Summer Research Interships, 370
Gibson Hallof Music, 380
Governins Board.
See Government, officers of
Government and legal studies, 183-91
offices, 380
Government, officers of, 309-315
committees, 347-50

Independent study. 32
Intormaiion center, 298
Information Technology, 287, 380, 382
Institute for the International

Education

of Students, 50
Instruction, officers of,

316-30

committees of the

faculty,

350-57

Instructional and research staff, 331-32

Insurance. See Expenses

emeriti, 311-15

299-300

Grades. See Academic regulations

Intercollegiate athletics,

Grants, financial aid, 15

Intercollegiate Center for Classical

Greason, A. LeRoy.

Studies

8

7.

in

Rome. 50

Lanka Education
(ISLE) program, 50

Greason Pool, A. LeRoy, 300, 382-83

Intercollegiate Sri

Greek courses, 103.
See also Classics
Gustafson House, 382

Interdisciplinary majors, 28-29, 208-12
art history

and archaeology, 209

and visual
biochemistry, 81-82
art history

Ham

House, 382

arts,

Harpswell Street Apartments, 383

chemical physics, 209

Harris, Samuel, 8

computer science and
mathematics, 209
English and theater. 210

Hatch Science Library, 283, 285, 381

Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall, 380
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
283-84, 380

Hay

Island, 289,

209

Eurasian and East luiropcan
studies.

210-12

geology and chemistry, 212

383

HealthCenter, 302-03, 381

geology and physics, 212

Health professions advising, 302

mathematics and economics. 212
neuroscience. 233-34

Healihservices, 22, 302-03

Hclmrcich House. 383

Interdisciplinary studies.

HisiorN. h>2-208

Inters iews.

offices.

History of

See Admissions information

380

Bowdoin

College, 5-8

Intramural athletics, 299-3(K)

Homc-sch(K>led applicants. 12

Investments Office, 382

Honors

ISLI! program. 50
Ilalian courses.

departmental. 35

Honor system. See Codes of conduct
House system. 297
Cojlfge houses.

.^.^3

Hall. Oliver Otis.

Howell House.

382

James Bowdoin Scholars. See Sarah
James Houiloin Scholars
Japanese courses. 80 81.
See also Asian studies

.^83

Howell, Roger. Jr.

258 59.

See also Romance Languages

general. 35

Howard

213

7.

8

Hubbard (Jrandstand. 381

Jewell

ll;ill. S;ii;ili

(

Johnson House. 382

)rne.

382

aiul

Index

Kanbar Auditorium,
Kanbar Hall, 381

8,

381

coordinate major, 28

departmental major, 28

Karofsky Prize for Junior Faculty,

Kent

Island.

379

interdisciplinary major, 28

See Bowdoin

minor, 29

Scientific Station

student-designed major, 29

Map

Koelln Research Fund, 371

Kresge Auditorium, 293, 380

Ladd

Jr.

House, Samuel A., 383

Langbein

393

Summer Research

Grant, 371

Language courses. See names
of individual languages

Language Media Center, 285, 381
Latin American studies, 214-19
offices, 382

of campus, 386-87
Marine Biological Laboratory
Semester, 50
Masque and Gown, 294, 298
Massachusetts Hall, 5, 380
Mathematics, 219-25
offices, 380
Mayflower Apartments, 383

McKeen, Joseph,

McKeen

5,

8

Center for the

Common

Latin courses, 103-05. See also Classics

Joseph, 287, 298-99

Leave of absence. See Academic

offices,

Good,

380

McLellan Building, xii, 383
Medical insurance. See Expenses,

regulations

Lectureships, 290-92

Legal studies, 47. See also

Government and

healthcare insurance
legal

Medical leave. See Academic regulations
Medical services. See Health services

studies

Liberal education, 23-24

Memorial Hall, 380
Middle Eastern Ensemble, 232, 293

Libraries

African and African American
source materials, 284, 381
archives, 283, 284-85,

380

Mills, Barry, 8

Minor program, 29
Mission Statement, 1-3

Beckwith Music Library, 283, 285
Bliss collection, 284, 380

Moore

Bowdoin College

Motor vehicles, registration
Moulton Union, 381

Library, 283-86,

380
catalog system, online, 283

government documents, 284
Hatch Science Library, 283, 285, 381
Hawthorne-Longfellow, 283-85, 380
manuscript archives, 284-85, 380
Pierce Art Library, 283, 285

Hall, 381

Morrell Gymnasium, 300, 381

Bowdoin College Museum of
Art, 286-87, 380
Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum, 46, 288, 380
Music, 225-32. See also Ensembles
offices,

Music

380

festivals

Bowdoin

Little-Mitchell House, 381

Lubin Family Squash Center, 300, 383
B.,

383

International

Festival,

Gamper
MacMillan House, Donald

22

Museums

reference services, 283

Special Collections, 284-85, 380

of,

Music

308

Festival of

Contemporary Music, 308

Magee'sGrill, 298, 381

Magee

Track, 381

Mail center, 381
Maine Hall, 380
Major program, 27-29

National Merit Scholarships, 17

NESCAC Alcohol

Statement, 299

Neuroscience, 233-34

1

1
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1

Index

Off-campus study, 49-5
fees, 20

Prizes and distinctions, 304, 360-79

Offer of the College. 23

Alumni aw ards. 304
Bowdoin Prize. 360
commencement. 362

Officers

Common Good Aw ard,

office. 49.

381

of administration. 333-46

360

of iio\ernment. 309-15

departmental. 362-69
in athletics. 373-77

of instruction, 316-30

in extracurricular activities,

382
Osher
Outing Club. 300

377-78

Hall.

in

general scholarship. 360-62

miscellaneous funds, 379

See Credit/fail option

Pass/fail option.

Payment plans. 22
Pear>-MacMillan
Arctic

Museum.

46. 288. 380

theater and dance department

dance. 274-77. 294

294-95

theater, 278-82.

293-95

undergraduate research
assistance, 369-73

Probation. See Deficiency in

scholarship

Psychological counseling.

Phi Beta Kappa, 361-62

See Counseling service

Philosophy, 234-38
offices,

Sarah and James Bowdoin
Scholars, 36

music department, 230-32. 293

arts.

Freedom Fund.

360

Performance studies

Performing

Phi Beta Kappa, 361-62
Preser\ ation of

Psychology. 243-48

382

offices. 381

Physical education. See Athletics

Public Affairs, Office of, 383

and physical education
Physics and astronomy, 238-43
offices, 380

Publications

Pickard Field. 383

Bowdoin Buj^le. 297
Bowdoin magazine, 305
Bowdoin Orient. 297

Pickard lield House, 383

Pickard Theater, 294, 295, 380

Quantitative Reasoning Program. 44. 381

Pierce Art Library, 283, 285

Quinby House, 383

Pierce Athletic Leadership Award, 379
F'lerce

Memorial

l*ri/e,

362

Pine Street Apartments, 383

Bowdoin. 289. 383
Political science. See Government and

Pines.

Pols House. Iduard. 382
SV*

Health

professions

Prcscr\alion of

Freedom

f

und. 360

Prcsidcn! and officers of government.

3(W 315
Prcsidcnls of

42-43

Recilal halls

Stud/inski Recital Hall, 8. 293, 381
Tillotson

Room. Gibson

Hall. 293.

380

legal sluilics

Premedical program

Reailiiiission.

Bowdoin

Registrar. Office of the. 381
C

ollege. 8

Prcslon Public Inlcresi Career lund

Fellowships. 372

Recommendations.
See Admissions inl(>rination
Recording Commitlce. 42
Reed House. 383
Reluiul policy. See F^pcnses
Registration
for courses. 20, 3
late fees. 20.

32

of motor vehicles. 22

1
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Index
Sills Hall,

Religion, 249-53
offices,

SITA program, 50

382

Requirements for

tiie

degree, 26

conference
halls.

Slavic languages. See Russian

Smith Auditorium, 381

Research, teaching, and

Residence

facilities,

289-90

See Student residences

Residency requirement. See

Requirements for the degree
Residential life, 8, 297

Smith House, 383
Smith Union, David Saul, 298, 381
Social Code. See Codes of conduct
Society of

offices, 381

Resource Center for Sexual and Gender

South American studies.
See Latin American studies

Diversity, 301
Hall,

South India Term Abroad (SITA), 50

383

Riley House, Matilda White, 382

Romance

Bowdoin Women, 306

Sociology, 266-71

Resignation, 42

Rhodes

381

Spanish courses, 259-62.

See also Romance languages

languages, 253-62

Special Collections, 284-85, 380

offices, 381

Rooms. See Student residences
Rusack Coastal Studies Fellowships, 373

Special programs, 46-47

Russian, 262-66

Sports. See Athletics and

Special students, 14

Physical Education

courses in translation, 265-66
offices,

Stowe

38

Russwurm, John Brown, 6
Russwurm African American Center,

Hall, Harriet Beecher,

Student

activities.

382

See Activities

Student Aid. See Financial

aid.

Student Aid office, 382

381

Student-designed major, 29

Ryan Astroturf Field, 300, 383

Student employment, 17

Student Fellowships and Research, 52

Safety and Security
offices,

Student government, 297

383

services, 22,

Student residences, 297, 380-383

297

Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars, 36,

Studentunion, 298, 381

Sargent Gymnasium, 300, 381

Study abroad. See Off-campus study
Studzinski Recital Hall, 8, 293, 381

SATs. See Admissions information

Summer

Sawyer Park, 383

Surdna Foundation, 373
Suspension. See Deficiency

361

Scholarships

Bowdoin National

Merit, 17

programs, 308, 382
in

scholarship

Swedish Program, 50-5

graduate, 18
prematriculation, 16

Sarah and James Bowdoin, 36, 361

Bowdoin Teacher Scholars Program,

upperclass, 16

Scholastic Aptitude Tests. See

Science

SATs

See Hatch Science Library

Schwartz Outdoor Leadership Center,

300,381
See Kent Island

Searles Science Building, 380

Sheep
Sills,

Island, 289,

48, 118-19
certification for,

library.

Scientific Station.

Teaching. See also Education

383

Kenneth, C. M.,

7, 8

preparation

for,

118-19

48

Telephone switchboard, xii
Theater and Dance, 274-82.
See also Performing
dance courses, 274-77
theater courses, 2^8-82
offices,

380

arts

V.33
396

Index

Theaters
Pickard Theater, 294, 295, 380
Wish Theater, 294, 295, 380

Thome

Hall,

382

Transfer students, 13-14
Treasurer's office. 382

Government, officers of
Tuition. See Expenses
Twelve-College Exchange, 51
Trustees. See

Undergraduate research assistance.
See Prizes and distinctions

85 Union

Street, xii,

383

Upward Bound, 308
Vacations. See

Academic calendar

Visual arts courses, 68-70.

See also Art
Visual Arts Center, 380

Walker Art Building, 286, 380
Watson Arena, 3(K)^'^83

WBOR

radio station, 381

VVcntuorth Server), 382

West

Hall,

382

Whittier Field, 381

Winthrop Hall. 380
WishThcatcr. 294. 295. 380

Women's Society, Bowdoin, 306
Women's Resource Center, 301, 382
W(K)ds, Ixonard, 8

World Music Ensemble, 232. 293
Writing courses, 124.
.SV<'

also First -year seminars

WrilingProjecl, 44-45. 381
Ycarb(K)k. 297

